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THE THEORY0F DYEING. 1

BYW!LMRD.BANCROFT

It is generally admitted that no adequate theory of

dyeing has yet been presented,and yet it seemsto me that
there are sufficientdata to enable the outlining of a satis-

factory theory; in fact we havereacheda point where such

theory is essentialas a guideto researchwork.
There are a numberof pointsto be accountedfor. ~Mtt/

colorbaths willdye woolor silkfast to washingand wil 8
act the same way with eotton, while other baths will
cotton direct. Thé additionof sodium sulphate to a Ht~
may cause the, fiber to take up more or less color than
otherwise would. In some cases an acid bath promotes
dyeing; in other cases it checks it. Treatment of cotton
with salts of aluminum,chromium,tin, iron, etc., will cause
the dyeing of the fiber by colorbaths which ordinarily will
not act in this way. The additionof tannin willcause other
colors to be taken up by cotton. The color is fixed more

thoroughly if sodium arsenateis added to an iron mordant,
sodiumphosphate to an aluminamordant, tartar emetic to a
tannin mordant, etc.

Since the dye is apparentlysolublein aqueous solution,
and since it does not washout of the fiber,the simplest way
of accounting for this is to postulate the formation of an
insolublecompound and this assumptionis made explicitly
by 'all, or nearly all, of the peoplewho are familiar with the

practical side of dyeing. On the other hand, this assumption
has not proveda satisfactoryworkinghypothesis. A hundred

yearsof it has leftus with thefeelingthat dyeingis essentially
a mysteriousprocess. Consequently,thoseof us who have no
technicalknowledge,but whohave to lecture on the subject,
inclinevery strongly to the beliefthat we are dealing with

adsorption, and that definitechemicalcompounds are not
formedas a rule thoughthey maybe in certain special cases.

If we are to assume the formationof definite chemical



2 WilderD. Bancroft

compounds,we must assume that wool, cotton, and char-

coalmay each act either as a base or as an acid. This hypo-
thesis might be permissiblein the case of wool;but it is.aa

questionableone for cotton and an absurd one for charcoal..
Of courseone does not usually speak of dyeingcharcoal;but

charcoal takes up dyes quite as readily as woolor silk, and

morereadilythan cotton. The color of the dyedoesnot show

against the black background; but that does not affect the

principle involved. Fortunately, the wholequestion is not

one of personalpreferenceor of any so-calledchemicalintui-

tion it is a matter to be decided by quantitative analysis.
If the dye forms a sparingly soluble compound with the

fiber, we shall have the unchanged fiber and the fiber-dye

compoundas twoseparatephases,and consequentlya constant

concentrationin the dye-bath until the fiber has been con-

verted completely into the fiber-dye compound, when the

concentrationof the dye in the bath willvary while the con-

centration of the dye in the fiber will remain constant. If

we have a case of adsorption, the concentrationsof the dye
in the fiberand in the bath will vary continuously.

Since the behavior of wool with acid or alkali has been

put forwardas proving thé basie or acid nature of the fiber,
wewillbeginby applyingour test in the caseof acids,alkalies

and salts beforetaking up the special casesofdyes.

Pelet-Jolivetlgives data for wool with caustic soda and

sulphuricacid (Tables1 and II).

TABLE 1

5 grams wool, 500 ce solution, 3 days, cold

Total NaOH Adsorhed NaOH Dissolved NaOH

Mittigrmn'; Mi))igrams Minigrams

tOO 67.5 32.5
200 1~.0 60

400 305 95
600 ~80 120

8oo 655 145

"Die Theorie des Farbeprozesses,"77, 78 (t~to).
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t gram wool, 1~0ce solution,2 days, temperature 20°

Totat H~SO, AhsorbedH:SO< DissolvedH~SOt
Grams Grams Grams

o.tzô 0.0; (o.og~)' 0.075

0.252 c.057 (0.055) o.t9S

0.378 o.o6o (0.060) 0.318

0.504 o.o66 (o.o6o) 0.438

0.630 0.076 (o.oyo) 0.554

0.757 0.076 (0.075) o.681

0.883 o.o8o (0.080) 0.803

t.009 0.095 (0.085) 0.914

t. [35 o.o88 (0.085) t.047
1.261 o.opt (0.090) 1.170

No matter what correctionsone makes for experimental

error, there is absolutelyno evidence that wool forms a defi-

nite compound either with caustic soda or with sulphuric
acid. Gelmoand Suida2found that different samplesof woot

took up different quantities of sulphuric acid or of hydro-
chloric acid. This is what might be expected in case of ad-

sorption but it is hard to account for on the basisof a dennite

compoundunlessweassumethat one sampleof woolwas more

alkaline than the other. This cannot have been so, because

the woolwhiehtook up the smalleramount of sulphuric acid

atso took up less ammonia than the other sample. The

possible variations in the case of unquestioned adsorption
are brought out clearly in Table III whiehcontains data by

Pelet-Jolivet3for the action of different commercial char-

coalson solutionsof methyleneblue and ofcrystal ponceau.

Thénumbersinparenthesesaretheonesactuallygiven.Théothersare
theoneswhiehbalance.

t Monatsheft fiif Chemie, 25, 863 (<9os); ~6, 22~ (~9o<)).

"Die Theorie des Parheprozesses," 58 (t9to).

ÏABU! II
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Pelet-Jolivet: "Die Theorie desFarbeprozesses,"68 (t9!o).
~Jour. Chem.Soc..69, t33~ (1896).

Pelet-Jolivet: "Die TheoriedesFarbeprozesses,"79 (1910).

In another experimentl a granulated charcoal took up 7.8
percentmethyleneblue, but 8.2percent when powderedvery
6ne. The experimentsof Walker and Appleyard~showthat
no definitecompounds are formed when silk is shaken with

aqueous solutions of organic acids. There is also no evi-
dence of any compound being formed when wool is shaken
with water and varying amounts of tannin (Table IV)."
More tannin is taken up at the higher temperature than at
the lowertemperature, but that is the only difference.

TABU!IV
2 gramswool,100ccsolution,temperature18"°

Total
tannin Adsorbed tannin Dissotvedtannin

--oc:

Grams
Grams

Grams

0100 0.023~ 0.0765
0.200 0.0385 0.1615
o 300 0.048~ 0.2516
0400 0.0532 0.34.68

.~°'5oo__) 0.0585. J _o~4t5
2 grams wool, too ce solution,temperature 85°

o.loo 0.035 -1' 0.065
0.200 0.057 o.t43
0300 0.077 0.223
0.~00 o.too 0.300
0.500 0.122 0.377

TAS~ III
=~=~7====.='C'

Gramsof dyeadsorbedper toog

D~ripticnandbrand

Methytenebtue) Cfystatponceau

Bloodcharcoal, pure M 8~.17 y~
Animalcharcoal, pure M 48.97 ~.6.59
Bone black K 20.22 !2.o5
Bloodcharcoal, H t .99 n .2~
Bloodcharcoal, K 3.2 ~.90
Woodcharcoal, powdered 1.69 2.2~
SoOt 1.72 1.85
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Sania' has made moreexperimentson the amount of tannin

taken up by cotton (Table V). There is ao evidenceof any
compoundbeingformed.

TAB!.B
V

Tannia Tannin per Tanein per TatUtitt per
!oo ce sotutton grat!)cotton 100 ce sotution p'ant cotton

GratM Grams Grams Grams

4.5800 o.33o
i¡

0.705 o.oSy 7

3.650 0.281 0.525 0.077

2.730 0.221
Il

0.345 0.053
t.8o6 0.163

JI
0.167 0.033

0.885 O.!05 O.oSo 0.021

Mills and Takamine~found that wool adsorbed hydro-
chloric acid and caustic soda in the molecular ratio

zHCl 3NaOH when treated with dilute equivalent solu-

tions. With silk the ratio wassHCt ïoNaOH. For tenth-

normal hydrochloricacid and ammonia Gelmo and Suida~

find the ratio of approximately2HC1 i NHafor wooland of

ïHCt 64 NHafor silk. This in itself shows that the effect
is specifieand is not a matter soletyof alkalinity or acidity.

If a fiber or any other substance adsorbs a base more

strongly than an acid, there willbe a tendency to hydrolyze
the salt of that base and that acid, the base being then ad-

sorbed to a greater extent than the acid. TheoreticaHy,
there is alwayssomehydrolysisin the case of sodiumchloride

and water accordingto the equation,

Na' + Cl' + HO ~t Na-+ OH' + H' + CI',

but~this reaction does not run far because caustic soda and

hydrochloricacid are strong electrolytesand we cannot have

a high simultaneousconcentration of hydrogen as ion and

hydroxylas ion. If thecaustic sodais removed,the hydrolysis
can go on farther. We thus see that a neutral solution will

become acid if shaken with a substance, which adsorbs the

Zeit.KoUoidchemie,to,82(t9tz).
Jour. Chem. Soc., 43, 153 (tSS~).

MonatsheftMfChemie,2St863(tço~);26,225(1906).
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base much mot-estrongly than the acid, that it willbecome
alkalineif the substance adsorbs thé acid muchmorestrongly
than the base, and that it will remain neutral m case the
solutiondoesnot adsorb either base or acid at all or in case it
adsorbs the two in practically equivalent amounts. AI!
these cases are known and the results do not depend upon
any hypothetical acidity or alkalinity of the adsorbingsub-
stance.

If fuller's earth be shaken with water and then filtered,
the filtrate is neutral to litmus paper' or to phenolphthalein,
showingthat no soluble acid or base is present. If fuller's
earth be shaken with a sodium chloridesolutionand filtered,
the filtrate is acid to litmus paper or to phenolphthalein.
This is because fuller's earth has adsorbed the base. If one

presses litmus paper against moistened fuller's earth, the
litmus paper turns red, and if one adds fuller's earth to a

faintly alkaline solution of phenolphthalein the red color

disappears. This is not because the fuller's earth is acid,
but because it takes the base from the sodiumchloride, the
litmus or the phenolphthalein. This may seemlike a differ-
ence between tweedledum and tweedledee;but even that is
sometimes important. It is easy enough to illustrate the
difference. Suppose1 have an unknownbut equalnumber of
red and of yellowbananas spread out on a table. By arrang-
ing them alternately it is easy enoughto seethat there are an

equal number of each without actually countingthem. Sup-
pose that, after an absence from the room, 1 noticethere are
more yellowbananas than red ones. It may be that some
one has presentedme with a number of yellowones. It may
alsobe that someonehas carried offa numberof red bananas.
On either hypothesis 1 shall have more yellowbananas than
red ones; but there is a marked differencebetween having
bananas–or anything else-given to one and having them
stolenfromone.

Animal charcoal behaves like fuller's earth, though-it

Cameron:Jour.Phys.Chem.,14,400(t9<o).
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is lessactive.'1 Sodiumchlorideis said not to be decomposed,
but sodium acetate and disodium phosphate are. We get
adsorptionof the acid by hydrousferrie oxideor cupricoxide.
We usually write the reaction between copper sulphate and

sodiumhydroxide

CUS04+ 2NaOH= Cu02H2+ Na:SO<

but the solution is alkaline as a matter of fact. Calcium
chlorideand bariumchlorideare adsorbed practicallywithout

changeby boneblack,and the sodium salt of benzopurpurine
by cotton.

It is quite conceivablethat the adsorption curves for an

alkali and an acid might intersect, in which case the base
wouldbe taken up to a greater extent than the acid at one

concentration,while the reverse would be true at another
concentration. This case seems to occur with alum.
Schwalbe2says that wool takes up more sulphuric acid
than atumina from a dilute alum solution, all the

sulphuric acid being taken out of a 3 percent alum.
solution. From concentrated solutions wool takes up
more alumina than acid. According to von Georgievics
aluminaand sulphuricacid are taken up in equivalentquan-
tities froma 24percent solutionof alum while relativelymore

sulphurieacid is taken up from a more concentratedsolution.3
It is not clear whether these two sets of statements are con-

tradictory or whether there are two concentrations for which

aluminaand sulphuricacid are taken up in equivalent quan-
tities. In case a salt is decomposedand the basic radical
adsorbedmore than the acid radical, washing the fiber will
take out relativelymore acid than base.'

It is now clear that no definite compounds are formed
whenwool,silkor cotton is shakenwith aqueoussolutionsof

acids, bases or salts, and that we are dealing throughout

Uebermann:Akad.Wiss.Wien,74,33(1878).
Ahrensche Sammlung chemischer Vortrage, H, t63 (t<)07).

Cf. Dfeaper: "Chemistry and Physics of Dyeing," 62 (<9o6).
Cf. Schwathe: Ahrensche Sammlung chemischer Vortrage. 12, tu?

(")07).),
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with cases of adsorption. Thé evidenceis equally strong
withdyes.

Georgievics'dyed silk with indigocarmine,and cellulose

with methylene blue. In both cases the concentrationsin

the dye-bath and in the fiber variedsimultaneously. Pelet-

Jolivet' gives data by himself and by others to show the

same thing for methylene blue, crystal violet, safranine,

crystal ponceau, and patent blue with wool; for malachite

green, new magenta, eosine, and patent blue with silk; and

for crystal violet, benzazurine,mikadoyellow,benzo-brown

G and benzopurpurinewith cotton. The data for methylene
blue,crystalviolet, and safraninewith woolare givenin Table

VI.
TABt.ËVI

Al = milligramsmethylenebluepergramwool.
A<= gramsmethyleneblueperlitersolution.
Bi = milligramscrystalvioletpergramwool.
B: = gramscrystalvioletper litersolution.
Ci = milligramssafraninepergramwool.
Cz= gramssafranineperHtersolution.

A,
u."u

At BI Bt G,
1

C:

32.7 O.Ot 40 0.80 38.6 1.
44.o 0.34 47 t.77 43.0 5.7
47-7 !~9 50 2.75 47 '0.3
53.0 2.2) 54 3-.73 51 '4-9
53.3 3.20 58 4.7' 53 '9.7

The data of Freundlich and Losev3are very interesting;
but these authors present their results in so unsatisfactory
a way as to require an elaborate recalculationif the data are

to be used. Freundlich and Losev concludethat dyes are

taken up by wool and silk in the sameway as by charcoal

and that the evidence is conclusivethat we are dealingwith

adsorption and not with a processinvolvingthe formation

of definite chemical compounds. The same conclusion

Akad.Wiss.Wien,103,II&,589(1894);104,Ut,309(1895).
"Die Theorie des Fârbeprozesses," 71-76 (içio).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 59, 284 (t907).
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followsfromthe experimentsof Schaposchnikowlwith cotton

and a numberofsubstantive dyes.
If we are dealing with adsorption, as seems to be the

case, the process must be reversible theoreticaHy, and it

should be possible, theoretically at any rate, to wash the

dye out of the fiber practicallycompletely. There are plenty
ofdyeswithwhichthiscan be donc, methyleneblueand cotton

for instance;but the practical dyer says that methyleneblue

does not dye cotton, meaning thereby that cotton dyed with

methyleneblue bleedsso badly as to have no practical value.

The caseof a dye whichdoesnot wash out of the fiberseems

therefore to present difficulties; but they are imaginary
difficulties. If a fiber will take the dye out of a solutionso

thoroughlythat the bath is completely exhausted, it follows

that washingwith that solution cannot extract enoughdye to

color the solution.2 The process will thus apparently be

irreversiblethough really reversible. As a matter of fact,

no dye willwithstand unlimited washingand it is wellknown

that it is risky to heat dyed cloth and white goods together
in the boiler. Dreaper~says that "a hank of cotton dyed
with benzopurpurine(sodiumsalt) will, on prolongedboiling
with a similar but undyed skein, give up its dye until an

equilibriumof color is obtained on both skeins." We have

confirmedthis statement; but we were never able to do it

in sucha waythat there wasno tinge to the water.

The fact that a fiber may exhaust an aqueous bath com-

pletelydoesnot necessarilyimply that it willdo the samewith

another solvent. As a matter of fact, alcohol will wash

crystal violetout of woor*or magenta out of silk," though it

must be admittedthat there are some points about the action

of organicsolventswhichcal!for further study.1

Zeit.phys.Chem.,78,l09(t~ti).
FreundUch:Zeit.phys.Chem.,67,538(1909).
"Chemistry and Physics of Dyeing," t~<) (1906).

Freundtich and !<osev: Zeit. phys. Chcrn., 54, 305 (t907).

Sisley: Bull. Soc. chim. Paris, )3] 23, 865 (1900).

Cf.Walkerand Appleyard:Jour. Chem.Soc.,69, 133~(t896);
Schwalbe:AhrenscheSatnmtungchemischerVortrage,12,tit (t9o8).
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1now proposeto showthat the phenomenaof dyeing can

be accounted for satisfactorily on the singlepostulate that a

fiber tends to adsorb everything in the solution in amounts

varying with the nature, concentration, and temperature of

the solution and with the nature of the fiber. This does not

sound especially thrilling or novel; but it is the application
to specialcaseswhich counts.

When we have a mixture of two salts in solution, the

diffusate will contain an excessof the salt made up of the

faster-movingcation and the faster-movinganion. In the

samewaymetathetical reactionswilltake placein the solution

so that the most readily adsorbedcation and the most readily
adsorbed anion will be the ones chiefly taken up. Of the

inorganic ions, hydrogen and hydroxylare usually taken up
the most readily. Leaving these out of account, it will pass
as a first approximation to postulate that inorganic ions of

highervalenceare usuallyadsorbedmore than the correspond-

ing ones of lower valence. Sinceadsorption is distinctly a

selective phenomena, this rule cannot be relied upon even

when limited to inorganic ions. It will serve however as a

guide.
When testing the theory of dyeingfor wooland silk, we

will begin with the so-called basicand acid dyes. A basic

dye is one whichcontains the colorin the basic radical while

an acid dyecontains the color in the acid radical. Amongthe

familiar basic dyes are magenta, safranine, auramine, mala-

chite green, methylene blue, crystal violet, and Bismarck

brown. Amongthe familiar acid colorsare croceinescarlet,

crystal ponceau,naphthol yellow,acid green, and alkali blue.

In order to get the maximumadsorptionof an acid dye
we should have present an ion of the oppositechargewhich is

readily adsorbed. We therefore deduce the following con-

clusionsin regard to an aciddye:
(i) Thé dye is taken up most readily in an acid solution

but may be taken up in a neutral or alkalinesolution.

(2) A readily adsorbed anion decreases the amount of

dye taken up.
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(3) A readily adsorbed cation increases thé amount of

dye takenup.
Thesegeneralizationscan easily be confirmedby tabula-

ting some of Pelet-Jolivet's results with crystal ponceau.'
Fivegramsof wooltook up 44 mg of crystal ponceaufrom a
neutralaqueoussolution,2~.mg when 10ce N/to NaOHwere

added,and 109mgwhen8ecN/ioHCI wereprésent. Silk ad-
sorbed~.6 mg crystal ponceau from an alkalinesolution,8.7
mg froma neutral solution and 28.2mg from an acid solu-

tion. In another set of experimentsin which the concentra-

tion of the dye varied,the milligramsadsorbedby woolwere

41.7,62.8,76.5 and 86.5 from a neutral solutionand 65, n3,
150,and 178 from a solution containing 15 ce N/!o HzSO~

per liter. Increasing the degree of acidity increases the

amounttaken up, at any rate overquite a rangeof concentra-
tionsas is shownin Table VII. 1 do not knowwhether the

TABLEVII

3gramswool,200mgcrystalponceauper200ceH*0

H~Ot Adsorbeddye H~0< Adsorbeddye
Grams MittigMtns r Grams Milligrams

o.o 33 3.92 174

o.0t5 40 f 7.84 178

0.049 1122 15.88 (t~o)

0.245 137 39.2 (128)

0.784 155

decreasein the adsorption with the higher concentrationsof

sulphuricaeid is due to the increased concentrationof SO~
ion workingagainst the hydrogen ion or whether there is a

permanentdecreasein the adsorbingpower of woolafter the

woolhas been exposedto acid of this concentration. This

point couldeasily be determined experimentaUy;but Pelet-

Jolivetapparently did not appreciate the importanceof this.

In accordancewith conclusionNo. 2 acidifyingwith a

bivalentacid, such as sulphuric acid, should eut down the

Pelet-Jolivet:"DieTheoriedesMrbcprozesses,"9~,98,II9,t~8(t9to).
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amount of dye taken up much more than acidifyingwith an

equivalent quantity of hydrochlorie acid. This bas been

observed by Pelet-Jolivet,l Tables VIII-IX. Just as the

TABLEVIII

5 gramswool,0.372mgcrystalponceauper 200ccsolution

ce N/IO acid
Milligramscrystal ponceauadsorbed

-`--
added

HCt H~0< H,PO<

.–
o 44 42 42
8 109 93 48

i8 158 140 8o

28 !?! t53 I02

TABLE IX

5 grams wool, x =
percent crystal ponceau, 200 ce solution

MiHigramscrystat ponceauadsorbed

3 cc W/!o H~0< Water 0.12g NatSO<

0.1 65 ~1.7 36.2
0.2 !!3 62.8 59 8

0.3 t5o 76.5 64.8

0.4 "t78 86.5 70.8

theory requires, the amount of dye taken up decreasesas we

pass from hydrochloric acid to sulphuric acid and then to

phosphoricacid. Additionof sodiumsulphate cuts down the

amount of dye adsorbed.

We have rather an interesting case with potassium
chloride,2Table X. As I interpret these results, chlorineas

ion is probably adsorbed somewhatmore readily than potas-
sium and consequently the adsorption of the dye decreases

with increasing salt concentration. On the other hand the

potassiumchloridedecreasesthe solubilityof the dye in water

and in that way increasesthe tendencyof the dye to be ad-

"DieTheoriedesF&rbeprozesses,"9~,119(t~io).
Petet-Jotivet: "Die Théorie des Farbeprozesses," 9~, t~ç (!<)to).
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Pelet-Jolivet: "Die Theorie des Fârbeprozesses," 97, io8.

The different series in this table are not comparable.

TABM XI

Wool, effect ofcations"

Dyesotution Cône. Mgmdye
adsorbed

Free acid of crystal ponceau A~/ioo 290
Na salt of crystal ponceau ~V/ioo 65

Na sait of crystal poneeau A~oo 30
Mg salt of crystal ponceau A~/soc 45

Free acid ofcrystal ponceau A~/ioo 138
AI salt of crystal ponceau A~oo 1~9

Free acid of crystal ponceau A//500 14.
Mg salt of crystal ponceau A~/soo y 8
At salt of crystal ponceau A~oo i~ 6

Free acid of naphthol yellow A//ioo 205
Na salt of naphthol yellow A~oo 35
Mg salt ofnaphthol yellow A~/too 70

ÏABU! X

3 grams woo!,200 mg crystal ponceau per 200cesolution

KCt Mtftigrams KCt j Mmigrams
Grams dyeadsorbed Grams dyeadsorbed

o 32 – –

0.00:5 32 0.756 43
0.0227 28 !.5t2 55
0.0378 28 3-0~4 7~
0.0756 28 6.048 91
0.378 33 "5.12 ('oo)

–, –
24.t9 ( 50)

Thetruth of the conclusionthat a readilyadsorbedcation
increasesthe adsorption is shownin Table XI.' We seefrom

T~mcVT

sorbed. With higher concentrations of the salt, the latter

tendencyis the more important and the amount of adsorbed

dye passes through a minimum and then increasesuntil the

dye is actuallysalted out.
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these figures that thé amountof adsorbeddye decreaseswith

decreasing adsorption of the cation, so that we have

AI>Mg>Na.

Since sodiumas ion has a relativelyslight effecton thé

adsorption and sulphateas ion a relativelylarge one, it fol-
lowsthat sodiumsulphatewilleut downthe adsorptionof an
acid dye and will tend to strip an acid dye whichhas already
been adsorbed. This is a perfectly familiar phenomenon.
Sodiumsulphate is oftenaddedto the bath to act as a leveller.
While a strongly acid bath wouldcause the most dye to be
taken up, the dye wouldbe adsorbedso rapidly that there
would be great dangerof the colornot beingeven. For this

reason, acid colorswhichdo not readilydye evcn are used in

weakly acid baths containingsodium sulphate, so that the

dyeing shall take placemoreslowlyand moreevenly though
not to so deep a shade. In caseof unevendyeing,the sodium

sulphate will strip the excesscolor. In regardto dyeingwith
aeid colors, Knecht' says: "Thé additionofsodiumsulphate
to the dye-bath exerts a restrainingaction; the dyeing pro-
ceeds more slowlyand regularly,and a more equal distribu-
tion and absorption of coloringmatter takes place. Other
devices to obtain even colorsare the use of old dye-liquors,
a diminished amount of acid, the employment of weaker

acids,e. g., aceticor formieacidor ammoniumacetate, and the

entering of the material at a low temperature."

From our present pointof view,there are no longerany
difficulties in the paper on "The Theory of the Acid Dye-
bath" by A. W. Hallitf from which 1 quote, because this

paper is referredto so often.

"This experimentshowsthat sulphateofsoda acts in the
same way in producingevenness,and in extracting colors
from thé yarn, whether it is used'in the bath with the acid
and color, or whether the dyed yarn is treated subsequently
in a separate bath of sulphateonly. The bisulphate theory

EncyctopediaBritannica,eleventhédition."Art.Dyeing."
Jour. Soc. Dyers. 15, 3t (1899).
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has no explanation to give of these results. They indicate

that the levellinginfluenceof the sulphatedoes not depend
on a mereretardation of the dyeing process,but onthe setting

up of an opposite stripping action. If the dyeinghas begun

unevenly, the sulphate will strip more energeticallyfrom the
darker parts of the material, and the dyeing will be more

active on the lighter parts, and when the dyeing has pro-
ceeded so far that the stripping takes place as fast as the

dyeing, effectivedyeing will cease, but the levellingprocess
will continue. This stripping and redyeing action is more

rapid at the boil, and so we find that althoughmost of these

colors can be fixed considerablybelow the boil, the higher

temperature is necessary to make the colorseven.

"Hère is another point in which the bisulphate theory
faits. It is said that chloride of sodium and other neutral
salts wouldnot act in the same way as the sulphate. It i&
true that the chloride will not act in the samedegreeas the

sulphate, but that in a lesserdegreeit acts in the samemanner
is shownin the followingexperiments:

"Two hanks were dyed with i percent Palatine Red A.

(a) With 3 percent sulphuric acidonly.
(b) With 3 percent sulphuric acid and 50 percent

sodium chloride.

(b) is distinctly moreeven than (a). Colorleft in bath,
(a) 1.4 percent, (b) 6.0 percent of colorused."

According to the theory presented, every adsorbable
anion cuts down the degree of adsorption of an acid color.
The differencebetween sodiumchlorideand sodiumsulphate
is due merely to the greater adsorption of sulphate. If
chlorineas ion is adsorbed more than sodiumas ion-which

appears to be the case-a high concentration of sodium
chlorideshouldbe equivalent to a lowconcentrationofsodium

sulphate,whichis what Hallitt found. It mustbe remembered,
however,that this equivalenceholds only for the conditions
under discussion. It might easily happen that a high con-
centration of sodium chloride had a differenteffect on the

solubilityof the dye from that exerted by a lowconcentration
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~f C~t f«1<tt~ Y~ ~tt~~ ~t~O~ ~-w~.<i~ t~~of sodiumsulphate. In that case this would be a disturbing
factor.

On anotherpage of the samepaper Hallitt' says:
"The concordancewhich is found in the figuresfor the

color left in the dye-bath, and extracted from the yarn, when

the experimentsare carried on under exactly similar condi-
tions showsthat at the end of the dyeing process,a definite
state of equilibriumis arrived at. The oppositeforces com-

posing this equilibriumare on the one hand the attraction

that existsbetweenthe colorand the fiber, and on the other

hand the solventaction of the exhausted dye liquor on the
color already fixed on the yarn. As the yarn is gradually
loaded with color its attraction grows less, and as the dye

liquor is exhausted its solvent action becomesgreater. A

point is thereforeârrived at, where these two opposite pro-
cesses have the same velocity and are in equilibrium. But
we find that this point of primary equilibrium (as we may
call it) betweenthe yam and the dye tiquor is a movableone.

Thus, by theaddition of acid it is moved in favorof the yarn,
and by the addition of sulphate of soda it is movedin favor

of the bath. It varies also with different colors."

The theory, whieh 1 am presenting, calls for reversible

adsorption, for an increasedadsorption in presenceof hydro-

gen as ion, and for a decreased adsorption in presence of

sulphate as ion. Since the adsorption is specifie,the degree
of exhaustionfor a given acidity will vary with the specified

degree of adsorption of the acid color, which is just what

Hallitt requires.

On page 3~ of his paper Hallitt says: "An acid color

is a salt in which the coloracid needs to be liberated before

the dyeingcan take place. Instead of our previousexample
of hydrochloricaeid and sulphateof soda, let us now consider

a solutionof a color salt and sulphurie acid. The only base

in the solutionwillbe the soda base introduced in combination

Jour.Soc.Dyers,15,33([899)
[Thisisanuntortunatedefinition.W.D.B.J
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with the color acid. For this base both acids will compete,
and the proportion fallingto each willdependon their respect-
ive intensities and concentration. On introducingyam into

this solutionboth color aeid and sulphuricacid are partially
absorbed and neutratized;' but the color acid in larger pro-

portion, thereforethe balanceis disturbedin favor of sulphuric

acid; the direct changebetweenthe sulphurieacidand the color

salt therefore proceeds a step further, moresulphate of soda

being formed and more color set free, and absorbed by the

yarn. Thus the processwouldgo on to practical completion

except that the color acid, though absorbedby the wool, is

not removed entirely from the fieldof action, but is subject
to the solvent action of the exhausted dye-liquor. Thé

solvent action is very slight with manyof the color acids, but

considerablewith some; and in either case it finally estab-

lishesan equilibriumwith the enfeebleddyeingaction. 1 said

that the rapidity with whichthe coloracidwouldbe liberated

woulddepend on the concentrationsand intensitiesof the two

acids.

"With regard to the intensity of the coloracid, is it not

wellknown that those colors that dye the most evenly and

exhaust the bath the least have strong acid elements, such

as the nitro and highlysulphonatedcolors,thus enablingthem

to resist rapid displacementby the sulphuricacid. In saying

this, 1 do not overlookthe fact that each type of colorbas its

own individuality. We know hardly anything of the nature

of the compounds formed between the color acids and the

basic elementsof the woolfiber; but it may safelybe assumed

that some of these coloracids form moresolublecompounds
than others, and this being so willdye moreevenly by strip-

ping more readily. But with referenceto the intensity of the

color acid, we may say this, that colorsof the same family
are made more even-dyeingby an increase in the intensity
of the acid element of the color. That is all that the lawsof

the equilibriumwouldrequire.

[It would have been safer to have omitted the words "and neutralized."

W. D. B.)
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"If 1 may take it as an acceptedfact that a color dyes
more slowly and evenly as its acid intensity is increased
(andthereare, nodoubt,someofyou whoare familiar with the
preparationand chemistryof thesecolors,and whowillcorrect
or confirmme in this), then this seemsto me a fact of the

greatest theoretical importance. For if the reaction of the
colorsalt were primarilyand directlywith the yarn, then we
should expect that the stronger the acid element in the salt
the moreactive wouldbe its attack on the yam, and thé more
uneven its dyeing properties. But this is the opposite of
the facts. But on the viewthat the coloracid can only dye
as it is displacedfrom its soda base, and that this displace-
ment followsthe lawsof equilibriumalreadystated, then the
relation is natural which is known to exist between the in-

tensity of the coloracid and its even dyeingand imperfectly
exhaustingcharacter. That is to say, that the more intense
color acid wouldbe liberatedmore slowlyfrom its base, and
the dyeingbeing thus more gradua!, wouldnot go on so far
beforebeingmet andbalancedby the solventactionof the dye-
liquoron the fixedcolor."

The weak point in this discussion-apart from phrase-
ology-is that Hallitt does not take into account the effect
that the adsorptionof the sulphate radical has on the ad-
sorption of the coloracid. For any givencoloracid wc must
considerboth the acidityof the solutionand the effect of the
nature of the acid if we are to understandthe way things go.
Hallitt ignored the effectdue to the anionand consequently
got into trouble, as the followingparagraphsshow:

"The influenceof the mass of the sulphuric acid was
shown by Dr. Knecht' in a communication. according
to whicha quantity of sulphuricacid equivalentonly to the
color salt in solutiondyed a very weak shade, and ten to
fifteen times that quantity was requiredto give a full shade.
A large part of this excessis neutralizedby the wool, but
still it appears that a certainpreponderanceofmass of the acid

Jour.Soc.Dyers,t4,107(t8M).
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is necessaryto carry the direct changefar enoughforpractical

dyeingpurposes.
Now,with regard to the intensityof the assistantacid,

every one knows that colors that dye unevenly with sul-

phuric acid may be dyed more evenly with aceticacid. As

the latter has only abput i-!ôth the intensity of sulphuric
acid its action in enfeebling the direct change is what the

lawwould indicate.

"On this subject I find the followingin the admirable

manualof their colors (A., Generalpart, 1896)issuedby the

Farbwerke Hoechst. After an excellentparagraph in which

the levelling influenceof sulphate of soda is ascribedto its

solvent action on the fixedcolor, there followson page 64 a

paragraph on the use of.weaker acids for the promotion of

evenness,in which it is stated that 'for uneven colorsweaker

acids should be employed, such as hydrochloric,oxalic, or

acetic.' I assume that equivalent quantities are meant;

they are not otherwisecomparable. Referring to the list of

intensities given we see that hydrochloricis twiceas strong

as sulphuric, and wouldnot thereforebe expectedto dye more

evenly. Oxalic is only half as strongas sulphuric.but experi-

ment shows that for this purposeit acts more powerfullyand

thereforedyes less evenly. Aceticacid is the only one left,

as it is the only one in general usefor the purpose.
"I hâve made the followingexperimentswithequivalent

quantities of good commercialsamplesof these acids. Three

colorswere dyed in t percent shades, and the figuresgiven

showthe percentage left in the bath, of the color used. The

degreeof evenness is found to be proportional to the amount

of colorleft in the bath.

Palatine
Acid g,~ jy Tartraxinc

Dyed with
Red

p. Percent
Percent

a. 6.84 percent hydrocHoric o. 15 exhausted exhausted

&. ~.66 percent oxatic 0.90 0.15 0.27

c. 3.00 percent sulphuric 1,4 0.~5 0.85

d. f~.33 percent acetic .)..22 t.! t 6.4
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Leavingout sulphurlc acid in this table wefind that the other
three act in the same order as their intensity figuresindicate.

Thus hydrochloric is the strongest, and it leaves the least

color in the bath, and dyes the least evenly. Oxalieis weaker

than hydrochloricand leaves more colorin the bath, and dyes
more evenly. Acetic is still weaker, and leaves still more

color in the bath, and dyes still more evenly. But sulphuric,
whieh by its intensity figure cornes between hydrochloric
and oxalic,is found in this experiment between oxalic and

acetic. We see from this that sulphuric acid is anomalous.

It acts less intensely in the bath than its figure indicates.

This led me to make the followingexperiment,in which the

amount ofacid used is obtained by multiplyingthe equivalent

figuresused in the last experiment by numbers whichare in-

versely proportional to the intensities. We thus obtain

quantities of acid which represent equal intensities. A bath

was made of i percent Palatine Red in each case, and the

percentageof this left in the bath in each caseis shown.

(a) 6.8~.percent hydrochloric, color left in bath 0.133

percent of color used.

(t) 13.26percent oxalic, color left in bath 0.15 percent
of colorused.

(c) 6.12percent sulphuric, color left in bath o.gopercent
of colorused.

(d) 47.76percent acetic, color left in bath 0.15percent of

colorused.

In this experiment hydrochloric, oxalic,and acetic acids

exhaust equally, and the hanks are equally uneven, while

sulphuric exhausts considerably less, and the hank is con-

siderablylessuneven.

"This experiment and the preceding one indicate two

things:

"(i) That as a general lawthe even-dyeingquality of an

acid is proportional to its acidic intensity, and (2) that there
is somethingabnormal in the action of sulphuric acid which

causes it to act less anergetically and to dye more evenly
than its intensity figure indicates. What is the cause of this

behaviorof sulphuricacid?
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"It bas been shown by Dr. Knecht that when wool is

boiled with hydrochloric and sulphuric acids separately, the

amount of sulphurie acid neutralized by the process is much

greater than by hydrochloric.1
t This tends to explain thé

matter, for if the free sulphuricaeid is neutralized more than

the other acids it will act less intensely by reason of its di-

minishedmass. The followingexperimentwas made:

"Four baths were prepared with the followingequivalent

quantities of the four commercial acids: Each bath was

tested with caustic potash solution and phenolphthalein. A

hank was then boiled three-quarters of an hour in each bath.

The yarn had been first boiled in clean water, and rinsed

in hot water to free it from soap or alkali. After the three-

quarters of an hour boilingeach hank was lifted, wellwrung,

and the drainings run back into the bath. Each bath was

then tested with caustic potash as before, to find what pro-

portion of the acid remained free in the bath. The hanks

were finally dyed in neutral baths of i percent. Palatine

Red, and the proportion of the color left in the bath was de-

termined. Thefollowingare the figures:

Proportion of Proportion

Percentage of acid reckonedon thé thé free acid o[ cotor

weightofyam )eftin)Mth used.Mtweight of yarn
after boiling in dyebath

a. t.~ percent hydrocMoric acid 36. 4 percent 0.08

6.: percent oxalic acid 35.5 percent 0.30

c. 5.0 percent sulphuric acid 26.6 percent 0.90

d. 23.8 percent acetie acid 60. percent 5 ~5

Dr.Knecht's figuresare:

HCt H.SO.
Percent Percent

Originatamountofacidemptoyed 7 94 5°°

Free acid )eft in solution after boilingthe woot 4.83 < 4°

Free acid boiled out of the wool subsequently 2.39 t. 2''

Acidabsorbedorneutratizedbywoo) 0.7~ ~34

7 -94 5.M

Ste Jour. Soc. Dyers, !4, 105(t888).
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"This experiment showsthat there is muchless sulphuric
left in the acid bath at the end of the boilingprocess than

of hydrochlorie or oxalic, and in the subsequent dyeing ex-

periment the percentage of the color left in the dye bath by
the sulphuric hank showsthat much less free acid is carried

away by the sulphurichank than by the other two, otherwise

its degreeof exhaustion wouldbe greater than oxalic.

"The amount of sulphurie neutralizedmust therefore be

considerablygreater than of any of the other acids tried.

"Seeing then that sulphuric acid is neutralized, when

boiled with wool, to a much greater extent than the other

acids tried, it is brought into lineagainwith the law of equilib-
rium, and its apparently abnormal action, where it behaved

less actively than the weakeroxalic acid, is explained by its

greatly diminishedmass owingto neutralization."

These experiments of Hallitt's show that sulphuric acid

is adsorbed by wool-not neutralized-more completely than

is hydrochlorieacid, aceticacid or oxalicacid, and that conse-

quently it cuts down the amount of color taken up by the

wool. With hydrochlorie,oxalic, and aceticacids, the degree
of acidity is apparcntly the important factor and the effect

due to adsorption does not show up strongly in these experi-
ments though such an effect must be there and would be

brought out by more careful experiments. For the case of

sulphuric acid the effect due to the adsorption of the acid

radical is so marked that it cannot be overlooked. Hallitt

is not right, however,in saying that the 'apparently abnormal

action, of behaving lessactively than the weakeroxalic acid,
is explainedby its greatly diminishedmassowingto neutraliza-

tion.' While the decrease in concentration of the solution

is a factor, the really important one is the increasein the con-

centration of sulphate in the wool."

There is another point in Hallitt's paper, p. 36, which

calls for comment. Thenagain,throughoutthis paper there

runs the assumption that the color acid must be liberated

before it can act on the yarn. 1 believe in all our thought
on the subject this is taken for granted. It might be sup-
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posed to followfrom this that if used in a freestate the color
acid would dye the wool readily. But from hasty experi-
ments made during thé last day or two from sampleskindly
supplied to me by Mr. Turner, of Messrs. Read Hollidayand

Sons, 1 find that without any other acid the free acids of
scarlet 2R and OrangeG dye very feebly indeed,in fact they
give hardly more than a stain, and not quite so deep a one
as the neutral color salts. The addition of 3 percent of sul-

phuric acid to the bath of free color acid causes the dyeing
to go forward until only 1.25percent of the color used is left
in the bath; and if an equivalent quantity of hydrochloric
acid is used the bath is completelyexhausted. With the free
color acid of Cardinal Red similar results are obtained, with
the exception that in this case a better shade is dyed with the
color acid only, perhaps half the color being extracted from
this bath.

"This shows that the presence of free color acid in the
bath is not of itself sufficient; and that the same difference
between the action of sulphurie and hydrochloric acids re-
mains when there is no color salt to decompose. This ap-
pears to emphasize the conclusionthat the chief function of
these assistant acids is to act directly on the wool fiber, in a

way whichprepares the woolto receivethe acidcolors. Until

light is thrown on the nature of this action, 1 am afraid we
shall not go very far in discussingthe theory of acid dyeing."

It is not necessary that the color acid must be liberated
before it can act on the yarn. In specialcasesthe woolitself

may hydrolyze the salt and take up the acid. In a sense it

may be said that this involves the setting free of the color

acid; but this is not what Hallitt meant as is shown by the
fact that he says that one wouldexpect the coloracid, if used
in a free state, to dye woolreadily. This wouldbe a natural
belief if we were dealing with the neutralization of an acid

by a base, but we are not. Adsorption is specinc. One
substance will be adsorbed a good deal and another only
slightly. In one case woolmay be able to take the coloracid
out of an alkaline solution; in another it may take up the
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color acid but slightly from an acid solution. All 1 have
claimed is that–exeluding disturbing factors-the color acid
will be taken up more completelythé more acid the solution
and less completely the more alkaline the solution. Hallitt

finds,as he should, that the freeacidsofScarlet2Rand Orange
G dye wool more completelywhen hydrochlorieacid or sul-

phuric acid is added to the solution. He finds,as he should,
that 3 percent sulphuricacid causesa lesscompleteexhaustion
of the bath than an equivalent quantity of hydrochloric
acid because of the restraining effect due to the sulphate
radical. The part, which1 admit 1do not understand, is the
statement that the free acids of Scarlet 2R and OrangeG do
not give quite so deepa stain as the neutral colorsalts. There
is something wrong here, possibly a differenceof concentra-
tion. This willhave to be lookedinto; but there is undoubt-

edly some factor, whichhas been overlookedby Hallitt, and
whichaccounts for the apparent discrepancy.

In the next paper 1 shall take up the caseof basic colors.
While the same principles hold, we have the complication
of the free color base being instable in many cases, and this
is an important enough phenomenon to warrant special
treatment.

The generalresults of this paper are:
i. Dyeing is in general a case of adsorption, though

definitecompounds may be formedin some specialcases.
2. The taking up of caustic soda or of hydrochloric

acid by wool is due to adsorption and not to the formation
of definite compoundsbetween the base or acid and the fiber
or any constituent of the fiber.

3. In presence of a solution a fiber tends to adsorb

everything in the solutionin amountsvaryingwith the nature,
concentration, and temperature of the solution,and with the
nature of the fiber.

4. As a first approximation, we may assume Schulze's
law that wooladsorbs an inorganic ion more completely,the

higher the valence of the ion. Schulze's law is not to be
taken as anything more than a first approximation. It does
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not apply for instanceto hydrogenand hydroxylas ions, nor

to dyes.

5. Wool does adsorb sulphates more readily than

chloridesor acetates.

6. The adsorption of hydrogenas ion will tend to in-

crease the adsorptionof an acid radicalwhile the adsorption

of hydroxyl as ion will tend to inereasethe adsorption of a

basic radical.

7. From a mixed solution woolwill tend to take up the

most readily adsorbedcation and the most readily adsorbed

anionrather than any other combination.

8. An aciddye is taken up most readily in an acid solu-

tion but may be taken up in a neutralor alkalinesolution.

9. A readilyadsorbedanion decreasesthe amount of an

aeid dye taken up.
to. A readilyadsorbedcation increasesthe amount of an

acid dye taken up.
n. Since the sulphate radical is adsorbéd readily by

wool,addition of sulphuricacid willcause less of an acid dye
to be taken up by woolthan additionofan équivalentquantity

of hydrochloric acid or than addition of isohydric hydro-
chloricacid.

12. Addition of sodium sulphate to a dyebath will eut

down the amount of an acid dye taken up by wooland will

consequentlycausemore leveldyeing.

13. Sincechlorideis adsorbedto some extent, addition of

a large amount of sodium chloridewill have something the

same effect as adding a much smaller amount of sodium

sulphate. With high concentrations of sodium chloride,

solubilitychangesmaybe a disturbingfactor and mustbe taken

into account.

ï~. It doesnot followthat an acid dye willnecessarilybe

adsorbed readily in a slightly acid solution. The amount of

adsorption for a given degree of acidity will depend on the

nature of the acid dye.
Conter t/Mf'ferjfÏy



CUPRIC OXIDE JELLIES

BYL.S.FtNCH

A euprie oxide jelly has been prepared by Foerster.'
"If one adds an excessof ammonia to an aqueous solution
of copper acetate and concentrâtes the deep blue solution on
the water bath, one obtains aeute-angled, beautifully violet-
colored, prisms of copperacetate ammonia. There is always
a precipitation of veryfinelydividedcopperoxidcwhich.how-
ever,can easily be keptdown to a minimum. If one wishesto
avoid even this minimum,eopper acetate should be dissolved
in 93 percent alcoholand alcoholic ammonia added. When
the excessalcohol is distilledoff, the copper acetate ammonia

crystallizes in a perfectlypure state. Thé salt can easitybe

recrystallized from strong alcohol, separating in the form of
short prisms or of acuteoctahedra. It can be dried over sul-

phuric aeid in a vacuumwithout decomposition. Thé com-

position corresponds to the formula C~CHaCO~~NHs."

Copperacetate ammoniadissolvesina verysmallamount
of water forminga deepblue solution. If it is placed in a hell-

jar overwater, it deliquescesin the course of time. If a solu-
tion, prepared in either of these ways, he diluted, it sets to a

light blue jelly, whichchanges in time to a fine powder."
Thé first thing to do was to duplicate Foerster's results.

Copper ammonium acetate was prepared by adding ammonia
to a saturated solutionof copper acetate and heating very
carefullyon the waterbath to prevent the formation of cupric
oxide. This last can be prevented partially hy the addition
of alcohol. The desiredsalt crystallizes in purple octahedra
which were washed with 95 percent alcohol and dried in a
desiccator over concentrated sulphuric acid. They were
then allowedto deliquesceover water. More water was then
added and the solutionshaken, whereupon a blue jelly was
formed. While the upper part of the jelly looked all right,
there was a precipitate in the bottom of the beaker. After

Ber. chem.Ces.Berlin.2S)34'~('S<)2).
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the jelly had stood for an hour or so it brokedowninto a light

blue, gelatinous precipitate and a dark blue supernatant

liquid. This method of forminga jelly wasslowand difficult.

So the copperammoniumacetate was washedwith 95 percent

alcoholand dried in the air. Water wasaddeddirectly to the

crystals instead of indirectly by déliquescence,and the mix-

ture shaken. During the shaking the solutionsolidified to a

blue jelly whichwas quite as goodas, if not better than, the

jellyobtainedby Foerster's method. The jellywasnot perma-

nent and broke down,as before,into a btuishprecipitateand a

blue solution. Whenleft in an open beaker the water evapo-

rated slowly,leaving a dry residue whichhad the appearance,

under the microscope,of small chestnut burrs. If a little

water is added to the dried mass and if the mixture is then

shaken, the solution sets again to a jelly whichbefore long

breaks down as before. These operationscanberepeated ap-

parently indefinitely.

Though these jellieshad the merit that they could be re-

stored by adding water to the dried mass, whichwas not thé

case with the chromicoxide jellies, they had the disadvantage

of not being permanent. I tried to remove this dcfect by

further purifying the copper ammonium acetate, by adding

varying quantities of water, by keeping the jelliesin a closed

vessel or in a cool place. AUthese experimentsgave nega-

tive results, though keeping the jelly in a coolplaceseemedto

make it a trifle more stable.

Instead of adding pure water, a 0.5 percent solution of

gelatine was used. This retarded the breakingdown of the

jelly, but did not make it permanent. Next a io percent

sugar solution was tried. This was a distinct improvement,

since a jelly made with this stayed up over night and later

dried to a syrup. Even this jelly could not be called perma-

nent.

When making the original copper ammonium acetate

solution, it was noticed that the solution thickened all at

once when the proper amount of ammonia wasadded, almost

givinga jelly. It was,therefore,thought that perhapsonecould
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make a jelly direct from a copper acetate solution. Different
amounts of ammonia were added to saturated solutions of
copperacetate and suspensionswereobtained whichapproached
verycloselyto a jelly. Thiswas markedly the casewhenusing
a supersaturated solution of cupric acetate. Substituting a
ten percent sugar solution gave a better jelly, while gelatine
seemedto have a tendency to precipitate the hydrous cupric
oxide. None of these suspensionsor jellies were really satis-
factory because a gelatinous precipitate separated in time.
They werequite as permanent,however, as those formedfrom
copper ammonium acetate. Hence the onty advantage of
going through the copper ammonium acetate stage is to get
the correct amount of ammonia automatically.

Since manganesesulphate retards the change of the blue,
hydrous cupricoxide into the black cupric oxide making the
former fairly stable at 100°,it was thought that perhaps this
salt might have a beneficialeffecton the jelly even though the

difficultyhère is not the formation of black oxide. A small
amount of crystallizedmanganesesulphate was added to the
copperacetate solution,whichwas then allowedto stand for a
few minutes before the ammonia was added. It was found
that the presenceof manganesesulphate prevented the imme-
diate precipitation of hydrous copper oxide and caused the
slowformation of a permanent jelly. Experimentswere then
made to determine the best amounts of ammonia and of
manganese sulphate to add. For each experiment 50 ce
saturated copper acetate solution were taken. The ammonia
was concentrated ammoniadiluted with an equal volume of
water. The data for varying amounts of ammonia are given
in Table I. From the experimentsin Table 1 it is clear that a
permanent jelly is obtained only by keeping within thé 'limits
of 3-~ ce ammonia. Experiments were also made with 2.55
ce and 3.0 ce ammoniabut no manganous sulphate. In each
case an immediate precipitate was formed which settled on

Tommasi:Bull.Soc.ehim.Paris.[2)37,)97(,882);Comptesrendus.
M,37(t884).
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standing. In Table II are given data for varying amounts

of manganous sulphate. These are not as accurate as they

should be, because unfortunately care was not taken to be

certain that aIl the manganese satt had dissolved before the

ammonia was added:

TABU!1

50 ce saturated copper acetate solution; diluted ammonia

(i t); gram crystallizedmanganoussulphate

NH<OH Qualityof depositce

2 Light blue precipitate on standing
Permanent blue jelly (slight brownish tinge)

6 Gelatinous precipitate, solution brown

8 Quick-settting precipitate, solution brown
2 Light blue precipitate on standing
3 Permanentlight lue jelly

Permanent blue jelly (slight brownish tinge)

5 Getatinous precipitate, settles s!ow!y
2.g jelly, not permanent; nearly colorlesssolution

5 Permanent light blue jelly
455 jelly, not permanent; brownish solution

2.8 JeUy,not permanent
2. z Jeny, not permanent

2 Permanent blue jelly
2.88 jelly, not permanent

Mn80..7H,0 QualityofdepositGramsIs
1.0 Fair jelly

.0 Pair jelly but settles somewhat in two days
5.0 jelly, not permanent

to.o Js!!y. not permanent
7.0 JeHy,not permanent
~.o JeHy.not permanent
o. Permanent blue jelly (excellent)
0.2 Permanent jelly but darker coloredat bottom

TABLEII

50 ce saturated copper acetate solution; 3 cc diluted ammonia

(i t);crystaUizedmanganoussuIphate
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From the experiments in Table II we see that the best
results are obtainedwith about0.5 gram manganoussulphate.
Increasingthe amount of ammoniaor decreasing the amount
of manganoussulphate darkens the color of the jelly.

It had been assumedthat the manganese radical was the
effectiveone in making the cupric oxide jelly permanent and

consequentlystill better resultswereexpectedfrom manganous
acetate. This anticipation proved ill-founded. Manganese
acetate gaverise to a mushy suspensionwhichwasnot a jelly.
Manganesenitrate, carbonate, phosphate, and oxalate were
added to the solutions and had no beneficial effect. When
one gram manganouschloride was added, a very good light
blue suspensionwas obtained but no jelly. With lower con-
centrations of chloride, the precipitate settled more rapidly.
The sulphate is thus the only salt which causes the formation
of a jelly when added to an acetate solution. The chloride

prevents immediateprecipitation but the suspended particles
do not coalesceto forma jeUy.

Theseexperimentsraisedthe suspicionthat the manganese
radical wasnot the important factor, in which casethe sulphate
radical must be. This appeared to he negatived by the fact
that copper sulphate does not give a jelly when treated with
ammonia. It behaves like copper nitrate or cupric chloride.
It was thought a good plan to try experiments with a solu-
tion containing as few ions as possible and consequently
hydrous copperoxidewas formedfrom copper nitrate, copper
sulphate, and copper acetate solutions. The different pre-
cipitates werefilteredand washedas clean as possiblefromad-
sorbed material. They were then dissolved in ammonia-
whichdoesnot take place readily-and the ammonia removed

by means of a suction pump. No jellies were obtained, the

hydrous copperoxidereprecipitating as the ammonia was re-
moved.

The sulphate problem was therefore attacked again.
The easiest way to reconcile the good effect of manganous
sulphate with the fact that coppersulphate gave no jelly was
to postulate that a small amount of sulphate was beneficial
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while a large amount was not. Adding manganousacetate

and a few drops of sulphuric acid gave rise to a good jelly

when ammonia was added. This differed from the earlier

experimentsin that the manganeseand the sulphate were no

longerpresent in equivalent quantities. 1 then discarded the

manganese salt and added sulphuricacid in small amounts

to the copper acétate solutions. The experiments were suc-

cessful. On adding ammonia, good permanent jellies were

obtained which were of a lighter blue than when manganese

was present. When these jellies were allowedto stand for

several weeks in open beakers, they dried to a powder which

resembledchestnut burrs in appearance. Whenshaken with

water a solution was formed whiehset to a permanent jelly.
Thé process could be repeated once more, and probably in-

definitely. The best jellywasobtainedby taking50 cesatura-

ted copper acetate solution, four drops of concentrated sul-

phuric acid, and 3.5-4.0 ce diluted ammonia (f i). With

two drops of sulphuric acid the jelly was not permanent

though (or because) it formedmorerapidly than when drops
ofacidwereused. Withmorethan ten dropsofacid, the jellies
were not good. Adding hydrochloricacid instead of sul-

phuric acid was not successful. On the other hand, potassium

sulphate gave as gooda jelly as sulphuricacid.

Prom ail this, it seemedto followthat a suitable mixture

of copperacetate and coppersulphatesolutionsshould yielda

good jelly though neither of them will do so separately. 1

mixed47 ce saturated copperacetatesolutionwith3 ce satura-

Lcdcopper sulphate solutionand addedammonia. Duplicate

experimentsweremade and jellieswereobtainedwhich stood

up admirably for a week and then broke down suddenly.
It is probable that other mixtures would have been really

permanent, but there was not time enough in whieh to try

this.

The general resultsof this paperare

t. Whencopperammoniumacetateis shaken with water,

a jelly is formed whichis not permanent. If the decomposed

jelly is allowed to evaporate to dryness and the residue is
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shakenwith water, a jelly is formed which is also not perma-
nent. The processcan apparently be repeated indefinitely.

2. Whencopper ammonium acetate is shaken with a ten

percentsugarsolution,a somewhatmorestable jelly is formed.

3. It is not necessary to start with copper ammonium

acetate. The sameresults can be obtained by adding a suita-

ble amount of ammonia to a saturated copper acetate solu-

tion.

No jelly is obtained by adding ammonia to a copper

sulphate,coppernitrate, or cupric chloridesolution.

5. If a smallamount of manganoussulphate be added to

a saturated copperacetate solution, a permanent jelly is ob-

tainedon addinga suitable amount of ammonia.

6. The amount of ammonia must be kept within fairly
narrow limits.

7. The jelly is darker in color with high concentrations

ofammoniaor low concentrations of manganoussulphate.

8. Other manganous salts do not act like the sulphate,

though the chloridecornes nearest to it.

9. It seems probable that the manganese radical

bas little or noeffectin making the jelliespermanent but that

a lowconcentrationof sulphate is the important thing.

to. The manganous sulphate can be replaced success-

fully by sulphuricacid or by potassium sulphate.

i i. It did not prove possible to substitute hydrochloric
acidfor sulphuricaeid.

12. A mixture of ~7 parts of saturated eopper acetate

solutionand 3 parts saturated copper sulphate, when treated

withammonia,gave a jelly which stood up for a week. By

changingthe ratio, it is probable that a permanent jellycould

be obtained.

13. If a permanent jelly, containing sulphate, be allowed

to dry to a powder,a permanent jelly can be regeneratedby

shakingthe driedmass with water.

t~. The best jelly was made by mixing 50 ce saturated
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copper acetate, 4 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid, and

ce diluted ammonia (i !).

!5. It was not possibleto prepare a jelly by dissolving
washed hydrous cupric oxide in ammonia and removing the
ammonia with a suction pump.

This investigation was suggestedby Professor Bancroft
and has been carriedJ'onunder his supervision.

Conter~Mtf<M<<y



BXPERIMENTS ON EMULSIONS

BYP.R.NKWMAN

Thé object of this investigation was: to study the nature

of emulsionsand to identify the phases; to prepare emulsions

of benzeneand similar substances in water and of water in

benzene,etc.,determining the properconditionsfor the prepa-
ration of each type of emulsion. Except when otherwise

stated, all the emulsionswere made up in too ce bottles and

at ordinary temperature. In the early experiments the bot-

tles wereshakenby hand; but later the liquids wereemulsified

by shaking them violently in a shakingapparatus for periods
of time varying îrom one minute to an hour and a half. The

shaker wasoperated by a t/8 H. P. induction motor and was

so constructed and geared that two bottles at a time were

shakenup and down in a vertical plane at the rate of approxi-

mately 360 completeoscillationsper minute. The amplitude
of the oscillationswas about two inches. No experiments
weremadeto findout the best formofshakerand consequently
the results obtained apply only to the apparatus used. If a

smallhomogenizerhad been available, it is practically certain

that better emulsionswould have been obtained and over a

wider range. Unfortunately, no such piece of apparatus is

on the market.

Three methods may be used for determining which of

two liquidsis the external phase in an emulsion: the inspec-

tion method, the indicator method, and the drop method.

Déterminationby inspection is unreliableand unsatisfactory,

especiallywhen the liquids are the same color. It should

only bc relied upon in the simplest cases. Robertson' has

applied the indicator method to emulsions of olive oil and

water, using thé red dye, Soudan-III, which is insolublein

water but readily soluble in oils. "On sprinkling a few

grainsof SoudanIII upon the surfaceof an emulsionof water

in oil, the color spreads rapidly ovcr the surface. If, how-'

Zeit.KoUoidchetnie,7,7(t9to).
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ever, one sprinkles the Soudan III upon an emulsion of oil
in water, thé color remains confined to the droplets of oil

with which the grains are in actual contact, since it cannot

spread from them to adjacent drops throughout the inter-

vening water."

lodine is soluble in benzene and similar substances but
insoluble in water, whi!e methyl orange is soluble in water
and insoluble in benzene. The iodine solution in benzène

has a pink color while the methyl orange imparts an orange-

yellow color to a water solution. Small amounts of iodine

and methyl orange added to emulsionsof benzeneand water

give a fairly satisfactory method of determining whieh is the

external and whieh the internat phase. 1 did not find the
indicator method so generally satisfactory as Robertson did

and 1 made most use of the drop method, workedout by Mr.
T. R. Briggs. This highly satisfactory method of distin-

guishing the phases is carried out in the followingway: A

small drop of an emulsion,of benzene and water for instance,
is placed on a glassplate by means of a glass rod. A drop of

water is placed on the drop of emulsion and the two stirred

together. If the emulsifiedglobules spread in the water,
it is an emulsionof benzenein water; but if there is no spread-
ing, it is an emulsionof water in benzene. This result ean bc

checked by adding a drop of benzene to a drop of emu!sion

and stirring as before. If the globules spread, the emulsion
is one of water in benzene but if not, we have an emulsionof

benzene in water. The principle involved is that one can
dilute an emulsion by adding more of the external phase.
This method worked admirably in all my experiments on

emulsions. It has the advantage of being a general method,

applicable to all emulsions.

Two methods were tried of making emulsionsof benzène
in water. In the first method the whole of the benzène was

added at once to the mixture of water and protective colloid,
and the contents of thé bottle were then shaken by hand. In
the second method the benzene was added a little at a time,
the flask being shaken vigorouslyafter each addition.
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In the set of experimentsnow to be described, all the ben-
zene was added at once. Mixtures having a total volume of

40 ce were madeup in 60 ce bottles, containing 5, t0, 30, 30,

40, go, 6o, ?o, 8o,90 and 95 percent of benzeneby volumeand
i ce of i percent sodium oleate as protective colloid,the bal-

ance being water. Thèse mixtures were shaken by hand

for five minutes and then examined. In each case an emul-
sion of benzene in water was formed; but the different mix-
tures behaved differently on standing. With the 5, io, 20,

30 and 40 percentbenzene mixtures an ever-increasingamount
of a creamy, emulsion layer formed and rose to the top, leav-

ing a thin, dilute suspensionof drops of benzenein water as a

bottom layer. With the other mixtures there were three lay-
ers formed: a clear upper layer of benzene; then a creamy,
emulsion layer, decreasing in thickness with the higher ben-
zene concentrations; and belowthis the thin dilute suspension
of drops of benzene in water also decreasing in amount with

higher concentrations of benzene. Up to 40 percent a!! the

benzene was emulsified; but this was not the case for 50

percent and more of benzene. The emulsions remained as

described for forty-eight hours, at the end of which time an

upper layer of benzene began to appear on the 30 percent and

40 percent benzenemixtures. In the course of a weeka thin

layer of benzeneappeared on ait the solutions, but did not
seem to inerease after that, contrary to Pickering's experi-
ments.

Thé next experiments dealt with thé effectof varying thé
concentration of sodium oleate. A run was made with 10

ce of a i percent sodium oleate instead of i ce. Instead of

using a constant amount of sodiumoleate, a solutionwasmade

up of ï cc of a i percent sodiumoleate in 23 ce water, and the

required concentrations of benzene obtained by adding this
solution in suitable amounts. The 40 percent benzene mix-

ture then had the same concentration of sodium oleate as in

the first run, the more dilute benzene mixtures containing
more sodium oleate and the more concentrated benzene mix-

tures less sodiumoleate than in the first run. Still another
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run was made by adding to benzene varying amounts of a
solution consisting of 10 ce water plus 10 ce of a i percent
sodiumoleate solution. The varying concentrationof sodium
oleate has a relatively slight effect on the break-downpoint,
or point where the benzene layer appeared, the change always
occurring between the 4o percent and 50 percent benzene
mixtures. More careful measurements showed an effect

due to the concentration of the soap. Using i ce t percent
sodium oleate and shaking 40 ce mixtures for one minute in
60 ce bottles, the break-down point was found to be between

4.5percent and 46 percent benzèneby volume. With other
conditionsthe same, but using 10 ce i percent sodium oleate,
the break-down point was found to lie between 46 percent
and 47 percent benzene. With increasing amount of sodium

oleate, the lower or water layer became more cloudy. Thé
intermediate creamy layer in the higher benzene concentra-
tions decreased in thickness with decreasing concentration
of sodiumoleate.

Someexperimentswere made, varying the order in which
the benzene, water and soap solution were mixed; but no

appreciable effect was noted. One run was made at 50°,
adding5 ce of a i percent sodium oleate solution;but the tem-

perature effect seemedto be negligiblewithin this range.

Experimentswere then mide to see whether the size and

shape of the container had any effect. A 40 percent benzene
mixture (8 ce benzene +. 12 ce of a ï percent sodium oleate

solution) and a 30 percent mixture (6 ce benzene + t4 ce of
a i percent sodium oleate solution) were placed in test-tubes
and shaken by hand. The results were quite different from
thé precedingones, both the 30 percent and the 40 percent
mixture showing a clear, upper layer of benzene. Four 40
cc sampleswere now made up in 100ce bottles as follows:

i. 50 percent benzene (20 ce benzene + 20 cc o. t per-
cent soap).

2. 50 percentbenzene(20 cc benzene-(- 20 ce 0.5 per-
centsoap).
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3. 50percentbenzene(20cebenzene+ 20ce i percent
soap).

60 percentbenzene(24.cc benzene+ t6 ce i percent
soap).

Nos. i and 2 showed no benzene layer and No. did,
these results beinglike those obtained with the 60 ce bottles.
On the other hand there was no benzene layer with No. 3.
We thus have the 30 percent benzenemixtureshowinga ben-
zene layer whenshaken in test-tubes, the 50 percentmixture
when shaken in 60 ce bottles and the 60 percent mixture
when shaken in 100 ce bottles. Under given conditions of
shaking, the appearance of the emulsionmay vary markedly
with the size and shape of the container. This is probably
nothing more than an indirect effectdue to actual differences
in the degreeofmixing. The narrow test-tube is clearly the
least satisfactory form and a given amount of liquid can
obviouslybe shaken more thoroughly and more easily in a
100ce Haskthan in a 60 ce one.

A seriesof runs werenow made in whichthe benzenewas
added in portions and the nask shaken by hand after each
addition. For convenience of reference let A denote mix-
tures having a creamy emulsion and a water layer below;
let B denote mixtureswith an upper, clear layer of benzene;
and let C denotemixtures which form an apparently homo-
geneousemulsionwith no second layer visible.

To 10 ce i percent sodium oleate + 10 ce Hj-0 in a 60
ce flask then wereadded successively!4, 2, t, i, i, i, and i ce
benzene,the nask being shaken for one minuteafter each ad-
dition of benzene. The initial concentration was about 41
percent benzeneand the final concentrationabout 51 percent
benzene. Ail solutionsbelonged to type A. To 5 ce i per-
cent soap in a 60ce flask there wereaddedsuccessively,3, 3, 3,
2. 3. 5. 5. 5. 5. and io ce benzène, the bottle beingshaken for
oneminute after each addition. The first emulsioncontained
37.5percentbenzeneand wasof type A; the lastcontained89.6
percentbenzeneand was of type C. Severalothersimilarruns
weremade, varying the amount of soapused, but this seemed
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When i ce i percent sodium oleate and 4 ce water were
taken and 12 ce benzeneadded, the emulsionwas still of the
B type after the additionof 8 ce water (48.0 percent benzene)
and onty changed to the A type on adding 10ce water (44.. 4%
benzene). Decreasingthe soap concentrationseemsto change
the break-down point under these conditions from about 67
percent benzene to about 45 percent benzene.

Several runs were now made in 100 ce bottles. This

permitted more efficientshaking and gave rise to very differ-
ent results. The efficiencyof emulsification was increased

to have very little effect. Decreasing the time of shaking
after each addition to ten seconds also had no appreciable
effect. The break-down point can evidently be displaced
to above 90 percent benzene, the most important factor in

raising the break-downpoint being to add benzene in rela-

tively small amounts at the start.

Emulsionswere next made up of type B and water was
added to these little by little to see if the emulsionwould

change to type A. This could be done in each case;but the

point at which this changeoccurs varies with varying condi-

tions, and seemsto be a functionof more than onevariable.
Thé experiments given in Table 1 were made in 60 ce

bottles and the bottles were shaken by hand for one minute
after each addition ofbenzeneor water.

TABt,R 1

To 5 ce i percentsodiumoteatesolution

Add8 ce benzène 61.5 percent B
2cewater 53.3 A

Add 12ce benzène 70.6G B
iccwater 66.6 A

Add t3 ce benzene 72.2 B
ccwater 68.4 B
ccwaier 65.0o B
ccwater 61.t)g A

Add 20 ce benzène 80.0 B
ce water 76.9 B
ccwater 74.1 B
ccwater 71.~4 A
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and also the stabitity of the emulsions. The final emulsions
wereperfectly homogenéous(type C) and showedno tendency
to separate into layers in the course of several months. As

bas been found by others, it is best to begin with a small

amount of the liquid to be emulsified;after some emulsion is

formed it is possible and apparently desirable to make addi-
tionsat increasingrates. The flaskswereshaken for one min-

ute after each addition. To 2 ce 5 percent sodium oleate

solution there were added successively,2, 2, 4, 6,6, 8, 8,8, and

io ce benzene giving a homogeneous emulsionof benzene in

water, and eontaining 96.4. percent benzene by volume. To
2 cc 5 percent sodium oleate solution there were added suc-

cessively,4, 4, 8, t2, 12, and 16 ce benzene, giving a homo-

geneous emulsion containing 96.6 percent benzene. To 2

ce 5 percent sodium oleate solution there were added succes-

sively,4, 8, 16, and 24 ce benzene giving a homogeneous
emulsion containing 96.3 percent benzene. 'fo 2 ce 5 per-
cent sodium oleate solution there were added successively,

4, to, and 4o ce benzene, giving a homogeneousemulsioncon-

taining 96..). percent benzene. The stiffness of these emul-

sions increased with increasing rapidity of addition of ben-

zene, the last being the stiffest. The last portions of benzene

are emulsifiedmore rapidly than the first portions.

Since better results were obtained in a 100ce flask than

in a 60 ce flask, one run was made in a 250ce flask. The re-

sults exceededall expectations, the emulsionbeing the stiffest

one obtained. To 2 cc 5 percent sodium oleate solution

there were added successively,5,10, i~, 20, 20, 20, 20, 30, and

50 ce benzene, giving a homogeneous emulsion containing

99.0 percent benzene by volume. We have here 190ce ben-
zeneemulsifiedin 2 ce of a 5 percent soap solution. To put it

another way, the emulsion consists of 99 volume percent of

benzene and i volumepercent of water, with 0.05 g sodium

oleate as emulsifying agent. In other words, 99 ce benzene

and ï ce water can be converted into a stiff jelly by a little

over 0.05 percent by weight of sodium oleate. This is not
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quite as good as Pickering's famous jelly,l whichconsistedof

99 percentkeroseneby volumeand one percent of a one per-
cent soap solution; but it is of the sameorder.

Usinga 5 percent solutionof hard soap instead of sodium

oleate, a 99 percent benzene emulsion was obtained, shaking

by hand. To 2 ce 5 percent hard soap solution there were

added successively,5, to, 15, 20, 20, 20, 20, 30, and 50 ce

benzene. The resulting homogeneous emulsion was even

stiffer than that obtained with sodium oleate alone; but it

did not stand up sowell. In thecourseof fouror fivedays,this

emulsion cracked, disintegrating gradually until there were

merely flocculent masses suspended in clear benzene. On

the other hand, the emulsion made with sodium oleate was

quite unchanged at the end of six weeks. This may give a

due to a diserepancy between Pickering's results and mine.

Pickering' says t.hat "once de-emulsificationhas started,

it progressesat an inereasing rate." This has not been my

experience;and it is quite possible that Pickering's conclu-

sionsare not general ones, but apply merely to the particular

emulsifyingagent that he was using-a potash soap.

Since the character of the emulsionsvaried so markedly
with the degree of shaking, all subsequent experiments were

done with the power shaker previously referred to. The ef-

fect of prolonged shaking was then tested, thé conditionsof

eachexperiment being: i ce 5 percent sodium oleate solution;
final volume of solution, 40 ce; benzene added in portions;
total time of shaking, 90 minutes. The details are given in

Table II. The emulsions containing to-yo percent benzene

wereall of the A type with a continuously-increasingamount

of creamy emulsion at the top and a continuously-decreasing

layer at thé bottom, consistingof a thin dilute suspensionof

drops of benzene in water. There was no break-downpoint
and no emulsionsof type B with a clear layer of benzeneat

the top. When the concentration of benzene reached eighty

Pickering:Jour.Chem.Soc.,p!,2002(t9oy).
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TABt.BII

Total volume, ~o cc; t ce 5 percent sodium oleate; total time

'f shaking, 90 minutes

Water, 3} cc Water,3: ce Water, 2 ce

Benzène Benzene Benzene
10 percent! Minutes '20 per cent Minutes 30 percent Minutes

added shaken added shaken added shakett
in ce mec inece

5 52 $

i;5 $

$ I

I
5$ 2

2

2 s

$

$
!0 1 t0 2 t0

t 70 I t0 2 10
– I 10 1 t0

– – I t0 t 10
– – L t0 t t0
– – 'I 30 t 30

Water,:3ce Watef.tçec Water.tsec

Benzène Benzène ~Benzène

4o percent) Minutes 50 percent Minutes 60 percent minutes

added shakeu added shaken added shaken
in cc ince in cc

1 :–~–.–––.
2 5 2 !5 2 15

2:5 2 5 5
2 t0 2 10 2 t0

2 t0 2 t0 2 10

2 t0 3 t0 4 10

2 t0 3 t0 t0

2 M 3 t0 t0

2 30 3 4 20

Water, t ce Water, 7 cc

Benzene Benzène

70 per cent Minutes 8o t)ercent Minutes
added shaken added shaken
mec in cc

3 '0 4 10

3 10 10

3 t0 4 10

3 "o 4 'o

4 to 4 'o

4 to 4 !0

4 to 4 'o

4 20 4 20
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percent, the lower liquid layer disappeared and we had a

homogeneousemulsionof type C. Further runs were made,

starting with 5 ce 5 percent sodium oleate and with 10 ce 5

percent sodium oleate. About the only differenceto be ob-

servedis that the watery lower layer is moreopaque the higher
the concentration of sodium oleate. It was not possible to

obtain homogeneousemulsions with 70 percent benzene or

less, even by shaking them every few days, though this did
decrease the lower liquid layer somewhat.

In an attempt to obtain homogeneousemulsions with

lower benzene content, 1 started with io ce of a 97 percent
solution, adding successively,2, 2, 2, and 2 ce water, shaking
for ten minutes after each addition. The final mixture (54

percent benzene) did not remain homogeneousbut separated
into two layers. To io ce of a 97 percent emulsion 1 added

successively,3, 3, 3, and 3 ce water, shaking for ten minutes
after each addition. This mixture (44.4 percent benzene)

separated into three layers (type B). To 10ce of a 97 percent
emulsion1 added io ce of a 5 percent sodiumoleate solution
in ï ce lots, shaking for 10 minutes after each addition. This

mixture (48.5 percent benzene) separated into two layers
(type A).

A few experimentswere next made to see how the max-
imum amount of benzene in a homogeneousemulsion varied
with varying concentrations of sodium oleate. To ï cc 5

percent sodium oleate solution there were added successively,
ï. ï. 2, 3, 5, 3, 5, 10, io, 20, 30, 25, and to ce benzene. The
last addition was too much, the excessof benzeneseparating
while the emulsified mass remained apparently unchanged.
We thus have a homogeneousemulsionat 99. percent and an

inhomogeneousone at 99.2 percent benzene by volume.
To i ce ï percent sodium oleate solution there were added

successively,t, ï, ï, 2, 3, !0, 10, 10, and 20ce benzene. Free
benzene appeared on the last addition, the emulsion being
homogeneousat 97.6 percent benzene and inhomogeneousat

98.4 percent benzene. Cutting down the amount of sodium
oleate to two-fifths apparently decreases the permissibleben-
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zene content about one percent. In this last experiment we

have 0.02g sodium oleate converting about 98 ce benzene and
2 ce water into a jelly.

In emulsionsof type A with a lower, watery layer, this

lower layer is a homogeneousemulsion containing very Httle

benzene. It seemed desirable, therefore, to learn something
about its composition and to prepare such a watery emulsion,
if possible,without any of the ereamy emulsionbeing present.
In the followingexperiments, Table III, I started with 5 ce

5 percent sodium oleate solution and added varying amounts
of water and benzene, the total volumebeing kept at 4o cc:

TABLEIII
Totalvolume,40ce;5ce5 percentsodiumoleatesolution

Water Benzène Benzenci Water Benzène Benzène
ce ce Percent ce ce Percent

330 z.o 5 j 34.6 0.4 t.o
334 '6 4 3~68 0.32 o.8
33.8 1.2 3 34.8 0.2 0.5
34.2z 1 0.8 2 – – –

The last mixture formed a homogeneousemulsion; but
all the others separated into two layers (type A). This shows
that a thin but homogeneousemulsion can be obtained for

percentages of benzene running up to somewhere between

0.5 and 0.8 percent benzene, whereas two layers formed for

concentrations of 0.8 percent benzene and higher. At the
other end of the scale, homogeneousemulsionscan be formed
when the concentration of benzeneexceedsabout 80 percent,
but no homogeneousemulsionswere obtained with the inter-
mediate concentrations. This had not been foreseen at all;
but the explanation is easy to find.

Theoretically, it must be possible to form homogeneous
emulsionswith practically any volume percentage of benzene
and the trouble must be with the shaking. Unless the globules
of emulsifiedbenzene are very small, the Brownianmovements
will not be sufficientto keep the drops distributed uniformly
throughout the liquid. The larger globules will rise to the
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surface,forming a creamy upper layer. The emulsion will

consistapparently of this layer alonewhenthe water layer is

present only in the pores. People have calculated that

spherical globuleswill touch when they occupy 74.percent'
of the total volume. One might reasonably expect some

dripping until a somewhat higher concentration is reached,
and the limitingvalue of about 80percentbenzeneby volume,
as shownby my experiments, is about what one might have

expected. With more efficient emulsifyingnothing of this
sort will take place and we shall have a continuousseriesof

homogeneousemulsions, which will be very fluid at the low
benzeneconcentrations and which will becomemore viscous
with inereasingbenzene concentration. My own work with
the power shaker shows that the appearance of an upper
benzenelayer,at any rate, at concentrationsbelow98 percent
benzene, is merely the result of insufficientemulsification.

When a homogeneous95 percent benzene emulsion was
frozenand thawed, the emulsioncrackedand the changewas

apparently irreversible,for the emulsioncouldnot be restored

by shaking. The cracking of the emulsionis due to the rup-
turing of the soap films around the globules. The irreversi-

bility is probably only apparent, and due to the coagulated
sodiumoleate not redissolvingreadily in water.

No emulsionsof water in benzenewere obtained with
sodium oleate as emulsifying agent. Some experiments
werealso made with other lyophilecolloids,such as haemo-

globin, lacmoid, pepsin, peptone, dextrin, etc. These all

gave emulsionsof benzene in water and seemednot to bring
out anything new. Before goingon with experimentsto pre-
pare emulsionsof water in benzeneI decidedto try someex-

periments with olive oil and water, becauseRobertson2had

apparentlyobtained emulsionsof water in oil as wellas of oil
in water by adding caustie soda. In the first run, Table IV,
i ceof2.5~VNaOHwasadded ineachcaseandvaryingamounts

Wa.Ostwald:Zeit.Kottoidchemie,6,to8;7,64(1910).
Zeit. Kolloidchemie, 7, 7 (içio).
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ÏABUSYV
Total volume, 50 ce; 00-2.5N NaOH; time of shaking, io

minutes

M) CM Watct OU Oit Water
percent ce ce j percfnt ce ce

98 49 – M to 39
96 48 t 10 5
9~ 46 3 5 2.5 46.5

45 4 3 1.5 47.5
88 44 7 1 0.5 48.5
50 25 M – – –

of oil and water, the total votumf being a!ways50 ce. The
flasksheld 100ce and the mixtureswereshak"nfor to minutes
in the power shaker. The mixture containing 0.5 percent
cil was a fluid emulsionof oil in water and the one percent
mixture showedtracesonly of a creamy emulsion. Mixtures

containing3-50 percentoil wereof the type calledA, with an

increasingamount of a creamyemulsionof oil in water. At
88 percent and 90percentoil we have a homogeneouscreamy
emulsionof oil in water. At 92 percent we apparently get
four layers, a narrowyellowupper layer whichhas the appear-
ance of beinga foamof air in oil; a yellowalmostclear liquid,
which is what Robertsoncalled an emulsionof water in oit;
the creamy emulsionof oil in water; and the thin emulsion
of oil in water whichformsthe lower layer in the emulsions
containing 3-50 percentoil. This layer has disappeareden-

tirely in the 96 percentemulsionand the creamyemulsiondis-

appears in the 98 percentmixture,leavingônly the foam and
the so-calledemulsionof water in oil. Further experiments
convincedme that we get no emulsionsof water in oit with
caustic soda as emulsifyingagent. What Robertsonthought
was an emulsionof water in oil is rnerelya crackedemulsion
in which the appearanceof the oil is changed by the pres-
ence of solid sodium oleate, etc. When pure oil is shaken
with solid sodium oleate,we get about the same appearance.
Robertson's test with Soudan III proves nothing because it
is not denied that oilis the externalphase. It is merelydenied
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that we have here an emulsionat all, in the senseof a coated

drop of one liquid suspendedin another liquid.
Another run was made with ce 0.5 N NaOH. The

generalresult was the same;but the 94.percent mixtureformed

a homogeneous creamy emulsion instead of the 88-90 per-
cent mixtures, and there were three layers (type B) in the 90

percent and the 96 percent mixtures. With 3 ce 5 percent
sodium oleate the homogeneous,creamyemulsionscontained

80-86 percent oil. With 5 ce 5 percenthard soap the results

were identical with those obtained with sodiumoleate except

that the homogeneousemulsionswerea little stifferand that

there was more foamingwith the loweroil concentrations.

Starting with 2 ce olive oit and 2 ce 5 percent sodium

oleate, it was possible to get homogeneousemulsionsvarying
from 76 percent oil up to 96.8 percentoil by addingoil, por-
tions at a time and at differentrates. Starting with i ce oil

and ce 5 percent sodium oleate, a homogeneousemulsion

was obtained containing 99.3 percentoil. Heating mixtures

beforeshaking seemedto have noeffectother than to increase

the amount of foaming. If I werearranging the emulsifiers

in the order of efficiency,I shouldput hard soap first, then

sodiumoleate, with sodiumhydroxidelast.

Having shown that no water in oil emulsionsare formed

with hard soap, sodium oleate, or caustic soda, 1 came back

to the problem of emulsifyingwater in benzene. To obtain

emulsions of benzene in water, protectivecolloidswere used

whichwere soluble in water only. Consequently,it wasneces-

sary to use colloidswhich weresolublein benzeneand insolu-

ble in water, if one wishedto emulsifywaterin benzene. Some

of the colloids tried were: crude rubber (0.2 percent sol.);

paraffin (2 percent) rosin (5 gram per 100ce) sulphur (con-

centratedsol.); solutionsof variousresins: lard; butter; oleic

acid. In nearly every case it was évident that there was a

tendency to form emulsionsof water in benzene;but the emul-

sions were very instable and crackedsoon,so that something
better had to be found.

Soaps of magnesium,'zinc, nickel,and calciumwere pre-
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in water occursonly when6 ce of 5 percent sodiumoleate solu-
tion have been added. Thèse 50 percent emulsions formed

pared by precipitating these oleates froin a solutionof sodium
oleate. These soaps weredissolved in benzene and were then
used as protective colloids. These colloids give promise of

good results. It was soon seen that the magnésium oleate
was the most satisfactory andconsequentlynothing more than

preliminary experimentswere made with the others. Start-

ing with a mixture containing20 percent water and 5 ce of a
concentrated solution of magnésiumoleate in benzene, it was

possible to prepare an emulsion of water in benzene. On

adding water to this little by little, the water content could be
run up to 80percent beforethe emulsioncracked. Thé emul-
sions are homogeneousonly between 75 per cent and 80 per-
cent water. At lower concentrations two liquid layers were
formed just as in the case of the sodium oleate emulsionsof
benzene in water. The homogeneousemulsionswere moder-

ately stable, standing up for several days without cracking.
It was nextdiscoveredthat the additionof a smallamount

of sodium oleate solutionmade the emulsionof water in ben-
zene much more stable. Within certain limits there was no

tendency to form emulsionsof benzene in water. The data
in Table V show that the change to emulsions of benzene

TABi<EV

Total volume,40 ce; ce conc. Mg oteatcin benzène;15ce
benzene;percentagewater,50;time ofshaking,to minutes

Water Sodiumoleate Typeofemulsion

t9 ce i cc (i percent) Water in benzene
'8 ce 2 ce (i percent) Water in benzene
17ce 3 ce (i percent) Water in benzène
19ce i ce (5 percent) Water in benzenet9 ce t ce (5 percent) Water in benzene
'8 ce 2 ce (5 percent) Water in benzene
'6 ce 4.ce (5 percent) Water in benzene
'4-ce 6 ce (5 percent) Benzene in water
10ce 10ce (5 percent) Benzene in water
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two liquid layers at once; but there was no apparent further

change after standing fiveweeks.

A number of experimentsweremade to see how high the

water content could be brought in a homogeneousemulsion.

1 started with 5 ce conc. magnésiumoleate + i ce 5 percent
sodium oleate + 4 ce water. This wasshaken vigorouslyand

water was added in 2ce lots until 50cehad been added. This

gave a stiff, homogeneousemulsion,containingabout 92 per-
cent water by volume. This emulsion stood up for two

weeksbefore it cracked. Thé sameoriginalmixture was taken

and water added in 2 ce lots as before; but i ce 5 percent
sodium oleate was added after each 10ce water. The result-

ing 92 percent emulsion was thé most stable one obtained

with a high water content. At the endof two months, it was

apparently unchanged. This run was repeated in a 250 cc

flask instead of a 100ce bottle and water was added until the

emulsioncracked. A homogeneousemulsionwasobtained con-

taining 96 percent water. These emulsionswith high water

content are quite instable, as a rule, and conditions have to
be kept just right if one wishesto preparea satisfactoryemul-

sion. On the other hand, there is a gooddeal more latitude

about the homogeneousemulsionscontainingabout 75percent
water. A very satisfactory one can be made starting with 5
ce conc. magnesium oleate + 5 ce benzene+ 9 ce water + i

ce i percent sodium oleate, and adding 20 ce water in 2 ce

lots. This emulsion is practicallyas stiff as those of higher
concentration. After standing for eight weeks,there was no

apparent change in this emulsion.

To show the general applicabilityof the method, some

runs were made on the emulsificationof water in carbon bi-

sulphide. To 5 cc 2 percent magnésiumoleate in carbon bi-

sulphide + 5 ce i percent sodiumoleate in water there were

added 25 cc 0.01 percent sodiumoleate solution in i ce lots

and then 25 cc o.oi percent sodiumoleate in 2 ce lots. This

gave a homogeneousemulsionof water in carbon bisulphide,

containing 92 percent water by volume. In another run 1

started with 5 cc 2 percent magnesiumoleate in benzene +
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5 ce t percent sodium oleate in water to which were added
24 ce water in i ce lots and 46 ce water in 2 ce lots, while i ce
i percent sodium oleate was added after each tu ce water.
The resulting emulsion contained 94.3 percent water and
stood up for three days before cracking.

Increasing the relative concentration of sodium oleate
must eventuaUychange the type of the emulsion from water
in carbon bisulphide to carbon bisulphide in water. This
point wastested witha 50 per cent water emulsionwhichforms
two layers, Table VI. The change comes when the ratio
of sodium oleate to magnésium oleate rises about to unity.

TABLEVI
Total volume,40 ce; 5 ce 2 percentmagnesiumoleatein CS~-

15ce carbonbisulphide;percentagewater,50; timeof shaking,tominutes °

Water Sodiumoleate Typeof emulsion

t9 ce 2 ce (i percent) ) Water in earbon bisulphide
t8 ce 2 ce (t percent) Water in <~rbonbisulphide
17 cc 3 ce (i percent) Water in carbon bisulphide
t6cc 4 ce (t percent) i Water in earbon bisulphide
15 ce 5 ce (i percent) Water in earbon bisulphide
14 ce 6 ce (t percent) Water in carbon bisulphide
10 ce 10ce (i percent) Carbon bisulphide in water
5 ce !5 ce (i percent) Carbon bisulphide in water

Some experiments with carbon bisulphide and water
were also made with nickel oleate, calcium oleate, barium
oleate, paraffin, spermacetin and guncotton as emulsifying
agents. Though it was possible to prepare emulsions of
water in carbon bisulphide, none of them were stable. Egg
albumin was dissolvedin a solution of caustic soda and pre-
cipitated by means of salts of zinc, aluminum, copper, mag-
nesium, and calcium. The several precipitates were filtered
and dried; but werefoundto be insoluble in carbon bisulphide
and henceuselessas emulsifiers.

A few experiments were made on paints to détermine
the nature of the emulsion. A mixed white paint; labeled
"Bastlake HouseholdPaint" was bought at a local store and
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alsoa sample of "white lead," labelled"Genuine White Lead"
Il

and made by the Empire Works. Raw linseed oil was ob-
tained from the Universitypaint shop. The drop test showed
that oil was the external phase in the mixed paint. To 22
ce mixed paint in a bottle there were added 70 ce water in 5
ce lots, the bottle being shakenafter each addition of water.
A homogeneous emulsionof water in oil was formed which
did not differ materially in consistency from the original
paint. This emulsion contained 71.5 percent water plus
the undetermined amount of water in the original paint.
Ten grams of the "white lead" were now mixed with io ce
linseed oil and 70 cc water added in :o ce lots. An emulsion
of 87.5 percent water in 12.5 percent oil was formed; but it
cracked at the end of two days. These experiments were
conclusiveas to the formationof an emulsion of water in oil;
but they left the questionofemulsifyingagent open. A quali-
tative test of thé "white lead" showed the presence of lead,
zinc, barium, and calcium; and of carbonates, sutphates, and
silicates or silica. About 5 grams of cach of the substances,
zinc oxide, basic lead carbonate, lime, calcium carbonate,
barium sulphate, leadsulphate,and silicawereshaken up with

25 ce raw linseed oil and 25 ce water. Homogeneousemul-
sions were obtained in all cases; they seemed to be most
stable with zinc oxideand least stable with silica. The differ-
ences were not great, however,and the experiments did not
seem to bring out anything that wasnot knownbefore. Since
it was not at all clear why these substances should behave
so much alike, or why they should give water in oil emul-

sions, it seemed well to try oil and water alone. A thick

homogeneousemulsionof water in oil was obtained by shaking
together 20 ce raw linseed oil and 20 ce water. This emul-
sion stood up indefinitely. Ontesting the linseedoil for rosin
with the "Liebermann-Storch" test and the sulphuric acid
eolor test, positive results were obtained by each method.
The rosin is undouhtedly the emulsifying agent, both with
the oil and in the case of mixedpaints. Though Pickering'

Jour.Chem.Soc..91,2008([907).
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has shownthat emulsionscan be made with insolubleemulsi-

fiers,his experiments showedthat the substanceshe usedgave
rise to emulsionsof kerosene in water and not to emulsion
of water in kerosene. Since rosin would naturally give rise
to an emulsionof water in oil, the assumption of rosin as the

emulsifyingagent clears up the theoretical difficulties.
The general results of this paper are as follows:

(t) A satisfactory general method has been devised for

determiningwhiehphase is the external one in an emulsion.

(2) Whenbenzeneand water are emulsifiedby means of
sodiumoleate, the water is always the externalphase.

(3) It was possible to obtain homogeneous emulsions

containingup to 0.5 per cent benzene by volume, and from
about 80 percent up to 99 percent benzene. Intermediate
emulsionsseparated into a creamy upper layer and a watery
lower layer.

(4) The failure to obtain a continuous series of homo-

geneousemulsionsof continuously varying properties is due
to the experimentaldifficultyin making the drops of benzene
so small that the Brownian movements will keep the drops
distributed uniformly through the water. The larger drops
rise and pack together.

(5) With my shaking machine, homogeneousemulsions
with high concentrations of the liquid forming the internat

phase, couldbe obtained onlyby adding that liquid gradually.
(6) It is possibleto make a stiffjelly out of 99 ce benzene,

i ce water, and about o.os gram sodium oleate. This jelly
did not change perceptibly in six weeks.

(7) It is possibleto make a stiffjelly out of 99 ce benzene,
i ce water, and about 0.05 gram hard soap; but this jetly
cracked inside of a week.

(8) It is possibleto make a stiffjelly out of 98 cc benzene,
2 ce water, and about 0.02 gram sodium oleate. Cutting
down the amount of sodium oleate to two-fifths,decreasesthe
maximum volume percentage of benzene from 99 to 98.

(9) No emulsionsof water in oil are formed when olive
oil and water are shaken with soap, with sodium oleate, or
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with caustic soda. What Robertson thought was an emul-
sion of water in oil wasmerely sodium oleate or the sodium
salt of other fatty acidssuspendedin oil.

(to) It is possibleto make a stiff emulsion out of 97
percentoliveoil,3cewater,and about0.15gramsodiumoleate.

(ïi) Magnesiumoleate is the best emulsifying agent
yet tried for makingan emulsionof water in benzene. The
emulsions are much more stable if a little sodium oleate is
alsopresent.

(tz) Dependingon the relative amounts of magnésium
oleate and sodiumoleate we get emulsionsof water in ben-
zene or of benzenein water.

(13) Using properproportions of magnesium oleate and
sodiumoleate, it waspossibleto makean emulsionof water in
benzene containing96percent water by volume.

(14) With my shakingmachine, homogeneousemulsions
of water in benzenecouldbe obtained between the approxi-
mate limits of 75 percent and 96 percent water by volume.
These limits have no theoretical significanceand would be

changed by moreperfectemulsification.

(15) With perfectemulsificationit is probable that there
wouldbe a marked increasein viscosityat or near the point
where the internai phase constitutes 74.percent by volume
of the emulsionbecausethe globuleswould begin to be de-
formed by contact as the concentration increased above this
value.

(16) Using properproportions of magnésium oleate and
sodiumoleate,it waspossibleto makean emulsionof water in
carbonbisulphidecontainingover 94percent water by volume.
This emulsioncrackedat the end of three days.

(17) In mixedpaints, water is the internai phase and oil
the external one. By shaking a commercialwhite lead to-

gether with raw linseedoil and water, a water in oil emulsion
was obtained containing87.5 percent water and 12.5 percent
oil by volume. Thisemulsioncrackedat the end of two days.

(:8) On shakingraw linseedoil and water together, an
emulsionofoil in waterwasobtained. Rosin proved to be the
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emulsifyingagent and this is undoubtedly the usual emulsi-

fyingagent in the case of mixedpaints.
(19) The pigments themselves cannot usually be the

emulsifyingagent in the case of mixed paints because Pick-

ering's work on insoluble emulsifiers shows that most pig-
mentswould tend to produceemulsionsof oil in water in so far
as they had any emulsifyingaction.

(20) Whether one liquid is emulsifiedin a secondor the
secondin the first depends on the nature of the emulsifier.
A hydrophile colloid will tend to make water the external

phaseand a hydrophobe colloidwill tend to make water the
internatphase.

(21) In order to be a good emulsifyingagent, a hydro-
phileor a hydrophobecolloidmust be able to forma suitably
coherent film round the interna! phase. It is consequently
not possibleto obtain an emulsionstarting with any colloid.

(22) There is no necessaryconnectionbetweenthe initial
stiffnessof the emulsionand its permanency. In a permanent
emulsion the film round the globulesof the emulsifiedphase
must not age much.

(23) When an emulsion of benzene, water, and sodium
oleate was frozen, the emulsioncracked. Whenthawed and

shaken,the mixture did not emulsifyagain. This is undoubt-

edly due to the fact that the sodiumoleate did not redissolve

readily in the water under the conditionsof the experiment.
This work was suggested by Professor Bancroft and

wascarriedout under the supervisionof Mr. T. R. Briggs.
Co/Mf/y~MtffMt'/y
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ACTION OF PERSULPHATES ON ACETATES

BYM.A. CORDON

Whena solutioncontainingsodiumpersulphate and acetic
acid orsodiumacetate is heated,a mixtureof gases is givenoff,
consisting of carbon dioxide and one or more hydrocarbons.
The amount of carbon dioxide and the nature of the hydro-
carbon may be varied by changing the conditions. One of
the reactions seems to be a catalytic decompositionof acetic
acid into methane and carbon dioxide,

CH~CO~H= CH4 + C02.

It did not seem possible that persulphate itself could be the

catalytic agent; but a process of élimination leads to this
conclusion. The most plausiblehypothesiswas that platinum
in someform, was the catalytic agent and consequently pieces
of smoothplatinum and of platinized platinum were immersed
in the solution without any effect. In order to remove any
hypothetical noblemetal, includingplatinum, lead strips were

placed in the persulphate solution so as to precipitate any
unknownmetal morenoble than lead. This also had no effect.
The addition of iron salts or ofmanganoussalts do not inerease
the yieldof methane. In order to showthat the real catalytic
agent was the persulphate itself, a solutionof persulphate was
heated longenoughto destroy all the persulphate and wasthen
added to the acetate'solution. Nodecompositioninto methane
took place though the impurities in the persulphate werepre-
sumably still present. This last experiment seems to furnish
conclusiveproof that persulphate or an intermediate decom-

positionproduct of it is the catalytic agent. We may reject
the hypothesis of an intermediate decomposition product
being the catalytic agent because there is no relation between
the amount of persulphate decomposed and the yield of
methane.

Sinceother reaction products are usually formed besides
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methane and carbon dioxide, other reactions also take place.
We may have complete or partial oxidation of the acetic acid

by the persulphate, the reaction products being water and

carbon dioxide, ethylene, or ethane. It is not yet known

whether glycollic acid, methyl alcohol and other, oxidation

products are formed under any conditions.

The usual form of apparatus for the evolutionof the gas
consistedof a bottle (the volumeof whichwas slightly greater
than that of the solution) immersed in a water bath. The

bottle was fitted with a rubber stopper and a capillary tube

leading to a sample gas pipette filled with mercury.

The acetate solution (about half the total volume) was

placed in the bottle and brought to the temperature of the

bath. The persulphate was heated to about 60° C (at a

higher temperature the solution gave offgas) and then added

to the acetate. About !oo ce (unless otherwise stated) of

the gas were collected for analysis. The pressurewas kept

fairly constant during the run.

The Dennismodificationof the Orsat apparatus' was used

for the analysis of the gas. Friedriehs' spiral pipettes' were

used for the absorbing liquid. Mercury was used as the con-

fining liquid in a water-jacketted burette. The surfaceof the

mercury was kept wet with a fewdrops of water in order that

the gas might be saturated with aqueous vapor at all times.

The burette was washedout after using such liquidsas fuming

sulphuric acid, cuprous chloride, etc.

Considerabledifficultywas experiencedin obtaining satis-

factory results for the unsaturated hydrocarbons soluble in

fuming sulphuric acid. A Friedrichs' spiral pipette, contain-

ing 25 percent sulphurie acid, was used. The absorption was

quite rapid at first, but slowedup after a fewpassagesthrough
the reagent. Table A shows this:

Dennis: Jour. Ind. Eng. Chem., 4,898 (t9t2).
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ÏABLËA
Thédata forthis tablewereobtainedduringthc analysisof the

gasgivenin TaMeVI

ThnepMs.dthrouxh
funtingH,SO< 1 Il

0 t).<) 10.2
1 449 44.8
2 47'5 47.4
3 48.0 480
4 48.2 ~8.'
5 48.5 48.4

Methane and ethane were slowly absorbed by fuming
H!!S04.~It may be that, with the moreefficientabsorptiondue

to the Friedrichs spiral pipette, some of the saturated hydro-
carbons are taken out.

Hydrogen was tested for by meansofpalladiumblack,but

the results were not satisfactory, as there was an increase in

volume,due to CO~being givenoff. Thé copperoxidemethod'

was then tried. The gas was passed through a tube contain-

ing copperoxideheated from 2go°-26o° C. The copperoxide

was prepared by heating the commercialcopperoxidein a hard

glass ignition tube, in a current of air freedfrom COz.
Carbon dioxide was given off as in the case of the pal-

ladium black. Apparently, this was due to COz,whieh had

been occludedby the copper oxideand not due to thé burning
of the hydrocarbon, for, on passing the gas through KOH, it

was brought back to its originalvolume. No hydrogen was

present.
Trouble was experiencedin completelybuming the gases

in the combustion pipette. It was not discovered until a

number of experiments had been made that the combustion
was not complete even with an excessof oxygen. A second

combustion was necessary, after passing the gas through
KOH to remove the CO:.

Gasnot passed through KOH before volume is read.

Worsatt: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., t!, 245 ('899).

Dennis: "Gas Analysis," !98 ()9t3).
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fo.t,. fi
Confirmationof this is foundin somework by Hempel.

1

"Numerous experiments with the Winkler-Denniscom-
bustion pipette, showthat it isextremelydifficultto completely
burn mixturesof methaneand nitrogen,as part of the methane

easily escapes combustion. Where one employs a combus-
tion pipette filledwith mercuryand heats the mixtureof oxy-
gen, nitrogenand methane with the platinum spiral for a long
time, in order to obtain completecombustion, the surface of
the mereury becomescoveredwith a film of mercuric oxide.
One naturally obtains a toohighcontraction due to the forma-
tion of this oxide of mercury."

Under "contraction ratio" in the tables is given the ratio
of the volumecontraction on combustionto the volumeof the
carbon dioxide formed. This ratio is 2.00 in the case of
methane and i. zgfor ethane.

Under some conditions the hydrocarbon gas is pretty
nearly pure methane. In Table I incomplete combustion

probably accounts for the contraction ratio being 2.03 instead
of 2.00. No free hydrogen is formed:

TABLE1

Sodium persulphate (70 percent) 6. grams
Sodium acetate (cryst.) 23 grams
Acetic acid (glacial) KX) ce

Water too ce

Température 75'80°
A))out ~oo ce of gas collected after passing through KOH sohttion.

Analysis of gas (freed from CO2)

Combustion

Olefines
~<- Contrac-

cc hydrocarbon
tion ratioO.add.d Contraction CO, "M"
tion ratio

ce ce ce

1.4 7~.7 71.5 35.2 34.8 2.03
'-6 77.4 76.4 376 37.4 2.03

The favorable conditions for the formation of methane
seemto be a relatively lowconcentrationofsodiumpersulphate

Honpc):Zeit.anorg.Chem..~St'84;(t9'!).
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and à high concentration of sodium acetate and acetie acid.
A dilute solution of persulphate is more stable than a concen-'
trated one and consequently there is lessdecompositionin the
unit time and less oxidation of the acetie acid. It seemsnot
unreasonable that a high concentration of acetic acid should
be favorable to the methane dissociation. The part played
by the sodium acetate is not entirely clear. It is, of course,
a simple matter to say that undissociated acetie acid is the
active mass and that sodium acetate forces back the dissocia-
tion but acetie acid is dissociated so slightly that one would

hardly expect the change in the degree of dissociationto be

very important. It is also possible that the dissociation of
sodium persulphate is forced back by another sodium salt.
This would account for the beneficial effect of sodium sul-

phate.
The data in Table II illustrate the effect of varying the

amount of sodium acetate, the concentration ratio increasing
from 1.9~ to 2.00.

ÏABL, II

The data in Table III show the effectof varying the con-
centration of another sodium salt, sodium sulphate. With

increasingconcentration of sodiumsulphate, the concentration
ratio increases from about ï .70to .90. The lower concen-

Sodium persulphate (56.7 percent) 68 grams
Sodium acetate (cryst.) gram
Acetie acid (glacial) 20 ce
Water 20 ce

Température 98 "-99°
Analysis of hydrocarbon gas

Sodium
Combustion

volume concen-
acetate ––––––––– carbon tration

g 0:added Contraction CO. "bon

ce ce CC
ratio

0.00 ~.t.t 3~.g 20.2 t~.o t.ç~0.66 68.9 68.4 ~.z 33.7 t.c)8
0.66 70.8 69.8 3~.7 337 '.99
~-3 78.o 78.9 38.2 37.8 z.oi
~3 68.9 66:6 33.3 3' 8 z.oo
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TABLEIV
Sodium persulphate (56.7 percent) t .68grams
Volumeof sotution 40 ce

Température 98°-:99°_

,j Aceticacid Sodiumacétate Water
ce g ce

1 20 2.3 20
2 20 2.3 20

3 –
39

4 –
39

5 – 2.3 40
6 – ) 2.33 40

Combustion Volume .“
No..

-––"–––––
h~. trationNo.

0,added Contraction CO. ~"°"
ratio

ce ce ce
ratio

78.0 76.9 38.2 37.8 2.ot
2 68.9 66.6 333 3' 8 2.oo
3 37-3 35.3 '8.3 '6.9 t.93

3'.4 30.0 t5.5 143 93
5 50.1 434 256 !97 i 69
6 56 o 46.9 ~79 '96 [.68

ÏABM! III

Sodiumpersutphate (70 percent) t. 28grams
Sodium sulphate (anhydrous) gram
Acetic acid (glacial) i cc
Water zoce

Température 98 "-99°
0

Analysis of hydrocarbongas =~

Combustion Votume
Concen-Sodttttn h°~ Concen-

sutphate -– hydro- tration
g O~added Contraction CO, '='°'' ratio

ce ec ce

o.o jj.7 ~0.2 t?.~ 16.3 t.74
oo 36.5 33.7 20.0 17.77 1.69
20 ~t.9 399 ~ii ~95 1-90
In Table IV are given specialdata to illustrate the effect

of changing the concentration of acetic acid. One cubic
'ftntcTV

tration of acetic acid causesa drop in the concentrationratio
from ï .94 (Table II) to 1 .72 (TableHI).

h· TTT
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TAB~VI
Sodiumpersulphate (70 percent) 96 grams
Sodium acetate (cryst.) 7 grams
Aceticacid (glacial) 5 ce
Water toooce
Température 75-78"
About500cegascollectedafterpassingthroughKOHsolution.

Analysisof hydrocarbongas (freedfrom olefines)

Combustion Volume
Otefines ––––––––––––– CO. hydro- Contraction

Otaftded Contraction <bon ratio

cc

Osaddcd Contraction cc carbon ratio
ce ce

ce

38.8 32.8 30.7 16.6 ts.o 1.85
3~.4 330 30.7 i6.8 ~.8 1.85

ÏABU! V
Sodium persulphate (70percent) r .92 grams
Sodium acetate (cryst.) o. 14gram
Acetieacid (glacial) 0.1ce
Water 20 cc
'l'emperature 98 "ç"

0

Analysisof hydrocarbongas

Combustion

T" ~hvX'bon! Contraction
0,added Contraction hydro~rbon ratio

ce ce

.23.8 I9.' I. i3:z 'Ih-~3-8 19.7 13.2 10.5 !9
~3-7 19.7 '3-6 to.o i.~
~9.'1 23.88 16.44 ti.s5 i.~
~8.7 24.8 t6.3 13.2 t.s2
Anotherrun wasmade at a lowertemperature,Table VI,

in which the olefineswere removed by means of fuming sul-
phuric acid before the hydrocarbongas was analyzed

centimeter glacial acetic acid is equivalent to 2.33 grams
CH,CO,Na.3Hj,0.

In the followingexperiments,TableV, the concentration
ofsodium persulphatewas kept relativelyhigh, with a corre-
spondingdecreasein the concentrationratio, whichdrops to
ï.45. The gas contained considerablequantities of olefines
solublein fumingsulphuric acid:
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The hydrocarbongas left after the removal of the olefines

appearsto consistofa mixtureofmethaneand ethane. Calcu-
lations based on the combustion,oxygeneonsumed, and vol-
ume of hydrocarbon, checkquite closelywith the theoretical.
The hydrocarbon gas, therefore,consists approximately of 72
percentolefines,22. percentmethane,and 5.6 percentethane.
The compositionof the olefineshas not been determinedsatis-

factorily as yet, but weare evidently dealing with a mixture.
In TablesI-VI the important pointhas been the composi-

tion of the hydrocarbonsand no data have been given for the
carbon dioxide set free during the reaction. If no acetie acid
is oxidized completely to carbon dioxide and water and if
there is no lower, non-gaseous,carbon compound formed,
such as methyl alcohol for instance, the amount of carbon
dioxide set free during the reaction should be equal to that

produced by combustionof the hydrocarbon gases. A ratio

greater than unity indicates some oxidation of acetie acid to
carbon dioxide and water. Conditions whieh favor the de-

composition of the persulphate, such as acidity, rise of tem-

perature, etc., should increasethe oxidation as shown by the

CO~ratio or the ratio of C02producedduring the reaction to
the CO2produced by the combustionof the saturated hydro-
carbons. In Table VII are given data for the effect of tem-

perature under conditionsuch that the hydrocarbon is prac-
tically pure methane, the contraction ratio being approxi-
mately 2.00:

'i'ABU! VII

Sodium persulphate (56. ? percent) 68grams
Sodium acetate (eryst.) ~.6 grams
Acetic acid (glacial) 20 cc
Water 20 cc

Réaction Combustion r. ~r,
Temp. CO, CO. Lontraet.on j CO,

ce ce '°

98'99° 4' 345 2.02 .t()
98"-99'' 22.0 t8.4 2.01 .20
98°-99° 34.1 348 t.99 .24
?8°79° 338 3i.t 2.00 .09
78°-79" 33-o 31.4 t.97 .05
64-~5 3'9 30.0 1.99 .o6
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TABLEIX

Sodiumpersulphate(70percent) 28grams
Aceticacid(gtaciat) 1ce

H2SO,(sp.gr.).84) 500
Water 900
Température 98° 99°

Resction Combustion Ot
Col col ratio setfrf.-e

5.2 o.8 4.5 42.0

TABLEVIII

Sodmtupersulphate(70percent) t .92grams
Sodiumacetate(cryst.) o. t~gram
Aceticacid(glacial) 0.1 ce
Water 20ce

Reaetton Combustion) r'~ntr<.<.t:nn
Temp. CO.. CO. ~°~'°" CO,ratio1cm\>. CO. CO. ratio COIratio

ce ce

98°-99" 42.1 16.2 1.45 2.55
9S°-99°

0
43 3 '~3 '.5~ 2.66

78°-79° ~4.5 33.8 t.5' '9'

Even at the highest temperature, the amount of acetic

acid oxidized is only one-fifth that decomposedcatatyticatiy,
and the value drops nearly to one-twentiethat the lowertem-

peratures
In Table VIII are similardata forcasesin whichrelatively

large amounts of ethane and unsaturated hydrocarbons are

formed, the contraction ratio being distinctly less than two:

'fables VII and VIII indicate that temperaturehas little

or no effecton the compositionof the hydrocarbonas the con-

traction ratio doesnot change with change of temperature.
Evenat the lowertemperature nearly twiceas much acetie

acid is burned to carbonic dioxideand water as is converted

into methane and ethane. If the solution is made dis-

tinctly acid with sulphuricacid, the decompositionof the per-

sulphate takes place so rapidly that large amounts of oxygen
are set free. This is shownin Table IX, the persulphatecon-

centration being extremely high:
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If the persulphate concentration be kept down and if
sodium sulphate be added, a small amount of sulphuric acid
can be added without causingevolution of oxygen. Thé oxi-
dation ratio is high under these circumstances.

TABLEX

Sodium persulphate (g6.7 percent) t. 68grams
Acetieacid (glacial) ) ce
Sodiumsulphate (hydrated) 3.2 grams
Sulphurieacid (sp. gr. !.8~) t .0 gram
Water 39 ce

Température 98°-99°

Reaction Combustion
00 QQ Lontraetton CO:1 ratio ratio

ce
cc

) .––" -– ~–
46.1 '0.3 i.9~ ~8
45.4 '0.6 t.90 4.28

Additionof i ce molar manganoussulphate to a solution

containing 1.68 grams sodium persulphate (56.7 percent),
t ce glacialacetieacid and 39 ce water caused an inerease in
the carbon dioxideratio to 7.05, a manganeseoxide precipita-
ting. A pieceof platinum foil with a surfaceof 200 em~also
acted as a catalytic agent inereasing the carbon dioxide ratio
from about 3.0 to about 4.0.

It seemeddesirable to détermine, if possible,the relation
between persulphate decomposedand carbon dioxide set free

during the reaction. Preliminary experiments indicated that

persulphate could be determined in presence of acetate by
adding an excessof ferrous sulphate to the solution acidified
with sulphuricacid. The analysis for persulphate was made

by adding, to the mixed persulphate and acetate solution, 100
ceof ferrousammoniumsulphate solution (30grams per liter),
10 cc H:S04 (i 4), and 100ce boiling water. The solution
was then heated to 50~-70° C and titrated rapidly with A~/s
KMnO.). The results have been calculated on thé assump-
tion that part of the CO2cornesfrom the catalytic decomposi-
tion of the acetie acid. Only the excess of COz over that
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equivalent to the methane is considered as due to oxidation

by persulphate. On this basis only half the active oxygen
of the persulphate seemsto be accountedfor and there must be

some other produet which has not yet been isolated. It is

possible that this may be glycollicacid since Professor Orn-

dorff tells me that he has obtained glycollicacid by slowoxida-

tion of acetic aeid with permanganate. This would be the

first oxidation produet in case the oxidation takes place in

stages, as it probably does. The data are given in Table XI:

ÏABI.BXI

Sodiumpersulphate(56.7percent) 0.84.gram
Sodiumacétate (cryst.) 2. 3 grams
Aceticacid 10ce
Water 10ce

Température 98°-99°

Analysisof hydrocarbongas

Combustion
VolunaeV 1 ContractionNo. –––––––

--––
J~ C~t.n0,aaded Contraction! C0< ce ~"°

ce ce ce

1 38.2 36.9 18.4 17.6 2.01
2 6ç.88 68.t1 34.33 33.22 t.99
3 7! o 69.11 3488 33 6 1.99

u_- O)!ost O:found
No. C0,mtio Na<StO, CO,

-1 cc Grams Grams

1 22.0 1.20 0.0~35 0.0056
2 4~.0 1.23 0.0225 o.om

3 43.1 24 0.0239 0.0119

The general results of this paper are

(i) Persulphates decompose acetic acid catalytically
into methane and carbon dioxide.

(2) Persulphates oxidizeacetic acid, some of the products

being ethane, olefines,carbon dioxideand water.

(3) The catalytic decomposition is favored by high
concentration of acetic acid, lowacidity, and low concentration

of persulphate.
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(4) I<owacidity together with high concentration of
acetie acid can be obtained by addingsodium acetate to force
backthedissociation.

(5) Conditions favoring the decomposition of persul-
phate increase the oxidation of acetie acid if not carried to
an excess.

(6) High concentrationof persulphate,high temperature,
moderate acidity, presence of manganous sulphate or plat-
inum foil, increase the oxidation of acetie acid.

(7) Addition of too much sulphuric acid makes persul-
phuric acid so instable at high temperatures that oxygen is
set free and the oxidation of acetie acid is eut down corre-
spondingly.

(8) Temperature has no effecton the composition of the
hydrocarbon gas.

(9) Impurities in the persulphateare apparently not the
catalytic agents because no probable impurity acts in this
way and because the catalytic action ceases when the per-
sulphate is destroyed.

This research was suggested by Professor Bancroft and
has beencarriedon under his supervision.

CornellMtfMM/y



OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND MOIST AIR

BY WILDER D. BANCRON'

Barring effectsdue to gravity, one should get 'thé same

osmotic pressure by placing the cell with the semipermeable
membrane in saturated water vapor as though one immersed

it in water as is usually done. Last year I came across an

instance of this in the Hterature' which seems interesting

enough to reproduee.

"In September, 1851,attention was attracted to an un-

usual increase of weight in a shipment of molasses, whieh

occurred in the London Docks; it was sometime before the

causecould be discovered, and the steps taken to ascertain

it ended in the perfect assurance that it was due to absorp-

tion. The great extent to which the action had taken ptace,
and the large amount of property in our dock warehouses,

which is thus proved to be occasionallyaffécted by it, lead

me to believe that a detailed account of this extr-aordinary
instancemay prove acceptableto the Society. For the follow-

ing particulars 1 am indebted to the Mr. Muggeridge,of the

London Docks, in whose care the molasseswere stored, and

by whomthe progressof the actionwas watched

"In August, 1849, a quantity of molasseswere housed

for the first time in a damp cellar,wherethey lay until Septem-

ber, iS~i, when the increase of weight was observed. In

order to ascertain its amount, the wholeof the casks of the

importation were re-weighed,when it was found that every
cask whichhad not lost a portion of its contents by breakage,

had gained considerablyin weight. The casks were coopered
and made tight, and in February, 1852,were again weighed,
when (where breakage had not occurred) a further increase

was found to have taken place. The total weight of the

shipment was 1270cwt. It was stored in 110casks, contain-

ing from 11 to 12cwt each. The increaseon different casks

1Fergttson:Jour.Chem.Soc.,6,t22(t854).
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varied considerably,reaching in some cases 38 Ibs or about

3 percent oï the contents. Thé total observed increase was

23'/4 cwt or about 1.83 percent. This does not represent
the total real increase,for it would appear that in somecasks

the absorbed water had just been sunicient to cover the loss
from breakage, but not tell as increase; and there doesnot

seemto have been one cask which had not suffered moreor

lessloss. The real inereaseof weight due to absorption must
have been much greater than that shown by the weighings.
Important as this result was to the merchant, it was greatly
exceededby one that was afterwards observed, and whieh
was as follows: A quantity of molasses imported in large
tanks, were,in July, !8~.o,racked into 347 puncheons, weigh-

ing about 12cwteach, the total weight being 4160 cwt; they
werestowedin a lofty cellar,wherethey remained till Septem-
ber, 1852,whenthey werere-weighedfor delivery. At various
times some of the casks were found with heads bulgingout

frominternai pressure, althoughnone of them were full when

housed,and it wasnecessaryto draw offa portion to prevent
them from bursting. When the bung started, the molasses
rushedout with great force,ascendingseveral feet to the roof
of the cellar. On re-weighing,the increase was, as before,
found to be different in different casks. On 52 there was a
loss frombreakage,2~8had gained from t lb to 30 Ibs each,

67 from30 Ibs to 40 Ibs, and 20from 40 Ibs to 5[ Ibs each.
The total increaseof weight on the shipment was 56 cwt
If we take the casks on which this inerease took place, lay-
ingasidethe 52onwhich there wasloss, the excessof absorbed
water over the leakagewas about 1.6 percent; in some of the
casks it had reached as high a percentage as 4.25. A third
case was also observed in December, 1848. 500 puncheons
werefilledfrom tanks in which they had been imported, and
stored in the same cellar till july, 1852,'when some of them
werere-weighedwith the same various results as to increase:

5 puncheonsgavethe followingresults:1

[Weightspresumablycwt,at,(bs. W.D.B.)
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No.t, weightII 3 13Ibs gained23Ibs.
No.2,weighttt~ 7)bsgained3t)bs.
No.3, weight~20 y)bs gained40Ibs.
No.4, weightIl o tbs gained45Ibs.
No.s, weight120 otbsgained68!bs.

"This was the largest increase of weight, though on a

large numberof casks it reachednearly to the same percentage.

In No. 5 the excessof water absorbed over any leakage that

may have occurred is 5 percent. The bungs were at this

time started, and the casks, whichhad been stored not quite

full, were found full to over&owing. One cask whichhad lost

14 Ibs, and another 9 Ibs, were also full. We know that

these casks had not been overdrawn. Now, to effect a loss

of i~. Ibs,4.gallonsof treaclemusthave beenreplacedby water,

not taking into account the quantity which was required to

fill the cask completely. In the case of No. 5, where the in-

creases of weight was 68 Ibs, the quantity of water absorbed

must have been very great, for after supplying the loss due

to leakage, (and all casks leak more or less), 6.8 gallons of

water entered through the poresof the wood during a period

of 3'/2 years. These puncheons, in which this maximum

effect took place, had been American meal-casks, made of

Quebec timber, which is much more porous than the wood

ofwhiehWest India puncheonsare usuallymade. Thé specifie

gravity of the freshly imported molasses of the last lot was

1.394.,and when taken in July, t852, was 1.375."

Of coursewe do not knowthat the woodwas actually im-

permeableto the sugar thoughpermeableto water, but at least

a condensationand absorptionofwater vapor occurred, which

exceeded in amount the outwardflow or leakage, and which

gave rise to such a pressure that many of the casks burst.

This seemsan admirable practical illustration of a theoretical

case which is not usually discussedin text-books of physical

chemistry.
Cornell{~tt'fcfH/y



THE APPROXIMATE MEI/TING POINTS 0F SOME
COMMERCIAL COPPER AI~LOYS~

BY A. B. NORTON AND H. W. G!LLETT

Introduction

In the courseof investigations on brass melting furnaces
it became necessary to know, to a point of commercial ex-

actness, the melting points of a few of the eommon brasses
and bronzes. The binary systems copper-tin and copper-
zinc have been thoroughly worked out not oniy as to melting
points, but as to the full phase rule relationships, and also
in regard to tensile strength. The U. S. Alloy Research

Board, under Thurston, studied the mechanical properties
of the ternary system copper-zinc-tin in detail, but as pyrom-
eters were not perfected at the time of this investigation,
their temperature measurements were confined to very crude
ones on the pouring temperatures of the two binary systems
copper-tin and copper-zinc, made by pouring the molten

alloy into water, measuring the rise in temperature of the
water and figuringthe pouring temperature from the assumed

specifie heat of the alloy. The method, though the only
one availableat the time, was so crude and subject to so many
errors that the figuresare of little or no value.

Workon the copper-zinc-tin system from the phase rule

point of view is in progress at Cornell University, but no

melting-point determinations have yet been made.

Thus, whilethe melting points of two binary systems are
well known,thoseof the commercial casting alloys containing
copper, zinc,tin and lead, or copper with two of the other

components have had little or no study.

Lack of Data in the Llterature on Ternary and Quaternary
Melting Points

Very few figureson these can be found in the literature.

PublishedbypermissionoftheDireetoroftheBureauofMines.This
papcrisalsopublishedbytheBureauofMinesasTcehniea)Paper60.
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Primrose' mentions pouring gun-metal (88 copper, 10 tin,

2 zinc) at 950° C (1740°?)~ this temperature being far too

cold and giving a very poorcasting and one of very low tensile

strength, hence evidently not far above the melting point.

This figure is probably not correct as 90 copper, 10 tin

bas a melting point of about 1005°C (1840° F) and 2 percent

of zinc would probably not lower the melting point to such

a degree.
Primrose3 in a later paper shows a cooling curve for

gun-metal 88 copper, 10 tin. 2 zinc containing less than 0.2

percent of lead, (exact analysis not given) which shows the

melting point (liquidus) at 1010°C, or slightly above that

for a correspondingzinc-freebronze, although some lowering

of the melting point by the zinc might be expected.

L,ongmuir~also poured some alloys at a temperature at

whieh the metal would just flow, and so cold that the cast-

ings were poor and the tensilestrength very low. His alloys

and temperatures are:

Gun-metal 965°C 17700F
YeUowbrass 850°C 1560°F
Redbrass ~58° C t935°F
Muntzmetal 943 °C :73o°F

These figures also are probably not accurate. Thé

remark made on the earlier Primrose figure for gun-metal

applies here. The compositionof the alloys was not given.

If it be assumed that the names given have their normal

significance,yellow brass would be about 65 copper; 35 zinc,

whieh melts at about 915°C (1680°F), and Muntz metal

Primrose.H. S.:"MetaOographyas an Aidto thc Brass-foundcr."
MetalInd.,8,466(t9to).

Since the accuracy of température mcasurements at the melting points

of the brasses and bronzes does not warrant figuring down to a degree, in trans-

forming measurements taken in centigrade or in Fahrenheit to thc other seale,

the figures are rounded off to the nearest 5 or to".D.

Primrosc, H. S. and Primrose, J. S. G.: "Practical Heat Trcatment of

Admiratty Gun-metat," Jour. Inst. Metals (British), o, '69 (tois).

4
Longmuir, P., quoted by Law, R. F.: "Alloys and their Indnstria) Ap-

plication," 1900, p. to.
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60 copper; 40 zinc, which melts about 890°C (1635°?).
Muntz metal should certainly melt lower than yellow brass,
not higher, as these figures give. Similarly, red brass, if of
the common composition, (about 85 copper, 5 tin, 5 zinc,
5 lead) should melt below gun-metal, (taken as 88 copper,
!0 tin, 2 zinc).

Karr' useda radiation pyrometer in determining the melt-

ingpointsand pouringtemperatures of somecopperalloys. For
an alloy of 68.8 copper, 0.2 lead, 31 zinc, he got 1540° F
(°95° C), whiehhe states is lower than the true melting point,
evidently because of the well-known deviation from black

body conditions of molten copper or its alloys. He gives
1650°F (900°C) as the melting point of one alloy containing
84 per cent copper; 1735°? (945 °C) for that of another
of the same copper content and 1850°F (1010° C) for another
said to correspond to gun-metal but to contain no zinc. The
exact compositionof these alloys is not given.

Since the literature on the subject was found to be so

meager it was decided to obtain figures on the melting points
of a few typical commercial alloys with sufficient accuracy
for the purpose in hand.

Methods Used in the Work

The alloys were melted in a gas furnace. Instead of

using the ordinary shape of crucible which gives too large
a surface for volatilization and oxidation, crucibles were made
up from some bonded carborundum tubes whieh were in stock
from a previous investigation.~

These were about 4.5 cm I. D. and had about 8 mm
waUs. They were eut to about 15 cm long and an artificial

graphite plug fitted at one end to form the bottom, luting it
into place by alundum cement. Considering the cost of

machiningout a crucible from a graphite rod as well as that

Karr, C. P.:"ThePouringand Mettint;Pointsof someHighGrade
Bronzes,"Trans.Ant.BrassFounders'Assn.,S,78(!9!!).

For detailsof thecarborundumtubes,secGillett,H.W.:"Tempéra-
tureMeasurementsinan ExperimentalCarborundumFurnace,"Jour.Phys.
Chem.,!St2:5.227(tgn).
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of the graphite itself, these were much eheaper than artificial

graphite crucibles,especiallyas they do not burn away any-

wherenear as fast as graphite. Their life was as goodas that

of the ordinary cruciblesof fire clay plus graphite mixtures.

The temperaturesweremeasuredby a platinum, platinum-

rhodium thermocoupleused with a single-pivot galvanometer.

Thé couplehas been calibrated against one whiehin turn

has been checked against one calibrated by the Bureau of

Standards, the secondarystandard being read on a potentiom-

eter, and the scale found to be correct within the limits

of error of reading. The couple was also checked up by the

melting points of copper, of commonsalt, and of a bronze 90

copper, io tin. The couple was correct within the error. of

reading, at these points.
As these calibrations were made with the cold junction

at 20° C, the couplewas used without icing the cold junction,

the cold junction being so protected from the fumace that a

thermometerat that point showedwithin 3° C of 20° C during

all the runs.

The thermocouple wires were insulated by i mm bore

2 mm 0. D. Marquardt Mass tubing, and the hot junction
was slipped into a Marquardt Mass tube elosed at one end,

30 cm long 5 mm I. D. 9 mm 0. D. The open end of this

was fastened into an open ended porcelain tube 35 cm long,

io mm I. D. 14 mm 0. D. by alundum cement. This ar-

rangement served to protect the couple from zinc fumes or

reducinggases.
The end of the Marquardt Mass protecting tube was in

turn protected from the molten metal by an artificialgraphite

boot, 9 cm longand with 3 mm walls.

There is considerabletime lag in the pyrometer reading

when a cold protecting tube and boot is plunged into molten

metal, but after the tube is once hot the lag is not great. As

the meltingpoints were not determined by noting when the

metal solidified,but by plotting temperatures against time,

the proper temperatures for the heat evolution on freezing

or heat absorptionon melting should be shown even if there

was some lag.
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About 600 grams of metal was used in making the tests,
the metals wereweighed out in the proper proportions to form
the alloy desired, a slight excess of zinc, increasing with in-

creasing zinc content, being allowedto compensate for vola-
tilization. Electrolytic copper, Bertha zinc and chemically
pure lead and tin were used. The copper was melted nrst,
and covered with granular carbon and a little salt. When
the copper was melted, the tin, the lead, and lastly the zinc
was added, and the alloy well stirred with a graphite rod.

When the aUoywas fully melted and mixed,the pyrom-
eter was inserted and so c!amped that the graphite boot
did not touch the bottom or sides of the crucible. The gas
flamewas loweredand the temperature read every 15 seconds,

stirring between each reading. When the alloy had frozen
the gas was turned up and a heating eurve taken. This was

rcpeated several times. Zinc was continually volatilized in

small amounts from the melts containing zinc, but not in

sufficientamount to exert appreciable influenceon the melt-

ing point, as duplicate runs agreed within 5°C in all cases.
After the runs were completed, the melt was poured in most
cases into an ingot mold, sampled and analyzed. As the

analyses agreed well with the composition aimed at on the

samples analyzed, the melts not containing zinc were not

analyzed. Duplicate analyses of thé same sample agreed
within 0.1 percent.

AUthe melts were made up from virgin tnetals except
the sample of manganese bronze which was in the form of
test bar ends from a previous investigation.'

1 It had given
76000 to 77000 Ibs. per sq. in. tensile strength and 2~.to 35
percent elongation in the standard brick form test bar. It
was made up for

Copper 56
Zinc ~i
Iron 5
Tin 0.9
Aluminum 0.~5
Manganesc o. 15

GMett,H. W.;"ThéInHuenecofPouringTemperatureonManganèse
Bronze,"Trans.Am.tnst.Metats,i~t! (p.207).
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As it was first cast into ingot, then remelted and cast
into test bars and these then remelted for melting-point
determination, the zinc content was probably nearer 40 than

41 and the coppernearer 57 than 56 when the melting points
were taken. This sample was not analyzed.

The melting point given is the liquidus, or point where

freezingbegins on cooling and ends on heating. This is more

strongly marked than the solidus,or point wherefreezingends
on cooling or begins on heating.

MeIttng-Poïnt Observations

The data are given in Table 1 on precedingpage.

BtnMy Mémo? Points from tbe Literature

For comparison the metting-point (liquidus) figures for
the binary systemscopper-tin, copper-zinc~and copper-lead3
for the range coveringthe commonindustrial alloysare given
below. These are scaled off from curves in the références

given. As the curves are small the figures are onty accurate
to about *= !o" C or ~=20°F.

TABLRII

Compositionby weight A~?'
MdtK!f:po)nt

Copper Tin °C "F

95 5 1050 t~o
90 1005 !8<t0
85 15 96o 1760
8o 20 890 t635

Shepherd, E. S. and Upton, G. B.: "Tensile Strength of Coppcr-tin
Alloys,"Jour. Phys. Chem.,p, 446 (tc)o5).

'Shepherd, Ë. S.: "The Constitution of the Copper-zitteAlloys,"Jour.
Phys. Chem.,8, 423('904).

3 Desch,C. H.: "Metattogmphy (Copper-lead Alloys)," i~io, p. 85.
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_TABU!in

-I-

-m-

Melting poilltCompositionby weight Metting point
1--

Copper Zinc "C ° F
-1

95 5 '070 K)6o
90 to to55 n~o
85 '5 1025 !88o
80 M 1000 1830

75 25 980 t795
70 30 940 1725
65 35 9'5 !66o
60 40 890 t635

TABt.Ë IV–COPPER-LEAD

Compositionby weight Metting point

Copper Lcad °C

_`_

"F

-=-nl-
L<od _n_i-_n;95 5 '065 t~o

90 10 lOjiO I<)20
85 '5 io35 i89$
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ElMthe Funmce: in the Iton and Steel Indutry. H~.~~<'MA<!<(.?<<;?<<

~<'<:A<)en(tiw. Tfun~h-d by C. A~. t~~ Basr. X <<)fM<;pp.iii + 4/9.
iVnf ~A; JoAtt H't'ffv cf ~M~. t(~ Price: ~}.~o.–Préviens to thé ap.

peiMance of this book, there was praetically no single source of condensed informa-

tion conceming the electric iron and steel industry. Thc book is, therefore, to

be wetcomed. since it places in compact form a lot of information which here-

tofore was scattered throu);hout the pef'odica) literature. 't'hc ItnKt'th transla-

tion is important from the practical standpoint, sinM it is probaMe that a wide

futurt- is in store for the electric furnace in the Unitcd States. The book co)t-

tains much practic!d as well as theoretica) information.

After treating certain fundamentals, the requirements of an ideal furnuee

arc considered. In thc fundamentals such things as etectricat nuits, power
ractor, heating, motor, and chemicut efTpets. in thé clectric furnace, arc con-

sidered. A general discussion of arc furnaces then follows, in which thé clec-

trodes are discussed at length. Thé tnethod of trcattnent of the specific furnaces

is to give thé design, method of opération, etc., and then to compare this specifie

type with the ideal furnace. The authors realize that definite conclusions

should not be drawn in regard to thc best tyt)e of furnace, on account of the fact

that speetnc conditions, different in different cases, may change thé whole situa-

tion. fn the discussion of electrodes of the arc furnace. a quotation, p. 9~,
from the book (will not bc out of place). illustrating the care with which thé

authors draw conclusions.

During the discussion of the etectrode conditions, we have often com-

pared thé graphite with thé carbon électrodes, h thereforc onc reeomntended

above the other? To this question this repty may be given: Graphite elec-

trodes mainty have thé advantage of greater resistivity, and greater mechanical

firmness. This advantage, though, must hc purchascd at a far higher priée.

compared to carhon ckrtrodcs. Large etcctrode surfaces tend to save energy,
and consequently it is better to work with low eurrcnt densities."

From all this it ix apparent, that one wouid, at first, cndeavor to utitize

carbon électrodes, at least as long as these can still be made of good quality and

at the desired cross-sections. 1 is only with the largest furnaces, where thé

cross-scetions would become so large, that uncertainties would enter the opera-
tion, through breakages, for instance, that one woutd be willing to pocket thé

disadvantages of thé graphite électrode, in order to gain the important ad-

vantage of definite and sure operating conditions."

A good discussion of thé Stassano furnace and the Héroult furnace then

follows. It is interesting to note thé conclusion as to the practical limitation

uf the size of the Héroult furnace. From thc quotation below it is evident that

the best size in the case of the Héroult furnace is nftcen to twenty tons:

"Since then there has been buitt the furnace of tons, as mentioned by
Richhoff. For this size thé above déductions are correct, however, with the

limitations that the furnace efticiency cannot be further increased by further

increasing the size of the furnace unit. The efficiency of [urnaccs of increasing
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sixes with two etcetrodes follows thé curve of a parabota. However, where

three electrodes are used, thc efticiency will naturally decrease, due to thé higher

thermat lasses, which latter gradually reach thé pruetieal attainaMe minimum,

with the inereasing size of furnaces. As Héroult furnaces, however. are buitt

today, thèse losses will not be less than 25 percent."

h) comparison of the Girod with thé Héroutt furnaces, the following quota-

tion may he givcn: "Thé opinion of Héroult that thé series connection of thé

electrodes gives more useful work, is not Mthstantiated in any way. We shall

see luter on, that thé total eketrode cross-section of thé Hérottit furnace is not

greater than with the Girod furnace. disregardint; entirely how inccmprehcnsibte

it is that Girod does not also oj;erate with thé sanie current density and the

same low current densities as Héroult docs. It still remains to be proved that

operation with low current densities is an advantage, irrespeetive of the size of

thc furnace t.astty we may add that, if we consider

onty the evenness of the current distrihutinn. and the heat generation as abovc

mentioned, thèse alone should be enough to décide thc question. That there

is an advantagc iu the lower voltage goes without saying. To these we might
add the further advantages of the smaller current fluctuations, especially when

melting down cold stock, white the opinion regarding thé greater simptieity
and thé greater safety during thé operation of one furnace over the other may
bc left to thc reader."

General discussions of the induction furnaces, together with spécifie treat-

ment of thé KjeUiu and Roechting-Rodenhauser furnaces, are then inctuded.

One of thé advantages in favor of the induction furnace may he seen from thc

following:

"It has also been mentioned that thé induction furnace undoubtedty has

thé best attainabte e<<'c<r«:a<fjKffcMcy of any c!ectric furnaee, becanse all elec-

trode losses are avoided, and hencc only the transformer losses corne into ptay
with induction furnaces, except when a spécial generator is used, and then only
the primary copper losses and iron losses appear in the transformer parts buitt

into thé funmce. Transformer losses are, however. present with nearly cvcry
arc furnace, thus a transformer is almost invariably erected as closely as possible
to the furnace."

Thé electric shaft furnace is then treated in detail, in whieh thé 1)revailing

types of shaft furnaces are discussed. !n review a number of propnsed types of

furnaces which have not been used commercially to any great extent, are then

considered. The Keller furnace is treated hère more as a Girod furnace with

a modificd hottom than otherwisc. At thé end of this part of thé book a com-

prehensive table is given, where aU the furnaces which have been built arc tisted.

Thc names of thé companies, the kinds of current used, sixes of the furnaces,

kinds of charge, and thé produets formcd. arc given.

In the second part of thé hook, the first chapter treatcd, is on thc materials

used in furnace construction, then follows a chaptcr on e)eetro-mcta))urgy of

iron ores, a discussion of the reactions oecurring in the elcctric furnace, and the

use of thé electric furnace in thc preparation of special steels.

The book closes with this significant paragraph:

"The result of all this is that the cteetric furnace will not only play an im-
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portant rote in the future, but that it is already a factor which each iron and
steel plant must now carefullyconsider."

The book is unquestionabty the best of its kind which bas t~en pubtished
in Engtish. ln the second part a large numberof pfacticat tests are inctuded.
The treatment, however,of theoretical and practical considérationsseparately,
causes a lack of unity in the book which makes it more or less hard reading.
The références to periodical literature are not numerous. Thé book is printed
on excellentpaper and contains a largenumber of exeettentdrawings.

C. W. BMt)t!«

General MetaUurgy. By 0. KafMatt. 23 X ~7 cm; Mt + pop.
New ~rA.- ~tCMW-m~ Book Co., ~j. Price: ?6.oo.–The preface states
that thc aim of thé book is to cuver the fieldof gencralmetallurgy as a whole,
that the pointof view is that ofthe metallurgistwhobasa leaningtoward physical
chemistry, and that special attention has beenpaid to the mechanicalapparatus
used in metallurgy.

The book is long, but is concisely written. notwithstanding. LiteraHy
thousands of référencesadd greatly to its value.

The proportioning of thé subject matter in a bookof this nature isa matter
on whiehall readers cannot be suited. Even in a book of over 900 pages most
readers will feel that the author has left the impressionthat Sam WeHersaid
it was the great art of tetter-writing to give-to make the reader wish there was
more. The probable explanation of the omissionsand condensationsis that this
volumeis thé first of a series, the rest of whichwilldea) with the more specitic
probtemsof metallurgy. Yet it is a bit startling to find that Chapter V, ores,
consistsof one page. Some thirty pagesare devoted to the phase rule apptied
to alloys, but the reader whocan use these thirty pageswill wish for more con-
crete applications of the theoreticat diagrams for the different cases and wU)
finally turn to Dcsch's Metattography" instead. If this part of the book were
to be inctudedat aH,one would wish the author had pointedout that equilibrium
conditions in alloys are rare and that the cquilibriumdiagram is perhaps most
useful as a basis for considering the deviations from it. Whcn he cornes to
slags, the author gets down to businesswith the phase rule and makes a tool of
it by many practical applications.

The discussionof the properties of metats gives what the metallurgist
wants to know better than most books on materials of construction. Thé
paragraphs on occlusion and diffusion of gases in metals, and on volatility of
metalsare particularly good.

On refractorics, the book is almost up to the standard of Havard's "Re.
fraetoricsand Furnaees."

The bookis in general, wellup to date, many tof3 referencesbeing inctuded.
The discussionof electric fumaces is an exceptionto this, and is very sketchy.

One feetsthat the treatment of e)ectrotyticrefining is also a bit weak, but
perhaps the author is saving a better discussionfor later volumes of the series.

The classificationof coals, peat and its briquetting, charcoal, coke. coal
gas, producer gas, water gas, and the mechanism for their production are
very well deait with. There is considerableinformationon putverizedcoal and
on oil burncrs. The description of the mechanicalappliances for ore crushing
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and concentration,for rolling, drawing and forgingmetal,of pomps,filter presses,

chimneyblowers,roasting blast and reverberatory furnaces,gas scrubbers, dust

collectionby the Cottrell and other processes,btast dryers,and of regenerators,

are of immensepracticat value and are aided by many gondillustrations.

Not content with hetping thé metallurgist out on his engineeringproblems,

the author also giveshim aid on the chemicalsidewith a <-)eardiscussionof the

reactionsdesiredin roasting, smetting and ftuxing,and in generalwith the funda-

mental chcmistryof the metallic compoundsdeatt with in metatiurgica)work.

Colloidsget briefmention in relation to clays and slimcs.

There are fewreal errors, although on p. 59 we read If two metals are to

be alloyed,and one is volatile at the melting point of the other (e. g., Zn and

Cu) thcy are charged together in order that the readilyfusiblemetal may dis-

solvethe morerefraetory," whieh is not thé case in makingof yellowbrass where

thc Cu ismeltcd before"petterin);
On p. 377 the formation temperature of sitoxiconis given about [000°C

too high, though that of carborundum, on the next page, is correctly given.

Some errorsin proof-rcading show up–"viotatite" p. 229, "7900° C," p. 247,

"0" foro, p. 3)5, "CH/* as a gas p. 22, "Kankine" forRankin.p. 344, a 9 in-

stead of a o in the figure in Table 144 for the heat conductivity of chromite

brick, "atumdum" and "4450° C" p. 370, "Oratios" p. 437.

Thc discussionof pyrometers is quite long, but why inctude such things

as expansionpyrometers and the thermophone and omit all mention of thé

Morse or Holborn-Kurlbaum instrument, or of base metal thermocouples?

With thé rather full description of the methodsof manipuiatingbomb caiorim-

eters and gas calorimeters, one would expect that one would he told enough

of the operationof thermocouples to include morethan a passingmention of cold

junctioncorrections,and a little more practical informationon protecting tubes.

Thé.limitationsof the use of Seger cônes, pp. <33,438,are correctlystated.

The last chapter "Economie Considerations" is not of much actual value

in itself, but one is glad to see even five pageson management,organizationof

workand costaccounts in a work of this sort, as it servesas a hint to thc met:d-

lurgist that it is not out of place for one whomay deal chieflywith fuels, ores,

and furnaces,to knowsomething about these other things.

The binding,paper, print, and illustrations are good.

The bookis not onty a gênera) treatise, whichwillgive the student a good

idea of its field, but is also a référence book ho)dinga vast amount of detailed

infonnation in its crisp sentences and its well chosen tables. It will be the

book that the metallurgist will turn to first in scarchfor informationon almost

any subject in his line. If he does not find the informationitself,he is almost

sure to find referencesthat will give it. There are few chemists or engineers,

even though working in fields far removed from thé metallurgical,who would

not findmuchof use to them in the descriptionof mechanicalprocesses.

It is thé only book covering thé broad field of generalmetallurgy. and it

coversitwen. C<7~<

Conférencessur quelques thèmes choisis de laChimiephysique. By .SMMtf

~Irf/MMMM.7~ X cm; ~.? Paris: A. /~M<ttW & Fils, 7p/?.–This

volume contains five lectures: the molecular theory; suspensions and thé
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phenoincna.of adsorption: free energy; the atmospheres of the ptanets; physicat
conditions on thé planet Mers. The first three were delivered at the Sorhonne,
the fourth before thé French physicat chemicat society, and the fifth before thc
French physicat society.

tn the second lecture Arrhenius introduccs new formula for thé adsorption
isotherm which he considers an improvcment on Schmidt's. Thc improvement
is not recognixed as such by Schmidt. The last two lectures merely give, in
condensed form. what has already appeared in other books thitt Arrhcnius has
written. As is well known, Arrhenius does not helieve in the existence of eanais
on Mars. He considers that what we see are gcutectonie fissures. Since
Arrhenius also betievei! that +5° C i'! a high mid-day temperature on Mars in
summer, of course he cannot see any objeet in irrigation even if there were canais.

Wilder P. &!ttCM/<

Chemical German. By /mK<:MC. PM~ 23 X j6 fMt; pp. wt + 241.
~a~ott.- ?'/? CAeMtc~ P)t6h}t)t)x Co., 19t3. Price: ~.oo.–In thé préface the
author says:

"In the following pages an attempt has been made to provide students of

chemistry with a course in German which will serve as an aid in rcading the
German literature of this science. Students of German, however proficient
they may be in thé dassieat literature of the language, find dimeuttics in master-

ing the German scientific nomenclature and such difticutties are inercased by the
lack of dictionaries giving correct tneanings of seientinc terms.

Many tcxtbooks on scientifie German have appeared. but it has become
common in the planning of such textbooks and in the teaching to regard scientific
German as a subject that could be taught and studied rather remotety from the
sciences concerned in the stndent's ptan of work and, in attcmpting to cover the
entire scope of the varions sciences entering into university curricuta, the fact

has, to some extent, been overlooked that the German nomenclature of a single
science should be studied by the student more systematically and in greater
detail and after he has become sumcientiy advanced in the science to grasp the

mcanings of technical terms and to understand their uses.

"Of the various sciences none is more indebted to the Germans for its past
and present development than chemistry and the student of advanced chemistry
is preemincntty in need of a knowledge of German sufficient to enable him to
read the best German chonicai literature. There is need for a standardizing
of thé courses in scientific German. When this is secured it will prohably be

required that the student should have definite knowledge of thc German nomcn-
clature of the particular sciences in which he is partially specializing. For thc
attainment of a standard of knowledge there is need for textbooks upon the
German of partlcular sciences.

"The present book is a contribution to the portion of scientifie German
whieh deats with chemistry. !t contains rules of nomenclature interspersed
with exercises intended to illustrate the use of German chemical terms per-
taining to gênera) chemistry, inorganic and organic, and to thé varions processes
of the laboratory. Thèse arc followed by a collection of extracts from the

writings of noted German chemists, having in many cases direct bearing upon
the history of chemistry. A vocabulary of the more common German terms
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used in chemistry will aid thu student in his transtations. The work is intended

for students whohave had at ieast a year of Germanand whohave mastered the

clementsof chemistry."
This scems like a good book and one that shouHbc serviceabieto the num-

fjeriessstudents of chemistry, very few of whom now read German with any

ftuency. Wilder ~«n<o/)

Liquid Steel, Its Manufacture and Cost. /<yDavidC<tfM~«-.24 X ~6 cm;

pp. v + ~~o. New York:Z,<'nj;M)at~,Green& Co., /p/ ~<fe: ?7.~o M/.–

In viewof the rapid ino-case in the demandfor steelin this and other countries,

the author thinks that it is very importunt to educatemen in the moneyvalue of

differentmaterials and processesused in steel manufacture.

"Severat standard works on the iiietalturgyof steel, to whichréférence has

been made in thé following pages,deal,in somemeasure,with the cost of steel

manufacture, but so far as f am aware no previoMsattempt has been made to

compare systematicany thé costs of ail thé steel-makingprofesses, having in

view their metalltirgical and engineeringsignifiMncc." This work has been

undertaken therefore to tncet this need. To thé reviewer it is one of thé most

exhaustive books dealing with this phase of thé subject. It represents a large

amount of work, and is worthy of careM considération. In thé comparison

of costs of similar processes, thé followingitemsare kept in mixd throughout:

A)l items of cost of manufacture are includcdup to that stage where

thc liquidsteel is ready for use.

2. Thé steets produced in similar processesconfortn to thé same standard

of tests, unlessotherwise stated.

3. The same outputs are taken duringlike periods.

4. The cost of raw materiats, fnc).power.labor,etc., for like processesarc

taken at the same market value." Onegreat valueof the bookdepends on the

care with whiehvarions cost items are given. AUcosts arc carefullyitennxcd,

so that it is easy to change the author's estimateto meet localconditions.

This book is not only a contparisonof thé eost-iof liquid steel, but it is also

a manna) on liquid steel. The materialsused in manufactureare carefully de-

scribed practicallyaU the types of furnaeeare consideredvery carefullyfromthe

standpoint of American and Ruropean practice. For instance, in Chaptcr 2.

a discussionof ores, pig iron, refractory materials,Huxes,fueis.and ferro-alloys

is givcn; advantages and disadvantages of differenttypes of materials, analyses

and costs. The manufacture of specialsteel in the cruciblefurnaeeis then taken

up in detail. Drawittgs of ait important types of furnace, gas and coke <ircd;

Americanand German furnaces, are given. ttemixedcosts of producing liquid

steel arc thcn inctuded for thé varions typesof furnaee.

The history and devciopmentof thcbasicandacidBessemerprocessare then

considered in detail. Devetopment of the converter with apparatus used in

connection with it, and converter practice, in largeand small plants are then

given. Costs under different conditions are then includcd, both as to cost of

machineryond cost of operation of plants.

The acidand basic open-hearth proccssesare described. Thc discussionof the

developmentof thc furnaee is concludedwith the followingparagraph:

"From the foregoing descriptions it may be concluded that the modem
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open-hearth furnace differsonty in small défaits from thé originat furnaee de-
signed by Siemens Brothers. The principleot regenerationis the same todity
as when applicd in 1856by FrederickSiemens. The introduction of thé gas
producer was a step forward,as the useof four. insteadof two regenerators be.
came possible,hence both gas and air were heated beforemixingin thé furnace.

"The most notieeaMefeatureofthemodem furnacewhencomparedwith the
first furnaeesemptoyed for steel makingis the magnitude of the capacity. Fur-
naees of the fixed type are madeas large as )8o tons' capacity,while thé tilting
fumace of thé Talbot continuous type are made to take 250 tons." As before,
the arrangement in large and small plants is diseussed in more or less detail.
Préparation of steel in the etcctric fumace next demands attention. After a
discussionof thé older furnaces,arc and induction type, there followsa short
discussionof the tater devetopmentin furnaee practice.

The Prie):. Hiorth. Paragon, Hkctro.metats. Nathusius furnaces are in-
c)uded. Short descriptions are givcn of the Cutts. Ruthenburg, Anderson,
Chapiet, Levoz. Helberger, Hering, and Igcwsky, furnaceswhichare probably
of doubtfulcommercialvalue. Shortdescriptionsof chemicalréactions oceurring
in the electrie furnaee are given. with the costs of preparingliquid steel in the
various furnaees.

At the endof thesediscussionsare foundtables wherethe costsof thédifférent
methods are assembled for comparison. A system of kecpingand assembling
works' costs, and a short chapter on the conditions of tabor costs eonetudc the
volume.

The book contains over a hundred tables, ten large plates, and over 250
cuts. It contains a largeamount of data and information in a convenient form
for ready référence, C. W. BeMM~

UMngsbeispiete aus der unorganischenExperimentatchemie. By /lein-
rich Billzand tf~Ww Billz. ~cm~ edition. X <7cm;pp. <M+ ~7. Ae(~-

H~<Y/<~M~Mg~rn~. /p~. Price: 8 marks.-The first édition was reviewed
six years ago (t:, [40). The présentedition differsfromthe first"only in smaM
though numerous changes." The sevenexperiments under thé head of colloidal
state are: Bredig's colloidalplatinum;colloidal antimony sulphide; adsorption
of iodine by charcoal; lanthanum blue; molybdenum b)ue; colloidat go!d solu-
tions hydrogetsas semipermeabtemembranes. WilderD. Bancroft

Optique physique. By R. W. M'oed. ~aH~M by H. Vigneronand 7y.
L<t~ci< Vol. 7. X 77 cm; ?. Paris: CaM/AKr-W~r!, ~~3.
Price: /<!francs.-The second Englishédition of physical optics was reviewed
(*5) 707) two years and a half ago. There is to be a French édition in two
votumes, of which thé first volume has now appeared. The book was wett
worth translating and the translators are to be congratulated on making this
work of Wood's available to Frenchreaders. WilderD. Bancroft



SOME REACTIONS 0F LIQUID ANHYDROUS AM-

MONIA AND ACETYLENE

BY F. G. COTTRBIvL

It has been shown by Moissan' that the blue solutions

formed by sodium, potassium, lithium, and calcium in liquid

ammonia are instantly decolorizedwhen acetylene is run

into them. Upon evaporation of the liquid the crystalline

compounds Na,C,.C~; K~.C~Hs; U~.QH~.gNH~ and

CaQi.C~H~NH:) are obtained. Upon gentle heating these

lose ammonia and acetylene and the pure carbides remain.
At higher temperatures all of these except calcium carbidm'~

decomposeinto their éléments.

The followingwork had as its starting point the attemp~~
to extend this method to the preparation of magnesiumcar-

bide which up to the present has apparently never been

isolated in a pure state. The nearest approach to this, at

the time this work was undertaken in !ço6, being an experi-

ment, also due to Moissan,2in which acetylene was passed
over gently heated magnesium powderand a black mass ob-

tained which in contact with water liberated acetylene and

when heated in the electric furnace broke down into its ele-

ments. More recently Novâk~ by a quantitative physico-
chemical study of the reaction of acetyleneon metallic mag-

nesium at temperatures from 500°C to 800° C, has den-

nitely established the existence of the two carbides MgC2

and Mg2C3,and indicated their relative ranges of stability
with regard to temperature, but was unable to isolate either

of them in a pure state.

While the preparation of a pure magnésiumcarbide was

the original incentive for thé present work, it soon became

only an incident to the study of the wider range of reactions

Moissan:Comptesrendus.t:7, <)u(<8<)8).
Ibid.. M6, 302 (1898).

Novâk, J.: "Zur Kenntniss der Magnesiumcarbide." Zeit. phys. Chem..

7!.S'3-546 (t9'o).
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Fi~1 rubber tube H: to the glass
bulb A filledwith fine gran-

ular wood charcoal. Through the tube B and the three-way

stopcock C the wholeapparatus was exhausted as far as possible
with an ordinary water jet pump, the bulb A being heated

strongly with a Bunsenburner. The water jet pump was then

1Hasslinger,R. v. andWolf.J.: Monat'ihcftMrChemie,a~,817-822
(t90?);24,633-647(t903).

was carried out in open ves-

sels, i. e., not far from the
normal boiling point of the

liquid ammonia (–33° C).
At these temperatures mag-
nesium is not appreciably
attacked by mixtures of am-
moniaand acetylene. Higher

temperatures and pressures
were therefore imperative,
and the following method
was finally adopted as the re-
suit of a rather extensive

seriesof experiments:

Fig. i shows the appa-
ratus used. From o.o4 to
0.08 gram of freshly scraped
magnesiumribbon wasplaced
in the glass tube I before

~drawing down at H. This
was connected by the stout

rubber tube E to the elass

here described. The non-formation of magnesium carbide
in the electric furnacecoupled with the detertnining influence
which. the content of magnesium in silicate fusions appears
to exert upon the crystaMizationof carbon as diamond' both
in nature and in the laboratory, make a knowledge of its

properties, and especiallyits stability as regards temperature
of considerableinterest.

AUof Moissan's work with liquid ammonia and acetylene
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shut off by rotating C a half turn, and as soon asA cooled to

room temperature it was immersed in liquid air. By con-

necting the metallic terminals in D to an induction coil the

vacuum produced by the absorption of gas in the charcoall

could be easily judged from the character of the discharge.
When the green fluorescencecharaeteristic of high vacuum

appeared, the tube I was heated with a burner as strongly as

possiMe without softening the glass. The appearance in D

clearly indicated the liberation of gas under this treatment

although no appreciable change in appearance or weight
took place in the magnesium ribbon. With powdered mag-
nesium in some of the early experiments the gas current

was so strong as to blow the fine particles of the metal over
into the pump. Slight as was the amount of gas removed

from the metal, the treatment aided greatly in ensuring the

subsequent action of the acetylene. Tubes given this treat-

ment never failed to react promptly, while exactly similar

preparations where this treatment was omitted only entered

into reaction days or weeks after their preparation and some

have now stood for severalyears without reacting appreciably.
When the tube 1 had cooled,connection wasbroken with

the rubber tubing, G washalf immersed in liquid air and first

acetylene and then ammonia (both as gases) passed in through
a narrow delivery tube until the desired amount of each had
collected. While the mass was still frozen solid a small

amount of magnesiumor sodiumor someof their carbidesfrom

a previous experiment wasadded to G. Connectionwas again
made with the charcoal pump and withG still immersedin the

liquid air, a vacuum correspondingto a few hundredths of a

millimeter of mercury or less established, and the tube sealed
off at F. The ammonia gas was drawn from a small steel

cylinder charged with a good quality of commercial liquid
ammonia and a few pieces of metallic sodium as dehydrating

agent. Between this cylinder and the delivery tube was in-

serted a glass tube packed with alternate layers of quicklime

Dewar:Chem.News,ç~,!?3-!75,185-188(tS~).
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and ignited asbestos. The acetylene generated from com-
mercial calciumcarbide and stored over water in a gasholder

passed from thence through calcium chlorideand phosphorus
pentoxide, drying tubes to the delivery tube. Early experi-
ments with more elaborate purifying apparatus showed no
differencein the results and werediscarded for the bulk of the
work as unnecessaryfor the purpose in hand.

Upon thawing out G the metal or carbide in this limb
underwent reaction with whatever moisture had found its

way in, producinga flocculentmass of hydroxide. The limbI
was then cooledand part of the contents of G distilledover
into it, washedabout and run back intoG. Finally, the total

liquid contents of Gweredistilled over into I, the latter frozen
solid with liquid air and sealed offat H. Upon allowing I
to thaw out and attain room temperature, a steady and

vigorous action upon the magnesium almost always set in
within a few minutes. Clouds of fine bubbles arose and the
ribbon soon became covered with a white crust whose thick-
ness grewto a maximumof about 2 mm or 3 mm by the time
the last of the metal disappeared. This usually requiredfrom
a quarter to half an hour. The use of magnesiumpowder in

place of ribbon inereased the velocity of the reaction so that
the temperature rose rapidly and even with external water

coolingseveralviolent explosionsof tubes resulted, one com-

pletely shattering a plate glass sereen 8 mm in thickness.
When the magnésiumwas in several pieces the action would
often begin on one of these and continuefor sometime before
the others became visibly affected, but if other pieces were

brought in contact with this one by tipping the tube, action

rapidly spread to them, suggesting the phenomena of the

passivestate, whichhas already been reported formagnesium
in aqueoussolutions.'1

If, after the disappearanceof the metal, the tube was left
undisturbed for some hours, the white crust underwent a

complete recrystallization into large, colorless, transparent

Rahorowsky:Zcit.Etektroehetnie,n, 456(tgos).
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crystals, many of which were perfectly regular tetrahedra,

though many appeared to show other forms as well in com-
bination. If the removalof moisture from the liquid in the
limb G hadbeen complete,the liquid remained perfectly clear;
but the slightest trace of moisture produced separation of
flocculent hydroxide. The solubility of the crystals in the

liquid is very small indeed.

After the contents of the tube had undergone thorough
recrystallization, the wholewas again frozen, a scratch made
on the portion H, connectionmade by means of rubber tubing
with a gas-holder full ofwater, and as the tube began to thaw
out and developpressure,the tip wasbroken offat the scratch
within the rubber connection. The excessof ammonia was

quickly absorbed by the water of the gas-holder and the
excessof acetylene by subsequent treatment with ammoniacal

cuprous chloride solution. The greater part of the residual

gas proved to be ethylene and was absorbed by fuming sul-

phuric acid. The residue from this treatment was passed
through a small U-tube cooledin liquid air which effected the
condensation of a portion of it. What passed through was

practically pure nitrogen undergoing no change in passing
over hot copper oxide and subsequently caustic potash.

The contents of the U-tube upon evaporation and analysis
proved to be ethane. The volume of this latter gas varied in
different experiments from about an eighth to a twelfth that
of the ethylene. Owingto the solubility of the gascs in the
water of the gas-holder these results can only be considered
as approximate and in ail probability the proportions vary
greatly with the conditions of experiments, such as con-
centration of acetylene, temperature of reaction, etc. The
residual nitrogen usually amounted to several cubic centi-
metcrs and seemedrather greater than was likely to have corne
from accidental introduction of air during.the manipulations.
It may, however,have been dissolved in the acetylene and
ammonia during their liquefaction. In one tube where the
action had been particularly vigorousand the solid had caked,
it was thought that a trace of hydrogen was detected. The
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analysisof thé gases was only carried out to characterize the
reaction products qualitatively. Moissanfound in the corre-

sponding reactions with the alkali and aïkali earth metals'
that the hydrogendisplaced by the magnesiumreacted quan-
titatively with excessof acetylene to form pure ethylene and

nothing else. It seems quite probable that the presenceof a
metallic surface in the one case and the differencein tempera-
ture and pressureat which the two reactionswere carriedout,

may account for this difference in type, especially as else-
where Moissan2states that dry potassium libérâtes hydrogen
when reacting with acetylene at room temperature.

Returning now to the subject of the crystalline produet
of the reaction,it wasfound that, after the last of the ammonia
had evaporated, the crystals retained their perfect trans-

parency and no further gas was given off as the temperature
of the tube gradually rose, until +2° C was reached. At this

point liberation of ammonia set in quite sharply. On cooling
to o° reabsorption took place. If from this point the tem-

perature was allowedto rise quickly to that of the room, the

ammonia became contaminated with considerableacetylene,
the quantity of the latter varying with the rate of heating.
If, however, the temperature of the room was only slowly
attained (in the courseof several hours) the ammoniadid not

contain more than i or 2 percent of acetylene,some of whieh

probably came from minute liquid occlusions within the

crystals.
The residual solid may then be heated up to a little over

60° C beforeappreciablequantities of gasare again givenoff.
Between60° and 65° a secondliberationbegins,not as sharply
as the formerone, and increases in velocity up to about 90°

°

or 100°, at which temperatures it is practicaUy completed
in a fewminutes. The gas given off is a mixture of ammonia
and acétylène,its composition varying with the rate of heat-

ing, but, under ordinary conditions, averaging about 2 vol.

NHs to 3 vol. CtH~. The solid lumps ofthe compoundremain

Moissan:Comptesrendus,My,9!5(tSgS).
H)id., !t6,302 (1898).
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white pseudomorphs of the original crystals. Some of this
material was further heated in a glass tube immersed in a bath
of fused sodiumand potassiumnitrates, the temperature being
observed on a Le Chatelier thermocouplepyrometer. Up to

4.00°C little or no visiblechange took place; as the tempera-
ture rose (at the rate of about 2° or 3° per minute). Above
this temperature the mass began to darken. By the time

423° was reached it was a slate gray and at 450°, entirely
black.

After severalunsuccessfulattempts to weighout portions
of the crystalline product stable at o° and to effect its

analysis by the usual methods, the following procedure
was adopted as the only one giving reasonably concordant
results. The materialloses ammonia and acetylene so readily
and is so extremelysensitiveto moisture that any attempt to
divide a single preparation into separate portions for analysis
was abandoned. The tube of crystals made from accurately
weighed amounts of magnésiumribbon was brought to o° C
as described above and left in the ice bath until no further

gas was evolved. The tip was then sealed in the blast lamp
and the tube was removed from bath and weighed. The
contents of the tube were shaken completely down into a

compact mass at the bottom and the tube cooled for about
half its length in liquid air, thus creating a vacuum within.
A small rubber tube provided with a pinch-cock and com-

municating with a bottle of 30 percent sulphuric acid was

slipped over the capillary end, whose extreme tip was then
broken off inside the rubber tube and the acid cautiously
allowed to enter the tube dt just such a rate that it reached

nearly down to the mass of substance but did not touch it
before solidifyingcompletely. Thé tube was then filledabout
two-thirds full and its tip again sealed in the blast lamp. It
was next allowed to thaw in a part-way inverted position,
and finally the carbide gradually shaken down into the acid,
care being taken not to hasten this processunduly, on account
of the heat and pressure thus generated. Even with these

precautions some tubes were lost by explosionat this point.
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The substance went into solution and a crystalline precipitate
of the double sulphate of magnésium and ammonium sepa-
rated. When the action was complete, the tube was tumed
capillaryend up, again frozen in liquid air, connected to a gas
burette and aUowedto thaw out. The liberated acetylene,
after collection and measurement in the burette, had its
purity checkedby absorption in ammoniacal cuprous chloride
solution. The sulphuric acid solution was washed out of the
tube, and diluted up to ioo ce; 20 ce of this were used for
ammonia determination by distillation with alkali and titra-
tion with standard aeid. In a few cases the magnesiumwas
also determined in this solution as pyrophosphate, but where
no losshad occurredby spurting during the preparation of the
crystals it was found more accurate to base the computations
on the weighedamount of magnesium charged into the tube
at the start.

Two analyses of the magnésium ribbon showed it to
contain 98.9 and 98.6 percent Mg, respectively. Of the re-
mainder,0.2 percent was aluminum and the balance probably
chargeable to alkali and alkali earth metals. The presence
of nitrogen in the reaction gases already referred to, as well
as the effect on the magnesium of heating in the vacuum,
suggestedthe possibility that thé metal might contain an ap-
preciableamount of occludedgas. To settle this point some
2 grams of mercury and 0.0520 gram of clean magnesium
ribbon wereplaced in a tube of 2.5 ce capacity whichwas then
completelyevacuated and sealed off. The mercury was next
boiled gently for two or three minutes until it completely
dissolvedthe magnesiumand the whole was allowed to cool.
The tip of the tube was then snipped off under mercury.
The tube filled all but a small bubble whose volume was
determinedas 0.066 cc by weighing the tube in this condition
and again when completely full of mercury. The quantity
is of course too small to be of any significancein the present
connection.

The result of the analyses as a whole is to fix the com-
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position of crystals stable below 2° C as MgCt.CiiHa.~NH~,
as appears from the followingdata

q.. Mo).C,H, Mot.NH:
per atom per atom

~°-
Mg Mg

45 1.86

47 t.9i 4.83

49 z.o6 4.87

51I 4.95

The acetylene in tube 49 was not measured directly
but calculated from the total weight of the compoundand that

of the ammonia and magnesium. The volume of ammonia

given off on slowly warming up the crystals from o° C to

room temperature, was measured in tubes 38 and 41 and

found equivalent, respectively, to 1.52 and 1.48 molecules

CijHzper atom of Mg, this being confirmed in the case of

tube 41 by direct determination of ammonia in the

residue which gave 3.51 molecules of ammonia per atom of

magnesium. The compound stable between 2° and 60°

would therefore appear to be (MgCii.C~H~z.yNHs.
Thé peculiar relation between the acetylene and the

ammonia liberated at higher temperatures finds its best

explanation by. analogy with hydrated salts of weak bases.

For example, if we attempt to drive off the water of crystal-
lization from magnesium chloride we obtain a mixture of

water vapor and hydrochloric acid in varying proportions,

depending upon the rapidity of heating and a more or less

basic chloride is left behind, due to hydrolysis of the chloride

by its water of crystallization. The present phenomenonis

correspondingty the ammonolysis' of magnesium acetylide

(or acid carbide) by its ammonia of crystallization.

An analysisof someof this product after heating at 150°
was made early in the work (tube 20) before the method of

Cf.nomenclatureofE. C. Franklin:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,27,826

<!905).
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preparation was fully in hand, but the results clearly indicate
what had happened. Thé carbon was determined by measur-
ing the volume oî acetylene liberated by hydrochloric acid
in an eudiometer tube, magnésium by addition of nitne acid
and ignition to oxide and nitrogen by distillation with alkali
and titration with acid. Thé result was

This corresponds fairly closely to a mixture of 7.5 percent
MgCs and 92.5 percent Mg(NH2)!i. In other words, the
carbide was over go per cent ammonolyzedin driving offthe
ammpnia of crystallization. Thé residue, when strongly
heated, gave off soœe ammonia mixed with much nitrogen
and hydrogen, due undoubtedly to decomposition of the
amide into nitride.

It seemed probable that if the ammonia could be driven
off at a lower temperature, lèss of the carbide would be
ammonolyzed. To accomptishthis the foUow!ngmethod was
adopted: A tube of the crystals (No. 52) was prepared in the
manner describedabove. This tube 1(Fig. 2) was then sealed
to a tube ofcharcoal,J, through the T tube, the open end of the
T connectingwith the rubber tube of the charcoal air pump
(Fig.ï ). Tube 1waskept in a bathof ice waterwhilethe whole
apparatus was exhausted as previouslydescribedin the prep-
aration of the crystals themselves, the tube J being strongly
heated during this procedure. The apparatus was then
sealedoffat I<(Fig. 2), the tube J placedin a nask of liquid air
and the tube I in an ice water bath and left over night to

slowly warm up. Next morning the ice bath had reached a

CalculatedforMg(NH~)!fromobservedN.

Percent

45.S
44.3

H'H 6.3

Total.99.8 8
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vigorous but not explosive, while in ~'E2

tube 52it was accompaniedby,a bright flashand a blackening
of the contents of the tube, apparently fromthe decomposition
of the acetylenewith separation of carbon.

Tube 48 was originally charged with 0.0558 gram of

metallic magnesium and tube 52 with 0.0589 gram. From

tube 48 only 7 ce of gas were obtained and of this over i ce

was evidently entrained air, the rest being acetylene whereas

had the magnesium formed pure carbide 54 ce of acetylene
should have resulted. The aminonia determination gave

0.0542 gram nitrogen as against 0.0643 calculated for pure

Mg(NH;!)2. The sum of the carbon and nitrogen is here

hardly sufficientto satisfy the whole of the magnesiumunless

some of the amide had already gone to nitride or traces of

moisture worked in while the tube was heating in the air

bath. However, the same preponderance of amide over

carbide is here again illustrated as in tube 20. Tube 52, on

the other hand, furnished 54 ce of gas as compared with 57

temperature of 9'. With the tube J still in liquid air tube 1

was next heated in an air bath together with a similar tube

(No. 48) which was not connected

to a charcoal pump but merely left

openthrough a fine capillary to main-

tain atmospheriepressure. Thé tem-

perature of the air bath was raised

to 50" in the course of half an hour

and a current of gas was seen to stir

the contents of tube 52 very per-

ceptibly. Thé temperature was then

slowly raised during thé next Eve

hours to 145°, when tube 52 was

sealed off at M and tube 48 was

sealed at its open tip. Both tubes

were then cooled and subjected to

analysisin the way already described.

In tube 48 the reaction of thé solid

upon the sulphuric acid was, as usual,
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required by theory for pure MgC2. Of these 54 ec only 9.7
cc were still undecomposed acetylene, the remainder being
practically pure hydrogen; probably corresponding to the
carbon which had been precipitated in a dense black mass
throughout the tube. The ammonia determination gave
0.0083gram N corresponding to about 1/4mol NHa to every
atom Mg. The violenceof the action makes it unsafe to lay
too much stress on the quantitative interpretation of the
volumeof free hydrogen, but it is certainly evident that the
vacuum treatment hère greatly favored the formation of
carbide at the expense of the amide-which was the object
of the experiment.

Tube 5~ was treated in the same manner save that the
charcoal tube was started at a temperature of about 5° in

place of o° and this treatment continued, the temperature
gradually rising to that of the room, during fourdays in place
ofsimplyovernight. The analysisof the productshowedabout

three-quartersof the Mg ascarbideand theremainingquarter as
amide, pointing to the conclusion that if carbide of higher
purity than that from tube 52 is aimed at most of the ammonia
must probably be removed at'temperatures belowo° C.

By way of comparison the action of both liquid acetylene
and liquid ammonia was tried separately on metallic mag-
nesium. In the case of the pure acetylene no action what-'
ever occurredalthough thé glass tube containing the mixture
has nowbeen under observation for over sevenyears and lay
for nearly a year exposed to direct sunlight where it was
often above the critical temperature of the liquid (i. e.,37°C.).

In the case of pure ammonia on the other hand, it was
found, if the materials were driedwith sufficientcare, that the
liquid soontook on a blue colorwhichreacheda fairly constant

intensity within a short time, usually less than an hour.
This has now persisted in one tube where magnesium-ribbon
was used, for over seven years, while most of the metal has

gradually changed to a fine light gray, apparently amorphous
powder. This reaction involves liberation of hydrogen as
shown by opening the tubes after freezing. In the tubes
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wherethe metal was in the form of finepowderthe blue color

disappeared after some months, probably marking the final

conversionof all the metal to amide. The tube, above men-

tioned as still showingblue colorafter sevenyears, was kept
in a cool place most of the time which probably accounts

partly for the differencein its behavior.

A tube (No. 25) charged with 0.1019gram of very pure
magnesiumpowder previouslyheated underhigh vacuum and
a large excessof pure, dry ammonia retained its blue color

essentially constant for about six months, at the end of
whieh time the metal seemed to have been completely con-

verted into the white powder,and the blue color disappeared.
The tube was left for three months longer. The contents
were then frozen in liquid air and an attempt made to collect
and measure the hydrogen evolved but unfortunately upon
breaking the capillary tip of the tube within the rubber con-
nection to the gas burette, the sudden rush of compressed
hydrogen burst even the heavy-walled rubber tubing used
for the purpose and the gasometric determination was lost,
a smallamount (estimated at much less than i percentof the

whole)of the solid whichhad lodgedin the capillarywas also
lost. The tube was thawed out and the ammonia allowedto

evaporate, leaving a fine, pure white powder weighing0.22

grani as against 0.236gram calculated for Mg(NH2)2had the
wholeo.toto gram of metal been converted into this com-

pound. The diserepancymay beaccountedforoverand above

what was lost in openingthe tube either by some of the metal

havingescapedcompletereaction even in the time allowedor

by presenceof oxideand other impuritiesin the finemagnesium

powder used. The agreement is considered, however, suffi-
cient under the circumstances to justify the conclusion that

magnesiumbehaves preciselylike the metals of the potassium

group, forming first the typical blue solution of the metal

itselfwhichthen slowlydecomposesinto amideand hydrogen.
It is evidently vastly less soluble as metal than any of the
other alkali or alkali earth metals. Thé additionof platinum
black to the tubes hastens the conversionto amide to some
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extent. A pair of platinum wire electrodes was sealed into
one tube and when a current was passed through the liquid,
blue streaks developed fromthe cathode and an almost micro-

scopic tree-like growth of bright metal grew out from this

electrodealong the glass.

Althoughpure ammoniathusevidently doesreact with mag-
nesium,the reaction is so slowa processthat it can be entirely
disregarded in comparison with the rapid and energetic re-

action of the acetylene and ammoniamixture. It was found,
however, that the pure amide from tube 23 added to the
mixture of ammonia and acetyleneunderwent an almost in-

stantaneous transformation to the crystalline acetylide with

five moleculesof ammonia described above. This naturally
raised the question as to the state of the acetylene dissolved
in the ammonia. Was it dissociatingas an acid, and com-

bining to form ammonium carbide or acetylide? If these

compounds were. formed in appreciable amounts we might
with some confidence expect them to raise the conductivity
of the ammonia. Accordinglya tube was prepared similar

to that shownin Pig. i, save that at the bottom of the limb1

a pair of sheet platinum electrodeswere sealed in, and no

magnesium was placed in this limb. A strip of magnesium
was however placed in G which was then charged with a

mixture of about i part by volume of liquid acetylene to
parts of liquid ammonia. The tube was finally frozen, ex-

hausted, and sealed at F in the usualmanner. Thé resistance

capacity of the vessel was determined before the final filling

by mcasuring 0.02 normal potassium chloride solution in it

which showeda resistance of 120ohms at 23.7°.

Upon first distilling the mixtureof acetyleneand ammonia

over fromlimbG to 1it showeda resistanceof only ~.oooohms

at room temperature. It waswashedback into G and allowed
to stand several days in contact with the magnesium strip.
The latter not having been previouslyheated in vacuum did
not react with the mixture as in the tubes described in the
first part of this paper, but only slowly tarnished on the

surface. Every few days the liquid was distilled over again
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.into I, its resistance measured with Wheatstone bridge and

telephone at room temperature (15-19° C) and then poured
backagain into G. Theresistance roseduringa weekto nearly
600,000ohms and at the end of a month was over !,300,000
from which the non-existence of any significantamount of
ammonium carbide even in solution seems a safe inference.

To test the action of the mixture of acetyleneand ammo-
nia on other metals, tubes were prepared containing copper,
zinc, and aluminum, but in no case can any action be noticed

although these preparations are now several years old.

On the other hand, the solution in liquid ammoniaof the
solidcolorlesshydrocarbonfluoren CisHtowhich likeacetylene
is known to have one hydrogen easily replaceablewith metals,
was found to react readily with metallic magnesiumat room

temperature giving a deep orange-red solution and a granular
residue of the same color which later underwent partial re-

crystallization in the liquid, forming long needle crystals.
This product and reaction have not been further investigated.

Summary

At room temperature liquid acetylenedoesnot react with

metallicmagnesiumbut mixturesof liquid anhydrousammonia
and acetylene react fairly readily with the metal, forming
the crystalline compound MgC~.C~Hs.sNHaand ethylene
mixed with smaller quantities of ethane. Phenomena sug-

gestive of a passive state of the metal are also noted in this

connection.

This crystalline compound at +2 ° C under one atmos-

phere loses ï.5 moleculesof ammonia. The resulting com-

pound is stable up to 60° C when it losesboth acetyleneand

ammonia leaving a mixture consisting chiefly of amide and
nitride with a little carbide. This begins to blackenat about

425° C, evidently due to decompositionof the carbide into its

elements. By the withdrawal of the ammonia from the

original solid under high vacuum at low temperatures beforc

heating, a nearly pure carbide may be obtained. At room

temperatures liquid anhydrous ammonia dissolves metallic
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magnesiumto a very slight extent, forming a faint blue solu-

tion whichgradually decomposesinto the amide and hydrogen
in a manner analogous to the correspondingreaction of the

alkali and alkalineearth metals.

Mixtures of liquid ammonia and acetylene do not show

electrical eonductivity comparable with solutions of the

alkaline carbides or acetylides frotn which the non-existence

of ammonium carbide or acetylide is inferred.

These mixtures at room temperature do not attack either

zinc, aluminum, or copper.
A solution of fluoren C~H~cin liquid ammonia readily

reacts with magnesiumat room temperature.
Berkeley, Calif.,

Oc~ef, /p/~



MOLECULAR ATTRACTION. X. A REPI.Y TO

CRITICISM

BY J. E. MILLS

Thé primary object of this paper is to reply to an article

by Dr. A. P. Mathews' containing a discussionof the author's

views and work on molecularattraction.

Thé articles which 1 have published2on molecular at-

traction and related subjects were written as the work pro-
ceeded. These papers are now being revised but the revised

work is not suitable for publication in a journal. Therefore

a reply here.

First. The C~~CtMM~of theFundamentalEquation,

i-
~H~

= constant,or = (~d 'VD),i.
s~ ~D

= constant,or X=}Jo('~d-.S~D),

has been brought into question.

Hère L is the heat of vaporization of i gram of the liquid,

Ep is the energy spent in overcoming the external pressure
as the liquid expands to the volume of the saturated vapor.
L – Es is therefore the so-called internai heat of vaporiza-
tion and is called X. d and D are the densitiesof the liquid
and saturated vapor, respectively, at the temperature of the

vaporization. The constant given by the equation 1 have

called

A summary of the evidence is given in the papers cited,

particularly Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, 512 (~909) and Phil.

Jour. Phys. Chem., t7, 520 (19)3).

'Ibid..6,209(t9p2);8,83.5M(tQ04);9,402(i905);to,t(t9o6);

i!32,594(i907);i3,5t2(<909);tS,4i7(!9tt);Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.

31, t099 (1909); Phil. Mag., Oct. (t9'o); July (f9"); Oct. (t9'2); Trans. Am.

Ëtectroehent. Soc., 14, 35 (t9o8); Chem. News, to:, 77 (t9to); and related

papers, Mills and MaeRae:Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 32, M62 (t~to); Jour.

Phys. Chem., 14, 797 (1910); 15, 54 (1911).
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Mag., July (ion) and Oct. (:9ïz). Mathews,' after stating
that the equation givesa constant except in the neighborhood
of the critical temperature, says that 1 "ascribed the fall of the
constant near the criticaltemperature to the inaccuracy of the
data." This statement is misleading. What 7 did was
~fOTebeyondany question the Biot formula used <0CO~CM-

necessaryin calculatingthe latentheatdid not correctly

representthe observeddata, and that the deviations were prac-
tically always in a definite direction causing the constant
given by the equation to be too low near the critical tem-
perature. This fact must be admitted by anyone who at-
tempts to make the Biot formula fit the observations. It
simply willnot fit near the critical temperature.

Now for the three substances where more direct observa-

tions of the were obtainable at the critical temperature,

equation r -showedagreementto within the limitof error of the
measurements. Without going here into evidence formerly
published in part, and later to be published in full, 1 will
only say that there is no evidence to show, and no reason to
suppose, that equation i is not exactly correct at the critical
temperature for non-associatedsubstances. There is, more-
over,strong evidenceto show that it is certainly correct, even
at the critical temperature, to within 2 percent for non-
associatedsubstances.

The observations of Young and his co-workers are re-
markably correct and 1 have often expressed my admiration
of their work. Thé fact that these observations permit of a
universal accuracy in the constant only to within 2 percent

Dr.Mathewswrites, If youhavereadmylastpaper(Jour.Phys.Chem..Oct.,tQ~)youwillhavenoticcdthat1 thereacceptyourequation.
L–_EK

3~.L~Q
= constant, as probably correct clear to the critical temt)erature.

You think that Biot's fonnuta gives incorrect results close to the critical tem-
perature, and in this 1 think you are right; at least 1 wish that you may be
right. Were t rewriting niy paper which you answer 1 should change this part
of thé paper, whicb after all was a very subordinate point," etc.
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is due largely, as often explained before, to an enormous

multiplication of error in the necessary calculations. Yet

in spite of this multiplication of error only 17 values of the

constant out of 4.3:for 25substances,divergefrom the average
value (except at o° C and near the critical temperature for

explained causes) by more than 1.5percent.
Thé statement madeby Mathews' that "in etherand ethyl

acetate there is a pretty steady fall in the constant through-
out" is correct as regards ethyl acetate and wrong as regards
ether.2 1 quote further from Mathews:" "The apparently

negative value of &“is found doser to the critical temperature
in the esters which are known to associate slightly." 1 also

believe that there is slight associationin the esters and that

the constant of equation i for them should decreaseslightly
with the temperature. But after allowing for the known

sources of error and consideringthe esters as a wholesuch de-

crease must be slight, probably not more than 2 percent, and

therefore within, or so nearly within, the error of the ob-

servations as used, as to render a certain statement impossible
at this time. The best evidenceupon this point comesfrom

a comparison of equation i with Dieterici's equation at the

critical temperature,

2. X= CRTI#
d

2.
\=CRT~.

For the esters there is a divergenceshown on comparison
of the two equations at the critical temperature ranging from

2.2 percent with methyl formate, to ~5 percent with propyl
acetate. Probably at least half of this divergence is due to

Dieterici's equation which is also affected by molecular as-

sociation, and someof it seemscertainlydue to another known

source of error.

Second. Van der Waals E~Ms~oM.–Muchof Mathews' arti-

cle consists in a more or less direct judgment of the funda-

mental equation i and derived conclusions from the stand-

l,oc.cit.,p.524.
'Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, 5t8 (1909).
3 I<oc.cit., p. 526.
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point of van der Waals' equation and views. Van der Waals'
equation is not correct, and it is not only not correct, but it
is nowherenear correct when viewed as a whole. Dieterici
expressesexactly my own attitude toward van der Waals'
equation whenhe says,' "Nach der Nobelpreisrede2von van
der Waalsist est nicht mehr notig, auf die schwachen Punkte
in Studium dieserZustandsgleichungaufmerksam zu machen;
vie! nâher liegt es, die Frage, die van der Waals selbst auf-
wirft, 'gibt es einenbesserenWeg?' zu verfolgen." Mathews
himselfconfessesto the situation when he says, on page 530,

"As a matter of fact I<-EE/
(-' -')(from

van der
\f 1 Vt/

Waals'equation,J. E. M.) doesnot equal a constant,hence our
assumptionmust be wrong. But if the assumption is wrong

then the fact that I.
/(1 1~~)happens to equala

then thé fact that L –

~/(~ v-) ~s~~ a

constantcannotbe adducedas evidence that moleculesattract
inversely as the square of thé distance." (Italics mine, J. E.
M.) 1willnot, therefore,followMathews' discussion in detail.
Myownequationand viewscould not becorrect if they agreed
with van der Waals' equation in its usual form, and 1pointed
out, at the end of my firstpaper in 1902,"that the law of at-
traction assumeddoes not lead to the equation of van der
Waals' Whenany onehas succeeded in modifying van der
Waals' equationso as to make it correctly represent the facts,
then perhapsmy equationand views willnot be found irrecon-
cilable.

Third. Thefundamental~ÇMa~oMnot empirical.-Mathews,
in severalplaces,refersto equation i as an "empirical relation-
ship." A little history will perhaps be pardoned as it will
serve to bring out several facts clearly.

1'h f d 1
L ERuThé fundamentalequation,

3J~~
= constant, was not

derived as an empirical equation in the usual sense of that

Drude'sAnn.,35,2zo(t<)n).

('9").
VanderWaats:"DieZustandsgteiehung,"I~ipzigAkadem.Vedagsges
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term. When an undergraduate in collègeon working out a

problem in calculus involving the velocity, and hence the

energy, of a cannon bal!shot upwardsfrom the earth, the idea

occurred to me that possiblythe much desired law of molec-

ular attraction could be found by a simitar process. 1 asked

two of my instructors at that time, without stating the reason

for the question, if there "was any reason for supposing the

energy per se of the moleculesof a liquid and its vapor to be

the saine, or any method for arriving at the energy per se
of the moleculesof the liquid?" Of course the information

desired was unknown. But this first step will surely make

clear the fact that 1 could never later liave overlooked the

fundamental importance of the question as to the relative

energy of the liquid and vapor moleculesin obtaining the law

of attraction. (Sec later.) It was perhaps five years after-

wards when 1 obtained someidea as to the correct answer to

the question above stated and only then did 1 even attempt
the next step. Meanwhile,1 was interested in the cause of

gravitational and chemical attraction, and it is interesting
to myself at least, that during that time 1 recorded in an old

note book on the subject a suspicionas to the correctness of

the numeratorfactor of Newton's law of gravitation.
The next step in the discoveryof this "empirical equa-

tion" came when 1recognizedthe fact that Watterson's equa-

tion,

3.
Ex + E, + E~

3'
––

T~ .L ï?
=. y

bK +

could be combined with thé equations derived also from thé

kinetic theory and facts of gases

4. ËK= 'A R.

5. E. = R,

for a differencein temperature of one degree, and written,

~R + E,_j_R V.R + E,
~R+E. E, ~R+E,

6. E, = or from4.2 7–1

7. 6/a-'Y7.
E.='
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In these equations<~and <r,are the speciRcheat at constant

pressure and constant volume of a gas. E~ is the kinetie

energy of the molecules, is the internai energy of the mole-

cules (best definedfrom the équation = Ex + Et) and Bs
is the energy spent in overcoming the external pressure of

the gas during expansion.
In words equation 7 means that for a perfect gas the

<M~O~ energy0/ the gas is proportional to the kinetic energy

()/ the gas.
Now 1believe,and there is reason for the belief, that in

the moleculesof a liquid similarly, the internai energy El was

proportional to the kinetic translational energy ËK.
The third step came practically at the same time when

1 recognizedthat the fact that cane sugar moleculesdissolved

in water caused an osmoticpressure similar to a gas pressure,
indicated that the cane sugar molecules were behaving like

gaseous moleculesin part at least. This indicated a transla-

tional energy similar to the gas translational energy. The

water moleculesmust have the same translational energy as

the dissolvedcanesugarmolecules,a conclusionalready drawn

by Ostwald. Thé internai energy of the water moleculeswas,
from equation 7, probably proportional to their translational

energy. In short, it seemed that the molecular energy per se
of moleculesof a liquid and its vapor at the same tempera-
ture must be the same.

Thé samenight that 1reachedthis conclusion-the answer

to my old question-I attacked the problem of molecular at-

traction, paralleling the cannon bail problem, and reached

the fundamental equation essentiallyas stated in equation i,
without one particle of experimental évidence. Thé first

experimental evidence in its favor was obtained that same

night.
In obtaining the equation 1 assumed that the molecular

attraction varied inverselyas the square of the distance apart
of the molecules. This seemed to me the most probable as-

sumption for several reasons-primarily perhaps because the

other attractive forces whose laws were known, magnetic,
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electrical, and gravitational, varied in that way, and 1 sus-

pected a. close relationship amongthese forces. But also be-

cause any emanation or disturbance proceeding from a center

seemed to me necessarily to be compelled to have an inverse

square law of distance as oneof its factors. Because 1 did not

know the other factors, or the influence of temperature, 1

did not feel at all certain that the deduced equation would

prove true, and intended to try other laws of force and modi-

fications if the equation failed. The equation proved true.

Moreover it is the only equation conceming molecular attrac-

tion that ever has proved true. It is rather important, -there-

fore, to look carefully into the reasoning by which it was

deduced before rejecting that reasoning.

Fourth. The role of mass in molecular attraction.-A lit-

tle more history will help to throw light upon the equation.

When sufficient experimental proof had accumulated to con-

vince me that the equation was true, 1 set eagerly to work to

extend the results in three directions. First,l 1 investigated

the attraction itself, rather expecting the molecular attrac-

tion to behave as does the gravitational attraction as regards

mass, having temporarily overlooked my suspicion above re-

ferred to of the gravitational law. 1 readily found on trying

to compare the attractions of, let us say, oxygen molécules

with carbon dioxide molecules (I have forgotten the gases

actually used, 1 compared several 1 think) that thèse attrac-

tions did not vary as the massesof the molecules. Somewhat

surprised, 1 contented myself with the statement made at

the end of the first paper, "The molecitlar attraction appears

to resemblethe attractionof gravitationw varies inversely

as the square of the distanceapart of the attracting molecules

and doesMOtvary with the ~Mt~O~M~. It di ffers/fO)Mthe 0<-

traction of gravity in being determined~MtMa~y by the con-

structionof themoleculeand not by mass."

1 never myself forgot that statement, nor intended to

1The other investigations dealt with apecifie heats and thé équation of

state.
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change it. Some subsequent rather carelessly worded state-
ments of mine mislead others. Thus it will be seen that the
first idea that 1 obtained as to the true relation of mass in
molecular attraction had nothing whatever to do with the
correctness of the equation. Mathews says' "That Mills'

expression,f' (–
–

~-L~),
doesnot represent the work done

in overcoming molecular cohesion may be shown, also,
if the attempt is made to deduce the formula on this basis,

assuming the attraction to vary inversely as the square of
the distance. A value is obtained for widely different
from that fouad. Mills realized this difficulty and tried to
avoid it by assuming that the law that matter attracted
itself as the product of the masses was incorrect." This
statement hardly expresses the situation correctly and the
facts cannot be disposed of so briefly.

In the sixth paper~ I corrected an error made in the der-

ivation of the fundamental equation from the assumed law
of attraction,

8s.
-y's

obtaining as the complete expression,

o M(L-E.) M~C a
9. ~D- $1~d-sl~D tt23~(m

where n is the number of moleculesin a grain, m is the molec-

ular weight, MMt= M, and C was a constant only when the

number of moleculeswas constant. For a constant mass the

equation reducesto the form previously given in this paper,

L E._
.~E~=

constant.

~Vowone has a perfectright to start !M~ a constantmass and to
continue the investigationwith a constant mass. By so doing
one will obtain for /t' exactly the values given as proof of

equation i. The statement of Mathews that by using the

Loc.cit.,p.530.
SJour.Phys.Chem.,11,t3ï (1907).
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gravitational law of force, equation 8, "a value is obtained

for widely different from that found" is therefore mislead-

ing. The gravitational law of attraction produces equation
t by the strictestmathematies if we deal always with the same
mass originally used on starting the investigation. To make
this point doubly sure 1 used' Helmholtz's equation for the
heat given out by the contraction of the sun under gravita-
tional attraction and showed that this equation, obtained

by a totally different mathematical treatment, also reduced
to the form of equation i for a constant mass. But, vary the
mass and the equationshowsthat the heat givenout should vary
as the 5/3 powerof the mass. Now we know as a matter of
fact that the heat of vaporization of 2 grams of liquid is just
twice the heat of vaporization of one gram of liquid and not
2~' times as much.

J~Motherwords,the important fact is that the gravitational
law of attraction applied to molecular attraction gives a true

equation if we keep the mass investigatedconstant, which we
havea perfectright todo; and givesa falseequationif weallowthe
mass MK~finvestigationto vary, which we have an equal right
to do. 1 would write these words in capitals if that would
servebetter to focus attention upon the fact they set forth.

It seems so clear to me, without mathematies, that, if a
variation in the mass of liquid taken causes the difference
above mentioned, the trouble is due to the numerator
factor of the above assumed gravitational law of force (the

only part concerned with mass), and not to the denominator
of the law (whieh is eoncemed with distance apart only),
that 1 cannot realize where the doubt expressed by others
can creep in. Mathematically, it is easy to show that an as-
sumedlaw of molecular force,

uMt
10.

=
willgive an equation,

i!. MX=M//("–~D),

equally true for a constant or for a variable mass.

Jour.Phys.Chem.,n, 1~7(!907).
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My assumption that matter (molecules)did not attract
as thé product of their masses was made for the compelling
reasons set forth above, and not as alleged by Mathews to
account for variations in I now realize that this conclu-
sion was foreshadowedbythe investigation so brieny reported
in the first paper as indicating that "molecular attraction is
determined primarily by the construction of the molecule
and not by its mass," and that it receives further support
from manyfacts dimlyrecognizedevenbefore the fundamental
equation was discovered.

F~. Is the ~<a~ heat of vaporizationspent solelyin
M~cpMttKg~~CM~ attractiveforces?-A rough copy of my
first paper contained a good deal about specificheats. Be-
fore publishing it I discovered that my ideas regarding the
specificheats were not in accord with the facts. 1 therefore
eliminated from the paper all discussionof specificheat and
contented myself with the statement made at the end of
that paper, "The argument pursued might lead one to sus-
pect that the entire increase of the specificheat of a liquid
over that of a gas at constant volume must be spent in in-
creasing the distance apart of the molécules. Investigation
showsthat this is not always, if it is ever the case, and herein
possibly lies the true cause of the discrepancies from the
theory." The true cause of the discrepancies referred to
were later in all cases discoveredand had nothing to do with
the specificheat problem. A reviewer of the first paper criti-
cised it for not pointing out certain simple specifieheat rela-
tions which should follow. The truth is that the simple
specificheat relations that 1 had expected did not follow. I
did not know, at the time of publication of the first paper,
that specificheat relations could be shown to contradict the
belief that the energy of the molecules of a liquid and its
vapor were the same, but 1 discovered the fact later and in
the sixth paper (1907)stated,' Asregards nowthe first step-
the equality of the energy per se of a moleculeof a liquid and

Loc.cit.,p.;s6.
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of a molécule of its vapor-we have already stated in outline

the facts which lead us to that belief. This first step is the

most fundamental and important step in our work and is the

most open to doubt. The fact that using this belief as a

basis we derived an equation that appears to be true, is per-

haps again the best evidencethat the beliefexpresses,at least

partly, the truth. But only in part, for in attempting to de-

rive a direct method for testing this belief we find that it

will require somemodification. An account of this work could

not be introduced within the limits of this paper and we hope

shortly to publish this investigation in a separate article.

Recognizingthe doubt, we would state that any errors intro-

duced by our statement have undoubtedly canceled,since one

is certainly able to calculate the energy given out by the con-

traction of a vapor into a liquid from the same formula used

to calculate the energy given out by the contraction of the

sun." Surely this statement is evidence sufficient to show

that after 1 recognizedthe fact that the energy per se of the

moleculesof a liquidand its vapor were not the same, the fact

was not concealed. And 1 will repeat again that Mathews is

exactly right in hisbeliefthat the energyper seof the molecules

of liquid and vapor are not the same. 1 reached this conclu-

sion by the simpleprocessof adding up all of the energy added

to a substance fromthe absolutezero to its conditionas liquid.
That is, 1 summed up the specifichea~ energy added and the

latent heat of fusion. Then, allowing for the energy neces-

sary to produce the slight expansion of the solid and liquid
(this can be done either from my own theory or thermody-

namically), 1 compared the remainder with the energy which

the substance wouldhave as a perfect gas at the given tem-

perature. The result shows that the moleculesof the liquid
have per se far moreenergy than the moleculesof the gas are

popularly supposed'to possess. So very much more that it

was fruitless to consider the differenceas by any possibility
due to the experimental uncertainties which are usually

large. By this time (probably 1906) 1 had accumulated so

much evidence as to the truth of the fundamental equation
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that I myself placed absolute confidence in its correctness.
Moreover,the argument quoted above, involving the osmotie
pressureof cane sugar molecules,was even stronger than be-
fore, the excellent workof Morse and his co-workershaving
begunto appear. I contented myself therefore with the para-
graph already quoted from the sixth paper and set about a
study of the situation.

An enormous amount of data on specificheats was col-
lected,sifted, and studied. 1 thought at first that the trouble
might lie with our ideas of temperature (whieh do require
clarification).. Then since the facts apparently indicated that

always when particles were doser together they, in someway,
r~tained or possessed more energy, I considered the possi-
bility of a change of inertia (mass). This supposition is not
so easy to reject in viewof the facts as one might suppose.
1 wasawareof T. W. Richards' work upon the compressibility
of the molecules,and the possibility that molecularexpansion
would require energy. For several years nothing was pub-
lishedon the subject because 1 could not even satisfy myself.
Finally light began to dawn upon the situation and 1 recog-
nized that the gravitational law of attraction M~CM~o~that
W/ twobodiescametogetherfrom an infinitedistanceand
formeda stablesystemof movingbodies that thesebodies~OW
exactlyas much energyas they gaveout. The law of gravita-
tion nécessitâtes the ~~M~'OMof energy in a stable system of
movingparticles just as much as it necessitatesthegivingout
of energywhen the stable system is formed.

WhenI did recognizethe above fact I found it very much
more difficult than one would suppose (since the problem of
two bodies under gravitational attraction had been com-
pletely solved) to give the exact mathematical proof of the
statement finallymade,' 7~ energygiven<M((6)'any twobodies
originallyo<rest a< an infinite distance apart in forming any
stableconfiguration(circular, ~M~ca~, or limited HtK'(M-orbit)
underthe actionof gravitationalattraction is equal to the kinetic

Phil. Mag..July,[~n.p. [05. Thispaperalsocontainstheproofof
thestatement.
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energywhich theyretain, and is, for either body,inverselypro-

portionalto meandistance fromtheir commoncenterof mass.

In the paper referred to, 1 was unable to extend this con-

clusion to n particlesas a mathematical proposition. During
the last summer 1 have extended the proof to n particles and

shownthat this proof holds for the molecular.law of attrac-

tion. This work has not yet been published.

Mathews has this to say' regarding this phase of my

work, WhileMills states, in a recent paper, that notall the

internai heat may be used in doing this work, and attempts
to show that this is not incompatible with this conclusion,
the conclusionnevertheless depends on the assumption that

it is soused and that there is no change in the internat energy
of the molecules on passing from the liquid to the vapor.
It is clear that if this premisebe not true, then the conclusion

does not follow." "This premise 1 believe to be certainly
erroneous."

The premise certainly is erroneous as 1 pointed out six

years agoin the quotation given above. It is in fact a coM~o-

diction of the law of attraction assumed. The law of attrac-

tion assumedcompelsthe freelymovingmoleculesof thé liquid
to retain a given amount of orbital energy absolutely as much

as it compelsenergy to be given out on the approach of the

molecules. When the freedom of motion of the liquid mole-

cules is checked,then some of this orbital energy which they
retain is given out as latent heat of fusion. Some more of it

is probably givenout as the temperature is lowered. 1 doubt

if all of it ever is surrendered even at the absolute zéro. (See

later.)
Themoon is obliged to retain a given amount of energy

as orbital energyif it is to continue in its orbit about the earth.

It retains as a matter of fact exactly as much energyas it gave
out whenassumingthat orbital position. How it happens that

"all of us" scientistshave considered the particles of a liquid
to be freely movingunder an attractive force and havefailed

Loc.cit.,p.52~.
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to consider the obvious fact that they must retain orbital
energy is hard to see.

Of course, since this retained orbital energy is due to the
attractive forces,1 was, throughout all of my previouspapers,
really dealing with one-half of the result of the attractive
force instead of with the total result as 1 had supposed.

Sixth. The volumeactually occupiedby the moleculesand
the changeof this volumewith temperatureand pressure.

In thé article cited on Chemical Energy' 1havegiven the
data to prove the statement that "The 76 grams of oxygen
and the ~.0~ grams of hydrogentogetherat –~3" C occupy
3~.7~cubiccentimeters,and when occupyingthis volumeat that
temperature they contain 67,300 calories more of energy than
do the ~.OT6 grams of ice which ~~y ~nK MMt~, and
whichoccupiesa volumeof ip.~j' cc.

No supposition and no uncertainty whatever is involved
in this statement except the slight uncertainty of the meas-
urements. More accurate measurements are now available
but the result is not materially changed.

There is a good deal of food for thought in the above tacts.
In the first placewe have no evidencewhatever as to the energy
retained by the molecules of the water at o° absolute. Pat-
terson' estimates the potential energy of charge on 16 grams
of oxygen and 2.016 grams of hydrogen at 640,000calories
and Arrhenius' at 636,100 calories,both on the basis of the
electron theory. At any rate, we can content ourselveswith
the statement that the energy retained by the moleculesof
water at o° absolute may be very large. We do know posi-
tively that the oxygen and hydrogen at that temperature
possessed67,300calories more of energy than does the t8.ot6
gramsof water which they form if united. Nowin what form
is that energy? It has been pointed out long ago, by Clausiu&
I think, that under Newtonian mechanics, energycannot be
retained in a system wholly as kinetic or wholly as potential.

Trans.Am.Etectrochem.Soc.,14,35(tgoS).
Chem. News, 103, 77 (tpto).
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energy, but must exist partly as kinetic energy and partly
as potential energy. This being true, one is compelledto con-
clude that the oxygen and hydrogen molecules (or parts of

molecules)must be in motion with terrifie spced even at the
absolute zero. I, at least, have never been able to escape this

conclusion,and 1 think the atoms of hydrogen and oxygenin

water, and the atoms of other compounds travel at great
~peed. We get someevidenceof this sort of activity in radium
and radioactive compounds.

If when we talk about the "real" volume occupiedby
molecules we mean the volume taken up because of these
motions, 1 have no objection to the phrase, and if, when we

speak of the compressibility of the atoms and molecules,we
have in mind the compression of these rapidly moving parts
doser together, 1 again have no objection to the idea. 1 do

-objectto all ideas whieh leave out of consideration the atomic
and interatomic motion. My position as to the necessity
of considering such molecular volumes, or molecularchanges
in volume, in studying molecular attraction can now be
understood.

The energy relations of the heavenly bodieshave nothing
to do with the volume oceupied by the heavenly bodies but
are determined by their attractions. Now in my work upon
molecularattraction 1 have been consideringenergyrelations,
and these energy relations are similarly determined by attrac-
tive forces which have nothing to do with volumesas above
defined. The influence of volume is brought into play only
when freedom of motion is destroyed.

The internai energy of atoms changes with the tempera-
ture. But in nearly all of my published work 1 have been

dealing solely with the energy of vaporization and here the
temperatureis preciselythe same beforeas after the expansion.

It will again be argued that the change of internai energy
with temperature must alter the molecular attraction. 1
think this is true. But the alteration for the chemically
stable substances studied throughout the range of tempera-
ture studied is very small. Suppose 18.016 grams of water
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really represents some 6~0,000calories of energy as hinted..
The addition of a few hundredcalories of energy within the-
atoms as the temperature is raised does indeed alter the
molecular attraction somewhàt but not greatly. It would
alter the attraction greatly if the temperature range were
continued to 1800° C. Perhaps by some such study one
might finally prove that molecular attraction was only the
"left over" chemical attraction. Mathews' remarks, as to
the influenceupon molecularattraction of valenceand number
of atoms, are interesting in this connection.

Mathews thinks that changes of pressure would also
cause changes in molecular volume. Perhaps so, but it must
be remembered that there is xo changein ~~fMo~ pressure
during vaporization. The changes in internai pressure, caused
by the attractive forces, are preciselywhat the calculation
of the attraction takes into account, if you choose to look at
it in that way.

After all, Mr. Mathews' views are closely akin to my
own. He thinks magnetism and molecularattraction closely
related and magnetic attraction is popularly supposed to fol-
low an inverse square law. Also he quotes somewhat ap-
provingly the idea that molecular cohesion is delimited by
the surrounding molecules. But this idea is practically noth-
ing more than putting into words the numerator factor of the
proposed molecular law.

Summary

(i) It is shown that the decreaseshown by the constant

of the equation, = constant, near the critical temper-3~d-3~D
ature was not attributed to errors in the observations used,
but to the fact that the Biot formula used did not, and could
not be made to represent the observationscorrectly.

(2) Bmphasis is laid on the fact that my equation and
views could not agree with the equation of van der Waals if
mine werecorrect, sincevan der Waals'equation, in its présent
form, is known not to represent the facts accurately.

(3) Attention is called to the fact that the above equa-
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tion is not an "empirical equation" but was derived theo-

retically by an argument still worthy of carefulconsideration.
Afterwards the equation was proved from the experimental
data.

(4.) It is shown that the idea that the moleculesdid not
attract as the product of the masses was introduced because
of the important fact that "the gravitational law of attrac-
tion applied to molecular attraction gives a true equation if
we keep the mass investigated constant, whieh we have a

perfect right to do; and gives a false equation if we allow the
mass under investigation to vary, which we have an equal
right to do."

(5) It is pointed out that both the law of gravitation
and the law of molecular attraction given, necessitatethe re-
tention of energy in a stable system of moving particles just
as much as they necessitate the givingout of energy when the
stable system is formed.

(6) Reasons are given for believing that it is not neces-

sary to consider molecular volumes or changes in molecular
volumes, in the interpretation of the fundamental equation,

= constant.
~–"VD

University<~~<)M</<Caralina,
C~Km~M,S.C.
October,/pjj



THE THEORY 0F DYEING. II

BY WH<DER D. BANCROFT

In order to get the maximumadsorption of a basic dye
we should have presentan ion of the oppositecharge which is

readily adsorbed. We therefore deduce the followingcon-
clusionsin regard to a basicdye.

i. Thé dye is taken up most readilyin an alkalinesolution
but may be taken up in a neutral or acid solution.

2. A readily adsorbedanion inereasesthe amount of dye
taken up.

3. A readily adsorbed cation decreases the amount of

dye taken up.
These generalizationscan easily be confirmed by means

of Pelet-Jolivet's experiments with methylene blue. The
effect of acidity and alkalinityare given in Tables 1 and II.'

TABLE1–Volumeofsolution,200ce;3gramswool;A = neutral
bath; B = bath containing2 ceN/io HCI

) –––"–––––––-–-
Methyleneblue adsorbcd

Concentration
méthylène Nue

Percent A B
MZ mg

.n_ 'u

005 98 81.9
O! !32 102.5
0.2 L~ tog.t t

0.3 !43 114.0
o-35 :59 n8.7
o-4 160 119.0

TABLEII-Volume ofsolution, 200ce; 2 grams wool; C = bath
containing 2 ce N/io NaOH; D = bath containing 3 ce N/io NaOH

Méthylène blue adsorbed
ConcentratKm

methyteneNue
––. –––

Percent C D

mg n)g

O! !!0 1~6
0~ !27 151
o~ '34 152
04 142 156°'4 I4z I56

Pelet-Jolivet:"Die TheoriedesParbeproxesscs,"tty (t9to).
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Thèse tables show that less dye is taken up in the acid solu-
tion than in the neutral one and that somewhatmore dye is
taken up in thé more alkaline than in the lessalkalinesolution.
It is a pity that the two tables were not comparable so that
we had a continuous series from the acid to the alkaline
solution. The change from 3 to 2 grams of wool was made
because "in presence of alkali, it was necessary to eut down
the amount of wool in order to keep the dye from being com-
pletely adsorbed." This is a good and sufficient reason for
not using 3 grams of wool in the alkaline solution but there is
no apparent reason why 2 grams of woolcouldnot have been
used in the experiments with the neutral and the acid baths.
Pelet-Jolivet tries to get round this difficulty by reducing
everything to milligrams of dye per gram of wool,which gives
him Table III.' This table shows exactly what 1 wish to.

TABLBilI–Votumeofsolution,200ce;A = neutralbath; B =
bath containing2 cc Nho HCI; C = bath containing2 ce N/io.NaOH

Concentration Methytcnebtueadsorbed,mgpergwool
méthylèneMue – ––––––

~"t
g

°~ 27.3 33
°-'[ 3~ 44 55

36.7 ~8 63.5
°3 38 48 66 Q
°35 39.5 53 –
~4 39.6 53-11 71

bring out; but unfortunately the figureshave no significance.
If one plots concentration in solution against concentration
in wool, one can change the units to suit oneself provided
that the change be mentioned. If one is plotting initial
concentrations against final concentrations in wool, it is not
permissible to change the units. In Table III it is not true
that i gram of wool will take up 44 mg of methylene blue
from 200 cc of a one-tenth percent solution. It would really

Pelet-Jolivet:"DieTheoriedesPârbeprozesses,"n8 (.9,0).
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take up more. The 44 mg is one-third what 3 grams of wool
would take up, which is quite a different thing. Pelet-
Jolivet's otherwise admirable work is not so effective as it
should be, owing to his frequent failure to make comparable
measurements.

Fortunately, there are other data whichcan be used. In
one set of experiments Pelet-Jolivet' took !oo ce of 0.8 percent
methylene blue solution. This was diluted to 200 cc and 3
grams of woolleft in the flask for four days at 17°. When
diluted with 90ce water + 10ceA~/to HCI, the wooladsorbed
22 mg methylene blue. When diluted with too ce water,
156 mg methylene blue wereadsorbed. When diluted with
92 ce water + 8 ce A~/ioNaOHthere were24.9mg methylene
blue adsorbed. Similar results were obtained with silk and
cotton, Table IV.

TABUsIV-A = 0.3gramsilkin 50cc 0.2percentmethyleneblue; ° 3 gramscottonin 100ceo. percentmethyleneblue

"Die Theorie des Mrbeprozesses," 95 (t~to).

Pelet-Jolivet: "Die Theorie des Farheproxesses," gs (t~io).

The effect of a readily adsorbedanion is shown"in Table
V. Por the same concentrationof acid, more dye is taken up

TABLEV-Volume of solution,200 ce; 3 grams wool; 0.8
percentmethyleneblue

Acid added
Methylene blue adsorbed, mg

A'/toHCt
~/toH:SO< AVioH,PO.

o t56 156 t~

37 79
20 20

27 32
30 17 156

–

Methylene blue adsorbed,mg

Fibre -– .––
~ce Neutrai ~cc

A'/to HC) solution ~/io KOH

Silk (A) ,.3 ,o.8 ~.6
Cotton(B) t.2z n.2 30.0
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in a phosphate solution than in a sulphate solution whilestill
less is adsorbed from a hydrochloric acid solution and we
should expect the phosphate radical to be adsorbed the most
and the chloride radical the least. This comparison is not
strictly accurate because equivalent concentrations of two
acids do not necessarily mean equal degreesof acidity. On
the other hand, the amount of hydrogenas ion in 20 ce A~/io
H)iS04is unquestionably greater than in 10 ce A~/to HC1
after both have been diluted to 200cc, and, yet, more methyl-
ene blue is taken up in this sulphuricacid solutionthan in the
hydrochlorie acid solution. The difficulty in regard to the
acidity can be got round by adding salts. Some data' are
given in Table VI. At every concentrationof dye more dye

~?__Y~ solution,100ce; i gramwool

is fixed in the bath containing sulphate than in the bath con-
taining no added salt, and there is still more dye adsorbed
in the phosphate solution. We thus have Na:HP04>
Na,SO,>NaCl>H,0. Just as should be the case, sodium
sulphate increases the amount of a basicdye taken up, whereas
it decreases the amount of an acid dye adsorbed. With 0.5
gram silk in 50 cc 0.2 percent methyleneblue solution, the
amounts of methylene blue taken up were28.6, 184, 13.3and
10 mg when sodium phosphate, sodium sulphate, sodium
chloride, and nothing were added, respectively,to the solu-
tion.2 With cotton there was no differenceunder the same
circumstances; but there is a markeddifferencewhenthe cotton

Pckt-JoHvet:"DieTheoriedesFarbeprozesses."tt8 (to.o)Ibid.,98(t9!o).

Methylene blue
Methylene blue adsorbed,mg

Percent -–– –~ –

Nosalt 0.06Na~O, o.oûNatHPO,
-1_ -i _L_ _n-

°~ J 35 456 8t.!
o.z

35 45~6 Si.i
°~ 40 52.2 9~3

43 56.4 95.6
0.4 44 59.4 98.6

~–-t' ,< <
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has been treated with tannin. The effect of different cations
was also studied by Pelet-Jolivet who found that silk took up
13.3 mg methylene blue from a solution containing sodium
chloride and only 6.3 mg from a solution containing barium
chloride. With wool the depth of the color decreases in the
following order: sodium phosphate, sodium sulphate, no
addition, barium chloride, and platinum tetrachloride. Cot-
ton takes up less methylene blue from a solution containing
barium chloride than from one containing sodium chloride.

Pelet-Jolivet' sums up his experiments as foUows: "From
these experiments it is clear that the negative ions S(V and
PO/" have increased the dyeing power of methylene blue
(a basic dye) while the positive ions Ba and Pt hâve
decreased it. The ions of the electrolyte act on dyeing as
they do on the precipitation of colloids, since they follow the
valence rule (Schulze'slaw)
"The results may be summed up in the followingrules:

Action of Acids and Bases

"Acids (hydrogenions)decreasethe dyeingby the basic dyes
and increase that by acid dyes. This action is proportional
to the concentrationof the hydrogen ions. Bases (hydroxyl
ions) havejust theoppositeaction.

Action of Salts

"Z~y havingtheoppositecharge fromthatof thedyefacilitate
dyeing; ions with the same charge check it. MM~a~K< ions
havea strongereffectthan univalentones.

"The first question that occurs to one is whether these
ruies hold in all cases. So far as the present investigations
go, they do hold for acid and basic dyes, and we have made
some experiments to test this. Of course it is necessary to

keep in mind the physical and chemical actions which the
electrolytes may have on special. dyes because such factors
are apt to interfere with the contact eleetrincation. As an
instance of this we may tàke potassium ferrocyanide (yellow

"DieTheoriedesFarbeprozesses,"97,99(1910).
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prussiate of potash, K<Fe(CN)s). The quadrivalent ferro-

cyanogen anion ought theoretically to increase the dyeing by
basic dyes very much. If one adds this substance to the dye-
bath the dye is precipitated completelyand consequently has
no dyeing action. If, however,the fibers are mordanted be-
forehand with potassium ferrocyanide,the dyeing is stronger
than with the other samples.

"Another case is that of fuchsine in presenceof caustic
soda. If wool is dyed in a hot bath, Vignonnoticed that the
fibers are scarcely colored so strongly as in the neutral and
in the acid bath. This is due to the conversionof the fuchsine
into a colorlessbase. If the woolis dyed in a cold bath under
suitable conditions, the wool is dyed a deeper color in the

presence of caustic soda than in the neutral or acid bath."
When discussing the general question of adsorption of a

salt,1 it was pointed out that a solution will becomeacid in

presence of a substance which adsorbs the basic radical more

readily than the acid radical. Silk has such a selective ad-

sorption for rosaniline (magenta) that it will not only de-

compose the salt, leaving the acid behind, but it will convert
the carbinol base back into the color base in presence of an
excess of ammonia.2 Another, though less striking experi-
ment with silk and rosaniline has been carried out by Mills.3a

"At the heat of boiling water a solution of rosanilinehydro-
chloride or acetate undergoes more or less completedissocia-
tion, attended, of course, by lossof color. Thus, for example,
if a solution of either of those salts, containing 0.0000003
gram in i ce [three-tenths of a milligramper liter] be boiled
for half an hour, complete decolorationensues. But a piece
of purified silk, immersed in the liquid, is almost immediately
dyed red. We thus have the remarkable phenomenon, ad-
mirably suited to illustrate dissociation for a lecture, of silk
being dyed red with a colorlesssolution of magenta."

One theoretical difficulty in regard to dyeing with basic

Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,!8, (t9t-t).
Jacquemin:Comptesrendus,8<,261(tS~û).
Jour.Chem.Soc.,35,27(1879).
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colors is that, in many cases, the free color base is instable
and that addition of alkaU to a solution of rosaniline hydro-
chloride,for instance, gives rise to a colorlesscarbinol form.
Sincesilkis dyedredfrom an ammoniacalsolutionof rosaniline,
it has seemedto people that it must necessarilybe present in
the fiberas a salt. If the acid radical does not come from the
solution, it must cornefrom the silk and then we are back at
the chemicaltheory of dyeing again. So important does this
matter seemto the organicchemists that a prominent chemist
oncesaid to methat he wouldgladly accept my viewson dyeing
if it were not for the difficulty in regard to the basic dyes.
It will therefore be desirable to discuss this point in some
detail and I beginby quoting from a paper by Freundlichand
Losev.1

"Qualitative experiments with a solution of crystal
violet or of newfuchsine,whichhad been decolorizedby blood
charcoal, showed conclusively that the solution was dis-
tinctly acid to litmus paper and that it clouded on addition
of silver nitrate.2 Beforedetermining the amount of chlorine
ion quantita~vely, it seemedadvisable to purify the charcoal
again thoroughly. The coarser particles were removed by
sedimentation and thrown away. The charcoal was then
boiled three times with concentrated hydrochloric acid and
washed by decantation with boiling water until no test for
chloridecouldbe obtained. It was washed with conductivity
water until Nessler's reagent gave no test for ammonia.

"This charcoalwas now added to a crystal violet solution
of known concentration, shaken, filtered, and washed. The
filtrate was concentratedcarefully in a platinum dish and the
amount of chloridedetermined. It corresponded to 0.02701
gram hydrochloricacid whileo.?~ gram crystal violet should
give 0.02758gram hydrochloricacid. The charcoal was free

Zeit.phys.Chem.,59,299(<907).
WhenevaporatedwithafewdropsofGùnzburg'sreagentforfreehydro.chloricaeid(moreproperlyforhydrogenionofa definiteconcentration)a red

colordeveloped,whilethisdidnotoccurwithwaterwhichhadbcenshaken
withpurecharcoal.
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from any ash that was solublein acid; but it did contain a
residue (5-8 percent) whiehwas insoluble in acid and which
was either silicieacid or silicate. The possible criticism, that
the silicic acid was responsiblefor the separation of acid and
base, would never be made by anybody who had seen the

phenomenon. Thé adsorption of the crystal violet had

changed the appearance of the charcoal quite uniformly and

homogeneouslyin a way whichwill be discussed later. Since
the hydrochloric acid wasset free practically quantitatively,
the color base must necessarilybe distributed over the surface
of the 95 percent charcoal (5 percent ash). Nevertheless
the same experiment was tried repeatedly though qualita-
tively with a sugar charcoal (Kahlbaum) containing only

percent of insolubleimpurity, always with the same result.

Finally the best quality of gas soot was boiled three times
with concentrated hydrochloricacid and then washed in the
usual way until there was no test for chlorideor for sulphate,
a common impurity in soot. This purified soot gave no in-
soluble residue but it decolorizeda crystal violet solution

readily; the filtrate was acid and clouded with silver chloride
when silver nitrate was added. The color of the dyed soot
was the same as that of the blood charcoal.

"From these experiments it follows conclusively that

markedly capillary substances such as charcoal and fibers
make the basic dyes decomposeinto base and acid in such a
way that the acid ~MMMMMtthe solutionwhile the base ~)-
cipitales on the surface. This raises two questions. Is the
base present on the surfaceas such or in the form of a salt?
With what other phenomena is this peculiar decomposition
connected?

"That one must always speak of adsorption follows

clearly from the observedfbrm of the concentration function
and from the other relations.

"In favor of the assumptionof a salt formation we have
as strongest arguments, the color of the dyed fibers and the

previously mentioned fact that the fiber is dyed the same
color from an alkalinesolutionof the dye. Something similar
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can also be noticed with the charcoal. Charcoal, whichhas
been dyed with crystal violet, is of an absolutely uniform
gold-browncolor, somewhat duller than thé crystalsof .thedye
itself. When new fuchsine is used, the surfaceof the charcoal
is greenish.1 Charcoal has this same greenish appearance
when it has taken up new fuchsine from an ammoniacal
solution. The coloration can be seen very distinct!y if one
looksat the dyed charcoal in a thin-walled glassalongsideof
an undyed sample, using reflected light. The appearance
of the samegolden brown color,whichsolidcrystal violethas,
makes it probable that what is on the charcoal is also violet
by transmitted light; merely the depth and uniformity of the
layer cause the predominanceof the surface color. One can
therefore say that with charcoal as with the fiber the color
is what one would expect if the dye werepresent as salt.

"On the other hand, the hypothetical compoundof ehar-
coalas acid and the crystal violet base doesnot behaveat all
as one wouldexpect it to do. That it :'sformedin a fewsec-
onds from two substances having high molecular weights,
is perhapsless improbable than it at first seemsto be, formany
molecularcompounds of substances having high molecular
weights are formed practically instantaneously (many picric
acidcompounds,forinstance). It is veryimprobable,however,
that such a compound should not be hydrolyzed by water;
most of the picrates break down readily when washed with
water. If one decolorizesa crystal violet solutioncompletely
by means of charcoal, then filters and washes the charcoal,
the dyed charcoal is not changed in any way by water. One
can shake a small or a large amount of the dyed charcoal
without the water becoming colored to the slightest extent
even after weeks, in spite of the fact that crystal violethas so
great a coloring power that 0.15 mg (0.00000037mol) per

Lehmann(Zeit.phys.Chem..14,157(189.;))noticeda bromedeffect
onIndiainkwhichhadadsorbeddyes.Asimilarcoloringofcolloidalgoldafter
sedimentationina fuchsinesolutionhasbeennoticedforinstancebyZsigmondy
(ZurErkenntnisderKolloide:Jena,1906).
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liter can be detected in a 10 cm layer. Charcoal dyed with

fuchsinebehaves in the same way.
"The question now arises how these experiments can be

reconciledwith the previously described ones on equilibrium.
There it was found that the same concentration was reached
when a concentrated solution was adsorbed and then diluted
as when the adsorption took place with the same amount of
solution at the finaldilution. Sincemore substance is usually
adsorbed from a concentrated solution than from a dilute

solution, the charcoal should lose dye when the solution is

diluted, and yet, accordingto these last experiments, the dyed
charcoallost no dye to the water.

"This apparent contradiction disappears when we recall
that we were diluting an acid solution in the equilibrium

experiments,and that the adsorbed dye is extracted in an acid

solution but not in pure water. It is worth stating that
this apparent discrepancy occurs only with the basic dyes.
There is no decompositionwith the acid dyes (patent blue,

crystal ponceau)and the adsorbeddye is extracted somewhat

by water. The equilibrium experiments hold here without

limitation."

This explanation is given up in a later paperl in which
the authors say: "Subsequent experimentsshowed, however,
that this explanation would not do. Very concentrated acid
solutions are necessaryin order to extract visible amounts of

dye from charcoal dyed in the way described; very dilute

acid solutions, such as oceur in the equilibrium experiments,
behave like pure water.2

"As a matter of fact there is no discrepancyat all, a fact
which wasnoticedby one of us (Neumann). It is a necessary
consequence of the existence of an adsorption equilibrium

1Freundtiehand Neumann: Zeit. phys. Chem., 67,539 (1909).
To a certain extent thé case is different with crystal violet because

the exponent t/n in the adsorption isotherm x/M a o'.c' is so near zero that
the adsorbed amount is practically independcntof the equilibrium concentration
and the equilibriumexperiments therefore lose their significanee. What has

been said holds.however, for new fuchsine and briUiant green.
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that a dyed charcoal, wMch is in equilibrium with a com-
pletely decolorizedsolution, will give up to pure water an
amount of color which is not sufficient to color the water.
Théequilibriumconcentration with freshly added pure water
must be somewhat less than that of the dye solution whieh
had been shaken with charcoal. If the color in the latter
solution is below the limit of visibility, this must be still
moretrue for the pure water;

"Such a misconception of the equilibrium relation, as
occurredin the other paper, can be excused only by the fact
that the appearances were very misleading. Charcoal, dyed
withcrystal violet or brilliant green as a result of decolorizing
a concentrateddye solution, has the same golden luster as the
crystals of the dye, and one involuntarily compares the two
and is astonished that no dye dissolves from the charcoal
whereasthe crystals colorwater at once. One forgetsthat the
dyed charcoal was in equilibrium with a decolorizedsolu-
tion.t

"It was scarcely necessary to test the accuracy of this
point of viewbecause the equilibrium experiments of Freund-
lichand Losevwere sufficient. Merely as an illustration the
followingexperiments were made: Charcoal was dyed once
in a brilliantgreensolution so that the solut'on was exhausted.
In a secondexperiment the amount of charcoal was so regu-
lated that the solution was still moderately colored. Both
solutions were filtered from the charcoal as completely as
possible. When the first sample of charcoal was treated with
water, the wash water was colorless; in the case of the second
samplethe liquid wasgreeneven whenrelatively largeamounts
of washwater were taken.

In theliteraturearetobefounda numberofexperimentsintendedto
testthequestionof an adsorptionequilibrium,whiehwerearrangedsoun-
suitablythatthesolutionwasexhausted.Whenthéadsorbingmaterialwas
shakenwithwaterandpracticallynoneof theadsorbedsubstancedissotved.
peoplemadethemistakeofdoubtingtheoccurrenceofanequilibrium.Insuch
experimentstheconcentrationinthesolutionafteradsorptionmustbemeasur-
able.
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Froma proper consideration of adsorption equilibrium
it follows that a dye can be fast without having to assume a

special combinationbetween fiber and dye. It is only neces-

sary that the exhaustionof the dye-bath shall be so complete
that it is not colored visibly. The concentration of the dye
in the wash water will be smaller still and the dyed fibers will

never bleed."Il

After this digressionwe can corneback to the Freundlich

and Losev' paper.

"If one rejects the rather improbable assumption of a

salt-like compound between charcoal and color base, there

is nothing else to assume but that the color base occurs in the

charcoal surface either as such or as a derivative of the

same."

"As a matter of faet the substance adsorbed by the

charcoal behavesquite differently from crystal violet as salt.

While water will not dissolve anything from the dyed char-

coal, the dye is extracted without difficulty by other solvents.

Methyl and ethyl alcohol become colored deep violet in con-

tact with the dyed charcoal, and so do amyl alcohol (some-
what redder) and pyridine. The adsorbed substance is also

much more soluble in benzene than the crystal violet salt.

If one shakes crystal violet with anhydrous benzene, the

liquid does assume a bluish violet tinge; but this is due to

suspended particles, for the benzene filters practically color-

less through as ash-freepaper filter and a strip of filter paper,

dipped into the filtrate, dries to an extremely faint bluish

color. If one shakesbenzene with a large amount of charcoal,
which has beendyed with crystal violet, the benzene becomes

coloredyellowishbrown. If one dips a piece of filterpaper into

Zeit. phys. Chem., 59, 300 (tçoy).
S In a later paper (Freundlieli and Neumann: Zeit. phys. Chcm., 67,

548 (t<)o<))) this is modified to read: "Thé substance, which is present on thc

charcoal surface after the adsorption of the dye, is in all probability a salt of the

color cation with a strongly adsorbed, presumably organie, anion. Of course

it is not impossible that thé anion is the strongly adsorbed hydroxyl ion and

that the color base is adsorbed, but this i9 not a necessary conclusion."
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this solution, thé paper takes on a deep blue-violet color,
and the benzene solution becomes the same color if alcohol
be added to it.

Attentionhas already been drawn to the fact that acids
also extract dye from the charcoal. New fuchsine behaves
similarlyto crystal violet in all the points under consideration
though the solutions of new fuchsine have not been studied
with so much care.

"We are now face to face with the question as to the
form in which the base occurs on the charcoal surface. Be-
fore answering this question we must considermore carefully
the chemical properties of thé. basesof the colorsalts in ques-
tion. Differences of opinion as to these color bases have
persisted even up to the most recent times. Thé reason for
this is to be found in the rather obscure isomeric relations.
The color salt of crystal violet behaves exactly like the salt
of a strong base. It is highly dissociated' and a basic car-
bonate is known.

"One would therefore expect a highly dissociated
hydroxide to exist, having the same color as the salt and
soluble in water, by analogy with the strong alkalies. This
hydroxidedoes not exist as a base which can be precipitated.
If one adds caustic potash, for instance, to a solutionof crystal
violet, the solution becomes decolorized and clouded; there
separates a white precipitate, the carbinol, which has the
compositionof the desiredhydroxide but none of the required
properties. It is only sparingly soluble in water, does not
conduct appreciably, and is not colored.

"By conduetivity measurements on a solutioncontaining
crystal violet and one equivalent of NaOH, Hantzsch~showed
that the conductance of the solution was what it would be in
case the solution contained a mixture of dye cation + Na' +
OH' + CI', thereby proving the possible existence of the
'true' base in aqueous solution. In course of time the con-

Hantzsch:Ber.chem.Ges.Berlin,33,278(içoo).
Ber.chem.Ges.Berlin,33,278(t~oo);Miolati:Ibid.,36,1788(1893)-

28,t696(1905).
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ductance of the solution decreased markedly, finally reaching

the value for NaC!, while at the same time carbinolprecip-

itated. Therefore there takes place the reaction

dyecation+ OH' = carbinol.

The fact that thé rate of formation of the carbinol is pro-

portional to the first power of the concentration of dye and of

hydroxyl ion is additional evidence of the correctnessof this

point of view. A welcomeconfirmation and extension is to

be found in the recent work of Sidgwick and Moore.' They

followed colorimetrically the action of alkali in converting

brilliantgreeninto the colorlesscarbinol. With thisdye, which

is closely related to crystal violet, they found the same re-

lation in regard to concentration of the dye and of hydroxyl

ion whieh Hantzsch had found; and the constants also had the

same value as those determined electrically. Hantzsch was

therefore correct in ascribing this group of reactions to those

phenomena of isomerism which he calls the isomerismof the

pseudo-acids and pseudo-bases. He considers the 'true'

base as ammonium base white the carbinol is the pseudo-base.

"Baeyer2 considers an isomerism, ammonium base–

carbinol, as improbable and prefers to speak of an isomerism,

carbonium base-carbinol.

"As far as the present question is concerned,it is a matter

of indifferencewhat type of isomerism we have. It is only

important whether the colored base can be isolated. This

appearsnot to be the case. A discussionof this matter by von

Georgievicsand WeiP led to no definite conclusion whether

the colored precipitates, whieh are obtained by a suitable

addition of alkali to the solution of the dye, are or are not

mixtures of the dye salt and carbinol. Hantzsch observed

the ammonium base only. in aqueous solution and Baeyer

Zeit.phys.Chem.,58,385(1906).
Ber. chem. Ges. Berlin, 37, nS~, 2848 (1904); 38, 569 (1905).

von Georgievics: Mitt. Gew. Museum, 1894; Ber chem. Gcs. Berlin,

29, 20!5 ([896); Monatshefte fur Chemie, 17, 4 (1896); ai, 40 (!9co). Weil

Ber. chem. Ges. Berlin, z8,205 (t895); 29, t54t. ~677 (tS96); 93,3!4! (t90o).
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is of the opinion that the color bases have a definite but
very timited stability.

"One cannot, therefore, consider it probable that the
ammonium base is present on the charcoal surface. There
is also another argument against such a conception,namely
that the substance in question is so insolublein water.' The
ammonium base ought to be soluble in water by analogy
because it is a strong base, and also because the addition of
alkali to a solution of crystal violet does not at first change
the color at all. Since nothing precipitates, the ions of the
color base must co-exist with hydroxyl ions, though of course
it might be urged that there was supersaturation.

"We also cannot assume the presenceof carbinolon the
charcoal surface. This assumption is contradicted by the
color of the adsorbed substance, which is a lustrous golden
brownin the case of crystal violet, not unlike the colorof the
dye salt. Thé hypothesis that one is dealingwith a mixture
of carbinol and dye salt seems scarcely to be a happy one in
view of the previously described properties of the adsorbed
dye.

"The properties of the substance adsorbedon the surface
of the charcoal correspond therefore neither to those of the
ammoniumbase nor to those of the carbinol. The important
propertiesare as follows:

i. The substance must be formed by splitting off acid
from the dye salt.

2. It has a golden brown surface color in the case of
crystal violet and probably a violet body color.

3. It is insoluble in water [when in contact with char-
coal].

4. It is soluble in alcohol, pyridine, etc., with violet
color.

5. It is soluble in benzene with reddishbrown color.
"It occurred to us that the polymerizationproducts of

fuchsonimine as described by Baeyer, corresponded sur-

(Thisargumenthasbeenrecognizedspecificallyasunsound.Freuad-
lichandNeumann:Zeit.phys.Chem.,67,540(1909).]
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prisingly with the observed properties of the substance ad-

sorbed on the charcoal surface. These products were ob-

tained by grindingparafuchsinevery finein a mortar, treating

with concentrated caustic soda, filtering, washingwith water,

and drying in a vacuum. There was obtained a brown

amorphous powder which contained only traces of chlorine

and which, on analysis, proved to have practically the com-

positionof the carbinol. It was completelyinsolublein water

but solublein alcoholand in pyridine.
"Now Baeyer considersthis compoundas a condensation

product of the imine compound (NH!!CeH4)2C.C6H4.NH,and

there is no justification for such a compoundin the caseof a

peralkylized substance like crystal violet. On the other

hand, the similarity in the behavior of the two substances,

crystal violet and fuchsine, is so great that it does not seem

impossible that similar polymerization products may be

formedunder similar conditions.

"This is actually the case. Finely powdered crystal

violet was ground with caustic soda. It changed into a

brownishvioletamorphouspowderwhichwassparinglysoluble

in water.' It was collectedon a filter and washed, whereby

it appeared that the caustic soda and the wash water had re-

moved quantitatively all the chlorine contained in the dye.

As soon as the wash water gave no further test for chloride,

the powderwasdried in a vacuum. It dissolvedin alcoholand

pyridine with a violet color and in benzene with a reddish

brown color. When a piece of filter paper was dipped into

the benzene solution and then allowed to dry, it became

coloreda deep violet. If alcoholwere added to the benzene

solution,a change to violet occurred. It is strikinglyevident

that the properties of this substance resemble very closely

those of the substance adsorbed on the charcoal surface;

loss of hydrochloricacid, color of the substance itself~ solu-

bility relations, and color of the solutions."
,j

WecouldnotteUwhethertheslightcolorinthewashwaterwasdue

tothénewsubstanceortosomeunchangeddyesatt.
Thecolorwasnotquitesobrownishasthatofthesubstanceitsetf.
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"The similaritywith the behaviorof fuchsine,and the ease
with whichthe colorsalt can be regainedby the actionof acids,
forces the conclusionthat one is dealingwith a condensation

product of the carbinol or, more properly speaking, of the
carbonium hydroxide or of the ammonium base. Unfor-

tunately, external conditions prevented for the moment the

quantitative study of these results. We have not yet deter-
mined how long these substances willkeep and whether they
change in time to carbinol in presenceof hydroxyl ion. As
thé result of the latest experimentsand considerationswe may
say that charcoalsplits the dyesalt into baseand acid, and that
the base is very probably present OKthe charcoal~M~/oc~as a
condensationproductof the ~M~activecoloredbase.

It shouldbe mentioned that this conception nts in ad-

mirably in other respects with other facts. From the de-

scription of these substances, it appears that they are amor-

phous and colloidal. Amorphous substances are readily
compressible, and compressible substances are adsorbed

strongly, by surfaces or their formation is favored by sur-
faces. That is also the case here and we are justifiedin con-

sidering the union between charcoal and the condensation

products of the color base as a stable colloid complex of a

positive colloid (color base) and a negative colloid (charcoal),
like those made familiar by the work of Zsigmondy,Biltzl
and others.

"The question now arises as to the relation between the
fibers and the dyes. Since there is an unbroken analogy be-
tween the behavior of charcoal and that of fibers, we are
forced to conclude that a similar product of the color base
is adsorbed by the fibers and a similar colloidal complex
formed. Here it may be mentioned that wool dyed with
crystal violet is not decolorizedby water but is by alcohol.
In the literature there are numberlessstatements that the last
traces of dye cannot be removed by alcoholbut our experi-
ments do not confirm this. The decolorizedwoolwas just as

Ber.chern.Ges.Bertin,37,io96(1904).
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yellowish white as the wool which had never been dyed.

Sisley' alsostates that silk, whichhas beendyedwithfuchsine,

can be decolorizedcompletely. He was able to repeat the

cycle several times without the silk losing in weightat all, a

further, and decisive,proof against the assumptionof a salt

formation between dye and fiber. It was unfortunately

not possible to carry out an experiment on the removalof the

dye from the fiber by means of benzene becausethe some-

what swollen fibers were uncommonly difficultto wet with

benzene.2 Thé differencein colorationbetweenfiberand char-

coal is not important; with the orderly arrangementon the

charcoal surface, the surface color is the predominant one.

With the fibers there is no such even distributionon the sur-

face of an opaque substance, and consequentlythe body color

is the important one. It is however well known among

technical men that in certain cases (with concentrateddye-

baths for instance) the fibersare dyed so deepa shadethat the

precipitated dye gives rise to a bronze effect similar to that

on charcoal. The surface bronzing thus dependsonly on the

amount of adsorbed dye and it shows up at lowerconcentra-

tions with charcoal owing to the relatively smaller surface

and greater adsorption.
"This is the place to describe a peculiar phenomenon

whichhas beennoticed with deeply dyed carbon. If one adds

a layer of benzeneor any other organicsolventsuchas chloro-

form, anisol, aniline or nitrobenzene (carbon bisulphideand

ligroin scarcely act at all) to water in which is suspended

charcoal dyed with crystal violet and in whichthere is not the

slightest trace of color there appears in the courseof time, say
ten minutes, a violet edgingat the surface betweenwater and

benzene (or the other solvents) which gradually spreadsmore

and more into the water until the water is coloreda deepviolet.

This color is permanent so long as there is a layerof benzene

above the water. As soon as all the benzenehas evaporated

Bult.Soc.chim.Paris,2$,865(içoo).
[It seemsquitepossiblethat thisis theexplanationforWalkerand

Appleyard'sunexpectedresultswithsilk,picricacid,andbenzène.–W.D.B.]
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the dye is all taken up again by the charcoal and the water
becomescolorlessagain. If ànother layer of benzene is added
to the water, the cycle repeats itself. In some cases this is
done four or five times without any noticeable variation. A
few grans of dyed ehaicoal are sufficientfor the experiment.

"The phenomenon is probably due to the fact that the
base, or the condensation product, adsorbedby the charcoal
is more soluble in organic solventsthan in water; also, accord-

ing to the experiments of Freundlich,l adsorption is much
less in organie solvents than in water.2 The adsorbed sub-
stance dissolves more readily in the benzeneor in the water
saturated with benzene;and sinceit is lessadsorbed, a certain
amount will pass into the liquid. One might be surprised
that the small amount of dissolvedbenzenecould change the

properties of the water so much;but this is actually the case.
If one shakes benzenewith water, givesthe two layers plenty
of time to separate, and draws off the water by means of a

separatory funnel into a glass in which charcoal, dyed with

crystal violet, is suspendedin water,the liquidcoloredbecomes

uniformly violet. This experiment can only be interpreted
to mean that the adsorbed base is more soluble and less ad-
sorbed in water containing benzene. The violet color seems

strange at first becauseit bas alreadybeenmentioned that the
base, adsorbed by the charcoal, dissolvesin benzene to form
a brown solution. If one remembersthat addition of alcohol
causes this color to change to violet, the violet eolor of the

aqueous benzene solution ceases to be extraordinary.3 New
fuchsine and brilliant green behave exactly like crystal violet;
exceptionally good results are obtained when ether is sub-
stituted for benzene."

Before discussing Freundlich's conclusion that we are

dealing with a condensation product, it will be desirable to

Xeit.phys.Chem.,S7,385(1906).
[Thisistruconlyinsofarasit isarestatementofthegreatersolubility

inorganiesolvents.-W.D.B.)
3Fortheexistenceofsimilar,colored,dyebasesinorganicsolvents,see

Michadis:Miiger'sArch.,~7,634(t9o.;);t0!,183(1904.).
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see exactly what Baeyer and Hantzsch say in regard to the

existence of ammonium bases, î quote first from a paper by

Baeyer and Villiger.1

"Hantzsch2 has studied the conductance of the system,

dye salt + NaOH, and has drawn the conclusionthat the real

color bases have the formula of an ammonium hydroxide.
He has expressed this opinion so forciblythat these ammonium

hydroxides are even to be found given in text-books as real

compounds. We will now describe a few experimentswhich

show that Hantzsch's experiments do not constitute a con-

vincing proof of the existence of the ammonium hydroxides.

"As regards the behavior of fuchsine and new fuchsine

with alkalies, Homolka has shown that ether, benzene, or

chloroform extracts the brownish orange, quinoid base from

the alkaline solution. This base is readily solublein water and

consequently is partially removed from the organicsolvents by
water. This accounts for the fact that a concentrated solu-
tion in ether is obtained when au cxcess of caustic soda is

added so as to salt out the base. If one adds a solution of

Homolka's base-preferably from new fuchsine in benzene--

to a dilute sodium chloride or potassium nitrate solution, a

precipitate is obtained which contains a large amount of

fuchsine. The quinoid color base has therefore taken hydro-
chloric acid from the caustic soda and has set frcc caustic

soda as may be shown by testing with turmeric paper.3 If

the benzene solution is dilute and the sodiumchloride is like-

wise very dilute, say N/ioo, there is no appreciableprecip-
itation and the aqueous solution has a color intermediate

between that of fuchsine and that of the imine base. From

this one must conclude that fuchsine is present in the solution

even though the dilution is so great that none precipitates.

Consequently there must bé present simultaneouslyin such a

Ber.chem.Gcs.Berlin,3?,2858(1904.).
Ibid., 33, 2~8, 752 (tooo).

Weithaspreviouslyshownthatfuchsinecarbonateandsodiumchloride
reaetto formfuchsineandsodiumcarbonate,ascanbeshownbythéalkaline
reactionofthésolution.
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solution, imine base, fuchsine, sodium chloride, sodium hy-
droxide, and carbinol. We can alsoshowthat imine is formed

when one equivalent or less of caustic soda is added to a

fuschine solution becauseether is coloredbrown when shaken

with the alkalinesolution.

If we keep these faets in mind whentesting the accuracy
of Hantzsch's conclusion,we see that the existencein solution

of a colored ammonium hydroxide is by no means proved.
In the first place it is not correct to say' that ether extracts

no imine base from a solution containing fuchsine and one

equivalent of caustie soda. Thé ether becomes distinctiy
brown and the carbonate is formed if one passes carbon

dioxide throughthe etherealsolution. That the ether contains

only a little iminebaseis not becausevery little of the fuchsine

has been decomposedbut because the imine is readily soluble

in water. If one salts out the imine base by an excess of

caustic soda, the ether of course takes up more of it.

In the second place, Hantzsch has calculated the con-

ductance on the assumption that the system, fuchs ne + i

NaOH, changes at once to the system, fuchsine ammonium

hydroxide + NaCl, whichthen reacts in two different ways,
to form imine base + NaCl, and carbinol + NaCl. This

assumption is inaccurate for two reasons.

"Let us adopt Hantzsch'spoint of viewand assume that

fuchsine is the salt of an ammonium hydroxide having the

same strength as caustic potash. In the system, fuchsine

+ i NaOH, we shall then have an equilibrium between

fuchsine, ammonium hydroxide base, sodium chloride and

caustic soda. The observedconductance wlll therefore not

be due solely to the ammoniumhydroxidebase but also to the

sodium hydroxide. If, however, we adopt our assumption
that fuchsinereacts withNaOH to form NaCl and imine base,
which latter reactswithsodiumchlorideto formfuchsineagain,
the compositionof the solution will be given by the equation
fuchsine+ iNaOH= fuchsinebase+ iminebase+ NaCl+ NaOH

and one wouldnaturally expectan increasein conductance due

Hantzsch:Ber.chem.Ges.Bertin,33,759(t9oc).
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to the presence of sodium hydroxide. The conductance will

finally decrease to that of a sodium ehloridesolution owing
to the imine base taking up water and forming carbinol.

Accordingto this way of lookingat things,there is no change
of an ammonium hydroxide into a pseudo-basebut rather an

addition of water by a quinoidsubstance.

"With the completelyatkylated dyes,such as hexamethyl

violet [crystal violetj we may assume,withHantzsch, that the

true color base is an ammoniumhydroxide. If this basecould

be isolated, it would behave towards sodiumchloride like the

imine base of fuchsineand wethereforebelievethat what bas

just been said holds also for hexamethyl violet and that the

large and gradually decreasingconductance,which Hantzsch

found for hexamethyl violet + ï NaOH, is due to the con-

ductance of the caustic soda, the amount of whieh decreases

owingto formation ofcarbinol. We base this conclusionupon
the action of an excessof alkali in decolorizingrapidly a solu-

tion of crystal vio'et. This seems to us to prove that the

hypothetical ammonium hydroxidebase can exist only for an

immeasurably short time. It might be objected that the

rapid conversionof the ammoniumbase to pseudo-baseby thé

excessof caustic soda is due to the salting-out action of the

latter; but this objectionfalls to the groundin view of the fact

that ammonia decolorizes the solution of hexamethyl violet

almost as rapidly as caustic soda and yet doesnot salt out at

all. According to Hantzsch hexamethylviolet is the salt of a

base as strong as caustic potash and consequentlyit should

either not be decomposedat all by ammonia or only to a

negligibleextent. If the ammoniumhydroxidebase werealso

moderately stable, one does not see why a crystal violet

solution should be completelydecomposedby ammonia in a

very short time--within a minute under some conditions.

"We therefore concludethat the true color base of fuch-

sine is not the ammonium hydroxide but Homolka's imine

base, whereas the ammonium hydroxide is the true color

base in the case of hexamethyl violet and ail the completely

alkylized dye salts, but is so instable that it cannot be char-
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acterized as capable of existence in a chemical sense. Ac-

cording to thispoint of viewthe conversionof an ammonium
base into a pseudo-baseoccurs only in the case of the com-

pletely alkylizeddye salts."

This criticismwasnot long left unansweredby Hantzsch. t

In the latest paperon 'Dibenzalacetone and Triphenyl-
methane,' A. v. Baeyer and V. Vilîiger~have subjected my
experimentsand conclusionson the nature of the bases of the
anilinedyes"to a criticismwhich unfortunately 1 cannot leave
unanswered. Although, or more properly because, my re-
sults are convincingfrom the standpoint of the dissociation

theory, the reputation and influence of the first of the two
authors make it necessaryfor me to discuss in detail the ob-

jections to myconclusions.

"From myexperimentson the conductance of the system,
dye salt (RN.Cl) + sodium hydroxide, 1 concluded that,
since the observed conductance is at first (almost) exactly
equal to the sum of the conductance due to the four ions,
RN' + Cl' + Na' + OH', such solutions-of crystal violet
and sodium hydroxide,for instance-contain the dye at first

(almost) completelyas the true ammonium base which, like
the tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide, has almost the

strength (degreeof dissociation)of the alkalies. The ammo-
nium bases of the dyes, however,are only temporarily stable
even in the dissociated form, as shown by the gradually
decreasingconductanceof the aqueous solutions; they under-

go isomeric changes, more or less rapidly into the pseudo-
ammonium bases, the carbinols. There is a previous loss of
water and changeto an iminebase in the case of those ammo-
nium bases like fuchsinewhich still have hydrogen atoms at-

tached to nitrogen.
>C C.H, NH,'+ OH'––– >C(OH).C.H,.NH,

dissociated ammonium base carbinol
x

;]; iminebase M
C C<H,NU

Ber. chem. Ges. Berlin, 37, 3434 (t90.t).

Ibid.,37,2848(1904).
Ibid., 33,278, 752 (1900)-
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"According to von Baeyer and Villigermy 'experiments
do not constitute a convincingproof of the existence of the

ammonium hydroxide;' the authors come finally to the con-

clusion that 'the true colorbase of fuchsineis not the ammo-

nium hydroxide but Homolka's imine base, whereas the

ammonium hydroxide is the true color base in the case of

hexamethyl violet and all the completely alkylized dye salts,

but is so instable that it cànnot be characterized as capable
of existence in a chemicalsense.'

"Let me first point out that, according to the general

custom due to the dissociation theory, we only consider

strictly as bases the hydroxyl compounds, R.OH, which are

more or less completely dissociatedin aqueous solution into

R' and OH', in other words which furnish hydroxyl ions.

We can only speak of ammonia as the base of ammonium

chloride in the sense that we speak of carbon dioxide as car-

bonicacid. It is more importanttonotehoweverthat although
the true base of ammonium chloride, ammonium hydroxide,
is not known in a free state and cannot be isolated, yet it is

capable of existing chemicallyin the form of an ion, for the

degreeof dissociationof aqueousammoniasolutionsas calcula-

ted from the conductancecorrespondsin fact to the amount

of dissociated ammonium hydroxide. When these generally

accepted methods of reasoningare applied to thé present case,

we see that the true color bases are the ammonium bases,

that the imine bases are the anhydridesof the ammonia type,
and that the amount of the dissociatedammonium bases in

aqueous solution can be determined from the conductance

just as in the case of ammonium hydroxide. This cannot

easily be determined directly because of the isomeric change
of the ammonium hydroxide to carbinols. It is therefore

determined indirectly as before pointed out. Objection has

been made by von Baeyer and Villiger to the reliability of

this indirect method not only in the case of fuchsine but also

in the case of the completelyalkylized dyes, such as hexa-

methyl violet, which cannot form anhydridesof the ammonia

type. Accordingto their viewone may assume that the true
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color base of hexamethyl violet is an ammonium hydroxide;
but it is still to be proved that the hypothetical ammonium

hydroxide base can exist even for an immeasurably short
time.

"Since my conclusionsfrom my experiments are quite
different, 1 must give the course of reasoning at some length.
If one had a pure aqueous solution of the crystal violet base

and could showthat it was practically completely dissociated,
that would be in itself sufficient proof that the solution con-
tained the ammoniumbase of crystal violet. Unfortunately
this simple state of things can only be attained with difficulty
and without accuracy owing to the rapid isomeric changes
of the base. Instead of trying to do this, 1 have started with

very highly diluted, and therefore practically completely
dissociated, solutionsof the dye salt and have added equally
dilute, equimolecular solutions of caustie soda. The con-

ductance of the mixture proved to be the sum of the con-

ductances of the components. Consequently the system
must contain the four coexisting ions, RN,~ Cl, Na and OH.

"We can therefore attribute to a misunderstanding the

statement of von Baeyer that 1 made the assumption that the

system, dye salt + NaOH, changed at once into the system,
ammonium hydroxidebase of the dye and sodium chloride.
The misunderstandingis probably due to the fact that the

conductance of sodium chloride (Na' + Cl~) has to be sub-
stracted in order to obtain the conductance of the ammonium
base (RN' + OH'). This process, though also criticized,
is completely justified by the dissociation theory.

"A dilute solution of crystal violet and eaustic soda at
first contains all four ions simultaneously.. After deducting
the conductance due to sodium chloride solution of that

concentration, we get a conductance which is what we should

expect if we had the dye cations and the hydroxyl anions

coexisting at almost the same concentration that we should
have with an equimolecularcaustie soda solution at the same

Abbreviationforthecationofthecolorbase.
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dilution. From the dissociation theory we may conclude
that the true hexamethylvioletammoniumbase exists in these
solutions and that it is almost as strong (dissociated) a base
as the alkalies. Its instability in the undissociated 'free'
state has nothing to do with the proved existence in the disso-
ciated state. Nobody wouldquestion the existence of disso-
ciated ammonium hydroxide in aqueous ammonia because
it is impossible to isolate ammonium hydroxide. Solutions
of the hexamethyl violet ammonium base change but slowly
to the carbinol form, as is shown by the fact that the con-
ductance of the solution goes back very gradually to that
of the correspondingsodiumchloride solution. Consequently
von Baeyer and Villigerare not justified in saying that the

hexamethyl violet ammonium base can exist only for an im-

measurably short time.

"Equally erroneous are the experiments and reasoning
which purport to show that 1 was not justified in assuming
the existence of the fuchsine ammonium base. It is im-
material whether the conduetance in the system, fuchsine
salt + NaOH, is due in part to the caustie soda. The im-
portant fact is that at first (before the change to carbinol)
large amounts of fuchsiniumions and hydroxyl ions there co-
exist unaltered, without there being an immediate change
such as occurs with an anilinesalt and caustie soda

ArNH3CI+ NaOH= (ArNH,'+ CI' + Na' + OH')
= ArNH2.H20+ Na-+ CI',

to the aminé or to the iminebase. That such solutions con-
tain chiefly fuchsine hydroxide and only relatively small
amounts of the imine base followsalso from the color of the
solutions according to Ostwald'sviewson the colorof the ions.
At o° freshly prepared solutions of fuchsine salt + caustic
soda have almost exactly the same color and intensity as
equally highly diluted solutions of fuchsine salt without
caustie soda. There are thereforepractically equal amounts
of the colored fuchsiniumcations in the two solutions.

It is possible to account for the behavior of Homolka's
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imine base only by considering its relation to the true disso-
ciated ammoniumcolorbase. The imine base is not removed
from solutionsin ether, benzol, or chloroform very thoroughly
by water becauseit is very soluble in water, since so com-

plex a triphenyl methane base would dissolve but slightly
in water. What happens is that the imine base is simultane-

ously hydratized and ionized by contact with water (like
NHa); and thé new compound is readily soluble in water.
What we have dissolved in the aqueous solution is not the
imine but almost entirely the dissociated ammonium hy-
droxide. The brown base dissolves in indifferent solvents
with a browncolor;but anybody can see that in water wehave
a pure red solutionof almost the same intensity as an equally
concentrated fuchsinesolution would be. Special experiments
showed that the conductance of such solutions is almost as

large as it should be for a completely dissociated ammonium

hydroxide solution if we take into account the numerousand
unavoidable experimental errors such as the rapid change
of the fuchsine ammonium base to the carbinol, and the

changes in conductancedue to the varying amounts of ether
or benzene, and also carbon dioxide, which are taken up
when shaking out with water. Solutions of new fuchsine in
benzene precipitate solid fuchsine when mixed under proper
conditions with sodium chloride or potassium nitrate solu-

tions but this is not, as von Baeyer assumes, because the

quinoid color base (imine base) has taken hydrochloric acid
from sodium chloride, setting caustic soda free. In reality,
the ions of the dissociated ammonium base have done this
as soon as the concentrations exceeded the solubility produet
of the correspondingfuchsine salt. It is now possible to ex-

plain von Baeyer and Villiger's results that the brown imine
base is extracted freelyby indifferent solvents from an aqueous
solution of fuchsine and sodium hydroxide. The aqueous
solution contains chiefly the ions of the true ammonium

hydroxide; there are aiso present small amounts of the imine

base, just as in the case of aqueous solutions of all amines.
Since the fuchsine imine base is readily soluble in ether and
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sparingly soluble in water, the ether removes practically
ail of the small amounts of imine base. The equilibrium is

destroyed; more imine base is formed, which is then extracted

by the ether, and so on.

"Strictly speaking, the action of caustie soda on solu-

tions of dissociatedfuchsiniumhydroxide is not a salting-out
but depends on a specifieaction of the hydroxyl ions which

the mass law shows to be important in aqueous solutions of

atl ammonia derivatives.1 In such systems as

R:N, H.OH-~± R.NH.OH~±. R.NH-+ OH',

addition of caustic increases the concentrations of hydroxyl
ions and, in consequence,the concentration of the undisso-

ciated portion. The shaking-out of the imine will therefore

be aided and also the change to the pseudo-carbinol base
accelerated. The following experiments show that caustie
does not salt out such dye solutionsat aIl but acts solely as a

base by changing the concentration of hydroxyl ions.

"Very dilute solutions (~V/soo)of fuchsineand of crystal
violet were decomposedsimultaneously by equal volumes of

i. One molecularweightof caustie soda.

2. One molecularweightof ammonia.

3. One molecularweightof sodium chloride.

Pure water.

These solutions had at first the same intense red color,
but the one containing caustie soda decolorized the most

rapidly through precipitation of the carbinol bases. The

solution containing ammonia changed more slowly and the
one containing sodium chloride changed scarcely faster than
the water one. Equal volumes of ether extract the most
imine base from solution No. t and the least from solutions

Nos. 3 and 4, which is exactly what one wouldexpect accord-

ing to the dissociationtheory. Thèseexperimentsshowthat the

true ammonium color bases exist in the dissociated state for

easily determined periods and not for immeasurably short

times. They also show that ammonia does not decolorize

Cf.HantzschandSebatdt:Zeit.phys.Chem..30,2~8~899).
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a solution of hexamethyl violet practically as rapidly as
does caustic soda; and lastly that excessof sodiumhydroxide
causes the rapid change of ammonium base into pseudo-
base, not, as von Baeyer ând Villiger assunied, becauseof a
salting-outaction but becauseof the hydroxyl ions,the rate of
isomericchangebeing proportional to the concentrationof the
hydroxylions.

"I think that the results of my former experimentsmay
now be consideredas completely established. They may be
summed up briefly as foUows: The primary and actual
bases of the dye salts of the triphenyl methane seriesare true
ammonium hydroxides having the same color as the dye
salts. They cannot be isolated in the 'free' (solid) state.
They exist only in dilute aqueous solutions and thereforein a
state of almost complete dissociation; their presence, how-
ever, can be shown just as definitely as that of dissociated
ammoniumhydroxide in aqueous ammonia solutions. They
undergo isomeric change to the pseudo.bases or carbinol
with a varying but always measurable velocity, the change
being autocatalytic because proportional to the concentra-
tion of hydroxyl ions. The rate is therefore increasedsome-
what by ammoniaand stillmore by sodiumhydroxide. From
aqueous solutions of bases like fuchsine which still contain
a hydrogen atom attached to nitrogen, indifferent solvents
extract anhydrides of another color (Homolka's brown imine
base fromfuchsine). This stands in exactly the samerelation
to the primary ammoniumcolor bases as ammonia to ammo-
nium hydroxide;the iminebase is therefore not the true base
but is the anhydride of that base and is converted by water
almost completely to the dissociated ammonium base."

This reply by Hantzsch covers the ground very thor-
oughly,.and in a later paper Bâeyer' concedes practically
every point of importance raised by Hantzsch. Baeyer pre-
fers to considerthe free baseas a carbonium base insteadofan
ammoniumbase; but that is immaterial so far as the theory
of dyeingis concemed.

Ber. chem. Ces. Berlin, 38, 580 (t~oû).
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Wecan nowconsiderthe questionas to the form in whieh

fuchsine is taken up by the fiberfrom a colorless ammoniacal

solution. Freundiich postulated the presence of condensa-

tion products of the imine base; but this was because he

thought that thé substance must be insoluble in water. As
soon as he sawthe error of this assumption,he also recognized
that the color might be due to the ammonium base. The

difficultyhere is the allegedinstabilityof the ammonium base
but 1 am inclined to think that this is a misunderstanding.
If we add dilute caustic soda to a silver nitrate solution, we

get silver oxideand not silverhydroxide. On the other hand,
silver oxide and water are used by the organic chemists as

equivalent to silver hydroxide. Either it occurs in solution
or a solution of silver oxide has the properties of silver hy-
droxide, whieh comes to about the same thing. If we add
dilute caustic soda to a copper sulphate solution, we get the

bluish precipitate whieh is commonlycalled cupric hydroxide.
If we spent our livesalways in hot water, we should not know
this substancebecauseaddition ofcaustic soda to a hot copper

sulphate solution precipitates the black oxide. If we boil

wool with a solution of a copper salt, the fiber turns green.

According to Knecht, Rawson and Loewenthal' it is con-

clusively shownthat a hydrate is not formed "in mordanting
wool with coppersalts. The fiberassumesa green color, but

copper hydrate whenboiled is at oncedehydrated and trans-
formed into black copperoxide. If copper hydrate had been

formed, the fiberwouldbe black, whereasit is green, and re-
mains so even after prolongedboiling."

This is a fatal illustration. It is true that cupric hy-
droxide does usually turn black when boiled with water; but
Tommasi2has shownthat this is not the case when one adds
a little manganous sulphate to the solution. Under these
conditions the solutioncan be boiledfor a long time without

causing the appearanceof black copperoxide. This is a very

"AManualofDyeing,"secondedition,i, $9(i9to).
Bull. Soc. chim. Paris, {?) 37,97 (1882); Comptes rendus, 99, 37 (i88~).
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interesting experiment. In some way the manganese sait
inereasesthe stability of the cupric hydroxide so that it does:
not blacken at 100°. If a manganèsesait can do this, there
is no reasonwhy the woolfiber should not do the same, as ap-
parently it does. There is no apparent reason why we should
treat cuprichydroxide in one way and silk dyed with magenta
in another way. 1 therefore conclude that silk stabilizes thé
colorbase of fuchsine, that wool stabilizes copper hydroxide,.
and that a manganous sait also stabilizes cupric hydroxide..
In the paper of Finch' we have another type of stabilization.
An instable cupric oxide jelly becomesstable in presenceof a.
limited amount of sulphate. The experiments of Bunce and
Finch2showthat a certain concentration of acetate is neees-
sary in order to stabilize a chromic oxide jelly. Because a.
substance is soluble in water does not mean that that sub-
stance will dissolvereadily when adsorbed by charcoal. Be-
cause a color base is instable in solution does not mean that
it is instablewhen adsorbed by silk.

The point has been made that alcoholwilt removeall the
colorfrom silk that has been dyed in an ammoniacalfuchsine
solution more readily than from silk that has been dyed in
an acetate solution. Assuming this statement to be true,
it should be noted that it is not necessary to assume that
silk always takes up the free color base alone, becauseit does.
so under certain circumstances. We have already seen that
more dye is taken up in presence of a readily adsorbedanion
or that a given amount of dye is held more firmly in presence
of a readily adsorbed anion. It seems to me therefore not
impossiblethat one may get a more permanent dyeing with
rosanilineacetate, for instance, than with the free base. One
ought to have more definite experimentson this point before
comingto a final conclusion.

Another point on which experiments are needed is as to

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,18,:6 (t9t4).
Ibid., 17, 769 (i9!3).

3Schwalbe:AhrenscheSammlungchcmiseh-tehnischerVortrâge,n~!2o(1907).
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beneficialeffect of magnesium sulphate when dyeing with

crystal violet.'1 "It has long been remarked that woolen

goodsdyed with anilinecolors, and treated with Epsom salts,
will stand the action of soap and soda, and the dressing pro-
cessgenerally,better than whennot so treated or than when

treated with any other substance. Dr. Reimann advises the

useof Epsom salts in yarns to be dyed violet. By the action

of the soda,the magnesiumsalt is decomposed,with separation
of insoluble magnesium compounds, which exert no action

upon the coloringmatter; any alteration in the color by the

alkaliis thus prevented."

Professor W. J. Hale of the University of Michigan
calledmy attention to a paper on the constitution of aniline

black by Green and Wolff in which these authors say: "It
is interesting to note that whereas emeraldine, nigraniline,
and anilineblack are ail, when produced in substance, easily
soluble in 80 percent acetic acid, they cannot be extracted

from the fiber by this solvent, but remain completely un-

dissolved. That this must be attributed to some state of

combination existing between the fiber and the dyestùff is

proved by the fact that after removal from the fiber they are
all obtained in a solublecondition. Thé removal is effected

by dissolvingthe cotton in cold concentrated, sulphuric acid

and pouring into water. The emeraldine or aniline black

is obtained as a voluminousprecipitate, which is filtered off,

thoroughly washed, and basified by boiling with ammonia.
The products thus obtained give the same reactions as the

compounds prepared in substance." Green and Wolff at-

tribute the insolubility to a reaction between the cotton and
the dye; but it is evident that this is analogous to the case of

crystal violet and charcoal. There has been no change in the
anilineblack and as soon as the cotton is removed, the normal

propertiesof anilineblack are recovered.

In the discussionof basic dyes and in the preceding paper

jour. Chem. Soc., ïy, 500 (t87~).

Jour. Soc. Dyers, iç, April (<9t3).
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on acid dyes, 1 have ignored completely the questionwhether
the dyes formed true solutions or not. Teague and Buxton'
found that methylene blue, chrysoidine, safranine, eosine,
Bismarck brown, ànd alizarine red diâlyzed readily through
parchment at ordinary temperatures and were only slightly
colloidal if at all. Nile blue, aniline blue, and alkali blue
did not dialyze at ordinary temperatures but did somewhat
at 37°. They are classed as highly colloidal. Congo red,
azo blue, and night blue did not dialyze even at the boiling
point and are considered as completely colloidal. Others~
class methylene blue, picric acid, malachite green, eosine,
fluoresceine, auramine, and alizarine red as true solutions;
methyl violet, crystal violet, Capri blue, Nile blue, neutral
red, Helvetia blue, and rhodamiae 6 G as partly colloidal;
fuchsine, night blue, roccelline, and thé direct cotton colors
as completely colloidal.

The theory outlined in these papers is not concemedwith
thé question whether the dyes form true solutionsor colloidal
ones. As far as the qualitative side is concemed, and that
is the important thing at present, the general relationsail hold
whether the dye formsa true solution or not. It seemsto me

quite probable that the quantitative change in adsorption
with varying acidity or alkalinity can only be answeredafter
we decide whether a given dye does or does not form a true
solution. For the moment, however, all that interests me is
the outlining of a working theory of dyeing. The quan-
titative details can be filled in at any time.

The general results of this paper are:
t. A basic dye is taken up most readily in an alkaline

solution but may be taken up in a neutral or acid solution.
2. A readily adsorbed anion increases the amount of a

basic dye taken up.

3. A readily adsorbed cation decreases the amount of a
basic dye taken up.

Zeit. phys. Chem., 60, 479 (t907).

Cf. Petet-Jotivet: "Die Theorie des Farbeprozesses." 33 (tçto).
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4. Since the sulphuric acid radical is adsorbed readily
by wool,addition of sulphuric acid will cause moreof a basic

dye to be taken up by wool than addition of an equivalent
quantity of hydrochloric acid or than addition of isohydric
hydrochloricacid.

5. Addition of sodium sulphate to a dye-bath will cause
moreof a basic dye to be taken up by wool.

6. The theories in regard to the color bases of fuchsine
and crystal violet have been discussed at length.

7. Freundlich's assumption of a condensation product
of an imine base is unnecessary and undesirable.

8. When silk is dyed red from a colorless, ammoniacal
solution of magenta, the only argument against the color

beingdue to the free color base is the instability of this latter
in solutions.

9. Manganous sulphate stabilizes cupric hydroxide so
that it does not blacken when boiled with water.

10. Wool stabilizes cuprie hydroxide so that the fiber re-
mainsgreen even after the prolonged boiling.

i i. Silk stabilizes the color base of magenta. Because
this base is instable in solution is no reason why it should be
whenadsorbed by silk.

12. There is nothing in the theory as outlined to prevent
the colorbeing faster when silk is dyed with a fuchsine sait
than when dyed with the free color base. The evidence is
not conclusiveas to the existence of such a difference.

13. It is possible, though not proved, that magnesia
stabilizesthe color base of methyl violet.

!4. Cotton causes adsorbed aniline black to become in-
solublein 80 percent acetic acid. If the cotton is removed,
the aniline black recovers its so-called normal properties.

15. So far as the qualitative side of thé present theory of

dyeing is concerned, it makes no difference whether a given
basicor acid dye forms a true solution or a colloidalone.

The third paper of the series will deal with mordants.

Owingto press of other work, the appearance of the next
article is likely to be somewhat delayed.

Cen~K!/ttMXM<<y



THE DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY OF RE-
ACTIONS IN SOLUTION FROM THE CHANGE IN

DENSITV

BY ERNEST ANDERSON AND J. t<. HOLDEN

Many reactions in solution take place with considerable

change in density. It should be possible to determine the

velocity of such reactions from a study of the density. Therc
are probably three reasons why this density method for

determining the velocity of reactions in solution has not been
used to any extent. First, the change in density, in many
such reactions, is comparatively slight. Second, while it
is possible to determine the density of solutions to a high de-

gree of accuracy, the process is slow. Third, other very ac-
curate physical-and chemical methods have been developed
for this purpose. As soon as a direct method is perfected
for obtaining the density of solutions very rapidly to the
seventh decimal place, undoubtedly the density method will
be used for determining the velocity of some réactions.~

As an illustration of the density method for determining
reaction velocities the authors have used the inversionof cane

sugar. It is well known that a solution of cane sugar in-
creases in density as it inverts. A number of chemists have
studied this change in density, and the data on it arenumerous.
However, no one seems to have determined accurately the

velocity of this change in density.
In the investigation three acids, oxalic, sulphuric, and

ContributionfromtheMassachusettsAgricuttura)CoUege.
K. Koelichen: Zeit. phys. Chem., 33, ;s4 (1900). has used the dilato-

tnetric method in measuring the velocity of splitting of diacetone alcohol into
two molecules of acétone by bases and salts. G. Galeotti: Zeit. phys. Chem.,

76, tf~ (t0)t); 80, z~t (tfj'z) has used the ditatometfie method for determining
the velocity of inversion of cane sugar and of other reactions.

A. Bcnrath (Zeit. phys. Chem., 67, ~ot (r9og)) has made an accurate

study of the density changes in the following reactions: Inversion of cane sugar,

catalysis of certain esters by acids; esterification of certain acids and saponifica-
tion of some esters.
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hydrochloric,wereused, all in normal solution. Thé follow-

ing table gives in column (I) the constants found by the

density method, and in column (II) the constants found by
the optical method.

Oxaticaeid Sulphurieacid Hydrochtorieacid

1 II 1 II 1 H

0.0007~03 0.0008525 0.002270 0.002~35 0.005!06 0.00~9~).
0.0008370 0.0009356 0.002~85 0.002529 0.004992 0.005059
0.0007668 0.0009061 0.002467 0.002759 0.005153 0.005:76
0.0007905 o.ooo889<).0.002599 o.oo2!04 0.005338 0.005:83
0.0008:83 0.0008908 0.002387 0.002638 0.005087 0.005086

– 0.00090:2 0.0024:1 0.002452 0.0051:8 0.005:26
– i 0.0008923 0.002362 0.002588 –

0.005:59

Experimental Part

In each determination a 1000ce flask containing500 ce
of a 20 percent cane sugar solution, i. 20 grams of sugar
made up to 100ce with water, is placed in the thermostat at

25° C. At the same time 500 ce of a normal acidand a dry,
accurate, 50 cespecifiegravity bottlel are placedin the thermo-
stat. When the solutions have reached the temperature
of the thermostat the acid is poured rapidly in to the sugar,
the whole shaken well, returned to the thermostat and the

specifie gravity bottle filled by means of a pipette. The

thermometer, which serves as a stopper, is then inserted,
and the drop on top of the side neck is removedwith a towel,
the tinie being recordedas the drop is removed. The specifie

gravity bottle is then taken out of the thermostat, allowed

to stand a short time until the solution has contracted down
the narrow neck and the whole weighed.

After weighing the specific gravity bottle and solution,
the solution is thrown out, thé bottle washed, dried with
alcohol and ether and an air stream, and returned to the

Théspecifiegravitybottteusedhada thenuometerforstopperand
a narrowsideneekfittedwitha cap. Thebottleusedwithhydrochloricacid
hada volumeof50.0~07ecat 2S"Cwhilethebottleusedwithoxalicandsut-
phurieacidshada volumeof30.6989ce.
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thermostat. In the courseof about 90 minutes the bottle is

again filledand weighedas abovedescribed. This is repeated
at intervals of 30 to 60 minutes until 8 or 10 readings have
been made. The solution is then allowedto stand until there
is no further change in the weightof the bottle full of solu-
tion. If the second reading is made in less than 90 minutes
after the first reading the constant does not agree well with
the other constants. This point was not investigated closely.

In order to study the changein density at different rates
three acids were used, oxalic; sulphurie and hydrochloric,
all in normal solution. At the same time, for the sake of

comparison, the speed of inversionof the same sugar solution
was determined by the polariscope.

In calculating the constant it is necessary to know only
the change in weight of the bottle full of solution and the
constants given above are calculatedin that way. The same
constants are obtained if the density is calculated from the

weights and the constant then calculated from the density.
Data

In the followingtables, W in each case is the weightof
the bottle full of solution, or the reading of the polarimeter;
T is the correspondingtime; t is the time in minutes fromthe
first reading; A X is the end reading minus the reading
at time t; A is the end reading minus the first reading; K is
the constant given by the monomolecularreaction formula

K o"2 lo
A

CONSTANTS BY THE DENSITY METHOD

(a) Foroxalicacid

W T < A-X K
_)

-1"- -I-

83.69:5 8.26 o 960
–

83.70t2 to.$o i~ 863 0.0007403

83.7083 t2.t6 230 792 0.0008370

83.7'57 2.~5 379 718 0.0007668

8;} 7196 3.44 438 679 0.0007905

83.7242 4.55 509 633 0.0008183

83.7875 End –
– –
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(b) For sutphuricacid

~3.9420 8.59 o" 973 "–"

83.9576 10. i6 77 817 0.002270
83.9706 ii. t9 140 68~ 0.002485
839758 n 52 173 63S 0.002467
83.9965 2.15 316 428 0.002599
840003 3 21 382 390 0.002387
84.0065 4-30 45' 3~8 0.002411
8~.o!oo 5 27 5~8 293 0.002362

~4~0393- S'L- -'T: –~

(c) For hydrochlorieacid

87.6774 j 10.27 826 –

87.7127 !2.i6 t09 473 0.005106
87 7285 1.40 193 315 0.004992
S7-7345 2.15 228 255 0.005:53
87.74*8 3 12 285 182 0.005338
87-7465 423 356 135 0.005087
87 75~0 5 40 433 90 0.0051:8
87.7600 End – – –

CONSTANTSBYTHEOPTICALMSTHOD'

(a) For oxaHcacid

W T < A–X K

+39.00 7.28 0 50.7 –

+35-50 8.52 84 47.2 0.0008525
+34-00 9-'9 i" j 45 7 0.0009356
+33.00 9.47 139 44-7 0.0009061
+32.oo :o.i5 167 43.7 0.0008894
+30.50 ~0.54 206 4~-22 o.ooo8go8
+29.40 ii.2t 233 4: l 0.00090:2
+28.50 i:.48 260 40 2 0.0008923
+24.oo 2.0: .393 35 7 o.ofx)892i
+22.60 2.59 45' 34.3 0.0008664
+20.0 4-05 5'7 1 3i-7 0.0009080
–ï t.7 End – – –

A sacchamneter, reading in percent, was used. For oxalic and hydro-
chloric a 2 dm tube was used while for sulpburic a t dm tubewas used.
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(&)Forsutphuricacid

+18.50 8.49 o 24.5 I~"
+!7.oo 9 '5 26 23.0 0.00243:
+i5 oo 950 61 21.0 0.002529
+H.50 10.5l 122 17.5 0.002759
+!0.50 n.i6 147 16.6 0.002104
+ 9.40 n.45 176 15.4 0.002638
+8.20 12.32 223 14.2 0.002452
+ 6.50 t.09 26o 12.5 0.002588
+ 5.80 t.44 295 u.8 0.002477
+ 5 00 2.16 326 n.o 0.002457
+ 3.40 2.56 367 94 0.002610
+2.oo 4.03 434 8.0 0.002578

_oo__j~_End~L- T__

(c) Forhydrochlorieacid

+36.40 10.46 o 48.4 –
+28.50 u.22 36 40.5 0.004944
+t9 8o t2.o9 83 31.88 0.005059
+t2.8o !2.53 129 24.8 0.005176
+ 5.70 2.oo 194 17 7 0.005183
+ 2.50 2.43 237 14.5 0.005086
+ o.oo 3.20 272 12.0 0.005126
– 3 50 4.25 337 8.5 o.oo5!59
–12.00 End – –



THE VISCOSITY OF BINARY MIXTURES

BY EUGENE C. BINGHAM

In 1905 Jones and Bingham' advanced the hypothesis
that in binary mixtures fluidities are normally additive.
The prevailing assumption had been that viscosities are

additive, but it was seen that if fluidities are additive
viscosities cannot be. There was theoretical justification2
for the newer hypothesis and the existing experimental data
were in its favori for whereas it had been repeatedly noted
that "the viscosity of a mixture of miscible and chemically
indifferent liquids is rarely, if ever, under aIl conditions, a
linear function of the composition"~it was found that the

fluidity of such a mixture is much morenearlya linear function
of the composition.

Binary mixtures do not afford the best opportunities for

testing the validity of the above hypothesis, since so many
liquids are associated and do not fulfil the requirement of

being "chemically indifferent to each other; so that, on

mixing, either the association may break down causing a rise
in the fluidity or a more or less feeblechemical combination

may take place causing a drop in the fluidity. During the

past nine years the author and his co-workersbhave been

engaged in accumulating other lines of evidenceand in work-

ing out some of the consequencesof the hypothesis so long as
the truth of the fundamental hypothesis should remain un-

questioned. Recently, however, James Kendall" working in
the Nobel Institute of Physical Chemistryunder the direction

Am.Chem.Jour.,34,48: (1905).Lecs(Phil.Mag.,[6]i, !:8(tgol)!
considcredthefluidityformulaformixturesbutdiscardedit becausehefound
anempiricalformulawhichbetteraccordedwithMitdata.

'Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,12~7(1911).
Am. Chem. Jour., 35, 195 (1906).<ThorpeandRodger:Jour.Chem.Soc..7t,374(1897).
Bibliographyandsummaryofresults,Phys.Rev.,35,407(t9!2).
MeddelandenK.VetenskapsakademienNobelinstitut,No.25(19:3).
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of Arrhenius bas reached the conclusion that "thé logarithmic
viscosity (or fluidity)ofa solution is the characteristic additive
property, and not these quantities themselves."

Kendall reached this conclusionby obtaining thé viscosity
data for as many "normal" mixtures as possible and then
comparing the observed values with those calculated on the
various hypotheses that (i) viscosities are additive when
volumeconcentrationsare employed,(2) logarithmic viscosities
are additive when volume concentrations are employed, (3)
fluidities are additive when volume concentrations are em-
ployed, (4) fluiditiesare additive when weight concentrations
are employed, and (5) logarithmic viscosities (or fluidities)
are additive when molecular concentrations are employed.
He finds that the last givesbetter agreement and on this fact
he bases the conclusion that the logarithmic viscosity (or
fluidity) of a solution is the characteristic additive property.

It is highly important that it be soon decided once for
all whether viscosity,fluidity,or the logarithm of the fluidity
(or viscosity) is to be regarded as the characteristic additive
property in a given case. Viscosity, as a property of matter,
is of fundamental importance in many lines of investigation.
It is absolutely necessarythat we have a clear understanding
of the nature of viscositybeforewe can hope to obtain a satis-
factory understanding of conductivity, migrations of ions,
rate of diffusion,rate of crystallization, and of the nature of
colloidal solutions; and we may reasonably expect to find
viscosity related in an important manner to volume, vapor-
pressure, association, hydration, and other properties. Dis-
cussion of this subject therefore seems desirable.

Admitting a slight numerical superiority for the empirical
logarithmic formula, is one justified in making an inference
on account of it in regard to a fundamental physical relation-
ship? As in the expansionof gases, may it not be that the
ideal case is never realizedand that, moreover, the exceptions
are for the most part in onedirection? Whatever the answer,
the importance of the law which applies strictly to the ideal
case only, like Boyle's law, is not lessened thereby.
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There is a further objection to Kendall's conclusion,
which is more serious. He has applied his test to so-called
"normal" curves only, and followingDunstan's' classification,
Kendall regards aU viscosity curves as normal which do not
have a maximum or minimum. This classification places
all mixtures in three catégorieswhichare quite sharp but also

quite arbitrary, since, as has already been pointed out,2 the
occurrence of a maximumor minimumis an accidental circum-
stance, depending very largely on the nearness to equality in
the viscosities of the components of the mixtures. If the
viscosities of the components are exactly equal, the feeblest
sort of chemical combination will be sufficient to produce a
maximum; and on the other hand, a large amount of chemical
combination may be insufficientto produce a maximum if the
viscosities of the components are very unequal.

3

We shall nôw attempt to prove that the method of select-
ing the data used in the comparisondescribed above would
have tended to produce the result noted by Kendall even if
fluidities are normally additive. In Fig. i AFB is drawn to
represent a linear fluidity curve, abscissas representing con-
centrations and ordinates fluidities. If this were the normal
fluidity curve, supposed to be given by unassociated and

chemically indifferent liquids, the normal viscosity curve
obtained by plotting the reciprocalsof the fluidities would be
afb, which is part of an equilateral hyperbola whose
asymptotes are CD and CE, the point C being the point where
the fluidity curve cuts the X-axis. On the other hand, if the
viscosities are additive, the normal viscosity eurve is of the
form aVb, so it is seen that the viscosity of any mixture is
smaller, if the fluidities are additive, than would be expected,

Jour. Chem.Soc.,gi, 83(!907).
Phys. Rev., (2) l, 108 (tQt.;).

Kendall himsetfnotesthat Dunstan'sclassificationis notaltogcther
satisfactory,for"evenwherethecurveoftheviscosityappearsto beof the
normaltype,changesofstatemayhaveoccurredin themixturewhieharenot
sufficienttobringabouta maximumora minimumpoint." Foranattempt
toobtaina morenaturaldassincationseeZeit.phys.Chem.,83,660(!9i;;).
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if viscositieswereadditive. It can be proved' mathematically
that this must invariablybe the case except when the fluidities
of the componentsare identical, in which case the difference
becomes zero. Now if logarithmie viscosities (or fluidities)
are additive, the normal viscosity curve will be alb, whiehis
intermediatebetweenthe other twocurves; and it can be shown
that if logarithmicfluidities are additive, the viscosity of a
mixture must alwaysbe greater than wouldbe expectedonthe
hypothesis that fluidities are additive and less than would
be expectedon the hypothesis that viscositiesare additive.

Fig.x

Were liquids usually chemically indifferent and un-
associated, therewouldbe no dimculty in deciding whichone
of these hypothesesis correct. Unfortunately for our purpose,
in the greater number of mixtures there is a change of tem-
perature and volumeon mixingand the cause of these changes
also affects the viscosity and other properties. When there
is a considerablecontraction and heat evolution on mixing,
there seems to be an invariable increase in the viscosity~
and on the other hand, when there is expansion and heat
absorption on mixingthere is a loweringof the viscosity. In

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,!26t(.91.);cf.Phys.Rev.,35, (,~2).
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taking the viscosity eurves which show neither maximum
nor minimumas his material for comparison,Kendall prac-
tically took the curveaVbas his normalcurve, since it lieshalf
way between the two extrêmes,wherea maximumor minimum
occurs and yet the objectof the investigation was to <owr
whieh eurve should be considerednormal. Having taken as
normal those eurves whiehapproximate to o~ instead of to
afb or alb, the hypothesisthat logarithmic fluidities are addi-
tive is placed at a disadvantage and the hypothesis that
fluidities are additive is placedat a still greater disadvantage.
It wouldhave been at leastas logicalto have taken as normal
thosefluidityeurveswhichdo not givea maximumor minimum
and the result would certainly have been different, although
of no value, becausethe casewouldhave been prejudged in the
choice of the data. The proper definition of a normal curve,
to be as free as possiblefrom objection, is the curvegiven by
substances which mix 7M</tOM<volumeor heat change. This
definition does not prescribe whether viscosities, fluidities,
or other functions of the viscosityare to be compared and the
question whether weight,volume,or molecularconcentrations
are to be used is likewiseleft open.

If fluidities are really additive, Kendall's choice of data
gave preference to. mixtures in which there is heat evolution
and contraction since the correspondingincrease in viscosity
would correct the saggingof the curve afb. Thus while this
method of choosing the data established a prejudice in favor
of the hypothesis that viscositiesare additive, yet the data
are against that hypothesis,and the utmost that was accom-
plished was the shifting of the average curve, so that it lies
between those expectedon the two extreme hypotheses and
somewhere near the intermediate curve given by the
hypothesis that logarithmicviscositiesare additive.

From what has been said it seems probable that Kendall
has considereda greater numberof mixtureswherecontraction
and heat evolution take place than of the opposite kind;
certainly examples of this kind are more common in the
literature. Contraction and heat evolution seem to be quite
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commonin water mixtures,for example,and it is quite possible
that these effects are due to a feeble chemical combination
which is more pronounced and common than the opposite
effectof dissociation. 1 have etsewhere' attempted to show
that the conditions in ordinary mixtures are quite analogous
to those in electrical conduction when the resistances are in
parallet,i. e., the fluidities, like the conductivities, are addi-
tive or p = ~n~ + where ml and tn~represent the frac-
tions of the total volumeoccupiedby each of the components,
having fluidities of ~i and respectively. When under
certain conditions the mixture is not homogeneous as in
certain emulsions, the conditions are analogous to those in
electrical conduction when the resistances are in series,i. e.,
the viscositiesare additive or = w~ + ffl2f/2.Thus the
fact is accounted for" that when a homogeneousmixture is
cooled below its critical solution temperature, the fluidity
decreases quite unexpectedly. It is not apparent that so
simplean explanationcouldbe obtained if logarithmicfluidities
are the characteristic additive property.

When conductorsare arranged so as to be in parallel and
in series simultaneously,a checkerboard arrangement results.
Lees~has shown that for such an arrangement of viscous
substances thé logarithm of the resulting fluidity is equal
to the logarithms of the components multiplied by their
respectivefractions of the total volume,or.

log p = Milog ~) + Mt~log

The author betieves~ that ordinarily this condition is a
fleeting one and that after a time a homogeneousmixture
results in which the fluidities are strictly additive. But
in any case, as Lees has clearly pointed out, volumeper-
centages must be employed and not molecular percentages

Phya.Rev.,35,407(19:2).
Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,t:s7('911).
Phit. Mag., [6] I, M8 (!90[).

< Phys. Rev.. 3$, 409 (!9!z).
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as Kendall has proposed. Kendall states' "A molecular
formula has not been proposed. This is certainly strange,
since from first principles the viscosity is a function of the
molecular concentration, 'viscosity being essentially the
frictional resistance encounteredby the moleculesof the solu-
tion in moving over one another.' It is undoubtedly true
that the size of the moleculesdétermines the fluidity of each

component, but it is difficult to see how the size of the mole-
cules enters a second time into the calculation when two or
more components are combined in a mixture.

Finally there are various other Unesof evidence in favor
of the hypothesis that fluidities are additive, which at least
have not yet beenshownto be equallyin favorof the hypothesis
that logarithmic fluidities are additive. For example, sus-

pensions of finelydivided solids in liquids in which they are
insoluble give fluidities2which are a linear function of the
volume concentration. Moreover these curves converge
toward a definite zero of fluidity. The viscosity and the

logarithmie fluidity curves are not linear and they do not
meet except at infinity.

A. Batschinskil has very recently discovered that the
volume of a liquid is a linear functionof its fluidityv ==a + &~
where a and b are constants characteristic of the given liquid.
This would be a very surprising relation, if fluidities were not
additive.

Making use of the hypothesis that fluidities are additive
it has been found' possible to calculate the association of
associated substances and to obtain values which are in ex-
cellent agreement with values calculated by other methods.

It is probable that dissociationand combination play an

unexpectedly common and important rôle in mixtures and
solutions. It has been repeatedly pointed out that there is
almost always some heat and volume change when liquids

Page3.
Am.Chem.Jour.,46,278(tç'i); cf.Phys.Rev.,35,419(t9t2).
Ann.Soc.d'cneour.se.exper.etdeleursapplic.Suppt.,3, ~13..<Zeit.phys.Chem.,66,28(1909);cf.Phys.Rev.,H ï, 106(t9t3).
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are mixed,whichhas been taken as an evidence of chemical
action. Under these circumstances, it is well-nighuseless to
attempt to find an empirical formula to fit all cases. It seems
more logical to first discoverwhat is the characteristic addi-
tive property. AUcases which then do not fit the accepted
formula-perhaps very few will fit it-will be explained on
the basis of dissociation or combination or both. If these
chemical changes are subject to the familiar chemical laws
of Definiteand Multiple Proportions and Mass Action, then it
may prove a comparatively simple matter from the funda-
mental fluidity (or other) formula and the affinity constants
to calculate the fluidity of any mixture at any temperature,
knowing the fluidities of the components. Work by the
author and his co-workersalong this line has already yielded
some very promising results.1 The formation of a so-called
"hydrate" or other feeble combination is not to be lightly
assumedas a pure matter of convenience. The trouble in the
past bas been not in a lack of evidence but that the evidence
has been confusing. When two liquids were mixed, the
contraction in volume and heat evolution were taken as evi-
dencesof chemical combination, and the composition of the
hydrate was taken to be that of the mixture in which the
contraction and heat evolution were a maximum. The
maximumin the viscositycurve was likewise taken to indicate
the compositionof a hydrate, but this hydrate was different
and moreover its composition seemed to vary with the tem-
perature. Naturally when the testimony of the different
properties upon this important question was so greatly at
variance, chemists.were forced to regard the whole question
as open. It is a satisfaction therefore to be able to state that
in the cases which have been carefully investigated, the
maximumdeviation from the linear fluidity-volumeconcentra-
tion curve is found in the same mixture which shows the
greatest heat and volume changes on mixing. In the case of

'Ze!t.phys.Chem.,83,6<M(tgtg).
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ether and cMoroform,'for example, this mixture also corre-

sponds exactly to the formulaC<H,aO.CHC!3,and furthermore

the vapor-pressure eurves of these mixtures give evidence

of the formation of the same complex. Thus the way seems

open for a considerableextensionof our conceptionsin regard

to chemicalcombination and the difficult problem of hydra-
tion in solution.

RichmondCoM~ge
/M<:&tHMtd,Va.
Juut30,fp~

Loc.cit.



THE PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

FIRST PAPER

BY J. HOWARD MATHRWS AND HARRY A. CURTIS

Introductory
It has been known for a long time that light is a factor

in the ordinary slow decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.
In 1879,Downes and Bluntl found that an 8 percent solution
of hydrogen peroxide was entirely decomposedafter a ten
months' exposure to sunlight, while a similar solution, kept
in the dark, was much more stable. This accelerating in-
fluenceof light wasalso noted by D'Arcy2in his investigation
of the electrical phenomena accompanyingthe decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide. The decompositionof hydrogen per-
oxide in the presence of blood serum salts was investigated
by Kistiakowsky~ who came to the conclusionthat the light,
in this case, acts as an indirect catalyst through the formation
of a "photo-colloid" from the blood serum salts, which then
decomposes the peroxide. Supporting this view is the fact
that the reaction continues at the same rate in the dark after
the solution has been once illuminated. In 1907, Thiele'
reported the decompositionof hydrogen peroxideby the light
from a mercury arc, and three years later Tian" measured the
rate of this reaction in ultraviolet light, finding it to be a re-
action of the first order. During the summer of tgi~, while
the experiments which we describe below were in progress,
two papers by Henri and Wurmser* on the photolysis of
hydrogenperoxideappeared. The first of these deals with the
decompositionin monochromaticlight ofvariouswave lengths,

Nature.20,521(t8?t)).
Phil. Mas.. f6)3.4! ('902).

Xeit. phys. Chcnt., 35, ~t (tçon).
J 7.cit. phys, Chem" 35, 4.11 (1900).
< Zeit. angew. Chcn. M, 2472; Ber. ehcm. Ges. Bcrtin, 40, 40(4 (fony).

Cf mptcs rendus, ig!, [040 (<t))o).
tbi<).. !57, f2<), !84()Qt~).
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the energyabsorbed at each wave length bcing measuredby a

thermopile and galvanometer. The second paper concerns
the negativecatalysis of the photochemicalreaction by various
substances.

Source of Light

As a source of light we have employed a "uviol lamp"
(mercuryarc in Schott & Gen. "Uviol B" glass) runningon a
110volt circuit. In series with the lamp were placeda rough
rheostat, a small sliding-contact resistance coil, the usual
inductancespool to compensate for small variations ofcurrent,
and an ammeter. A volt-meter was connected across the
terminais of the lamp. Since there is a considerable "kick"
from the inductance spool when the lamp goes out, and this
sooner or later burns out the volt-meter, it was found best to
include a key in the volt-meter circuit, making contact only
for the instant required to read the instrument.

In order to get constant illumination it is necessary to

keep the potential drop across the lamp constant, and this is
not easy to do if the lamp is exposed to the air. We found it
much better to jacket the lamp in a uviol-glasstube and then

keep the temperature constant by drawing air through the

jacket. With this arrangement the resistance of the lamp
becomesconstant a few minutes after lighting it, and the

regulating is very easy. The temperature inside the jacket
may be kept considerably above room temperature-we use

80-00°–and the tendency for mercury globules to fogthe sides
of the lamp thereby is much lessened.

Reaction Chamber

A tube of quartz, closed at one end with paraffin,served
as the reaction chamber. This tube was jacketed in a uviol-

glass tube and kept at constant temperature by pumping
water from a thermostat through the jacket. The quartz
tube carrieda woodenpulley at its upper end, and wasrotated
on its axis at constant speed by a small electrie motor and

pullcy system. This rotation sccures uniform illumination
of all sidesof the reaction tube, and, togethcr with the mixing
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of the solutioncaused by the bubblesof oxygenrisingfromthe

decomposiagperoxide, accomplisheda very fair stirring. The
reaction tube was placed at a distance of 5 cm (nearest sides)
from the lamp, and parallel to it. Thé arrangement of the
apparatus is shown diagrammatically in Fig. i.

Fig. c

A-Pulley for rotating quartz tube.
B-Entrance for water from thermostat.
C-Quartz reaction tube.

D-Uviol-glass jacket.
Ë–Paranin.
F–Cork.
<7–Brass spindle.
H--Cork.

/–Exit for water retuming to thermostat.
~–Tube drawing air through lamp jacket.
L-Uviol lamp.
M-Uviol-glass jacket.
N-Mercury in lamp.
0–Gtass wool.

P-Key in the volt-meter circuit.
R-Volt-meter.
S-Ammeter.
T-Inductance spool.
~–SmaH sliding contact resistance.

~–Rough rheostat.

Thermometers in both jackets, thermostat, and pulley
system for rotating reaction tube not shown in diagram.
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The Hydrogen Peroxide Solution

Distilledwater of conductivity approximately !.s X to'"
mhos was prepared and stored in a quartz flask. Merek's
30 percent "perhydrol, absolut sâurefrei, chemisch rein"
was then poured directly from its paraffin container into the
water to give the strength of solution desired. Fifty-fivece
of this solution were poured into the reaction chamber, this
amount givinga column 60 cm high in the tube.

It is wellknown that the alkalies from glassaffectthe rate
of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.1 By using only
quartz as a container for the peroxide, we have avoided the
possiblecatalytic effect from this source.

The peroxidecontent of the solution was determinedby
titrating with potassium permanganate solutionin the presence
of sulphuricacid. In the first experiments, the samplingwas
done with a capillary pipette, but later this was discarded
and the sample withdrawn for titration was transferred to a
weighingbottle containingdilute sulphuric acidand accurately
weighed. By using about a half-gram sample, and a per-
manganate solution ~V/2o,the error of analysis was lessthan
0.01percent on a 3 percent peroxide solution.

Rate of Decomposition
Without illumination, the rate of decompositionwasvery

slow at temperatures below 50°. Thé reaction begins im-
mediately upon illumination and proceeds smoothly. Upon
extinguishingthe lamp, the rate of decompositionagain be-
comes very slow. Fig. 2 shows graphically the effect of

Fig. z

See, forexample, Walton and Judd: Zeit. phys. Chem.,83, 3:5 (:9t3).
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illumination. Curve 1 represents the rate of decomposition
with illumination, Curve II showsthe rate when the lamp is
extinguished,and Curve III the rate upon again illuminating.

We find no evidence of an inductanceeffect,either at the
beginning or at the end of the illumination; an inductance
period of less than two minutes would, however, escape our
notice under the experimental conditions established.

Order of the Reaction
In agreement with the resultsof Tian and of Henri and

Wurmser, we find that the photolysisof hydrogen peroxide
is a reaction of the first order,as the following data, repre-
sehted by Fig. 3, show:

F'g.33

TABLE1

Time(Min.) Per cent HtO. K (for first order)

o i.58 –
70 1.21 0.0038

100 i.o6 0.0040
0.93 0.004.1

~o 0.83 0.004.1
0.71 0.0042

~o 0.63 0.0042
~2 0.55 0.0042
3'o 0.44 0.0041
373 0.34 0.0042
432 0.26 0.0042

Temperature Coefficientof the Reaction
We find the temperature coefficientof the reaction to be

about 1.5, as the followingdata show:
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ÏABLBII

Temperature35"

Time(Mtn.) ecKMnO< K'(for<!rstordef)

o 74-266 –

30 ?!0 0.0015–
6o 68.9 o.oon–

90 66.3 o.oo!3–
!20 63.7 O.OOI3+
150 6o.9 0.0015
182 58 3 0.0014–
214. 55.7 o.oo!4+

AveragevalueK = 0.00136

TABLEIII

Temperature45

Ttme(Mm.) ce KM)iO<j K' (for Srst order)

o 51.2 –

20 49.2 0.0020
~0 47.2 0.0021–

58 45.4 0.0021+
137 3~.0 0.0022+
158 36.4 0.0020+

AveragevalueK" ==0.0021–

For thé 10° interval:

K"

K~
=

This ratio was checked by thé followingduplicateexperi-

ment
TABLEIV

Température21

Time(Min.) j ce KMnO< K' (forfirstorder)

o 41.4 –

42 40.3 0.0006

76 39.2 o.ooo8
ii6 38.1l 0.0007
157 370 0.0007

AveragevalueK = 0.0007
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Por 10° interval:
tp

~+"'° == log =1.45.Kf
= 10 g 0,0007 = 1.45.

It is probable that these ratios are a trifle high due to the

slight increase in the natural rate of decomposition (i. p.,

without illumination) at the high temperature. This effect

is, however, small compared with the photochemical decom-

position.

Negative Catalysis of the Light Réaction

It is an interesting fact that this photochemical reaction

is sensitive to the presence of a number of widely different

substances. Henri and Wurmser' found that sulphurie acid,

sodium hydroxide, iodine, mercuric chloride, potassium

cyanide, sodium thiosulphate, and hydrogen sulphide act as

preservatives for hydrogen peroxide with respect to the light

decomposition. Our present paper includes acetanilide,

sodium chloride, sulphuric acid, calcium hydroxide, sodium

hydroxide, and barium hydroxide.
It will be noted that our results with sodium hydroxide

and sulphuric acid check thoseof Henri and Wurmser, qualita-

tively at least.

AUthe above substances act as negative catalysts. The

case of sodium hydroxide is especially interesting on account

of the fact that this substance is a powerful positive catalyst

Comptesrendus,157,:8~(1913).

TABUÎ V

Température 35.5°

Time (Min.) ec KMnO< K* (for first order)

o 359

34 34-5 o.oot2

70 33.2 o.ooti

130 307 o.oot3
166 29.5 o.ooti

Average value K" = 0.00:2
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for the heat decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.1 On the

other hand, calcium hydroxide, whichhas no effecton the heat

reaction,' shows a marked preservative action with respect
to the light reaction.

Our method of studying the effect of catalysts on the

photochemicalreaction was as follows:

The decompositionof a pure solutionofhydrogenperoxide
was begun as in our previously describedexperiments,and the

reaction followed by titrating weighedsamples from time to

time until the rate of the decomposition was definitely as-

certained. When the decomposition had proceeded smoothly
for two or three hours, a very small known quantity of the

catalyst, dissolved in i ce of water, was squirted into the

peroxide solution near the middie of the reaction tube. The

sampling and titrating were then continued until the new

rate of decomposition became established.

The addition of the i ce of water will, of course, dilute

the peroxide solution, so that the first point determined after

adding the catalyst, will, in general, liebelowthe prolongation
of the old decomposition curve, if the next titration sample
is taken soonafter adding the catalyst. The magnitude of the

dilution effect will depend upon the strength of the peroxide

solution and its volume at the time the catalyst is added, and,

in general, will be the greater the higher the concentration

of the peroxide. The first point on the new curve may also

lie slightly below the new curve itself, as determined by

subsequent points, due to an excess local dilution in the

neighborhood of the point from which the titration sample
is withdrawn. This is more likety to occur when the sample
is taken very soon after the addition of the catalyst, before the

solution has had time to become uniform. Fig. 6 shows this

effect.

If a longer time elapses between the addition of the

catalyst and the next sampling, it is obvious that the first

point on the new curve will lie above the prolongation of the

WaltonandJudd:Zeit.phys.Chem.,83,3!$(t9i3).
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old curve if the catalyst added acts as a preservative. An

example of this sort we see in Fig. where the interval was

about 36 minutes.

That the effect we have called a dilution effect, was in

reality due to dilution alone, and that the dilution had no

effect on the rate of decomposition, was experimentally
verified by making a run with the addition of pure water in-

stead of a solution of catalyst. Curves I and II of Fig. 9
show the result.

It will be noted in each case that the peroxide solution

at the time of adding the catalyst was of such a strength that

the decomposition curve would not have differed essentially
from a straight line for many hours. Thé change in direction

of the curve cannot, therefore,in any case be ascribed to the

normal change for a logarithmic function, as shown, for ex-

ample in Figs. 2 and 3, where the concentrations were quite
small.

While hydrogen peroxide is undoubtedly formed by the

action of light on water,' this factor does not enter into our

experiments. In the first place, the amount of peroxide
formed, even under the most favorable condition, is small

compared with the changes of concentration which we are

measuring; and furthermore,Tian has shownthat the forma-

tion of hydrogen peroxidein water is accomplishedonly by the

extreme ultraviolet, in the neighborhood of 100~/<. While

uviol-glass is much more transparent to the shorter wave

lengths of light than is ordinary glass, its lower limit of trans-

parency is at about 250 jMjM,and it would therefore eut off the

rays which are effectivein the formationof hydrogen peroxide.

En'eot of Sulphurlo Aold

Sulphuric acid exertsa marked preservative action on the

photolysis of hydrogen peroxide, a fact which Henri and

Wurmser have already noted. In Fig. Curve 1 represents

Thiete:Zeit.angew.Chem.,?2,~79;Ber.chem.Ces.Berlin,40,~t~
(t907);Kernbaum:Comptesrendus,149,273(i9o<));Tian:Ibid.,ig2, 1012
(t9ti).

Tian: Comptes rendus, !g<, t~Sg (t<)t !).
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the rate of decompositionbefore,and Curve II the rate after,
the addition of the acid. The acid was of such a strength as
to make the whole solution0.07 percent or TV/yoH:SO<.

Fig.4¢

Effeot of Sodium Chloride

Five hundredths of a percent of sodium chloride has a
marked preservative influence with respect to the light ré-
action. In Fig. 5, Curve 1 represents the rate of decom-

position without the catalyst, and Curve II the rate after

adding the salt.

F'8.55

Effect of Aeetantlide

Four hundredths of a percent of acetanilide (the amount
contained in Eimer & Amend's 3 percent peroxide) stops the
light reaction abruptly, as Fig. 6 shows.

An acetanilide solution of only 0.0008 percent exerts a
marked preservative action.
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Fig.66

Effeotof Catoïum Hydroxide
The preservativeeffect of calcium hydroxide is shown in

Fig. 7. The strength of the lime-water added was such as
to make the whoiesolution0.002 percent or about ~V/iSgo.

r

F'8.7y

Effectof Sodium Hydroxide

Fig. 8 showsthe effect of adding sodium hydroxide to

give a 0.053 percentor about V/75.5 solution.
Henri and Wurmserhave noted this effect.

Mg.8$
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Etfeot of Bartum Hydroxide

Barium hydroxide, as does calcium hydroxide, acts as a

preservative. In Fig. 9, Curves 1 and II show the effect of

adding i ce of pure water, whileCurves II and III show the

effect of adding i ce of baryta water. Strength of baryta
solution, after mixing with peroxide solution, 0.007 percent
or approximately N/i22o.

Fig. 9

All of the experiments on the effect of catalysts were

carried out at 25°. It will be noted that differencesin con-

centration are plotted on a large scale, so that very small

variations, due, in part, at least, to experimental errors, are

magnified. For example,in Fig. 7, where the points do not

line up very well, the maximumvariation from the eurve is

less than 0.025percent H202.

Summary

i. We have describedan apparatus suitable for studying
certain photochemical reactions, and have applied it to the

decompositionof hydrogenperoxideby light (Fig. i).

2. The photolysisofhydrogenperoxideproceedssmoothly,
at constant temperature and illuminationfollowingthe course

of a unimolecularreaction (Fig.3 and Table I). The reaction

ceasesabruptly upon extinguishingthe light, i. e., it is a pure

photolysis and not a secondaryreaction, as is the case when

blood serum salts are present (Fig. 2).
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3. The temperature coefficient of the light reaction is
approximately1.5 (Tables II, III, IV, V).

4. The followingsubstancesact as negative catalystsfor the light reaction:
Sulphurieacid,N170,Fig. 4.
Sodiumchloride,~V/n6,Fig. 3.
AcetaniUde,0.04percent,Fig. 6.
Lime-water,A~/jSgo,Fig. 7.
Sodiumhydroxide,~V/y~ Fig.8.
Baryta-water,~V/izao,Fig. 9.

LaboratoryofPhysicalCA<mM<ry
~XM~tyofH~fcfM~~
Madison,Wisconsin

~OMM~f,1913
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Liquid Air, Oxygen and nitrogen. By Georges Claude. 7ranstakd &y
~f. E. Ce«~M. 26 X 7<cm; pp. « + < PA<<a<<<«t:P. B/o~M'ï .y<w
& Co., /~J. Price: ~o.–In the forewordthe translator says:

"Gréât as is the present importance of the manufacturing processes con-

nected with the production of liquidair, oxygen,and nitrogen, there can be no

doubt that it will inerease immeasurablyin the future, for the known applica-
tions of these processes, though already numerous,will not be a tithe of those
which cannot fail to be progressivelydiscoveredand placed at the disposât of

civilization. This reason, even if no other existed,wbuld have affordeda sum-

cient inducement for providinga standard work on this subject in the English

tongue, an acknowledged want which the present translation, it is hoped, will

help to satisfy.
"The problem of supplying the ever-inereasingdemand for nitrogen, in

forms suited to agriculture, is a pressingone, to which the relatively excessive

cost of nitrogenous manures bears eloqucnt testimony. Many of the keenest

minds of the chemical world have,for thé last fourteen years, been devoting
themselves to the solution, whichultimately implies recourse to the practically
inexhaustible stores of atmosphericnitrogen in a more or less direct fash:on.
This in turn implies the solutionof the problemof the separation of the air into

its constituent éléments; and the methodof distillation and rectificationat very
low temperatures, on which both Linde's and Claude's processes are based,
has been, up till now, the most favoredbecauseof the very high degreeof purity
with which the nitrogen so distilled fromthe air is produced.

"The day of nitrogen derived from the air has definitely dawned. and
manufactures of its products and dcrivativeson a grand scale are springing up
all over the world, so that within a comparativelyshort time the old sources of

supply of ammonia and nitrates willno longer be the chief and practically only
sources on which agriculture can depend for replenishing thé ever-depteting
stores of nitrogen in the soit. Had the means of producing and distitting liquid
air not been developed when they were,as described in the followingvolume,
the day when chemical manufactures shnllhave rendered thé nitrogen famine,

predicted by Sir William Crookes,impossible,would unquestionably have been

still in the dim future insteadof wellin sight and rapidly approaching."

The first part of thé bookis devoted to the liquéfaction of gases, the second

part to the commercial liquefactionof air, thé third to thé preservation and

properties of air, and the fourth to the separation of air into its elements. The

subject matter in regard to commercialliquéfactionis treated under the headings:

expansion and Siemens' exchangeof temperature-from Siemens to Linde; the

imperfections of the gaseousstate and thc work of van der Wttats; expansion
by simpleoutnow; expansionwithexternatworkthat can be recuperated. Under
the separation of air into its elements,the headingsare general considerations-
diverse processes;particulars of the evaporation of liquid air; the recuperation
of cold; various processes for progressiveevaporation; the accelerated lique-
faction ofthe oxygenof the air; someconsiderationson the liquéfactionof gascous
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mixtures;applicationof the antécédentliquéfactionof the oxygenof the air;
reetincation;groupingof apparatus-existing plants.

The author and Linde are the two menwho have donc the most work on the
commercial liquefaction of air. so the subject is treated by an acknowledged
authority. The book is written in the vivacious style which is so difncutt to
reproduce successfuttyin English, The transtator has been handicapped by the
faet that certain French idioms. p. 277. become double negatives when trans-
lated too literally. It is a matter of opinion whether the book might not have
been improvedeither by making it more popular or more technicat; but it is
both readableand valuable in its present form. Wilder Bancroft

Die Atomionen chemischer Elemente und ihre Kanalstrahlen-Spektra.
By J. Stark. 22 X 15 CM;pp. 47. B~M; 7t<M«ïSpringer, jofj. Prt'ff-:
/.<?omarks.-In these few pages the author gives a welcomeoutline of the recent
work on canat ray spectra. This is of great importance because it gives us a
direct method of determining the equivalent weights of ait the positive ions
that are to be foundin the gas under study. From our knowledgeof the chemical
composition, it is comparatively simple to determine the molecular weightsand
valences of the ions in question. tn conséquence, we now speak freety of uni-
valent, bivalent,and trivalent. monatomic ions of mercury, aluminum, nitrogen.
oxygen,sulphur, chlorine, iodine, and argon. With boron, magnesium,carbon,
siticon. and helium,the trivalent monatomic ions have not been discoveredbut
we may live in hope. Thé red spectrum of argon is now attributed to thé uni-
valent ions,and thé blue spectrum chleftyto the bivalent ions. The electrolytic
ion differs from thé gaseous ion by being swaddled in adsorbed water, which
masks the absorptionspectrum. Wilder D. Bancroft

DerkoUoldeSchwefel. By~~O<~K. ~x~ctt;tpj. Upsala Aka-
'~tn~e/feBscA/MM~K~./pu. Price: to ~MM~.–This is an admirable mono-
graph, dealingasit doeswith the preparation, purification, properties,and changes
of colloidalsulphur. One of the very interesting points is that sulphur is pre-
cipitated reversibly by potassium salts, whereas precipitation is irreversible in
case a harium sa)t i-.added at a moderate concentration and is allowed to stand
in contact with the precipitated sulphur for some time. Irreversible precipi-
tation can also oeeur with sodium chlorideat 80 The theory is quite simple
after somebodyelse has pointed it out. Precipitation is reversible in case one
washes out the precipitating agent before agglomeration has taken place. Ag-
glomeration takes place more readily when there is a large percentage excessof
coagulatingagentor when the temperature is raised. If a high concentration of
a coagulatingagent is necessary to cause precipitation, it will be relatively easy
to wash the adsorbedprecipitating agent out of the precipitate, whereas this will
be practically impossibleif thé precipitating agent acts in very dilute solutions.
With a solution like barium chloride. a dilute solution of whichprecipitates sul-
phur, it is very easy to have a large percentage excessand therefore the precipi-
tation becomesirreversiblevery much morerapidly than when sodium chloride
is the coagulatingagent. It secrns probable that weshall find the same relations
for ail our suspensioncolloids, in which case thé arbitrary and inaccurate dis-
tinction of an essentially irreversible precipitation will disappear. The value of
this monographis therefore far-reaching.
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The author considers that colloidalsulphur is essentially insolublesulphur.
It sbould therefore be possible, theoreticatty, to prepare colloidal solutions of
rhombic and of monoelinicsulphur; but this has not been tried. No reference
is made to the faet that Raffo's colloidalsulphur ls very sensitive to potassium
sulphate and not sensitiveto sodium sulphate. WilderD. JSaM~o~

Gas Analysls. By L. M. ~HMt~. /p X u; v + 434. New rO~: 7'/x
AfacMttY/anCo., fp/j. Price: ?z./o.–In the preface the author states that, "In
gencral plan this book followsthe last edition of the Englishtranslation of Hem-
pel's 'Methods of Gas Analysis.' It was indeed begun with the intention of
having it serve as a newedition of that work. but the manyadvances in the <tctd
of gas analysisduring the last fourteen years have necessitatedthe incorporation
«f much xew material and the modificationsor excisionof many of the older
methods. In viewof this fact, a new book bas been written." On comparing
the two books,it can be seenthat about ~5 percent of the subject matter is new,
about 30 percent copieddirectly from the Rngtish translation of Hempel's book,
and about 25 percent rewritten. Where the material is copied, no reference is
given to the original work, although a goodly number of referencesare given
throughout the book to a large number of sources fromwhieh less material is

taken. About So percent of the drawingsfor the cuts are new. Thé remainder
of the cuts are taken fromthe translation of Hempel's book. Thé new euts are
an improvementover the old ones, but the draftsman hasused too much shading.
A number of the drawingsappear to have "skin disease. In a number of the
cuts, the apparatus is assembledso that too much unnecessaryspace is taken up.

The book, however,as a whole, is better than the translation of Hempel's
original work. It is written up and arranged in better form. The paragraphs
have headingsprinted in heavy type, so that it is casier to find what one wants.
It is gratifying to see the Friedrichs' spiral washing bottle, and tube, givensuch
an important place. They can be relied upon to give satisfaction for rapid ab-

sorption, and efficientwashingof gases. The modificationsof the Orsat apparatus
and thePetterson-Palmquistapparatus. are important. The size ofthe apparatus
has beenmarkedJydecreased. The introduction of the Friedriehs' spiral washing
or absorption tubes in the Orsat increasesthe efficiencyand the rapidity of the
absorption. The capillary dead space is very much decreased. Thé reagents
are also better protected fromthe air.

The advantages of a number ofthe suggested formsof apparatus are ofques-
tionabtc value, however. The Pannertz apparatus for specinc gravity does

away with thé inconveniencesof opération of the Schillingapparatus, but only
at the expense of accurateness. Thé gas will be subject to the temperature
fluctuations of the air, the apparatus not being surrounded with water. A)so,
probably the most important objections to this apparatus is the possibilityof
getting water in the capillary at the top. For practical work, thé Schillingap-
paratus is unquestionaMythe better of the two on accountof its foolprooiness."

Another pieceof apparatus suggested is a portable form of the Hempelap-
paratus. Prom the descriptionof this. the apparatus is of qucstionable value.
The length of the wholeapparatus, Mg. 40, is given as 20.5cm. It can be seen
that thé burette, where the graduations must appear, is onty ts cm long. The
burette holds 5o ce. By calculation it is seen that the interna) diametcr of the
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burette must be 2 cm. One centimeter length of the burette must correspond
to 3 cubiccentimeters of the gas. Calibrated in fifths. the scate wouldalmost

resemblea diftraction grating." Thé accuracy would not be greaterthan one-

third that of the ordinary apparatus.
The suggested use of ammoniacal chloride for absorbing carbonmonoxide

is of doubtfuivalue. From expériences of the reviewerwith furnacegasescon-

taining earbon monoxide, the hydrochlorie acid solution of cuprous chloride

gives much better satisfaction. The chapter on combustionof gases is rather

vague. It is interesting to note, p. t~t, that hydrogenis a hydro-carbon.
It is trtte that oxygen50 percent pure can beabsorbedquietlybyphosphorus

but the sticksof thé absorbent will melt if the percentageoxygenbegreater than
about 30 percent.

It is a pity to recommend exposing a gas mixture to daylight,and waiting
for hours, to etiminate ozone, when the oxyhydrogengas may be generated
free fromimpurities if barium hydroxide be used as etectrolyte instead of sut-

phurie acid.

Thé modification of the Hempel nitrometer cannot be recommendedfor

practicalwork. There are too many breakable parts. Works interested in thé

use of the nitrometer, generally have simple modificationsto suit their specifie
needs, so that there will probably be no wideappfieation of the morecomplex

apparatus.
Attention may be called to usefu! additions in a number of cases. The gas

volumeter,and baroscope; apparatus for distillation of mercury;automatie ap-

paratus influe gas analysis,Junker's Calorimeter,and the whirlingPsychrometcr,

bring the book up to date.

The book is hard reading, on account of the intimate mixtureof general
discussionand extremely specifie instructions as to manipulation. The style

partakes too muehof the "tum stopcock a" variety. The directionsformanipu-
lation might be put in smaller print. This would not sacrificethe unity, but.

wouldmake it casier for the analyst, as wctt as thé gênera!reader,to findthe de-

sired information. A number of small errors should be corrected in the next

edition. C. ?. Bennett

General Chemistry. By J. C. Blake 20 X 74 cm; t' + 4/7. New

York: r/M ~t!<:MK'<tMCompany, ~p~j. Price: ?/.oo tM/.–tn the preface the

author says:
"The order of presentation of the subject matter diflers in so many par-

ticulars fromthat of any previously published tcxt whichhas cometo my notice

that a fulldiscussion or attempt at 'justification' of all such deviationsscems

futile. Some brief account of the secondary principleswhichhave hetped
to determine ihe séquenceof the work may, perhaps, not be out of place. The

main chemicalthread which runs throughout the work is that of chemicalpo-
tential. This statement necds no further explanation,as all chemistswill know

that the book represents, therefore, an interpretation of the 'ncw' chemistry
rather than the 'oid. Thé method of approach, however, is to a certain ex-

tent unique,based as it ison the data of thermochemistry.Perhaps the next

most important principle whieh has determined the order of présentations,as

wellas thenature of much of the information conveyed,is Mendeléeff'sLaw as
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expressed in the extendedperiodicarrangement of the éléments. This arrange-
ment, as contrasted to the eondeneedarrangement, represents continuity in the
-chemicaland physicalpropertiesof the elementsfromoneend of a long seriesto
to the other Next in importance is the principleof oxidation and re-
duction and the eloselyassociated problem of the ehemistryof hydrogen. The
treatment of the latter subject atone approaehes the polemic,because the con-
dition of the literatureof the day seem!!to demand it The ionic theory
in particular bas not been introduced in a controversial manner. Thé law of
mass action, on the other hand, has not been emphasizedfrom its quantitative
aspects. Vartousother laws of physical chemistry have been used rather than
proved.

"The positionassignedto 'Organic Chemistry' and to 'ApptjedChemistry'
has been justified by experience. Even this much (or little) organie chemistry
seemswholly ont of placein connectionwith the inorganiechemistry of carbon;
whereas the introductionof simple tests of real value (as it is thought) to the
student whosechemistryends with this course meets with erithusiastic and uni-
versal favor with the students. I have pitted this work against the tedious de.
scriptions of industrialprocessesusually found in 'modem' text-books, especially
those of high schoolgrade, whieh in my opinioncan be of living interest only
to the chemicalor industrialengineer."

The subject matter is treated under four heads hydrogen and the acid-
formingelements;the base-formingclementsand the elementswititoutchemistry;
organie ehemistry; appliedehemistry. Thé book is "written primarily for the
use of the grcat majority of collegestudents whose formai study of chemistry
last only one year." Onp. t66 there is the interestingdefinition that "molecules
<re the homogeneousparticlesinto whicha liquidor solidsubstancedisintegrates
when it passesinto the gaseousstate or into (truc) solution." The reviewer does
not agree with paragraph on p. !9t. "The stage of oxidation represented by
!ead oxide is aboutthé onlyone requiringany further attention, as it is the only
-one whieh givesany commonsalts. For this reason it is usually spoken of as
lead oxidesimply,and its salts asthe lead salts. Thus PbCitis calledlead chloride
and not plumbus or plumbie chloride. Indeed it would be wrong to name it
either of these: to make it plumbouschloride would be to imply that PbC)<is
plumbie chloride whereasit is merely a ehemieat curiosity, caUed lead tetra-
chloride (compareSiC)<);to name it pimnbic chloridewould imply that there is
a plumbouschloride,whereas,in reality, white there may be a suboxideof lead,
having the formulaPb)0, yet it gives rise to no (plumbous)salts and is seldom
called plumbousoxide." WilderD. Bancroft

Outlines ofTheoreticalChemistry. By fr~n'cA H. Gelman. X 7~os;
p~. M<+ 467. New York:John Wiley & Sons, /o~. Pn~ ~o t~.–fn
the preface it is stated that:

"The presentbookis designedto meet the requirementsof classesbeginning
the study of theoreticaland physical chemistry Contributions to our
knowledgein thedomainof physicalchemistryhave increasedwith such rapidity
within récent years that the prospectiveauthor of a generaltext-book finds him-
self confronted with the vcxing problem of what to omit rather than what to
inetude The attempt has been made to present the more difficult por-
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tions of the subject, such as the osmotie theory of solutions,the laws of equili-
brium, and chemicalaction, and the principlesof electrochemistryin a ctear and
logical manner."

The book, then takes up fundamental principles; the electron theory; con-
sideration of gases, liquids, and solids; solutions; thermochemistry; chemicat
statics and dynamics; eiectroehemistry; and aetiaochemistry. The treatment
is approximatcly the same as that of the standard works. There is not much

unity in this treatment. No chapter seemsto followfromanyother. The whole-

thing seems ta be written up as a series of separate departments or chapters.
The work is a disappointment in that it bas failed to present the reviewer's idea
of what is needed in a physical chemistry. It is brief. If any criticism ismade
it would be that the treatment is too brief. No system appears upon which the
treatment is founded, the reviewer's idea being that some connection shottidt
be shown between one chapter and another, or the arrangement should be such.
that the work would be incomplete without every part of the book. This cer-

taiafy is not shown here. Thé book contains some things that other physical
chemistriesdo not have, but on the other band, it omits certain other important
phases of the subject. It is not as good as some other bookswhichhave been-
written on the subject. Therc seem, therefore, to be very few reasons for thé

appearance of this book. C. W. B<nH~

Cyanamid. By jg~o~ 7. Franke. X /<)cm; pp. ttt + Ba~M.-
The ChemicalfnMMMKgCe.. 7~/j. /'n' ~–This book is intended as a.
reviewof the present knowledgeof cyanamid froma chemicaland an agricutturaf

standpoint. It is thé purpose of the author to bring a reviewof the literature-
on cyanamid to those whodo not have library facilities,etc., for lookingthis up.
The use and general method of preparation are considered.although no details
of the commercial production are given. Methods of analysis and the effect
of storage on the produet are considered in somedetail. A good portion of the-
book is taken up with the agricultural phase of the subject, specially with the
reaction which is supposedto take place in the soil. The decompositionis sup-
posedto take ptace in three stages; the calciumcyanamid beingfirst hydrolyzed
by the moisture in the soil with the formationof cyanamid. The cyanamid is
further hydrolyzed to urea which then goesdown to ammoniumsalts. The ve-

locity of these reactions is greatest when the ratio of the soilsolutionsto the soit
is least; when the surfaceof the soil exposedto the liquid is therefore greatest.
Colloidsubstances, such as hydrated manganèseand iron oxides.and someof the

zeolites, are the important agents in the decompositionof cyanamid. This.
is shown because the soil losesthe power of decompositionwhen the colloidsare

precipitated. The hydrolysis is not dependent on microorganismsbecause it
is most rapid in solutionswhere the concentration isgreat enoughto precludethe

possibilityof life. It goeson also in sterile media. If the media is not sterile,
the decompositiongoesdownto ammonium satts. It is eonetudedthat cyanamid
is not toxic to plants unlesslarge amounts are added to the soi). The book is
ctosedwith a chapter on mixed fertiUzers.wherecyanamid of course is an impor-
tant addition.

The book is a disappointment in that it deals practicallycompletelywith
theoretical material and gives us very little concerning the practical side of the

subject. C. W. Bennett



THE PRODUCTION 0F DIRECT PHOTOGRAPHIC

POSITIVES

BYG. A. PËRLEY,T. J. TWOMËYANDH. A. ROBINSON

In a previous article' the influence of ail the variables

involved in the production of direct photographie positives

by means of thiocarbamide and a hydroquinone developer
has been discussed.

The variables considered in the preliminary study were:

time of exposure, temperature of development, size of plate,
amount of thiocarbamide, amount of hydroquinone, amount

of sodium sulphite, and amount of water. Thé emulsion

upon the plate and the source of illumination wereconsidered

as maintainedat a constant value.

It was found with the above existing conditions that,
after exposinga photographieplate for a certain definite time,
a developer of the following concentration gave the best

positives at 18° C: 0.0030 gram thiocarbamide, 0.0387gram

hydroquinone, 0.075 gram sodium carbonate, 0.2907 gram
sodiumsulphite, and 7.84.61grams of water per square inch

of plate surface.

The bluish brown color of the positive deposit, the ap-

pearanceof a yellowishfogby reflected light, and the necessity
of a preliminary appearance of a thin negative were the

chief sources of dissatisfaction with the above conditions.

It seemedthat with a more intimate knowledge of the real

reactions involved it should be possible to produce direct

photographie positives unexcelled even by the common

method of production. The data of the previous paper
indicated that no single constituent of the above developer
couldbe satisfactorilyomitted..

In order to obtain direct photographie positives of ex-

cellentmerit and a method of easy manipulation the problem
resolveditself down to four chief lines of attack:

Perleyand Leighton: Jour. Phys. Chcm., 17, 235(t9!3).
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First, an investigation as to what substances cause the

decomposition and resultant color of the positive deposit;
second, the substitution of another thiocarbamidecompound,
or some similar agent, whieh will not stain the emulsion;
third, the élimination of the thin negative,either by a solvent
after its production, or by the substitution of some other
material for the hydroquinone, carbonate and sulphite, thus

preventing its formation; fourth, the production of an emul-
sion whieh is not stained by thiocarbamide.

Thé developersused in this work weremade up with great
accuracy. AU solutions were measured from burettes into a

crystallizing dish, whieh served as a developing tray. A

developer was used for only one experiment. The following
standard solutions were employed:

Hydroquinone 2t gramsper liter.
Otto! 30gramsper liter.
PyrogaHot 12gramsper liter.
Metol 35gramsperliter.
Amidol 2.4 gramsperliter.
Eikonogen 40gramsper liter.
Sodiumcarbonate(anhyd.) 16gramsperliter.
Sodiumsulphite(anhyd.) 126gramsperliter.
Allthiocarbamides 2gramsperliter.

In several of the experiments double strength carbonate and

sulphite solutions were used in order to maintain a constant
water content. AU of the thiocarbamides were prepared and

purified by us in the usual manner.

Intimate and careful observations led to the beliefthat the
thiocarbamide must act in some manner as a better solvent
for the unexposed silver halide complex than for the exposed
portion, and that in the presence of some one, or all, of the
constituents of the developer, silver was produced upon the

unexposed portions. Just so long as there are hydroquinone,
carbonate, and sulphite present in the developer, with a
sufficient exposure, a negative must result. The strength
of the negative naturally depends upon the degreeofexposure.
The method from the standpoint of exposuremust necessarily
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tave an upper and lower limit of usefulness. Thé lowermust
occur when too small an exposure is given to yield a thin

négativewith the hydroquinone present, in other words,where
such an excess of unexposed silver halide is present that the
solvent action appears to be uniform over the whole plate.
The upper limit must exist at that point where an excessive

exposureproduces so much exposed silver halide that there
is a densenegative masking the silver deposit of the positive
portion. Our previously published data verify this.

Since a hydroquinone developer tends to yield a harsh

negative, it seemed possible to substitute other "reducers"
such as metol, pyrogallol, ortol, amidol, eikonogen,etc., and

possiblyproduce an extremely thin negative whieh would be

especiallyweak in the high lights. It also seemed probable
that the "reducer" might have a more or less greater in-
fluence upon the rapidity of reduction of the silver wMch
formed the positive image. If such a condition existed it
wouldbe obtained only by a systematic control.

The data of the first paper were obtained under a so-
called constant source of illumination. A mercury vapor
lamp had been utilized in much of the present work until an
error was discovered. The voltage fluctuated a great deal,
with the result that the various exposures were far from conr
stant. It seemedwise to establish a new standard of illumina-
tion. A wooden box with a sliding front was constructed,
of the followingdimensions: 22.5 inches long; 9 inches wide;
and 13.5inches high. The interior of the box was painted-
black to prevent any possible reflection of light. A 15 C. P.-
6 volt tungsten lamp was fastened on the interior of the box.
The lamp was connected to the storage cells through a re-.
sistanceand all exposures were made at a constant voltage of.
2.5. A lantern slide plate of average density was used as a.
standard view, and this was located 18.5inches from the bulb
of the tungsten lamp. All exposures were made by the aid
of a switchconnecting the light to the storage batteries, and
a stop watch was used to ensure accurate timing.
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Almost an infinite number of experimentswere made be-

fore the adoption of what seemed the very best possible

positive. A tabulation of the vast amount of data would

serve no real purpose and accordinglyonly the final results

will be given. It might be interesting to note that the results

were obtained only after several thousand individual experi-
ments upon strips of lantem slide plates of a surface area of

4.3 square inches. All of the data were also obtained with a

constant exposure of 8 seconds. The present arrangement
of the tables was oniy.made possibleafter it was learned that

thiocarbamide and carbonate were atone essential to the

formation of the positive image. The discussion of this

particular phase comes more logically after a consideration

of the influence of the various "reducing" agents.

The Impérial Special lantern slide plates were always

employed in the work, and the temperature was maintained

at 20-21°C.

The data given in Table I represent those as obtained by
us for the production of the best positive by means of thio-

carbamide and various "reducers." Thé results are ex-

pressedin units per square inch of plate surface. The figures
do not represent the minimum quantities of the constituents

of the developer essential for the production of a positive.
The tables show the relative concentrationof the constituents

whichgave the very best results. It was found that if it was

desired to produce a full size lantem slide (3.25 X 4) it was

only necessary to increase each of the constituents ten times

that given in the table. Sucha developerwillyield only one

first-classpositive.

It seemed advisable to maintain the amounts of water

in each experiment at a constant value. Thé effectof sulphite
is such that it may be varied betweenfairly wide limits, and

for the sake of comparison, this constituent of the developer
was maintained at a constant amount.
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!t*h' h Sodium

Reduccrj .~e' car- Colorofpositive
amldem

1¡ bOl1~~el-

Hydroquinone 0.034 0.0009 j 0.037 Sepia
Ortot

0.04.1 j
0.0030 0.067 j Blue-Mack

Pyrogallol 0.022 0.0032 0.089 DeeperMue-black
Metol

o.032jo.oon
0.205 Darkbrown

Amidol o.oo~' .0013 0.030 Btackwithpinkstam
Bikonogen 0.074. 0.0027 o.too Blue-black

These data gave us a much better insight into the pro-
duction of positives. It would be impossible to tabulate all

of the important features, so a brief résumé of the results can

best be considered.

As far as ease of manipulation is concemed, hydro-

quinone, ortol, or metol gave results of medium control.

Amidol consistently gave excellent positives, but they were

covered with a very disagreeable pink stain. This renders

thé resultant positive useless for either a lantern slide or a

transparency. Eikonogengives too uniform a deposit in the

shadows with a nat positive resulting. Occasionallypyro-

gallolwould give a deposit of fair merit, yet the manipulation
involved is disagreeable and tiring.

Of the six "reducing agents examined it wouldseemthat

either metol or hydroquinone is best adapted to the process.
Thé chief differencesbetween the various "redueers" could be

classifiedunder staining power, color of deposit, and ease of

manipulation.

ÏABLSlI

Ëxposure in seconds 8

Voltage across tungsten lamp 2. g
Time of development 2-2'/e minutes

Température 20-2 !"C
Sodium sulphite 0234 gram per square inch of

surface
Water 9.3 grams per square ineh of

surface

Concentrations of constituents expressed in grams per

square inch of plate surface.
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There were somefeatures whichwerecommon to the six

systems. In each casea small increasein the amount of thio-

carbamidecauseda rapid foggingof the plate, whilea decrease

in the concentration of thiocarbamidealways yieldedpositives

badly masked in the high lights by a thin negative. An in-

crease in thé concentration of carbonate always led to the

production of a very dense blue positive with an excessive

amount of negative in the high lights. A decrease in car-

bonate yieldedanything from yellowand red stained positives
to a thin negative. It was very interesting to note that,

commencing with an excess of carbonate, a eontinued de-

crease of this substance in any series always caused the re-

sultant color effect to pass through the yellowish brown, to

the yellow, and then to pink and red. A very meager ex-

amination of these plates would indicate that there is a wide

differencein the size of the particles. The red deposits were

so small that an ordinary laboratory microscope was useless

in the examination, whilethe bluedepositscould be observed

with ease.

Too small a quantity of the "reducers" yielded fogged

plates, while an excessalwaysgave for the most part a néga-
tive. Thé sulphite in each case could be varied through a

much wider range than the other constituents. Too small

or too large amounts always resulted in the production of

positives masked in the high lights with a negative.

When the quantity of water was too small, or in other

words,when the total concentrationwas increased, a negative
resulted. With too greatdilutiona foggedplate was obtained.

The effectof temperature seemedto be very nearly the same

in all cases. Too low a temperature of development always-
retarded the formation of the positive,with a negative as the

result, while an excessive temperature produced a badly

foggedplate.
It would thus seem as if the rôle of the "reducer" was.

chiefly in the slight reduction of the latent image, and that

the formation of the positive was independent of any one
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Not only was it evident that the "reducer" bas a great
influence upon the color of the positive deposit, but it was

equally true that the thiocarbamide compound was of still
greater importance.

particular type of "reducer." It is most certain that the

presence of the "reducer" has some effect upon the color
of the positive deposit, yet this influencemight be one due
to the nature of the médium.

Since the previous study had led us to believe that one
of the essentials for the production of positiveswas the pres-
ence of some solvent for the unexposedsilverhalide complex,
it seemed important to study the effectof various substituted
thiocarbamides. A long series of experimentswere conducted

very similar to those which led to the acceptanceof the data

presented in Table I, with the exception that allyl thiocarb-
amide was substituted for the simple thiocarbamide. Again
a very interesting set of results was obtained. The best data
are presented in Table II.

Concentration of constituents expressed in grams per
square inch of plate surface.

A))«)th.f. Sodium!

Reducer car- C.tor.fd.posit
bonate

Hydroquinone 0.034 o.oot~. o.on Red
Ortol 0.0~.1 o.ooi8 0.0~2 Purpte-brown
Pyrogallol 0.022 0.0023 0.033 Yettowwithstain
Metot 0.032 0.0037 0.052 Reddishbrown
Amidol .00~ 0.0027 0.022 Blue-blackwith stain
Eikonogen 0.074. 0.0055 0.052 Bluishpurple

TABI,EII

Exposure in seconds 8

Voltage across tungsten lamp 2.55
Time of development 2-2'/} minutes
Temperature 20-21° C
Sodium sulphite 0.234 grams per square inch of

surface
Water 9.3 grams per square inch of

surface
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From the viewpoint of ease of manipulation, it ean be
stated that after using allyl thiocarbamide any one familiar
with the control of the simple thiocarbamide would forever
dread to retum to the use of the simple salt. A much wider

range of variation of the constituents of the developerwas
afforded with the use of allyl thiocarbamide than with the

simple substance. An extremelyslight variation of the con-
centration of thiocarbamidewas always sure to yield an ex-

ceedingly poor positive, irrespectiveof the type of "reducer."
In every case where the allylcompound was used it gave far

superior control to the correspondingthiocarbamide results of
Table I.

The observation had beenmade in a few casesof Table 1
that the positive deposit altered in color as it dried. In
Table II this fact becamemore evident. After washing the

plate from the development with allyl thiocarbamide and

hydroquinone and fixing, the color of the depositwassome-
what of a yellowishbrown. When dried the depositwas red.
In the case of allyl thiocarbamideand metol the deposit was

deep red when wet, and it dried to a reddish brown. With

allyl thiocarbamide and eikonogenthe wet depositwas nearly
black, while it dried to a most beautiful bluish purple. This
color change was practicallyalwaysthe same, whethera rapid
or a slowdrying was utilized,or whether the plate dried in the
dark or in bright light.

Another manipulative difference between the simple
substance and the allyl thiocarbamidewas in the susceptibility
to surface stains. With thiocarbamidean uneven immersion
in the developer, or a failure to keep the developerin constant

motion, always resulted in spotted and irregular stains. This

particular feature seemed to be practically absent in the
work which resulted in the data of Table II. In either table
the emulsionside of the platecould not be handledwith moist

fingers before or after exposingwithout the fact beingin great
evidence.

As in the data of Table 1 we found the control of the
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pyrogallol and allyl thiocarbamide developer rather un-

pleasant. It was interesting to note that every possible
combination yieldedyellowstained plates. The use of amidol
and allyl thiocarbamide produced stained inferior plates.

The use of allyl thiocarbamide with either hydroquinone,
metol, or eikonogen was nearly all that could be desired.

There wasbut little danger of the maskingnegative whichwas
so much in evidence with the working of thé simple sub-

stance.

The direct production of transparenciesof a red color or

of a bluish purple can be controlledmost readily by the use
of either the hydroquinone, or the eikonogenand allyl thio-

carbamide developer as given in Table II.

Again, as in Table I, we foundmany features in common
to all of the systemsthus far studied. The effectof an excess
or too small quantity of the "reducer," sodium carbonate,
sodium sulphite, the thiocarbamide compound, or water was

perfectly analogousto that observedand given in the previous
consideration of Table I. As has been noted, there was a

greater opportunity for variation of the constituents in the

use of allyl thiocarbamide developers,yet an excessivevaria-
tion gave the same final results as in the systems of Table I.

Since the influenceof the allyl thiocarbamide had been a
factor towards improvement, it seemed of interest to leam

something concerning the effect of the ethyl compound.
Another endless series of experimentssimilar to those which

led to the data of Tables 1 and II wasundertaken. The best
final data are given in Table III.

ÏAB!<aIII

Exposure in seconds 8
=~`

Voltage across tungsten lamp 2.5s
Time of development 2-2') minutes

Température 20-2 i"C

Sodiumsulphite 0.234 gram per square inch of
surface

Water 9.3 grams per square inch of
surface
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Concentration of constituents expressed in grams per

square inch of plate surface.

Ethyt Sodium
Reducerthioaurb- car- Cotorofdeposit

amide bonate

Hydroquinone 0.03~ o.on6 0.037 Reddish purple
Ortot o.o<).t o.on6 0.077 B!ue-browc

Pyrogallol 0.022 0.0069 o.too Red with red stain
Metol 0.032 0.0037 o. ioo Red
Amidol 0.004 0.0046 0.033 Blue-black with pink

stain

Eikonogen 0.07~ 0.0069 0.026 Blue

The use of ethyl thiocarbamidein the production of direct

photographie positives is exceedingly similar to that of the

allyl compound. Hydroquinone, metol, and eikonogen de-

velopers work exceedingly well. The ethyl compound per-
mits even greater range of variation than the allyl thio-

carbamide. Amidol gives badly stained plates, while pyro-

gallolgives a beautiful positive deposit of a red color, yet a red

stain makes it almost useless. Ortol gives a positive of fair

quality. The metol-ethyl thiocarbamide developer of Table

III gives exceedingly fine positives. With this particular

developer only a mere trace of a negative is produced, and the

masking action is negligible. Thé differences between the

action of ethyl thiocarbamide and thiocarbamide are prac-

tically the same as those between allyl thiocarbamide and the

simple substance. Since the same description applies to this

series as to that of Table II, it seems unnecessary to repeat
it in full.

The important facts dealing with the data of Table III

are that the ethyl thiocarbamide yieids a positive deposit of

different colors from either of the corresponding series with

thiocarbamide and allyl thiocarbamide. The data on the in-

fluence of the other constituents of the developers are per-

fectly analogous to that of the thiocarbamide and the allyl

compound.. The manipulation is far easier than that of the
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thiocarbamide developer. The colors of some of the positive
deposits altered during dtying.

It seemed advisable to make another series using tetra
thiocarbamide ammonium bromide in place of the thio-
carbamide. Frary' has suggested the usefulness of this de-

veloper under the right conditions. The best data are given
in Table IV.

TABMIV

Tetrathio- o.Reducerammoniumsulphite Colorofdeposit
bromide -P"

Hydroquinone 0.034 o.oou 0.30 Sepia-brown
Ortol o.o~t 0.005~. 0.078 Yellowish brown

Pyrogallol 0.022 o.oo~6 0.068 B!ue
Metol 0.032 0.0032 0.205 Blue-Mack
Amidol 0.004~ o.ooiS 0.033 Btackwithpinkstain
Eikonogen 0.07~. o.oo!2 0.089 Blue-Mack

The data of Table IV represents the results of a great
many experiments. The tetra thiocarbamide ammonium
bromide bears an exceedingly close analogy to the simple
thiocarbamide. With but few exceptions the colors for the
best of each member of the seriesas given in Table IV were

decidedly similar to those given in Table I. This compound
is fully as difficult to manipulate as the simple salt. In view
of the results obtained with the allyland ethyl compounds,the
bad features of the tetra thiocarbamide ammonium bromide

Frary:Jour.Phys.Chem.,17,33(t9t3).

Exposure in seconds 8

Voltage across tungsten lamp 2.5g
Time of development 2-2'/2 minutes
Temperature 20-2t°C
Sodium sulphite 0.23~ gram per square inch of

surface
Water 9.3 grams per square inch of

surface

Concentration of coitstituents expressed in grams per
square inch of plate surface.
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developerswouldnot give it application in the production of

transparencies.
The same results were obtained with this compound as

with the thiocarbamideunder the influence of varying con-
centrations of the other constituents of the developer. Hydro-
quinone and metol gave the most readily controlled results.
The deposit with amidol was of fair quality and the best of

any of the amidolseries. The pink stain is the drawback.
There are twenty-four different types of developers con-

sidered in the firstfour tablesof this article,and each developer
is capable of givinga positive of a more or less good quality
under the conditionsas outlined. There is a very widerange
of colôrs in the resultant positives. The reds and blues

predominate. It is interesting to note that all of the hydro-
quinone series gave sepia-brownto red coloration, all of the

eikonogenseriesgave someshade of blue, the ortol seriesgave
colors ranging from yellowishbrown to a bluish black, the
amidol depositswerechieflyblack, covered with a pink stain,
whilepyrogallolyieldedall sorts of colorsfromred, through the

yellows,to a blue.

In all cases the influenceof the "reducer" upon the for-
mation of the positiveseemedto be the same. The function
of the thiocarbamideis an important one, while the influence
of the carbonate is nearly as great.

AU of pur data pointed to the fact that the chief rôles
of the "reducer" and sodiumsulphite were in developingthe
latent image. In all cases the formation of the final positive
passed through the samestages. After a fewsecondsdevelop-
ment, a thin negative always seemed to appear; this came,
on an average, after 15-20seconds immersion; after this, the

plate passed througha stageof thin fogging,and then camethe

building up of the positivedeposit; the commencementof the
formation of the positive is between ~5 seconds and 1~/4
minutes after immersion.

The allyl thiocarbamide-hydroquinone and the allyl
thiocarbamide-eikonogendevelopers of Table II, the ethyl
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thiocarbamide-metol and the ethyl thiocarbamide-eikonogen

developers of Table III showed but minimum traces of a

negative during the development. In the case of the ethyl
thiocarbamide-metol developerof Table III, it seemed as if

the positive image was.the only one to develop. Thèse four

types of developers would seem to be applicable to the pro-
duction of blue or red transparencieswith good success.

The effect of sodium sulphite seemed to be dependent

upon the type of "reducer" employed. In any of the series

of the previous four tables it is possibleto obtain positives in

the absence of sodium sulphite. In the absence of sodium

sulphite, an entirely different ratio of carbonate to the thio-

carbamide must be employed in order to obtain a positive.
The omissionof sodium sulphite in the hydroquinone, pyro-

gallol, and eikonogen series was investigated with greater
detail than in the others. With pyrogallol-allylthiocarbamide

and eikonogen-allylthioearbamide without sulphite, a very

good positive could be obtainedof but slightly different color

from that in the presence of sulphite. The omission of sul-

phite in the hydroquinone-allyl thiocarbamide developer

yielded a pure black positive with a mottled effect. This

positive was a great deal inferior to that obtained in the

presence of sulphite. The best concentrations employed are

given in Table V.
TABI.EV

Exposurein seconds 8
Voltage.acrosstungstenlamp 2.55 0
Temperature 20-2i°C
Sodiumsulphite o
Water 9.3 gramsper squareinchof surface

Concentrations of constituents expressed in grams per

square inch -of plate surface.

Allyl Sodium
Reducerthiocarb- car- Positivedeposit

amide bonate

Hydroquinone 0.019 0.0014. 0.067 Poor, mottled black

Eikonogen 0.074 0.0050 0.071 Good, blue

Pyrogallol 0.022 o.oo2j 0.055 Good, yellow stained

positive
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It is quite evident from the data of Table V that in the

case of the hydroquinone-allyl thiocarbamide developer the

influenceof sulphiteupon the depositionof the positive image
is great. In the other cases thé effectis practically negligible.

In the previous paper' we had concluded that sodium

sulphite was essential for the production of a positive. It

willbe observedin each case in the absence of sulphite it re-

quires a far greater amount of sodium carbonate than with

sulphite present (see Table II for comparison). The reason

for our failure to obtaiti positives in the first paper, in the

absence of sulphite, was'due to an insufficient quantity of

sodiumcarbonate.

Anotherseriesofexperimentswas made to determine the

effectof the addition of varying quantities of sodium sulphite

upon the allyl-thiocarbamide-hydroquinone developer of

Table V.

The resultsare given in Table VI.

TABU!VI

Exposureinseconds 8
~`.

Voltageacrosstungstenlamp 2.$
Température 20-21° C
Sodiumcarbonate 0.067 gram per square inch of

surface
Water, 9.3 grams per square inch of

surface

Concentrationsof constituents expressed in grams per

square inchofplate surface.

The data of Table VI would indicate that possibly sodium

Perleyand Leighton: Jour. Phys. Chem., t7, 235 (i9t3).

-"1- r_

Hydro- Allyl Sodium
quinonethiocarb-S°d~u°l Results~

0.019 o.oot~~
– Mottled black positive.

0.019 0.001~ o. !i7 Negative flashes up, and fogs at once.
0.0:9 o.oot~ j 0.586 Yellowfoggedpositive.
0.019 o.oci~ 1.172 Brown less foggedpositive.
O.OK) o.oo!~ i.7s8 Red purple positive of good quality.
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sulphite has a double rôle in this particular developer. A

portion of it aids in the formation of the positive deposit.
The variation of color from black, to yellow,and then to red

by increasing the amounts, shows that it is an influential
medium at least. Whenpresent in large amounts it acts as a

very efficient restrainer for the positive. From the present
availabledata upon this restrainingaction depends the success
of the beautiful allyl thiocarbamide-hydroquinonedeveloper.

Thé thiocarbamidecompound and the sodium carbonate
seemed to be the important factors in the formation of the

positive. A very close relationship between the concentra-
tions of these two substancesseemed ever to be in existence.
It was possible to maintain the content of water, "reducer"
and sodiumsulphiteat a constant value and produce positives
of good quality with different quantities of carbonate and
thiocarbamide. However, unless the definite ratio of car-
bonate to thiocarbamideas given in the precedingfour tables
was always maintained, a poor produet would result. In
other words, with all of the constituents maintained constant,

any increase in thiocarbamideover that given in any of the
four tables must be accompaniedby a correspondingincrease
of carbonate. Otherwisefailure will result.

It seemedwiseto determine whether a positive could be

produced in the absenceof carbonate and the data of Table
VII wereobtained.

TABLEVII

Exposurein seconds 8
-.i_

Voltageacrosstungstenlamp 2.5
Temperature 20-2i"C
Sodiumcarbonate o
Water 9.3 gramspersquareinch of surface

Concentrations of constituents expressed in grains per
square inch of plate surface.

educerAllyl S~hite Result
R~cert~

Rcsutt

amide
Sodium

1-
Hydroquinone. -3:~i:I- i Bltured,deep blue positive.Hydroquinone 0.034. 0.0014. 0.351 Bturred, deep Mue positive.
Hydroquinone 0.034. 0.0014. 0.234 j Thin négative.
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It was necessary to develop the best plate nearly five

:times as long as those in which the carbonate was present.
The positive was of a verybeautiful blue color, and if it were
not for the fact that a haze remained over the surface,a fine

transparency could be produced by this method. The chief
différencein the compositionof the developer lies in the con-
centration of sodium sulphite. It was observed that in the

.absenceof carbonate a much larger quantity of sulphite was

required than when carbonate was present (see data of Table

II).
From the data of Tables V, VI, and VII the problembe-

came most interesting. Using allyl thiocarbamide and a

hydroquinone developer it is possible to obtain positives in

the absence of either the sulphite, or the carbonate. When
one is absent a much larger amount of the other must be

present.

Thus, it seemed quite probable that the alkalinity of the
carbonate or sulphite had a great influence upon the action
of the thiocarbamides. Using the allyl thiocarbamide-hydro-

quinonedeveloperof Table II, a solution of sodiumhydroxide
was substituted for the sodium carbonate, with the best
resultsgiven in Table VIII.

TABLEVIII

Exposurein seconds 8

Voltageacrosstungstenlamp 2.g
Timeofdevelopment 2-2'/t minutes
Temperature 20-2 i°C
Sodiumsulphite o.23<).gram per square inch of

surface
Water 9.3 grams per square inch of

surface.

Concentration of constituents expressed in grams per

square inch of plate surface.
~~–––
Hydm- Attytthio- Sod:um c~.tt
quinone carbamide hydroxide

~esun

o.o.;4 0.0014. o.oo26 Excellent positive ofpur pie color.o.o3q. o.ooiq. o.ooz6 1 Excellent positive of parple color.
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The positive resulting was one of the best obtained in all
of thé experiments. It was easily controlled. The influences
of the various constituents of the developer were perfectly
analogous to the correspondingseries of Table II in whieh
carbonate wasused. It is to be noted that for a given content
of hydroquinone, allyl thiocarbamide and water, in the ab-
sence of the other twoagents, it requires only a small quantity
of sodium hydroxide,.a larger amount of sodium carbonate,
and a much greater quantity of sodium sulphite to produce
positives of good quality. In the first part of this paper it
was suggested that thiocarbamide acted as a better solvent
for the unexposedsilverhalide complex than for thé exposed
portion, and in thé presenceof some of the constituents of the

developer silverwas again reduced from the dissolvedportion
of the complex. Such a theory was not in evidence in the

beginning, yet each experiment made a step in advance
towards acceptingsucha conclusion.

Valenta' has determined the solubility of the silver
halides in some of the thiocarbamides. In the case of silver

bromide, his data show that the solubility in thiocarbamide
is far greater than in the allyl compound. This gave us

hope in our attempts to explain the differencein rapidity of
action and easeof controlbetween the thiocarbamide and the

allyl thiocarbamidedevelopers.
When weundertook this work we wereunable to find any

data concerningthe relative solubility of silver bromide in the
thiocarbamides when unexposedand when exposed to light.~
We were aware of the fact that even these data would not
solve our problem. In dealing with a photographieemulsion,
we have foundthat test tube experiments with a silver halide,

Vatenta:Monatsheftf0rChetnie.r5,250(1894).
NoTa.–Afterthecompletionofthispaperitwaacalledtoourattention

that Dr.C. E.K.Meeshadworkedonthethiocarbamidesseveralyearsago
(Brit.Jour.Photography,56,729(t909)).Hefoundthattheunexposedsilver
bromideis muchmoresolublein thiocarbamidethautheexposed,sincethe
solubilityofsilverbromideinthiocarbamidedecreasesveryrapidlyin thépres-
enceoftracesofsolublebromide.
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precipitated in the dark, most often give analogous résulta

to the same réaction when applied to the emulsionupon the

plate; yet there are decided differencesin solubility,porosity,

etc., between silver halides precipitated in test tubes, and the

silverhalide, gelatine, and water complexof the photographie
emulsion.

Bancroft' calls to our attention the fact that the unex-

posed silver bromide of a plate is dissolvedmorerapidly tham

the exposed portion by such substances as sodium thiosul-

phate, ammonium hydroxide, potassium cyanide, and ammo-

nium bromide.

Wemade the broad assumption that sucha state of anaint

existed in the case of thiocarbamides.

If such a condition exists our data explainmost readily a

portion of the reasons for the formation of the positives by
thiocarbamides. The various colors, and the easy control

of such, indicated to us the possible formation of colloïdal

silver. Unfortunately, we have not been able to study these

deposits with sufficientaccuracy to give their physical prop-

erties.

Thé combination of "reducer," carbonate, and sulphite,
at first serve to develop the latent image. The density of the

resultant negative depends upon the concentration of thèse

three constituents together with the degree of exposure,
In ail of our experimentsat a constant exposurethe finaldata

which gave the best results, after correctingfor any error due

to the thiocarbamide, should represent the relative reducing

power of the various so-called developers. The carbonate

also serves to open the pores of the gelatine, and causes a

more rapid reaction. While the reduction of the latent

image is taking place, the dilute solution of thiocarbamide

tends to dissolve the unexposed emulsion complex more

rapidly than the exposedportions. The solvent action takes

place with extreme slowness, and as rapidly as the complex

Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chetn.,15,3i3(191').
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is dissolvedit is reduced by some substance to colloidalsilver.
The depositionof silver upon the unexposedportions of the

plate necessarily results, and a positive image is produced.
From a study of our data it would seem as if something

«ther than the carbonate, sulphite, or "reducer" aided in the
formation of the positive. It will be remembered that a

positive results in the absence of carbonate and also in the
absence of sulphite. However, when both are absent a blank

plate results. In the absenceof a "reducer," a heavily fogged
plate alwaysresults. The color of this resultant plate is per-
feetly analogousto the color of the shaded portions of the ex-

posed plate in the corresponding series with the "reducer"

present. The problem narrows itself down to the fact that
not only must the thiocarbamides act as better solvents for
the unexposed than for the exposed emulsion complex, but
in the presence of sodium carbonate, sodium sulphite, or
sodium hydroxide, in other words, when alkaline, it acts as a

'"reducing" agent. It seems as if the alkalinethiocarbamides
must reducethe dissolvedsilver complexto silver. Thé colors
<tf the resultant silver would indicate that it was present in
colloidal form.

It was most interesting to observe how readily the re-
sults could be checked in test tube experiments. Some

eaexposed photographie plates were immersed in the dilute
solution (2 grams per.liter) of thiocarbamide. T he resultant
solution was poured'into four test tubes. To one, wasadded
some of the hydroquinone solution, and nothing happened.
To another, some of the sodium sulphite solution was added,
and a clouding effect took place throughout thé solution.
Tb a third, sodium carbonate was added, and immediately
a heavy dark precipitate was thrown down. It required
several hours for this precipitate to settle. The addition of
sodium hydroxide to a fourth gave the same results as when
sodium carbonate was used.

gave the same results as when
sodium carbonate was used.

In the case of the test tube experiments a very rapid
precipitation occurred. This impressed us with the fact that
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when the reaction was applied to the photographie plate
directly, the gelatine of the.emulsionmust really play a fairly
important rôle. It becomes evident that it must greatly
impede the diffusion of thé dissolvedsilvercomplex,and as a.
result, permit the reduction to take placealmost at the exact
point of solution.

Rathke' has observed that thiocarbamide can reduce
metallic salts from a higher to a lowerstage. He found that
it acts upon cupric sulphate to form cuproussulphate momen-

tarily. It wouldnot be amiss to believethat n our particular
problem we had the thiocarbamideacting a double rôle.

If our assumptions are not false, it is easy to see why
various substituted thiocarbamides should give results of

varying control. There must naturally be differencesin solu-

bility of the silver complex in these salts. The thiocarbamide
which acts slowest as a solvent upon the silver emulsion

complex,but which shows the widest distinctionbetween the

exposed and unexposed portions, and when alkaline, is the
best "redueer," will be the most applicableto the production
of direct positives.

It is also perfectly obviouswhy variousbrands of plates,
as well as different emulsions of the same brand of plate,
shouldgive differentresults. Sinceallofour workwascarried
out on the same emulsion of one brand of plates, it makes our
data at least comparative. Various emulsionsof the same

grade will yield plates of different porosities. Each brand of

plate will have a different ratio of iodide to bromide, and,
of course,this will givean entirely differentrelativesolubility.

Valenta2has shown that the followingsolubilityrelations
exist.

Gramsofhalideper 100gramsAgsolutionofconcentration10 too

SaJtsotution AgBr AgI AgCt

Thiocarbamide f.8? 0.79 0.83
TMMMMMM 0.72 0.09 ,}.oo

Rathke: Ber. chem. Ges. Bertin, !7, ~97(t984.).
Vateatit: Monatsheft {ùr Chemie,!$, 230({894).
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Up to the presenttime, wecan daim that, for thé partie-
ular plate employed, our results are only comparative.
Yet with a systematic study, such results serve admirably
to showthe real mechanismof the reaction.

Any combinationof developersshouldgivea goodpositive
in the presence of a suitable thiocarbamide, provided the

solution is sufficientlyalkaline, and the concentrationsof the
constituents are so adjusted that only a very slight negative
will be produced during the time that it requires the thio-

carbamide to dissolve the unexposed complex,and reduce

it to colloidalsilver.

The thioearbamide which will be most efficient,and the

easiest of control, must exhibit the greatest difference in

solubility towards exposed and unexposed silver emulsions.
With compounds where only small differencestowards solu-

bility exist, it will be necessary to give far greater exposures,
as under such conditions the deposition of silver wouldtend
to be uniform over the whole plate. All ofour data indicate

that this is the fault with the simple thiocarbamide,as well

as wth the tetra thiocarbamideammoniumbromideupon our

particular brand of plate;

Upon the basis of this theory, that "reducing" agent
which tends to develop the high lightsmore rapidly than the

shadowsshould always tend to give a better positive than the

"reducer" which gives a more uniform development. Too

high a concentration of "reducer" should always produce

positives masked by excessive negative, while insufficient

quantities of "reducer" should yield foggedplates. All of

our data satisfy these requisites.
A careful consideration of our data points conclusively

to the fact that the above explanation for the production of

positivesby thiocarbamide is, at least, logical. If this theory
is correct, it should be applied to other solventsof unexposed
silveremulsions.

Since it has been shown' that ammoniadissolvesthe un-

Banefoft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,ïSt313('9't).
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exposedsilver complexof an emulsionmore rapidly than the

exposed portions, it should be possible to produce positives
with ammonia and a "reducing" agent. In the light of the

best test tube experiments upon the thiocarbamides it seemed

possible to save time by determiningwhat substances would

precipitate silver from the dilute ammoniacal solutions. An

unexposed plate was immersed in dilute ammonia. Thé

resultant solution was separately treated with sodium sul-

phite, and sodium carbonate, but no apparent action took

place. Hydroquinone gave a yellow discoloration, while

metol and pyrogallol gave decidedlydark discoloration. The

experiments gave results of an entirely different appearance
from those with carbonate and thiocarbamide. The pre-

cipitates obtained by the thiocarbamide-carbonate reaction

were of fair density, while in the case of the metol-ammonia

combination the precipitates took place slowly,and presented
more of an appearance of a heavy fog. It seemed as if the

presence of sulphite increased the rate of precipitation. In

spite of the limitationsnoted in theexperiments,it seemedbest

to make a fewexperiments.

Kogelmann' found that a metol developer containing a

gooddeal of ammoniagave positives. In the absenceof com-

plete data we endeavored to determinehow far this method

was applicable.

A dilute ammonia solution was prepared by diluting 10

ce of concentrated ammonia, sp. gr. 0.90, to a liter.

A great many experimentsweremade, and very poorre-

sults were obtained. The best data which will give positives
of poor quality are given' in Table IX. Thèse represent
the best data available up to the present time. It does not

give as good results as are possible,and the study of this is

beingcontinued.

Koge)mann:Eder's"HandbuchderPhotographie,"gthHd.,31,!!4
(1902);cf.Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,13,~47(tçoç).
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Exposure in seconds 8

Voltage across tungsten lamp 2.5s
Temperature 20-2 !"C
Time of development 5 minutes
Water 6.9 grams per square inch of

surface
Sodium carbonate 0.150 gram per square inch of

surface

Concentrations of constituents expressed in grams per

square inch of plate surface.

In this preliminary study positives wereobtained in the
absenceof carbonate of nearly as good quality as those from
the best concentration given in Table IX.

The test tube experiments would indicate that in this

particular type of developer the metol plays a double rôle.
It not only serves as a "reducing" agent in the production
of the negative, but it also reduces the dissolvedunexposed
silvercomplexas fast as it forms.

A great many positives have been producedby the de-

veloper, or a slight modification, as given in Table IX, yet
their production is a great uncertainty.

We have not been able to make a thorough systematic
study of this system as yet, but it is important to note that the
nature of the positive deposit is most analogous to those
obtained by the thiocarbamides.

In the absence of available data we have brieflystudied
the production of positives by means of the amines. In this

case, preliminary test tube experiments were made. In the
test tube experiments the carbonate and sulphite alone were
without any instantaneous enect. Hydroquinone gave a

heavy discoloration, and in the présenceof sulphitea distinct

precipitation took place.

M<-tn) Sodium Sodium “Metol
sulphite carbonate

0.002~ 0.~76 o.!§o A poor blue-blackpositive.
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In view of these facts, and with our observations that

positives of fair quality could be produced with ammonia
we have made a preliminary study of this class of solvents.
It has been possible to obtain positives of very fair quality
by means of either methyl or ethyl amine and a hydroquinone
developer. In these two cases, from the test tube experi-
ments, it would seem as if the active constituents were the
amines and hydroquinone. The best data obtained thus far
are given in Table X.

TABLEX

Exposurein seconds 8
Voltageacross tungstenlamp2.5
Temperature 20-21 C
Timeof development 5 minutes
Water 9.2 grams per square inch of

surface
Sodiumcarbonate o. 118 gram per square inch of

surface

Concentration of constituents expressed in grams per
square inch of plate surface.

Hydro- Sodium
R-Amine

quinone sulphite
Results

Methyl 0.0108 0.0048 o. 52 liPoor.gfeenishMack positives
Ethyl 0.0144 0.0048.0.489 !Thin,brown-Mack positive

The manipulation of the methyl or ethyl amine-hydro-
quinone developers were as difficult,and gave as uncertain
results as the ammonia-metol developer. Thé color of the

deposits were quite different from those of the ammonia-
metol combination. Any criticism of one justly belongs to
the other. In eachcase, there is the existingtendency towards
the developmentof a masking negative. Thé negative seems
to act as a screenin preventing,the deposition of the positive
image. When the content of "reducer" is decreased below a
certain limit an effort to eliminate the excessive negative
must be exercised with great care to prevent the formatioa
of a heavy fog. With sufficientcare, it is possible to produce
positives of fair quality with the amines.
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In all of the experiments with ammonia and the amines

it seemedas if the cause forsuch poorresults is due to the fact

that there is but a slight differencein the relative solubilities

of the unexposed and of the exposedsilver complex. Under

such conditions, the manipulative control would be exceed-

ingly difficult.

It is very possible that some type of "reducing" agent
other than those heretofore employedwill give far superior
results.

A. Guebhard' found that positivescould be obtained by

developing underexposed plates, at 8° C, very slowly, in a

developerof the followingcomposition: 3 gramsof anhydrous
sodium sulphite, i gram of pyrogallol, 3 grams of sodium

carbonate in one liter of water. In this work a development
of several hours was required.

It seemed quite probable that he was dealing, possibly
to a certain degree, with a phenomenonexceedinglysimilar

to the action as previously outlined. In this case the sul-

phite undoubtedly plays the rôle of solvent. Although we

have not had time to study this type of solvent-developer
we have obtained fogged, partial positivesafter ten minutes

development, by using a much larger amount of sodium

sulphite than given in the above Guebhard developer. The

progressof this work bas not beensufficientto warrant further

mention.

Front our work with the thiocarbamides in particular,
and with ammonia and the amines,it seemspossibleto be able

to produce direct photographie positivesof excellentcharacter,

with ease of manipulation, when the correct solvent is dis-

covered.

Summary

i A systematic study has been made of the influence of

hydroquinone, ortol, pyrogallol, metol, amidol, and eikonogen
in the production of direct photographiepositives in combina-

Guebhard:Eder's"JahrbuchderPhotographie,"19,388(<9o~).
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tion with thiocarbatnide,sodium sulphite, sodium carbonate,
and water.

2. The chief roteof the so-called "reducer" in this type
of developer seemsto be in a slight reduction of the latent

image in order only to create a great differencebetween the

exposed, and unexposedportions of the plate.

3. The "reducer" influences the resultant color of the

positive deposit.

4. Many of the positive deposits alter in color during

drying.

5. The influenceof such substituted thiocarbamides as

the allyl, ethyl, and tetra thiocarbamide ammonium bromide

bas been studied in developers containing each one of the

above-mentioned"reducers."
Il

6. The type of thiocarbamide exerts a great innuence

upon the ease of manipulationand final quality of the positive.

7. The allyl and ethyl compounds are greatly superior
to the tetra thiocarbamide ammonium bromide and the

simple salt, whenusedwith this particular grade of plate.
8. Allyl thiocarbamide in combination with a hydro-

quinone or eikonogendeveloper,or ethyl thiocarbamide in a

metol or eikonogendeveloper,yield exceedinglyfine positives.

9. A developermaintainedat 20-2ï° C, of the following.
relative concentration,was found to give excellent positives:

0.032 gram metol, 0.0037gram ethyl thiocarbamide, 0.100

gram sodium carbonate, 0.234 gram sodium sulphite, and

9.3 grams of water. A red to a reddish brown positive re-

sults.

io. For the average thiocarbamide developer a fairly
close relationship between the exposure and concentration

of the constituents of the developer must be maintained in

order to avoid the excessiveproduction of a negative.
11. In the twenty-fourdifferent types of developers con-

sidered, the ultimate influenceof excessiveamounts of each

of the constituents was the same. The differences were
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merely relative, and of a variation in the colorof the deposit.
The reds and blues were the predominatingcolors.

12. Sodium sulphite is not absolutely essential to the

production of a positive by means of thiocarbamide,but it

improves the quality of the deposit by a restraining action.

13. A blurred positive of a beautiful color is obtained

with an allyl thiocarbamide-hydroquinonedeveloper in the

absence of sodium carbonate and a much longer time is re-

quired for its production.

ï~. Sodium hydroxide can be used to good advantage in

place of the carbonate in the allyl thiocarbamide-hydro-

quinonedeveloper.

15. To aceount for the production of positives by thio-

carbamidedevelopers,the assumptionbas been made that the

unexposed silver complex of the emulsion is much more

solublethan the exposedportion. Thiocarbamidesin alkaline

solutions tend to reduce that portion of the solublecomplex
to colloidal silver. The resultant color depends upon the

condition and rate of reduction. The concentrationof the

constituents of the developermust be so adjusted that the

solvent action and reduction occur at the same time, and

before an excessivenégative can be developed. The gelatine
favors this action by preventing hasty diffusion, while the

carbonate presumably aids in opening up the pores of the

gelatine, and dense positives result.

16. All of our data point to the correctnessof the above

assumption.

17. The most efficient thiocarbamidecompound will be

that in which the greatest differencein solubility of the un-

exposed sitver emulsion and the exposedportion is in evi-

dence.

18. This principle applies to the production of direct

positives by means of an ammonia-metoldeveloper, as well

as by a methyl or ethyl amine-hydroquinonedeveloper.
Positives of fair quality were obtained with each of these
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combinations. These developers presented difficult manip-
ulation.

19. Somesubstancemust exist whieh readily dissolvesthe

unexposed silver emulsion, and whieh is without mûuence

upon the exposed emulsion. A "reducer" will be found

which will yield a good deposit of silver under these condi-

tions, without a preliminaryproduction of a negative. Ethyl
thiocarbamideand metol developer is a step in this direction.
When the right combination is found direct positives can be

produced without the least manipulative trouble.

CA<mt«)<Depar<<Mtt<,
~V~f~a<t<~A~<'Ct'
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BYWU<DERD. BANCROPTANDHARRYB. WËtSËR

The Dissociation of Luminescent Gases

In ï86t Kirchhoffand Bunsen' wrote that "at the close

of this memoirwe cannot refrain from touching upon a ques-

tion, to which, on somefuture occasion,we must again reeur.

Amongthe large number of those salts already examined by

us, which, owing to their volatility in the flame, render a

spectrum analysis possible,wehave not found, in spite of the

great variation in the elementary bodies combined with the

metal, a singleone whichfailed to produce the characteristic

bright lines of the métal. Considering these numerous ob-

servationsmade under the mostwidelydifferingcircumstances,
we might be led to supposethat in all cases the bright lines

given out by a body occur quite independently of the other

elements chemically combined with that body, and that

therefore the relation of the elements, as regards the spectra
of their vapors, is exactly the same, whether they are free or

chemically combined. Yet this supposition is by n&means

founded on fact. We have repeatedly insisted that the

bright lines in the spectrum of a luminous gas must coincide

with the absorption lines which this gas produces in a con-

tinuous speetrum of a sufficientdegree of luminosity. It is

wellknownthat the absorptionlinesof iodine vaporcannot be

produced by hydriodic acid, and that, on the other hand,
the absorption lines of nitrous aeid are not visiblein a me-

chanicalmixture of nitrogenand oxygen. There is nothing to

show why an influenceof chemical combination upon the

absorption lines, similar to that here noticed at lowtempera-
tures, should not occur at a white heat. If, however, the

state of chemicalcombinationalters the absorption lines of a

luminous gas, it must likewiseatter the bright lines of its

spectrum.

Pogg. Ann.. 113,380; Phil. Mag., {4) M, 509 (tMt).
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"From these considerations one would conclude that
in thé case of the spectra of two differentcompounds of the
same metal, different bright Unes may appear; it is however
possiblethat the salts which are volatilized in the flame can-
not exist at the temperature of the flame,and are decomposed,
so that it may be in reality the vapor of the free metal which
produces the lines; and it would then appear quite possible
that a chemicalcompound may produce bright lines differing
from those producedby its constituent elements."

Though Kirchhoff and Bunsen had foreseen the posa-
bility of compoundshaving characteristie spectra, they did
not find any actual case of this; but spectra of compounds
were obtained,however, by Mitscherlich' by introducing into
the flame mixtures of ammonium chloride with the chloride
of barium, strontium, calcium, copper or bismuth. The
spectra of the compoundsof copper can very conveniently be
obtained pure. At high temperatures there appear the lines
of metallic copper. "Hence at a very high temperature of
ignition ail copper compounds are decomposed into their
constituents, whereasthese compounds remain undecompoaed
at a lower temperature-that, for example, of the hydrogem
flame.

"From the investigations adduced, it follows, as 1 have
already expressedin an earlier paper, that <w~ compoundof
thefirst orderwhichis not decomposed,and is heated to a ~M-
peratureadequatefor the productiono/ light,~<6~ a spectrum
~'CK~M-to this compound,and independent 0/ other circum-
stances.

"The decompositionof compoundsmay be caused by the
flame gases, or even by the high temperature alone, inde-
pendent of the gases: thus, for instance, chloride of bismuth,
if its solutionis used instead of the électrodesin the electrical
dischargein chlorine,is decomposedby the high température
of the electricaldischarge alone. Individual compounds te-

Pogg.Ann.,n6, 499(186z);121,459;Phil.Mag.,[<t]t8,[69(t86~L
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mst even this temperature-as, for instance, bromideof copper
amd iodide of copper, and others, which show the spectrum
of the metal together with that of the compound. But if,
instead of the solutions which produce a diminution of tem-

perature by their rapid evaporation, the salts themselvesare
<Eed as solid electrodes,at the then higher temperature most
salts are decomposed (as, for instance, these copper salts),
fMMlbut fewcompoundsremain undecomposed.

With a gréât number of metals such a decomposition
takes place even under the temperature at which a luminous

appearance is observed;hence in this case it has as yet been

impossible to observe a direct spectrum of the compounds;
amd therefore a comparisonof the spectra of ail compounds
tas hitherto been impossible. The metals whose compounds
are decomposed at such a low temperature, and hence only
Cive the spectrum of the metal itself, are potassium, sodium,
Nthium, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, silver, and mercury."

That in the caseofsodiumcompounds the metal actually
gives the spectrum, 1 have shown in the paper already men-
tioned. 1 In the same paper, by the experiment in which
when chlorideof potassiumis brought into a flame with much
chloride of ammoniumnospectrum is perceived, 1 have shown
that under certain circumstancesmetallic compounds of the
&st order, even when volatile, may give no spectra. This
is confirmed by the fact that even the yellow color of the
sodium flame almost disappears if a flame containing sodium
is brought overstronglyvolatilizingsal-ammoniac-and further

by the fact that if any sodium, lithium, or potassium com-

pound is investigated by method 3 (H and CI), not even a
colored flame, and still lessa spectrum is formed. Thé result
is similar if compoundsof the alkalies are volatilized in burn-

ing sulphuretted hydrogen; it can be distinctly observed that
the interior core retains its color perfectly if these compounds
are volatilized in it, but that in the outer core, where the

sulphur is already burned, a feeble color is formed."

Pogg.Ann.,n6, 50~(1862).
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Plucker and Hittorf' obtained multiple spectra with
gases. What they have to say about nitrogen is especially
interesting. "Not only is the general character of the two
kinds of spectra we obtained when nitrogen was heated in
our tubes, either by the direct discharge or by the discharge
of the interposed Leyden jar, quite different, but the difference
is even so great that the bright lines of one of the spectra do.
not in the least fall within the brighter part of the bands con-
stituting the other.

"For a given nitrogen-tube which without the Leyden
jar gives the spectrum of bands, and by means of the com-
monly used jar the speetrum of bright Unes, you may easily
select a jar of smaller covering, which, if intercalated, ex-
hibits the curious phenomena of two rival spectra disputing
existence with each other. Sometimes one of the spectra,
sometimes the other appears; and for moments both are seen

simultaneously. Especially the brighter lines of the second
speetrumappear in the blue and violet channeled spacesof the
first, and, according to the fluctuation of the induced current,
either suddenly disappear again or subsist for some time,
and constitute with the added fainter lines thé second spec-
trum.

"By these and other experiments it is evidently proved
that ignited nitrogen shows two quite distinct spectra. Each
bright line of one of these spectra, each of the most subtle
lines into which, by means of the telescope, the bands of the
other are resolved, finally depends upon the molecular condi-
tion of the ignited gas, and the corresponding modification
of the vibrating ether within it. Certainly, in the present
state of science, we have not the least indication of the con-
nection of the molecular constitution of the gas with the kind
of light emitted by it; but we may assert with confidencethat,
if one spectrum of a given gas be replaced by quite a different.
one, there must be an analogous change of the constitution
of the ether, indicating a new arrangement of the gaseous

Phil. Trans.,155,i (t865).
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molecules. Consequently we must admit either a chemical

decompositionor an allotropie state of the gas. Conclusions

derived from the whole series of our researches led us finally
to reject the first alternative and to adopt the other.

"The same spectral tube exhibits, in any succession,
as often as you like, each of the two spectra. You may show

it in the most striking way by effecting the intercalation

of the Leyden jar by means of a copper wire immersed in

mercury. As often as the wire is taken out of the mercury
we shall have the spectrum of bands; as soon as the com-

munication is restored, the spectrum of bright lines. Hence

we conclude that the change of the molecular condition of

nitrogen which takes place if the gas be heated beyond a

certain temperature by a stronger current, does not per-

manently alter its chemicaland physical properties, but that

the gas, if cooledbelowthe same limit of temperature, retums

again to its formercondition."

The authors are evidently using the words "chemical

decomposition" to mean an irréversible change. It is that

whieh they exclude. Their conclusionreally is that nitrogen

undergoesa reversiblechange; there is nothing in the experi-
ments to showwhether this change is a dissociation, an allo-

tropie change,or someother change.
Wûllner' confirmsthese conclusions. Nitrogencan only

be carried over into the form in which it gives the second

spectrum by the sudden passageof relatively large amounts of

electricity, such as occurs in the experiments of Plücker
when a Leyden jar is placed in the circuit of the induction

current or whena Leyden jar is charged by a Holtz machine

to the dischargingpoint. In the case of nitrogen one may
therefore speak of an allotropie form2which yields the second

spectrum, which is formed during the sudden discharge of

large amounts of electricity, and which changes back into the

ordinary form as soon as the temperature of the gas falls."

PogEAnn.,135,5:6(i868).
PXickcrandHittorf:Phi).Trans..155,i (tSôs).
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In à paper published in 1879,Schuster' favors the view
that changes in the speetrum of a gas indicate molecular

changes. "During the first years of spectrum analysisit was

generally supposed that a continuous spectrum was char-
acteristiceither of a solid or of a liquid body; but as our ex-

périmental knowledgegradually increased, it was found that
the fact of a body being in the solid, liquid or gaseousstate,
only indirectly innuenced the order of the spectrum. It was
believedat first that a chemical compoundalways showedthe

spectrumof its individual molecules;in other words,that the
vibrations of the moleculeswere made up of the vibrations
of the componentatoms. If we accept this theory, then, of

course,we have only one explanation of the differentorders
of spectra, Ms., the influence of one molecule on another.

Accordingto this view, the state of aggregationof the body
must be the direct causeof the change in the spectrum. Since
the work of.. Mitscherlich,however, it had gradually been

recognizedthat a combination of atoms changesentirely the

spectrum. This change is not slight but fundamental. The
wholevibrating system seems to have been altered; and there
is at present, in the majority of cases, no hope that we may
considerthe vibrations of a moleculeto be only the slightly
disturbed vibrations of the atoms. We have now a second
cause for a change in the different orders of spectra. We
need no more look on a continuous spectrum as a line spec-
trum, disturbedby the shocks of other molecules;but we may
explainit by the changeswhieh have taken place in the indi-
vidualmolecule.

"According to this view liquid and solid bodies give
generallycontinuous spectra, not because they are liquid or

solid, but because in these states the moleculeshave a more

complicated structure than in the gaseous state. Experi-
ment has to decide between the two theories: the theory of
moleeulardisturbance and the theory of molecular structure.

Phit.Trans.,170,~7(tS??).
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I think that the facts are decidedly in favor of the lattet

theory."
In a course of lectures before the Royal Institution,

W. A. Miller' brought out very clearly the prevalent belief

that luminescentgases are dissociated at sufficiently high
temperatures. shall, therefore, in order to give you some
idea of thé differencebetween thé spectra of the elements
and their compounds,ask you to lookat a photograph rep-
resenting the spectra of certain compound substances. 1
have selected the spectra produced by the compounds of

copper, becausethey resist a higher temperature than most
others without undergoing decomposition, and are conse-

quently amongthose most easily observed. On this photo-
graph youwillseea representation of three spectra placedone
over the other. The uppermost is the spectrum of metallic

copper; the secondis the spectrum of cupric chloride, or the

compoundof copper with chlorine; and the third is that of

cupric [cuprous?]iodide, or thé compound of copper with
iodine. Youwill observe certain lines in the yellow and the

green, whichare pretty constant in them all. In the second

spectrum,characterizedby lines in the blue, we see the effect

producedby the combinationof chlorinewith the copper; and
this is againdifferentfrom the spectrum of the iodide. When
Bunsenand Kirchhofffirst made their experiments upon the

volatilizationof bodies in the flamesupon which they experi-
mented, they concludedthat, whatever the temperature em-

ployed, the samespectrum was always produced by the same
substance. That statement has since, however, been as-
certained not to be absolutely correct. An elementary body
may be heated through a very wide range of temperature
without experiencingany change in its spectrum, but at a

very high temperature new lines not previously observed
often maketheir appearance. Lithium offersan example
of this kind. This metal presents a single characteristic

!ine–t~ a brilliant crimson band-which is brought out at

Chem.News,tg,276,285(t867).
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moderate temperatures; but there is another, a fainter line,
in the orange, which requires a higher temperature for its

developtnent; and, lastly, a very brilliant band in the blue,
which requires a still higher heat, such as that of the voltaic
arc. Althoughin the voltaic arc we have a most intense
heat, the temperature is not sufficient to cause thallium to
vibrate in such a way as to produce more than a single line.
Thé lithium at the same temperature will acquire the power
of producing an additional number of vibrationsof inereased

frequency,so that weshall have at least three distinctbands-
à band in thé red, a band in thé orange, and another in the
blue.

"Hitherto 1 have taken the substances in their metallic
state, but 1 wish to show you, in the next place,that if we take
certain bodies in their compound condition, wemay separate
their constituents from each other in the flameof the voltaic
arc. For instance, if, instead of taking metallic barium, 1
take a compound of barium' with cMorine,and heat that

strongly in the lamp, the chlorineand the bariumat that very
elevatcd temperature will be separated from each other; the
barium willbe converted into vapor, and weshallobtain from
thé metal its characteristic series of bands, the chlorine spec-
trum being so faint as to elude our observation under these
circumstances. Now 1take the carbonateof the same sub-

stance, and this carbonate will at the same temperature be
resolved into barium on the one hand, which is the glowing
gas from which that spectrum was produced,and into other
bodies which give out comparatively little light, and which
therefore occasion no interference with the results. The

spectrum is not quite so bright as the last, for the reason that
the carbonate is not a body which is so completelyand easily
volatilizable as the chloride. The chloride is a substance

which,like most chlorides,is readily volatilizedby a moderate
heat. The carbonate is a body which, at a high temperature,
becomes decomposed. It gives off its carbonic acid and

produces baryta, and that baryta, in the focusof heat which
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we have here, is undergoing decomposition. Its oxygen is

being separated from it just as when oxide of mercury is

moderatelyheated in a spirit flame, we can separate that into
its components-mercury on the one hand, and oxygen on
the other. So it is here with baryta: in the intense heat
of the voltaic arc, the barium and the oxygen are becoming
separated from each other.

"Before 1 quit this part of our subject, 1 wish to showyou
that in particular cases the same gas may give two different

spectra. If you send an electric spark through one of these
exhausted tubes of nitrogen at a low temperature, you will
obtain a spectrum of a particular kind; but the same gas will
exhibit at a higher temperature a spectrum which is quite
different. Thesedifferencesare very importantwhen viewed

theoretically, though as yet we have no satisfactory ex-

planation of them. It has been supposed that where two

spectra occur the bands formed at a low temperature are

produced by a substance which is really different from that
which gives rise to the bands which are given out by what

appears to be the same body at an intense heat. It has been

conjectured, though it is by no means proved, that substances

which, like nitrogen, give two different spectra, are not ele-

mentary bodies, but that at the high temperature they are

actually separated into their components, just as we recently
separatedchlorine from barium and carbonic acid and oxygen
from the same metal. But this conclusion is by no means
wellestablished, because it is seen that the moment we cease
to pass the electric spark, the whole thing is as it was before;
and if the substance had been decomposed by the intense

heat, it has been as instantly recomposed on the diminution
of the temperature."

Cooke' is also quite definite in his statements. "At the

very high temperatures at whichalone gasesor vapors become

luminous,compound bodies, as a rule, appear to be decom-

posed, and the elementary atoms dissociated. Hence the

"PrincipiesofChemicalPhilosophy,"[97()88i).).
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observations with the spectroscopehave been almost entirely
confinedto the spectra of the elementarysubstances, and our
knowledge of the spectra of compound substances is ex-

ceedinglylimited. In somefewcaseswherethe spectrum of a
compound has been obtained, it has been noticed that, as the
temperature rises, this spectrum is suddenlyresolved into the
separate spectra of the elements of which the compound
consists. °

"At a high temperature the metallic atoms of a com-
pound body are far more luminous than those of the other

elementary atoms with which they are associated. Hence,
when the vapor of a metalliccompoundis rendered luminous,
the light emitted is so exclusivelythat of the metallic atoms,
dissociated by the heat, that whenexaminedwith the spectro-
scope the spectrum of the metal is aloneseen; and this is the
probable explanation of the fact that the salts of the same
metal. all show, as a general rule, the same spectrum
as the metal itself."

Hasselberg' postulates dissociationfor the caseof the two
hydrogen spectra. He says that if his previousreasoning is
admitted, "we shall be obliged to assumesuch a dissociation
as the explanation of the displacementof a spectrumby a new
one with rise of temperature, and must therefore ascribe the
first spectrum [of hydrogène to a more complicatedarrange-
ment of moléculesor to a compound of the body with itself.
Since, according to the investigations of Wiedemann.sin the
case of hydrogen a continuai rise in temperature produces
first a graduai diminution of the spectrum above described,
and then upon reaching a certain limit its almost sudden
disappearance, these considerations lead us to the view pro-
posed as a second alternative by Ângstfom, according to
which the spectrum belongs to a compoundof hydrogen with
itself. Thé heat-equivalent found by Wiedemann for the
quantity of energy necessary to transform this spectrum into

1Phil.Mag.,(5)17,351(.884).
Wied. Ann., 10, 202 (;88o).
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that consisting of the three characteristic bright lines, would
therefore be nothing else than the thermal equivalent of the

correspondingwork of dissociation.

"If the views thus explained of the spectroscopiccondi-
tions of hydrogen are regarded as justified by facts, we have
an easy explanation of the fact that in the spectra of the sun
and most stars only the characteristic lines of this gas appear
as.bright lines or absorption lines, as the case may be, while
no trace of the second speetrum is to be detected. The
reason is to be found in the enormous temperatures existing
in these bodies."

Lockyer of course believes that dissociation occurs
in the flameand in the spark.

"I hâve observed that whether the spectra of iodides,

bromides, etc., be observed in the flame or weak spark, in

air, the spectrum is in the main the same, as maintained by
Kirchhoff and Bunsen; but that this is not the spectrum
of the metal is established by the facts, thatwitha low~~a-
ture only the longest lines of the metals are present, showing
that only a small quantity of the simple metal is present as a
result of partial dissociation, and that by increasingthe tem-

perature, and consequently the amount of dissociation, the
otherHM~of themetals appear in the orderof their lengthwith
eachrise of temperature.

"I have convincedmyself that this is the spectrum of the

oxide, because in air, after the first application of heat, the

spectra and metallic lines are in the main the same, while in

hydrogenthe spectra are different for each compound, and
true metallic lines are representedaccordingto the volatilityof
the compound,only the very longest lines being visiblein the

spectrumof the leastvolatilecompound.
"The heat required to act upon a compound, so as to

render its spectrum visible, dissociates the compoundaccord-

ing to its volatility; the number of true metallic lines which

Phit.Trans.,163,650(1873).
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thus appear is a measure of the dissociation;and as the metal
lines increase in number, the compoundbands thin out."

Lockyer apparently assumes,as a matter of course, that,
the spectrum in hydrogen must be the spectrum of the metal.
This conclusion has not always been accepted. Basquin'

1

studied the spectra of aluminum, copper, magnesium, silver,
sodium, tin, and zinc in hydrogen and says that "with the

exceptionof tin, every métal thus far examinedin the rotating
metallic arc in hydrogen givesa characteristic set of spectrum
lines which are not found in the arc in air. Inasmuch as com-
pounds of hydrogen with some metals are known, 1 have, in
lieu of a better hypothesis, supposed that these lines are due
to such compounds formed in the arc." Hartiey~comments
on this to the effect that "sodium hydride cannot exist in a
state of vapor; it readily undergoesdissociation,which com-
mences at 200° and is complete at 422°, under barometric
pressure; the bands, therefore, are not due to sodiumhydride."

The special case of magnesiumin hydrogen was studied

by Liveing and Dewar.~ "We have been careful to ascribe
this line [at 5210] and its attendant series to a mixture of

magnesium and hydrogen rather than to a chemical com-
pound, because this expressesthe facts, and we have not yet
obtained any independent evidence of any chemical com-
pound of those elements. We have independent evidence
that mixtures which are not probably chemical compounds
favor the production of certain vibrations which are not so

strongor are not seenat allwhenthe elementsof thosemixtures
are taken separately. The remarkable absorptions produced
by mixtures of magnesium with potassiumand sodium above
mentioned belong to this class. We have not been able to
obtain the emissionspectra correspondingto these absorptions,
but in the course of our observationson the arc we have fre-

quently noticed that certain Unesof metals present in the

Proc. Am.Acad.,37,t66(<90t).
Proc. Roy. Soc., 79A, 244 (tço?).

Ibid., 27, 495 (!878); 30, 96 (t88o).
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crueible are only seen or come out with especial brilliance
when some other metal is introduced. This is the case with
some groups of calcium Unes which are not seen, or barely
visible,in the arc in a lime crucible, and comeout with great
brilliance on the introduction of a fragment of iron, but are
not developedby other metals such as tin."

In a later paper Liveing and Dewar' made a series of
observationsof the magnesiumspark in hydrogenat pressures
above that of the atmosphere, using no Leyden jar. "It

appears that the compound which had been formed in large
quantity by the spark without jar at higherpressures,is only
gradually decomposed, and not reformed by the high tem-

perature of the spark with jar. This experiment,which was
several times repeated, is conclusive against the supposition
that the flutings are merely due to a lower temperature."
Hence it was concluded that "the series of linesbeginningat
wave length 52to are due to a combinationof hydrogenwith

magnesium, and are not dependent solelyupon the tempera-
ture."

These phenomena have also been studied by Fowler,2
who says that "since then the spectrum in questionbas been

generally known as that of 'magnesium hydride,' and as no
sufficientreason bas appeared for assigninga differentorigin,
this designationhas beenretained in the presentpaper. All
the experiments accordingly tend to show that magnesium
and hydrogen are together concernedin the productionof the

flutings, and the simplest supposition is that they originate
in the combination magnesium hydride. Assuming such
combination of the two elements, it appears to take place
directly under the innuence of the arc, especially at low

pressures, or of some forms of the spark discharge,or by the
combustionof the metal in an atmospherecontaininghydrogen
either freeor in combination.

"One of the chief objections to the above explanation

Proc.Roy.Soc.,32,198(t88i).
Phit. Trans., M~A, 4;o ([909).
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of the flutings is that, althoughthe spectrum may be easily
produced, the compound itself has not yet been clearlyrec-
ognizedby chemists. Winkier' possiblyobtained it as part
of a mixture resulting fromheatingmagnesiumwith the oxide
in an atmosphere of hydrogen, but no other chemicalevi-
dence of the existence of the compound has been brought
forward. Further evidencehas been sought by an analysis
of the deposit formed by the passageof the arc in hydrogen.
This consisted in part of thin spherical shells of magnesium,
and partly of a fine blackor darkgray powder,probably mixed
as a rule, with a small proportionof magnesium oxide. Thé
analysisof this deposit waskindlyundertaken by Prof. Tilden,
who reports that the volume of hydrogen given off on dis-
solving the sample suppliedwasalways less than the amount
calculated on the supposition that it was pure magnesium,
and that there was no evidenceof a hydride. This was, per-
haps, only to be expectedfromthe observation that there was
no appreciable absorption of hydrogen during the passage
of the are, but there was the possibilitythat such absorption
might be partly counterbalancedby the liberation ofhydrogen
from the heated pôles.

In explanation of the spectroscopicobservations,on the
hypothesis that the flutings are produced by magnesium
hydride, it may be supposedthat a very small quantity of the
compound is competent to produce a brilliant spectrum.
The compound would not be unique in this respect, as the
cyanogen flutings are ordinarily well developed in experi-
ments on carbon compoundsevenif only a very small trace of
nitrogen be present. Or it may be, as suggested by Mr.
Brooks, that the compound is in most experiments decom-
posed as quickly as it is formed. A perfectly definite con-
clusion does not at present seemto be possible."

Dufour" points out that the gas in a Geissler tube is at

Ber.chem.Ges.Berlin,24,t<)-~(tSçi).
Ann. Chim. Phys., [8) 9, 43: (t9o6).
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low pressure and high température,' conditions whieh are
favorable to dissociation. He considersthat the phenomena,
shown by Geissler tubes filled with hydrogen, can be ac-
counted for by postulating dissociationalong with the theory
of ions. His theory "leads to the conclusionthat hydrogen
is completely dissociated into atoms in the sun and in those
stars which do not show the first spectrum of hydrogen."

MendeléeS~believes that free metallic vapors occur in
flame spectra; but he seemsto attribute the formation of the
metals to the reducing action of the flame gases. "A high
temperature forms one of those conditions under which com-
pounds most easily decompose;and therefore if sodium or a
similar element were a compound,then in all probability it
would be decomposed into componentparts at the high tem-
perature of the sun. This may already be concludedfrom the
fact that in ordinary spectroscopicexperiments the spectra
obtained often belong to the metals and not to the compounds
taken; this depends on the decompositionof these compounds
in the heat of the flame. If commonsalt be introduced into
the flame of a gas-bumer, a portion of it is decomposed,first

forming, in all probability, with water, hydrochloricacid and
sodium hydroxide, and the latter is then partially decomposed
by the hydrocarbons, giving metallic sodium, whose in-
candescent vapor emits light of a definite rcfrangibility.
This conclusion is arrived at from the followingexperiments:
If hydrochloric acid gas be introduced into a flame colored

by sodium it is observed that the sodium spectrum disap-
pears, owing to the fact that metallic sodium cannot remain
in the flame in the presenceof an excessof hydrochloricacid.
The same thing takes place on the addition of sal-ammoniac,
which in the heat of the flamegives hydrochloricacid. If a
porcelain tube containing sodium chloride (or sodium hy-
droxide or carbonate), and closedat both ends by glass plates,
be so powerfully heated that the salt volatilizes, then the

See, however.Wood:Wied.Ann.,59,238(1896).
"Thé Principles of Chemistry," i, $63 (t89t).
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sodiumspectrumis not observable; but if the salt be replaced
by sodium, then both the bright line and the absorption
spectra are obtained, according to whethër the light emitted
by the incandescent vapor be observed, or only that which
passes through thé tube. Thus the above spectrum is not
given by sodiumchlorideor other sodium compound, but is
proper to the metal sodium itself. It is the same with other
analogous metals. The chlorides and other halogen com-
pounds of barium, calcium, copper, etc., give independent
spectra whieh differ from those of the metals. If barium
chloridebe introduced into a flame it gives a mixed spectrum
belonging to metallic barium and barium chloride. If be-
sides barium chloride, hydrochloric acid or sal-ammoniac be
introduced into the flame, then the spectrum of the metal
disappears, and that of the chloride remains, which differs
distinctly from the spectrum of barium fluoride, barium
bromide, or barium iodide. A certain common resemblance
and certain commonlines are observed in the spectra of two
different compoundsof one and the same element obtained
in the above-describedmanner, and also in the spectrum of
the metal, but they all have their peculiarities. The in-
dependent spectra of the compounds of copper are easily
observed. Thus certain compounds which exist and are
luminousat a hightemperature give their independent spectra.
In the majority of cases the spectra of compounds are com-
posed of indistinct luminous lines and complete bright bands,
while metallic elements generally give a few clearly-denned
spectral lines. There is no reason for thinking that the
spectrum of a compound is equal to the sum of the spectra
of its éléments–that is, (~ry compoundwhieh is not decom-
posed by heat kas its (KUMproperspectrum. This is best proved
by absorption spectra, which are essentially only reversed
spectra observed at low temperatures. If every salt of
sodium, lithium, and potassium gives one and the same
spectrum, this must be ascribed to the presence in the flame
of the free metals liberated by the decomposition of their
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salts. Therefore thephenomenaof thespectr-umare determined
by molecules,and not atoms-that is, the molecules of the
metal sodium, and not its atom, produce thoseforms of vibra-
tions which are expressedin the spectrum of a sodium salt.
Where there is no free metallic sodium there is no sodium
speetrum."

The preceding quotation might be used to prove that
Mendeléeff believed in a dissociation by heat alone or that
he believed in a reduction by hydrocarbons. Probably he
considered both factors as coming in at times. Pringsheim'
cornes out definitely in favor of reduction. "From these
experiments it followsthat the glowingof sodiumin the flame
does not take place, as is usually assumed,through the vapor-
ization and dissociationof the salts at high temperatures.
If this were the case,the same thing must happen when salts
are heated in the furnaceand the sodiumsalts should show the
same spectrum in the furnace as in a flame at the same tem-
perature. We must thereforeconcludethat the luminescence
of sodium salts in flamesis a consequenceof chemical actions
whichdo not take placewhenthe same salts are merely heated
in the furnace.

"What are the chemicalactions in the flames? Direct
oxidation processes are excluded because the salts do not
emit light when heated in the furnace in air: it must therefore
be reduction. processeswhich give rise to the light.2 As a
matter bf fact we are able to cause the salts in the furnace
to glow by bringing about these same reduction processes.
We can do this either with the same reducing agent which is
effective in the Bunsen flame, namely illuminating gas, or
with hydrogen, whichlatter is more convenient owing to the
greater chemical simplicity. By these experiments it is
proved that the ~g/:<emittedby sodiumsalts w~a~M cai(sed
by the reductionof thesesalis, and ~a< this reductionis brouglit
about in the Bunsenflame bythe illuminatinggas itself."

Wied.Amt.,45,4~3(1892);49,363(.893).
See. however,Fredenbagen:Drude'sAnn.,20,t4t (1906).
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Smithells' finds difficulties in connection with what he
callsthe currentlyaccepted doctrine. Whena smallquantity
of commonsalt or other salt of sodium is introduced into the
flame of a Bunsen bumer a yellow flame is produced, whieh
is ordinarilyascribed to the vapor of metallic sodium glowingin consequenceof thé high temperature of its surroundings.
The green-blueflame due to copper chloride under the same
circumstancesis attributed to the incandescent vapor ofcopper
chloride. With calcium chloride the red flame which is ob-
tained is said to be due to the vapor of calciumchloride and of
calciumoxide. These may be taken as typical cases.

"The authority for these views dates back, as is well
known, from the earliest days of spectrum analysis. One
or twoquestionsconnectedwith them which areat onceobvious
to the chemist are as a rule passed over in silence. If it be
asked, for instance, how does sodium vapor become free
in the flame,what answer is to be given? The usual answer,
1 believe,has been that the salt is dissociated, notwithstanding
that we have no other evidence of the dissociability of sodium
chloride at any attainable temperature.2 Another explana-
tion that 1 have seen, and that only once, is given by
Mendeléeff in his 'Principles of Chemistry' (ï, §63). He
says that the NaCl is acted upon by steam in the flameto pro-
duce NaHO and that this is subsequently reduced by the
carbonaceous matter of the flame. Again, it may be asked,
how is it that copper chloride, which is known to lose its
chlorine at quite moderate temperatures, can not only be
vaporized but be made incandescent in a fiame, and in a
flame too whichcontains reducing gases.

"The solution of the difficultieshere presented is not so
obvious that it should be withheld, yet 1 have been unable, in
searching the literature of spectrum analysis, to find any
discussionof these fundamental questions.

Phit. Mag., [j) 37, ï~ (t89.t).
t SirG.G.Stokesinformsmethat hebasneverentertainedthisview,butit hascertainlybeenwidelyexpressed.
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"I proposenow to discusssome cases of flame-coloration
in respect to the chemicalreactions by whieh they are ac-

companied in the flame.

"The characteristic yellow flame of sodium with the
D-line spectrum represents,as is well known, the most easi!y
obtainable flame-spectrum. It is yielded by all salts of the
metal in the flame of coal-gasor hydrogen. It is quenched,
according to Mitscherlich,' if hydrochloric acid be supplied
in excess along with thé sodium salt, which may be done by
adding an excess of ammonium chloride to the bead. The

yellow tint is also, according to Mitscherlich, not yielded
in the flameof hydrogenburning in chlorine when these gases
are burnt in an oxy-hydrogcn burner. 1 have repeated
Mitscherlich's experimentswith great care, using the flame
of hydrogen in chlorine and of chlorine in hydrogen. So

long as any oxygenremains in the gases the flame showsa
distinct yellow color whena bead of a sodium salt is intro-
duced into it. As the oxygen is removed by a current of

purified gas (chlorine or hydrogen) the yellow color fades
until it is imperceptibleto the eye. Viewed with the spectro-
scope the D-line shows a corresponding diminution of in-

tensity, and in entire absence of oxygen, is doubtless ex-

tinguished. As1haveonlyoncesucceededin entirely oblitera-

ting it, 1 do not wish to speak positively. The fact that the
red line of lithium is easilyquenched under similar conditions
confirms the belief that the same would be the case with the
more sensitive sodium, if all traces of oxygen could be re-
moved.

"It appears to me that the above facts present great
chemical anomalies and difficulties. If we are to make the
common assumption that the yellow flame is due to sodium

vapor, the element must be liberated either by dissociation,

by heat or reduction. Of dissociation by heat we have no

independent evidence,and it is gratuitous to suppose that it
should take place in a coal-gasflame and not in the flameof

Pogg.Ann.,116,499(i86:);Mï,459(1864).
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hydrogenburning in chlorine. If the processis one of reduc-
tion we have tu go beyond our experimental knowledge to
suggest an explanation. Thus the liberation of sodium
from commonsalt in a hydrogen-fiamemust bc due either to
the union of hydrogen with chlorine to form hydrochloric
acid and free sodium, or to the action of steam which forms
hydrochloricacid and sodium hydrate or oxide, the latter
being then reduced to the metal by the hydrogen. If it is
said that hydrogen may decompose salt in the first way at
high temperature, it must also be remarked that hydrochloric
acid itself decomposesat high temperatures. If, on the other
hand, the steam itself is the active agent, it is certainly taking
a liberty to invoke its presence to act on the salt, and to
ignoreits probableinterferencewith any reductionof the oxide
or hydrate to be subsequentlyeffectedby hydrogen.

"If we can explain the coloration of a hydrogenflame
by salt, it willof coursebe easy to explain it in the case of a
coal-gasflame. The suppressionof the color in a hydrogen-
chlorineflamecan only be explainedfrom the pointof viewof
reduction by assuming that the conjoint action of oxygen
and hydrogenis necessaryfor the decompositionof the sodium
chloride, the hydrogen taking the chlorine and the oxygen
the sodium, the sodium oxide being thereupon reduced by
hydrogen.

"The only alternative to the above explanation is, so
far as 1 am aware, that indicated by Arrheniusl in his ex-
perimentson the electrolytic condition of the heated vapors
of salts. Arrheniussupposes that when salt is supplied to a
flame, sodium hydrate is formed by the influenceof steam
and that the hydrate then undergoes partial ionic dissocia-
tion, the liberationof sodium taking place without the inter-
vention of chemical action. The process is thus regarded
as analogous to the dissociation of electrolytes in dilute

Wied.Ann.,42,t8(189!).
[Thereseemstobea tacitassumptionthatsodiumisthesameassodiumasion.)J
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~queous solution. 1 cannot attempt to summarize the experi-
mental evidence by which Arrhenius secks to establish his

interesting theory: If true, it would certainly remove many
difficultieswhiehhave been met with in attempting to account
for the phenomena of flame coloration on purely chemical

grounds.'
"With regard to Arrhenius's view of thé matter, 1 will

only remark at present that the liberated sodium must sooner

or later meet with oxygen, and burn. If the yellow light of

the flame is due to the vibrations of ionic sodium, it would

seem likely that the light emitted during combustion of the

sodium,and duepresumably to sodiumoxide, should bediffer-

ent. Now the light from sodium burning in oxygen gives a

continuousspectrumand it is possiblethat the faint continuous

speetrumwhichaccompaniesthe line spectrum of sodiumsalts

heated in a flamemay be due to the combustion of the sodium,
while the'line spectrum is due to the mere vibration of the

sodium ions.

"I may summarizethe views above expressed as follows:

"ï. There is no evidencefor, but much against, the sup-

position that sodium salts when introduced into a flame are

dissociatedby heat soas to liberate the metal.

"2. There is great difficulty in aecounting for the re-

duction of the metal by purely chemical'processes.

"3. Arrhenius'shypothesis of ionic dissociation in flames
is a chemicallyacceptable way of accounting for the libera-
tion of sodiumwhen its salts are heated in flames.

"4.. There is no direct and no decisive evidence that the

sodium spectrum is the direct consequence of the chemical
action in which the atoms are engaged."

In additionto thosealreadypointedout1 mayadducethefollowing:
whena flamecoloredbya beadofsodiuMisviewedagainsta brightbackground
ofD-tight,it isseento besurroundedbya blackmantle.If thisisduetoab-
sorptionbyfreesodium,thentheclementmustbc ableto existinanatmos-
phereofsteamandcarbondioxide.Thisisutterlyopposedto ourordinary
notionsofthechemicatrelationsofthesubstancesinquestion,butwouldpresent
nodifficultyfromthepointofviewofArrhenius.
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A slightly different point of view is taken by de Watte-
vilte' as a result of experiments on Samespectra, using a
Gouy sprayer. "An inspection of the preceding tables will
have shown that the lines in thé spectra produced under the
conditions of my experimentsare much more numerous than
is the case when the salt spray is not previouslymixed with
the gases which react to form the flame, but is introduced in
some other manner. In the latter case it doesnot really enter
into that zone of flame where the most intense chemical re-
actions are occurring and where the temperature is most
elevated. Two different causes might be suggestedin order
to explain this increasein the number of the lines.

"1'he flame is divided into two quite distinct portions:
an inner one which is reducing in its action, and another one
which is oxidizingon account of the presenceof air in excess.
In the working of the sprayer the metallic salt is forced to
pass in successionthrough these two regions,i. f., from the
reducing region to the oxidizing region. It is possible that,
during the passage across the boundary separating these two
regions, there is a period, possibly very short, in which the
metal, liberated from its combination, exists in the state of
metallie vapor. The atom is at this moment in the hottest
portion of the flame, namely, that which surrounds the blue
inner cone and which is surrounded itself by the external
portion of the flame. Here it may undergo a breaking-up
or in any case a modificationof its physicalor chemicalcon-
stitution. In support of this view, one might mention the
great changes produced in all the properties of iron, even in
the solid state, by variations of temperature of much smaller
range than those which occur in the flame. Thé metallie
vapor, thus modified, passes in successionthrough zones of
the flames of graduaUydecreasing temperature, and in which
it exists in other intermediate states whieh might be called
'states of less advanced dissociation.'

"It seems to me that a satisfactory explanation of the

Phi).Trans.,2o4A,;6o(190~).
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phenomena I have observed may be obtained by considering
them as the results simply of variations of temperature. Of

course, it cannot be denied that speetra may be formed by
other means than a pure and simpleelevation of temperature,
but these methods ultimately reduce themselves to chemical

transformations and thermal changes. This temperature

hypothesis, which accounts in the simplest way for the pro-
duction of the spectra, finds considerablesupport in the fact

that the stars give spectra whichare similar in their constitu-

tion to those obtained in the laboratory by electricalmethods.

It is difficultto imagineany other but a purely thermalcause

for the luminosity of stars."

Hartiey' cornesout strongly in favor of the view that the

free metals are produced in the flames by reduction.

"It has already been shown that aluminum can be re-

duced from its oxide in the oxyhydrogen flame,that it colors

the flame and emits the two Unes~3967 and X3946. It was

concluded that bands whichhave been attributed to the oxide

are in reality metal bands.2$ Bands of beryllium and lantha-

num werealso reducedfrom their oxides; the greater volatility
of metallic béryllium' caused the band spectrum to be photo-

graphed without the Unes.

"I have now arrived at the conviction, from additional

evidencepresently to be adduced, that calcium and strontium

are also produced in the oxyhydrogen flame by thermal-

chemical reduction of their oxidesand sulfides.

"The question of the reduction of the oxidesof the dyad
and triad groups is quite different from that of the oxidesof

the alkalimetals,becausecompoundsof the latter arenot only

easilyvolatilized,but it has been proved by St. Claire Deville

that, in the manufacture of the alkali metals, the oxidesare

thermochemicallydissociated, and then reduced by carbon

entering into immediate combination with the dissociated

oxygen."

Proe. Roy. Soc., ~oA, 24.2 (t~oy).

Trans. Roy. Dublin Soc. [2, ] 7, 346 (!90t).

ThiswasobservedbyPollokinitsreductionbythearc.
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S~C~O'C~tC~ Evidencefrom ~M~fOMSFlamesand De-
hydratedSalts. By an anhydrousflameis meant onein whieh
water is not a produet of combustion. Any salt-whichyields
the spectrum, or imparts the characteristiccolor of the metal
to sueh a flame, is excluded from the view of Arrhenius that
vaporized salts are first hydrolyzed by water-vapor in the
flame, that the hydroxides thus formed undergo ionization,
and the spectra are caused by the metalliccations. Smithells,
Dawson, and Wilson first applied this test to alkali salts,
by heating them in the flatne of burning cyanogen.' Lenard
also has observedthat sodium salts color the flame of carbon
disulphide. The authors aforesaid suggest that a chemical
reduction takes place and the metal then colors the flame.
1 have extended this inquiry by placing anhydrous salts in
the flameofcarbonmonoxide: Onintroducinginto the flame
recently ignited carbonates of lithium, sodium, and potas-
sium, even without heating the platinum tube, beautiful spec-
tra were observed,such as are visiblein the flameof a Bunsen
burner. It was very difficult to see the red line of potassium
about \766o, but the green glow and a group of green lines
about \58oo were observed. Experimentswere tried in both
the inner and outer cônes, but only when the substance was
heated at the tip of the inner cone could the group of green
Unesbe seen. In this instance it is not reasonable to suppose
that sufficient water could gain access to the flame to give
rise to hydrolysis, and, in fact, hydrolysis could not take
place.

"The same experiments were repeated with the oxides,
carbonates, and nitrates of calcium, strontium, and barium;
but although the platinum tube was heated to bright redness,
there was no trace of a spectrum of either bands or lines in
any case. Calcium, strontium, and barium chlorides,on the
other hand, showedsuperb spectra of the chlorides,apparently
identical with those produced by heating the same salts in a
coal-gas flame saturated with hydrochloric acid. The tem-

1Proc.Roy.Soc.,64,t42(tS~ç).
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perature of this carbon morioxide flame, which was from

50 to 75 mm long, is higher than that of a Bunsen burner
of the same size,' and can raise a larger mass of material to a

higher temperature.2 Here we have evidencethat the metals
of the alkaliesbehave quite differently from those of the alka-
line earths; calcium, strontium, and barium chloridesare vola-
tile without decomposition, for they fuse and remain clear

liquids without showing turbidity for as long as is necessary
to observe their spectra. Inasmuch as they appear to yield
their own spectra, they behave like calcium fluoride when

placed in the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe flame, and doubtless
other similar fluorides and phosphates. The most important
facts ascertainedso far are, first, the alkaline earth oxidesare
not volatile in the carbon monoxide name, or, if they are,
they show no spectrum; second, the flame is a powerful re-

ducing one to all oxides with a heat of formation not greater
than that of zinc oxide, but the oxides in question are not

reduced; thirdly, the temperature of the flame is higher than
that of a Bunsen bumer, and over a large area it is nearly as

high as that of the oxyhydrogenflame; fourthly, the chlorides
are volatile in an anhydrous flame, but the stability of the
chlorides in such a flame is somewhat doubtful, as they may
undergodissociation.

"The action of the cyanogen flameis very dincrent from
that of the flameof carbon monoxide, because cyanogen is a

very powerfulreducing agent.
"When calcium oxide was introduced on a platinum wire

into the flameof cyanogen burning in air, there was no action
low down in the flame, but when the substance was placed
at the tip of the inner cone, there was a magnificent display
of the same spectrum as that seen whencalciummetal is bumt
in air, and with no trace of the cyanogen bands. The etfect
on baryta was tested in a similar manner, by making pure

Jour.Chem.Soc.,63,844(tS~).
Ptatinumwire!/<tothmminthicknesscanbemeltedintoa globulein

anypartofthename.
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barium carbonate into a stiffpaste with water, and moulding
it round a loop of platinum wire. On placing this in the Same
at the same point, an equallyfinespectnun of barium was ob-
tained. In both instances the speetra were identical with
those photographed when the same compounds were placed
in a Meekeburner, but the brilliancyand intensity of the rays
were greatly inereased. Beyond all doubt these spectra
are the speetra of the metals.

"The deductions from these facts are, that the lines and
bands seen in the oxyhydrogenflame are certainly not the
spectra of the oxides, because if the differencebetween this
and the carbon monoxidefiamewere simply one of tempera-
ture, the emission spectra of oxidesand sulphides should be
quite as easily produced in a carbon monoxidefiame as in one
of hydrogen. Finally, carbon monoxide was burned with
oxygen in a Deville blow-pipeand still no spectrum of cal-
cium or strontium was seen, except when traces of chloride
were present. The salts were supported on very thin slips
of Donegal kyanite.

"The presence of hydrogenin the ûame is, therefore, a
necessary element in some chemical reaction whieh leads to
the reduction of the sulphidesor oxides to the metallic state.
The temperature of these Sames,which can melt platinum,
is sufficientto effect the thenno-chemicaldissociationof water-
vapor, and it is probable that in this lies the cause of the spec-
tra appearing."

While discussing the questionwhether the metals can be
obtained by the reducing action of the flame gases, Hartleyl
points out a number of interestingfacts.

"The flames from coal-gas,hydrogen, and carbon mon-
oxide, respectively, when buming in air, have a temperature
as high as that of the melting point of platinum, 1775" C.
This temperature exceeds that of the metallurgical furnaces,
in which sodium, potassium, cadmium, zinc, and magnesium
are reduced and distilled on an industrial scale.

Proe.Roy.Soc.,79A,255-26!(1907).
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"An important fact may be observed here, namely,
that whereas the banded spectrum of potassium is compara-
tively easy to obtain, that of lithium is very difficult, more
difficult than that of sodium, and even the continuous rays
are very weak. The same must be said of rubidium, with
the additional remark that its band spectrum has never yet
been seen.1 This, undoubtedly, in part arises from the high
value for the heat of formation of the oxidesof these metals,
and it is obvious that these particular properties of lithium
serve to explain why the continuous glowobservedby Lenard
in the case of lithium is weaker than that of either sodium or

potassium, which led him to remark that it was probably
a property peculiar to that element. Even rubidium car-
bonate was reduced by mixing with carbon and heating to a

particularly high temperature (Bunsen), but the greater
volatility of rubidium compounds may facilitate their disso-
ciation.

"It is quite evident, then, that with the fusibleand vola-
tile oxides of sodium, potassium, and rubidium, reduction
can be effected at a temperature not exceedinga white heat
and probably about 1400° C, certainly below the tempera-
ture of melting platinum, and below the highest tempera-
tures of the coal-gas, the hydrogen, and the carbonic oxide
flames.

"Hence 1 conclude that the banded spectra of lithium,
sodium, and potassium observed at the temperature of the

oxyhydrogenflame are the spectra of the metals.
"The haloid salts of the metals of the alkaline earths

are volatile without decomposition in flames supplied with
the halogenhydrides. They are also volatile without decom-

position in a dry carbonic oxide flame. Here, then, we may
probably have the spectra of salts and not of metals. In a

hydrogen or coal-gas flame the salts are hydrolyzed and
converted into oxides by heat; this is a fact well known.

Anoteappearsononeofmyphotographsthattherearejustfaintindica-
tionsofbandsinthestrongcontinuousspectrum.
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The effect of water vapor in the flame is an endothermie re-
action when the ehlorideis a solid. When the chlorides
are vaporised in the flame, these endothermic values must be
much tess and the reactions are easily reversed, as we know

by experiencewhengaseoushydroehioricacid or muchammo-
nium chloride is passed into the flame. We can see clearly
also why it is that the carbonicoxideflame does not decom-

pose these salts, the heat of combinationof the chloridesbe-

ing much in excessof that of thé oxides, and the reducing
power of carbonicoxide, which is the converse of the energy
of formation of carbonicoxide, much less.

"We have now to take into consideration the reducing
power of hydrogen at high temperatures in flame reactions.
There are two values for the production of gaseous water,
58. i Cal and 50.6 Cal, the smallerof which is at a tempera-
ture approaching 2000°, which we may consider to be the

highest temperature of all flamescapableof melting platinum.
The decreasing valueat high temperatures is evidence of the
dissociation of water-vapor,whichwe know does occur at the

temperature of white hot platinum. Now both the above
values are below that obtained by the combustion of carbon

monoxide, 68.2 Cal; it is therefore unnecessary to consider a

coal-gas flame apart from one fed with hydrogen, for many
of the reduction and dissociation phenomena that can take

place in the latter may occur in the former.
"The high temperature tends to the dissociationof other

oxides than water, and the alkaline earths are most certainly
volatilized in Deville'sblow-pipeflame,whether they are first
dissociated or not. Furthermore, reduction processes are
carried on in the solidmaterial, which have hitherto not been

suspected, such as the reduction of strontium and barium

sulphate to sulphides and of beryllia and alumina to the
state of metal.

"The actual energysupplied before alumina is reduced

by carbon, carbonmonoxide,or hydrogenis –82.55 Cal,–62.7
Cal, or –72.9 Cal, respectively. The carbon monoxidevalue
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is thus shownto be less than that in either of the other two

reactions. It has already been proved,' first, that alumina

is reduced to the metallic state in the oxyhydrogenflame;

seeondiy, that the reduction takes place more easily when

the alumina is mixed with some dense form of carbon. In

the first instance, the name alonesuppUedhydrogen only as

the reducing agent, consequently, the energy required for

every atom of oxygen removed was72.9 Cal in the form of

extraneous heat which was necessarynot only for initiating
the process, but also maintaining it. When solid carbon

was used this was a somewhat higherfigure,being 82.5§ Cal,
but this very reduction process with solid carbon would re-

sult in the formation of carbon monoxidewhich could then

operate upon another molecule of alumina,which places the

extremelimits of the energy requiredfor reductionas between

63 Cal and 82.5 Cal. From this it wouldappear that any

reducingprocessmay becarriedoutin theoxyhydrogenflamebya

purelychemicalactionif theextraneousenergyrequiredto initiate

and maintain theaction doesnotexceed2 Cal per 0<OMtof

O~yg~Mremoved.

"Béryllium is certainly reduced from the oxide by the

oxyhydrogenflame, and, as far as we know,beryllia is not a

volatile oxide, nor is it fusible. The reductionmust, there-

fore, be the resùlt of a purely chemicalaction, and it must

alsobe of a highlyendothermiccharacter,as may be seen from

the equation following:

BeO + H2 = Be + H~O– 97.4.Cal.

"It may be inferred from the evidenceafforded by the

flame spectra, that at these high temperatures the infusible

and non-volatile metallie oxides are in a peculiarly active

condition, having absorbed a largeamountofenergy from the

flame, so that they are approachingthe conditionof dissocia-

tion and are, therefore,subject to chemicalinteractions with

HartleyandRamage:Jour.Chem.Soc..79,63(<90[).
This is the figure for the heat of formation of zinc oxide, 8~.8; the value

calculated for the reduction of alumina is 82 Cal.
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the reducing gases, whieh otherwise would have no power
to reduce them. But in the cases referred to, the reducing
gas is hydrogen, and in all probability it is not the hydrogen
supplied to the flamein the molecular condition, but hydro-
gen in the atomicor nascent state, resulting perhaps from the
dissociation of water, the product of combustion in another

part of the fiame,whichcarrieswith it the additional chargeof

energy whichenablesit to initiate and complete the reduction
process."

The conclusionsdrawn by Hartley were:
i. The oxidesof calcium,strontium and barium are not

dissociated by heat alone, because they show no spectrum
in a carbon monoxideflame.

2. They are reducedby the combined action of heat and

hydrogen in the oxyhydrogenflame and by the action of cy-
anogenin the cyanogenflame.

3. The flamecolorationis due to the metal, because not

only is the flamespectrum from lime essentially the same as
that of the metal calcium,but also the heats of formation of
CaO, SrO, and BaOhavevery nearly the same value, and that
where calcium oxidecan be reduced the other oxides could,
on that account, undergo a similar reduction. Whether the

compound of strontium or barium in the flame be a sulphide
or an oxide, the samespectrum is emitted, but there is some

uncertainty as to whether the barium sulphide is not con-
verted into oxideby water-vapor in the flame. The explana-
tion given by Lenard, of the flame coloration of thé alkali
salts, appears to be inapplicableto the coloration of the car-
bon monoxideflameby the haloid salts of the alkaline earth
metals.

Thermochemical data have a distinct fascination for

many people; but it is dangerous to play with them when

deating with reversibledissociations. The reason that we do
not get the spectrum of certain metals in the hydrogen-
chlorine flame is because the dissociation is foreed back by
thé hydrochloric acid and not because of any conclusion
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that one can draw from thermochemicaldata. Fredenhagenl
makes a similar mistake in a different way and draws the

conclusionthat people have beenstudying the spectra of the

oxideswithout knowing it.

"From the preceding compilationwe see that all the ele-

ments whieh have been studied give fundamentally different

spectra in the Bunsen flame and in the hydrogen-chlorine
flame. How is this to be reconciledwith the viewof Kirchhoff

and Bunsen that the free metallic vapors are the radiation

centres for the flame-spectra? Since the hydrogen-chlorine
flamehas about the same temperatureas that of the ordinary
Bunsen flame, there are no marked differencesof tempera-
ture between the flames such as might give rise to different

spectra. One might consider the possibility of the concen-

tration of the free metallic vapors being very much less in

the hydrogen-chlorine flame than in the Bunsen flame. So

marked a difference in the dissociation in the two flames is,

however,very improbable. In fact, one wouldexpect the re-

verse state of things with the alkali metals because the chem-

ical properties of the alkali chlorideswould make us expect
them to be dissociated considerablymoreat a given tempera-
ture than the correspondingoxidesof the alkalimetals. Also,

comparative measurements of the conductancesof hydrogen-
chlorine and Bunsen flames containingvapors of alkali salts

show that the dissociations are much the same in the two

flames.

"It is apparently not possible, therefore, to reconcile

the viewof Kirchhoff and Bunsenas to the radiation centres

for the flame spectra with the precedingexperiments. Since

these experiments show that each element has different spec-
tra in the fiâmes in which it formsdifferentcompounds, and

has the same spectrum in the flames in which it forms the

samecompound-for instance, theoxidesin alloxygenflames--

it seemsto me that the only possibleexplanation is that ail

Drude'sAnn.,20,t49(t~oô).
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El. Q. ,a. _L:L L. L_ _·the flame spectra which have been considered are spectra of

compounds.
"This point of view does away with a difficulty peculiar

to the previous conception, namely, that only metals give
flame spectra, and not metalloids. This new point of view
also brings about rather radical changes in our conclusions
as to the spectral evidence for the presence of elements in the
stars. From the coincidence of lines in the solar spectrum
with the D-lines,wenot only conclude, as before, that sodium
occurs in the sun; but we must also postulate the simultaneous
occurrence of sodium and oxygen."

In a récent article Sehuster' lays stress on the part played
by ions.

"Compounds generallyshow spectra of resolvable bands,
and if an elementary body shows a spectrum of the same

type we are probably justified in assuming it to be due to a

complexmolecule. But that it may be given by the ordinary
diatomic molecule is exemplified by oxygen, which gives in
thick layers by absorption one of the typical sets of bands
which were used by Deslandres and others to investigate the
laws of distribution of frequencies. These bands appear
in the solar spectrum as we observe it, but are due to absorp-
tion by the oxygencontained in the atmosphere.

If oxygenis rendered luminous by the electric diseharge,
a series of spectra may be made to appear. Under different
conditions we obtain (a) a continuous spectrum most intense
in the yellowand green, (b) the spectrum dividing itself into
two famillesof series, (c) a speetrum of lines which appears
when a strong spark passes through oxygen at atmospheric
pressure, (d) a spectrum of bands seen in the cathode glow.
We have therefore fivedistinct spectra of oxygen apart from
the absorption spectrum of ozone. To explain this great
variability of spectroscopiceffects we may either adopt the
view that molecular aggregates of semi-stable nature may
be found in vacuum tubes, or that a molecule may gain or

"EncydopaediaBritannica,"wthédition,:5,630(<9!t).
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lose one or more additional electrons and thus form new

vibrating systems. It seemed that an important guide to
clear our notions in this direction could be obtained through
the discovery of J. Stark; who examined the speetra of the so-
called canal rays. These rays are apparently the trajectories
of positively charged particles having masses of the order of

magnitude of the gaseous molecules. Stark discovered that
in the case of the series speetrum of hydrogen and of other
similar spectra the Unesweredisplaced,indicating high veloci-

ties in other cases no displacement could be observed. The
conclusion seemed natural that the spectra which showed
the Doppler effect weredue to vibratory systemswhichhad an
excess of positive charge. More detailed examinations of
the canal rays of J. J. Thomson and others have shown, how-

ever, that they contain both neutral and charged molecules
in a relative proportion which adjusts itself continuously,
so that even neutral moleculesmay partake of the transia-

tory motion which they gained while carryinga charge. No
such conclusion can therefore be drawn, as Stark' bas more

recently pointed out, respecting the charge of the molecule
which emits the observed spectrum. Nevertheless, the sub-

ject is well worth further investigation.
"Previous to Stark's experiments, P. renard had con-

cluded that the carriers of certain of the lines of the flame

spectra are positively charged. He draws a distinction be-
tween the lines of the trunk series to which he assigns neu-
tral carriers, and the lines of the two braneh series,the car-
riers of which are electrically charged. The numerical rela-
tions existing between the trunk series and the branch series
make it somewhat difficult to believe that they belong to
different vibrating series. But while we should undoubtedly
hesitate on this ground to adopt Fredenhagen's~viewthat the
two branch series belong to the element itself and the trunk

Phys.Zeit.,tt, ;7t (19:0).
Drude's Ann., t7, t97 (190~).

a Phys. Zeit., 8, 735 ('904).
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seriesto a processof oxidation, we cannot press the argument
against the view of Lenard, because the addition or subtrae-
tion of an electron introduces two vibrating systems which
are still connected with each other and some numerical rela-

tionship is probable. Whatever ideas we may form on this
point, the observations of Stark and Siegi' have shown that
there is a Doppler effect, and therefore a positive charge for
one of the lines of the trunk seriesof potassium, and E. Dom~
has found the Dopplereffect with a number of linesof helium,
which contain representatives of the trunk series as well
as of the two branch series. These facts do not countenance
the view that there is an essential electric differencebetween
the vibrating system of the three members of a family of
series.

"It is probable, however, that the. above observations
may help to clear up some difficultiesin the phenomenapre-
sented by flames. While we have seen that the radiation of
sodium vapor has an intensity corresponding to that of the
pure thenna! radiation at the temperature of the flame,other
flamesnot containing oxygen (e. g., the flame of chlorinein
hydrogen) do not apparently emit the usual sodium radia-
tion whena sodium salt is placed in them. In the lightof our
present knowledge we should look for the different behavior
in the peculiarity of the oxygen flame to ionize the metallic
vapor."

Althoughthis reviewof the subject showsthat theconsen-
susofopinionis strongly in favor of the viewthat the elements
are set free when salts are introduced into flames, very little
seemsto have been done in the way of testing this belief in
any other way than spectroscopically. Salet~ precipitated
sulphur from a hydrogen-air flame. "If the blue color of the
flame containing a sulphur compound is really due to the
presenceof free sulphur in a portion of the flame where the.

Drude'sAnn.,2t,457(;9o6).
'Phys.Zeit.,8, 589(<907).
'Ann. Chim. Phys., f~) ~8,45 ('873).
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temperature is moderately high, it would be interesting to
isolate the sulphur and to estimate the temperature at least

approximately. The isolationof the sulphur can be accom-

plished by introducing into the flame a substance which is
cold enough to condensethe sulphur and hot enough to pre-
vent the condensationof the water formedby the combustion.

These conditionscan be realizedby using as a cold body a
tube of platinum through which passes a very slow current
of water. The water soonboilsin the tube and the tempera-
ture of the latter is thus kept at 100°. If traces of sulphurous
acid are introduced into the flame, a sheaf of blue light sur-
rounds the tube for a certain distance and, in time, this por-
tion of the tube becomescoatedwith a filmof sulphur. If the
water is allowed to flow through the platinum tube more

rapidly, the water vapor, formedin the flame, condensesand

trickles down the tube. This condensed water contains

sulphur, which gives it a milky appearance, and sulphurie
acid which makes it distinctly acid. The sulphurie acid is

formed even whenthe sulphuris introduced into the flame as

hydrogen sulphide. This shouldnot surprise us because the

ordinary product of the combustionof sulphur, sulphurous
acid, decomposesat a high temperature into sulphur and

sulphur trioxide (H. Deville). Also, the outer zone of the
flame has a very strong oxidizingaction, as is well known.

Water and nitrogen, for instance, oxidize in the outer zone
to hydrogen and nitric acid.

"To determine the temperature of the blue portion of

the chilled sulphurousflame, a very thin piece of platinum
wire was introduced into the naine. Far from melting, the
wire scarcely becomes luminouseven in otherwise complete
darkness. The coloredsulphur vapor is therefore luminous
at a very lowtemperature, oneat which sodium gives almost
no light; for if one coolsa hydrogenflame colored yellow by
sodium, the cold body seemsto be surrounded by a black

layer which is thicker than the luminous layer due to sul-

phur. This experiment proves directly that the tempera-
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ture of the name scarcely exceeds red heat and, further,that
above this temperature the sulphur lost its remarkablepower
of emitting light. If one allows the metal, whichhas served
as a coldbody, to heat up gradually, one notices that the Hue
layer becomes paler and paler, disappearing completely
when the metal gets above red heat. It is certain that free
sulphur is still present in the fiame for one cannot assume
that hydrogen sulphide could resist this high temperature
without losing its sulphur and yet one cannot detect the-

presenceof hydrogen sulphide in the flame. At this tem-

perature sulphur vapor has attained its normal condensation
and the physical properties of this sulphur differundoubtedly
from those of the heavy and absorbing vapors which we
know."

Hodgkinson' states that "a moderate sized sulphur
name will deposit sulphur on a cold object in it." He is

speakingof the flame of sulphur buming in air and he cites
this experiment to prove that sulphur volatilizes before it
bums. Hodgkinson considers that the sulphur deposited
on the cold object is sulphur which has been volatilizedand
which has not yet been burned. He does not considerthe

possibilityof free sulphur coming from sulphur dioxide.
Smithells2has shown that carbon is set free in a hydro-

carbon flame. "As it has been repeatedly shown that the
dark, central part of a luminous flame is a regionof no com-
bustion, there only remains now one question for solution-
how is the carbon separated in the yellow, luminousrégion~>
It wouldseem scarcely necessary after a perusal of Kersten's
paper~to argue this point at any length. Thé doctrine that.
the hydrogenof a hydrocarbon burns before the carbonwhen
the supplyof oxygenis limited is not borne out by any experi-
ments of which 1 am aware, with the possible exceptionof
thoseofBerthelot and Vieille.' From the fact that the velocity

Chen).News,6ï, 96(1890).
'Jour.Chem.Soc.,6t,~3 (f892).
jour. prakt. Chem.. 84, 29o (iS6t).

Comptes rendus, 98, 705 (t88~).
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of explosionof hydrocarbons rich in hydrogen approximates
to that of hydrogen itself, they conclude that thé hydrogen
burns beforethe carbon.. Thé experiments of Dalton, Kers-

ten, H. vonMeyer,and those recorded in the preceding paper,
all point to exactly the opposite conclusion, namely, that the

carbon burns preferentially to the hydrogen. If this conclu-
sion is accepted,we can explain only the separation of carbon
in a luminousflameas due to a decomposition heat, whereby
a given hydrocarbonis split up into carbon and hydrogen, or
carbon and some more richly hydrogenized hydrocarbons.
Hydrocarbons are well known to undergo such decomposi-
tions whenpassed through hot tubes.

"A very simple experiment, which seems sufficient to

prove the truth of this view, is made by introducing a cir-
cular loopof thin wire into any small gas flame in which the
luminouspart is only slightly developed. The immediate re-
suit is that the luminous part disappears and the flame pre-
sents the simple structure of a non-luminous flame, at the
same time becoming slightly larger. Now if the flame is

luminous, because thé hydrocarbons in the middle being
short of oxygen,the hydrogen burns first, the intrusion of the
wire willblock out and still further limit the supply of oxy-
gen, and so either increase the area of luminosity or cause the

escapeof unburnedcarbon. If, on the other hand, the lumi-

nosity is due to the heat of the external perfectly burned lay-
ers decomposingthe hydrocarbons, then the intrusion of the
wire by tapping the heat should diminish the luminosity,
and the hydrocarbons which previously gave light should

pass on until they obtain enough oxygen to burn as those

hydrocarbonsonthe exteriorof the flame. The flame,therefore,
wouldbecomelarger and non-luminous. This is exactly what

happens in the experiment.
"The above experiment only holds good if the wire con-

ducts heat awayat a certain rate. If the flame be relatively
large, the introduction of the wire may produce an opposite
effect, for, whilechecking the separation of carbon (to an ap-
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preciableextent), it will also cool down the carbonwhich is

separated and so cause some of it to escape as smoke."
In a later and very important paper, Smithells' shows

that metallic copper may be isolated from the flameof a Bun-
sen bumer to whieh a sait of copper had been added. "The
effectof introducing a bead of cupric chloride into a Bunsen
flamehas been carefully describedby Lecoq de Boisbaudran.~2

As already stated, he distinguished four cases, but we need
only take the first, in whieh a large quantity of salt is used.
The salt first melts, and then in a few moments is seen to be
surroundedby a brilliant patch of yellow, like a pieceof ordi-
nary candie flame; the exterior parts of this patch are reddish

(again resembling carbon luminosity). Outside thé yellow
a bright blue color appears, and outside this the flameis col-
ored green. The yellow luminosity is of short duration,
the blue lasts longer, but soon the only tint remainingis the
green.

"These three effects were so local and distinct that it
seemedpossible to collect the substances to which they were
due, and this was done by holding in the flameglassor por-
celain basins filled with water. The deposit obtained in this

way from the yellow part of the flame was red in color, it
transmitted greenish light, it could be burnished, it dissolved
in nitric acid with evolutionof red fumes, and in fact answered
in every respect to metallic copper. The yellowluminosity
observedwith a large quantity of cupric chloride in a Bunsen
flamemust, therefore, be attributed to the liberationand in-
candescenceof minute particles of solid copper. The deposit
obtained from the blue part of the flame was of a very pale
color when freshly formed. On standing, or by breathing
upon it, the film absorbed moisture and became quite white;
it answered in all its properties to cuprous chloridecontain-

inga little of the cupric salt. The green part of the flamepro-
duceda deposit which was almost black and correspondedin

'Phit.Mag.,js)39,) 127(1895).
Spectres lumineux, t~ô.
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appearance and chemical properties to cupric oxide. As the
film was very thin, the possibility of it having been originally
cuprous oxideand having subsequently oxidized was not ex.
cluded.

"From these experiments it is obvious that the three
distinct color effectsnoticeable when cupric chloride is intro-
duced into a Bunsen Rame corresponded to three different
substances, viz., metallie copper, cuprous chloride, and an
oxide of copper. It is highly improbable from a chemical
point of view that cuprie chloride when introduced into a
flame should afford a spectrum. The easy decomposability
of this salt and the stability of cuprous chloride (which is
volatilizable without change) would lead one to anticipate
the decompositionof CuCI: into Cu:Cl: and Cl2 long before
there could be any question of incandescence. That this is
the case can be easilyseen by holding a bead of cupric chloride
well above the tip of a small Bunsen flame and supporting
above it a porcelainbasin nlled with cold water. Though no
flameis seen, the salt melts and volatilizes sufficientlyto give
a considerable film on the basin, which, on examination, is
seen to be altnost whollycuprous chloride.

"The behavior of cupric chloride in the separator admits
of easy explanation. In the inner cone the average tempera-
ture is extremely high, and the products there generated
consist largely of carbon monoxide and free hydrogen. The
cupric chloride will therefore not only lose its chlorine but
the cuprous chloride,if wesuppose it to beformedfor a moment,
will be immediatelyattacked by the redueing gases and lose
the remainder of its chlorine. Wc have, therefore, metallie
copper, and the average temperature is not sufficient to pro-
duce its characteristic spectrum. The copper and the hydro-
chloric acid resulting from the decomposition of the cupric
chloride pass upwards. Some of the former is deposited as a
thin metallic film on the inner walls of the outer tube. The
rest passes to the outer cone where, at the loweraverage tem-
perature and in contact with atmospheric oxygen, some
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cuprous oxide is formed and gives the green tint and oxide
spectrum. At the same time somecuprous chlorideis formed
by the hydrochloric acid, and gives thé faint traces of the
chloridespectrum."

Quite independently of the work of Smithells, we had
come to the conclusionthat it was impossibleto account for
the flamespectra of coppersalts without postulating the exist-
ence of free copper in some flames. If that wereso, it should
be possible, theoretically, to precipitate metallic copperon a
cold object held in the flame. On trying the experiment it
was found to be quite possible to precipitate copperas a thin,
bright, metallic mirror from a Bunsen flame into which had
been fed the vapors of cupric chloride. This experiment
differs in some respects from that of Smithells. The deposit
obtained by Smithellswas not a bright, metallicmirror,though
it could be converted into one by burnishing. It was a red
non-renecting film. We obtained a similar deposit from the
yellow portion of the flame and found it to contain copper
as Smithells says. It is far from being pure copper,however.
It contains a good deal of undissociated copper salt and of
red cuprous oxide. Smithells makes no mention of having
tried to deposit copper as a practically pure metal from the
hottest portion of the flame, whereas our experimentsshow
that the bcst results are obtained there. It is quite natural
that Smithells should not have tried any experimentsin the
hot portion of the flame because he consideredthe copper to
be set free by reduction and not as the result of a thermal
decomposition.

Since it seemed desirable to prove experimentallythat
other metals could also be precipitated from a flame, the
work on the specificreactions taking place in the copperflames
was laid aside temporarily and will be reported on-in a later
paper.

In the experiments on precipitation from flamesa Bunsen
burner was used for the most part as a source of flame. The
burner was arranged to give a large flame and the air supply
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could be regulated so as to give a quiet-burning flame with
maximumheat. In order to protect the flame from any air
currents that would interfere with its burning smoothly,
the lowerportion of the flame was surrounded with an asbes-
tos cylinder about three inches in diameter. A small aper-
ture was eut in this flame protector, through which salts
could be introduced into the flame. As a rule, a readily
volatilizable sait of each metal was taken because a higher
salt concentration is thus obtained in the flame and a higher
concentration of free metal in case the flame is hot enough
to cause practicalty complete decomposition of the salt. In
most cases the sait was introduced into the flame by means
of a platinum wire. This is not an ideal method beeause
there is likely to be local concentration of the salt on one side
of the flame and consequently a minimum decomposition.
With volatile salts such as stannous chloride and mercuric
chloride, it proved advantageous to introduce the vapors
into the tube of à Bunsen burner. To do this, a small hole
was bored in the tube of the Bunsen burner about two inches
from the top. A hard glass tube of small diameter was
drawn out to a jet that would fit this hole. Some of the dry
salt was placed in the glass tube. The tube was then heated
and a very slowcurrent of air passed through it. Thé fumes
of the voiatilizedsalt were thus carried into the burner and up
into the flame. This secures a fairly uniform distribution
of the salt throughout the flame. It is quite probable that a
Gouy sprayer would have been an admirable thing to use
with the other salts; but the Gouy sprayer is not in use in
the Cornell spectroscopic laboratory and we did not con-
struct one for ourselves until after this work had been fin-
ished. A tube of Berlin porcelain about an inch in diameter
was found to serve admirably as the cold object on which to
precipitate the metal. It was kept cooledby passing a rapid
stream of water through it.

Thé general method of procedure was to get the flame
highlycoloredwith the salt; but a large excess of sait is to be
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avoided, because the undecomposedsalt will then precipi-
tate along with the metal and spoil the mirror. In order to

get the mirror, the cooled porcelain tube was held for a few
secondsin the colored flame, whereuponthe film was formed.
In so far as the metal is set free by thermal decomposition,
one would expect to be able to precipitatemetal from any
portion of the flame which was sufficientlyhot. One would
also expect to get the metal with the least contamination

by undecomposedsalt from the hottest portion of the flame.
Both predictions were verified. The tube was therefore
held in the hottest part of the flame, about midway between
the tips of the inner and the outer cônes.

A detailed account will now be given of the separate
experimentswith copper chloride,cadmiumchloride,stannous

chloride, mercuric chloride, silver nitrate, lead nitrate, bis-
muth nitrate, zinc chloride, arsenic trioxide, antimony tri-

chloride, molybdenum oxide, tungstic oxide,phosphorus tri-

chloride,sodium chloride, potassium chloride,and sulphur.

Copper Chloride.-A copper mirror can be obtained

equally well by starting with cuprous chlorideor anhydrous
cupric chloride. The mirror can be obtainedsmooth, bright,
and free from any oxide coating. It is the color of a highly
polished piece of copper. Around the mirror there is always
some copper oxide,and this substance isobtained almost ex-

clusively from the cooler portions of the flame. The color of
the copperoxide is ahnost black, which can scarcelybe due
to oxidation of cuprous oxide when the flameis cooled locally
by the cold tube, though euprous oxideis supposed to be
the stable oxide at the temperature of the Bunsen flame.

CaJtKKtM!Chloride.-The vapors of cadmium chloride

decomposereadily in the flame and it is a simple matter to
obtain a beautiful, bright mirror of metalliccadmium. The

cadmium, set free in the flame, burns again to the oxide im-

parting to the flame the characteristic yellowcolor which is
obtained when cadmium burns in oxygen. If the cold tube
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is held in the outer edge of the flame, the Mm obtained con-

sists almost entirely of the brownishblack oxide.

Stannous C'~t~–The anhydrous salt decomposesin

the flame and a mirror of metallic tin ean be deposited from

the hottest portion of the flame. This mirror is bright and

has the characteristiccolorof polishedtin plate. If the mirror

is allowedto get a little too hot, however,it tarnishesand has

the familiar reddish tinge. Films can be obtainedwhichcon-

tain the brownish stannous oxide and the white stannic

oxidein addition to the metal.

Mercuric Chloride.-It was found impossible to get a

brightmirrorof mercury by condensingthe metal on porcelain

from a flamecontaining mercuric chloride. Though the salt

is decomposed,the mercury deposits as a dull white film,

intermixedwith some of the undissociatedsalt. By meansof

a platinum wire it was possibleto scrape off portions of this

whitefilmin such a way as to get finedrops of metallicmer-

cury. The filmusually contains someof the blackmercurous

oxideespeciallyalong the edges; but no trace of the red oxide

was ever found. In order to get this film at all, it is neces-

sary to have the porcelain tube quite coldand to keep the tem-

perature of the flame somewhat lower tlian with most of the

other metallic salts. Thé reason for this is the low boiling-

point of mercury, whieh increasesthe diflicultyof condensing

the metal from a hot flame.

S~~ Nitrate.-When silver nitrate is introduced into

the flame, it first melts to a bead and then decomposes. If

care be taken, a silver mirror can be obtained, alongthe edge

of which there is precipitated a considerablequantity ofblack

or bluishblack silver oxide. If the flame is too hot or if it

contains too much salt, spots or specksof metallic silver and

alsogray, pulverulent silver are obtained insteadof a mirror.

Sincethere is a good deal of free silver in the flamewhensil-

iver nitrate is added,and since silver vapor is blue, it is not

impossiblethat the blue colorof the flameisdue in part to the

vapor of metallicsilver.
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LeadNitrate.-When leadnitrate is heatedin the Bunsen

name, it decomposes to lead oxide, wMch latter dissociates
in the hottest portion of the flame, thus making it possible
for us to obtain a mirror of metalliclead. This mirror is very
bright and metallic, but has a characteristic dull blue color.
A good deal of undissociatedlead oxideprecipitates along the

edge of the film.

BismuthNitrate.-A bismuth mirrorwasobtained without

difficultyfrom aflameto whichbismuthnitrate had beenadded.
This mirror was unusually bright and lustrous. Along the

edge of the mirror there precipitateda black oxide,' presuma-
bly Bi~O!. When heated, this oxide changed to the stable

yellow Bi~Oa.
Zinc C'/t/cr~.–It is very easy to precipitate metallic

zinc from a name containing zinc chloride. It is somewhat
difficult, however, to get a clear untarnished zinc mirror be-
cause the zinc tends to precipitate on the tube in a bluish

pulverulent form. Using a hot flameand a very slight excess
of zinc chloride, it is possible,however,to produce a perfect
mirror. Thé flamehas the characteristicblue to bluish green
color which is obtained when metalliczinc burns in oxygen.

Arsenic 7'n'o~c.–From a flame, to which arsenic tri-
oxide had been added, there precipitates, on the cold tube,
thé familiar arsenic mirror whieh is obtained in the Marsh
test for this metal. Oniy a small amount of the oxideshould
be added to the flame if a mirror is desired. With more the
metal precipitates in a pulverulent form.

Antimony Trichloride.-When antimony trichloride is
added to the flame,it is easy to get a mirror like that obtained
in the Marsh test. Along theedgeof themirror the antimony
precipitates in the black, pulverulent form. Repeated at-

tempts weremade to get the yellowmodincationof antimony;
but all were unsuccessful.

Mo~M~MMfMOxide.-Molybdic acid was added to the
Bunsen flame and to the hydrogen-air flame. In each case

Watts:"DictionaryofChemistry,";t3.
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there precipitated on the porcelain tube an indigo-bluepre-

cipitate, which answers the description of molybdenum

molybdate familiarly known as "molybdenum blue," "molyb-
denum indigo" or "blue oxide of molybdenum." Since no

freemetal was obtained fromthe hydrogenflameburning in air,

molybdic acid was introduced into the oxyhydrogenflame.

Thé temperature of this flame was high enough to decompose
the oxide appreciably, as was shown by the faet that a small

mirror of metallic molybdenum was obtained when the por-
celain tube was held in the flame a short distance above the

bcad. This mirror wasbright and perfect. It wassurrounded

by a fringe of the previously mentioned molybdenumblue.

Thé introduction into the oxyhydrogen flame of a sub-

stance like molybdie acid presents some difficulties. The fol-

lowing method was used in these experiments Thé molybdic
acid was dampened slightly so that it could be matted firmly

together. A small amount of this material was then placed
in a thick-walled glass tube having a 2 mm bore. The tube

was placed vertically on a firm surface and the molybdicacid

was rammed into the tube by means of a metallicplunger.
More of the acid was added and the operation repeated again

and again until about a one inch column of molybdic acid

had been formed in the tube. The column was then pressed
out of the tube until about three-eighths of an inch were ex-

posed the free end was held to the edge of thé flame. The

method worked admirably in this spécifie case and woald

probably work well in other cases.

TungstenOxide.-The canary-yellowtungstenoxide,WOs,

was introduced into the oxyhydrogen flame in preciselythe

same way as was done with molybdicacid. A bright mirror

of metallic tungsten was obtained with a border of the blue

oxide.

P/M~/Mn~ Trichloride.-A method employed by the

toxicologist for the detection of phosphorus is to put in the

flame some of the material to be tested. If phosphorus is

present it will impart to the flamea faint greenishcolor,which
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becomes a decided bright green when the flame is cooted.
From analogy with previous experiments' it seemed proba-
ble that the change in color arising from the cooling of the
flame must be connected in some way with the rate of com.
bustion of phosphorus. We ordinarily think of phosphorus
as burning with a bright yellow-whiteflame; but that is a
case of very rapid combustion. To determine the color of
the light emitted when the rate of combustion is low, phos-
phorus was burned with an insufficient supply of oxygen.
This was done by placing a pieceof phosphorus in a porcelain
crucible, igniting it, and covering the crucible with a watch

glass. As the air in the cruciblebecame poor in oxygen, the

bright flame became less bright and flashes of green were
seen. Soon the light emitted by the slowly burning phos-
phorus was entirely green. The amount of oxygen that dif-
fuses in under the watch glass is sufficient to keep the phos-
phorus buming but is not sufficientto support rapid combus-
tion, and consequently the flame is entirely green.2 If the
watch glass be lifted, the phosphorusburns up brightly again
and no green color eau be seen. It is very probable that the

green color of the cooled flame, which the toxicologist uses
as a test for the presence of phosphorus, is due to the rela-

tively slow oxidation of phosphorus. It ought therefore to
be possible to precipitate phosphorusfrom a flame to which a
volatile salt of phosphorus had been added. A little phos-
phorus trichloride was placed in a hard glass tube drawn out
to a jet. Hydrogen was passed through the tube and lighted
at the jet. When the tube was heated very gently, the tri-
chloride was volatilized sufficiently to be carried into the

hydrogen flame. When a cooled tube was held in the flame
a dark reddish precipitate of red phosphorus was obtained.
Whenthe precipitate washeated in the air to the ignition point

1 Wilkinson:Jour.Phys.Chem.,13,704(t90()).
The green color is therefore not due to thé combustion of PHa as assumed

by K. B. Hofmann: Pogg. Ann., 147, 94 (tS~z).
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in a dark room, flashes of light could be seen clearly as the

phosphorus burned.
Sodium Chloride.-Sodium chloride volatilizes at a high

température without decomposition and is therefore very

stable. In the flameit gives rise,however,to the yellowsodium

flame and is therefore undoubtedly dissociated. An attempt

was therefore made to see whether metallic sodium could be

precipitated from the flame in the same way as the other

metals. Of course it was not to be expected that the sodium

would remain as metal on the porcelaintube and the presence

of caustic soda might be due to the precipitation of this salt

direct from the flame, especially since MendeléefT considers

that caustic soda is formed when sodium chloride is intro-

duced into the flame. The first experimentswere made with

a Bunsen flame. The precipitate consists chiefly of unde-

composedsodiumchloridebut isperceptiblyalkaline to phenol-

phthalein, whereas the original sodium chloride was not.

Special blank experiments showedthat the alkaline reaction

was not due to the tube. The experiment was repeated

in the hydrogen-air flame and the alkaline reaction was more

marked. Since caustic soda is more volatile than sodium

éhloride, one would expect to get a more alkaline reaction

when the tube is held in the outer or cooler portions of the

flame if the caustic soda was formedby hydrolysis. The re-

verse is the case, however, so that it seemsprobable that there

is no appreciable hydrolysis of sodiumchloride in the flame

and that we are actually precipitating metallic sodium on the

tube. Repeated attempts were made to confirm this conclu-

sion and to precipitate sodium on a eooled surface of mer-

cury, in the hope that enough sodiummight be obtained so

that an evolution of hydrogen could be detected on adding

water. No positive results were obtained and consequently

it is justifiable for anybody, who so wishes,to disbelieve, for

the present, in the precipitation of metallie sodium from the

oxyhydrogenflame.

"Thc Principles of Chemistry," i, 563 ('89!).
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Potassium CT~–When potassium chloride is added
to the name of hydrogen burning in air, the precipitate on-thé
porcelain tube gives only the faintest trace of an alkaline
reaction whentested with phenolphthalein solution. In an
oxyhydrogen flame the precipitate was markedly more alka-
line. This experiment proves that potassium chloride re-
quires a higher temperature to decomposeit than doessodium
chloride. This is what one would expect in case of disso-
ciation into metal and halogen; but there is no apparent
reason for such a differenceif weare dealing with hydrolysis.
In fact an aqueous potassium sulphate solution is distinctly
more alkaline than a sodium sulphate solution. These re-
sults thereforecorroborate the viewthat sodiumand potassium
salts in flames differ from zinc and cadmium salts, chiefly in
that the metals of the alkalies are very readily oxidized after
precipitation.

Sulphur Dioxide.-In the first experiment sulphur dioxide
was fed into a Bunsen flame and a deposit was obtained on
the cold tube. The deposit was dark-colored and insoluble
in water. It dissolved practically completely in carbon
bisulphide and evidently consistedof sulphur which had car-
ried down some carbonaceous matter. In order to eliminate
the contamination of carbon, sulphur dioxide was next run
into a hydrogen-air flame. Thé precipitate on the cold tube
had the familiar yellowcolor of flowersof sulphur.

In Table 1 is given a summaryof the experimental data.
The results which we have obtained are really an exten-

sion of Deville's work with the hot-coldtube, the flame taking
the place of the hot tube. At sufficientlyhigh temperatures
all exothermal compounds must decompose. It has proved
easier to demonstrate this experimentally than people have
hitherto supposed. Thé reducing flame is not essential be-
cause we have obtained copper from a separated name' in
which the copper sait was introduced into the oxidizing flame
and never came into contact with the reducing flame at all.

Smithellsand!ng)e:Jour.Chcm.Soc.,6t, 20~(tSpz).
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TABLE1

Voporsintro-
ducedinto Flame Charaeterofmetatticdeposit

ftatne'

.)
CuC): Bunsen Mirror; red color

CdC!a Bunsen Mirror; very bright metallic

SnCb
y

Bunsen Mirror; bright metatlic with

j faint tinge like tarnished tin

HgCIz r B""scn No mirror; deposit of particles of
mercury mixed with unde-

_eomposedsa!t
'AgNOs Bunsen M)rro~ !ustrous~white__
Pb(NOit)i! Bunsen Muror; bright metallic with a

faint tinge ofjjtue
"Bi(N09)}" Bunsen Mirror; "very bright white

metatlic

~n0:Bunsen Mtrror~nghtmetanic
'~ASsOa Bunsen' Mirror; bright metallic. Atso

black amorphouspowder_
"SbCi7 Bunsen Mirror; bright metallie. Also

considerableblack powder

MoÔ~ Ôxyhydrogen Mirror, bright, tustrous, metallic

Wo6~ "Ôxyhydrcge~j Mirror bright, lustra metallie

PÇ~ Hydrogène! Du)! reddish phosphorus
NaCl Hydrogen Fine particles of Na or NaOH

mixedwith undecomposedsalt
KC! Ôxyhydrogenj Fine particles of K or KOH

mixedwith undecomposed salt

SOs Hydrogen Yef)ownowers of sulphur

Though the thermal dissociationis the important thing, there

are other factors to be considered. The presenceof a reducing

mixture will displace the equilibriumin one direction. Any

electrification will have an effectoneway or the other. The

dissociation may be forced back by the concentration of

other substances in the flame gases. A notable instance of

this occurs in the hydrogen-chlorineflame, where the dissocia-

tion of the chlorides is reduced to a negligible amount in

spite of the high temperature.
Thé generalresultsof this paperare:
(i) While the generalconsensusof opinion has been that
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free metallicvapors.existedin flames,there has been a diver-
sity of opinionas to how the metals wereset free. Therebas
been no independent proof of the occurrence of free metals
in the flamesexceptin two special casesstudied by Saletand
by Smithells, neither of whom went beyond the singlecase
on whichhe worked.

(2) At the temperatureof the Bunsenflamemany metallic
salts are dissociated,the metal being set free. At the higher
temperature of the oxyhydrogenflame,more salts are decom-
posed.

(3) The presenceof free metallic vapors in a flamecan
often beshownby condensingthe metalson a chilledporcelain
tube.

(4) By precipitation from the Bunsen flame it has been
possible to prepare metallicmirrors of copper, cadmium, tin,
silver, lead, bismuth, zinc, arsenic, and antimony; and to get
mercury in the form of drops.

(5) By precipitation from the oxyhydrogeuflame it has
been possibleto prepare metallic mirrorsof molybdenumand
of tungsten.

(6) Sulphur can be precipitated from the hydrogen-air
flame containingsulphur dioxide; it can also be precipitated,
contaminated with carbonaceous matter, from a Bunsen
flame containingsulphur dioxide.

(7) Red phosphoruscan be precipitated from a hydrogen-
air flame fed with phosphorustrichloride.

(8) It seemsprobablethat metallic sodiumand potassium
have been precipitated from oxyhydrogen flames fed with
sodium chlorideand potassium chloride. Since these metals
oxidizeat once,the proof as to their precipitation is not con-
clusive.

(9) Theseexperimentsare an extensionof Deville'swork
with the hot-cold tube.

(10) The principle underlying the experimental results
is that all exothermalcompoundsmust decompose if heated
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hot enough. Thé reducingaction of the flame gases is not

essential, thoughit may at times increase the decomposition.

(II) In the hydrogen-chlorine flame the dissociation

of the chlorides is forcedback. In consequenceof overlook-

ing this fact and other similarones, people have been !ed to

deny the fundamental part due to the temperature.

(12) When phosphorusburns relatively slowly, the flame

is green just as it is when a phosphorus compound is added

to a cooledBunsenflame.

CornellUniversity



EQUIUBRIUM IN THESYSTEM: COPPER ACETATE-
PYRIDINE

BYJ. HOWARDMATHEW8ANDERNESTBADRNBENGËR

Foerster,' in 1892,observed the formation of two com-
pounds of copper acetate with pyridine of crystallization:
Cu(C,H.O,),, ~C.H~, and Cu(CiH.O.)..C~H~. Beyondthe statement made by Foerster that the first-named eom-
pound decomposeswith evolution of pyridine at ordinary
temperatures, and that the second is stable at the boiling
point of water, we have no data concerning their phase re-
lations. As these are the only compounds of copperacetate
and pyridine to be found described in the literature, and as
their study wasso incomplete,it seemeddesirable to determine
the rangesof their stable existence and the equilibriumcondi-
tions of their solutions in pyridine.

Mft~a~.–The pyridine used was obtained from Merck
and was represented to be of thé highest purity. It was al-
lowed to stand (with frequent shakings) over sticks of pure
potassiumhydroxidefor two days, then for fifteenhours over
barium oxide and potassium permanganate, after which it
was digested under a reflux condenser for four hours and
finally distiUed.' Thé fraction passing over between 115°

0
and 116°at 7~0mm wasthe only portion of the distillateused,

Thé copper acetate was a "C. P." sample from Kahl-
baum. Its waterof crystallization was eliminated by the fol-
lowing method: Pyridine was added in excess to the finely
powdered acetate, to form Cu(C.H.O,),.4C~H.N. Thé mix-
ture, after standing for an hour with frequent stirring, was
filteredon a Buchner filter, washed three times withpyridine,
pressedout with filter paper, recrystallized from boilingpyri-
dine, pressedout with filter paper a second time, washedwith
pyridine on a Buchner filter and finally given as thorough a

Ber.chem.Ges.Berlin,25,3~6 (t892).
Cf. Wilcox, Jour. Phys. Chem.. t4, .8j (tgio).
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drying as possibleby pressingeut withfilter paper, after which

it was preserved in tightly closed, glass-stoppered bottles.

In this way a product was secured whiehcontained no water.

7"/t~KOtM<~<'M.–Forthe range of temperature 13° to

95°, a "Normal" thermometergraduated in tenths and capable
of being read to hundredths of a degree was used. For lower

temperatures a toluenethermometer graduated in degrees and

capable of being read accurately to tenths served. Both

thermometers werestandardized against thermometers whieh

had been standardizedby the U. S. Bureau of Standards, and

the proper correctionswere applied.
M~c~.–The solubility apparatus was essentially that

proposed by Meyerhofferand Saunders,l with glass stirrer

(with mercury seal), and was immersed in a suitable thermo-

stat. Thé temperatureof this bath wascontrolled by an ordi-

nary toluene gas-regulator, whieh gave a satisfactory con-

F~f 1

stancy of temperature, the maximum variation being o. °,

except at 95° whereit was 0.2°. Ahove60° a layer of par-
affin aided greatly in maintaining constant temperature, by

preventing excessiveevaporation. Between o° and 30° a

Zeit.phys.Chem..28, (t899).
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coilof leadpipe conducting a stream of ice-waterwasimmersed'
in the thermostat to assist in the regulation of temperature.
For the temperature of o° very finely cracked ice was used,
the stirring (whiehmust be very thorough) beingdoneby hand.
Belowo" mixtures of ice and common salt and of ice and cal-
cium chloride were used, the thermostat being here replaced
by a large silvered Dewar tube. The maximum variation of
temperature for these lower temperatures was 0.5", but for
the half hour immediately preceding sampling the variation
waslesstha.no.2°.

The samples for analysis were taken by the apparatus
devised by Walton, and Judd' in this laboratory. Two
samples were always taken at varying intervais of time to
insure that equilibrium had been attained. Considerabletime
was saved by raising the temperature considerablyabove thé
point desired, holding it there for half an hour, and then low-
ering it.

Thé analysesof the samples were carried out by a method
devised by Mr. Samuel Spero in this laboratory. The.
sample was washed out of the weighing tube with water and
evaporated to dryness on the water-bath, after which the
least amount of concentrated nitric acid which woulddissolve
all the solid was added, the solution diluted to 200 ce. and
heated nearly to boiling. The copper was precipitated with
potassium hydroxide, the liquid poured off through a filter,.
the precipitate washed once with hot water by decantation,
dissolvedin the dish with concentrated nitric acid and the re-
sulting solution passed through the filter and caught in a
weighedplatinum dish. The copper was depositedfrom this
nitric acid solution in the usual manner, using a rotating anode
and N. D.~e 0.6 to i.o ampere.

The data obtained are given in the followingtable:

Jour. Am.Chem.Soc.,33,to~ (!9n).
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W~htof J
TempefatureWeightofsampte copper acétatein Avernge

-I.
deposited ~p~

-_u--

a< ~o" °'°~4 ~'3~ 6 -;i~'40 ~g~ôo 0.063: 6.29

8-iw °~ 5.4.0
2.~592 0.0459 5.33

.6 20 °' 4 837" 3.2780 o.o555 4.84 3

64~0
°'~

4.48
3.0133 0.0479 4.54

.n 3.6564 0.0539 4.2! 4-13~-7° 3.4207 0.0483 4.04

~20 °°~ ~'7 417~S-~ 3.3851 0.0495 4.!7

~20 ~i 0.0342 338 j 3.3943-~ 2.7686 0.0330 3 40

3.4541 0.0374 3 09
3-12~-9° 3.6924 0.0407 3 i5

7579 0.0273 2.83 g~7.40 0.0287 2.83

~80
~3 °-°473 3-77 .y.
3.3975 0.0442 3.72

26~ ~3 °°~'
i 61~5 3.0405 o.ot69 1.59
I. [

3.75022 0.013! 1.00
33487 0.0125 !06

200 '7 °~
°-~ 0.60a

3.371' 0.00677 0.57

-n.6o 3 7070 0.0047 0.36
3-2101 0.0043 0.38

TheSolid Phases.-The analyses of the solid phaseswere

made in much the same way as the analyses of the samples
from the solubility tube. The blue compound,Cu(CïH30!)2.-

~.CtHeN,which is in equilibrium under the conditions repre-
sented by the lowerbranch of the curve, was foundby analysis
to contain 12.55percent of copper, corresponding to the for-

mula as stated above, in which the theoretical percentageof

copper is 12.78. The discrepancy was undoubtedly due to
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imperfect drying, as the crystals appeared moist. It was
found impossibleto dry them thoroughly without decompo-
sition, < e., lossofpyridineof crystallization. Sincethis com-
pound had been described by Foerster no ultimate analysis
was considerednecessary.

Thé green compound Cu(Ci!H90:)!i.C6H.N,whieh is in
equilibrium with the solution under conditions represented
by the upper branch of the curve, was found to contain an
amount of copper corresponding to the formula as stated.
Since this compoundhas also been describedby Foerster no
ultimate analysis was made.

Inspection of the curve showsthe transition point of the
two salts to be 44.7°. This temperature is very certain as
points for eachsalt wereobtained in the meta-stablecondition,
makingextrapolation unnecessary.

Foerster's conclusion that no compound intermediate
betweenthe compoundsCu(C~H30!)2.4C.H6NandCu(C~H90~
CtHeNis formed has been verified, and the range of stable
existenceof these compoundshas been studied for the tem-
perature interval –11.6° to 95°.

L)&fM<o)'yof Pltysical CAM<M<ry

~MfMfniy of Wisconsin

~<fem~,/p~j



MBRCURIC OXIDE JEUJE8

BYE.H.BUNCS

This work was chieflya repetition of that by J. Emerson

Reynolds.'t

Whena solution of mercuric chloride is added slowly
to a mixture of acetone with a dilute aqueous solution of

potassium hydrate, the mercuric oxide first precipitated is

dissolved, with the production of a clear colorless liquid.
Thé addition of the mercurial solution can be continued
until a white precipitate makes its appearance, the alkali

being still in excess.~ If the solution be filteredat this point,
an apparently opalescent, yellowish colored liquid is ob-
tained.~ If one portion of this alkaline solution be boiled
for a fewminutes, a thick gelatinousmass suddenlyseparates,
and further ebullition is rendered difficult, if not impossible.
Another portion of the liquid gelatinizes when treated with
an acid in slight excess;and, if the original solutionbe moder-

ately strong, the vesselin which the experiment is made may
be inverted without risk of spilling its contents. Finally,
if some of the mercuric solution be exposed over sulphuric
acid in focMo,it leaves on partial evaporation a gelatinous
mass, on the surface of which latter crystals of potassium
chloridesoon make their appearance. 'When the desiccation
is complete,a yellowish resinoid body is obtained, together
with a large quantity of very beautiful acicular crystals of

Proc.Roy.Soc.,19,431(i87t).
The same results can be obtained when mercuric oxide is precipitated

from any of its salts, washed rapidly, and then digested with excess of acetone
and potassium hydrate. The best mode of operating. however, is that stated
in the text.

'Thé different solutions exhibit a siight opalescence, not completely
removable by ordinary filtration. This opalescence appears to be due to the

vcry graduât separation, at ordinary temperatures, of traces of thé same an-

hydrous substance whieh is thrown down very rapidty at a boiling heat. !n

composition the latter body is identical with thé anhydride obtained by other
methods and dcscribcd further on.
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the chloride and a certain amount of potassium carbonate.
The solution of mercuric oxide io potassiumhydrate in pres-
enceof acetone takes placeas easilyin alcoholieas in aqueous
liquids.

"Preliminary experiments similar to the foregoingwere
sufficientto indicate that the chiefcompoundproduced in the
reaction above referred to might be regarded as a colloid

body. I, therefore, took advantage of the late Professor
Graham's beautiful dialytic method' for effectingits purifica-
tion from crystalloids and have met with complete success.

"As the preparation of a strong solution of the pure
acetone mercuric compound suitable for dialysis is attended
with some difficulty, I may now describein detail the mode
of operating proved hy experienceto afford the most satis-

factory results. Forty grams of pure mercuric chloride are
to be dissolvedin about 500 ce of hot water and the solution
then allowedto cool, even though crystalsof the salt separate.
Twenty-nine grams of potassium hydrate are next dissolved
in about 300 cc of water: 15-20ce of acetoneshould now be
placed in a capacious glass balloon, and diluted with 250 ce
of water. The reaction is then to be managed as follows:
about 150ce of the alkaline solutionshouldbe added to the
aqueous acetone, and then 250 ce of the mercuric chloride

poured in. Resolutionof the mercuricoxidefirst thrown down

proceeds slowly at the outset, if the mixturebe not warmed.
After a time the oxide redissolvesquickly,if the contents of
the balloon are agitated briskly. When the first hàlf of the
mercuric solution has been added, the remaining 150 ce of

potassium hydrate are to be poured in cautiously and the
residual mercuric chloride then mixed, with the precautions
already stated.

"The solutionprepared in the mannerdescribedis usually
turbid, but can easily be filteredclear from the smallamount
of mechanically suspended matter. The filtrate should next
be placed on a large hoop dialyzer,coveredas usual with care-

"UquidDiffusionAppficdtoAnatysis,"Phil.Trans.,!S!,!8.;(t86[).).
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fully prepared parchment-paper, and the vessel floated on
a considerable volume of distilled water. After two days
action the diffusate will be found to contain a large quantity
of potassium chloride, some potassium hydrate and but a

very small amount of mercury. The processof diffusion is
to be continued, the diffusate being replaced by pure water
twice each day, until the liquid on which thé analyzer floats
no longer affords a cloud when treated with a solution of
silvernitrate. The processmay then be consideredterminated,
and the pure colloidal liquid obtained. The contents of the

dialyzer can now be removed, and should be free from all
odor of acetone. A few drops, when evaporated to dryness
on platinum-foil and the residue ignited, should volatilize

completely.

"The mode of operating just describedaffordsthe strong-
est colloidalliquid that can conveniently be prepared directly
in the pure state; but where degree of concentrationis of no

importance, 1 find that it is better to dilute the alkalinemer-
curial solution with its own volume of pure water just before

dialyzing."

Reynoldsevaporated the carefully preparedcolloidHquid
to dryness; the resinoid residue was powdered very finely
and dried carefully. The compositionof the substancecould
be represented satisfactorily by the formula (CHiCOCHa);

HgsOaand Reynoldsassumedthat the substancewasa definite

chemical compound. While this may be true, the evidence
would not nowadays be considered as conclusive. Reynolds
has the 'followingto say in regard to the properties of the

alleged compound: "Analogy would lead us to conclude
that the colloid liquid obtained by dialysis is a hydrate of
the body represented by the above formula ((CHjjCOCHs)).-

HgsOa);but since evaporation w ~acMois sufficientto remove
the water completely, the hydrate can possessbut little sta-

bility. Properly speaking, this hydrate is no doubt a true

liquid, and as such is miscible with other liquids. The re-
action of this hydrate is neutral to test-papers.
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"When the aceto-mercuric hydrate contains Eve percent
of the anhydrous compound, it will, if quite pure, remain

liquid for twelve or fourteen days, toward the end of this time

becominggradually less Huid,until the whole 'sets' to a firm
jelly. The same result may be brought about in a few seconds
by the addition to the perfectlyneutral liquid of very minute
quantities of any of the foUowingsubstances: hydrochloric,
acetic, nitric, sulphuric (incompletely),chromic, oxalic, tar-
taric, or citric acids; by potassium, sodium, ammonium,
barium and calcium hydrates; by calcium chloride, mercuric
chloride, sodium acetate, and other neutral salts. Contact
with certain insoluble powders, such as calcium carbonate,
and even alumina, induces pectization.'

Elevationof temperature quickly determinesthe gelat-
ination of the liquid. If containingfivepercent of the ketone

compound,a very firm jelly is produced on heating to 50° C.
In oneexperiment,a quantity of the liquidwas taken and some

bright, carefully-eleanedcoppergauze introduced. Thé liquid
did not pectize, nor did any trace of mercury deposit on the
copper, after standing for a day. The temperature of the
whole was then raised to 50° C.; a transparent jelly was
at once produced, of such strength that the vessel in which
it was contained could be inverted without any risk of loss.
This jelly, enclosing the bright copper gauze, has remained
in my possessionfor eight months without giving the slightest
indicationsof a disposition to change.

"Small zoological specimens,when inclosed in the same
way in a jelly of the mercuric ketone compound,were found
to keep well when carefully c!eansedbefore they were sealed
up in the gelatinous envelope.

"By evaporation, a liquid containing eight percent of the

ketone compound was obtained, but it pectized in a few hours.

h) accordance with thé nomenclature of Professor Graham, wc must
catt thé liquid colloid hydrate the "hydrosol" of the new compound. the
gelatinous hydrate the "hydroget" and thé change from thé former to thé latter

"pectixation."
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A two percent hydrate retained its liquidity for severalmonths.
Once a jelly formed in any of these liquids, 1 have not suc-
ceeded completely in reconverting itto the liquid state by
very cautious treatment with potassium hydrate, even when
aided by diffusion.

"Thé alcosolof the mercurie ketone compound was ob-
tained by the method adopted by ProfessorGraham in pre-
paring the corresponding silicic alcoholate–that is to say,
by adding to a onepercent hydrate an equalvolumeof alcohol,
and exposing the mixture over quicklime until most of the
water was removed: the alcohol remained. This liquid could
be boiled without pectizing; but if the ebullition continued
for some time, a jelly was suddenly obtained. This insoluble

jelly corresponded to that produced on heating the hydrate,
or adding to it any of the bodies capable of pectizing it in
the former case alcohol, and in the latter water, being as-
sociated or united with the mercurieketone compound.

"It has now been shown that the new body is capable
of affording hydrosoland hydrogel,and alcosoland alcogel;
it must, therefore, be regarded as a very strongly marked
member of ProfessorGraham's group of these colloids,though
chemically differing widely from previously described com-
pounds of this class.

Whenthe colloidhydrate was treated with sulphuretted
hydrogen, mercurie sulphide was produced. The liquid
filtered from the sulphide yielded acetone on distillation.
Digestion with dilute hydrochlorie aeid likewiseeffected the

decomposition of the colloid body, mercuric chloride being
produced and acetone liberated. Nitric and sulphuric acids,
when dilute, did not decomposethe compoundwith the same

facility as hydrochloric acid. Treatment of the hydrosol
with copper, zinc, or iron at ordinary temperatures,failed
to effect the substitution of either metal for the mercury
in the compound. Prolonged contact with each of the two
last-mentioned metals caused pectization, the metal subse-

quently becoming encrusted with a white substance. Heat
produced the same result more rapidly."
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At first I repeated Reynolds' experiments exactly but
1 soon found that the processcould be simplified if one was

interested chiefly in making a jelly. The easiest method is
to dissolve 30 grams KOH and 20ce acetone in 500ce water

and to add slowly a saturated solution of mercuric chloride,

shaking the mixture continually until the first faint, perma-
nent precipitate appears. A precipitate appears on adding
the mercuric chloridebut disappears on shaking until a cer-
tain amount of mercuricchloridehas been added, after whieh
either a white flocculentor a fine, yellow, granular precipi-
tate is formed. The solution jells on standing exposed to the
air for a length of time depending on the concentration of
the mercuric chloride. The solution may also be made to

jell by desiccationover sulphuric acid, by addition of a small
amount of an acid,or byheating; but too much heating causes
the precipitation of a finegranular precipitate and the solution
then does not jell. It is important to use a sample of mer-
euric chloride containing no mercurous chloride. Since
mercurous chloride is by no means an unknown impurity in
this case, it is muchwiserto recrystallizethe mercuric chloride
from water.

The first experimentsconcernedthe variation in the amount
of mercuric chloride. To each beaker were added 40 ce
KOH and acetone solution, and then a definite amount of
a saturated solution of mercurie chloride. The beakers were
allowed to stand for three days and were then examined.
The beakers containing 1-15 ce mercurie chloride solution
didnot jell at all. Therewasa black precipitate in the bottom
of each beaker and a clear, yellowish liquid above. With
20ce HgCizsolution,the solutionbecomesopalescent and there
is a heavy granular precipitate. With 30 ce HgCI2solution
there is formed a soft jelly with a thin layer of liquid on top.
With 50 cc the solution jelled after standing several hours;
at first there was a thin layer of liquid on top of the jelly but
this disappeared in time. With 60-90 ce mercuric chloride
solution a firm jelly was obtained in a short time. With
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too ce HgCl! a jelly is formedwith a permanent supematant
liquid layer. It is thus ctearthat a goodjelly is obtained only
between certain limits for the mercuric chloride. If left

standing for a long time, these jellies dry out and contract,
shrinkingaway from the glasswallsof the beaker and cracking.
They still remain moist for a long time; but finally dry down
to little heaps of powder. The jelliesare a pure white color
and feel like salve when rubbed between the fingers. They
are alkaline to litmus paper. One sample of jelly was sealed
in an air-tight dish to prevent loss of moisture. At the end
of three months the jelly wasapparently entirely unchanged.

In another run 1 made up mixtures containing 4o ce KOH
and acetone solution and 50 ce saturated HgCl: solution.
To these were added two-gramlots of different salts. With

potassium sulphate, and sodiumnitrate, no immediate effect
could be noticed, the solutions apparently giving as good
jelliesas though the salts hadnot been added. Of course, the
salts crystallized in case the jellieswere left standing a long
time in the air. With sodiumacetate a jelly-like structure
was obtained; but no real jelly. Addition of potassium
carbonate gave rise to a thick, viscous, milky liquid while
addition of cobalt sulphate or copper nitrate caused the
formation of a granular precipitate.

In the next set of runs 80 ce HgCli.solution were added
to 4o ce KOH and acetone solution. The mixtures were
heated for varying times and consequently to varying tem-
peratures, so as to bring out the effectof heating. The ordi-

nary temperature was 20°. When not treated at all, the
mixture was an amber-coloredsolution whichformed a good
jelly on standing. When the solution was heated for one
minute (to 30") it jelled more rapidly than the unheated
solution. On heating two minutes (to 39°), the solution
becamecloudy, then separatinginto a goodjelly at the bottom
and a yellow liquid above. In time the solution dried to
a firm jelly with no upper liquid layer. The same thing hap-
pened when the solution washeated three minutes (to 60°),
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or four minutes (to 63°). Whenheated five minutes (to 69°)
a white, doudy precipitate formed which became granular
and settled to thé bottom. Though a jelly was formed,it

was not a good one. When the solution was heated longer,
a granular precipitate settled and no jelly was formed. It is

not solely a question of evaporation becauseone mixture was

placed in a flask fitted with a refluxcondenserand was boiled

for eight hours. A granular precipitate settted and no jelly
was formed. If the mixture is placed in a stoppered bottle

at room temperature, a jelly is formed with a liquid layer on

top, showing that evaporation is necessary in order to get a

firm homogeneous jelly when starting with these solutions.

If time had permitted I shouldhave liked to try varying the

relative amounts of caustic potash and acetone, and the ab-

solute amounts of water.

The jelliesdo not dissolvein water even though the water

be boiled for severalhours. They break down, however,into

a granular precipitate. If a fewdrops of concentrated hydro-
chloric acid or nitric acid be added to the water, the jellies
dissolve readily to a clear solution when heated. If this

solution is cooledand then made alkaline either with KOH

or with the KOH and acetone solution, no jelly is obtained

and the precipitate containsa good deal of black mercurous

oxide. I did not have timeto find out whenor howthe reduc-

tion to mercurous salt took place. Since it has seemed im-

possible to get a jelly when the mercuric chloride contains

mercurous salt originaUy,it is possible, though not proved,
that the mercurie oxide jelliescould be made to liquefy and

to jell alternately for an indefinitenumber of times if no re-

duction to mercuroussalt took place.
The general results of this paper are:

i. Reynolds' work on mercurie oxide jellies in presence
of acetone has beenrepeatedand confirmed.

2. For given amounts of acetone and caustic potash, the

amounts of mercuriechloridecan vary only between limits if

a good jelly is to be obtained.
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3. Addition of potassium sulphate or of sodium nitrate
had no apparent effecton the jetUngof the mixture; addition
of potassium carbonate caused the formation of a viscous
milky liquid, while cobalt sulphate or copper nitrate caused
the formationof a granularprecipitate.

A slight rise in temperaturecauses a mixture to jell
tnore quickly; but heating.for five minutes or more at tem-
peratures above 630 seemsto prevent the formation of jellies.

5. The effect of heating is primarily a temperature phe-
nomenonand not one of evaporation,for the formation of a

jelly is prevented by heating the mixture in a flask fitted with
a refluxcondenser.

6. When heated with water the mercuric oxide jellies
breakdown to a granularprecipitate.

7. When the jeUiesare heated with water to whieh a few
drops of concentrated hydrochloricacid or nitric acid have
been added, no jelly is formed;but we get a granular, black
precipitate, which contains mercurous oxide. No jelly is
formedwhenthe solutionis madealkalineagain.

8. It is not knownwhetherit is the mercurous oxide which
alonekeeps the solutionfromjellinga secondtime.

9. The mercuric oxide jelliesbreak away from the glass
wallswhen drying. They also crack, but no second layer of
liquidforms.

This investigation was suggestedby Professor Bancroft
and has been carried out underhis supervision.

Cornell {/Mtt'ef!<fy

/Mne. ~p/j
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A DicHoMfyof AppUedChemi«ry. By Sir Mt~ar~ TTAor~. Vol. V.

~7 X cm:pp. v + ~0. ~tf York;Z,)SMt, Green,and Co.,7~ P~'M.-

Stj.~o.–The Rfthand last volumecovers the ground fromsodium to zymurgy.
Among the interesting subjects in this volume are: sodium; soih; solders; sol-

ubility and solution;specifiegravity; spectrumanalysis;starch; steum; strontium;
sublimation; sugar; sulphide dyes; stuphur and sulphurie acid; synthetic drugs;
tannins; tartaric acid; te]h)hum; terpenes; thallium; thermometers; thermostats;
thorium; tin; titanium; tobacco; toxins and antitoxins; triphenyl methane
coloring matters; tungsten; ultramarine; uranium; urea; vanadium; varnish;
vat dyes; vegeto-alkaloids;water; waxes;whiskey; wine; destructive distillation
of wood;wool;zinc.

The first volumeappeared in t9tï and the last one at the very end of toi),
au interval of lessthan two years. This is a record of which both the editor
and the publishersmay well be proud. It is n difficult enough matter to get a
fewmento turn inmanuseriptanywherenear thé time forwhichit hasbeen prom-
ised. To get dozensof people to do this simultaneously would scem an im-
possible feat, except that the editor bas aecomptished it. The quality of the
work isalso of the highestgrade. It has been a source of admiration to the re-
viewerto seehowcompletethe moreimportant articles were, in spiteo{ the fact
that an enormousnumber of subjects has been treated in a relatively Jimited
spaee. The one seriousdefect in the dictionary is that the literature references
are unreliable. The five volumesare invatuaMe as referencebooksand should
be in every chemicallibrary. tf<7< D. Box:~

Handbuch der Mineralchemie. By C. Po~f. Vol. Parts /-7~.
7~ X 25 cm: pp. r6o (cacApart). P~~n: TlreodorNw~o~, ~ij. PWcf:

6.~0 marks (eaclrpart).-These four numbers of the second volume deal with:
silicie aeid in the forms of quartz. cha)c<'dony,and opal; agates; thc lithium,
sodium, potassium,and magnésiumsilicates; talc, meerschanm,and serpentine;
calcium silicateand the double silicatesof calcium with sodium,magnésiumand
iron, includingthe pyroxenesand amphiboles,ushestos and hornblende.

The problemsof the silicates and of silicicacid can be solved only by people
who have a thorough workingknowiedgeof physical chemistry and of colloid

chemistry. The editor and his collaborators arc not fortunatc in this respect.
with the result that the problem is presented in a vcry confused way. On p.
73 Doelterseemsto believethat ail compoundsarc stable at their melting-point;
and the possibilityof there ever hcing more than two seriesof solid solutions
has cvidentJyncver occurredto him. Onp. 117hc commitshimsctfto the opinion
that inversionpointsare of no importancebecause the changesat them do not
take place instantaneously. While Doelter is quite clear on p. 7~ that the
zeolites do not formdefinite hydrates, on p. 75 he accepts T'schermak's view
that they probably do. Tschermak bases his conclusions on experiments on
the rate of hydration,pp. 93, 228and 234,although he ought to know that these
cannot compare in aecuracy with experimentson equilibrium rotations. It is
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quite on a par with thé view that suicates do not have definite melting-points

merely bccause these are extraardinarily difficult to détermine accurately.

Doelter also seems tu believe that ail colloidal precipitates must be definitc

eompounds because it is possible to obtain definite crystalline compounds as

colloidal précipitâtes, p. 85. Because it is possible to prepare colloidal barium

sulphate we must therefore conclude that thé so.caUed aluminum silicates nre

necessarily definite compounds. It is quite clear that Doelter bas never under-

stood van Bemmelen's work and it really seems as though Doelter has no definite

theoretical benêts by whieh he is willing to stand when the facts seem to go against

him. One cannot help feeling sorry for a man who has never had the satisfaction

of being able to predict that such and such experimental results must be wrong

regardlcss of their apparent accuracy.

There are some interesting facts in regard to mineralizers, pp. 52, 145, f5t

Carbonates, horates, nuorides and tungstates are said to be the most efficient

mineralizers. Doetter con''iders that they do not act tikc catatytie agents;

but that they displace thc equilibrium. !n so far as what separates is a form of

pure SiO:, the presence of substances in the melt cannot possibly affect the real

equitthriunt, though these substances may have an enormous effect on thé case

of obtaining a given form. Doelter seems to make thé tacit assumption that

whatever form crystallizes is necessarily the stable form.

It is interesting to note that the water in the Motites can be replaced by

alcohol. carbon bisulphide or bCMene, p. 74, and that the zeolites can also take

up mercury, calomel. bromine or iodine, p. 71. On p. tS~ there is an account

of the artificial staining of chalcedony. Red is obtained with iron oxide, green

with chromium, yellow with hydrochloric aeid, and black with sugar and oil of

vitriol. Meerschaum can atso bestained with fuchsine or with acid violet, p. 3X1.

The fourth number appeats the least to the physical chemist, the most

important subject from his point of view being asbestos. Fersmann distinguishes

two groups of asbestos, one with parallet fibres and one with crumpled fibres.

No special reason is given for this differentiation and no explanation is offered

for the occurrence of the crumpled fibres.

This volume is a treasure-house of observations and as such is extremely

valuable. It is also valuable in showing how far we still are from anything

that might be called a scicntific treatment of silicic acid and the silicates. The

problems arc really for the colloid chemist who has not as yet risen to the situation.

Wilder D. Bancroft

GescMchte der deutschen Naturphilosophie. By CHr/ Siegel. 7<!X 24

C)M; v + JpO. T~t'~t~ /tt9<~tK<K~e ~&t~gM<M/«t~, ~P~. Price: JO

marks. Though Ostwaid disclaims any connection between his point of view

and the philosophy of Schelling, the author prefers to consider the first as a de-

velopment of the second. This is chiefty a question of definition. Thc oxygen

theory of combustion was absotutety the opposite of the phlogiston theory and

yet it grew out of it in the sense that it was devetopcd in consequence of the

shortcomings of the phlogiston theory becoming too obvions. The author

begins his historical sketch with a chapter on German tnctaphysies before Leib-

nitz. After this cornes a chapter on Leibnitz and one on Kant and Pries. The
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views of Herder, Cuethe, Selleiling, and Schopenhauerarc treated under the

headingof the romantic school, while a chapter on Herbart and Feuerbach gives
the needed contrast. Lotxe and ~eehntr arc considered as the forerunners of
the modern school, of which Maeh and Ostwatd arc the leaders. 'fhc author
considersthe viewsof Ostwnld as being a modernixedversion of those of Leib-
nitz or perhaps it would be more aecnrate to say that ))othphilosophieshave a
commongoal. Wilder D. Bancroft

The Preparation of Organic Compounds. By P~Ba~y BafMfH. X
2f cm; pp. v + 3oi. fMoJ<<«t: P. B/at<t<ott'y.Sw and Co., ~~?. Pr«-e.'

$?.7~.–"[n thé présent volume the author has aimed at giving a general outline
of the methods actually employed in preparing organie eompounds, and thus

providing not only a lahoratory manual, but also a book which may be used
as a companionvolume to the usual theoretical text-books.

"fn the first chapter will bp found a short description of the most common

apparatus and reagentsused in preparative organie work; and although someof
the apparatus describedmay be regarded as rather crude for academic praetice,
it must be borne in mind that the average workslaboratory. at ail events in this

country, is not fitted with all the latest refinements,aud that one of the ehief
difficultiesexperiencedby the young chemist on first entering works is to adapt
himselfto his environmcnt. Although to someminds the idea of carrying out
chemical preparations in sauce-pans, jam-pots, etc., may seem rather bizarre,

experiencewillshowthat sueh apparatus isquite as satisfactory and considerably
lessexpensivethan the more conventionai and more brittle beakers and basins.

"The descriptionof the processes given is less full than in most bookson

organiepréparations, but the dctails are sufficientto enaMethe average student
to carry out the préparations successfully, without being so exhaustive as to re-
duce his work to mère ntechanicat routine. The book is not intended for those
who are endeavoring to study ehemistry by correspondeneetessons, and those

working in a university or technical college laboratory can usually refer to a
senior student or to a member of the staff when in difficulties."

Thé chapters are entitled: apparatus, ntethods of manipulation, reagents;
the hydrocarbons; the halogen compounds; the alcohols, phenols, and mer-

captans the aldehydes, ketones, quinones (and quinone-imides) and some
derivativesof the same; the ethers and sulphides;the carboxylicaeids,their an-

hydrides and esters; the nitriles or cyanides; the nitroso- (and iso-nitroso-) and

nitro-compounds; the amino-compounds; the diazo-, diazoamino-,diazoimino-,
azo-,azoxy-,and hydrazo-compounds; the sulphinie and sutphonic acids; mis-
cellaneoustypes.

The author coversa great deal more groundthan is usually the case. In

only a limited number of cases is there anything about yietdsand there is prac-
tically nothing about conditions. The book is therefore one of the orthodox

organiclaboratory manuals and does not showany signs of the change of spirit
whichorganiechemistrymust undergo before it cornes into its own again.

Wilder P. Bancrofl
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The Luminescenceof Heated Gases

As far back as 1792Thomas Wedgwood' showed/~t
<

heated air is not luminous. "An earthenware pipe.Mf/a"'
zig-zag form, was placed in a crucible, which was

M~Pm~
with sand, the two openendsof the pipe being left uncov~ed;. r
one of them was of a proper form for receivingthé nozxle~f)~
bellows, the other bent into angles of the form of the let~

Z; on this last was fastened a globular vesselwith a lateral
bent pipe to let out air but excludeail externallight, and with
a neck in whieh was inserted a circular plate of glass. Thé
crucible with the sand and the part of the pipe contained
in it was then heated to redness. Having my eye fixed on
the neck of the vessel,and observing it perfectly dark within,
1 directed an assistant to blow with the bellows. Thé stream
of air, sent through the red-hot tube, not being at all
luminous, 1 fixed a small strip of gold in the orifice of the
tube, which, after two or three blasts, became faintly red;
thus proving that the air, though not luminous, was equal in

temperature to what is usuallycaUedred heat. 1 then heated
the crucible to a brighter redness; the stream of air, blown

through the bright red-hot tube, still came out perfectly dark,
but the strip of gold, exposed to it, shone both sooner and

brighterthan before."

Ever sincethis time there has been a differenceof opinion
as to the extent to whieh the luminescence of a heated gas
is purely a questionof temperature or is the result of chemical
action. Melloni' considers that chemical action plays an

important part. Whenone body combines chemically with
another, its moleculesacquire in an instant a very violent

vibratory motion, and then may subsequently assume vibra-

PhH.Trans..82,272(t79:).
Phil. Mag., [3] 32, 275 (1848).
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tions that are slower. This is what appears to take place in
flames, which originate in the combustion of bodies; they
commencealmost alwaysby a blue or violet light, and then
becomewhite or yellow." Dibbitts' lays stress onthe émis-
sion of a heated gas. "When two gases combinechemically,
givingrise to a flame,there are several possiblecausesfor the
emission of light. We will illustrate this by a concrète ex-

ample. When hydrogen burns in chlorine, we get a green
flamewhichgives a continuousspectrum without lines. This

light may be due: (a) to the heated hydrogen; (b) to the
heated chlorine; (c) to the heated hydrochloric aeid; (d) to a
heated substance whieh exists only temporarily as an inter-
mediate compound; (e) to the chemical reaction itself. Let
us considerfor a moment these five cases whichare the only
conceivableones.

"We are not dealingwith (a) because Plücker has shown
that highly heated hydrogengives a spectrum consistingof
three bright lines~ nor with (b) because Plücker has shown
that highly heated chlorine gives a spectrum with char-
acteristic bright lines. Case (d) is improbable because the

simplest way in whichhydrogen and chlorine can reaet is in

equal volumes,in other words,to form hydrochloricacid; it is

very uniikely that a more complex substance wouldexist in
the flame as an intermediate step in the formation of hydro-
chloric acid.' This leaves only (c) and (e). The following
experiment is intended to distinguish between these two

possibilities: A mixture of hydrogen and hydrochloricacid
was burned in air or in oxygen,which is the same as feeding
hydrochloricacid into a flameof hydrogen buming in oxygen.
If (c) is right we shouldget the same light as whenhydrogen
burns in chlorine becausewe have hydrochloricacid which is

Pogg.Ann.,ïM,s~ ()864).
fWhatPlückerreallystudiedwasthespectrumgivenwhenanelectric

dischargepassesthrougha Geisslertubecontaininghydrogen.Heassumed
thatthiswasthespectrumofhighlyheatedhydrogen.J

tfhisreasoninxisnotconclusive.Onemighthaveanadditioncom-
pound.Ht.Ctt.analogousto théchtorineadditioncompoundsofchlorinewith
benzène.)1
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merelybeingheated veryhot. If (e)is correct, we should get

nothing but the light emitted by a flame of hydrogen burning
in oxygen,because the hydrogen and chlorine hâve already
combinedand this chemical reaction' cannot therefore give
rise to light.

"The experiment is in favor of (c) because we get the

same light and the same spectrum as when hydrogen burns

in chlorine. It is thus proved that, in this case at any rate,
the light is Motdue directly to the chemical reaction but is

due to the heating of the products of combustion. The

burning of hydrogen and carbon dioxide or hydrogen and

sulphurdioxidemay be used to illûstrate the same conclusion.

Whena mixtureof hydrogenand carbon dioxideburns, a blue

flameis obtained givinga continuous spectrum which is not

that of hydrogen, of carbon, of oxygen,or of water. There

are two possibilities. Hydrogen and carbon dioxide may
react to form water and carbon monoxide,the latter reacting
with oxygen from outside and this chenical n'Qc!MKgiving
rise <otheMMeHg~<;or hydrogen may react with oxygen from

outside and the resulting flame may heat the carbon dioxide
so muchthat it becomes~MfKtKOKyand emits the blue,light.
Thé experimentsdo not enable one to decide definitely be-

tween these two alternatives. From the analogy with the

preceding experiment (flame of hydrogen and hydrochloric
acid), we may conclude that the heated product of com-
bustion (COz)is the cause of the light and not the chemical
action.

"Quite in accord with this is the experiment in which a

mixture of hydrogen and sulphur dioxide are burned. The

experimentproves nothing; but can easily be accounted for

on the assumptionthat no light is emitted as the direct result
of the chemicalactionbut that all the light is due in this case

chiefly to the highly heated sulphur dioxide. According to
this hypothesishighlyheated sulphurdioxide givesa spectrum

(Théauthorofcoursedoesnotconsiderthepossibilityofhydrochloric
aciddissociating.)J
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whieh has been described under the sulphur flame. In the
flames of burning sulphur or hydrogen sulphide we have

highly heated sulphur dioxideand it givesthe same spectrum.
In the carbon bisulphide flame we have highlyheated sulphur
dioxide and carbon dioxide; this showsthe light due to both.
In the flame of buming carbon monoxideit is the highly
heated earbon dioxide alone which emits the blue light; and
in the oxyhydrogen flame it is the highly heated water vapor
which emits the faint light peculiar to this flame."

Hittorf' is distinctly on the other side. "AU solids

probably cease to phosphoresceat the temperature at which

they begin to emit red light, at the so-calleddull red heat.
The ordinary non-metallic gases behave quite differently.
The speetra of thé first order are obtained at low temperature
when an electrical current passes and are also given by many
gases when burned in oxygen. The light of our ordinary
flames, which contain no solid particles, is not due to the

temperature but is caused by the chemicalreactionand should
he considered as phosphorescence. For, if the same gases
are raised to thé temperature of the flamewithoutany chemical
reaction taking place, they emit no light whicb can be de-
tected by the eye. It is easy enough to convince oneself
of this by suspending horizontally in the hottest portion of
the Bunsen flame a narrow cylindrical tube of the thinnest

possible platinum foil. To prevent one's eyes being dazzled

by the light radiated by the glowingmétal, it is necessary
to look through a narrow tube along the axisof the cylinder.
If the room is dark, the gas inside the tube will appear dark

and quite different from the gases of the luminous flame.
The same result is obtained if one looks at the air inside a
tube whieh has been heated white-hot in a coal nre.

"A later paragraph will also show that the electrical
behavior of the flame gases is quite differentfrom that which
the same gasesshowat the same temperaturewhenno chemical
reactions are taking place.

Wied. Ann., 7, 587 (1879); t~, 73 (tSSg).
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"These facts do not cônnict with the law that all sub-

stances begin to emit light of the same wave-Iength at the

same temperature. At these temperatures the ordinary

gasesshowpractically no absorptionand consequentlyKirch-

hoff'slaw requires that they shall also show no emission."

Siemens' came to much the same conclusions inde-

pendentlyof Wedgwoodand of Hittorf. "When gasesburn

with a brilliantly luminous flame, the light is wellknown to

be a secondaryphenomenondue to the solidor liquidparticles
'in the flamebeing heated until they glow. Gases, whichgive
rise to no solid or liquid particles, burn with a relatively

feebly luminous flame which is usually bluish, though the

color varies somewhat with the nature of the gas. People
are wont to account for this luminosity by saying that thé

highlyheated gases themselves emit light. So far as I know

no experimentshave ever been published to show whethcr

pure gases really emit light when heated. Some considera-

tions as to the emission of light by thé sun and some

casual observations made it seem to me improbable that

heatedgasesemit light and I therefore decided to makesome

experimentsin regard to this. If the experiments wereto be

conclusive,they must be made at temperatures higher than

thosereached in the luminous combustion. I soon convinced

myselfthat, for this and other reasons,laboratory experiments
wouldnot give a satisfactory result. My brother, Friedrich

Siemens,placed at my disposai in Dresden a regenerative
furnace which was used for manufacturing hard glass. The

furnacecouldeasilybe heated to about t;)00°-zooo°Cwhichis

as high as the specially refractory walls would stand. When

these temperatureswerereached and when the further flowof

gas and air into the furnace was eut off, the hot wallsof the

furnaceskept the enclosedair for a long time at a very con-

stant temperature. In front of the openings in the furnace

there were placed a series of well-blackenedscreens with a

centralopening,which permitted one to look through the hot

Wied.Ann.,t8, 311([893).
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fumace without any rays from the walls reaching the eye.
After the furnace had been made completely tight and the

lights had been put out so that there was no external light,
it appeared that thé highly heated air in the furnace did not
emit any light that was visible to the eye.For the experi-
ment to succeedit was essential that no combustionshouldbe
taking place in the furnace and that one shouldwait until the
air in the furnace was as free from dust as possible. Any
flame in the fumace, even when apparently not in the line of
vision, or the slightest amount of dust caused a glow to be
seen.

"These experiments show the erroneousnessof thé pre-
viously held view that highly heated gases are themselves
luminous. In the furnace there was air mixed with the

products of the previous combustion, in other words, oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide,and watervapor. If any oneof these

gaseswere self-luminous,the fieldofvisionwouldhave appeared
bright. If the gases are not self-luminousat the temperature
of combustion the faint light shown by burning gases which
do not give rise to solid or liquid particles, cannot be due to
the glowingof the heated products of combustion.

"It may be urged that emissionof light by hot gases is

very faint and therefore easily overlookedwhen the tem-

perature is not very high. The possibilityof this must be
admitted and it is very desirable that the experiments should
be repeated at still higher temperatures and under more
accurate conditions so as to determine the limiting tempera-
ture at which heated gases becomeundoubtedlyself-luminous.
The fact that gases do not emit light at a temperatureof over

1500°C proves,however,that the luminosityof the flameisnot
due to the combustionproducts being self-luminous. The be-
havior of the flame also furnishes evidence of this. If we

provide for a morerapid mixing of the gasesto be burned, the
flame becomes shorter, because the rate of combustion is in-
creased, and hotter because less cold air is mixed with the

buming gases. The flame also becomes shorter and hotter
if the gases are preheated strongly before being ignited.
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Since the ascendingproducts of combustion must remain for

an interval of timenearly at the temperature of the flame,we

ought to get the opposite state of things in case the gasesare

self-luminous. The light of the flaineceases sharply at a very

definite line whieh coincides evidently with the completion

of the chemical action. This latter is therefore the cause

of the light and not the heated products of combustion. If we

assumethat the gasmolecules are each surrounded by a sheath

of ether, an alteration of these sheaths of ether must take

place when two or more such molecules combine. The re-

sultant movementof the ether particles must be compensated

by vibrations which may form the starting points for waves

of light and heat. In a similar way one may account for the

light-effectswhich are obtained when an electric current is

passed through a gas. As 1 have shown a long time ago'

when describingmy ozone apparatus, all gases become con-

ductors of electricity when we exceed what 1 have called the

polarization maximum. Since the current passing through

the gas appears always to be accompaniedby chemical action,

one might account for the luminescencein the same way as

with flamesby assuming oscillatory transferences of the ether

coatings round the gas molecules by means of which the

transfer of electricity is aceomplished. In that case thé light

of a flamecouldbe called an electric light just as properly as

the light of the ozone tube or of the Geissler tube.The

similarity in intensity and in color of the light from flames

and from tubes through which an electric current passes is

an argument for the cause of the light being the same in the

two cases."

Mitscherlich2showed that no sodium line is obtained

whensodiumchloride or caustie soda is heated in a porcelain

tube. This was confirmed by Pringsheim" for these and for

other salts. On the other hand, the sodium lines were ob-

tained when a suitable reducing agent was present. Prom

W.Siemens:Pogg.Ann.,10~,66('857).
Pogg. Ann., tt6, 504 (1862).

Wied. Ann., 45, 428 ('892);49,347 ('893).
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this Pringsheim concluded, very properly, that free metallic
sodium was essential to the production of the D lines. He
then prepared a cotd flame by buming mixtures of carbon
bisulphide.and air. "The temperature of this flame can be
made very low; the light is not brilliant but is distinctly blue
and can readily be seen in a darkened room. The tempera-
ture is so low and the amount of heat generated is so small
that onecan hold one's finger in the flameindefinitelywithout
feelingmore than a moderatesensationofheat. The carbon

bisulphide flame was regulated so that it just burned; the
flamewasvery long and pointed in shape. Repeated measure-
ments with a thermocouple, at the hottest portion of the
flame just below the point, gave temperatures between iï~.°
and 1460C. We can therefore say definitely that this flame
continues burning at temperatures below 150°C, below the
ignition temperature of thé inflammablemixture which gives
rise to the flame. The light emitted by this flame has a very
considerable photographie action. The flame gives a con-
tinuous spectrum whieh is much weakerin the red part than
in the btue and violet; it is very like the spectrum obtained
when sulphur or hydrogen sulphide burns in the air. There
can be no doubt but that we are dealing with gases whieh
luminesce in consequence of chemical reactions and not in
consequenceof high temperature."

In the cold carbon bisulphideflamesodium chloride does
not emit the D lines; but it does when the temperature is
raised. From these and other experiments Pringsheim con-
cludes that sodium salts give a yellowlight in flamesat lower
temperatures than when the salts are heated in an indifferent

atmosphere. From this postulate, it necessarily follows that
in these cases sodium is set free by reduction and not as a
result of thermal dissociation.

Pringsheim then heated metallic sodium in a porcelain
tube and found that the vapor emitted the D lines. Since
it is impossibleto eliminate all traces of oxygenand since the
porcelain tube itself consists of oxygen compounds, Prings-
heim concludes that metallic sodium heated in neutral gases
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emits light only as a consequence of chemicalprocessesand

also that it is the reduction to sodium whichemits light and

not the oxidation of sodium.' Neither of these conclusions

followsnecessarily from thé experiments and both have been

attacked, as has alsohis other conclusionthat "the assumption
that gases can emit light by mere elevationof their tempera-
ture is a hypothesis demanded neither on experimental nor

theoreticalgrounds."

An elaborate criticism of Pringsheim's views will be

found in a series of papers by Paschen.2 He admits, however,
that the glowing of sodium vapor in the Bunsen flameis not

merely a temperature émission. "Paschen has compared
the intensity of the two D Unesin the sodiumflame with the

total intensity of a region completely enclosingthe Dlines,
in the continuous spectrum of a black substanceheated in the

flame. The total intensity of the D radiation was more than

twiceas great as that of the region of the continuousspectrum
whichenclosed them, from which the inferencecan be drawn

that something other than temperature is concernedwith the

emissionof light by the sodium flame.4 The same thing was

found by Kayser and Paschen in the case of the ultraviolet

bands of the are, which were much brighter than a corre-

sponding region of the spectrum of the positive crater, not-

withstanding the fact that the temperature of thé latter is

higher than that of the arc proper."

Smithells" discusses the work of Hittorf, Siemens, and

Pringshcimat some length.

"Thé experiments of Hittorf and Siemensmay, 1 think,
be held to cstablish two facts: (i) That air, carbon monoxide,

steam, and carbon dioxide émit no sensible light whcn at an

average temperature of 1500° C or perhaps 3000° C; (ii)

Cf.Fredenhagen:Drude'sAntt..ao,t4t (t9o6).
Wied.Ann.,50,409(1893);s't 40;52,~8 ([894).
'Paschen:Ibid., g!) 41 ('894); cf. Wood:"PhysicalOpties,"

595(t9").
[Cf. however, Kayser: "Handbuch der Spectroscopie," 2, !82 ([902).]

Phil. Mag., !5)37.248(t894).
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that the luminous part of flame is conterminous with the

region ôf chemical action. They do not establish, 1 think,
a third and most important conclusion, namely, that the

luminosity is due directly to chemicalaction and not to heat.
Before such a conclusioncan be justified, we must be sure
that the products of combustionin the flame do not exceed

1500° or 3000° C. It is assumed by Hittorf and Siemens,
and has also been assumedby Pringsheimthat weare justified
in speaking of the temperatureof a flameas the temperature
indicated by thermometricinstruments when they are intro-
duced into the flame. This seemsto me to be fundamentally
erroneous. Such a recorded temperature is no doubt the
effectivetemperature of the flame,but it is merely an average
temperature.

"Every chemical student knows that the thinner the

platinum wire he uses the hotter it becomeswhen introduced
into a Bunsen flame,and it matters not whether the measure-
ments of temperature depend on the fusibility of metals or
salts, on spécifie heat, expansion, thermoetectric junctions,
or electrical resistance, they are all open to the obvious ob-

jection that they only give the mean temperature of a con-
siderable region of the flame uncorrected for conduction
losses. What are we to say of the temperature of a candle-
flame which will not melt a small bead of common salt but
which will melt a platinumwire if pure and of a certain fine-
ness?

"We may best deal with the matter by considering an
ideal flame. Let us supposethat we have hydrogen issuing
from a vertical cylindricaltube into oxygen gas, and let us
considera horizontal sliceof the gas onemolecule thick mov-

ing upwards in the tube.
"For the sake of simplicitywe may neglect the molecular

motion of the gas, and wewillalso supposethe gas to inflame

spontaneously on meeting with the requisite oxygen. The
sliceof gas as it ascendsthe tube is retarded by friction at the

edgesand will issue witha conicalform from the tube. Here
it inflames and gives us a smalt conical flame. This flame
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would consist of a conical sheet of hydrogen, one molecule

thick, combiningwith oxygen. If we are to measure the tem-

peraturc at the locusof combinationwe must have a thermo-

metrie instrument small compared with the thickness of the

sheet of combustion. If the instrument does not fulfil this

condition, it willprotrude into the unbumt gas within the cone

and the coolinggases outside, and the temperature indicated

will be the average of the whole region in which it is im-

mersed.

"It may be objected that this is only an ideal flame, and

that the conical sheath of flame actually obtained when

hydrogen burns in oxygen bas a very sensible thickness.

This is no doubt true; but it must be at oncepointed out that

if the sheath of burning hydrogen has a sensible thickness,

that is to say, if the hydrogenis burningon the outsidesurface,

the inside surface, and in the intervening thickness of the

sheath, hydrogen must ail the white be passing through the

sheath without undergoing combustion, in order that there

may be some on the outer surface to maintain the combustion

there taking place; and oxygen must be passing through
from the outside to maintain the combustionof the hydrogen
on the inner surface. If, then, we can get a thermometric

instrument smallenough to be whollyimmersedin the region
of combustion, the temperature indicated will not be that

of thé steam just formedbut the average temperature of the

hydrogen, oxygen, and steam within thé sheath.

"From this 1 think it is plain that no thermometric

instrument can possibly indicate the temperature of the

product of combustionin a flameat the momentof formation.

Thé temperature of 1500° ascribed to the hottest part of a

Bunsen flameis thereforenot the temperature of the products
of combustion, and experiments that show these products to

be non-luminousat a temperature even of 3000°C afford no

proof that the luminosity of flameis due to some other cause

than the mere high temperature of the products.

"How, then, are we to ascertain the temperature of the

products of combustion? The only remaining method is to
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calculate it theoretically. This may be done if we make the

assumption (which must be considered as doubtful in view

of recent experiments)that thé specificheat of gases does not
alter greatly with inereaseof temperature.

"In the production of 18 grams of steam from 2 grams.s

of hydrogen and 16 grams of oxygen there arc evolved 57560
calories. The specificheat of steam being0.4.805we have the
rise of temperature

"°t9 t,
18X o.q8og

6f''

This température then (with thé provisoas to thé constancy
of specific heat of steam) must be the temperature of the

steam-molecules formed in a flame of hydrogen, assuming
the wholeheat liberatedduring the reactionto be stored in the

newly formed molécules.' It is well known that steam be-

gins to dissociatefar belowthis temperature, but the question
of dissociation only enters into our present consideration
in this respect, that it forbidsus to assumea hydrogen flame
as consistingof moleculesall in the act of combining. What-
ever the degreeof dissociationthere is plainly some combina-

tion taking place, and if the heat liberated is stored in the
molecules formed,' their temperature must rise to the
theoretical 6600°. Even the average thermometric tempera-
ture of a hydrogen flameis above the temperature at which
dissociation of steam begins, and there must be therefore a
certain number of uncombinedhydrogen and oxygen mole-
cules in the flame. Our theoretical temperature of flame is
no more an indication of its average temperature than its

average temperature is a measure of the temperature of the
steam which it contains. A gas may in fact exhibit a certain

average temperature in two ways-it may have been raised
to the average temperatureby external heating or by internai
chemical combination. In both cases the velocity of the
molecules shows the same average, but this average is very

differently compoundedin the two cases. In the first case it

[Thisassumptionofanadiabaticreactionrequiresjustification.1
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can be shown theoretically that the number of molecules

having velocities four times the average is extremely small.

In the second case (flames)we have a large number of mole-

cules of intensely high temperature and a large number of

low température. Thé average temperature is in this case

compounded of two extremes, and there is every reason to

anticipate a difference of physical qualities. This difference

we might reasonably expect to manifest itself in the emission

of light by the gas which contains the intensely heated mole-

cules.

"Similar considerations apply to the temperature of

carbonic acid produced in flames. The theoretieal tempera-
ture for the combustionof carbonicoxidein oxygenis 7180° C.

"As neither steam nor carbon dioxidehas been raised by
external heating to anything approaching thé temperatures
we have indicated as accruing to them theoretically in the

act of formation, it is still possible that the luminosity of

flames in which they are produced may be due to high tem-

perature in the ordinary sense of the term. The remark of

Siemens that flames beeome smaller on increasing or heating
thë air-supply does not affect the conclusionarrived at, for
it is not claimed that the luminosityof the products of com-

bustion is of appreciable duration. Admixturewith more air

producesa smaller regionof combustion,for it spares the com-
bustible gas the necessity of wanderingoutwards to find thé

necessary oxygen. There would be in consequencea greater
number of hydrogen and oxygen moleculesuniting within a

given space, the flame would be brighter but not necessarily
larger, and this is certainly the case.

"It may be stated further, in relation to the luminosity
of air, steam, and carbon dioxide, that having regard to their

extremely small optical absorptive power it is not to be ex-

pected that they will show any great emissive power even
when raised to very high temperatures. The degree of

luminosity shown by a Bunsen gas-flame, assuming the

products to have the temperature, calculated theoretically,
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appears fo be just about what we might expect from a priori
considerations."

Smithells subjects Pringsheim's views as to the lumines-
cence of sodium vapor to a scathing enticism; but in thé
second part of the samepaper he' modifieshis attitude in re-
gard to Pringsheim's views. "Thé experiments recorded in
this paper affordsomeevidenceas to the validity of the view
of thé origin of the flame spectra advocated by Pringsheim.
If, as he concludes,the flame spectra commonly attributed
to the alkali metals are a direct consequence of chemical
processes occurring in the flame, the same is presumably true
for the spectra of chemicalcompoundssuch as those of copper
and gold. As a matter of fact, chemical changes do accom-
pany the production of the spectra dealt with in this paper.
Thus when cupric chloride is introduced into the flame, we
have the formation of cuprous chloride and of cuprous oxide.
The case of gold chlorideis more important. In the case of
this sait thé spectrum is only developed when a large excess
of chlorine or of hydrochloricacid and air is present; in their
absence a considerablequantity of a spray or dust of the salt
may be passed throughthe flamewithout giving any spectrum.
The gold chloride, in fact, can only be maintained at a tem-
perature sufficient to develop its spectrum when it is sur-
rounded by an atmosphereeither of chlorine or of an equiva-
lent mixture of hydrochloric acid and oxygen. The gold
chloride molecules,however,must not be regarded as remain-
ing intact under these circumstances,for where a dissociable
salt appears to be maintained in the undissociated state,
through the presenceof an.excess of one of the products of
dissociation, we ascribe it to the fact that, if momentarily
dissociated, there is instantly a reunion. While, therefore,'
on the one hand, the high temperature at which the gold
chloride spectrum is developedcompels the separation of the
gold and the chlorine,the large excessof chlorine, on the other
hand, by the actionof masscompelsa recombination. Though

SmitheMs:Phi).Mag.,[5)39, (1895).
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this in a sense is tantamount to saying that the gold chloride
moleculesremain undissociated,the dynamical viewof dissocia-
tion obligesus to picture a constant interchange between atoms
of gold and atoms of chlorine. We are obliged to conclude,
therefore, that the experiments recorded above are quite in

harmony,with the view advocated by Pringsheim.
"In a previous part of this paper 1 have offered some

criticisms of the experiments on which Pringsheim bases his
conclusion. Notwithstanding this 1 have never considered
his view to be disproved: on the contrary, it seems ~;wta
facie to be a reasonable explanation of .many phenomena
occurring in flames. The facts 1 have now brought forward
are in harmony with it, but 1 believe the evidence is still far
from complete, and that further experiments are necessary
to establish the doctrine that the light-emission from name&
is a direct consequence of chemicalprocesses."

'rhough it seems probable that heated sodium vapor is
luminescent,' it is very dimcult to eliminate all possibility of
some chemical reaction taking place. This difficulty is not
so serious with iodine vapor. Salet2heated to redness a large
glass tube elosed at one end. "The room was made dark
and when the glass tube had cooled until it was just barely
visible, a fragment of iodine was thrown into the tube which

thereupon filled with luminous vapors. To obtain more

brilliancy one heats the vapor of iodine in a Bohemian glass
tube by means of an enameller's lamp. The contents of the
tube look like a red-hot bar of iron. One may also volatilize
iodine around a platinum spiral brought to a vivid incandes-
cence the luminous vapor rises like a real flame about the

spiral. It is a case of ~(MM~without combustion. The light
from the iodine gives a continuousspectrum, or rather a con-
fused primary spectrum; one perceives traces of character-
istic ehannellings but no lines of the secondary spectrum."

Smithells~ has also experimented with heated iodine

EvMshed:Phil.Mag.,[5)39,47'(1894).
Ann.Chim.Phys.,[4)28,34(t873).

3Phil.Mag.,fs)37,~2 (1894).
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vapor. "At the suggestion of Sir G. G. Stokes, 1 tried the
experiment of heating iodine vapor. This, being strongly
absorptive at ordinary températures, might be expected to
émit visible radiations at comparatively low temperatures.
The experiment was made by filling thé bowl of a 'church-
warden' tobacco-pipe with iodine and closing with a lute of
plaster of Paris. The stem was laid along a Fletcher tube-
furnace and strongly heated. Thé bowl of the pipe, which
protruded about one inch from the other end, was shielded
from stray light and viewed against a background of black
velvet. When the stem was heatad to sucb temperature as
couldbeobtainedwith the unforceddraught of air, the issuing
stream of iodinevapor was not luminous, but when the furnace
was fed with a blast of air and the temperature sufficientto
soften the pipe, the iodinebecame luminous and the vapor
presented the appearance of a pointed yellowish name about
an inch in length. A similar appearance was obtained when a
glazed porcelain tube was substituted for the pipe-stem so
as to excludeall possibility of furnace gases diffusinginto the
interior. My attention was subsequently drawn to the fact
that the effect had already been described by Salet' and had
been achieved in a simpler way.

"The experimentmay bestbeperformedas follows:-apiece
of hard glass tube about half inch diameter and fiveincheslong
and closed at one end is suspended horizontally by platinum
wiresfromthe ring of a retort-stand and heated along its whole
length by the flameof a fiat Bunsen burner. This should be
donc in the dark, and the burner removed as soon as-the glass
is seen to glow. The tube is allowed to cool till it has just
ceased to glow, and then a long piece of platinum foil, bent
into a trough and filled with iodine is passed into the tube
and the iodine tipped out. The tube is immediately filled
with the glowingvapor of iodine. This can be made to glow
still more brightly by a reapplication of the flame. How
much of the luminosity is due to the iodine and how much

Pogg.Ann.,147,319(1~).
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to the hot glass may be seenat any moment by blowing out
the iodine vapor by a puffof air. The effect is very marked,
and there seems no room to doubt that the glowingis due to
hot iodine vapor. The lownessof the température seems to
forbid the suggestionthat the gtowmay be due to combination
of the iodine with oxygenor to the dissociation and recom-
bination of the atoms of the iodinemolécule.

The result of this experimentis in conformity with the
views already expressedas to the luminosity of fiame, and
enables us to see that, whilecolorlessgases like those forming
the products of the ordinary combustion are not likely to

glow at the average temperature of a flame, they would at
some higher temperature emit visible radiations."

Evershed' has confirmedand extended the experiments
of Salet and of Smithells.

"To sum up, then, it appears that besides iodine, thé

vapors of bromine, chlorine, sulphur, selenium, and arsenic
can all be made more or less incandescent by heating to the

temperature at which the glass combustion tube softens,
and the light emitted by eachof these glowingvapors appears
to give a perfectlycontinuousspectrum; while the correspond-
ing absorption spectra are selective. Thus there is no such
close relation between emissionand absorption as is implied
by Kirchhoff's law of radiating bodies. There seems, how-

ever, to be a general relationbetween the total absorbing and

radiating power for the visiblerays: those vapors which are

highly coloredand absorbstrongly in the visible spectrum also
radiate conspicuouslyin that part of the spectrum, while

colorless, non-absorbingvapors, such as phosphorus, emit no

perceptible light whenheated.
"That the glowingin these cases differs in no way from

the glowingof heated solidsseems,to say the least, extremely
probable, for there is no evidence whatever that chemical

changes accompany the luminosity;and there is besides the
fact that when direct combination"does occur between the

Phit.Mag.,[15)39,~6:(tSas).
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vapor and the gas in which it is heated, as in thecaseof iodine
in hydrogen,and possiblyalso arsenic in hydrogen,there is no
luminouseffectat all.

"It may be questidned, hôwéver, whether molecular
dissociationmay not be conccmed in the radiation, or alter-
nate dissociationand reaggregation of the atoms of the mole-
cules. For, accordingto the kinetie theory, at a given tem-

perature and pressure the vapors may contain a certain pro-
portion of free atoms distributed among the more complex
moleculargroups, but the individuality of these uncombined
atoms will continually change while the proportion remains
the same, for there will be a constant reactionor interchange
goingon betweenthe atoms and the molecules. Thé emission
of light may be supposed to depend on this act of union or

disunion of the atoms, the radiant energy beingderived in-

directly fromthe heat supplied to the systemto maintain the

température.
"Thus in thé caseof the diatomic gases iodine,bromine,

and chloriue,a proportion of the moleculesl!, Br~,Cl: may
dissociateinto 2 I, 2 Br, 2 Cl; and sulphur vapormaysimilarly
dissociatefrom Sato ~S!,and so on. From recentdetermina-
tions of the vapor densities of the halogens,it appears that
iodine begins to dissociate between 600° and 700°C, at a

pressure of one atmosphere.1 Chlorine, on the other hand,
remains at a normal density corresponding to Cl2between
about 200° and 1200°C2. With regard to the former ele-

ment, the temperature at which dissociation commences

(say 600°) is not much above that at which the glowingis
first seen, and as in most of the experiments the iodine or
brominevapor is largely diluted with a neutral gas, so that the

partial pressure is a good deal less than one atmosphere,it

might well be supposed that dissociation was goingon even
at the lowest temperature at which the glow can be seen.
But in the case of chlorine, dissociation beginsat some500°
above the temperature of my experiments (assumedat about

CrattsandMeier:Ber.chem.Ces.Berlin,!3,S~t()88o).
Craits: lbid., !&, 457 ('883); also Jahn: Ibid., tg, t~S (t88:).
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7oo°) moreover,there is no dilution of gas, which is observed
at the atmosphericpressure, so there can be no question of

dissociationhere; or at any rate, as there is no independent
evidenceof it, we have no more right to assumeit as a cause
of luminosity than we have in the case of glowingsolids.

"But, apart from the fact that chlorine can be made

incandescentalthoughit is not dissociating,it appears that the

général relation mentioned above between radiation and ab-

sorption of the visible rays, and the fact that the intensity
of the glowingof the more absorptive vapors (the others being
too dimcult to observe) appears to follow closely that of a

solid raised simultaneousiythrough the same range of tem-

pérature,' gives strong support to the view that there is no

essential differencebetween gases and solids in the manner

in which they radiate, at any rate under the conditions of the

foregoingexperiments. If dissociation were concerned, say,
in the case of glowingiodine, one would expect the intensity
of the light to increaserapidly when the temperature is made
to approach the actual température of dissociation,where the

maximuminteraction of the atoms occurs. It should in fact

increasein a much greater ratio than in the case of a glowing
solid. But 1 have failed to detect any evidence of such rel-

ative increaseon the part of either iodine or any glowinggas.
Further, a decrease of density (by exhaustion or dilution)
willfacilitate the dissociation,and thus shouldtend to counter-

act the réduction of luminosity due to a smaller number of

moleculesconcerned. But no such effect is in fact to be seen

under these conditions."

Konen2cornesto much the same conclusion. "The glow

spectrum was obtained by means of a platinum spiral which

The radiation front iodine may easity be eompared with that of a sotid
at thc same tentptrature, by placing a smaH piece of carbon inside the heatcd
portion of the glass tube previously described. Ako when the glass contains
opaque particles, these are seen to glow with the same intensity as the iodine,
whatever the température, when the vapor is of sutneient density to give the
maximum luminosity.

Wicd. Ann., 65, ~79 (1898).
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woc t~aa~n~t~w~t~~~«t.«~*<~ ~« < '.< twas heated by the current inside a tube filledwith iodine
vapor. The luminescenceof the iodinevapor beginsat ahout
550° and is stronger the denser the vapor, thus corresponding
to the absorption. Bands can only be detectedat densities
belowabout i.~ (with référence to air), and are veryhard to
see because the intensity of the glowspectrum is then very
low.

"If the temperature of the vapor is raised,the intensity
of the glow spectrum first increases, then becomesconstant,
and begins to decrease perceptibly above 700°. With the
closed apparatus previously described it was not possible to
go much above 800°, since the packings then ceased to hold
and the iodine diffused out extraordinarily rapidly. By
means of the platinum spiral it is possibleto obtain the glow
spectrum at still higher temperatures. One then has to deal
with the absorption of the cooler iodine vapor near the waUs
of the tube and possiblywith reactionsbetweenplatinum and
iodine. Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly a decrease in
emissivity with rising temperature. With the change in the
intensity and in the appearance of the glowspectrumthere is a
completelyparallel change in the absorptionspectrumand the
intensity decreaseswith rising temperature. 1 have not been
able to make either the glow spectrum or the absorption
spectrum disappear entirely.

"Thé glow spectrum is especiallyinterestingbecausethis
isone of the fewcaseswhere one can obtain a visiblespectrum
merely by heating a gas. It has therefore been used by
Ebert, Kayser, and Smithells as an argument against Prings-
heim in the discussionsover Pringsheim's paper on Kirch-
hoff's law. Ebert and then Pringsheim,however,raised the
point that an explanation might be found in the dissociation
of iodine which increaseswith rising température.'

"My experiments lead me to reject this explanationand
to conclude that the glow spectrum is a true temperature

StncePringsheimlimitedhisconclusionsexplicitlytolinespectra(Wied.Ann..51,441(tS?~)).theglowspectrumhasnothingtodowiththecase(cf.Paschen:Wied.Ann.,5~,228(1894).
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emission. Since the glow spectrum can be obtained over a

continuous range of temperature, it cannot be due to a com-

plete dissociationtaking place at a definite température. If

the glowis due to a continuous dissociationand recombination

of the same number of molecules, its intensity must bc pro-

portional to the number of decompositionsand will therefore

reach a maximumwhen the vapor is half dissociated. The

falling off of the emissivitybegins,however, much belowthis

limit and seemsto indicate that the glow spectrum is furnished

by the same undecomposed molecules whieh give the ab-

sorption spectrum. The glow spectrum decreases as they
decrease."

While it seems to be fairly well established that such

colored gases as iodine and sodium emit light when heated,

Smithells and Dent' "found it impossible to render eyanogen
incandescentat the highest température obtainable in a tube

furnace.

Stark2 considers that one may have an incandescence

due to electrical or chemical causes, and that such an in-

candescence will not follow Kirchhoff's law. He believes

that line spectra are due to collisions between positively

charged atoms and negative électrons, univalent mercury

ions giving the first line spectrum of mercury, and bivalent

mercury ions the second line spectrum of mercury. Stark

believes that a band spectrum is obtained when positivcty

charged atoms unite with a negative electron. Thus there

should be one band spectrum when bivalent mercury ions

change to univalentmercury ions, and another sp.ectrumwhen

univalent mercury ionschange to electrically neutral mercury
atoms.

Thé questionas to the luminescenceof gaseshas beencom-

plicated unnecessarilyby people having insisted entirely on a

thermal luminescence,such as they say we have with solids,

orentirely onchemiluminescence. In the caseof solidswehave

Jour.Chem.Soc.,65,609(<39<t).
Drude's Ann., 14,5~: 16, si], 5(3 (1905).
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chemiluminescence whenever we have phosphorescence. As

we approach black body radiation for a solid or a liquid, we

approach complete thermal luminescence. With gases we

should expect to get thermal luminescencein all cases and

chemiluminescence in some cases. If we have a practieaUy
colorless gas, we are very far from black body conditions

and the thermal luminescence should be correspondingly
small. "A substance that remained absolutely transparent
at the highest temperatures would never glow. Wood'*2

says that "very few cases are known in which visible radia-

tions can be obtained by merely heating a gas or vapor. An

immense amount of work has been done by Pringsheim and

others in endeavors to obtain a luminousemissionfrom gases
as a result of high temperature alone. Effortsin this direction

have been, almost without exception,in vain, and Pringsheim
came to the conclusionthat, at least for temperatures which

could be commanded in the laboratory, gasesremained dark."

The two striking cases of luminescenceon heating are

iodine and sodium, both giving vapors with high absorption,
which should give relatively high thermal luminosity. Less

luminescence is obtained with chlorine,sulphur, selenium and

arsenic,3 substances which absorb lessstrongly in the visible

spectrum than iodine or sodium, and more strongly than

hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or water vapor. We

should therefore expect to get a luminescencefrom hydrogen
at any moderate temperature only when a chemical reaction

of some sort is taking place, including ionization, of course.

This is the conclusion reached by some of our prominent

physicists.' "Hydrogen gas, under ordinary conditions, can

be regarded as the most transparent substance known. Even

the very short waves discovered by Schumann, which are

powerfully absorbed by other gases, are freely transmitted by

pure hydrogen. Hydrogen gas in the sun and stars shows

Kirchhotf:Pogg.Ann.,109,293(i86o).
"Physicat Optics." 597 ('9t').

Rvershed:Phi!.Mag.,(5)39,465(1893).
< Wood: "Physical Opties," 433 (t9n).
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strong absorption Unes, coincident with the emission lines

seen whenthe gas is excited by electrical dischargein vacuum

tubes. Many attempts have been made to determine the

conditions necessary for the exhibition of absorption in the

laboratory. Various observers have recorded seeing the red

hydrogen line reversed in the spectrum of hydrogen tubes,

but it is only within the last year or two that the exact condi-

tions necessaryfor the exhibitionof the phenomenonhave been

determined. The absorption only takes place while the gas

is in a conditionof luminescence,i. e.,while it is excitedby the

diseharge. Pnuger' used as a source of light a capillary tube

filled with hydrogen at low pressure, excited by powerful

discharges from an induction coil with Leyden jars in the

secondary circuit. The light from this tube was passed

through a wider tube, also containing hydrogenat lowpressure

and placed in the same electrical circuit. By this arrange-

ment the emissionof light by the source was confinedto the

momentsduring which the gas in the widertube wasin a condi-

tion to absorb. The red line was seen distinctly reversed.

Soon after, Ladenberg and I<oria~ using a similar arrange-

ment, reversed both the red and green lines, and obtained

photographs showing the selective dispersion and magnetic

rotation in thé vicinity of the red line

"This experiment shows that the passageof an electrical

discharge through hydrogen gives rise to thé formation of

dispersionelectrons, whiehare not present in the gas normally.

Hydrogen, then, when ionized, or brought into a state of

luminescenceby the electrical discharge, has quite different

optical properties from ordinary hydrogen. Sodium vapor

possesses these properties normally, in the absence of any

electricalstimulus, and probablyin the absence of any excita-

tion comingfrom without, though it is possiblethat an ioniza-

tion necessary for selective absorption and dispersionresults

from the passage through the vapor of the light necessary

Drude'sAnn..:4,5;: ('907).
Verh. deutschen. phys. Ges., ïo, 858 (1908)
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for observing the phenomena. Thé dispersion does not,

however, depend upon the intensity of the transmitted light,
whichshowsthat the effectis very small, if it exists at all."

While sodium must give some thermal luminescence,it

doesnot followat ail that wemay not be dealing in part with

chemiluminescence. The preceding paragraph suggests this

possibility. Thé followingquotations show that Wood' goes

quite a bit farther.

"Thé greater part of the evidencewhichwehave obtained

thus far regarding the structure of the atom indicates that thé

centresof vibration whichémitthe spectrallinesare negatively

charged corpuscles. The positive charges appear to be

associated with the atom as a whole, and the assumption is

often made that the positive electrification is of uniform

distribution. The Zeeman effect shows us that the D lines

of sodium are due to vibrators carrying negative charges, a

fact which is true of all other lines which show the effect.

That a negative charge is associatedwith the centers of vibra-

tion which emit the D lines is also shown by the direction

(positive) of the magnetic rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion, for wavesof very nearly the samefrequencyas that ofthe

D lines. As is wellknown, most band spectra do not show

the Zeemaneffect at all, consequentlyweare unable to apply
this test to the investigation of the nature of the charge
associatedwith thé centres ofemissionof the linesof whichthe

bands are made up. Quite recently Dufour has observed

the effect in someband spectra as wehave seen. Someof the

lines which make up the complicatedchannelledabsorption

spectrum of sodium vapor have been found by the author to

have the power of rotating the plane of polarization when the

light is passed through the magnetizedvapor in the direction

of the lines of force.

It looks'verymuch as if the differentlinesof the principal

(Balmer) series and their accompanyingchannelled spectra

may be considered as produced by different entities. The

"PhysicalOptics,"~37.579(t9;!).
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enormousincreasein vapor density necessaryto bring out the

higher members of the series may perhaps be ascribed to the

possible circumstance that the entities producing them are

present in smaller numbers. It appears to me that there

are two hypotheses which we may make: First, that the

Balmer lines and their accompanying spectra are caused by

atoms which have lost one, two, three, four, etc., electrons.

Secondly,that they are produced by aggregatesor complexes
of one, two, three or more atoms. In either case it seems

probable that the members would be present in continuously

increasingnumbers."

If sodium vapor, when heated, breaks up into smaller

aggregatesor loseselectrons we have chemicalreactions in the

broader sense of the word whieh may or may not give rise to

light, since we know that ail reactions emit light when the

reactionvelocity is sufficientlyhigh. Thé problemis, then, to

distinguish the chemiluminescencefrom the thermal lumines-

cence. If the intensity of the light emitted is greater than the

intensity of black body radiation for the same wave-lengths

at the same temperature, we must be dealing with chemi-

luminescence. The converse is not true,2 though it is ap-

parently consideredtrue by many physicistswhoconsiderthat

they have established the existence of a purely thermal

luminescencewhen they show that the intensity of light

emitted by a fairly transparent body is not greater than the

intensity of blackbody radiation. As soonas the error of this

reasoning is seen, it is also clear that quantitative measure-

ments of intensity of light are only occasionallyof value for

this problem until there is a better agreementas to what the

intensity of the thermal luminescence of a fairly transparent
substance should be at any given temperature.3

For the present, the most satisfactory line of attack

seemsto be to guessat the reactions taking place in any given

Bancroft:Jour.FranMintnst.,175,129(!9f3).
Kayser: "Handbueh der Spectroscopie," 2, t82 (1902).

Ibid., 2,38 ('902); Wood: "Physical Optics," ~9~ (i9'i).
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case and then to determine to what extent these reactions
account for thé light actually emitted.' Whatever light
cannot thus be accounted for ean be called thermal lumines-
cencefor the.time being. If one isgoingto proceed alongthese

lines, care must be taken to distinguishbetween the light

actually emitted by the system and the light which reaches
the eye, because the light may have beenmodified by passing
through a coloredmediumin the flame,the arc, or the vacuum

tube. Mitscherlich2 calls attention to this source of error.
"If an excess of a substance be added so that the vapor be
not heated sufficiently,and if the substancebe one whichgives
a spectrum containing only a fewlines,so that an absorption
spectrum is readily obtained,onegets the absorption spectrum
because the brilliant light from the centreof the flame passes
through the surrounding vapor of the substance. One gets
this phenomenon when sodiumbums or when one volatilizes

a great deal of sodiumin a hydrogenflame. The easiest way
to study it is to add varyingamountsof iodine to a hydrogen
flame. If only a little iodine is added, one sees the new

spectrum which 1 discovered;with an excessof iodine in thé

flame, the absorption spectrum is obtained. The centre
of the flameis white hot and this lightpassesthrough the iodine

vapors whieh absorb a portion of it just as is the case if one
looks through iodine vapor at a candieflame."

Wbod~calls attention to the effectdue to absorption in
the caseof hydrogenand to theeffectdueto suspended particles
of sodium. "An observationrecordedby the author several

yearsago enables us to showthe absorbingpower for hydrogen
gas for light of a wave-lengthcorrespondingto that of the red
linewithout the aid of any specialapparatus. A vacuum tube
is arranged for end-on observation having a bore of about

3 mm. The pressure of the hydrogenshould be 6 or 7 mm
and it should be excited by a large inductioncoil with a spark

Cf.Kayser:"Handbuchder.Spectroscopie,"a, ~9 ([902).
Pogg.Ann.,!2t, 487(1864);cf.Wüllner:Ibid.,!M,të~(t863):Wied.

Ann.,8, 599(;879).
"Physical Optics," 446, 639 (t9tt).
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gap in the circuit. It will benoticedthat the colorof the dis-

charge, seen through the side of the tube, is rose-red, but a

bluish white when viewed end-on. This is due to the fact

that the long column of glowing gas exercisesa powerful

absorption for the light of the red line, and little or no ab-

sorption for the other rays. That the dependence of color

upon the direction in which the observationis made is not a

result of the difference of total intensity can be shown by

viewing the end-on discharge through a pair of Nicol prisms

by which the intensity can be reduceduntil it is equal to that

of the discharge,seen through the side of the tube.

"Allusion has been made to the deepviolet light scattered

by a condensing eloud of sodium vapor. The author has

frequently observed that the color of the light transmitted

through the sodiumtubes, in the experimentsupon the optical

properties of the vapor, was coloreda deep yellowinstead of

blue, as is usually the case. It was difficult to understand

this at first, since the vapor is perfectly transparent to blue

light, and somewhat less so to yellow-greenlight. The cause

was finally found to be a scattering of the violetand blue rays

by the fog of condensing vapor, which was so powerful that

none of these rays was transmitted. The phenomenon was

investigated further with the large tube used in the experi-
ments on fluorescence,some potassiumbeing introduced into

the retort. The light from the arc was focussed about 20

cm in front of the retort and the tube powerfullyand rapidly
heated by a blast lamp. Undcr this condition the vapor is

puffed out in cloudsfrom the aperture of the retort, and the

condensingcloudsare most wonderfullycolored,red and orange

predominating. It was found that if the heating was care-

fully regulated, a steady state could be maintained in which

the fog scattered red light at the outer boundary, where the

cone of rays entered it, yellowa little further in, and green at

the point where it was first formingand where the cone of

rays passed out into the vapor in which it was of course in-

visible. The cone of rays seen from the side, which can be

accomplishedby looking in at the edge of the glass window,
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resembled a spectrum, the blue end of whieh was wanting.
A potassium fog thus scattered longer waves than a sodium

fog, and the scattering power is confined to a comparatively
narrow region of the speetrum, which apparently varies with
the size of the particles in the fog. It is probable that we are

dealing with somethinganalogousto the granular deposits of

these metals alreadydescribed."

A few words are perhaps necessary in regard to the

assumption, made by Smithells,' that the temperature of the

hydrogen flameis about 6655° andthat of the carbonmonoxide

flame about 7180°. The temperature, calculated from the

heat reaction and from the spécifieheats, can be reached only
in case there is no conductionof heat away from the reacting

system and in case there is no dissociation. To speak of per-

centage dissociationin caseof a singlemolecule seemsto mean

nothing at all; on the other hand it is quite certain that the

temperature of a singlemoleculecannot rise to that at which

complete dissociationtakes place no matter what the heat of

reaction is. Ail calculationslike that of Smithells are there-

fore of doubtful accuracy.~ There is a more serious ob-

jection to the calculation. Even if weadmitted that portions
of the flame reached 6ooo°-7ooo°,these portions cannot heat

an added substance to any such température.~ Therefore we

cannot postulate any 6000° for sodium chloride added to the

flame; and yet there seems to be no fundamental difference

between the behavior of sodium chloride and that of other

luminous gases. It seems also as though too much stress

has always been laid upon the apparent contradiction that a

candie flame will melt platinum and will not melt sodium

chloride. Either the candie flame will melt a bead of sodium

chloride having the same diameter as the thin piece of plat-
inum, or the platinum wireacts as a catalytic agent and raises

the temperature of the flame at that point. This latter sug-

'Phit.Mag..[s)37,2so(t894).
LiveingandDewaronlyctaim3000°forexplodinggases.Phil.Mag.,

[j] 18,.72(i8&t).
Cf. Liveing and Dewar: Proc. Roy. Soc., 44, 244 (t888).
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gestion has been made by Baikoff;but Haber daims that the

facts do not warrant this.'

In thé preceding paper2 we hâve shown that metallic

salts are dissociated more or less in the Bunsen flame or the

oxyhydrogen flame, so that the free metals are present in the

flame. Light may be emitted by the reactions setting free

the metal or oxidizing it or both. We have made a qualita-
tive experimental study of the behavior of tin salts and of

copper salts in the flames, and we hope that this will show

the value of the method. Eventually, quantitative mea-

urements will have to be made; but this cannot be donc

satisfactorily until we know the reactions which are taking

place.

Speaking of the spectrum produced by tin salts, Salet~

says:
"When a very little stannous chloride is volatilized in a

current of hydrogen and the latter ignited, the flame is colored

blue. Fumes of stannic oxide are formed whieh make the

edge of the flame white. The core of this flame is composed

of two concentric cylinders, the inner one of which is blue and

the outer one faintly coloredcarmine. One can analyze these

different colored lights separately without modifying their

state. It is sufficient to focus the image of the name on the

slit of the spectroscope."
Salet gives a photograph of the spectrum obtained and

has measured some of the characteristic lines. He says:
"The inner cylinder gives a continuous spectrum (with a max-

imum in the blue); the red cylinder givesa single line at 610

and a diffuse band at 618. Thé position of the line coincides

with the lithium The outer, blue portion of the flame

gives a band spectrum.
"If the nacne is cooled by introducing a cold object,

there is obtained near the cold body a beautiful red colora-

Haber:"ThermodynantikteehniseherGasreaktionen,"279(<905).Cf.

Kayser:"HandbuchderSpectroscopie,"2,t6t (t9oz).
Bancroft and Weiser: ï8, 2:3 (!9''t)

Ann.Chim.Phys.,[41ï8,5(t873).
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tion. Whenthe bromide is used instead of the chloride,
or when a drop of bromine is placed in the chloride flame,
the inner cylinder previously colored blue becomes a clear
green without the [outer portion of thé] name itself ceasing
to be blue and to give the spectrum previously described.
The green cone gives a continuous spectrum.

"In the cooled flame the green color appears in imme-
diate contact with the cold body and with a brightness that

might be mistaken for phosphorus if the spectrum were not
examined. Near the green layer and in the less cold region,
the red color appears, giving the bright line at 610. The
iodide of tin gives similar results. The innermost cone is

yeUowand its spectrum is continuous as with the chloride
and bromide.

"The results of these experiments show that the differ-
ent volatile compounds of tin introduced into thé flame of
hydrogen each give three spectra, two of which are common
to all. The first spectrumis obtained in a reducingatmosphere
when the temperature is only moderately high. This is per-
haps the primary spectrum of tin and is characterized by the
small band at 610. The second spectrum is obtained at the

highest temperature and in the zone of combustion. It is
due to the oxideof tin and is characterized by the band spec-
trum rich in lines. The third spectrum is obtained in thé
innermost region where the temperature is low. It is a con-
tinuous spectrum and varies with the salts employed, being
blue with the chloride, green with the bromide and yeUow
with the iodide."

In order to check up the work of Salet and to make any
additional observations, the followingexperiments were per-
formed

Tin Salts in the Hydrogen Ftame

Stannous C~M~.–A piece of hard glass tubing a half
inch in diameter and a foot long was drawn out to a jet which
was turned up at a right angle to the tube. Thé end was tipped
with platinum so as to prevent contamination of the flame by
the materialsofwhich the glass was composed. Alittle porce-
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làin boat containinganhydrousstannouschloride wasplaced in

thé tube; hydrogen was run in and lighted at the jet. The

boat containing the salt was heated gently, and the salt was

vaporized and carried into the flame. The small innermost

cone is coloredblue and is surroundedby a bright red cylin-
der. Outside of this is a coneof a light green color, strikingly
similar to the light green coloration obtained so frequently
in the succeeding experimentson direct union. The upper

portion of the flame is blue in color. When there is not too

much of the salt present thé coloris more of a reddish blue,

due to the carmine color that diffusesup through the flame.

If the amount ofchloridebecomesstill less,the flameiscolored

only slightly and the carminepredominates. If, at this point,
the flame is cooledby allowingit to impinge on a cold porce-
lain tube, the feeble carminebecomes a beautiful bright red

in the region of contact. This may be shown even more

strikingly by holding the cold tube vertically in the inner

reddish region of the flame. The carmine brightens up and

is seen as a separate and distinct flameunmarred by any blue-

green coloration. The red luminescence obtained in this

way is far more striking then one would suppose from Salet's

account, being even more brilliant than the red flameof lith-

ium. The lower portion of this flame has a reddish yellow

appearance and the edge is more of a yellowish white, due

to the excessof salt and to the stannic oxide formed.

The flame was examinedwith the speetroscopeand was

seen to be composedof bright bands, the clearest and sharpest
of which are in the blue-greenportion.

Stannous Brontide.-If the bromide of tin is fed into the

hydrogen flame just as the chloridewas, the innermost cone

is distinctly more of a blue-greenthan in the case of the chlor-

ide. This blue-green portion is surrounded by the red cylin-
der and this in turn by the light green, as was seen with the

chloride. Thé upper portion of the flame is blue, but it has

slightly more of a greenish tinge than was observed with

the chloride. When the flamecontaining just a little of thé

salt is cooled,the red is seenstrikingly, just as in the preceding
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case. When examined with the spectroscope,-the flame

appearedverysimilarto that ofthe chloride. The samebright
bands in the blue and green werepresent.

~OKK(Kt~/od<–Using the iodide, thé innermost cone

is greenishyellow. There is considerablegreen in this flame

but the upper part is bluish and shows the same spectrum
as givenwith the chlorideand bromide. By coolingthe flame

containing only a little of the salt, the red luminescenceis

obtained brightly as in thé previouscases.

If there is too muchof the sait present in any of the above

cases whenthe flameis cooled,the red luminescenceis marred

by blue-greenluminescenceor yellowishgreen, as the casemay
be, similar to that obtained in the relatively cold, innermost

portion of the flame. The cause of the differingcolorswith

different salts in the colder portion of thé flame will be dis-

cussedlater.

Tin Salts in the Bunsen Flame

When the salts are introduced into the Bunsenflame by
meansof a platinumwire,.resultssimilar to those in the hydro-

gen flame are obtained. The flame of the bromide is more

markedly bluishgreen throughout, while that of the iodide

is distinctly more yellowishthroughout than in the hydrogen
flame. The carmine color is obtained in all three cases.

The chiefdifferencein the two flamesis that the variouscolors

are morestrikinglyseparated in the hydrogenflamethan they
are in the Bunsen.

Luminescence by Chemioal Action

In an attempt to duplicate these more or less separate
and distinct colorschemically,thé followingexperimentswere

tried:

Tin and Oxygenor Air.-A small piece of tin washeated

with a blast lamp, and a jet of oxygenmade to impingeon it.

The metal burned with an incandescent bright flame. The

flame was so brilliant that it was impossible to distinguish

any particular color.

Tin and SodiumPeroxide.-A -small quantity of tin was
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placed in a porcelain crucible and melted. The surface of
oxide was scrapedoff, exposing the bright metallic surface.
On this was dropped a small quantity of sodium peroxide.
There was a flash at first, after which one could see the tin

burning with a bright, lightgreen luminescence. The green
light emitted by this reactionis seen more clearlyby sprinkling
just a fewgrains of the peroxideon the fresh surface. The

sparks formedshow a distinctly green coloration.
Tin and C'–The metal was placed in a little boat

in a combustiontube and heated. Chlorine from a cylinder
was passed through a wash-bottle and then over the molten
metal. The latter glowed ait over with a greenish yellow
glow and finallyburst into flame, burning up brightly. Near
the surface of the tin the color of the flame was a sort of

violet-blue, but the tip of the flame was a decided green.
The reaction resulted in the formation of stannic chloride.

.?<aKKOMyChloride and CT~on'w.–To show that the

light green luminescencein the above case was due to the oxi-
dation of stannous to stannic chloride,a fewgrams of the de-

hydrated stannouschloridewere placed in a piece of combus-
tion tubing and chlorine passed over them. The oxidation
took place without heating. If the chlorine was run very
slowly, light green sparks flashed up as the little particles
of the salt oxidized. If the salt was matted and the chlorine

passed over it, the wholesurface oxidized with a light green
luminescence. If the chlorinewas run in quite fast, the flame
flared up; but the colorof the luminescencewas marred by a

yellowishcolordue partly to the excess of salt picked up by
the rapid stream of chlorineand partly to the yellow color
which chlorine itself will impart to a flamewhen it is run
into it. This yellowcolormay be seen by impinging a slow
stream of chlorineon the very edge of a Bunsen flame.

Tin at;~BroMMK<?.–Brominewas boiled in a flaskand the
vapors were conducted over the heated tin as described
above. The tin burned with a flame that appeared reddish
as viewedthrough the brominevapor. A light green lumi-
nescence could frequently be seen extending up through the
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flame, but it can be seen more clearly if the metal is heated

very hot indeed. When this is done, little fragments of the

metal spurt up and burn with a distinctly green luminescence.

7'M and Iodine.A piece of hard-glass combustion tub-

ing was ctosed at one end and then bent at a right angle.
The fused end was filled with iodine. Tin was placed in the

horizontal portion and was heated about six centimeters

fromthe iodine. This heating was sufficientto vaporizcsome

of the iodine which attacked the tin, the latter burning with

a flame. Thé flameappeared reddish yellowin coloras viewed

through the dense fumes, but unmistakable green flashes

were often seen. Even after burning for several minutes

to ensure the removal of all oxygen, the green flashes were

still visible.

Tin and iodine were made to combine in still another

way. About five grams of pure tin were melted in a porcelain
crucible. While in a moltcn condition, the film of oxide was

scrapedoffexposingthe freshsurface,and on this weredropped
some small pieces of iodine. This reacted vigorously with

the tin and a little green light could be seen through the red-

dish yellow vapors. If these vapors were blown away by a

gentle current of nitrogen, it was elearly seen that the light

green luminescencewas emitted at the reacting surface and

was the result of the union of tin with iodine to form stannic

iodide.

Stannic Oxide and O~gc;–When stannous oxide was

heated in a current of oxygen, it burned to stannic oxide. If

the oxygenwereallowed to run in fast, so that very rapid
oxidation took place, the stannic oxide became heated to in-

candescenceand the color of the luminescencewas obscured.

If, on the other hand, the stannous oxide were heated more

gently and the stream of oxygen eut down so that the reac-

tion proceededmore slowly, the light due to incandescence

was not so marked and flashes of a distinctly light green
color could he seen creeping along the tube. It is evident

that this greenish luminescence is the characteristic color

emitted by the oxidation of stannous to stannic oxide.
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HydrogenFlame~Mt~KpKgon Mc<a~'c 7~'M.–Apiece of

chemically pure sheet tin was placed on a pieceof iron and a

small hydrogén flame was made to impinge upon it. In a

short timc a thin layerof thé metal was heated almost to the

melting point and then the flame was tnoved slowly back

and forth over the heatedarea. In the flameat the very sur-

face of the tin could be seen the characteristic bright red

luminescencethat was noted so strikingly when volatile tin

salts were placed in the flame. This red light was seen only
in the distinetly reducingatmosphere near the surface of the

métal. Above it, in a more oxidizing region, the red gave

place to the light bluish green luminescence. Particles of

tin ncw up into the flameand became incandescent, but this

did not prevent the two separate and distinct colors being
seenclearly. At the surfaceof the sheet tin, wherethe atmos-

phere was reducingand where metal was in excess,the reac-

tion from metal to stannous tin was practically the only one

taking place. In the region above this the oxidation from

stannous to stannie tin was complete.

Experiinentson RcjMc<MK.–Whensome tin salt, such as

the chloride, is placed in the Bunsen or hydrogen flame,
there is a partial dissociationof the salt into its éléments.'

This may be shownexperimentallyby introducing a cold ob-

ject into the hottest portion of the flame into which the tin

salt has been placed. A mirror of metallic tin may readily
be precipitated. The metal that is set free by dissociation

is continually recombining, and the previous experiments
show that the reactions involved in this combustion emit

light. Salet observed the presence of stannic oxide in the

peripheryof the hydrogenflamewhen a tin salt was introduced

into the flame. Theoxideis clearlyseen as a white or yellow-
ish white envelope around the flame. That the brownish

stannous oxide is present as an intermediate product in the

complete oxidation may be verified by precipitating a film

on a cold tube held wellwithin the flame.

Bancroft and Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., t8, 2)3 (t9i~).
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It was thought that perhaps the reversereaction,of reduc-
tion or dissociation,might émit a characteristie light, and the

followingréactions were tried: Anhydrous stannous chloride
andaluminum were ground together and heated. Reduction
took place rapidly. The rate of the reaction was varied from
almost an explosion to just a slight flash by varying the rela-
tive amounts of the constituents, but no characteristic lumi-
nescencewas obtained. Anhydrous stannic ehlotjdewasground

finely and mixed with an equivalent amount of finely ground
calcium carbide.' In order to prevent the carbon set free in
the reaction from burning and giving a coloredname, the mix-
ture was placed in a porcelain boat in a tube and nitrogen

passed over it. On heating this mixture, reduction took place
rapidly and metallic tin was formed. There was, however,
no characteristic luminescence.

From these results and from analogy with Smithells'

experiments on copper, whieh willbe given later; it seemsthat

the reactions of reduction or dissociation are not the important
ones in causing the luminescencewhen tin salts are introduced

into the flame. The data at hand may be summarizedthus:

i. The carmine color is produced in the flame with ait

the different volatile compounds of tin and with the metal
itself. It is obtained most strikingly as a distinct bright
red cylinder in the reducing portion of the hydrogen flame
and is particularly marked when the flame is cooled.

2. The carmine color is obtained at the surfaceof a sheet

of metaUictin when the latter is burned by impinginga hydro-
gen flame against it.

3. Thé light green to blue color is obtained in the hot

oxidizing region surrounding the region in which carmine is

the characteristie luminescence. Viewing the flame with

an ordinary spectroscope, the light is found to be made up
chiefly of bands, the brightest of which are in the green and

blue-greenportion.
When tin is burned by impinging a hydrogen 9ame

von Kiigetgen: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 7, 541 (t~o;).
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against it, a light green luminescenceis obtained in the strongly
oxidizing region above the cooler reducing region where the
carmine luminescencepredominates.

5. Thé halides give a color in the innermost régionof the
flame that is fundamentally blue-green in color but is modi-
fied considerably by the specific salt employed.

6. Tin + Oxygen (sodium peroxide) = Light green.
7. Tin + Chlorine = Bluish violet to green.
8. Stannous chloride + Chlorine ?= Light green.
9. Tin + Bromine ~=Green.

10. Tin + lodine = Light green (yellowish?).
n. Stannous Oxide + Oxygen = Light green.

12. Tin salts introduced into the flame are dissociated
to a greater or lesser extent into the éléments.

13. The direct reactions of oxidation, rather than the re-
verse ones of reduction or dissociation, are responsible for the
characteristic luminescence.

With these data the followingexplanation of the reac-

tions producing a part at least of the différent colors in the

"tin" flame is suggested as most probable:
It is evident that the reactions emitting the light in any

specifieflame are going on all the time and that it is the sum
of these light effects that the eye sees. For example, two re-

actions A and B are responsible for thé light emitted in a cer-

tain flame, reaction A alone giving a red light and reaction B

alonegivinga green light. If the conditionsin a certain région
of the flame are such that reaction A is more energetic than

reaction B weshould expect the effectsof B to be hidden to a

greater or lesser extent by the predominating effect of A.
In accord with this assumption, the resulting color at this

point would be chiefly red. If, on the other hand, reaction

Bis the predominating one, the smallamount of red is hidden
and in this region we get a green coloration chiefly. When

neither reaction A nor B prédominâtes, a luminescence is

obtained that is a combination of the two light effects. The

presence of any colored substance in the flame will of course
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have its effect in modifying the specificcolorof the light due
to the reaction.

The followingreactions are going on in the "tin" flame
and from the data offer a most probableexplanationof a large
portion of the luminescenceobtained

i. Reaction of metallic tin to stannous ion (or stannous
salts) = Carmineluminescence.

2. Reaction of stannous ion to stannic ion (or stannie

salts) = Light green luminescence.
Since metallic tin gives a characteristic arc spectrum

in hydrogen, it seems better to assign the carmine lumi-
nescence temporarily to the reaction Sn –~ Sn' and the

light green luminescence to the reaction Sn' – Sn'
In a later paper we hope to be able to showwhat part, if any,
of the luminescenceis due to the reaction from stannous ion
or stannic ion to undissociated sait.

The Carmine Luminescence

The carmine light is obtained in all "tin" flamesbut is
most striking in the region that is but slightly oxidizing. It
may be securedalmost entirely unmarred by the bluish green
luminescence characteristic in the strongly oxidizing zone.

By cooling the flame, the carmine luminescenceis markedly
increased. Sincestannic oxide is the stable format the high-
est temperature of the flame, it would be expectedthat the
combustion of the metal wouldbe completeand that the green
luminescence in the hot oxidizingzone would predominate
over the red. On the other hand, in the cooler,lessstrongly
oxidizing regionwe should expectstannousoxideto be formed

momentarily in considerable amounts and the light emitted

by the intermediate reaction from metal to stannous tin to

predominate. It may be shown, as a matter of fact, that
stannous oxide is formed in the region of the flamewhere red

predominates, by precipitating a film on a cold tube. A
further proof that the red luminescenceis producedby the re-
action from metal to stannous tin is obtained when tin is
bumed by impinginga hydrogen flame on sheet tin. At the
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surface where tin is in excess and where the flame is but

slightly oxidizing and relatively cool, tin burns to stannous
tin with the red luminescence,while in the most strongly
oxidizingregion, just above the surface, thé blue-green lumi-
nescenceappears.

At! the above facts are in direct accord with the assump-
tion that the reaction fromthe metal to stannous tin givesthe
red or carmine luminescence,while the further oxidation to
stannic tin gives the light green coloration.

The Light Green Luminescence

When tin was made to combine slowly with oxygenor
with the halogens the characteristic color was a light green
and the final produet was a stannic salt. Furthermore,
when stannous oxide was burned to stannic oxide, either di-

rectly or by impinging a hydrogen flame against tin, a light
green luminescencewas observed. A similar color was ob-
tained whenstannous chloridewas oxidizedto stannic chloride

by passing a slowcurrent of chlorineovcr the anhydroussalt.
This is in accord with the assumption that a light green
luminescenceis emitted when stannous tin reacts to form
stannie tin. It is evident from the data on direct union

that, when a stannic salt is formed, the color emitted by the
reaction from metal to stannous tin is masked by the pre-
dominatinggreen.

Since we know that stannic oxide is formed in large
amounts in the flame weshould expect the flame to emitcon-
siderable green luminescence. As a matter of fact a light
green cylinder surrounds thé carmine cylinder in the hydro-
gen flame. The spectroscopeshowsbright bands in the green
and the blue-green portion. When there is considerablesait
in the flame, the upper portion, particularly, appears to the

eye blue rather than light green. This may be due to one of
two things:either there is another reaction which we hâvenot
identified and which gives a luminescence with a maximum
in the blue, or what is more probable, in view of our present
experimentalevidence, the presenceof substances in the flame
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may modify the color of light emitted by the fundamental
reaction. Thé great importanceof this latter factor on the
color of the light we see, when certain salts are introduced
into the flame, seems to have been overlookedto a large ex-
terit. That it is an important factor and one that cannot
be neglected, may be shown by the following experiments
and observations:

When the chloride of tin is introduced into the Bunsen
flameby means of a platinum wire,the predominating color
is blue throughout, while it is green throughout with the
bromide. Attention bas already been called to the thermal
dissociationthat takes placewhentin halidesare brought into
the flame. The free halogen being colored to a greater or
lesserextent we should expect it to modify the color of the
light emitted by tne fundamental reactions taking place in
the flame. That this is true may be readily shown experi-
mentally. Into a glasscell about three inchessquareand one-
half inch thick, a small amount of liquidbromine was placed.
This vaporized and partly filledthe cell with bromine fumes.
The cell was then set close to and on a level with a Bunsen
flame colored blue with stannous chloride. Looking at the
flamethrough the thin layer of brominevapor, the blue gives
place to a decidedgreen. This is exactly in accordwith what
we shouldexpect. Another exampleis seen in the case of the
iodideof tin. When this salt is introduced into the Bunsen
flame,the flameis colored yellowishwith somegreen. When
iodine vapor acts on metallic tin the flame is reddish yellow
with occasional flashes of green. If, however, a crystal of
iodine is dropped on a piece of meltéd tin and the excess of
iodinevapors blownaway, so that the lightemitted by the di-
rect action of tin with iodine may be closelyobserved, it is
found not to be yellowishbut distinctly greenish. The yel-
low color of the iodide itself is doubtlessthe most important
factor in masking the green luminescence.

These experiments serve to show the unquestioned in-
nuenceof coloredmaterial in the flame on the color of light
emitted. The difference between the so-called "chloride,"
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"bromide," and "iodide" spectra, while not wholly, are at
least partially due to this en'ect. Thé effect of the presence
of halogenmay be threefold.

i. The specificcolor of the free halogen, independent of

anything else.

2. The screening effect of the colored substance whieh
would modify the color of light emitted by the fundamental
reactions.

3. The reactions of the heated halogen itself. Thus thé
reaction from ion to moleculeof halogenor the reactionofhalo-

gen with the constituents of the name. We have marked

experimentalevidence of such an effect in the case of heated
iodinevapor.

This brings us naturally to a discussion of the spécifie
colorsobtained in the relatively cool inner portion of the flame
whenthé tin halides are introduced into it. Withthe chloride
this is blue, with the bromidegreen, and with the iodide yel-
low. From the above experiments these are exactly the
differencesin the three flameswhich we should predict. The
salts are dissociated in part at a relatively low temperature
and the free halogen unquestionably has an effect. This is
most marked at the lower temperature of the inner cone or
in direct contact with the cold tube when there is considerable
of the salt present in the flame. The color of the undissocia-
ted salt will also have an effect that will naturally be most
marked in the coolest portion of the flame where dissociation
is not complete.

In the blue portion of the "tin" flames the chief effect
of coloredsubstances other than the halides will be brought
about by the vapors of tin oxides and especiallyof metallic
tin itself, since the latter is present in considerablequantity.
Lockyerand Roberts' have shown that tin vapors have a dis-
tinct absorption in the blue and this would account for the

luminescence,where tin vapor is present, being rather more
blue than light green, as the reactions on direct union would

Proc.Roy.Soc.,23,344('873).
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indicate. Further evidenceof this may be shown by holding
the cooledporcelain tube vertically in the blue portion of the

flame whennot too much sait is present. A film of tin oxide,

tin, and non-dissoeiated sait forms slowly and the whole

flame takes on more of a light green than of 9. blue appear-
ance.

So far we have considered the luminescenceof the rela-

tively cooler inner cone, only to show how the fundamental

light green or blue-green luminescencewas modified by the

presence of a specifichalogen or sait. Wehave not yet con-

sidered the reaction producing thé blue-green luminescence.

This must evidently be due te the reaction from stannous

to stannic tin. In order to account for this reaction we have

to postulate that the stannous sait (volatilizedinto the flame

directly or formed by réduction of stannic satt) does not dis-

soeiate entirely in this region, but under the existing con-

ditions reacts partly to form tin and.stannic sait. If this as-

sumption be true, then the reaction to stannic sait in this

région ought to be prevented by the addition of a suitable

reducing agent, and no blue-green luminescencewhatsoever

should be obtained. This is exactly what was found to be

the case whena very little formaldehydevapor was intro-

duced alongwith the hydrogen. The experiment was carried

out as follows: Thé two parallel arms of a Y-tube were at-

tached to two pieces of combustion tubing each about g
inch in diameterand 8 inches long. The other arm was bent

at a right angle, drawn out to a jet, and tipped with platinum.
A small porcelain boat containing some stannous chloride

was placed in one of the pieces of combustion tubing and

a few drops of water wereplacedin the other. Hydrogenfrom

a cylinder was conducted through both piecesof combustion

tubing and lighted at the jet. A pinch-cockwas placed on

the piece of rubber tubing which conducted the hydrogen
into the tube containing the water. The flame was changed
neither in size nor shape by opening and closing this pinch-
cock. With the pinch-cockclosed, the flamewas colored by

volatilizing some of the stannous chloride. On opening and
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closing the pinch-cock the appearance and structure of the
coloredname remainedunchanged. Thé water wasthen boiled
and the vapbr carried into the flame along with the stannous
chloride. AU of thèse blank tests showed no change whatso-
ever in the character of the original flame. Finally,the water
wasreplaced by two or three drops of a solutionof formalde-

hyde. This was heated very gently and the pinch-cock

alternately opened and closed. The blue-greenluminescence

in the inner cone disappeared completely when the pinch-
cock was opened and reappeared when it was closed. A
minute amount of formaldehyde was sufficient to prevent
the oxidation and the accompanying luminescence.

Conclusion.-The above experiments show that certain

reactions are going on in the tin flame and that these reac-
tions are accompanied by a characteristic luminescence. No

daim is made that the reactions from metal to stannous ion

and the further oxidation to stannic ion are the only ones that
émit light, but it has been proven that theseare fundamental.
The reactions from the ions to the undissociatedsalts unques-
tionably have some effect,as has been intimated in the above

discussion. We hope to show the extent of this effect by

subsequent investigation on electro- and cathodo-luminescence.

Experimenta wlth Copper Salts

When copper halides are placed in the flame, results are
obtained similar to those when tin halides are employed.
If the chloride is introduced into the Bunsenflameby means
of a platinum wire there is seen to be a yellowishlight in the

immediate vicinity of the bead. Outside this is seen a blue

coloration and beyond this on the outside of the flame an
intense grass green. If the bead becomes too hot there ex-

tends up through the flame a diffuse reddishbrown color,
most marked at the very edge of the flame. If the bromide is
used instead of the chloride, the colorsare similarbut the in-

ner portion is just a little more greenishblue than the light
blue of the chloride. With thé iodide this inner portion is

distinctly more greenishblue.
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When the halogens are introduced into the hydrogen
flame in a manner similar to the halides of tin, thé flame ap-

pears almost entirely grass greenexcept when a very large ex-

cess of the salt is used. When this is the case, a little light
blue can be seen;but the outer portion is alwaysgreen. Gouy'
has called attention to the fact that, by holdinga cooledbody
in the green flame to whichcopper chloride bas been added,
blue is obtained in the cooledregion.

When salts other than the halides are used, the name ap-
pears almost entirely green, the lines and bands being less

pronouneed in the blue and violet. The spectrum of salts

other than halides were most satisfactorily obtained by the

use of a Gouy apparatus greatly simplified and modified so

that it could be attached directly to a Bunsen burner. It was

found, as Gouy describes, that the sulphate and nitrate of

copper give the same spectrum. The dilute solution of chlor-
ide gives a spectrum containing the same lines and bands
as the sulphate and nitrate. With a more concentrated solu-
tion of chloride a different spectrum is obtained. This is in
no way out of harmony with the theory that the luminescence
in the flames is a result of chemicalaction. As shown in the

case of tin flames, the presence of certain specifie material

in the flame modifies the appearance of the light emitted by
the fundamental reactions. This explains in part the fact
that a flame containing just a little cupric chloridegives the
same spectrum as that of sulphatesand nitrates while a differ-

ent spectrum is obtained with a greater concentration of

chloride. Indeed I<ecoqde Boisbaudran2has shown that by

varying the amount of cuprie chloride introduced into the

flame, one can get almost anything from a spectrum exactly
like that produced by copper nitrate, sulphate, or oxide, to

the other extreme, when the amount of chloride is so great
that a continuous spectrum is about all that is obtained.
Smithells3speaks of one spectrumof the seriesbeing the "nor-

Comptesrendus,8s,439('Syy).
Spectreslumineux,"[37.

'Phit.Mag., (5) 39,'25 ('895).
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mal" spectrum of cupric chloride. It is difficult to see how

any one spectrum of the series can be the "normal" one any
more than another, since each is dependent on the specinc
conditions obtained in the flame. Thé spectrum observed

in thé case of chloride is materially affectedby the absorptive
and screeningeffect of the cupric chloride. Furthermore, the

introduction of an excessof salt cuts down the temperature
and the constant dissociationand oxidationtaking place, and

affects the reactions and correspondinglyinfluences the lumi-

nescence. Thisat once calls to our attention the relative ease

of dissociation of the halides as eompared with sulphates,
nitrates or oxides. AMof these factors and another that will

be considered later naturally cause the specifie differences

observed with the different copper salts.

Gouy' has further shown that with a strongly reducing
flame the nitrate, acetate, and oxide of copper show well-

defined red bands in the interior portion of the flame. Under

the right conditions this red coloration predominates over the

usual grass green.
The followingexperimentsshowthat certain fundamental

reactions are going on in all "copper" flames and that these

are accompanied by characteristic luminescences.

In a previous paper2attention has been called to the fact

that copper salts, particularly the halides, dissociate very

markedly in the flamesand that it is possible to precipitate

copper on a cold tube, especially from the hottest portions.

By precipitating filmsfromvarious parts of the flameit may be

shown that the liberated metaloxidizes,formingagain the spe-
cificsalts in the cooledor coolerportionof the flameor forming
the oxides of copper. If a film is precipitated from the in-

tense green outer portion, it is found to be quite dark, whieh

looks as though cupric oxide existedchieflyin the green part
of the fiame. This was quitc unexpected. Debray and

Joannis3 have shown that solid cupric oxide breaks down

Comptesrendus,84,2j< 85,439(1877).
BancfoftandWeiser:Jour.Phys.Chem.,18,2t3(iç!~).
Comptes rendus, M, 583 (!884).
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readily into cuprousoxideand oxygen when heated. Smith-
ells' states that the oxygen tension within and around the

ordinary flameis far too small for cupric oxide to exist in ap-

preciable amounts. Conditionsseem-tobe different, however,
with thé vaporized oxide. We have never succeeded in

precipitating anything approaching a pure cuprous oxide
from any flame. Since we can preeipitate cuprous chloride,
or such metals as zinc, it is not probable that the trouble is

due to an oxidation of cuprous oxide to cupric oxide at the
moment of precipitation. We conclude,therefore, that cupric
oxide, like stannie oxide, is the oxide chiefly present under
flame conditions. This conclusion is confirmed by the be-
havior of the flame. Experimentswere made as in the case
of tin to find out whetherthe reactions involved in the disso-

ciation or reduction of copper salts were important factors
in the luminescenceobserved. Negativeresults were obtained
as with tin. This was the conclusionreached by Smithells.'
He found, by means of the flame separator, that the inner

portion had no green but only a lurid luminosity, whereas
the outer cone gave the usual spectrum. The reverse reac-

tion of reduction or dissociationtook place in the inner cone

without any luminescence,while oxidation in the outer cone

produced luminescence. This leads us to conclude that the

reactions of major importanceare those of oxidation.

Copper Vapor in the Gas ~7oM!–When copper vapor is

introduced into the hot gas flame by volatilizing some of the

metal in a furnace, it burns in the flame unquestionably

chiefly to cupric oxide. Since we shall show by special ex-

periments that the change from cuprous salt to cupric salt

emits blue light, the intense grass green luminescence must be
due to the change fromcopper to cuprous salt.

Copper Powder in the Gas or Hydrogen Flame.-If very

finely divided copper powder is sprinkled into the flame,
it likewiseburns with the same grass green coloration.

'Phi).Mag.,[s!3<),t!8(t895).

Proc. Chem. Soc., 8, (t892).
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Copper and O~gcK.–'Attempts to burn massive copper

in oxygen gave negative results due to the rapid formation

of a filmof oxide at the surfaceor to the particles heating to

incandescence,masking the characteristiclight. The method

finallyused was to drop veryfinelydivided metalliccopper on

fused potassium nitrate. In this experiment the ordinary

commercialcopperpowdercannotbe usedbecausethe stearine,

coating the small particles,burnswith a reddish flame. Very

finely divided cupric oxide was reduced with hydrogen and

this subjected to long grindingin an agate mortar to get the

particles as finely dividedas possible. Potassium nitrate was

heated till oxygenbegan to corneoffand then minute amounts

of the copper powder were sprinkledon the surface. Larger

particles burned with incandescencemasking the characteris-

tic light; but a green luminescencecould frequently be seen

with the smaUerparticles. Occasionallysparks wereobtained

that appeared light blue rather than greenish. This experi-

ment is decided proof that the oxidation of copper under

suitable conditions is accompaniedby a luminescence.

Cuprous Oxideand O~ygcK.–Sincethe difficultyof burn-

ing copper in oxygen is so great, it was thought possible to

burn cuprous to cuprie oxide. This was carried out as fol-

lows

A small amount of pure cuprous oxide was placed in a

piece of combustion tubing about two feet long and one-half

inch in diameter. One end of this tube was connected to a

cylinder of oxygen and the other was left open. The oxide

was heated very gently and the oxygen was turned on oc-

casionally until the temperature was such that the oxide

would just burn. When such a temperature was reached

the oxygen was turned on very fast indeed. This picked up

the oxide and carried it the lengthof the tube. The cuprous

oxide burned to cupric oxide, and a light blue luminescence

was observed. If care was taken to have the temperature

just right, and if the gust of oxygenwas sufficiently strong,

the light blue luminescencewas quite bright, was continuous

for a moment, and extendedthé full length of the tube. By
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this method of proceduremyriads of fine particles of cuprous
oxide were burned to cupric oxide, each with a little light
blue luminescence. When the oxide was placed in a heap
and..then heated, while the oxygenwasslowly passedover it,
the combustion took place without any eharacteristically
colored light.

CoppersHdC'A~ftKf.–Attempts to burn copper by heat-

ing it and then passing a stream of chlorine over it always
resulted in a cherry-red glow. It was thought possible to

bring about the union of copper and chlorine by heating a

large quantity of the copper very hot indeed and then im-

pinging a stream of chlorine on the surface. To do this a

large pieceof copperwas placed in a crucible in a fumace and
heated until the melt bubbled and vaporized slightly. A little
stream of chlorine was impinged on this and immediately
copiousfumes formedwhich had a dark reddish brown color.
This color was obviously not due to the chemical reaction
but rather to the color of the cupric chloride vapors formed
in the presenceofexcessof chlorineabove the molten copper.

Copper in CarbonMonoxideFlame.-When an excess of

cuprie chloride is placed in the carbon monoxide flame it is
colored blue with a little green fringe. Smithells' found, by
impinginga jet of hydrogen on a carbon monoxide flamecol-
ored blue with excessof cupric chloride, that a green color
was obtained at the point of contact. The purpose of this

experiment was to prove if possible that water was necessary
for the formation of the green luminescence. This is not

necessarily true, for if copper powder is sprinkled into a car-
bon monoxideflameit burns with a greenluminescence,just as
in the hydrogenor coal gas flame. Furthermore, it will he
shown later that green is the predominating color on the out-
side of a chlorine flame burning in hydrogen.

CopperMttheFlameof ~yd~og~Mburning in Chlorine.-In
this experiment the hydrogen was burned in a compartment
thrôugh whichchlorinewas kept running in a constant stream.

1Phil.Mag.,[5)39,[28(iSgs).
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When metallic copper or any copper salt was introduced into
this flameit was coloredblueand wassurrounded by a brown-
red colorationsimilar to that obtained in the gasflamewhen an
excess of cupric chlorideis added. Fredenhagen' states that
if a jet of hydrogen be brought into this brown-red edge, the
color becomes blue. What Fredenhagen actually did was
to bring another hydrogenflameburning in chlorinealongside
the first. With hydrogen burning in chlorine there is very
little green and the predominatingcolor is blue, because there
is practically no formation of metallic copper in the flame
and consequently no reaction from copper to cuprous salt.
A film precipitated from this flame contained both cuprous
and cupric chloride but no copper.

Copperor a CopperSalt in the Flame q/ Chlorine burning
in ~dfogeM.–In order to burn chlorine in an excessof hydro-
gen the followingmethod was employed: Chlorine was run
into the inner tube of a small blast lamp and hydrogen sur-
rounded it. This was ignited and the flame was then thrust
into a very large inverted test-tube. Soon all the oxygen was
burned out of the test-tube and the only flameremaining was
the chlorine burning in the surrounding atmosphére of hydro-
gen. Thé hydrogen was run in quite rapidly for several

minutes, so that a!! traces of oxygen would be washed out
and was lighted at the mouthof the test-tube. A piece of pure
copper wireor a platinumwirecontainingsomecopper chloride
was thrust up into the flame. Thé predominating color
with hydrogen in excesswasgreen. Of course,if the wire was
thrust into the chlorine, blue was obtained at this point,
just as we should expect from the previous experiment, but
the edge, and particularly the tip, was grass green. A film
could be precipitated from this flame that contained a little

copper, but the chiefproduct wascuprous chloride. By hold-

ing the wire on the very edge of the flame, but very little
blue was obtained even though large amounts of copper
chloridewerepresent, as couldbe told by the unusually intense

Drude'sAnn.,!o,)52(!9o6).
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coloration of the hydrogen flame at the mouth of the test-
tube. Near the end of the test-tube where.the hydrogen
starts to burn, air is burning in an excessof hydrogen. At
this point there is a dise about an eighth of an inch thiek
coloredentirely green, in marked contrast to the intense blue
fringed with green in the flame of hydrogen buming in air.

CathodeRays on C'M~fOM~Iodide.-Under the influenceof
cathode rays cuprous iodide gives a purplish red lumines-
cence.' Since cuprous iodide is the only one that exists,
the reaction emitting this light is that from cuprous ion to
cuprous sait.

The data secured may be summarized as follows:
r. Copper chloride introduced into the Bunsen flame

by a platinum wire gives light blue fringed with grass green.
There is a diffuse red coloration through the flame and espe-
cially at the tip. The bromide and iodideof copper give a
similar coloration except that there is a tendency toward
greenish blue in the inner portion.

2. Coolinga flamecolored green by cupric chloride gives
a blue in the cooledregion.

3. A flamecolored with an excessof copperchloridegives
a spectrum that differs from that obtained with the nitrate,
sulphate, or oxide. A part of this difference is due to the
colored vapors of the chloride itself.

4. Copper salts dissociate in the flame and the subse-
quent oxidation is most important in producing the lumi-
nescence.

5. Cupric oxide is stable under the conditionsof the Bun-
sen flame.

6. Coppervapors impart to a gas flameor a hydrogenflame
an intense grass green color.

7. Copper powdersprinkled into the gas flame, the hydro-
gen flame, or the carbon monoxide flame, colors it an intense
grass green.

Goldatein: Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, (t<)09).
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8. Copper + Oxygen(KNOs) = Green chiefly andsome-
times blue.

9. Cuprous Oxide + Oxygen = Light blue.
io. Copper + Chlorine. Burns with a red glow. When

chlorine is impinged on molten copper, the cupric chloride

vapors above it are violet-red in eotor.
n. An excess of copper chloride in a carbon monoxide

flame colors it blue. A jet of hydrogen impinged on it gives
green at the point of contact.

12. Copper in the hydrogen name burning in chlorine

gives chiefly blue with an edge of reddish brown.

13. Copper in the chlorine flame burning in excessof hy-
drogen gives chieflygreen.

14. Copper chloride in air burning in hydrogen gives
green.

15. There is a ruddy color in the interior of the copper
flame, particularly marked when the flame is made strongly
reducing.

16. Cathode rays on cuprous iodide give a reddish lumi-
nescence.

From the data at hand the followingreactions that are

going on in every "copper" flame suggest themselves as most

important in producing the characteristic luminescence:
I. Copper –~ Cuprous ion = Green

II. Cuprous ion –~ Cuprous salt = Red
III. Cuprous ion – Cupric ion or Cupric salt = Blue

The Green Luminescence

When copper vapor or copper powder is introduced into
a hot flame, the latter is colored intensely green, the extent
of the green coloration being greater the higher the tempera-
ture. Likewise, when any copper salt is introduced into the
flame the predominating color is green except in the region
cooled by some means or another. Since the reaction pro-
ceeds chiefly to cupric oxide, it follows that the green lumi-
nescence of the stage from copper to cuprous oxide ismorein-
tense than, and masks the blue luminescence of, the stage
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from cuprous to cuprie oxide. As a matter of fact, the spec-
troscope showsthe presence of the blue luminescencein the
greenflame. This accounts for the fact that the flamecoloredwith copper chloride is ahnost entirely green unlessit is made
relatively cool by an excessof.the vapors. If the apparentlygreen flame is cooled, dissociation to copper is diminished
and consequently the reaction to cupric ion should become
relatively more predominant at the point of coolingand blue
should be the characteristic color. As a matter of fact this
is exactlywhat Gouy found to be the case. Sincewe know
that cuprous oxide burns to cupric oxide with a blue lumi-
nescence,exactly the same thing should be obtained with a
flamecontainingno chlorine.

When copper or a copper sait is placed in the chlorine
flame burning in hydrogen we should expect the reaction to
cuprous ion to take place chiefly. Under these conditions
green should predominate. Experiment shows this to be
the case. If a copper salt or copper itself is introduced
into air burning in hydrogen, the reducing atmospherewould
tend to emphasizethe reaction from metal to cuprousion and
not to cuprie ion. The color of the light under such circum-
stancesis green. This was seen even in the presenceof a very
large excess of copper chloride.

If a jet of hydrogen is impinged on a flamecoloredblue
by an excess of a copper halide, for example, the carbon
monoxideflame, the effect would be to retard locally the ac-
tion to cupric ion and cause the reaction to cuprous ion to
predominate. This should result in the formation of green
light at thé point where the hydrogen impinged. Green
actually does predominate at this point.

AHof the above facts show that whatever the salt intro-
duced into the flame, a green luminescenceoccursif the con-
ditions are such that the reaction from copper to cuprousion should and doespredominate.

The Ruddy Luminescence

Gouy found that a red luminescence is seen at a point
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near the base of the flamecontainingoxide, nitrate, or acetate

of copperif theflameis made strongly reducing.
This is different from the brownishred on the edge of

the hydrogenflameburning in chlorine whencopper is intro-
duced into it. It is known that cathode rays on euprous
iodide give a red luminescenceand this is unquestionably
due to the reaction from cuprous ion to cuprous salt. It is

onty reasonable to suppose that a similar reaction could be

brought about in the flame to a sufficient extent to cause
the red color to predomin~te. Gouy secured these conditions
with a very stronglyreducingflame.

The reddiffusecolorthat is found onthe edgeofthehydro-
gen flameburning in chlorineand the Bunsen flamefed with
a large excessof copper chloride is largely due to the color
of the cupric chloride vapor which is violet-red and to sus-

pended particlesof the solidcuprie chloride, which is reddish
brown.

TheBlueLuminescence
The direct combustionfrom cuprous to cupric oxidegives

a light blue luminescencestrikingly similar to the blueof the
Bunsenflame. As abovestated, Gouy has found that cooling
the greenflamecausesblue to appear at the point of cooling.
At the temperature of the flame the reaction from copper to

cuprie salt is the chief one, but if the flame is cooledlocally
we should expect what little cuprous salt was present to
oxidizecompletely,and consequently the flame shouldbecome
more blueat that point. When copper is put into the hydro-
gen flameburning in chlorine the excessof chlorine naturally
results in the completeoxidation. The result is a bluecolora-
tion in striking contrast to the flame produced if chlorineis
burned in excessof hydrogen.

Whendoingthe experiments,it was noticed that the blue
obtained when the halogens are present is relatively more
intense than whenno halogenis présent. On the otherhand,
the blue luminescenceis obtained in all flames and may be
securedmarkedlyby the direct oxidation of cuprous to cupric
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oxide. By impinging the vapors of oxygen or of the halo-
genson an intense greencopper flame,the extent of this differ-
ence may be shown in still another way than before given.
The halogens produce a marked blue to greenishblueat pointof contact, depending on the halogenemployed,whereas the
fainter blue luminescencedue to the oxidationof cuprous to
cupricoxide is largelymaskedby the intensegreen. If chlorine
is mixed with air in a concentrationof two or three percent
by volume, no more blue is obtained than with pure oxygen.The cause of this differencehas been explainedto be due in
part to the specifiecolor of the halogensand to the vaporsof the salts themselves. It is unquestionablytrue that the
reaction to the non-dissociated salt also has an innuence in
determining the specific nature of the blue luminescence.
There is no reason at all why the reactionwith the formation
of cupric oxide should be the same quantitatively as the re-
action with the formation of cupricchloride.

This specificdifference, however,is of minor importance
at present compared with the fact that the samegeneral re-
action produces qualitatively the same luminescence.

The general conclusionsof this paper are:
i. An absolutely transparent gas will émit no light at

any temperature unless some reactiontakes place.
2. A colored vapor may émit a purely thermal lumi-

nescence but that is notp roof that the actual luminescence
m any given case is entirely a thermal luminescence.

3. It is not necessarily a proof of thermal luminescence
to show that the luminescenceof a moderately transparent
vapor has a lower intensity than the corresponding lumi-
nescenceof a black body at the same temperature.

4. There seems to be no justificationfor the assumptions
that temperatures of about 6600°are reachedin the hydrogen
flameand of about 7200" in the carbon monoxide.

5. It is distinctly misleading to say that a candie flame
will melt platinum and will not melt sodiumchloride.

6. Since the luminescenceof any givenflamemay be due
wholly or in part to chemiluminescence,it is important to
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determinewhat reactions are taking place in the flameand to

what extent the luminescenceis due to these reactions.

7. When studying flamereactions, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish carefully between colorsdue to emissionand to ab-

sorption. This source of error has not always been taken

into account in the past.
8. A qualitative study has been made of the flame re-

actions of tin and the salts of tin.

9. The reaction of tin to stannous salt gives a carmine

luminescence;and of stannous salt to stannic salt a green
luminescence,the latter being the more intense as a rule. It
is probable that the carmine luminescence is due chiefly to

the reaction Sn –~ Sn' and the green luminescencechiefly
to the reaction Sn–~ Sn butno experimentshave yet
been made to show what luminescence,if any, is due to the

reaction of stannous or stannic ion to the correspondingun-

dissociatedsalt.

10. No characteristic luminescencehas yet been detected
for the reversereactions.

n. The differencesbetween the spectra of tin chloride,

bromide,and iodide are due to the absorption spectra of the

halogensand the salts; also to the light emitted by the reac-

tions of the halogens themselves.

12. A qualitative study has been made of thé flame re-

actions of copper and the salts of copper.

13. The reaction of copper to cuprous ion gives a green
luminescence;from cuprous ion to cuprous salt a red lumi-

nescence from cuprousionto cupric salt a blue luminescence.
It is probable that the blue luminescenceis due chieflyto the

reaction Cu' – Cu but no experiments have yet been

made to show what luminescence,if any, is due to the reac-

tion of cupric ion to cupricsalt.

14. The intensity of the green luminescenceis so great
that the unaided eye doesnot notice any blue in the ordinary

copper flame even though the copper burns chieflyto cupric
salt.
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t5. No characteristic luminescencebas yet been detected
for the reverse reactions

16. Thé violet-red color of undissociatedcuprie chloride

vapormustaotbemtstaken for a luminescence.

17. It has proved possible to account satisfaetorily in a

qualitative way for all the phenomenain connectionwith tin
flames and copper flames.

CwM/<~MtMrM'/y



ADSORPTION BY FII/TER PAPER

BY M. A. GORDON

In a paper on capillary analysis, Bayleyl says: "Some-
time ago, while holding a wet patch, formed by dropping a
solution of silver nitrate upon filter paper, in a stream of
hydrogenmixed with arseniuretted hydrogen, 1 noticed that
the metal was contained in the centre of the blot, and that
the edges for about half a centimeter inwards were entirely
free from metal. After being exposed to the gas, the blot
presented the appearance of a black spot surrounded by a
broad ring of water. Drops of other metallic solutions
wereplacedupon filter paper and submitted to the action of
sulphurettedhydrogen. 1 found that in some cases the metal
extends to the edge of the spot and even seems concentrated
there, while in others a water-ring surrounds the patch of
sulphide. Further inquiry demonstrated that solutions of
the samemetal present the first or second of these phenomena,
accordingas they are concentrated or dilute. Taking a strong
solutionof copper sutphate and diluting portions ofit, 1 found
that at one degree of solution the metal spreads outwards
just as far as the water, and that with solutions more dilute
than this, the water is separated from the metal, which re-
mainsin the centre. The more dilute the solution, the broader
is the extemal water-ring. The exact strength of solution
to give the former appearance varies with the temperature,
and with the kind of paper used; the metal in a warm solution
is moremobilethan if the solution were cold.

"The blot formed by a drop is larger on the whole, but
the mobilityof the metal is increased in a greater proportion
than that of the water. A close Swedish paper is more ef-
ficaciousin separating the salt than a loose-texturedpiece of
commonfilterpaper.

"A great difference is found to exist among the salts

Jour.Chem.Soc.,33,30~(t878).
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of various metals; the salts of sitver, lead, and the persalts
of mercury, when moderatelyconcentrated, give a wide water-

ring, while the salts of copper, nickel, and cobalt must be

much more dilute to present the same appearance. Cadmium
seems especially able to pass through filter paper.

"A solution of copper sulphate containing 0.001 gram of

copper per ce was found to give a water-ring; at the same

temperature and with the same piece of Swedish paper, a

solution of cadmium sulphate of less than half that strength

gave a blot in whieh the cadmium extended perfectly to tlie

edge. Metals appear to act in this respect as though other

metals were absent; this property of cadmium, therefore,

affords an elegant means of detecting it in the presence of

metals, the sulphides of which are black. The considerably
dilute solution is dropped upon filter paper, and the blot

allowed to extend as far as possible (this should be done in

all cases) and the sulphuretted hydrogen then turned on.

Thé black patch is found to be surrounded by a vivid yellow

ring of cadmium sulphide.
"A solution rich in nickel, cobalt, or iron may in like

manner be examined for these metals, in presence of smaller

quantities of copper, lead, mercury, and silver. The blot

spreads, is exposed to sulphuretted hydrogen, and afterwards

held over a bottle of ammonium sulphide, when the water-

ring becomes black. This method, however, is extreme!y
suited to the detection of cadmium. It was found that the

presence of free acid much increases the mobility of copper,
so that before testing for cadmium in this manner, the solu-

tion, if acid, should be made slightly alkaline by ammonia."

It seemed desirable to find out something about the con-

ditions under which cadmiumcould be detected in the pres-
ence of copper by means of this diffusion method. Instead

of following Bayley's work exactly, experiments were made

with strips of filter paper dipping into small volumes of the

solution. A rather heavy, white, blotting paper was used

and was cut into strips 2.5 cm wide. The first set of ex-

periments was made to show the relative rates of diffusion
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of equimolecular solutions of cadmiumsulphate and of copper

sulphate. A known volume of the solution was allowed to

diffuseup the strip for a certain length of time. The height

to which the solute rose was determined by placing the strip

in a bottle containing a little ammonium sulphide. Thé

data are given in Table 1 and are showngraphically in Fig. i.

TABLE1

Volumeof solution, i cc; time, 30 minutes

Kiseinf)itt'rpaper,t;m

Motarcône. Cadmiuntstttphate Coppersutphate

m_
H:0 Cd H:0 Cu

0.025 9.1 6.o 8.6 53
– 9.2 5.9 9.~ 55

0.05 9.2 7.4 9-0 6.6
– 9.2 7.44 8.7 6.5

0.1 9.2 8.6 9.0 7-7
– 9.5 8.7 9.0 7.6

0.3 9.2 9.2 9.0 8.6

9.1 9.! 8.7 8.5

0.4 90 9-o 9-! 9'
– 9-o 9-o 9-! 9-*

9.0 9.0 9.1 9.10.5 91 9i 9 92

It will be seen from these data that cadmium sulphate

diffuses farther than copper sulphate, except of course for

concentrations at which copper sulphate gives no water-ring

under the conditions of the experiment. At concentrations

of 0.3 molar and higher the cadmium sulphate moves as fast

as the water and copper sulphate does the same at concen-

trations of o.<).molar and higher. At lower concentrations

the cadmium sulphate diffuses distinctly faster than the cop-

per sulphate and should therefore be detected in the outer
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ring in case the differencein rate is not diminishedin a mixed
solution. Bayley's concentrationof one milligramof copper
per cubic centimeter or one gram per liter corresponds to a
little less than 0.û2molar. On the other hand, these experi-
ments show that if the relative rates remain the same, one
could not detect cadmium in case the molar concentration
of the copper sulphate was approximatelydoublethat of the
cadmium sulphate or at higher concentrations than about

0.4 molar. Bayley's own experiments show that the relative
rates of diffusion in mixed solutionsare not necessarily the

Kg.! i

Relative Diffusion of CuSO< and CdSO,

VolumeofSotutton==t ce
TimeofDiffusion==30minutes

samel as the ratio of the rates of the substances taken sepa-
rately, becausehe foundthat "the presenceof freeacid much
increases the mobilityof copper."

f/' As it was no part of the plan to make anexhaustivestudy
of these phenomena, the next set of experimentswas made
with the more concentrated solution prepared by mixing
equal volumes of i molar copper sulphate and i molar cad-
mium sulphate. Apart from contraction or expansion the

resulting solution was half-molar with respect to each salt
and might reasonably have been expected not to show any

Cf. alsoFrcundiieh:Kapi))aj-chetnie,f64(t909).
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separation of the salts. A strip of blotting paper was al-

lowed to stand with one end in the solution until the liquid

had risen to a height of 6 or 7 cm. It was then placed in a

bottle containing ammonium sulphide. The strip was colored

a dark brown by the copper sulphide as far up as the liquid
had diffused. The yellow of the cadmium sulphide could

not be seen. If the strip wasnowallowedto standin the liquid

again or in water until the liquid had diffused0.2 to o.<).cm

farther and was then placed in the bottle again, the yellow

cadmium sulphide became visible over the stretch through

which the solution had just diffused. This presented some

theoretical difficulties. If the salts had been precipitated

completely by the ammonium' sulphide there should have

been a water-ring formed. If they had not been precipitated

completely, why should there be only cadmium sulphide in

the newly wetted zone? Thé most plausibleexplanation is

that we are dealing with a case of fractional precipitation

and solution. It is known that copper sulphide is precipi-

tated before cadmium sulphide. In these experimentsonly

the salts in the outer layer of the filter paper are precipitated.

When this has taken place, the solution on the inside diffuses

out and comes in contact with the mixed sulphides,and we

have the reaction

CuS04 + CdS = CuS + CdS04.

If enough copper has been precipitated, the cadmium sul-

phate will diffuse alone and will be precipitated separately
on treatment with hydrogen sulphide.

It seems quite likely that the diffusionmethod for the

detection of cadmium in presenceof coppermay be used when

the copper salt is not present in too great excess. Let us

consider the different possibilities. We may have a solution

of sueh a concentration that both the copper and the cad-

mium sulphate diffuse as fast as the water. This is the case

that has just been described and it is possible to apply the

method of fractional precipitation. It wouldalso be possible

to dilute the solutionuntil a water-ringwasformedon diffusion.
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If the cadmium werepresent in sufficient relative amounts,
it would show up without fractional precipitation. If we
had a solution, however,so high in copper and so low in cad-
mium that the copperdiffused as fast as the water while
the cadmium did not, there would be, by hypothesis, no
cadmium to be carriedon as a result of fractional precipita-
tion. Diluting the solutionwould not help matters because
the cadmium wouldpracticallynever go as far as the copper.
On the other hand the solutioncould be concentrated by evap-
oration until the cadmiumdiffusedas fast as the water and then
the method of fractional precipitation could be applied.
It is not likely that this test will be of much value in qualita-
tive analysis becausea negative resuit is not conclusive as
to the absenceof cadmium.

It is, perhaps, desirableto say a fewwords about the general
theory of the formationof a water-ring in filter paper because
there are several pointsin Bayley's work for whichhe offered
no explanation and the text-books on colloid chemistry ap-
parently make no référenceeither to Bayley or to Lloyd.

1

Ostwald~ mentions the work of Sehonbein (which was ap-
parently unknown to Bayley and to Lloyd) and says that
the phenomenonis evidentlyone of adsorption, which is per-
fectly true as far as it goesbut doesnot give much in the way
of detail. Bayley also saw that it was a case of adsorption
though he couldnot makeany especial use of this."

"I therefore made a few experiments, in order to de-
termine whether filter paper has any power of withdrawing
silver salts from solution. 7.8703 grams of silver nitrate
having been dissolvedinwaterand diluted to 500cc, a quantity
of this solution was placed in a beaker, and a roll of filter

paper sufficient to absorb-nearly the whole plunged into it.
After some minutes the filter paper was removed and as
much of the liquid as possible squeezed into the beaker.

Chem.News,g!,5; (1885).
Lehrbuch allgem. Chcm., 2nd Rd.. 1098 ()89)).

Bf-ytey: Jour. Chem. Soc., 33, 304 (tSyS).
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It is clear that the effect of this treatment, unless the paper

possessesa power of retaining the salt, would merely be to

slightly concentrate the solution by evaporation. Four

experiments were made in this manner, fresh rolls of paper
and fresh portions of the standard solution being used in each

instance. Twenty-five. ce of the solution, after treatment

with the paper, were mixed with hydrochloric acid, and the

precipitated silver chloride dried, ignited, and weighed.
"The results wereas follows:

Solutionused Agfound Agoriginattyprésent
Ce gram gram

25 o.2[82 0.2500
25 0.2306 0.2500
25 0.2353 0.2500
50 o.~y6o 0.5000

This shows that, after a roll of paper has been soaked for a

few minutes in a solution of silver nitrate, the quantity of

silver has materially diminished. A few experiments made

by my friend, Mr. Weston, showthat the same is true in the

caseof mercury salts."

Like other substances filter paper shows a selective ad-

sorption for dissolved substances,taking up some very com-

pletely and others but slightly. If a few drops of different

salt solutions be placed upon a pieceof filter paper, the sub-

stance which is adsorbed thé most will diffuse thé least dis-

tance. In other words, we should expect the widest water-

ring with the solution containing the most readily adsorbed

salt.1 With the same salt we should get the widest water-

ring with the dilute solutions, which is exactly what Bayley
found and what is shown by thé experiments in Table I.

Bayley obtained wide watcr-rings with salts of silver,

lead, and mercury in moderately concentrated solutions.

He himself showed that silver nitrate is adsorbed by filter

paper. Yorke2found "on filteringa solution of oxidc of lead

Cf.Freundtich:Kapillarchemie,t56(1909).
Mcm.Chem.Soc., 399(tS~s).
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in lime water through a triple filter, that, whereas the original
solution gave a deep black when tested by sulphuretted hy-
drogen, the filtered liquid gave but a pale brown; and it re-
quired that the unfiltered liquid should be diluted with thirty
timesits volumeofwater toproduce thé sametest as the filtered.
I then tried the effect of mere immersion of the paper in the
aqueous solutions before used. A bit of filtering paper ten
inches by two inches was boiled in distilled water and then
put into an ounce phial filled with the aqueous solution;
after remaining six hours the liquid was poured off and tested:
it gave a pale brown, and it required that the liquid which
had not been in contact with thé paper shouldbe diluted with
ten times its volumeof water to produce the same tint."

Schwalbel says that lead salts are kept back quantita-
tively by cotton fibers and that one must not filter solutions
of lead through paper in quantitative work. If the filter
paper is washed with boiling water, the lead sait is fixed
the more firmly. Skraup2 found that lead acetate was de-
composed by filter paper, the acetic acid being less adsorbed
than the lead. Vignon3bas shown that cotton wool adsorbs
mercury salts so much that it decomposes mercuric chloride
into free hydrochloricacid and basic sait or oxide. In the
case of these metals we thus have confirmatory evidence
of the obvious relation between degree of adsorption and ex-
tent of water-ring.

Herzog' gives some data on the adsorption of copper
sulphate by cotton wool; but we cannot compare these data
with those of Bayley on silver nitrate because Bayley does
not give the weightof the filter paper added. It seems quite
certain, however, that the silver salt is adsorbed more than
the coppersait. Mûîler' bas shown that filter paper possesses
the property of taking up not inconsiderable quantities of

DieChemiederCellulose.80(<çn).
Sitzungsbef. A]:ad. Wiss. Wien, 118, ÏIb, 564 (<<)09).

3
Comptes rccdus. !i6, ~7, 584, 645 (tSç~).4Zeit.Farbenindustrie,7,ï8t (1908).

5 Jour. prakt. Chem., 83, 384 (t86<).
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barium hydroxide from an aqueous solution of this substance

and that such a solution should not be filtered through paper

in quantitative determinations.
In line with this are Schon-

bein's and Skraup's experiments' showing that barium hy-

droxidesolutions give a widewater-ring.

Since adsorption is accompanied by evolution of heat,

there will be less adsorption at higher températures and con-

sequently the water-ring will be relatively narrower. This

is what Bayley found, for he says that "the metal in a warm

solution is more mobile than if thé solution were cold." Ac-

cording to Skraup's measurements, sulphuric acid does not

rise as high in filter paper as copper sulphate of equivalent

concentration, and is, therefore, adsorbed to somewhat greater

extent. If this is so, copper sulphate will be adsorbed rela-

tively less from a mixture of sulphuric acid and copper sul-

phate the metal will, therefore, give a narrower water-ring

in an acid solution than a neutral one and this is what Bayley

found. There is another way of looking at this which does

not depend on the adsorption of sulphuric acid. If we as-

sume that cellulosehas a distinct adsorbing power for cupric

hydroxide or for a basic copper salt, the adsorption will be

less thé more acid the solution and consequently the copper

will be more mobile. This seems more plausible than the

other explanation. Under existing conditions it was un-

fortunately not possibleforme to test this point experimentally.

It is not enough merely to consider the adsorption of

the dissolved salt or of one of its decomposition products.

Thé taking up of water is an important factor. Vignon2

has shown that one gram of cotton may take up five grams

of water. That is an extreme case and does not occur in any

ordinary experiments with filter paper. Suppose, however,

that we let fall a drop of solution on a piece of filter paper

and suppose that the nature and concentration of the solution

are such that water is taken up more rapidly that the dis-

Skraup:SitMtn~sber.Akad.Wiss.Wien.n8, Ub,565('9p9).

Comptesrendus,ny, 73(1898).
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solvedsubstance. In that case a more concentrated solution
willspread out and we shall get an outer ring of a concentrated
solution.

This was actually observed by Bayley' though he was
unable to account for the phenomenon. "Experiments
with the hydrates of calcium, sodium,and ammoniumdropped
upon turmeric paper, showed that the water-ring is formed
if the solutions are dilute. When they are concentrated,
the alkali extends to the edge of the blot and, indeed, seems
concentrated there, for thé brown patch is surrounded by a
ring darker in color than the other parts."

In one place Skraup2 says that 'W/~o hydrochlorie
acid is adsorbed by the same surface of paper more strongly
than acetic acid, and consequently it must rise less high in
filter paper, which is actually the case." This sounds as
thoughSkraup werefairly clear as to the theory of the phenom-
enonbut the followingquotation" makes one doubtful whether
this is much more than an accidental phrase. It certainly
neverbecamea working hypothesis.

"In many cases the differencein the heights to which
the solutes rise is approximately as great as the difference
in the denrée of electrolytic dissociation. That this is not
the sole cause of the differences appears from the behavior
of sulphuric acid, whieh rises to about the same height as
the halogen acids and nitric acid at concentrations for which
it is much less dissociated than these. More remarkable
still is the behavior of phosphoric acid which is distinctly
a weak acid and yet which rises less high than the strongest
acids. Sinee experiments with the basic hydroxides have
shown that barium hydroxide and calcium hydroxide rise
less high than the oxides of the alkalies, we might account
for the behavior of phosphoric acid by ascribing an important
part to valency taken in its broadest sense. As against this

Jour.Chem.Soc.,33,306(tSyS).
'SitMMtKsber.Akad.Wiss.Wien,!ï8,Hb,$96(1909).
Ibid..n8,IIb,562(!Q«9).
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we shall have rises with borie and succinic acids. Perhaps

a study of other acids willclear up matters.

"With thé alkaline hydroxides we have in general the

same results as with the acids, the solutes rising less high

with increasing dilution. As lireviously stated, the stronger

bases rise higher than the weaker ones. It is interesting

to note that at high dilutions the hydroxides, and especially

those of the alkalies rise higher than do équivalent concen-

trations of the strong acids. It is not possibleeven to guess

whether this has anything to do with the fact that trans-

ferencenumbers for hydrogenand hydroxyl vary in magnitude

in the oppositedirection."

"Ammonia and ethyl amine show an abnormal behavior.

Both rise much higher than the strong alkali hydroxides,

and the heights to which they rise decrease but little at first

with increasing dilution. At a concentration of Nlioo

ammonia rises about as the alkalies. Until other amines

hâve been studied, it is impossibleto formulate any definite

statement.

Themost striking thing about salts is that in general

they rise much higher than équivalent solutions of the corre-

sponding acids and bases. In many cases it is difficult to

detect any lagging of the solute behind the water even at

high dilutions. Even with those salts which rise to a lesser

height with increasingdilution, the rise is higher than that of

an équivalent solution of the corresponding base or acid ex-

cept for extreme dilution. This relatively large rise of the

salts is in accord with the observations on the action of salt

solutions on porous substances such as bone-black, kaolin,

etc., as these substances adsorb salts of the alkalies only to

a very slight extent.

"Of spécial influenceon the rise of salt solutions is hy-

drolysisand this can be detected even with very stable salts.

With sodium chloride or potassium sulphate, for instance,

the part of the filter paper outside of the solution gave a faint

blue color with neutral litmus or azolitmin while the sub-

merged end assumed a faint reddish color when tested. In-
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creasingdilution causes a decrease in the rise in the case of
salts which we know to be strongly hydrolyzed. At concen-
trations greater than N/ioo potassium carbonate riseshigher
than potassium hydroxide; but this differenceceases to be

perceptible in A~/zoo solutions. This points to practically
complete hydrolysis. In fact the degree of e!ectrolytie{:']
dissociationcan be shown indirectly in many cases. Thus
mercuric cyanide, which is scarcely dissociated at all, rises

nearly to the same height with increasing dilution, whereas
the decrease is much more marked with cadmium iodide,
which is more dissociated to start with and, therefore, also
morehydrolyzed."

Skraup evidently did not appreciate that the filterpaper
causeshydrolysis when it tends to adsorb a base more than
an acid or vice versa.' Shieids~found that sodiumcarbonate
was about three percent hydrolyzed in ~V/io solution. It

is, therefore, very improbable that potassium carbonate is

completelyhydrolyzed in A~/zoosolution as Skraup assumes.
Kohirauseh" gives the equivalent conductivity of N/zoo
K~CO)as izt.6 at 180and the correspondingvalue for potas-
siumhydroxideas 230.

Lloyd's experiments' are very similar to Bayley'sexcept
that he used some mixtures containing three or more dis-
solvedsubstances. He found that the water-ring is widest
the more dilute the solution. Owing to not working with

sufficientlydilute solutions he obtained no water-ring with
sodium chloride. One experiment is interesting enough to
be worth quoting. "In carrying this series of experiments
further, it is readily shown that not only can we separate
liquidsfrom each other within the paper, but we can separate
them as liquids by acknowledgingthe fact that a liquid tends
to now from a tube, capillary or otherwise, if the extremity
is beneath the surface of the liquid in the container. Two

Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,18, (<9~).
'Zeit. phys. Chem., 12, t67 (tSçj).

Leitvermëgen der Etektrolyte, 159 (tSçS).
4Chem. News, si, ~t (1883).
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test-tubeswereplacedbeside each other, and into one an inch

of solution of ferric sulphate (the strength before named)
was poured. A strip of blotting paper was then so ptaced
that oneend reachedinto the liquid, whilethe other end rested

belowit in the other via!. The paper was curved so that the

height was four inches; therefore, the liquid traversed eight
inches. The exposedpart of the paper was covered by means

ofa sheetof rubber,in order to retard evaporation. In twenty-
fourhoursa layerofcolorlessliquid was carried into the empty
vial, andthis liquidrefused to showa trace of iron by the usual

reagents."
Thé fundamental din'erence between the spreading of

a dropon filterpaper andthe rise of a solution in filter is that

the solutionbecomesexhausted in the first case and not neces-

sarilyin the secondcase. If the strips are left in the solution

longenough,freshsolution can rise in them, carrying the solute

higher. This is shown clearly in some experiments by Pelet-

JoHvet'with dyes(Table II).

ÏABMII

Ttmeofexperitnent.hoHrs ~o.5; i 2 4 ) 6

Méthylèneblue, o.i percent
Riseofdye.mm ~20 2~ 30 42 47
Rise of water, mm i 88 toy t~a 185 215

Methyleneblue, o.2 percent
Riseof dye, mm

24j 32 j49 j 63 79
Rise of water, mm 83 !02 !52 !8j j 2:55

Crystal ponceau,o.percent I't
Riseof dye,mm '76 103 t2t 156 i86

Rise of water, mm J9! )t4 t48 195 230
Crystalponceau,0.2 percent

Riseof dye, mm i66j 102 !24 153 187
Rise of water, mm 79 n4 t54 195 i 230

Unlessfresh solution is supplied from below, the height
to whichthe solute rises does not vary much with the time.

Blottingpaper was eut into 8 cm lengths and was dipped

"DieThéoriedesFarbeprozesses,")2j (!9io).
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into solutions of such concentrations that a water zone was

always formed. A known volume of the solution was taken

up, usually one cubic centimeter. When all the liquid had
been taken up, the strips were set aside in a moist atmosphere
for different lengths of time and then the height determined
to which the solute had risen. With cadmium sulphate or

coppersulphate this wasdone by exposingthe strips to hydro-
gen sulphide. With 0.05 molar cadmium sulphate and 8 cm

strips the cadmium salt stood at a height of 7.4, 7.3,7.7 and

7.3 cm after an hour in the moist atmosphere and at 7.4 cm
after eighteen hours. With 0.025 molar copper sulphate and

7 cm strips, the copperstood at a height of 5.4 o.! cmat all

periods from fifteen minutes up to eighteen hours. Theoreti-

cally,there shouldbe a levellingeffectand an eventualuniform
distribution of the solute; but practically this effect is negli-
gible.

One of the points whieh excited comment is the sharp-
ness of the dividing line.

1 "Take an ordinary drop of porous
blotting paper and drop into its centre some writing fluid

drop after drop. The spot will spread, but it willnot present
the same appearance from the centre outward. There is

usually a dark centre, and then a dark line of demarcation,
after which another shade appears, which, after spreading to
a certain distance, willperhaps suddenlygive place to a nearly
colorlessliquid. Continueto add the fluid slowlyto the centre
of the blot, and the shades of color will expand and preserve
their individuality, but the outer will usuaUy grow more

rapidly than the one immediately within. Sometimesseveral
shades will be formed, but their individual characteristics
will be maintained. If the ink be one of the purple or other
colorsof aniline, or a carmine, it will generally be foundthat
the outer liquid will be colorless. The striking feature is
the abrupt change from one shade to the other. It is not a

gradua! grading-off, for a distinct line of demarcationusually
separates each shade. We have introduced this experiment

Uoyd:Chem.News,Si,Si ('885).
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because it can be so readily performed, and because, upon

secondthought, every person must even now admit its fami!-

iarity. Mix two eolors of ink, say red and blue, and try

thé experimeat again. Very likely it will be observed that,
under the sameconditions,one color will leave the other after
both have passed together for a certain distance, and leave
it completely, and by a distinct line of demarcation. Then,

perhaps, this secondcolor will cease to spread, and a colorless

liquid will pass out, and form a ring encircling the ink spot."
The reason for the sharp dividing line is apparent when

we consider the form of the adsorption isotherm. In most
cases the amount adsorbed increases very rapidly with small
increases in the concentration of the solution. Consequently
the range of gradations will be correspondingly narrow and
will usually escape notice. If one had a substance which

gave a much flatter adsorption curve with cellulose, one
would not get the apparently sharp dividing line. While it
would be interesting to have such a case, 1 have not been
able to devote any time to searching for a suitable substance.
It would, of course, be one for whieh the exponential factor
was low in the equation for the adsorption isotherm.

Pelet- Jolivet has studied the rise of dyes in filter paper
and in other fibers. "It is not possible to explain each one
of the results satisfactorily. Nevertheless we can deduce
from them a certain number of general rules which are very
interesting.

"i For agivenfiber the rise ofa dyeis lessthe morereadily
the dye is adsorbedby the fiber.

"2. If a dye is adsorbed by'a nber, the capillary rise is

generally less for dilute concentrations and greater for high
concentrations. A graphical representation of the relation
between rise and concentration gives a curve which bears
a strong resemblanceto adsorption eurves.

"3. Basicdyes rise to a moderate height but usually not
so high as acid dyes; rhodamine dyes, which are less basic,

"DieTheoriedesFSrbcprozesses,"t~S(i~to).
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"If we sum up these general ru!es we may say that, sub-

ject to the limited accuracy of the method, the capillary
rise and the adsorptionare closelyCOKKCC~'the capillary rise
Mless thegreaterthe adsorption and viceversa."

Pichter:Verh.naturforsch.ges.BMet,21, (!9<o); Zeit.Kolloid-
chemie,8, t (t9tt).

corne in between these two classes. Direct cotton colors

usually rise less high than the acid cotors. Amongthe basic
colors those containing NH2 groups usually rise less high in
cellulose (paper and linen) than those containing N(CHà)2
or N(CiH.)xgroups. This differencedoesnot occurwith animal
fibers.

Dyes having a distinctly marked colloidal character

usually rise lesshigh than others (fuchsine,alkali blue, benzo-

purpurine) of similar constitution.

"According to a still unpublished paper' of which my
colleague, ProfessorFichter, of Basel,verykindly informed me,
it seems certain that changes in the capillary rise depend to
some extent on the colloidal state. He has studied the rise
of positive and negative colloids in strips of paper and has
found that positive colloids rise but slightly while negative
colloids rise freely. These interesting facts bring out a new

analogy between dyes and colloids although it has been
shown that dyesare electrolytes.

"Has the basic or the acid character of the molecule
alone an effect on the rise? This seems improbable. There
must be other properties which affect the capillarity. With

dyes of similar constitution the molecular weight appears
to be an important factor, as for instance

Meanfise
Mm

Fluoresceine m
Hosine (tetrabromfluoresceine) 121
Rose Bengale (dichtortetrabromBuoresceine) 11~
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This final conclusion is entirely right; but it can be

interpreted in several ways and thé context shows, 1 think,
that Pelet-Jolivet intended merely to say that adsorption
was one of the factors and not that it was the factôr. He
discusses the questions of the molecular weight, of the consti-

tution, of the basicity and acidity, with reference to the capil-
lary rise and not with reference to the adsorption, which is
where they belong. He apparently accepts Fichter's views
that the precipitation of a positive colloid is fundamentally
different from adsorption. Working with dilute solutions,

Pelet-Jolivet did not observe the formation of a darker outer
zone and he does not refer to the work of others who have
observed this. It would have been impossible for him t&
have accounted for this phenomenon so long as he considered

only the adsorption of the solute. The question is one of
the relative adsorption of solvent and solute.

There is still a great deal of work to be done before all
the details of the rise of solutions in filter paper have been
cleared up. We need more facts in regard to specifie ad-

sorption and there is also the problem of the movement of
water or of solution through the fiber instead of over the sur-
face. It ail comes back, however,to a question of adsorption
of water and of the constituents of the solution by the paper.

The general results of this paper are:

Filter paper shows selective adsorption for water and
for each constituent of the solution.

2. If the solute is adsorbed relatively faster than the

water there will be formed a water-ring.

3. If the water is adsorbedrelatively faster than thesolute,
the latter will concentrate in the outer zone.

Whether one gets a dilute solution (water-ring) or
a more concentrated one in the outer zone depends on the
concentration as well as on the nature of the soluté.

5. The more readily a salt is adsorbed relatively to the

water, the higher will be the limiting concentration giving
a water-ring.

6. The amount of base or of acid taken out of a sait
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solution by filter paper is not a measure of the degree of

hydrolysisbefore the paper wasdipped into the solution.

7. Hydrolysis is not complète in a N/2oo potassium
carbonate solution.

8. Since adsorption decreases with rising temperature,
the water-ring will be relatively narrower at higher tempera-
tures the salt will appear moremobile.

9. Addition of anything whichcuts down the adsorption
–sulphurie acid to copper sulphate solution, for instance–
increasesthe mobility of the salt.

10. With a strip of filter paper dipping into an excess
of solution there will be a continuai supply of solution to the
filter paper, which will give rise to phenomena which we do
not get when the filter paper is present in excess, as in the
case of a drop of solution upon a pieceof filter paper.

11. Theoretically, there should be a tendency for the
dissolvedsubstance to distribute itselfuniformly over a short

strip of filter paper in time. Practically this tendency is

negligible.
12. The apparently sharp dividing line in the case of

a water-ring is a necessary consequenceof the usual form of
the adsorption isotherm. With a flatter adsorption isotherm
the contrast would not be so marked.

This work was suggestedby ProfessorBancroft and bas
been carried on under his supervision.

CornellUniversity



SOME ADSORPTION PHENOMENA IN SOILSAND

KAOLIN'1

BVJ.E. HARKIS

The problem of soil acidity has been for a great many

years a serious one for the farmers of the eastern and middle

western states and is becomingmore serious as the years go

by. As the soit continues to be worked, larger and larger

areas are found to be sour or acid in character. These soils

when moistened and tested with litmus will very quickly

turn blue litmus paper red. The peculiar thing about this

reaction is that the test paper must be brought into direct

contact with thé soil particles to bring about thé change in

color. If the soil, giving the acid action, be shaken with

water and the solution thus obtained be decantédoff fromthe

soiland tested with litmus, the solution is foundto be neutral.

Whatever it is that gives the acid reaction, when the test

paper is brought into direct contact with the soilparticles, is

not soluble in water.

These acid soils possess another peculiar property. As

above mentioned, if an acid soil be shaken with water, the

solutionobtained is neutral; but if, instead of water, a solution

of a neutral salt be used, such as potassium nitrate, it will be

foundto contain considerablequantities of a solubleacid.

It is wellknown that soils that show the above properties

are not fertile, and for this reason these soils have been the

subject of much investigation. Two explanationshave been

offered for the behavior of such soils toward indicators and

toward solutions of neutral salts. For many years the ac-

cepted explanation was this: in acid soils there exist complex

insolubleacids called humic acids; these acids being insoluble,

of course can not affect litmus until the paper is brought into

The greaterpartofthisworkwascarriedoutinthechemicallaboratory
of thé MichiganAgrieulturalCollegeExperimentStationat HastLansing,
Mich.A fewof theexperimentswercperfornx'din thechemicallaboratory
oftheUniversityofMichigan.
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direct contact with the soit particles. To explain the action
of the acid soils toward neutral salt solutions, those who

accept the humic acid theory maintain that the dimcu!t!y
solubleacid enters into a double decompositionwith the salt
in solution thus setting free a certain amountof soluble acid.
It is further maintained that by treating the soil with one

quantity of salt solution after another, until the soil no longer
sets free any acid in the salt solution, the acidity of the soil

tnay be determined, this being measuredby the total amount
of acid set free in the successiveapplications.

Of late years, however, this theory has corne to be dis-
credited in the minds of a great many chemists and a new

theory has been put forward to explain the peculiar behavior
of acid soils. Linder and Picton2 and later Whitney and
Ober~have shown that when arsenic trisulphide in colloidal
solution is precipitated by a solution of barium chloride, the

precipitation is accompanied by the adsorption of a slight
amount of the barium and that there is set free in the solution
a correspondingamount of hydrochloricacid. F. K. Cameron~
has pointed out that certain substances have a selective

absorbing power. For example,metallicsilvercan be separated
from a solution of silver nitrate by the selective adsorbing
power of charcoal. Moist cotton, absolutely free from any
soluble acid, if left in contact with a piece of blue litmus

paper for some time, will redden it. This phenomenon can
be explained by ascribing to the cotton a selective adsorbing
power for the base of the blue litmus salt, the base being
adsorbed leaving the red acid dye on the paper. The action
of an acid soil toward litmus may be explainedin exactly the
same way. Also in the case of the action of the soil toward
salt solutions, we may assume that the soiladsorbs the base in

exactly the same way that the arsenic trisulphide adsorbed
the barium in Linder and Picton's experiment, leaving a

Bulletintoy,U.S.Dept.Agriculture,p.20.
Jour. Chem. Soc., 67, 63 (1895).

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 23, 8~2 (tçot).

< "ThéSoitSolution,"p.66. TheChemicalPublishingCo.
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corresponding amount of acid in solution. For example, if
an acid soil were treated with a solution of sodium chloride,
it would adsorb a certain amount of sodiumhydroxide leaving
hydrochloric acid in solution. The fact that there is so much
colloidal matter in soil makes this theory seem the more
reasonable since, as mentioned above, Linder and Picton
have shown that the coagulationof negativelycharged colloids
is accompanied by the adsorption of the positively charged
ion. Coehn' has corne to the conclusionthat those colloids
which have a lower dielectric constant than water will be

charged negatively, while those having a higher dielectric
constant will be charged positively. Since, in general, solids
have a lower dielectric constant than water, suspension
colloids such as we have in the case of soils will be charged
negatively and therefore will adsorb the base when coagulated
by a salt solution, leaving an acid in solution. This agrees
with the facts set forth above.

As stated above, the humic acid theory was at one time

quite generally accepted, but of late years the selective ad-

sorption theory has been gaining ground rapidly. In 1910,
Baumann and Guuy~ published an article describing some

experiments as a result of which they came to the conclusion
that the acid action of peat moss and of peat soils in general
is caused by colloidal matter present in the cell covering
of the hyalin sphagnum cells. This work has been criticized

by the adherents of the humic acid theory, especially by
Tacke and Sûchting," who show that acid soils develop
hydrogen when brought into contact with iron, invert sugar,
and cause many reactions to take place whichcan be brought
about only by true acids according to Tacke and Süchting.
Gully," in a reply to this criticism, asserts that ail the re-
actions mentioned by Tacke and Süchting can be brought
about without the presence of any true acid.

1 Wied. Ann.. 64, 217 (1898).

Mitteilung der K. Bayr. Moorkulturanstalt, tOto, 3t-:s6.
Landw.Jahrbticher,~i,717-734('9!i).

<
Mitteilung der K. Bayr. Moorkulturanstalt, 1913, 8s.
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Be that as it may, the acid reaction of the sand and clay
soilsof this country could hardly be ascribed to thé presence
of these hyalin cells. T he experiments described in this
paper were carried out to determine if possiblewhether the
acidity of these sand and claysoils is caused by the presence
of humic acids or by the selectiveadsorption of bases by the
colloidalmatter present.

In Bulletin toy of the Department of Agriculture' is
givena provisionalmethod for the quantitative determination
of acidity in soils. This method is based on the theory,
mentioned above, that when a soit is shaken with a neutral
salt solution, the difficultlysolublehumic acids enter into a
doubledecomposition with the salt thus setting free a soluble
acid. The soil is shaken with one portion of salt solution
after another until it no longer gives au acid solution.
The soil is then found to be neutral toward litmus and the
total amount of acid set free is taken as a measure of the
acidity of the soil. If the hypothesisupon which this theory
is based furnishes the correct explanation for the action
of the soil, then the soil shouldgive the same amount of acid
no matter what salt solution is used. On the other hand, if
the action is due to selectiveadsorption on the part of the
soil, we would expect the amount of adsorption to depend
more or less on the salt used, since colloidal substances mil
adsorb more of some bases than of others. To determine
whether or not the same amount of acid is set free when
different salt solutions are used,samplesof a soilwere treated
with solutions of potassium nitrate, sodium acetate, and
sodium chloride. The method of procedure was to weigh
out 100 grams of soil and to add to this 250 ce of the salt
solution used. Bach of the three sait solutions was made up
normal. The solution was left in contact with the soil for a
period of from two to three hours, the mixture being fre-
quently shaken. The soi! was centrifuged and a 100 ce test
portion drawn off and titrated with A~o alkali. The re-

Loc.cit.
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mainder of the solution was then poured off from the soil and

the treatment repeated. From the ainount of alkali re-

quired to neutralize the acid in the test portion, the total

that would be required to neutralize all the acid set free after

each addition was computed. The treatments werecontinued

until the amount of acid found in the test portions was very
small and the soil samples were no longer acid toward litmus.

The results of the experiment are shownin Table I.

TABLE1

No.offrent j ~.0. N~H.0, N~I
1

Cc Cc Ce

i 4.t.o ()8.o 27.3
2 8.7 32.1 93
3 54 23.2 6.4
4 3.7 '7.2 3.9
5 3.2 t45 3.3
6 2.8 13.0 2.6
7 2.2 12.0 2.2
8 t.9 Il.3 t.8
9 1.6 11.0: t.8

10 1.3 !0.7 t.6
Total 7t.S8 ~43-oo 60.2z

In the above table is given the amount of A~/so alkali

that corresponds to the amount of aeid set free by each of the

three soil sampleswith each successiveadditionof salt solution.

It is seen from the table that the greatest amount of acid is

set free in the sodium acetate solution, the potassium nitrate

coming next and the sodium chloride last. The important

thing to be noticed is that not only is a much greater amount

of acid set free in the sodium acetate solution than in the

potassium nitrate solution, but that the ratio of the number

of cubic centimeters set free in the former case to that in the

latter becomes greater with each successive application.
Thus we see that the ratio of the acid set free in the first

application of sodium acetate to the corresponding number

for the potassium nitrate is 2.39, while the ratio of the totals

in the two cases is 3.38. T he ratio in the case of the last
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applications is 8.2. These values indicate that not only do
we not get the same amount of acid liberated in the sait
solutions, but that the differencein amounts becomesgreater
with each succeedingapplication of sait solution.. Thus we
find that the facts do not fit in with the humic acid theory
but do satisfy the conditions of the selective adsorption
theory. The above results also indicate that those methods
for the quantitative determination of the acidity of the soil
that depend upon the treatment of the soil with a neutral
sait solution are valueless, unless the same substance that is
actually made use of in the field for correcting the acidity is
also made use of in the determination. It is probable that the
methods of Veitch' and of Süchting2 would corne closest to
giving the true lime requirement of the soil, since the former
employs lime water and the latter calcium carbonate as the
reagent in the determination.

Experiments similar to those above were performed with
other samples of soil and always with the same result; the
greatest amount of acid being set free in the sodium acetate
solution, a very much smaller quantity in the potassium
nitrate solution, and least of all in the sodium chloride solu-
tion.

Assuming for the time being that we do have selective
adsorption on the part of the acid soils,how are we to explain
the fact that all soils are not acid although they all contain
colloidalmatter? Alsowhy is it that soilsthat wereoriginallyalkaline or neutral come in time, after long cultivation, to
show acid properties? These questionsmay beeasily answered
in the light of the selective adsorption theory. We may
assume that in all soilsin the uncultivated condition there is
enough basic material, especially lime, to cause the colloidal
matter to be present in the flocculatedcondition. However,
as the soil lies in contact with the decaying organic matter,
the organic acids thus formed gradually neutralize the bases

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,24, H20(t9M).
Zeit. angew. Chem., 21, igt (i<)o8).
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present formingsolublesalts whichmay be washedout. Also

the growing crops themselveswill remove considerable quan-
tities of the bases. Under the action of these two agencies,
the soit will after a time become déficient in basic material

and will adsorbthé basic material from any neutral salt with

whieh it cornes in contact. If this be the manner in whieh

soils become acid, it is probable that all the basic matter is

not removed by the above process. The soil must obviously
be able to retain some of the basic matter in the presence of

very dilute acids,forotherwisethe soilcouldnot adsorb the base

from a neutral salt and hold it adsorbed in the presenceof the

acid thus set free. This being the case,it is probable that the

addition of a fairly dilute acid to the soilwouldlargely inerease

its acidity, due to the fact that the basesstill present in the soil

would by this processbe neutralized and could then be washed

out.

To determine if this were the case, a 100 gram sample
of an acid soil was treated with A~/zosulphuric acid and

washed, using a porcelain filter, until thé wash water was

practically neutral. For comparative purposes, samples of

kaolin and of exceedingly finely ground quartz sand were

treated in the same way. The samples were left in contact

with the acid for about twenty-four hours in each case. After

washing, each sample was shaken with 250 ce of a normal

solution of potassium nitrate. 100ce test portions were then

drawn off and titrated. 100gram samples of each of the

materials that had not been previously treated with an acid

were also shaken with potassium nitrate solution and the aeid

set free titrated in the same way. In the following table

are shown the quantities of A~/gosodiumhydroxide that were

required to neutralize the acid set free in each 100 ce test

portion
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It willbe seenfromthe abovetable that the acidityof the
soil was very much increased by the treatment with acid
just as we must expect it to be if we are to accept the ex-
planation given abovefor the acidity of the soil. 'l'he un-
expected, however,wasencountered in the case of the kaolin.
The kaolin in its original state was perfectly neutral in its
action towardsalt solutions. But after its treatment with the
aeid, and after the soluble acid had been carefully washed
out, the kaolinwasfound to aei in a manner similar in every
respect to the acid soils. It reddened blue litmus when the
paper was brought into direct contact with the solidparticles
of kaolin, and when shaken with a solution of potassium
nitrate, appreciablequantities of acid were set free as is shown
in the above table. The finely divided sand gives no ap-
preciable effecteither beforeor after the treatment with acid.

To determinethe effect of different acids on the soiland
kaolin, several hundred grams of each of these substances
were treated with solutions of A~/20HCI, H~SC~ HC2H302,
and H;!C!.0<.The soil was then thoroughly washed until the
wash water wasneutral, and three 100gram portions of each
of the above sampleswere taken, one of these being treated
with a normalsolutionof potassiumnitrate, and anotherwith
a solution of sodium acetate, and the third with sodium
chloride. The results of these experiments are shown in
Table III. 250ce of salt solution were used in every case.
The table gives the quantities of ~50 sodium hydroxide
required to neutralizethe acid set free in 100 ce test portions
of the salt solutions.

NaOH

SoHuntreated

l~

,o
Soiltreated with A~'2ûH~O~ g i
Kaolinuntreated o o
Kaolintreated with N/zo H~S04 ? ,1
Sanduntreated o~
Sand treated with ~V/2oH~O< o~o

TABLEH

) Ce~/so
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TABLHIII

KNO.'NaC!H,0~NaC)
Ce Ce Ce

Soituntreated t6.o 36.0 9.5
Soi!treatcd'ithA~/2oH2S04 2~.3 ~3.0 19.0
SoUtrea.tedwtth/V/zoHCl 23.5 46.5 t8.o
SoittreatedwtthA~~oHzCzO~ 19.5 ~6.8 t~.o
SoittfeatedwithA~/2oHC:Ha02 19.0 42.5 14.6
Kaolinuntreated o.o o.o o.o
Kao!intreatedwith~V/2oH280< 8.1 j t6.o 7.5
KaoHntreatedwith~V/zoHCl 7.4 t4.3.~ 6.6
KaotintreatedwithA~/2oH:CzO< 4.6 11.8 4.11
KaotmtreatedwithA~~oHCtHsO: 6.4 13.4 5.5

It is to be noticed from the above table that the effect

of the acid in each case is to inerease largely the power for

adsorption in the soil and kaolin, just as we found that it did

in the experiment the results of which are given in Table II.

The amount of inereaseseemsto be of about the same degree
of magnitude in the caseof the differentacids, the two weaker

acids, oxalic and acetie, giving somewhat less effects than

the hydrochloricand sulphuricacids. It is seen that the three

sait solutions stand in the same order with respect to the

amount of acid set free in the case of the untreated soil, that

of the soil treated with acids, and in the case of the kaolin

that had been treated with acids. This would indicate that,

whatever it is that causesthe liberation of the acid, we have

a similar phenomenonin the three cases. It is impossible to

suppose that wehave any humie acid in the case of the kaolin

or for that matter any other true acid. Since the soil acts in

every way like the kaolin, it is fair to assume that the cause

of the action toward litmusand toward sait solutionsis similar

in the two cases,and is not due to the presenceof humicacids.

There is another possible explanation for thé action

of the soil and kaolin. It is possible that the soil and kaolin

adsorb the acid with whichthey corne in contact and hold it

in an insoluble conditionand that the effect of the sait solu-

tion is to set the acid free either by a double decomposition
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or by some physical action on the soil particles. For ex-
ample, the soil might have a greater adsorptive powerfor the
salt than for the acid, and in taking up the salt from the
solution the acid mightbe set free. Suchan actionwouldnot
be surprisingsince van Bemmelen' has shownthat a siticagel
of the composition SiO2.4H20will retain aluminiumchloride
so tenaciously that it can not be washed out, but if the gel
be brought into contact with a solution of potassiumchloride,
considerablequantities of the latter are adsorbedand a large
part of the aluminium ehloridegoes into solution. If some-
thing of this nature happens in the case bf the soil, it is likely
that there would be a great variation in the amount of acid
adsorbed if the concentration of the acid with which it is

brought into contact were varied. If, on the other hand, the
effect of the acid is to neutralize the bases already present,
rendering the soil capable of adsorbing greater quantities
of the bases of the salt solutionswith which it comesin con-
tact, we would not expect any great variation until an acid
so dilute is used that the soil could hold the base adsorbed
in spite of the action of the acid. This would have to be an
acid nearly as dilute as that found in the salt solution after
being shaken with the soil. To determine the effectof con-
centration of the acid on the absorptive capacity of the soil,
samples of a soil were treated with solutions of ~V/2,N/5,
TV/io, A~/20,N/4o, and ~V/8osulphuric acid, washed and
treated with a normal solution of potassium nitrate, 100 ce
of this being titrated as in the previous experiments. Table
IV showsthe amount of A/Vsosodium hydroxiderequired to
neutralize the acid found in the 100 ce test portions in each
case. The same experimentwas carried out with kaolin.

TABLE IV

,Unt~ted. j

Soil '48 26.8 ~9.s 28.3 29.9 28.6

258Kaolin o.o 18.3 t8.s 18.1 16.9 ) t6.i 13.4

Jour. prakt. Chem., [:J 23, 3~-349. 379-39S ('88t).
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In the above experiment the kaolin used was from a

supply different from that of the preceding experiment. It
will be seen from the above results that the concentration of
the acid did not have anygreat effecton thé adsorptive power
of the soil. What variation there is seems to be due to a
variation in thé different samples of soil used, since it was

impossible to get samples that were absolutely homogenous.
This would indicate that we do not have any adsorption
of the acid by the soil because there is no appreciable
decrease in effect with decrease in concentration of thé acid.
It would seem that the effectof the acid is merely to neutralize
the bases already heldadsorbed, thus increasing thé capacity
for adsorption of the base from the salt solution. On the
other hand, there is a marked falling off in effect with de-
crease of concentration in the case of the kaolin. It may
be in this case that the effect of the acid is not so much to
neutralize the bases already present as it is to change by a
chemical reaction the silicates of the kaolin into compounds
that can selectivelyadsorb the base of the salt.

That there is no adsorption of the acid by either the soil
or the kaolin was further proven by treating samples of soil
and of kaolin with A~/2osulphuric acid, washing until prac-
tically free from solubleacids, and then treating with a normal

potassium nitrate solution. If any acid had been adsorbed

by the soil or kaolin,it wouldhave to be set free by the action
of the salt solution in order to account for the free acid present
in that solution. On testing for the presence of the sulphate
radical in the potassium nitrate solution, only a minute trace
was found, the amount being sufficient to account for a very
small fraction of the acid found in the solution. This means
that whatever the freeacid was in the potassium nitrate solu-
tion, it was not sulphuric aeid. Therefore the action of the
soil and of the kaolin on the sait solution could not have been
caused by the presenceof sulphuricacidheld adsorbed by those
substances.

To determine whether the base is actually adsorbed
from the salt solutionor not, a sampleof soi! and a sampleof
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kaolin were treated with N/20 hydrochloricacid and washed
untit the wash water was practically neutral The samples
werenext treated with 250ce of normal barium chloridesolu-
tion and too ce test portions titrated with W/so sodium

hydroxide. Thé soil and kaolin were then washed until

practically free from barium salts, when they were again
treated with A~/2o hydrochloric acid. 100 ce test portions
of this acid solution were then drawn off and treated with

sulphuric acid to precipitate the barium salts. Blanks were
run to correct the weight of barium sulphate since it wasfound

very difficultto wash out all the solublebarium salts previous
to the second treatment with thé acid. After the second
treatment with acid, the soil and kaolin were again washed
and a second time treated with a solution of barium chloride.

The results of the experiment are shownin Table V.

TABLEV
T

Ce ~/5o NaOH .,“ Ce W/50NaOH Ce N/so NaOH__n! Cc
Wt. of

50.II-C~

Nad~-
in first BaCt: R.,cn c~c- ~°'" ~t- in secondBaCh
sotution

"'°°"'
ofBa50< solution

Ce g Ce Ce

Soit 27.7 0.0631 26.3
__j.

30.4
Kaolin 12.5 0.0259 n.! t 86

In the above table, the first eolumn indicates the amount

of A~/so sodium hydroxide required to neutralize the acid

set free in a !oo cc test portion of the first barium chloride

solution. The second column shows the weight of barium

sulphate that was recovered from a 100cc test portion of the

acid with which the samples were treated after the barium

chloride hadbeen applied. The weightsgiven in that column

havebeen corrected for the weightofbarium sulphate found in

the blanks. The third column indicates the number of ce of

~V/50sodiumhydroxide correspondingto theweight of barium

sulphate recovered. The last column indicates the amount
of N/50 sodium hydroxide required to neutralize the acid set

freewhen the soil and kaolin were treated a secondtime with

barium chloridesolution.
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From this table we gain the following information: First,
the barium in one form or another is taken from the solution
of barium chlorideand held by the soil and the kaolin in an

insolublecondition; second, the barium is rendered soluble by
the treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid; third, that the

amount of barium recovered by this treatment with hydro-
chloric acid corresponds very nearly to the amount of acid

set free in the barium chloride solution, the amount of barium

sulphate recoveredcorresponding to 95 percent of the acid

set free in the case of the soil and to 89 percent in the case
of the kaolin; fourth, after the second treatment with hydro-
chloric acid, the soil was rendered capable of setting free a

slightly greater amount of acid than it was after the first

treatment, and the kaolin, although the amount of acid

obtained in the second application of the salt was less than
in the first, was rendered capable of liberating a mueh greater

quantity of aeid in the second treatment than it would.have

been capableof had it not in the meantime been treated with
an acid. Both the soil and the kaolin were rendered capable

by the second treatment with the acid of abstracting much

moreof the bariumfrom the barium chloride solution than they
wouldhave had this secondtreatment with acid been omitted.
A secondtreatment of the soil or kaolin with a salt solution

usually gives from a third to a fifth as much acid as the first

treatment.

The selective adsorption theory furnishes a satisfactory

explanation for the above facts. We may suppose that the

first treatment with hydrochloric acid removes the bases,
held adsorbed by the sbil in its natural condition, by neu-

tralizing them and converting them into soluble salts. The

soil being then shaken with a solution of barium chloride,
adsorbs barium hydroxide from the solution, setting free a

corresponding amount of hydrochloric aeid. Thé second

treatment with acid neutralizes the barium hydroxide con-

verting it into the soluble chloride which is washed out. As

the table shows, the amount of barium sulphate recovered

corresponds almost quantitatively to the amount of acid
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liberated in the salt solution. This removal of the barium

hydroxide leaves the soil in just the same condition that it
was in before the first addition of barium chtoride, so that
when the barium chloride is added a second time, about the
same amount of acid is set free as in the first case.

The facts set forth above can not be explained satis-

factorilyby the humic acid theory. Accordingto that theory,
the acid acts by a double decompositionwith the salt setting
free an acid. The following reaction would represent the

change:
HA + BaOs –~ BaA+ HCI

A large part of the humic acid, HA, tnust be transformed by
this process into the salt, BaA, because the first addition of a
salt always gives a much greater quantity of acid than the
next application, and if the applications are continued until
the soil is practically neutral, it is found that the acid set
free in the first application is a large percentage of the total.
If we are to accept the law of mass action, this means that,
for the action to go as far as it does, the salts of the humic
acids must be either far more insoluble or far less dissociated
than is the humic acid. To account for the recovery of the
barium by the treatment with hydrochloricacid, the reverse
action

BaA + HCI–~ BaC~+ HA

must take place, and since 93 percent of the barium taken up
by the soil is recovered by this process, the reaction goes
almost to completion in this reverse direction. For the

reaction to go so nearty to completion in this direction, the
humic acid must be far more insoluble or far less dissociated
than the barium salts of these acids. But this conclusion
is the exact reverse of that reached as a result of the first
reaction. As a result of the above experiment we must con-
clude that we do not have a case of double decomposition,
and that the action of the soilis due to selectiveadsorption.

It was noticed in titrating the salt solutions with which
the soil had been treated that the addition of the alkali was
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accompaniedby the separation of a light brown gelatinous

precipitate. It was atso noticed that a similar precipitate

separated out in the corresponding experiments with the

kaolin, except that the precipitate in this case was white.

At first it was supposedthat the precipitate in the case of the

soil consisted,at least in part, of organic matter. However,
when tested, it was found that the precipitate was wholly

inorganicand consistedof a mixture of ferrie and aluminium

hydroxides. In the case of thé kaolin, the precipitate was

almost entirely aluminium hydroxide. Thèse facts together
with the similarity of behaviorof the soil and kaolin that had

been treated with an acid, raised the question as to what

extent the selective adsorptive power of the soil is due to

organic colloidal matter and to what extent it is due to in-

organic. To determine this, a ïoo gram sample of the same

kind of soil that was used in the experiment of Table IV was

boiled for six or seven hours in concentrated sulphuric acid

in a Kjeldahl flask. This entirely destroyed the organic
matter leaving a clean white sand. The soluble acid was

washed out and the soil treated with a normal solution of

potassium nitrate. A 100 ce test portion was drawn off and

titrated. It was found that 29.1ce of A~o sodiumhydroxide
were required to neutralize the acid set free in the salt solu-

tion. It will be noticed from Table IV, that the correspond-

ing values for samples of this soil treated with acid varying
in strength from N12 to ~V/8oextended from 25.8 to 29.9 cc.

We have then a soil quite free from organie matter with a

power to affect a salt solution in almost exactly the same

degreeas the soil with all the organic matter present.
Thé above experiment indicates that not only is the

peculiar behavior of the soil not due to the presence of in-

solubleorganic acids, but that it is not due to the presenceof

organic matter at ail but to inorganic compounds, probably

hydrated silicates. This conclusion is in agreement with

facts observedby many other investigators. As long ago as

1850,Way' succeeded in producing a silicate of sodium and

Jour.Roy.Agri.Soc.,n (1850).
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aluminium that would adsorbammoniafroma water solution.

This experiment is not, however,strictly analogous to those

described above, because we do not have in this case the

colloidal matter breaking up a sait and setting free an aeid.

It does show,however, that substances of this nature very

readily adsorb basic compounds. Dumont' has shown that

clay, silicicacid, and ferriehydroxidewillreact with potassium
carbonate and liberate carbondioxide. Kaolinhe found to be

practically inactive toward the salt. The latter result is in

agreement with the results of the writer since he found kaolin

to be inactive toward a salt solutionuntil it had been treated

with an acid. Kozai~makesthe statement that a soil had been

investigated by Daikuhaira whichwasquite free from humus

although acid in its action toward salt solutions. No data

are given in this article, but a publicationon the investigation
of the soil is promised. Thewriter has searchedthe literature

but has been able to get no trace of the promised article.

Summary

It has been found that acid soilsof the sandy loam type
liberate different quantities of acids in different salt solutions

and that the quantities of acidliberated in successiveapplica-
tions of the different salt solutionsdo not tend to approach
the same limiting values, but that the differences become

greater with each successiveapplication of salt solution.

When sodium acetate, potassiumnitrate and sodium chloride

are the salts used, it is found that they stand in the order

written with respect to the amount of acid liberated. Thèse

results indicate that the aeid in the salt solutions is not

liberated by any double decompositionwith insolubleorganic
acids of the nature of humicacids, but through the adsorption
of the base of the salt, the amountof baseadsorbed depending
on the salt used. The adsorption is of course accompanied

by the liberation of a correspondingamount of acid.

If a soil be treated with a dilute acid and washed until

1
Comptes rendus, 142, 345 ('90~)-

~Chem.Zeit.,3a,tt87(t9o8).
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the solubleacid is removed, the power of the soit for setting

free an acid in a salt solution is greatly increased. This fact

may be explained by supposing that the acid neutralizes and

couverts into soluble salts thé basic material held adsorbed

by the soil in its natural condition, thus rendering the soil

capableofadsorbing larger quantities of the basewhenbrought

in contact with a sait solution. 'rhese results throwsomelight

on the process by which soils, that were originallyneutral or

slightly alkaline, corne in time under constant cultivation

to be acid in character.

Kaolin in its natural condition does not affect a salt

solution. But if it is first treated with an acid,the solubleacid

beingthen washed out, the kaolin is foundto havea very sharp

acid action toward blue litmus and to have the power of

liberating an acid from a salt solution in exactly the same

way that a soil does. Further, when the kaolinis treated with

solutions of sodium acetate, potassium nitrate, and sodium

chloride,it is found that these substancesstand in the same

order with respect to the amount of acid liberated as they

do in the case of the soil.

Soil treated .with solutions of sulphuric acid varying in

concentration from N/2 to A~/8ois found to be affected in

almost exactly the same degree. This gives further con-

firmationof the theory that the effect of the acid is to neu-

tralize and remove the bases held adsorbed by the soil in its

natural condition. If this is the effect of the acid, the con-

centration would not matter unless the acid were so dilute

that the soil could hold the base in the presenceof the acid,

as it doeswhen it adsorbs the base from a sait and holds it in

the presenceof the acid set free.

Kaolin,treated with solutions of sulphuricacidof the same

concentration as those used in the case of the soil, is affected

differentlyby the different concentrations,the effectdecreasing

with decrease in concentration of the acid. That the kaolin

acts differently from the soil in this regard, may be due to the

fact that the effect of the acid is not so much to removebasic

matter held adsorbed by the kaolin as it is to transform by
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chemicalaction some of the silicatesinto colloidalcompounds
which have the power to selectivelyadsorb the base of any
salt with which they comein contact.

Tbat the acid is not adsorbedby thé soi!and kaolin and

liberated agâin when treated with a salt solution, was shown

by treating samples of soil and kaolin with sulphuric acid,

washing out the acid and treating with potassium nitrate

solution. Although a soluble acid was set free in the potas-
sium nitrate solution, no evidence of the presence of the

sulphate radical couldbe found. This showedthat there had

been no adsorption of the acid.

To show that the base of the salt is actually adsorbed

by the soil and kaolin, samples of these substances were

treated with dilute hydrochloricacid, and then with a barium

chloride solution, the amount of acid that was set free in the

solution being determined. The soil and kaolin after being

thoroughly washed were treated again with hydrochloric
acid and the amount of barium recovered by this process
determined. It was found that the barium recovered in the

case of the soit correspondedto 95percent of the acid liberated

in the barium chloride solutionand to 89 percent in the case

of the kaolin. The soilwas foundafter this second treatment

with hydrochloricacid to have regainedall its original capacity
for liberating an acid from a salt solution.

Finally it was foundthat a soilwhichhad been boiledfor

six or seven hours with concentratedsulphuric acid to remove

the organic matter, after being washedto remove the soluble

acid, had the power of setting free almost exactly the same

quantity of acid from a salt solutionas a sample of the same

soil whieh had been treated with A~/20or A//4.0acid and in

which all the organic matter was present. This would indi-

cate that acid soils of the sort investigated (sandy loams)
owe their acidity not to organic matter but to inorganic
matter, probably to hydrated silicates.



ELBCTRODEPOSITION OF NICKEL

BYC. W. BBNNETT,H. C. KENNYANUR. P. DUGMSS

A number of years ago, Calhane and Gammage' pub-
lished some very interesting facts concerning the déposition~:
of nickel from solutions of nickel ammonium sulphate. A
though these experiments were made to study the impuritie~o
such as iron, deposited with the nickel, they bring out som~
facts which may serve to throw light on the theory of nickel

deposition.
In their work, the anodes used were the commercial

ones, containing about 7.5 percent iron, and about 92 percent
nickel. The first experiment consisted in the electrolysis
of the nickel'solution (containing about Sograms of nickel

ammonium sulphate per liter of water) using the nickel-iron
anodes and platinum sheet cathodes. The current density
was about <).amperes per square decimeter, and the current

efficiencyon a one-hour run, was about 88 percent, the deposit
containing about 0.15 percent iron. The effect of stirring
was then tried by running two cells in series, one having a
stirrer which rotated 130 revolutions per minute, white the

other had a stationary electrolyte. The efficiencyin the two
cells was practically the same. being about 90 percent. The
iron in the deposit from the still solution was 0.13 percent,
and that from the stirred solution was 0.36 percent. The
effect of rotating the cathode was then tried by running two
cells in series, the conditions being the same with the ex-

ception that one held a stationary cathode while the other
had the cathode rotated 130 revolutions per minute. The

efficiencyof deposition was 91 percent with the stationary
and 12 percent with the rotating electrode. The iron con-
tained in the deposit was o. 11 percent for the stationary, and

0.55 percent for the rotating cathode. Cathodes were used

rotating 260, 519, to~i. and 2160revolutionsper minute, and

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,29,)268()907).
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efficiencies of 69, 65, 35, and 40 percent, respectively, were
obtained.

Unless thé anodes were enclosed in bags, or the cathode
placed in a porouscnp, the iron content of the rotating cathode
was always greater than that of the stationary ones.

In view of the fact that nothing has appeared, since this
publication, to explain the seeminglyspecifieeffect,due to the
rotation of thé cathode, it was thought that an explanation
should be sought with the idea of explaining someother facts
found with rotating cathodes. Interest was also stimulated
by the recent symposiumon electroplating.

In checking up the work of Calhane and Gammage, the

followingcurves of efficiencywere obtained, whichare plotted
against time in minutes as ordinate. By running for fifteen
minutes and weighing,and then continuing, the effeçtof time
is shown very plainly. The rotating cathode shows a lower

emciency than the stationary. The solution used contained
about 7 grams of crystallized nickel ammonium sulphate. and
i gram of nickel chloride per !oo ce of water. The anodes
contained about 0.75 percent of iron. The current density
was 1.5 amperes per square decimeter. The run giving the
third curve at the top of Fig. i, was made with a solution
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containing 8 grams nickel ammonium sulphate crystalline,
and i gram nickel chloride per 100ce of water. The anode
waso.i~ percent iron, the eurrent density wasabout 3 amperes
per square decimeter. Here the anode having the least iron
content is in the cell whichgivesthe highestefficiency. It was
therefore thought that iron had something to do with the

lowering of the efficiency. Attempts were made to obtain

pure nickel plate whieh contained no trace of iron for use as
anode for an efficiencytest to see if rotation wouldhave the
same effect here. It was thought possible that the voltage
relation might be changed so that iron could be reduced and
oxidized more easily than nickel deposited and dissolved,

respectively, and therefore, that these reactions would go on
more readily than the normal deposition of metal. The
alternate oxidation and reductionof the iron, if this is the im-

portant factor, would be greatly increased by the rapid stir-

ring and conséquent mixing of the anode and cathode com-

partment occasioned by the rotating cathode. Attempts,
however, to get a large amount of pure nickel were futile,
more or less, so it was decidedto change the plan.

If the cathode is enclosedin a porouscup, the iron will be
almost whollykept out, so that somefactors wouldbe changed
with a probable change in the results. Consequently, two
cells were run in series, one with, and the other without the

porous cup. The solutions were iron-free, and contained,
as all solutions henceforth, 8 grams of nickel ammonium

sùlphate and t gram nickelchlorideper !oo ce of water. The
chloride was added to aid the solution of the anodes (0.14
percent iron) which were used in several runs. The anodes
used here, however, contained 7.6percent iron. The eurrent
was as before. The deposits were weighed every fifteen
minutes for one hour and at longerintervals after that, giving
the time-efficiency curves shown in Fig. 2. The efficiency
in thc ordinary cell increasescontinuously,while that of thé

porous cup cell increases,reaches a maximum, and then falls
off. Inside of the porous cup, the cathode compartment,
after 15 hours' run, the solution consisted essentially of~a
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rather concentrated solution of ammonium hydroxide, the
nickel being almost wholly removed from the compartment
by déposition. The cathode in the ordinary cell contained
about 3.5 percent iron, the one in the porous cup containing
only 0.15 percent. After the run the solution in the ordinary
cell, 400 ce, had 0.4 gram of iron present. In the porouscup
cell, !.6 grams of iron were found inside the cup and 2.1c

grams outside. The iron had practicaUyaU been precipitated
by the ammoniumhydroxide inside the porous cup. It was

deposited before it reached the cathode and hence the iron
content of the cathodein the cup was low.

Mg.92

The fact that the cathode compartment becomes alka-
line leads one at once to an important consideration which

probably throws light on the deposition of several of the
metals more electropositivethan hydrogen. If the measure-
ment of the voltage required to deposit nickel,' 0.228 volt,
and the measurementof the overvoltage of hydrogen at the
surface of a nickelcathode, 0.14 to 0.2: volt, mean anything,
the fact that nickel is deposited instead of hydrogen from a
solution givinga slightacid reaction, cannot be ascribed to the

overvoltage of hydrogen,for the balanceis in the other direc-

Wilsmore:Zeit.phys.Chem.,35,3'8 (tgoo).
Coehn: Zeit. phys. Chem., 38, 618 (t90t); Caspari: Ibid., 30, 93 (1899).
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tion. It is not going too far, probably, to say that hydrogen
is liberated at a nickel electrode with a smaller&expenditure
of energy, than that required to deposit nickel. This leads

directiy, then, to the obvious conclusionthat nickel cannot be

deposited from an acid solution. When, however, the solu-

tion becomes slightly alkaline the nickel may be deposited,
for the concentration of hydrogen as ion becomespractically
zero in the alkaline solution. In interpreting this statement,
it must be borne in mind that the acidity of the solutionfrom

whieh the actual deposition takes place is considered,and not
that of the solution out between the two electrodes. Thé
referenceis, therefore, to the filmofsolution which is in actual

contact with the cathode.

Under this condition, suppose an electrolysis is begun
with nickel ammonium sulphate solution with nickel elec-
trodes. Thé solution being neutral or slightly acid will con-

tain the followingpositiveions,

H', Ni" and NH~

These ions will all take part in carrying the current to the

cathode. At the cathode hydrogen will be liberated, which

removal leaves an excess of hydroxyl ions which with the

NH4' ions corresponds to the ammonium hydroxide which

accumulates at the cathode. No deposition of nickel can

take place until the hydrogen is removed and the solution

becomes alkaline. When this occurs nickel may deposit,
and the efficiency of deposition will depend on the main-

tenance of a cathode film which is alkaline. The facts ex-

hibited in the curves, Pig. t, are intelligiblefrom this view-

point. When the electrolysisis started, the efficiencyis low

at first, due to the fact that muchof the current is used up in

liberating hydrogen. When these ions are removed, the

cathode film is alkaline, and nickeldeposits with an efficiency
which gradually increases as the electrolysis proceeds, until

practically a maximum value is reached, when the cathode

filmof solution is most favorable for the production of the best

deposit.
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These differences are well within thé limit of experi-
mental error and show that the cathode over-voltage has

nothing to do with the efficiency.
If the increase in efficiency with time is due to the ac-

cumulation of ammonium hydroxide at the cathode, this
condition could be realized synthetically throughout the
whole solution, by adding to the solution some ammonium

hydroxide. It ought to be possible to start the electrolysis
with a high efficiencyby adding the alkali to neutralize the
acid present. Runs were therefore made with solutions

(I90 cc each) to which 2, 5, and !0 ce of i 10 ammonium

hydroxide (sp. gr. 0.89) were added. With 2 ce of material
as is shownin Fig. 3, the efficiencyis increasedslightly over the
neutral solution, the amount of increase being very great

Thé tendency to deposit hydrogen is greaterat a platinum
cathode th.jm at a nickel cathode, on account of the over-

voltage effect. It might be said, therefore, that with a

platinum cathode, a low efficiency would be expected, since
the tendency to liberate hydrogen is greater than when a

nickel cathode is used. In the former case, some time is re-

quired to build up a surface of nickel, white in the case of a
nickel cathode, the nickel film is present from the beginning.

Having the nickel surface from the beginning, the over-

voltage effect would operate over a longer time than in the
case of a platinum cathode, and the tendency to deposit
hydrogen would be less in the case of a nickel cathode. If

the above were true, the efficiency would be lower with

platinum than with copper or nickel cathodes. When these
were tried practically no difference could be shown to exist,
as is shown in Table I. The cells were run in series for 177
minutes.

ÏABt.E 1

I~ffectof cathodeson efficiencyofdeposition

Cathode material Copper Nickel Ptatinum

EMeiency percent 93.5 96.0c~ 95. 3
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in the cases with 5 and to ce. The solution containing 5 cc

of ammonium hydroxidealways gave a more adhèrent and a

better deposit. These runs are with stationary electrodes,
the anodes being 0.5 percent iron, the cathode being copper,
held stationary. The current density was about 1.5 amperes

Ns.3

per square decimeter, and the cells were run in series with a

coulometer as in other cases. It seems that the efficiency
can be begun and maintained at almost any desired point
within limits by adding ammonium hydroxide. Thé same

effect is obtained with anodes containing 7.5 percent iron as

is shown in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note the fact that iron

is found in the cellsafter electrolysisas shown in Table II.
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TABt.all
Iron in cells with ammonium hydroxide

Amt-ofammoniacc None 2 ro

Iron in deposit at bottom of j
0'5 0044'beaker, grams 0.0225j 0.0300 0.0685S 0.0442

Iron in solution, grams i0.0t44.jo.oo92 Trace Nit

T he amount of iron in the precipitate on the bottom of the
b,eaker increases as the concentration of alkali inereases,
while the amount in the solution decreasesjust as it should.

The explanation of the decrease in efficiency with the

rotating cathode over the stationary one, becomes apparent
at once. The rotation of the Cathodestirs the solution and

gives a very effective means of breaking up this alkaline
film over the rotating part. This broken up, the efficiency
is low by amounts depending on the efficiencyof the removal
of the ammonium hydroxide from the film. The stirring
may just as wellbe considered as preventing impoverishment
of hydrogen which of course amounts to the same thing,
t'M..prevents the formationof an alkalinefilmover the cathode.
The efficiencyshould begin lower than the stationary one
and should increase as the electrolysis proceeds, since some
ammoniumhydroxide is piling up in the solution.

The efficiencyof removal of a surface film will depend
on the speed of rotation. It may be seen, therefore, that
the efficiencyshould decrease as the speed of rotation is in-
creased.

Although the method of removal of this film by stirring
the solution is an inefficient one, it ought to be possible to
decreasethe efficiencyby stirring the solution without rotating
the cathode. This is a necessary conclusionfrom the theory
given above. On the other hand, Calhane and Gammage
have shown that when a stirrer is rotated 130 revolutionsper
minute the efficiencyis not greatly different from the sta-

tionary one. They have carefully avoided stirring more

vigorouslyeven though it might easily be guessed that stir-
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ring vigorously out in the center of thé solution would prob-
ably disturb the cathode film only as much as that oceasioned

Whenthe cathode itself is revolved very slowly. It seemed
safe to say, therefore, that if the stirring were more vigorous,
the efficiency would be decreased. At any rate, since the

theory requires this, the experiment had to be made. The
results for two rates of stirring will be shown. The conditions
were practically the same as before: nickel anodes, o.t<~per-
cent iron, perforated platinum sheet cathodes, solution as
before (80 grams nickel ammonium sulphate, and 10 grams

nickel chloride per liter). The current density was about

i.$ ampères per square decimeter and the cathodes were

weighedevery 15minutes. No coulometer was used, it being
desired to see the difference between a stationary solution

and one which was well stirred. The containers were cryntat-
lizingdishes 12.5 cmin diameter, the anode being placed on

one side and the cathode on the opposite side. Situated

about 2 cm from the cathode in one ceU, was a cylindrical,

perforated, sheet, platinum electrode about 3 cm in diameter
and 5 cm long, fastened to a shank or shaft, whieh was held

in a chuck and rotated. This gave very good stirring at the

surface of the cathode sheet. The rotating piece, of course,
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was not eleetrieally connected, it being used only for stirring.
One run was made with stirrer rotated at 420, and another
at 750 revolutions per minute. The former rate of stirring
gives eurve A, and the latter one, curve B, Fig. 5. These

curves show relative efficiencies of the cells with a still solu-

tion and that with a stirred solution. In other words, they
give the efficiencies of thé stirred solution as compared with
the still solution which is assumed one hundred percent. From
these curves the conclusion may be drawn that the efficiency
of deposition decreases, as the rate of stirring is increased,
as it should according to the theory just advanced.

With this, a number of facts become intelligible which

otherwise are weird. The curve at the top of Fig. j, which

was run at a higher current density than the other stationary
curve, shows a higher efficiency because the rate of carrying
in thé ammonium ion is relatively greater as eompared with
its diffusion backward, the current density being higher.
This gives conditions for the formation of a more alkaline
mm where the current density is higher, and therefore the

higher efficiency.

As to the behavior of iron, it may be said that if it is

deposited at a lower voltage than nickel,' it will be deposited
first if it can get to the cathode. Where an ammoniacal film
exists over the cathode the iron cannot get in, since it is

deposited as hydrated oxide. But when the film is broken by
rotation, iron may enter and be deposited. In other words,

just as was found, the amount of iron in the deposit is greater
with a rotating than with a stationary electrode. If iron is

deposited after nickelé it would be deposited when nickel
is impoverished. When the electrode is rotated, this im-

poverishment is prevented. The increase of the iron content
with increasing rotation would seem to indicate that Küster's

conclusion is due to some specifie effect other than the voltage
relations. On the other hand, it was noted that the solution

ToepfTer:Zeit.mektrochemie,6,~42(t8()()).
Ktistcr:Ibid.,7, 690(tf~oi).
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became clouded in the cell with a rotating electrode. It is

possible,therefore, that some of the increase could be due to

mechanicaldepositionof the hydrated oxide which presumably
causesthe cloudingeffect.

The best deposits are obtained when the solution is

alkalineat the surfaceof the cathode. This would mean that

at the time the best deposit of nickel is being obtained, it

should be impossible to get iron deposited at the cathode

untess it be by mechanical occlusionor deposition.
When the solution, which has been electrolyzed, has

stood, the ammonium hydroxide necessary for good efficiency
willdiffuseaway from the electrodeand the efficiencywillbe

less after standing, less than that obtained if the solution

were worked continuously. This is shown very wcll in Fig.

5 where the solutions stood as noted, and it is seen from thc

curve that the efficienciesare very much lower than if run

continuously. From the measurements as taken from the

work of Calhane and Gammage, 12 percent efficiency was

obtained with a rotation of 1~0R. P. M. Then with 260
R. P. M., 69 percent was obtained. It appears that both

must have been made in the same solution. If so, it is un-

fortunate that they did not try to duplicate the 130 R. P. M.

run in the same solution after running the 260 R. P. M. one.

The efficiencywould probably have been about 70 percent
instead of 12percent.

It may be concluded that:

Agooddeposit of nickel may be obtained from the double

sulphate if the solution at the surface of the cathode is kept
alkaline.

The efficiencyis dependent upon the degree of alkalinity
of the cathode film.

The efficiencycan be started high and maintained high

by adding a definite amount of ammonium hydroxide to thé

solution.

The alkaline solution mm at the cathode may be dis-

turbed and the efficiencyof deposition decreased, by stirring
the solutionvigorously.
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Since alkalinity is necessary for goodefficiency,it is very
probable that in acid solutions, nickel is deposited only when

impoverishmentof thé hydrogenions has caused the solution
to becomealkaline and given the conditionswherenickelmay
deposit.

Thé ironcontent of a deposit formedona rotating cathode,
is greater than that formed on a stationary electrode. This

may be due to mechanicalocclusions.
The iron content of the anode does not materially affect

the efficiency.
~f~C<Km~<)/ ~.(;&OM;O~Y

(.'<?// C'Mtt'fft<<y



THE THEORY 0F DYEING. III

BY WIt<DSR D. BANCRO!~

Sincedyeing is in general a case of selective adsorption

by the fiber,we should expect to findall degrees of adsorption.
If the amountof adsorption is lowand if the fiberconsequently
showsno tendency to exhaust the bath, the dye in the fiber

will wash out readily and the practical dyer will say that

that dye does not dye that fiber. For practical reasons the

dyer does not recognize the innumeraMe gradations of ad-

sorption which actually occur with different dyes and differ-

ent fibers. To him a dye either dyes or does not dye a given
fiber. Thus, methylene blue is not supposed to dye cotton;
but one has nevertheless to wash cotton thoroughly to remove

all the methylene blue. The distinction is a good one prac-

tically but it should not be allowed to interfere with the

theoretical treatment of the subject. We are actually deal-

ing with differencesin degree, not differencesin kind.

There are some dyes which are not adsorbed strongly by
woot and very many which are not adsorbed strongly by
cotton. Satisfactory results can be obtained only by use

of mordants,' which are "substances by means of which we

are able to fix coloring matters, which of themselves have

[!itt!eorj noafnnity for the fabric." The term and conception
date back a good way. Thus my name-sake' says: "Ad-

jective coloring matters are generally soluble, in a great

degree at least, by water; though some of them derivc their

solubility from an intermixture of what has been called ex-

/~oc<Mcmatter; which being separated in the dyeing process,
after the adjective color has been applied to the dyed sub-

stance, their union becomesthereby more intimate and perma-
nent. But in other respects, adjective colors owe their

durability, as well as their lustre, to the interposition of some

1 Critce-Calvert: "Dyeint;andCa)icoPrinting," 17 ([878).

Bancroft: "PhHosophy of Permanent Colors," t, 3~; (t8t.;).
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earthy or metallic basis; which, having a considerableattrac-
tion, both for the coloring matter and the stuff to be dyed,
serves as a bond of union between them, and obviâtes that
disposition to sufferdecompositionand decay,whichnaturally
belongs to such coloring matters when «KcotMMMpd.Thèse
earthy and metallie bases, having been commonlyemployed
in a state of solution or combinations with acids, were from
that circumstance denominated mordants (bitersor corroders)
by the French, who, indeed, began to employ thé term long
before a theory of dyeing had been conceived;whilst even
alum was supposed to act by its sulphuric acid, and not by
thé pure clay upon whieh its usefulness depends, and whilst
in truth all the other matters called mordants were supposed
to be useful onlyby their solvent or corrodingpowers;and the
term, having been thus employed, has since been adopted in
other countries. The ingenious Mr. Henry, of Manchester,
has, however, lately objected to it with great reason, and has

proposed in its stead to employ the term basis,which seems
defective only, inasmuch as it does not expressthe particular
<~)t! or powero/' attraction, manifestty subsisting between
these earthy and metallic substances, and the several adjec-
tive coloring matters, as well as between the former and the
fihers of wool,silk, cotton, etc. 1 confess, however, that no
other more suitable term has occurred to me; and being un-
willing to proposenew terms, without some cogent reason, I
shall sometimesemploy that ofmordant as wellas that of basis
though not indiscriminatelyin all cases; sinceI shall generally
use the formerto signify earthy and metallic substances when
ac<MaM;'dissolvedby some acid, alkaline, or other solvent, and
when, of course, they will commonly prove more or less cor-
roding or biting, according to the originalmeaningof the term.
But the denomination of basis will be most frequently used
to designate the same earthy and metallic substances, dis-

tinctly and separately from any acid or other solvent, when
actually fixed in the pores of fibers of wool,silk, etc., or when
it is not intended to notice any property in them, which may
more immediately resuit from their combinations with any
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particular menstruum. M. Berthollet, indeed, gives the term

mordant a much more extensive signification, as meaning all

the different chemical agents capable of serving as M/~w<'(/M

between the several coloring particles and the stuffs so dyed

with them, either for the purpose of assisting their union or

of modifying it. This last effect (of modification) may,

however, be produced by a varicty of matters besides those

which are of the earthy or metaUie kinds, and indeed by every-

thing capable, not of fixing, but of merely varying the shades

of adjective coloring matters. Thèse, therefore, 1 think

it more proper to designate, not as mordants or bases, but as

alterants, whose use and application may in this respect be

extended to substantive as well as to adjective colors."

A mordant can be defined as a substance which is adsorhed

strongly by the fiher and which adsorbs thé color strongly.

When dyeing mordanted cloth, we really dye thé mordant

in most cases rather than the nber itself. When thé mordant

is dyed with no fiber present, the dyed product is called a lake,

though the lakes used as pigments are usually thrown down

on, or together with, barium sulphate, china clay, lead sul-

phate, red lead, or some other suitable médium intended to

modify the physical properties. For aeid dyes the usual

mordants are the hydrous oxides of aluminum, chromium,

iron, tin, copper, lead, etc., while thc basic dyes are mordanted

with tannin, fatty acids, athumin, silicic acid. arsenic acid,

or phosphoric acid. The basic dyes are also sometimes mor-

danted with the direct cotton colors.' Sulphur and other

substances may be used as mordants in special cases. A

satisfactory theory of dyeing must account for the action of

the specific mordants, and also for thé action of the so-called

fixing agents. The metallic mordants can be fixed, or made

to hold faster to the fiber by treatment with silicates, arscnafes,

phosphates, tannin, or fatty acids, lime, magnesia, and the

hydrous oxides of zinc, nickel, and cobalt are helpful in

Knecht, Rawson ant! Locwen~hat: "A Manua) p[ Dycin); 2nd Kd.,

378(t9;o).
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conjunction with other fixing agents. Lime seems to be
essential when alumina is used as a mordant for alizarine;
but it is quite possible that the lime helps fix the color to the
mordant rather than the mordant to the fiber. The acid
mordants can be fixed by metallic mordants in général, while
tartar émette is the best fixingagent for tannin. Thé theory
of mordants, therefore, involves four different things: the
relation between the fiber and the mordant, the relation be-
tween the mordant and the fixingagent, the relation between
the mordant and the dye, and the relation between the dye
and the fixingagent.

Most people consider: that the mordant forms a definite

compound with the fiber in the case of wool, though not in
the caseof cotton; that the mordant formsa definite compound
with the dye; that the mordant forms a definite compound
with the fixing agent; and that the dye forms a compound
with the compound formed by the interaction of mordant and
fixingagent. Knecht, Rawson and Loewenthal' say: "The
name [mordant] is derived from the French word mordre
(to bite or corrode), because the early French dyers believe
that the utility of the metallic salts they employed consisted
in their corrosive nature; it was believedthat these substances

opened the pores of the textile fibersand thus rendered them

capable of absorbing the dyestuffs. At a later period it was

recognizedthat the so-calledmordants entered into a chemical
combination with the dyestuffs and formed insoluble com-

pounds or 'color lakes;' hence these substanceswere considered

principally as fixing agents for the dyestuffs. In many
cases this is true–t. c., where a dyestuff dyes without the aid
of mordants, and becomessimplyfaster to washing and milling
by the application of the mordant. In most cases, however,
the mordant is an essential constituent of the color, as without
it no color at all or only a worthlessshade is produced. We
consider as mordants substances which, partly or wholly,
combine with the dyestuffs to form definite compounds

"AManualofDyeing,"2ndEd.,4, M.t79,189,224.234(<9m).
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in the fiber, thus distinguishing them from those compounds
which take part in the dyeing process without entering into

the compositionof the ultimate color.

"The mordants may be classined as acid and basic mor-

dants. The acid mordants, of whieh the tannins and the oil

(fatty acid compounds) mordants are the most important,
serve for the fixation of basic dyestuffs and metallic oxides;

they are often used for fixing basic mordants on the fiber,

which latter then act as the true mordants in dyeing. Their

chief application is in the dyeing of cotton and linen, and in

silk weighting. The basic mordants contain the hydrated
oxides of the heavy metals as their active constituents; of

this class the most important are compounds(salts) of alum-

inum, iron, chromium, copper, and tin. In accordance with

their basic character, these mordants serve for the fixation

of acid or phenol-likedyestuffs.
"As far back as the eighteenth century it was observed

that for the dyeing of cotton with madder and alumina mor-

dants calcareous water was necessary; the influence of lime

in water used for dyeing with other mordants and dyestuffs
was also noticed. In 1882,Horace Koechlin,in a communica-

tion to the Société Industrielle de Mulhouse,pointed out that

certain coloringmatters could be more readily fixedon cotton

by means of doublemordants,(containing two metals) than by

simple ones. Such double mordants were prepared by mix-

ing aqueous solutions of acetate of alumina, or acetate of

chrome with either acetate of lime or acetate of magnesia.
He showed that calico prepared with such mordants could be

dyed with Phloxin, Scarlet 3R, and other coloring matters.

Some years later he recommended for the fixation of St.

Denis red a treble mordant consisting of alumina, magnesia,
and oxide of zinc, and showed that this treble mordant was

also capable of fixing other azo dyes, yieldingbright shades

which werecomparatively fast to soap.

"Pollowing up this subject more closelyfrom a scientific

point of view, Prud'homme, taking as his starting point

Vauquelin's observation that alumina precipitated in presence
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of magnesia is insoluble in caustic alkalies, discovered that,

beside magnesia, other metals possess the property of produc-

ing compounds with alumina insoluble in atkalies. which are

usefu! as mordants; and further, that other metallic oxides

which are soluble in aïkalies are capable of yielding, like alu-

mina, insoluble compounds of this character of fOM~O!<nd

mordants. Nickel and cobalt salts, for instance, act better

than magnésium salts in rendering the precipitated alumina

insoluble in caustic soda, while tin and zinc salts form with

each other a compound mordant which is also insoluble in

caustic soda. Prud'homme maintains that in cotton dyeing

compound mordants are invariably produced, either inten-

tionally or accidentally on the fiber, and that there is no such

thing as a simple mordant. The best mordants consist of

compounds of sesquioxides, like alumina, chromic oxide, or

ferrie oxide, with monoxides, like lime, magnesia, or zinc

oxide. In some cases treble mordants give even better re-

sults. Thus iron fixed with arseniate of soda or phosphate of

soda gives better results with lime or magnesia than without

these oxides."

"The Mwda<;<tMgof wool and silk appears to be analogous

to the dyeing of these nhers, and to depend upon their acid

and basic properties. Thus, wool boiled with a solution of

aluminum sulphate fixes both the acid and the basic constit-

uent of the sait; but, being possessed of more pronounced
acid than basic properties, it absorbs the basic constituent

more energetically than thé acid one, and some free acid is

left in thé solution. By subséquent treatment with boiling

water, more acid is extracted, and the alumina becomes more

firmly combined with the substance of the fiber. It is note-

worthy that only such salts which contain the acid and basic

constituents in a comparatively loose state of combination are

ahsorhed hy the wool fiber. Thus, whereas the sulphates
of aluminum, iron, chromium, and copper are readily taken

up from the boiling solutions by the wool fiber, sodium sul-

phate or sodium chloride are not taken up at ail. Chromic

acid, on the other hand, is readily taken up by wool, and,
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like thé acetates of the heavy metals, is precipitated from its

aqueoussolutionby lanuginicacid."

"The application [of the tannin-substances in dyeing
isbased on thc fact that they are readilyabsorbed by the tex-

tile fibers, notably by cotton, linen,and silk; and on the prop-

erty of forming insoluble compoundsin the fibers,on the one

hand with the heavy metals and with antimony, and on the

other hand with the basic dyestuffs."
"Tannic aeid forms lakes with the basic colors, which

are insoluble in pure water, but dissolvein an excessof tannin

and in other acids. The tannic acids can be converted into

various metallic salts, which are insoluble in tannic acid or

in water, and which, when producedin the fiber, resist soaping

very well. These insoluble salts possess thé same property
as tannic acid in the freestate of forminglakes with the basic

colors; but an excess of the salts has no dissolvingaction on

the color lakes, and the products are very stable. There are

in this way produced in the fiber ~<' cow~oM~' of tannic

acid, a metallic oxide and a basic color, whieh are quite in-

soluble in water, and resist both washing and soaping ex-

tremely well; and they are also faster to light than the lakes

of tannin and coloringmatter whichdo not contain a metallic

oxide."

"Sodium phosphate precipitates from thé solutions of

aluminum salts u/MO~MKtMphosphate,AlPO. Al-~SOJ~ +

zNa~HPO.,= 2AlP04 + Na~SO,+ zNaHSO~. Thé precipi-
tate forms a voluminouswhite mass,whichis solublein caustic

soda, but not in ammonia. It aisodissolvesin hydrochloric
or nitric acid, but not in acetic acid. Citric acid prevents
thé formation of the precipitate but not tartaric aeid or sugar.
Aluminum phosphate is soluble in the aqueous solutions of

other aluminum salts. One equivalentofaluminum sulphatc,

Al~SC~);),can keep one equivalent of aluminum phosphate,
A1P04in solution, according to Liechti and Suida. This is

probably the reason why sodium phosphate is not a good

fixingagent for aluminum mordants. Sodium arsenate pré-

cipitates from thé solutions of aluminum salts o/M~n~~x
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arsenale as a white powder, which is insoluble in water, but
soluble in acids. This reaction is used to fix aluminum mor-
dants on the vegetabte fibers. Sodium silicate precipitates
from the solutions of atuminum salts aluminum hydroxide;
the silicie acid does not combineunder these conditions with
alumina; if the silicateof soda contains an excess of caustic
soda, the precipitate of aluminum hydroxide may redissolve
in the precipitant."

"The COM)pOXt<MK0/ the MO)'doM<W~tdtis retainectby the
/t~f) varies with the different fixing processes. In almost

every case aluminum hydroxide is formed either by mère dis-
sociation of the aluminum salt, or by decomposition of the
same with ammonia, or with sodiumor ammonium carbonate,
or with chalk, etc. In addition, arsenate and phosphate of
soda generate more or less aluminum arsenate, and phos-
phate soap produces stearate, palmitate, or oleate of alu-

minum whereas silicateof soda forms the hydroxide only.
If the material was prepared with tannie acid, oil or soap,
tannate, etc., of aluminum is formed; the mordanting with
stannate and alum producesonly stannic hydrate and alu-
minum hydroxide. In casea basicsulphate is fixed exclusively
by aging, very basic sulphates are formed, which, being in-
soluble in water, are retained, together with the hydroxide,
while the neutral sulphate and free acid, which werc formed

by dissociation through aging, are removed by washing.
It is, however, more usual to pass the goods after the aging
through some fixing bath-e. g., chalk or phosphate-which
remove probably the whole amount of the sulphuric acid."

Parry and Coste' say: "The neutral color lakes may,
in general, be regardedas compoundsof one or more natural
color acids with inorganicbases, with, at times, more or less
mechanical admixture of excess of base or acid. Theoret-

ically, however, the lake may be regarded as the true com-

pound in thé sense described. In the same way the lakes of
the artificial color must he regarded as true chemical com-

"ThéChemistryofPigments,"~o (t<)02).
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pounds, although the mechanical admixture plays an im-

portant part in the preparation of the colors in aetual practice.
"For the purposes of the present chapter, artificial color-

ing matters capable of forming lakesmay be divided into three

groups. These are as follows: (t) The artificial color bases

containing nitrogen in combination with hydrogen, so that

the base behaves as an ammonia derivative. (2) Artificial

colors of a purely acid nature, capable of combining with an

inorganic base. (3) Artificial colors in which both acid and

basic functions exist simultaneously in a well-defineddegree.
Such bodies may be typified by a sulpho acid of an amido

compound.
"In this sense then we understand a true lake, and it is

necessary to here draw attention to the somewhat free use

of the word 'base' in connection with this subject. As we

are employing the word, it refers to a compound or an oxide

of a metal capable of uniting to form a definite compound
with an acid. The word is also employed ('lake base,' etc.)
when referring to a neutral body, such as sulphate of barium

or china clay, which is employed as an absorbent, or as a dil-

uent for a color, but in the present work the word will not be

employed in that sense.

"At the same time it must beadmitted that the principles
of lake formation are not altogether as well understood as

onecould wish. Althoughwehaveemphasizedthe importance
of recognizing the principle of true chemical combination as

the basis for the formation of lakes, there is considerableroom

for speculation as to the degree to which this combination

is carried in a great number of caseswhich must be regarded
as belonging to the class of true lakes. It is quite certain that

advantageous .precipitation of color bases takes place, when

only a small proportion of the calculated molecularequivalent
of the precipitating aeid is used. This is especially the case

when tannic acid is employed. Here, thèn, we have a case

in which, whilst there is certainly a true chemicalcombination

of the base and the acid, there exists in the compound far

more base than the theoretical combination would require.
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It is usual to use the expression 'mechanical combination'
in such cases,and to escape from the difficulty of a lame ex-

planation by the use of a term which is even more difficult
to define than the originalproblem is to explain. In certain
cases, wherea voluminousprecipitate, such as that of alumina
in the hydrated state, is thrown down, a speciesof mechanical
combination' is not difficult to assume. For example, when
one adds a solutionof ammonia to a solution of alum mixed
with a salt of calcium, a voluminous precipitate is thrown
down. It is of such a bulky, gelatinous nature that together
with thé mass of water whieh assists to make up the 'jelly,'
there is a considerableamount of lime salts; it is next to im-

possible to completely remove these lime salts by ordinary
washing with water. and when the alumina is filtered off and
dried, it will be foundthat there still remains an appréciable
amount of lime in a state of intimate admixture with the
alumina. But the quantity is not sufficient to explain the
almost completeprecipitation of a considerable excessof base

by a small quantity of the precipitating acid, as in the case
we have quoted.

Froma prolonged expérienceof compounds of the in-

organic elements, which are more easily manipulated than
thé organic compoundsfrom this point of view, we are ac-

quainted with well-definedbasic compounds, i. e., compounds
of a base with an acid which are not of normal constitution,
but contain definite molecular proportions of the base in ex-
cess of that requiredfor the normal compound. In our pres-
ent imperfect state of knowledgeconcerning the exact nature
of thé combinationexistingbetweenmany organic compounds,
it appears to us that the most feasibleexplanation of the some-
what erratic combinationsof these lake bodies is the existence
of an analogousseriesof compounds to those which, as just
mentioned, are well recognized between inorganie elements.
This, however, is merely a matter of speculation, and need
not, therefore, be further discussed here. We now pass on
to the considerationof the coal-tar lakes, and in doing this
we have arranged the lakes in groups according to their colors,
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without taking their chemical constitution into consideration,

a practice which, as evident in the earlier chapters, would

not have been convenient when dealing with the pigments

of inorganic origin."

Friend' also considers that lakes are or should be definite

compounds. "Most natural coloring matters are acidic

in character, and can, therefore, combine with basic bodies,

such as the oxides and hydroxides of metals. The products

thus obtained are colored, and insoluble in water; they, there-

fore, possess two of the qualities necessary to render them

serviceable as pigments. Theoretically, the amount of hasic

substance should be exactly sufficient to neutralize all thé

acid color-neither more nor less--to form a true lake. Prac-

tically, however, this rule is not adhered to, an excess of base

heing usually employed in such quantities as to produce thé

desired shade. The greater the proportion of the base. the

lighter will be the tint, for obvious reasons. As the color

and metallic base have such a strong affinity for one another,

it is generally sufficient to mix solutions of the two, whcn the

lake separates out. Sometimes, however, the addition of

small quantities of sodium carbonate is necessary to effect

the precipitation."

Knecht and Humme~ do not even discuss the possibility

of the fixing agents not forming definite compounds with the

mordants. "Silk may be often mordanted in the same manner

as wool, but as a rule it is treated like cotton. The silk is

steeped for several hours in cold, neutral, or basic solutions

of chromium chloride, alum, ferrie sulphate, etc., then rinsed

in water slightly, and passed into a cold dilute solution of

silicate of soda, in order to fix the mordants on the fiber as

insoluble silicates. Cotton does not. like wool and silk,

possess the property of decomposing metallic salts, hence thé

methods of mordanting this fiber are more complex, and vary

according to the metallic salts and coloring matters employed.

"AnIntroductionto the Chcmistryof Paints." io[ ()9<o).

"ËncyctopediaBntannica,"nth Ed.,8, 74S(<9'o).
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as well as the particular effects to be obtained. One method
is to impregnate the cotton with a solution of so-called 'sul-
phated oil' or 'Turkey red oit;' the oil-prepared material is
then dried and passed into a cold solution of somemetallic
sait -<?. g., aluminum acetate, basic ehromium chloride, etc.
The mordant is thus fixed on thé fiber as a metallic oleate,
and after a passage through water containing a little chalk
or silicate of soda to removeacidity, and a final rinsing, the
cotton is ready for dyeing. Another method of mordanting
copper is to fix the metallic salt on the fiber as a tannate in-
stead of an oleate. This iseffectedby first steepingthe cotton
in a cold solutionof tannic acid or in a cold decoctionof some
tannin matter, c. g., sumach, in whieh operation the cotton
attracts a considerableamount of tannic acid; after squeezing,
the material is steeped for an hour or more in a solution of
the metallic salt and finallywashed. Thé mordants employed
in this case are various-e. g., basic aluminum or ferrie sul-
phate, basic chromicchloride,stannic chloride (cotton spirits),
etc. There are other methods of mordanting cotton besides
those mentioned, but thé main object in ail cases is to fix
an insoluble metallic compoundon the fiber. It is interesting
to note that whether the metallic oxide is united with the
substance of the fiber, as in the case of wooland silk, or pre-
cipitated as a tannate, oleate, silicate, etc., as in the case of
cotton or silk, it still has the power of combining with the
coloring matter in the dyebath to form the colored lake or

dye on the material."

I propose to show that no definite compoundsare formed
as a rule when dyeing with mordant colors. The fiber ad-
sorbs the mordant, the mordant adsorbs the dye, and the mor-
dant adsorbs the fixing agent. It is not impossiblethat defi-
nite compounds are formed with special substances or under
special conditions; but I daim that these are merely unim-
portant cases and that they have no significancefor the general
theory of dyeing.

The taking up of mordants by wool is like the case of the

adsorption of alkali or acid, with the exception that the ad-
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sorbed bases are practically insoluble in water and conse-

quently do not tend to wash out in water to any appreciable
extent. It is perhaps désirable to give some data, in support
of this, though it must be admitted that the experimentshave

never been done in the proper way. Pelet-Jolivet' gives

figuresforwoolwith aluminumchloride,potassium bichromate,

potassium chromate,and chrome alum, Table I.

TABt<N1

3 g wool,200ce solution s Swool, 200 cc solution
1

Aluminumchloride Potassium bichromate

Grams in solution Gramsadsorbed Grams in solution Grams adsorhed

0.007 0.0037 0.0~76 0.002~

0.0038 0.0)83 0.1902 o.oonS

0.0304 o.ot38 0.2324 0.1676

0.1256 0.0956 0.304 0.206

0.8596 0.0252 t.)0t 0.290

2.~65 0.655
–

3-S32. 0,392
–

~J.–

5 g wool,200ec solntion 5 g wool, 200 cc solution

Potassiumchromate Chrome alum

Grams in sotution Grams adsorbed Grams in solution Grams adsorbed

0.1887 o.ot!3 3 o.;8t8 o.ot82

0.5861 0.0139 0.5831 0.0169

0.9807 o.o<93 0.9766 0.023~

t.3749 0.0251 !.i59 0.241
– –

'.743 0.257

One difficulty with these data is that they do not really

represent the facts. In the case of aluminum chloride, a

certain amount of this substance purports to have been ad-

sorbed. Though it is not so stated, it is certain that the author

determined the amount of alumina adsorbed and then cal-

"DieTheoriedesMtrheprozcMcs,"7! 79f~to).
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culated this into aluminum chloride. It is quite impossible
that the aluminum chloride could have been adsorbedwithout

decomposition. The irregularity of this series is in itself
a proof of disturbing factors. A similar criticism applies to
the other cases in Table I. In spite of these defects, it is

quite clear that there is no evidence for the existenceof two
solidphases, and that, consequently, the taking up of alumina
andof hydrous chromiumoxideby woolisa caseofadsorption.

An independent way to check this conclusionis to postu-
late the adsorption and then to see to what extent this enables
usto account for and to criticize the results obtainedby other

people. Aluminum salts hydrolyze to a certain extent cold
and to a greater extent when the solution is heated. The

hydrousoxide set free may remain apparently dissolvedbut

reallyas a colloidal suspension; or it may coagulate and pre-
cipitate, depending on the conditions of the experiment.
Other things being equal, the tendency of the aluminato co-

agulate will he greater the higher the concentration of the

hydrousalumina. Excessof acid will forceback thehydrolysis
and the hydrolysis will be less the stronger the acid that is
used. Sincethe fiberadsorbs hydrous alumina,byhypothesis,
the hydrolysis will proceed farther in presence of the fiber
than when no fiber is présent. While it is true that the hy-
drolysiswill proeeed farther the less acid the solution,it does
not followthat the ideal condition for mordantingis a neutral
or alkaline solution. We must consider also the rate of hy-

drotysisbecause it is essential for the fiber to hold the hydrous
oxideas wellas to set it free. Consequentlyit maybebeneficial
to have in the solution substances whieh retard the precipi-
tation or coagulation of the hydrous oxide. From a neutral
or basic aluminum sulphate solution, the atumina might
easily precipitate in relatively large masses which would be

chieflyon the surfaceof the fiber and whichwouldnot be held
fast by it. Adding organic acids might very well retard

coagulationsufficientlyto enable the alumina to be taken up
in a more satisfactory form of the fiber. If one impregnates
the fiberwith a solution of aluminum acetate and then steams
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the fiber,the acetate willbe driven offgradually, and hydrous
alumina will be set free slowly, thus permitting of a very
effectiveadsorption. Sincethe object of getting the mordant

into the fiber is to have something there which will adsorb

the coloringmatter, the ideal thing would be to precipitate
the aluminain the form in which it would hold fastest to the

cloth, wouldhave the maximumtransparency, and wouldad-

sorb the greatest atnount of dye. It is not probable that

the mordant can be obtained in such a form that it would

satisfy all these requirements to the highest degree simul-

taneousty. We shall, therefore, expect to find that the prop-
erties of the mordant vary with the treatment and that one

strikesa balance so as to get the mordant in the form whieh

is mostgenerallyuseful.

Liechtiand Suida' have donc some workon the behavior

of the solutions of some salts of alumina and iron. "The

operation of mordanting textile fibers with aluminum, iron,

and chromium salts consists in presenting solutionsof these

in such a condition to the fiber, that it shall be readily and

completelyimpregnatedwith them, so that under the influence

of the fiber itself and by certain physico-chemicalprocesses
the oxides or very basic salts are precipitated thereupon.
The insolublemetallic compounds thus deposited in, on, or

among the fibers form the mordant in its narrowest sense,

combining,as they do, with the coloringmatters either chem-

ically or mechanically, thus rendering it possibleto dye thé

fiber. Alizarine,for example,is a yellow-coloredbody which

alone does not dye, but which can combine chemicallywith

the oxides of aluminum, iron, and chromium, to form the

actual colors-red, pink, black, violet, and reddishbrown.

The authors' taskhasbeen tostudy what influencesthe various

acids,combinedwith the sesquioxides(R~O.~)of iron,aluminum,

etc., wouldhave upon the behavior of the salt solutions with

respect to the fiber to be mordanted. This necessitated the

study of the dissociationof various normal and basicsolutions,

Jour.Soc.Chcm.Ind., 537('S83).
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and also their behavior towards the fibersunder conditions
similar to those whieh obtain in the practical opérations of
the dyeing and printing. The present paper deals only
witli the phenomena of dissociation of various alumina and
iron salts, in which the amount of aluminaor ferrie oxide was

exactly the same. Soluble basic salts were prepared from
concentrated solutions of the normal salts by adding to the
latter various amounts of sodium carbonate, sodium bicar-
bonate, or the correspondinghydrated oxide. There was also

prepared a number of normal and basicsait solutionsin which
the base is apparently in combinationwithonly two molecules
of acid radicals, because such salts play an important part
in practice. In determining the dissociationpoint by heating,
equal volumesof the solutions wereput into test-tubes of equal
diameter, and these were partially immersedin a large glass
beaker filled with water, and containing a thermometer.
The water was heated very gradually to the boiling point,
and the dissociationpoint was determinedfromthis thermom-
eter, an experiment having shown that it registered exactly
t lower than if placed in the solutionin the test-tube. The
dissociated mordant solutions were allowedto cool in order
to see if the precipitate would redissolveor not. In de-

termining the dissociationpoint by dilution,equal volumesof
the mordants were mixed with gradually increasingamounts
of water, and the mixtures were allowedto stand for five
minutes. In this way the exact amount of solution was as-
certained which was just necessary to cause turbidity or the

beginningof dissociation. To determinethe amount of water

necessary to precipitate the alumina completelythe separate
liquids werefiltered and the amount of aluminain the nitrate
was estimated. In these experiments of dilution a natural
water containing 0.0748g. CaO and o.ot g. MgO per liter
was taken, in order to give a practical bearing to them. In
ail cases the dilution was limited to such an amount that the
CaO and MgOof the water could have no appreciableaction.
With respect to the behavior of the variousaluminum mor-

dants, no decomposition took place with any of the normal
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salts, either in boiling or diluting. With an increase in their

basiccondition the sulphates and acetates, and in a less de-

gree the sulphocyanates, showed an incrcasingliability to de-

composition by heating, while the basic chlorides were not

dissociatedeither by boiling or by dilution, even when four

moleculesof acid radicals were withdrawn. By dilution with

waterthere were decomposedonly the basic sulphates,sulpho-
acetates and those basic acetates whieh contained in solution

a sulphate,e. g., Na2S04;whereas, acetates (even whenbasic),
free from H-iSO~,also chlorides, nitrates, and sulphocyanates,
couldbe diluted with water at the ordinary temperature with-

out undergoing decomposition. Since it appeared to be of

practical importance to gain some definite information as

to the behavior of the mordants to the fiber, and the amount

of mordant fixed on the latter during such operations as are

actuaUy adopted in practice, experiments were made with

the mostusual mordants in thé followingmanner: A weighted

quantity of cotton was evenly impregnated with, say, an

alummordant until its weight was exactly doubled, and then

hung in a dry place on glass rods for 36 hours. A certain

portionwas then incinerated in order to determine the amount

of alumina which the fiber had at its command. Another

portion of the prepared fiber was then dried in a constant air

current for six hours at a temperature of 40° C. Thenber

was then washed for six hours with a definite amount of dis-

tilled watcr, and the amount of alumina in it was carefully
estimated. From the number obtained it was possible to

determine the pereentage of alumina which had becomefixed

on the fiber.

"/UMtM~MtMSulphates.-Crystalline aluminum sulphate
from the Baden Aniline and Soda Works in Ludwigshafen,
and also a melted commercial sulphate, were used in order

to prepare other alumina mordants. These commercialsalts

had as nearly as possible the composition Al~SO~.iSH~O.
Basic aluminum sulphates were prepared by partially neu-

tralizing a solution of the above with carbonate of soda crys-

tals, Solvay soda, or sodium bicarbonate, or by dissolving
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aluminum hydrate in normal aluminum sulphate. The

strength of the solutionscorrespondedeither to 200g or i~og
normal sulphate per liter. The followiagmordants, among
others, were prepared

(i) At~SO~it.2oog normal aluminum sulphate dissolved
in one liter H~O.

(2) At.(SO.,).;(OH). zoog normal sulphate + 31.82g
Na2COsper liter, accordingto the equation

At;:(SO,),.t8H,()+ Na~CO,+ H~O= A~SC~MOH):+ N~80, +
CO2+ (8H:0

(3) Atï(SOt)i(OH)as No. 2, but only t~og normal sul-

phate per liter.

(4) A!<(SO.t)it(OH)c.2oog normal sulphate and 75.7g
sodium bicarbonate per liter, according to the equation
2A~(SO,).8H:() + ôNaHCO. = A)4(SOJ,(OH).+ 3Na.SO, +

3CO2+ 36~0

(5) At.;(80~(OH)4. 3oog normal sulphate and isi.3g
NaHCOï according to the followingequation:

Al.~SO~iSH.O+ 4NaHC03= A!.SO,(OH)<+ z~SO~ + 400: +
18H20

TABLE A

1·ormula

Dissociationon heating
Dissociation on

dnuttott
rorntuta

Start At too° On cooling Start Hnd

t.A):(SO~ – – – – –

2. A)2(S(~)2(()H)i – – – vo;s. ~o vols.
3. A):(SO))2(OH)~ – – – ,0 vois. 22 vols.

4. A~(SO,)9(OH). 68° Jelly Ppt. rcmains 2 vols. 25 vols.

.S.At2(S04)(OH)4 Keepsontyashorttitnc 'Avot.

Attraction of thé fiberduring mordanting and drying
Formula

A)~0)prpscnted to AttO,fixedby thc nber
Percentagethen~r.~rams );rams .PercentaKc

t. A);;(S(~).i 0.6971 o.o~ot 12.92z
2. A)2(S()4h(OH), 0.~73 0.2283 ~t.o~
4.A).t(S()))9(OH)c o.)~27 0.0897 58.74
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From Table A it will be seen that the more basic the mordant

the more readily is it dissociated either on heating or on dilut-

ing with water, and the greater is the proportion of alumina

fixed on the fiber by steeping, hanging, and drying. Other

expcriments showed that the dissociation was accelerated

by the presence of Na-~SO~in the mordant solution.

"Aluminum ~M~~o-af~otM.–Thèse mordants were pre-

pared either by double decompositionof the normal aluminum

sulphate with lead acetate or by adding aceticacid to solutions

of hasic sulphates. The following mordants among others
wereprepared

(t) Ali!(S04)(CH:jCO;;).t.2oog normalsulphate and 227.6g
lead acetate per liter according to the equation:

At.~SO<),.t8H!0+ 2Pb(CHiCO:):.3H.O= At.(SO<)(CH,CO:)~+
2PbSO4+ 2~H:0

(2) A!2(SO<)(CH3CO!i)3(OH).200g normal sulphate,

25.2g sodium bicarbonate and t7o.6g lead acetate per liter.

according to the équation

2A~(SO,)3.t8H!0+ 2NaHCO, + 3P))(CH9CO.;),.3H,()=
2A1:(SO<)(CH9C09),(OH)+ 3PbS(),+ Na.SO,+ 45~0

(3) Al2(S04)(CHaCO!)!(OH)2. 200g normal sulphate,

31.8g Na~CO:!and n3.8g lead acetate, per liter, according
to the equation

A)~(SO~.t8H:0+ Na~CO~+ Ph(CH,C()2)2.3H:0-=

Atz(SO<)(CH,CO~x(OH)2+ PbS04+ Na~SO~+ CO:+ 2<H.:0

(4) Alz(SO.,)(CHxCO!!)(OH)3.2oog normal sulphate,

ioo.9g NaHCOs, ôi.ig 29 percent acetic acid per liter,

according to the équation

Al:.(SO,),.t8H:0+ ~NaHCOa+ CH~COsH=

AI:(S04)(CH~CO~(OH)a+ 2Na.2SO<+ 4CO.~+ t~H~)

(5) At.i(SO.,)(CH3CO!)(OH)3as No. 4, but only !5og
normal sulphate per liter.
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From Table B it will be seen that with the sulpho-acetates
of alumina any increase in basicity lowers the dissociation
point both on heating and diluting with water. A!l thesemor-
dants yield nearly the whole of their alumina to the fiber

during mordanting and drying, andact thereforemuch stronger
than the sulphates.

"thfMtMMM!/lcc<a~.–Thé normal acetate was prepared
by double decompositionof aluminumsulphate and lead ace-
tate, and the basic acetates were made by adding sodium bi-
carbonate to solutions of the normal acetate. The following
mordants, among others, were prepared:

(i) Al~CHaCO~e.zoog normal aluminum sulphate and

34i-4g lead acetate per liter, according to the following
equation

At~S(~),.t8H~O+ 3Ph(CH3CO:3H90=

At~CH~CO,).+ 3PbSO,+ ~yH~O

(2) Al~CHaCO~tfOH)~. 2oog normal aluminum sul-
phate with 31.8g Na2COa,and 22y.6g lead acetate per liter,
accordingto thé followingequation:

TABLEB

Dissociationonheating Dissociationon
duut'on

Permuta _H

Startt ~° °'**'°°""S Sturt Rnd
i Start!100 Oncooling Start

End

).At9(S04)(CH~C02)t 89 °!feUyPpt.dissolves! –
2. A~(SO~(CH9C(~),(OH) 70' 'jetty:Ppt. almost

dissolves ~2vo)s.!5ovo)s.
3. A!,(SO<)(CH.CO,),(OH)~52" iJenyPpt. remains 4 votsJz~vols.
4. AU:SO,)(CH.CO:)(OH). 48° 'JetlytPpt. remams i vol. 10 vols.
5. A!:(S04)(CH3CO:)(OH),i 40'J_JetlyPpt. remains ~/<vot.. 7 vols.

Attractionof thefiberduringmordanting
anddryingFormuta

A!<0)presentcdto Ai~O,fixedby percentage
.thenher.grams the6ber.gram~c

t.A!2(SO<)(CH:C02)4 0.5750 0.5100 90.26
2. A!:(SOJ(CH9CO~(OH) 0.50.2 0.4957 98.90
3.At~O<)(CH3CO~(OH)!. o.t85[ o..688 9119
4.A~SO,)(CH.CO.)(OH). 0.1987 0.1914 96.33
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This seriesof experiments (Table C) showsalso that increase

in the basicity of aluminum acetate lowers the dissociation

point on heating, but that by diluting with water they are

not dissociated, not even when basic. Another seriesof ex-

periments showed that the dissociation point of the basic

acetate on heating was ever raised by dilution. The readier

dissociation of No. 2 mordant is caused by thé presence of

Na;;S04. No. 4.mordant contains no Na{S04. It is worthy

A)2(SO~.t8H:0+ Na~CO~+ H:0 + 2Pb(CH,CU~.3H!!0=

A)2(CH,CO:),(OH):+ 2PbSO<+ Na~O, + COi.+ 2~0

(3) A~(CH;)COe)~(OH)z.zoog normal aluminum sut-

phate with 34:.4g lead acetate per liter, and, after fUtering,

50.5gNaHCO;jadded, according to thé équation:

A)~(CH:,CO<)<,+ zNaHCO~ At~CH,CO:)<(OH)2+
2CH~COsNa+ zC(~

(4) Al~CHaCOt~OH)~ 200g normal atuminum su!-

phate with 341.4g lead acetate, and !0!gNaHCOsper!iter,

accordingto the foiïowingéquation:

A):(CH,CO!).+ 4NaHCO,= AÎ~CH~CO~~OH)~+
~CH~CO~a+ 400,

TABLEC

D~i~no.,h~
Formuta

lieatizig

Start At)tX)° Oncooling Start End

i. At~CH~CO~c – – –

2. Ats(CH~CO:)4(OH)i!65.5°Ppt.dense

powdcryPpt.remains vots. 50vo)s.

3. A):(CH,CO:)4(OH):74" Ppt. dense

powderyPpt. remains
–
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ofnoticethat the basicacetatedeposits the wholeof its alumina
in the fiber,whereas thé normal acetate gives up only half.
Since the basic acetate experimented with contains sodium
acetate, the authors purpose determining its influence in this
respect.

"Aluminum ~M/~ocyaMa~–Thèse were prepared by
double decompositionof barium sulphocyanate with normal
aluminum sulphate, the basic ones being made by adding
NaHCOato the normal aluminum sulphocyanate. The fol-
lowingwereprepared:

~~A' (2) AMSCN),(SO.);(3) A~(SCNMOH);(4)
A],(SCN)<(OH),;(5)A~(SCN).(OH).;(6)A~(SCN),(OH~

Contrary to statements which have been made that normal
aluminum sulphocyanatesolutions decompose when heated
to 4o°-5o" C, it was found that they could, be boiled even
without decomposition,and only when evaporated over the
nakedfireto a syrupy consistencywas there a slight separation
of alumina. A solutionof normal salt made fromzoog alum-
inumsulphateper liter onlyyielded33.37percentof its alumina
to the fiberbysteepinganddrying, much less,therefore,than in
the case of all the mordants already tested in this respect
with the exceptionof Al~SC~. With the exceptionof No. 3
mordant, whiehdid not dissociate,all the basic sulphocyanates
dissociate only on boiling, and increase of basicity simply
renders the decompositionmore complete. None are dis-
sociated on diluting with water.

"~MMKMMtKChlorides.-Normal A~Ctswas prepared by
dissolving aluminum hydrate in the calculated amount of
HCI. Basic mordants were made by adding Na~CO~to the
normalsolution. The followingwere prepared:

(2) At.C!,(OH);(3) A!.C!,(OH).;(4) A!.C),(OH),;
<.5.)A)9<-I:(OH)<

None of these mordants dissociate either by heating or hy
diluting with water. The solubility of aluminum hydrate
in AItClowas tested and the followingresults were obtained.
To a solutionof Al~CI.a quantity of aluminum hydrate was
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added sufficient to form the hasic salt Al.iC~~H)~ The

alumina dissolved only on heating, and the solution remained

clear on cooling. To this clear solution a further quantity
of aluminum hydrate was added sufficientto form the com-

pound Al!!CI;!(OH)4.It was, however, found that no more

alumina could be made to dissolve,the precipitate even in-

creasing, and on filtering it was found that the solution con-
tained equal molecules of normal At:Cl,,and of HCI. The

nascent A~CIt~H)~ had apparently decomposed according
to the followingformula

7At:C)<(OH)<+ 2H.,0 = sAt~OH).+ 2Al2CIo+ 2HC1

In the same way it was found that, on adding aluminum hy-
drate to Ati.(SO<)asolution sufficient to produce the basic

compound A!<(S04)a(OH)c,no alumina at all dissolved, the

filtrate only containing A!.i(SO<)a.Here, too, we must sup-
pose that the nascent basic compounddecomposesas follows:

A)<(SO.,).,(OH).= A!:(OH).+ At~SOt)~

Because of the excellent results in the steam alizarine reds

yielded by the following mordant its dissociation qualities
and behavior to the cotton fiber wereascertained. The mor-
dant is an aluminum-chloride-acetate,At!Ct2(CHsC02),pre-
pared according to the followingequation:

tllj(SOS)3.t8H1()-1-z!'b(CIiaCOa)z.3I-Ij0-f-BaCIY-I-zII2U =A!.2(SO,)~8H.20+ 2Ph(CH~O.),.3H,0+ B~C~+ 2H2U=
At:.Cts(CH3C02).,+ BaSO<+ 2PbSO,+ 26H./)

2oog normal aluminum sulphate, 227.6glead acetate, and

73-3g barium chloride were dissolved in one liter of water.
This mordant dissociated neither on heating nor on diluting
with water, and yields to the cotton fiber the remarkably
lowamount of 3.26 percent alumina.

"/UKMMKMMA~'<fo<M.–Thénormal salt was prepared
in solution by double decomposition of normal aluminutn

sulphate with lead nitrate. Basic mordants were prepared
by addition of NaHCOsto the normal mordant. The follow-

ing mordants were prepared

(i) A),(NO~i (2) A~(NO~(OH); (3) A~NO~(OH),; (4)
At2(NO.),(OH)a;(5)At:(NO,)~OH)<
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AUthe solutionscorresponded to zoog normal sulphate per
liter water. None of these mordants dissociated either on

heating or dilutingwith water.

"~<KMt!'M«tKP~o~(!<f' in ~'o/M~'oH.–Itwas asccrtained,

contrary to the statements appearing in textbooks,that sodium

phosphate, Na.;HPO~,produces no permanent precipitate in

presence of an excess of Al.~SO~a. It was further proved
by experimentthat two moleculesof Al~St~):.are the smallest

quantity whiehiscapable of retaining onemoléculeof Al~PO~):
in solution."

The first point to be considered in regard to this paper
is whether thcse basic salts represent anything more than the
ratio of added sodium salt to the aluminum salt in solution.
Liechti and Suidaevidently believe that they are dealing with
dissolvedbasic salts which are definite compounds. Though
they do not so state it, their course of reasoningevidently is
that alumina is insoluble in water, that alumina did not pre-
cipitate, and that, therefore, a soluble basic salt must have
heen formed. The flaw in the reasoning is the assumption
that the alumina must precipitate because it is insoluble. It

may stay in apparent solution as colloidal alumina. It is,
therefore, \'ery much of a question what one has in the case
of a solution of any aluminum salt. In Thorpe's Dictionary
of Applied Chemistry,' 1 find the statement that "the tri-
acetate or normal [atuminum] acetate Al~CHsCOs)~is not
known. A solution corresponding to this compound, but
whichappears to be a mixture of the diacetate and acetic acid,
is the only acetate of commercial importance. It is known
as 'red liquor' or 'mordant rouge,' and is largely used in dye-
ing and calico printing, especially for the production of red

colors, madders and pinks (whence its name of red liquor)
for the production of dense lakes, and for waterproofing
woolenfabrics."

No one would guess the non-existence of the normal
acetate from anything in Liechti and Suida's paper, and yet

"DictionaryofApplicdChemistry,"zndEd..i, t~ (t9'2).
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Crum'was familiar with the fact. "On the question, as

to which of the soluble acetates of alumina can be considered

as a definite compound, it has already been stated of the ter-

acétate, that when evaporated rapidly enough, and at a heat

just low enough to prevent the formation of the insoluble

sait, it leaves a product whosecomposition is nearly that of

a binacetate. It may be added that the solution of teracetate

gives off acetic acid as freely in the cold, as if a third part
of its acid were free. On making an experiment with two

solutions of acetate of lead-one of which was decomposed

by sulphuric acid and the other (whieh was three times as

strong) by tersulphate of alumina-it was found that the

aluminous solution gave a smell of acetic acid considerably

stronger than that in which the acid was known to be free.

It may be doubted, then, whether there exists a combination

of acetic acid with alumina correspondingto the tersulphate
of alumina. The solutionof binacetate has no smell of acetic

acid at ordinary temperatures."

Crum considers that the diacetate, Al(CHaC02)20H or

Al~CHaCOi.~OH); is a definite compound, and this view

has been held by all other writers since his time. It is an

open question whether this is correct or not because there is

said to be a soluble and an insoluble form of the so-called

diacetate. This in itself sounds like a case of colloidal sus-

pension and of coagulation. However this may be, Crum's

work on colloidal alumina2shows that one cannot draw any

conclusionas to the existenceof definitecompounds from the

fact that no visible precipitation occurs.

"By the continued action of heat on a weak solution of

binacetate of alumina, a permanent separation of the con-

stituents of the salt takes place, although no acid escapes,
and no alumina is precipitated. The properties of the alumina

are at thé same time materially changed. A solution of bin-

acetate of alumina, diluted so as to contain not more than

Jour. Chem.Soc.,6,2~ (tS~).
'Crum:Ibid.,M5(~54).
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1part of alumina in 200 of water, was placed in a closevessel
which was immersed to the neck in boiting water, and kept
in that state day and night for ten days. It had then nearlv
lost thé astringent taste of atum, and acquired the taste of
acetie acid. Being afterwards boiled in an open capsule
acetic acid was freeiy given off, and when the boiling had
continuedabout five hours (the lossof water being continually
restored), the liquid was found to have retained not more
than '/n of its original quantity of acetic acid, or about i
equiv.to5'/sofa!umina.

"The solution of hydrate of alumina thus obtained has
nearly the same transparency as before the loss of its acid,
and is slightly oity. It is nearly tasteless. By longer boiling
it may be deprived of considerablymore of its acid, but there
is a danger of coagulation. A solution containing '/< percent
of alumina is converted into a solid transparent jelly, when
mixedwith half its bulk of water acidulated with '/MMof sul-
phurie acid. The jelly has, therefore, only 1/rooof its weight
of alumina, and 'M of sulphuric acid. By pressure in a bag
the liquid part of this jelly was readily separated, and the
solid was reduced to '/M or '/“, of its original volume. Pure
water did not dissolve this residue, neither did an excessof
sulphuric acid, even at a boiling heat. On'examination it
wasfound that the solid portion had imbibed almost the whole
of the sulphuric acid. It existed there in the proportion of
about i equiv. of acid to 15of alumina.

"The coagulating powerof the various agents may be
ascertainedwith tolerable accuracyby employingan aluminous
solutionso dilute as to contain not more than i part of alumina
in 800of water, and shaking it in a phial with about half its
volume of a coagulating solution. In this manner it was
found that i atom of citric acid (tribasic) coagulatesas power-
fully as 3 atoms of sulphuric acid, and tartaric acid (bibasic)
as much as 2. Two atoms of oxalic acid are required to pro-
duce the same effect as i of sulphuric acid. Of muriatic and
nitrie acids, not less than 300 equiv. must be employed to
producean effect equal to that of i equiv. of sulphurie acid
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–thé volumeof the acidbeingalways half that of the alumi-
nous solution. No acid has the power of redissolving the

coagulum.'
"The alkalieshave a strong coagulating power. About

2 equivs. of potash produce an effect equal to i of sulphuric
acid, and the same is the case with soda, ammonia, and lime.
The coagulation takes place before the acetic acid which re-
mains in the aluminoussolution is fully saturated; for when
the alkali, in a very dilute state, is added with caution, the

coagulum which it produces has still an acid reaction. This

coagulum, like that from sulphuric acid, is insoluble in any
acid, whether cold or hot, as well as in pure water. It dis-

solves, however,in a boiling solution of potash or soda, and
when the alkalinesolution is afterwards saturated by an acid,
the ordinary terhydrate of alumina is thrown down. Large
quantities, however, of the acetic salts (already formed)

may be added before they coagulate the aluminous solution.22

When the solid part of the coagulum produced by a strong
solution of acetate of soda was afterwards freed from that
salt by pressure,it redissolvedin pure water, and the solution
was again coagulated by a fresh addition of the salt. An

experiment with acetate of lime gave the same result. The
nitrates and chlorides coagulate also with great difficulty.

"Solutions of sulphate of soda, magnesia, and lime co-

agulate as, readily as a liquid containing the same quantity
of sulphuricacid in the free state. On examiningone of these

mixtures, the sulphuric acid was found in the solid part of
the coagulumas before,and the alkali in the fluid part, united
with the acetic acid which had remained in the aluminous
solution after boiling. The digested solution of alumina,

Since theseexperimentswereconcluded,it hasbeenfoundthat by
employinga widerandshallowerporcelainvessel,it ispossibletoboiloff.inan
hourandahalf,amuchlargerproportionofacetieacidthanthatwhichismen-
tionedinthetextasbeingdoncinfivehours;andto'obtaina productequally
nuid.

Hence, in preparing the binacetate of alumina, which is to be used in

obtaining the bihydrate, it is better to employ an excess of acetate of baryta,
than to leave in the solution the slightest trace of sulphuric acid.
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whieh has not been deprived of its acetic acid by boiling,

requires about twice as much sulphuric acid to coagulate

it as does theboiledsolution,and thirty or forty timesasmuch

alkali. The coagulation is complete before the acetic acid

is entirely saturated. One of the most characteristie proper-
ties of the digested and altered acetate of alumina is its loss

of the powerof acting as a mordant. The ordinary acetate,

as is wellknown, fonns a yellowopaque precipitate with de-

coction of quercitron. That which has been thoroughly di-

gested is merely coagulated by the decoction--the color of

which is but little altered, and the coagulum is translucent.

The same efîect is produced with decoctions of logwood,

brazilwood,etc.

"It has been already mentioned that when the precipi-
tated [inso!ub!e]binacetate is kept for an hour or two in 200

parts ofboilingwater, it is changed into the solublebinacetate.

The substanceso producedmay be converted, like the original

solution, into the peculiar bihydrate. Thirty to thirty-six

hours' digestionis sufficientto complete the change, for after

that timethe solution has no longerany taste of alum, and the

powerof coagulatingwith acids doesnot increase. A portion
of it wasboiled in an open vesselelevenhours, being retained

at the strength of 1/2percent of alumina by successiveaddi-

tions of water. The solutions remained quite clear, and be-

came very slightly oily. It then contained only about i

equiv. of acetic acid to 19of alumina. This preparationmay
be consideredas free from all other foreign matter, with the

exception of a trace of iron, which still adheres to it. As

comparedwith the solutionprepared at once from the soluble

binacetate, smaller quantities of the reagents are sufficient

to coagulate it, and the coagulum produced has not more

than half the density. o.o3g of sulphuric acid, or o.o6g of

sulphatc of soda is sufficient to coagulate i.~g of alumina

in 6oog water, being in the proportion of about i equiv. of

sulphuric acid to 35 of atumina. An equal quantity of the

solutionwas completelycoagulated by o.034g of potash and

by o.o2ogof ammonia. In both of these experiments the
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acetic acid was not fully saturated. The alkalies then are

equivalent in coagulating power to sulphuric acid when a

very small quantity only of acetic acidis -presentin thé solu-

tion.

"It is well known that when teracetate of alumina is

boiled along with sulphate of potash, a gelatinous precipitate

is formed, whichredissolveswhen the solution becomescold.

M. Koechlin-Schouchfoundit to be a subsulphateof alumina.

When alum, dissolvedin six times its weight of water, was

treated with 3 equiv. of acetate of lead--enough to decompose
its tersulphate of alumina, but not the sulphate of potash–
a large proportion (74 percent) of the sulphate of potash was

found to be carried down by the sulphate of lead formedin

the process. To a solutionso prepared, the loss wasrestored

by an addition of sulphateof potash, and a mixture formedof

KOzSO,togetherwithAI20s.3A.

This solution, diluted so as to contain about 0.3 percent of

alumina (from 5 oz. of alum per gallon), was exposedto heat.

At about 90° Fahr., the gelatinous precipitate began to form;

and after two hours' boiling,when scarcelya trace of alumina

remained in solution, it was thrown upon a filter of calico,

which was kept hot within a steam-pan until the filtrate

passed through. The collected precipitate was pressed be-

tween numerous folds of bleached calico, and brought up

gradually to the state of a stiff clay occupyingno more than

'/to of the volume of the original solution. It was then

divided into portions which could conveniently be shaken

and thoroughly mixed in bottles with quantities of water

equal in ail to the originalsolution. The mixture was filtered

as before and pressed between folds of calico; and another

repetition having been made of the same process, the pre-

cipitate was deprived of every admixture of soluble matter.

"A portion being dissolved in nitric acid and filtered,

gave an abundant precipitate with nitrate of baryta. Ex-

posed to a white heat, and the residue pulverizedand boiled

in water, the filtered liquor gave no longera precipitate with
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nitrate of baryta, and no indication; or a very doubtful one,
of alkali to litmus paper; proving that the sulphurieacid in-
dicated by the first test hadbeen cômbined,not with potash,
but with atumina. Mixed with sulphuricacid, the substance

gave no smell of acetic acid, and when burned with oxide of

copper it yielded no more carbonie acid than could readily
be accounted for by the few fibers of cotton-woolthat were
to be distinguished in the liquid. The substancedried into
a hard, whitish, semi-transparent matter, easily pulverized."

An analysis of this product gave results agreeing very
well with the formula A~OsSO~toH~Oand Crum assumes

that he actually has this basic sait. While this is possible,
it is not proved, and one is rather sceptical about it in view
of the fact that three slightly differingmethodsofpreparation
gave varying percentagesof alumina, 4.3.5:,~.t6, and 50.71.
Crum' also found that a solution of so-calledaluminumacetate
is precipitated by sodiumchloride.

"A solution of teracetate of alumina was produced from
i pound of acetate of lead in io pounds of water, decomposed
by tersulphate of alumina. After purification, common salt
was added to it in the proportion of i equiv. to i of tersul-

phate of alumina. The solution, when heated in the water

bath, became of an opaque white from the deposition of a

powderso very fine that the mixture passed throughthe filter
almost without change. Neither heat nor any other applica-
tion could alter this character. It was leftat rest, and after
someweeks,the liquid, having becomenearly clear,waspoured
off, and the precipitate, which had contracted into '/M of
the bulk of the liquid was mixed again with fresh water nr
times its volume. After several weeks more the precipitate
fell again to the bottom of the vessel,whenit was mixedwith
a third portion of the fresh water, which again, after four

weeks, was decanted, and the precipitate dried in a capsule
at 100° Fahr."

On analysis the product was found to contain acetate,

Crum:Jour.Chem.Soc.,6,:3t (t8s<t).
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chlorideand sodium even after all this washing. Crum states

very frankly that he could not make a formula whieh could

be stated in atomic proportions. It is quite clear that the

precipitatewas alumina which had adsorbed some acetic acid,

somehydrochloricacid, and somesodium chloride.

Graham' has confirmed these results of Crum. "We are

indebted to Mr. Walter Crum for the interesting discovery

that alumina may be held in solution by water alone in the

absenceof any acid. But two solublemodificationsofalumina

appear to exist, alumina and metalumina. The latter is

Mr. Crum's substance. A solution of the neutral chlorideof

aluminum(AltCla)placed on thé dialyser, appears to diffuse

awaywithout decomposition. But when an excessof hydrated

alumina is previously dissolved in the chloride, the latter

salt and freehydrochloric acid are found to esçapeby diffusion

in a graduai manner, and the hydrated alumina, retaining

little or no acid, to remain behind in a sofublestate. A solu-

tion of alumina in chloride of atuminum, consisting at first

of $2parts ofalumina to 48 of hydrochloricacid, after a dialysis

of six days, contained 66.5 percent of alumina; after eleven

days 76.5percent; after seventeendays 92.4 percent, and after

twenty-five days the alumina appeared to be as nearly as

possible free from acid, as traces only of hydrochloric acid

were indicated by an acid solution of nitrate of silver. But

in suchexperiments the alumina often pectizes in the dialyser

before the hydrochloric acid bas entirely escaped. Acetate

of aluminawith an excessof aluminagave similar results. The

alumina remained fluid in the dialyser for twenty-one days,

and when it was pectized was found to retain 3.<(.percent of

acetie acid, which is in the proportion of t equivalent of acid

to 28.2 equivalents of alumina.

Solublealuminais one ofthe most unstableofsubstances,
2

a circumstancewhich fully accounts for the difficulty of pre-

Phit. Trans., !5!, 207 (t86i); Jour. Chem. Soc., tS, 247 (t862).

[Thisrefers to the highly purifiedsubstance. tt is possible tliat Liechti

and Suida consideredthat the statement applied to att solutions containing an

cxcessof base.J
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paring it in a state of purity. It is coagulated or pectized
by portions, so minute as to be scarcely appreciable, of sul-

phate of potash and, Ï betieve, by all other salts; and also by
ammonia. A solution containing 2 or 3 percent of alumina
was coagulated by a few drops of well-water, and could not
be transferred fromone glass to another without gelatinizing;
unless the glasswas repeatedly washed out by distilled water.
Acids in small quantity also cause coagulation but the pre-
cipitated alumina readily dissolves in an excess of the acid.
The colloids gumand caramel also act as precipitants.

"This alumina is a mordant, and possesses indeed all
the properties of the base of alum and the ordinary aluminous
salts. A solution containing 0.5 percent of alumina may be
boiled without gelatinizing, but when concentrated to half
its bulk, it suddenlycoagulated. Soluble alumina gelatinizes
when placed upon red litmus paper, and forms a faint blue

ring about the drop, showinga feeble alkaline reaction. Solu-
ble alumina is not precipitated by alcohol or by sugar. No

pure solution of alumina, although dilute, remained fluid
for more than a few days. Like hydrated silicic acid, then,
the colloid alumina may exist either fiuid or pectous, or it
has a soluble andinsoluble form, the latter being the gelatinous
alumina as precipitated by bases. It is évident that the ex-

traordinary coagulatingaction of salts uponhydrated alumina
must prevent the latter substance from ever appearing in a
soluble state when liberated from combination by means of
a base.

"Colloidal aluminapossessesalso, 1 believe,a high atomic

weight, like cosilicicacid. The chloride of aluminum with ex-
cessof alumina referredto above appears to be, either in whole
or in part, a colloidalhydrochloride of alumina, containing
the latter substance with its large colloidal equivalent, and

may be really neutral in composition. The soluble persalts
of iron, tin, etc., are likewiseall colloidal, and have no doubt
a similar constitution. Such colloidal salts are themselves

slowly decomposedon the dialyser, being resolved into the
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crystalloidal acid which escapesand the colloidaloxidewhich

remainsbehind.

".So~Mc Mc~~tM~M.–Mr. Crum nrst pointed out a

singutar relation of acetic acid to alumina, whichhas never

been explained. Sulphate of alumina, when precipitated by

acetate of lead or baryta, gives a binaeetate of alumina,with

one équivalent of free acetic acid, the neutral teracetate of

aluminanot appearing to exist. It was further observedthat,

by keepinga solution of this binacetate in a closedvesselat the

boilingpoint of water for severaldays, nearly the wholeacetie

acid came to be liberated, without any precipitation of

alumina occurring at the same time. Mr. Crum boiled off

this freeacetic acid, or the greater part of it, and thus obtained

his soluble alumina. The same result may be obtained by

dialysinga solution of acetate of alumina that has beenaltered

by heat. In three days the acetic acid was reducedon the

dialyser to 11 percent, giving i equiv. acetic acid to 8 equiv.

alumina; in six days to 7.17 percent acid; in thirteen days to

2.8percent acid, or t equiv. acid to 33 equivs. alumina. The

alumina exists in an allotropie condition, being no longer a

mordant; and forming, when precipitated, a jelly that is not

dissolved by an excess of acid. Metalumina resembles

alumina in being coagulated by minute proportionsof acids,

bases, and of most salts. Mr. Crum found the solution of

metalumina to require larger quantities of acetates, nitrates,

and chlorides to produce coagulation than of sulphates. The

solution of metalumina is tasteless, and entirely neutral to

test paper, according to my own observation. Likealumina,

the presentcolloidhas thereforea fluid and a pectousfôrm, the

liquid soluble metalumina, and the gelatinous insoluble

metalumina."

Liechti and Suida' commented on the fact "that the basic

acetate precipitated the whole of its alumina in the fiber

whereas the normal acetate gives up only half." This is not

due to any property belonging exclusively to the fiber.

'Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,2, 539('883).
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Graham~ notes that "to facilitate the separation of hydro-
chloric acid from the perchlorideof iron, for instance, that
salt is first rendered basic by the addition of peroxide of iron.
The comparatively stable perchlorideof iron is transformed

by such treatment, into a feeblyconstituted colloidal hydro-
chloride. The latter compound breaks up under the purely
physical agency of diffusion,and divides on the dialyser into
colloidalperoxide of iron and freehydrochloricacid."

The same thing apparently takes place with chromie
chloride though it is not stated so definitely.

2 "The definite
terchloride of chromium, being a crystalloid, diffuses away
entirely when placed in solution upon the dialyser. This
salt dissolves, with time, a certain portion of freshly pre-
cipitated hydrated chromie oxide, and becomes of a deeper
green color. Such a solution, after dialysis for twenty-two
days, contained 8 hydrochloricacid to 92 chromie oxide;and
after thirty days, 4.3 acid to 95.7oxide, or i equiv. aeid to
to.6 equivs. oxide. After thirty-eight days, the solution

gelatinized in part upon the dialyser and then contained 1.5
acid to 98.5 oxide, or equiv. acid to 31.2 equivs. chromie
oxide. This last solution, whieh may be taken to represent
soluble chromie oxide, is of a dark green color, and admits
of being heated, and also of being diluted with pure water
without change. It was gelatinizedwith the usual facility
by traces of salts and other reagents whichaffect colloidsolu-

tions, and \~as then no longersolublein water, even with the
assistance of heat. It appeared to be the green hydrated
oxide of chromium, as that substance is usually known. A
metachromic oxide may possiblybe obtained by heating and

dialysing the acetate, but 1 have not attempted to form it."
TommasP has studied the action of aluminumon cupric

chloride. "Aluminum acts rapidly, even at ordinary tem-

peratures, on a solution of cupric chloride, with liberation

Jour.Chem.Sac.,ig,265()S62).
GrahMn:Ibid.,15,254(t86!).

Bull. Soc. chim. Paris. [2) 3?. 443 (1882); Jour. Chcrn. Soc.. ~4, tq

(1883).
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of hydrogen and copper, and formation of an aluminum

oxychloride, the compositionof which depends on the con-

centration of the copper solution. With a 31.25 percent

solution of cupric chloride, the aluminum oxychloridehad

the composition zA~OeHa~AliiCIo,and with a 7.81 percent

solution, the composition Alj-OeHe.~A~Cle.These oxychlo-

rides are easily decomposed and will not crystallize.

They are not true compounds, but variable mixtures of

aluminum chloride and oxychloride. The action of metallic

aluminum on these oxychloridesyields as a final product the

compoundAlïCIe.ôAliOtHc.tzH~O. To obtain this compound,

a 31.25 percent solution of cupric chloride is treated with

aluminum until all the copper is precipitated; the liquid is

filtered,the filtrate heated, and aluminum added in successive

small quantities until it ceases to dissolve, water being added

from time to time to make up for evaporation. The clear

liquid is then evaporated to a syrup, and finally dried at

4o°-50°. In this way the oxychloride is obtained in white

flakes resembling those of potassium boro-tartrate. A solu-

tion of this oxychloride, like that of ferrie oxychloride,is

precipitated by sulphuricacid and by certain salts, such as the

sulphates of sodium,ammonium, potassium, magnesium,zinc,

copper, and iron; but it isnot precipitated, even on boiling,

by the chlorides of potassium, ammonium, sodium, copper,

or barium,by potassiumiodide,potassium bromide,ammonium

nitrate, or potassium bromide. The aluminum hydroxide

thrown down is but slightly soluble in sulphuric acid, and

appears to be an isomericmodification, probably the modifica-

tion S,described~by the author."

There is no proof for the statement that the oxychlorides
of varying compositionare mixtures of aluminum chloride

and of a definite oxychloride;and there is no proof that there

is any definite oxychloride. The fact that the so-calledoxy-

chlorideis precipitated by sulphate is what one wouldexpect

of a colloidal suspension'and is not characteristic of a true

1 Tommasi:Comptesrendus,9!,2ji (1880).
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solution. It is probable, therefore,that we are dealing en-

tirely with adsorption phenomena. Schneider' also gives ex-

periments which showthat a solution of aluminum chloride

really contains some or ail of the alumina in colloidal sus-

pension. "It is a familiarfact' that traces of sulphuric acid

precipitate alumina fromsolutionsof basic aluminum chloride.
1 think that it is new that acid aluminum chloride solutions

are coagulated by sulphuric acid. Addition of a trace of

sulphuric acid to an acid aluminum chloride solution con-

taining 0.189~ alumina in <).ooce (i mol A~O~to 7.2 mol

HC1)caused the precipitation of o.o486g alumina, or 25.6

percentof the total alumina.

"I have aiso foundit stated in the textbooks that the

solubility of alumina in acids decreases if the alumina is

allowedto stand a long time under a solution of ammonia.
1 have not found any referenceto the fact that when an

aluminum chloride solutionis formedby dissolvingin hydro-
chloricacid an alumina whichhad stood for a long time under

aqueous ammonia, the addition of sulphuric acid causes a

greater precipitation than whenthe solution is prepared from

alumina which has been freshly precipitated with ammonia."

Thislast statement wouldbe quite impossibleif we were

dealing with a true solution. It is quite natural if we con-

sider that Schneider was really peptonizing alumina with

hydrochloricacid and that he waspeptonizinga more hydrous,
or less dense, alumina in one case than in the other. It is

the same differencethat we have on precipitation, Graham's

method giving so-calledalumina while Crum's method gives
so-calledmetalumina. 1 shall corneback to this again when
1cometo the questionof burnedmordants.

Muller~ has shown definitely that an alumina hydrosol

is obtained by péptonizing freshly precipitated alumina with

Ber. chem. Ges, Berlin, 23, t;;M; Liebig's Ann., 257, 368 (t89o).

Ordway mentions that basic aluminum chloride sotution précipitâtes
alumina on addition of small amounts of sulphuric acid (Am. Jour. Sci., (2) 26,

MX ~'858)).j.

Zeit. anorg. Chem.. S7. 3" ('9o8).
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N/20 hydrochloric acid. "That we are dealingwith colloidal

hydrosols is proved by the behavior of these solutions. They
are microscopicallyhomogeneousand resembleother colloidal

sols by passing readily through filter paper. Thé effect of

electrolytes is typical. Dilute solutionsof univalent acids or

of salts with univalent cations may be added without pro-

ducing important changes. Acids with multivalent anions

and salts of these acids (sulphuric acid and sulphates, for

instance) cause the coagulation of a gelatinous hydrogel
even when added in very small amounts." Müller' also

points out that the "basic aluminum salts" obtained by Ord-

way'~and others are mythicat.
From ail this evidence we are justifiedin concludingthat

aluminum salts hydrolyze more or less completelywhen dis-

solved in water. This change takes place slowly at low

temperatures and more rapidly when the solutionsare heated.

Thé reaction products are colloidal alumina and free acid;
there is no satisfactory evidenceof the formationof any basic

salts in solution though the absolute non-existencehas also

not been proved. With aluminum acetate the hydrolysis
takes place sorapidly that it seemscertain that no appreciable
amount of the normal acetate is formed when equivalent
solutions of aluminum sulphate and lead acetates are mixed.

Liechti and Suida were certainly not workingwith thé basic

salts which they thought they were studying. Since they
made up their solutions synthetically and did not analyze
after filtering, it seems possible that none of the solutions

had thé-compositionthat Liechti and Suidahave given. Since

lead sulphate may carry down as much as 74 percent of the

potassium sulphate from a potash alum solution,3it is unsafe

to assume that nothing is carried down from an aluminum

sulphate solution.

Liechti and Suida's experiments on the dissociation of

aluminum sulphate solutions are just what one would ex-

Zeit.anorg.Chem.,57,3M(tço8).
Am.Jour.Sci.,[2)z6,203(ïS$8).

'.Crum: Jour. Chem. Soc., 6, 229 (1854).
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pect (Table A). With increasing addition of sodium car-

bonate, a precipitate is formedmore readily both on heating
and on dilution. The moredilute solution, No. 3, coagulates
more readily than the more concentrated one, No. 2. The

sulphb-acetates, Table B, also behave as they should. The

hydrolysis proceeds farther with a weaker acid, acetic acid,
than with sulphuric acid and there is enough sulphate present
to act as a coagulatingagent. Thé sulpho-acetates are more

readily decomposedboth on heating and on dilution than the

corresponding sulphate solutions. The acetates, Table C,
do not coagulate on dilution, presumably owing to the ab-
sence of a precipitating agent. No. 2 solution seems an

exception but the reason for this was pointed out by Liechti
and Suida though they did not understand it. This solution
contained sodium sulphate. 1have not been able to find any
special experiments on the effect of sulphocyanates on col-
loidal alumina. To account for the fact as noted by Liechti
and Suida, one must assumethat sulphocyanateshave a lesser

precipitating power or a greater peptonizing power than
acetates. This assumption is a plausible one because we find
that acetates come between sulphates and sulphocyanates
in their action on gelatine and on albumin.'1 Thé chlorides,
chloride-acetates, and nitrates of aluminum all behave as

they should in view of what wasshown by Crum in regard to
the coagulating action of the various acid radicals. If we
wanted any further proof that we are not dealing with defi-
nite basic salts, we could find it in the fact that Liechti and
Suida were able to prepare what they called Al~Cl~OH)~by
adding sodium carbonate to an aluminum chloride solution
but were not able to go beyond what they called AliCL(OH)!!
by dissolving alumina in aluminum chloride. Of course this
is not absolutely conclusivebecauseLiechti and Suida did not
add sodium chloride to the second solution and consequently
the solutions were not strictly comparable; but this difference
is probably not of much importance.

Frcundlich: KapiOarchemie.~tS, 425 (fço~).
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I,iechti and Suida's experimentson thé behavior of solu-

tions of aluminum salts in presenceof cotton are very disap-

pointing. They had the right idea in making up most of the

solutions to contain the same amount of alumina per liter;

but, after that, they seem to have gone all to pieces and to

have tried to make their experiments as little comparable as

possible. Instead of leaving the cotton in the solution until

equilibrium was reached, they impregnatedthe cotton with an

alum mordant until its weight was exactly doubled. Heer-

mann' showedthat with silk "the maximumincrease in weight
(fiber and mordant) is reached after periods of mordanting

ranging from six hours to two days," the salts used being
those of tin, iron, chromium, and aluminum. While it is not

legitimate to assume that cotton would behave exactly like

silk, the very fact that Liechti and Suida took pains to stop
the treatment when the weight was exactly doubled, shows

that they did not await equilibrium. The experiments in

any singleseries are therefore not comparableand the different

series are not comparable because Liechti and Suida de-

termined the amount of alumina fixedon the fiber after drying
in a constant air current for six hours at 40°. This may pf

course give results with a volatile acid like acetic acid whieh

dffer from those obtained with sulphuricacid. As might be

expected, one can draw any conclusionsone likes from the

experiments. In Table A the percentagealumina fixedon the

fiber inereases from 12.9 with aluminum sulphate to 51.0
with so-called Ali.(S04)2(OH);and to 58.7 with so-called

AL(SO,),(OH)6. From this Liechti and Suida draw the

conclusion that the more basic the mordant, the greater is the

proportion of alumina fixed on the fiberby steeping, hanging,
and drying. The absolute amounts of alumina fixed on the

fiber are shown by Table A to be o.o~oig, o.2283g, and

o.oS~yg from which we could draw the conclusionthat more

alumina is fixed from a moderately basic mordant than from

one that is either more or less basic. When we look up in

Jour.Soc.Chon.Ind.,22,36: (1903).
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Table A the total amount of alumina taken up by the fiber
while the cotton is doublingin weight, we find that the figures
are 0.6971~, 0.04473g and o.i527g from whieh we could
eonclude that alumina is taken up (not fixed) more rapidly
the less basic the mordant. These three sets of conclusions
show how futile the experimentsof Liechti and Suida are so
far as giving us any real information. The matter is almost

equally bad with the sulpho-acetates, Table B. With the
most basic mordant the percentage of alumina fixed is 96.3
as against 90.3 with the least basic but the absolute amount
fixed is o.!9t4g with the most basic mordant and o.~iSog
with the least basic. In all the cases where acetate and

sulphate are both present in the solution, Tables B and C, the

percentage alumina fixedby the fiber varies between 90 and
99. In the only case in which a straight acetate mordant
was used the percentage alumina fixed was only 51. No

experiments are thereforeavailableon a basic acetate mordant

containing no sulphate. It is difficult to see of just what use
Liechti and Suida's experimentswith cotton are.

The question as to the form in which mordants are taken

up has been answered by Heermann' for the case of silk.
"Raw and boiled-offsilks whiehhad been mordanted at 30°

°

with stannic chloride, basic ferric sulphate, chromic chloride,
and aluminum acetate werc examined with a view to ascer-

taining in what form the mordant was present in the fiber.
Thé silk was mordanted, washed thoroughly with water, and
titrated directly with standardized sodium hydroxide solu-
tion this method gives.a direct determination of the amount
of acid radical present in the mordanted fiber in the form of
basic salt; its accuracy was checked by fusing the fiber with
alkali hydroxide, and determiningthe amount of acid radical
in the usual manner. A deduction was necessary from these
results since traces remain adheringmechanically to the fiber,
even after most careful washing,and this was ascertained by
substituting for the mordanting a treatment with a solution

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,23,n~ (t~).
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of the acid of which the radical was présent in the mordant,

the other conditionsof the process,and the analytical method

being the same as above. It was found that considerable

range in the concentration of the acid solution used has no

effect on the amount of acid adhering to thé fiber; e. g., treat-

ment with l, 5 and 10 percent solution of hydrochloric acid

resulted in the same percentageof acid being retained in each

case. The analytical data werecompletedby a determination

of the amounts of metallie oxide present in the fiber. 'l'he

results were as follows: in the case of the tin mordant, the

raw silk was found to contain 155mo!sofstannic oxide to each

atom of chlorine, corresponding to a formula of SnCh.-

6i9Sn(OH)<, and a basicity number of 0.0019; boiled-off

silk contained t~3 mois of stannic oxide to each atom of

chlorine, corresponding to SnCL,.57!Sn(OH)4and a basicity
number 0.0021. With the iron mordant on raw silk, nic

mois of ferrie oxide were present to each mol of SOs, i. c.,

Fe~SOaOHoM,basicity number 0.008; on boiled-off silk,

9! mois FêtOs to i mol of SOa,or Fe~SOg~H); basicity
number 0.0096. Chromiummordant.on raw silk, 40 mois of

chromic oxide to i atom of chlorine,or CrsoCI(OH)239,basicity
number 0.009; on boiled-offsilk, 44.mois of Cr~O.~to each

atom of chlorine, or Cr~aCl(OH)2M,basicity number 0.008.

Aluminum mordant; in neither raw nor boiled-off silk could

any acid radical be detected, showingthat the aluminum was

present as hydroxide. It would thus appear that for ail

practical purposes, the mordant is not present in the fiber

in the state of a basicsalt, but in the form of the hydroxide."
We do not seem to have correspondingdata for cotton;

but there seems to be good reason for assuming that the

basic mordants really are the hydrous oxides' proper and are

not, in general, basic salts.

Heermann~ has also studied the effect of temperature on

the amounts of various mordants taken up by silk. "Silk

Cf.Knecht,Rawsottand Loewc~tha):"A Manualof Dyehtg."and

Kd.,2.34(t9<o).
'Jour. Soc. Chon. Ind., :t, 623 (t903); ï3, S7 ('904).
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wasmordanted for six hours at temperatures ranging.from o°
to 30" C, at intervals of 5" with tin, iron, chromium, and
aluminum mordants.. At temperatures between o and 5°,
iron and chromium mordants were adsorbed with great
difficulty;tin mordantsslightly more easily. With iron and
tin mordants, the temperature has practically no effecton the
amount adsorbedby boiled-offsilk, but the amount adsorbed
by raw silk increases considerably with the temperature,
reaching a maximum at 30". Chromium mordants act in
just the reverse manner, viz., the temperature has no effect
on mordantingraw silk but boiled-offsilk adsorbs moreof the
mordant as the temperature rises; with aluminum mordants,
raw and boiled-off silks adsorb increasing quantities up to
20°, whena maximumis reached." "It is found that at low
temperatures,o~°, thé penetration of the fiber (previously
moistenedwith water) by the mordanting salts and the ad-
sorption by it of metallic oxides take place slowly and with
difficulty, owing to the reduction in the power of diffusion
of the salts in solution at such temperatures. Hence the silk
tends to becomeunevenlymordanted. At 15°-20° the fiber
is penetrated with ease by the salts, and mordanting takes
placemore regularly."

We can now consider some of the problems that come
up in the actual mordanting of wool.1 Wooldiffers essen-
tially from cotton in its behavior toward the aluminum salts
and is mordanted in a totally different way. Thé investiga-
tions of Liechti and Schwitzer2have thrown much valuable
light on the reactions which take place in mordanting wool.
Experiments.have shown that wool takes up sulphuric and
hydrochloricacids in the free state, retaining them with such
force that they are only imperfectly removed by repeated
boilingout with water. In a similar manner salts are taken
up. The wool fiber possessesboth basic and acid character,
and seems to dissociate the salt by .combining both with

Knecht,RawsonandLoewentha):"A Manualof Dyeing,"zndEd.
236(t9to).

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,5,526(t886).
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the acid and with the base, the base being taken up either in

the free state or in the form of a basic salt. This reaction

takes place most completelyat the boiling point. Aluminum

sulphate, for instance,is tnost readily decomposedby the wool

fiber into basicsulphatesand free acid, especiallyat or near the

boiting temperature. The alumina which is thus taken up
is retained in an insolubleform with considerable force by the

fiber no fixingagentsare required as in the case with cotton;

the.fixation takes place simultaneouslywith the impregnation
in the mordanting bath under the influence of the elevated

temperature. The basic salts, whieh are fixed on the fiber,

undergo a further decomposition by washing with water

they lose acid, and becomemore basic, while the acid is re-

moved by the washwater.

"The wool fiberattracts, also, finely-dividedprecipitates
from liquids, and retains them with great energy. This power
of attraction is comparatively weak in cold liquids, but it

increases with the temperature, so that considerable amounts

of such precipitatescan be attached to the woolby prolonged

boiling, although not fast enough to resist washing and rub-

bing. By the actionof the wool fiber on aluminum sulphate
a precipitate of basic aluminum sulphate may be produced
and boiled on to the wool fast enough to resist washing with

water, although it is only mechanically fixed on the surface

of the fiber. Thèse superficially fixed mordants produce, in

dyeing,colorlakes,whiehadhere stillmore looselyto the surface

of the nber, and possessin a high degreethe defect of rubbing.
"On the contrary, mordants which have entered into an

intimate combinationwith the substance of the fiber are less

liable to producecolorlakeswhichrub off. To attain thisend

the mordanting salt must possessa certain resistance to the

dissociatingactionof the wool,so as to allowof its penetrating
into the interior of the fiberbefore it is decomposedand fixed,

and of the dissociationand absorption taking place simultane-

ously, without the intermediate formation of a precipitate in

the liquor, which might be attracted and mechanically fixed

by the wool.
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"Taken as a whole, the salts of oxalic and tartaric acid
fulfill these conditions best--a fact that reminds us of the
property of the non-volatile organic acids to impede the
precipitation of aluminum hydroxides by alkalies or other
agents. On the other hand, the basic aluminum sulphates
are entirely unsuitable for the mordanting of wool, because
they dissociatebefore they are taken up by this fiber.

"Liechti and Schwitzer have compared the action (?/'
XM/M~ oxalate, and lartrate 0/ ~MMMKMWin mordanting.
They prepared solutions of oxalate Al~C-iO~, and of
aluminum tartrate, Al~C~O.); by dissolving two equiva-
lents of aluminum hydroxide, Al(OH)s, in three equivalents
of oxalicand tartaric acid, respectively. If woolis boiledin a
solution of normal o~M~KMMsulphate the bath becomesex-
hausted if less than 5 percent sulphate (of the weight of the
wool) is used. Larger amounts leave increasing proportions
in the liquor. The mordanting baths become turbid on boil-
ing by separating an insoluble aluminum sait. A part of
the precipitate thus formed becomes mechanieally fixed,and
is removedon washing, the wash waters being turbid; a part
remains in the mordanting liquor. The woolwhich has been
mordanted gives an acid wash water on treatment with boil-
ing water--thus proving that the aluminum sulphate has been
decomposed,and that not merely alumina but free acid has
been extracted from the mordanting bath. If M~/tMncacid
is addedto the mordanting bath, the decomposition of the
mordant is less rapid, and it is better fixed than when the
normal sulphate is used alone. Comparatively large quan-
tities of sulphuricacid are necessary-more than three equiva-
lents H.2SO4of the sulphate, Al~SO~, and the effect of the
acid decreaseswith an increasingdilution of the bath.

"w: is a somewhat less efficient mordant than
aluminum sulphate; this is evidently due to the dissociating
effectwhich is exertedby the alkaline sulphates present in the
former salt.

"Normal o~wtMM~oxalate, Al~C~),, is almost com-
pletely taken up from the mordanting bath. A smaller
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amount of precipitate remains in thé liquor, and less can be

removed from the wool than in the case of mordanting with

the normal sulphate. Thé wool, on treatment with boiling
water, gives, in this casealso, an acid wash water.

"Normal aluminum <<ro~, Alï~H~Oe)~, if used as the

wool mordant, leaves scarcely any precipitate in the bath,
and does not give up any to the wash water. On treatment

with hot water, the wool imparts also to the latter an acid

reaction. Boilingwater does not remove the mordant proper.
Wool which had been boiledout several times with distilled

water after mordanting,gave, on dyeing with alizarine, more

brilliant and fuller colors than wool which had been simply
rinsed in water. The normal tartrate can be replaced, with

excellent results, by a mixtureof one equivalent of aluminum

sulphate and three equivalents of tartar (acid potassium
tartrate)

A~(SO<)9+ 3KC<H.O, AI~CtH~)~ + 3KHS04.

In this case, as shown by the equation, a mixture of normal

aluminum tartrate and acid potassium sulphate is formed.

If the normal tartrate is prepared by double decomposition,
e. g., with normal potassium-sodiumtartrate (Rochellesalt),
as in the followingequation

2A!s(SO<)~+ 6KNaC,HiO.= 2A~(CtH<0.),+ ~K.~0<+ jXa.SC,.

the results obtained are not as good as those with thé pure
tartrate or with the mixture produced with tartar. These

facts lead to the conclusionthat the tartrate is similar to other

aluminum salts, and is morerapidly dissociated in the presence
of alkaline sulphates than in the pure state; and that in the

case of a mixture of aluminum sulphate and tartrate heing
used, the acid sulphate prevents a premature dissociation.

"An examinationof the spent mordants and dye-baths
shows that the mordanting is most perfect in the case of the

tartrate, the wholeof the alumina being fixed in a permanent
manner. It appears that not only the hydroxides but also

true basic aluminum salts are deposited by the mordanting

processesin the fiber, as on dyeing the well-washedwool with
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alizarine, the spent dye-liquors invariably show an acid re-

action. Thèse theoretical considerations and experiments
are in perfect harmony with practical experience.

Basicaluminumsulphates are not usedas woolmordants,
neither are the acetates nor sulphate-acetates,as they dissociate

too rapidly and give poor results. By depositing too much

of the mordant on the surface, they make the woolharsh and

give rise to uneven dyeing and rubbing. Thiocyanate of

aluminum, which is not as sensitive as the acetates, is a very

good wool mordant; but its general employment is prevented

by its high price.
"The aluminum mordant par excellencefor wool is

aluminum sutphate, either alone or in conjunction with acids

or acid salts. In some cases the sulphate is used without any
additions. Most generally, however, a mixture of the sul-

phate with the tartar substitutes is required to obtain full and

brilliant colors which do not rub off. These tartar substitutes

are sodium bisulphate or oxalates, or they consist of tartar

which has been prepared with sufficient sulphuric acid to

convert all of the potassium into potassium sulphate. From

the foregoing it appears that none of these 'substitutes' can

replace the tartar completely, because the action of the latter

depends on the formation of aluminum tartrate by doublede-

f'~tK~M~ They have, of course, some effect, as has also

sulphuric acid. For a full shade about 6 to 8 percent
aluminum sulphate and 5 to 7 percent tartar (of the weight
of the wool) are necessary. The quantity of tartar may be

reduced to about half this amount, or it may be partly or even

wholly replaced by sulphuric, hydrochloric, oxalic acid, bi-

sulphate or sodium, etc., with very good, though not equally
fine,results. About 4 percent of sulphuricacid (of the weight
of the wool) is used, if the amount of water does not exceed

30 to 60 times the weight of the wool; otherwise more acid

must be applied. When sulphuric acid has been used in

mordanting, it is often beneficial to add about 5 percent
sodium acetate to the ultimate dye-bath to neutralize the

minéral acid which always remains in the wool fiber (and
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which otherwise would be converted into potassium sulphate
if tartar had been employed). The mordanting bath is pre-

pared with the necessaryquantities of aluminum sulphate and

tartar (or its substitutes) and the wool is entered at a low

temperature. During one to one and a half hours the bath is
heated gradually to boiling and boiled for half an hour more.
When the bath has cooled down the wool is taken out and

thoroughly washed in water; boiling out with water is bene-
ficial. It has been shown that washing is absolutely neces-

sary to remove all looselyadhering mordants and to prevent
rubbing of the ultimate color. The washing,moreover, re-

movessomeof the acid, whichis absorbed by wool, and would
be injurious in dyeing. The washed wool is ready for dyeing;
it should not be allowedto dry,-as it is then very difficultto
wet out again."

In the chapfer on mordants Herzfeld' says: "It is
well known that wool has acid and basic properties; the

latter [?] enables it, when boiled in a bath of aluminum sul-

phate, to decomposethe salt and to precipitate basic salt or

alumina on the fiber. This takes place very rapidly and the

precipitate is not properly adsorbed by the fiber. Thé pre-
cipitation takes place more slowly and more regularly if

organic acids are present, wherefore oxalic acid, lactic aeid,
tartar, or something similar, is always added when mordant-

ing wool. These counterbalance the effect of the minéral
acid set free in the process."

Beech2discussesthe mordantingof wool. "The mordant-

ing method is one of the most generally useful. It consists
in first causing a combination of the metal with thé wool
fiber. This is carried out by boiling the wool in a solutionof
the métal, such as bichromate of potash, chrome alum or

chrome fluoride, when chrome is to be used as a mordant,
with alum or sulphate of alumina when alumina is required
to be deposited on the fiber, and with copperas when iron

"DasfârbenundBteichenderTextilfasern,"58(t9on).
~"The Principlcs and Practicc of Wool Dyeing," 7! (tao2).
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is to be the mordant. It is best to add a little oxalie aeid,
cream of tartar or tartaric acid to the mordanting bath, whieh
addition helps in thé decompositionof the metallic salt by the
wool fiber, and the deposition of the metallic oxide on the
wool. With bichromate of potash, sulphuric acid is often
used, much depending upon'the character of the mordant re-

quired. Some dye-stuffs,such as logwood for blacks, work
best when the woolis mordanted with chromic acid, whichis
effectedwhen sulphuric acid is the assistant mordant. Other

dye-stuffs,such as fustie, Persian berries,and alizarine yellow,
are best dyed on a basic chrome mordant, which is effected
when tartar or oxalic acid is the assistant mordant used,
or whensomeother formof chromecompoundthan bichromate
is employed.

Theactual mordanting is done by boiling the wool in a
bath of the mordant, the quantity of which should be varied

according to the particular mordant that is being employed
and to the quantity of dye-stuffswhich is to be used. It is
obvious that for fixinga deeper shade of, say, alizarine on the
wool, a larger quantity of mordant will be required than to
fix a pale shade; sometimes this point is overlooked and the
same amount of mordant employedfor pale or deep shades.
The best plan of carrying out the mordanting is to enter the
woolin the cold bath or at a hand heat, and then raise to the
boiland continue the boilingfor one hour; of course the goods
should be kept tumed over during the process to facilitate
the even mordanting of the wool. A great deal of the success
of dyeing with the dye-stuffs now under consideration de-

pends upon the efficiencywith whichthe mordanting has béen
carried out. If this is at all unevenlydone, then no amount
of care in the succeedingdyeing processwill lead to the de-

velopment of an even dyeing. After the mordanting is

finished, the goods should be rinsed with water, but it is not

necessary to dry them."

Theseresults are exactly what one can prediet according
to the adsorption theory of mordanting because the theory
was designed with that in mind. The more basic the solution
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the greater the hydrolysis and the more rapid the precipita-
tion. Consequently so-called basic solutions cannot be used

with wool. While aluminum sulphate does not hydrolyze so
much as the aluminum salt of a weaker acid, the coagulating
effect of sulphate causes the alumina to precipitate more

rapidly and in a less satisfactory form. Addition of sodium

sulphate increases the concentration of sulphate and makes
matters worse. Addition of sulphuric acid tends to work
both ways. Thé increase in acidity cuts down the hydrolysis
and tends to prevent precipitation of alumina. Increase
in the sulphate concentration tends to increase the rate of

coagulation. The effect due to the increasingacidity is the
more important one and consequently an aluminum sulphate
solution, acidified with sulphuric aeid, works better than an

aluminum sulphate solution whieh bas not been acidified at

all, and very much better than an aluminum sulphatesolution
to which sodium sulphate has been added. If weacidify with

an organic acid the two factors work together, because the

organic acid acts as a peptonizingagent on alumina instead of

pectizing it as sulphates do. Those organic acidsare the most

satisfactory which are the most effectivein preventing rapid

coagulation of the alumina. It is worth while to compare
the three quoted statements in regard to this point. Knecht,
Rawson and Loewenthal say that the aluminum salts of

oxalic and tartaric aeids possess a certain resistance to the

dissociating action of wool, which is not true because these
salts hydrolyze considerablymore than the sulphate. Beech

says that addition of oxalic acid, cream of tartar or tartaric

acid to the mordanting bath helps in the décompositionof the

wool salt by the wool fiber, which is not true, because in-

creasing the acidity cuts down the hydrolysis. Herzfeld is

perfectly right in saying that precipitation takes place more

slowly and more regularly if organic acids are present; but
this is not especially helpful because he does not make any
attempt at an explanation why organicacids shouldhave such
an effect. Instead of this jumble of contradictory explana-
tions, the adsorption theory straightens the whole matter
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out; what happens is just what one would expect from a

knowledgeof the chemistryof the reacting substances. What
has been said about oxalie and tartaric acids appUes with
suitable modification'sto formic acid' and to lactic acid.2

Having taken up the case of alumina mordant in such
detail, it hardly seems necessaryto discuss thé other metallic
mordants now. The same principles are involved and the

slight differences in behaviordo not seem to present anything
new.3 The difference between the mordanting of wool and
of cotton is what one wouldexpect from the lesser adsorbing
power of cotton. With cotton the solutions must be more
basic and the use of a fixingagent for the mordant is more

important.
There is one more point about alumina mordants which

I wish to establish beforebringingthis first paper on mordants
to a close. The brilliancy of a mordanted color will depend
very largely on the transparencyof thé mordant. The most
brilliant colors are obtained with a tin mordant* apparently
because this mordant is the most transparent. Cajar" finds
that when soda is added to a coldaluminumsulphate solution,
the precipitate is white and has a distinct covering power.
If the precipitate is heated or if sodais added to a hot solution
the precipitate is more transparent. This is in line with the

gênera! fact that precipitates are less amorphous and more

crystalline the higher the temperature of precipitation6 pro-
vided the other conditions are kept the same. Raising the

temperature of the mordanting bath therefore gives a more

transparent mordant. It also helps to fix the mordant better
on the fiber; but that is a point whichcan be postponed until 1
take up the wholequestionof fastnessof dyes.

Since we get a more transparent mordant by raising the

Boehringerand Soehne: Zeit. Parbenindustrie, 9, 237, 353 (t9<o).
SchwfUbe: Zeit. Kolloidchemie, 5, t29 (tgo~).
Liechti and Suida: Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., s, 526 (t886).
Herzfptd: "Das Farben und Bleicheti der Textilfasern," 73 (<9<x~;

Kneeht. Rawson and Loewenthat: "A Manual of Dyeing," 2nd Ed., 276 (<9to).
Zeit. angew. Chem., 24, 793 (~n). J.

Cf. Owens: Jour. Phys. Chem., 18, 46; (1914).
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temperature of the bath, the questionarises whether it might
not be better to raise the temperature still more if possible
or to keep the bath longer at the boil. This might be de-
sirable if transparency were the only thing to be considered.
It so happens that another factor comesin. At high tempera-
tures the alumina becomesdenser, presumably losing water,
and loses its mordanting powers.' This fact is recognized
by practical dyers~ "Goods which have been impregnated
with the acetates and sulphate-acetatesmust not be dried at

high temperatures, since these compounds are most readily
dissociated on the fiber by heat, when acetic acid escapes
and the base remains on the fiber in a form which renders it
less capable of combining with the coloringmatter in the

subsequent dye-bath; poor and irregular colors would thus
result. This fact may be due to the generationof aluminum
oxide instead of the hydroxide, as shown by either of the

followingequations:

zAt(CH9CO:)a+ 3H:0 = A),0,+ 6CH,COi.H
2At(CH9CO:):OH+ H20= A1203+ 4CH3CO2H

Anotherexplanation is that a basicacetate or a less hydrated
aluminum hydroxide is formed,neither of which forms color
lakes. Mordants that have been spoiled by overheating are
said to have been burned."

The general results of this paper are as follows:

i. A mordant is a substancewhich is adsorbed strongly
by the fiber and which adsorbs the dye strongly.

2. There is no evidencethat any definitecompounds are
formed when the metallic mordants are taken up by wool,
silk or cotton.

3. The differencebetween the behavior of wool and of
cotton is merely one of degree.

4. Aluminum salts hydrolyze more or less completely

Cf.Crum:Jour.Chem.Soc.,6, 227(1854).
Knecht,RawsonandLoewenthat:"A ManualofDycing."znd Hd.,

235(ig'Q).
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when dissolvedin water, the change being more rapid at high

temperatures.

5. Whenaluminumsalts hydrolyze,or whensmall amounts

of sodium carbonate are added to the solution, colloidal

alumina is one of the reaction products.
6. With aluminum acetate the hydrolysis is so rapid

that no considerable amount of normal acetate is formed

when equivalent solutions of aluminum sulphate and lead

acetate are mixed.

7. Coagulatedalumina causesso-calledaluminum acetate

to hydrolyze further and hydrous ferrie oxide has a similar

effect on ferrie chloride.

8. The fact that aluminumchloride will hold in solution

more alumina than it can carry into solution is proof that we

are not dealing with a definitebasic sait.

9. The solutions used by Liechti and Suida did not con-

tain the basic salts that weresupposed to be there.

10. Since Liechti and Suida did not approximate equilib-

rium conditions in their mordanting experiments, the results

are too uncertain to have any value.

i i. The metallic mordants are hydrous oxides and not

basic salts.

12. The rate of coagulationis more important than the

degree of hydrolysis.

:3. Normal and so-called basic aluminum sulphates

coagulate too readily to be satisfactory with wool.

Addition of sodium sulphate increases the rapidity
of coagulation from normal or basic aluminum sulphate solu-

tions.

:5. Addition of sulphuricacid retards the coagulationof

alumina; addition of organicacids is still more helpful.
16. The upholdersof the chemical theory of dyeing give

diametrically opposed explanations for the action of organic

acid.

17. More transparent mordants are obtained from hot

solutions than fromcoldsolutions;but they have lessmordant-

ing power.
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i8. Atumina mordant may be taken as a typical basic

mordant. What is true of this is true of the other mordants

with slight and obviouschanges.

19. The differences in the mordanting of wool and of

cotton are what would be expectedfromthe lesser adsorbing

power of cotton.

CMw«~M~j<<y



THU RATE OF DISSOCIATION 0F NITROGEN PER-

OXIDË

BY W. L. ARGO

The relation between the pressure, temperature and den-

sity of nitrogen peroxide is satisfactorily expressed by the
statement that there is equilibrium between two gases with
formulae N~O~and N0~ Up to the present, no experiments
have been made with the object of ascertaining whether any
appreciable time is required for establishing equilibrium
between these two gases, after an alteration of pressure. The

purpose of the present paper is to determine whether in very
rapid changes of pressure there is any evidence of "lag" in
the reaction.

In his experiments on the rates of reaction of gases,
van't Ho<Pfound that in many cases the walls of the vessel
hastened the reaction. To eliminate this factor, and at the

samc time to obtain the necessary rapidity in the pressure
changes, the oscillationsof stationary sound waves have been

made use of in this research.

If thc changeof dissociation is very rapid there will be

equilibrium between the nitrogen tetroxide and dioxide, ac-

cording to the equation NïO~zNO; at every instant dur-

ing the oscillationsof the sound waves, and the local density
of the gas at each moment will correspond to what would be

found by ordinarydensity measurëments for the local pressure
and temperature.

If, on the other hand, the rate of reaction is so small

that no appreciablechanges in dissociationoccur, the density
at every momentwillbe that calculated by the gas law pV =

)tRT, whenn is constant.

If the velocityof sound in nitrogen peroxide can be cal-

culated with sufficientaccuracy for each of these limiting as-

sumptions,it willbepossible,by measurement of sound velocity

Gibbs:Trans.Conn.Acad.,3,240(t~S).
Van'tHoff-Cohen:StudienzurchemischenDynamik,p. 45(1896).
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in the gas, to decide whether the rate of dissociation corre-

sponds to either one. of these limiting cases or has some inter-

médiate value.

Catoutation of

.S'yMtMyused;
T = absolute temperature.
p = pressure of nitrogen peroxide in mm mercury.
pi = pressure of air in mm mercury.
V = volume in cc of 92.08grams nitrogen peroxide at p.
VI = volume in cc of 28.97grams air at pi.
d = density of nitrogen peroxide compared with air, at T and p.

92.08 (d .t f..d )P = –“ (density of nitrogen peroxide, in grams per ce).

p, = ? (density of air in grams per ce).

R = 623~0.
= 92.08/28.97~

– f ("degree of dissociation").
c~ = sp. heat per formula weight, at constant volume, of N0;.
c" = sp. heat per formula weight, at constant volume, of N204.

(l –– Of)~+ 2Q;C.
t~

f+a-
Kt= 1.405 (Ratio of specifie heats at constant pressure and

constant volume for air).
K~ dissociation constant of nitrogen peroxide, defined by

4«
2

V(7'=~)=K-
/<= heat given out, in cal., when NzO~changes to sNOz at constant

volume.
= wave length in cm of stationary sound waves in nitrogen

peroxide.
Xt == wavelengths in cm of stationary sound waves in air.

f_= no. of vibrations per secondof rod forming sound waves.

Calculation o/ – from wave lengths. From the formulae
dp

for the velocity of sound.'

dp const.. ~t const.

dp W X~

~'=-L.
dp

This gives an experimental method for determining
–~

a'p

Ctausius:Hech.Wiirmetheorie.p. 52 (1876).
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for nitrogenperoxidefrom measurementsof wave tength in it
and in air, for the samenote.

Co/cK~MM< ~o~ca~ The value of dp
may be

dp dp
calculated under the two assumptions made above:

~KW~'oM /1.–That the dissociation is so rapid that
chemicalequilibriumexistsat every moment.

~MtK~M B.–That the dissociationis so slow that no
chemical reaction takes place during the changes due to the
sound waves.

The values under Assuntptions and B wil!be indicated

by(~)
and

(~) .respectively. These wiltbecompared
~"AA 'B fi

with the experimentalvalue
( ) given by equation (t).

For a small adiabatic change of the nitrogen peroxide

"~)~
+

-)/I'
+ C

+ zac~r

~L~LT~I~.

'359..42660~T.
Also

(t + «)RT = ~V. (3)

From (2) and (3), and noting that
= –

dP

V d~

~°-~(§)~
(a_«1

IT .+
1

4z66o
R 1 -p.

.(~-<––

Under~~Kw~h'oK since K =
.,7–

C~
= K(! – a)" ~(t ~)~

\&V/TT 4~–~)a) (2–a)RT'
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And since from van't Hoff's equation, =
– h

dT c.985 T~

/i~\ _/ta'(! –t<)
~T~' 1.985~(2-a)'

Equation (4) now becomesby substitution

P

(dP)
_p-

~'F~ Î

'~M
+ +

-a'M+t

~98~r+~+~

aM .l. I

in whichM = "– and a bas the value calculated from
2 – a

ordinary density measurements.

Under Assuniption B (~)
= o and

(~) =
o, and équa-

tion (~)becomes

~P\ ~J~ p ( )s
T

R(t+a)L3~
<+1.985'~ p

'2660
–(t–0;)~–20'

correspondingto Laplace's formula for an ordinary gas.
Data L'~cd.–For h the value –12900 cal., calculated by

van't HofP,' has been used. The values of a werecalculated
from the density p, by equation (3) p and p werefound di-

rectly by E. and U. Natanson in their déterminations of sound

wave length. In my experiments the weight, volume and

temperature were determinedand the pressure wasfound by
Gibbs' équation~

(3.!78–~)"P = 9.¢7oS6
3118.6

2~-7589)~ = 9.47056
in whieh P is the pressure in atmospheres.

The only data about which there is much uncertainty
are the values of c, and c~. From Berthelot and Ogier's~

Van'tHotf-Cohen:Studienzurehem.Dynamik,p.t~S(t896).
Gibbs:Trans.Conn.Aead.,3,239(fSyS).
Ann. Chim. Phys., [5) 30, 382 (<883).
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determinationsof the total heat given out on coolingnitrogen

peroxidethrough various intervals of temperature, and taking

the heat of dissociation as –(~t~~ + 2l) ça! Schreber'

has calculated the values of c~and c~on the assumption that

c~= 2c,. He gives the values 12.85 and 6.43. His calcula-

tion, however, contains the erroneous assumption that thé

heat required to raise the temperature of 92.08grams of nitro-

gen peroxide through t" at constant volume (C,.) is equal to

the corresponding value for constant pressure 14.85 cal.,

(C~), less 1.985 (instead of (i + a')i.98s). Moreover,

Schreber'snumber 14.85was obtained by averaging the values

foundfor various intervals of temperature ranging from about

290° 28° to 150° ?8° on the wrong assumption that

Ce is independent of the temperature. The spécifie heat

at constant pressure for 92.08grams must increase with in-

creasingdissociation according to the equation Cp = C, +

ï.<)85(t+ a). Unfortunately the experimentaldata on which

these values are based are not sufficientlyconcordant to war-

rant a strict recalculation. A rough estimate, however, was

madeas follows:

By taking intervals of temperature 6 (about 25° each)
from 290°to 28°, and calculating the valuesof 8 (1 –

«)c~,+

2<M~}for the averages of the value of a at the upper and lower

ends ofeach interval, and summingthese valuesover intervals

correspondingto Berthelot and Ogier's experiments, a set of

numbersis obtained whose average is 14.85when c~is taken

as 13.4and as 7.7.' This givesc~= 11.4and = 5.7.

The value = 5.7 is low compared with those of

other gases of similar formulae, as shown by the following
table:

Zeit. phys. Chem., 24, 65: (t8<)7).

Thesevalueswerefoundaftera fewapproximations.c~isassumed

equalto2C,.Thisassumptionis justifiedtoa certainextentby thefactthat
therelationbetwcendensityofnitrogenperoxideandtemperatureis closely
representedbyanequationofGibbs'inwhiehthisassumptionisimplied.(See
Trans.Conn.Acad.,3,244(t878).)
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If in these calculationsthe value –12900 cal., calculated by
van't Hoff from Devilleand Troost's measurements is used
for the heat of dissociationinstead of -13132 cal., ealculated

by Schreber from Natanson's experiments, the values for
and c;would comeout about 12 percent greater, say 12.8

and 6.4. Van't Hoff' mentions the value 16.86for 92 grams
of nitrogen peroxide"at high temperatures wheredecomposi-
tion can be neglected,"but does not say how he obtained it.
This would give 16.86/2 1.985 = 6.45 for c~. Because
of this agreement with van't Hoff's value, and the higher
values for other gases,the values

have been used in the calculàtions. Fortunately the effect

of errors in the specifieheats on the values and
a~~AA ~B B

are relatively small. (Seep. ~44.)

Compar!son of Calculatedand Observed Values of
(~)

The following table shows the calculated values of

(-~ and (~) and the values of f obtained from
'~A A ~~Bfi ~xp.

four sets of the sound wave measurements of E: and U.
Natanson:2

< ~(.n~J ~V'<
U.~)) \'WA ~~B ~x,ured)

stim

i L_

dp

21.72° 0)230.59~.486! 42.09 23.64 3.6j9 3.275 3.558
2t.25 '367.o82.599i42.05 23.08 3.833 3.452 3.733
2t.8t '617.63 2.709~41.80 22.27 3.987 3.619 3.953
1996 !640.76,2.762;4t.98 22.19 4.092 3.7188 4.042

cv= t2.8 andcv= 6.4

Van't Hotf-Cohen:Studien zur ehctn. Dynamik,p. t~S (t896).
WiedAon., 24,4~4()8~).

CO, 7.55
NfO 7.95
H~ 6.65
SO: 7.88
H~S ~.27
CS, 9.93

Average, 7.70
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The experimental values
(,~)

agree veryclosetywith
'Mf'cxp.

/dp
those for the greatest deviation being 2.8 percent

and the least 0.9 percent. On the other hand, the experi-

mental values differ from
( by from 8.5 percent to
\d~/B

7.5 percent.
The EEfiaotof Errors in Data

The following table showsthe percent effecton the values
at the heads of the columnscaused by a one percent increase
in the data shown in the first column:

f~dp A dp B \~A<p.

\t1 0 0 +22
X 0 0 –2
<f +1.O~tO+O.~Ô +!.t5t0+f.t7 0
c,. +o.otjto+o.oto +o.t5to+o.)7 0

–/t +0.0~ to +0.0t) 0 0

Thus, to bring the values
(_~)

down to the values
~c~exp.

(dp) there would have to be consistent errors of about
't4~BB

+4 percent in or -4 percent in (or +2 percent in and
–2 percent in \)). Chance errors in the measurement of
wave length are much less than this (see values, page ~o),
and it is quite improbable that methodical errors would
have opposite signs in and \).

To bring the values
(dp) up to the value

f~dp B dp exp.
an error of about +7 percent would be necessary in d, or an
error of about +50 percent in €“. Errors of these magnitudes
are practically impossiblein d, and very unlikely even in the
case of the doubtful
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The results of the above comparison may be taken there-
fore as conclusiveevidence that ~M-Mw~~fK? is not in ac-
cordancewith the facts.

It may be noted in connection with this conclusion that
it is clearly impracticable to use sound velocity as a means of

measuring the ratio cpfor nitrogen peroxide.

New Experlments

Natanson's determinations involved the use of a mercury
manometerand stop-cocks. The stop-cock lubricant is readily
attacked by the nitrogen peroxide, and as a result water

vapor in slight traces may have reached the gas and catalysed
the reaction. In order to check the above conclusion with
a carefully dried gas and, at the same time, to investigate
the effectofwater vapor, added in knownquantity, the foUow-

ing experimentswerecarried out.

The apparatus finally designed had neither stop-cocks
nor manometer. The stop-cocks were eliminated because
it was found that even metaphosphoric acid used as lubricant
allowed leaks. As the use of a manometer would require
stop-cocks to protect the mercury from the peroxide, the

pressure of the gas was calculated from measurements of its
volume and weight by the use of the Gibbs' equation (see

page 4.41).
The sound-producingapparatus was somewhat different

from the Natanson type. The sounding tube AB, 120 cm

long and t.o cm cross section, with a flattened bulb at each

Fig.ii

end, is clamped at its middle, C. It is sealed into the gas
chamber DF at D, so that DB is 20cmlong. Asthis is equiva-
lent to a secondclamp at D the sounding tube is damped at
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'A and its length. The gas chamber in this wayis theoret-

ically stationary, whereas in the Natanson type it formed

part of the vibrating system. The apparatus is thus less

fragile and the dust heaps are less irregular than when they
are fonned on a vibrating surface. The adjustment of length
of the gas column is made by means of an inner tube F, sup-

ported by platinum loops sealed into its walls. It ean be

adjusted by tapping the end of the gas chamber. The loops
fitted tightlyenough to prevent the tube fromslidingwhen the

apparatus was held vertically. The powder for forming the

dust heaps, precipitated silica, was placed in this inner tube.

At G a glass rod GH was sealed into the flat end of the

inner tube. Its length was suchthat whenthe tube wasmoved

back sufficiently,a capillary tube, sealed in at J, was broken.

This capillary contained about 0.001 gram of water. The

bulb K, of about 6 ce capacity, in which the nitrogenperoxide
was to be finallycondensedby liquidair, openedinto the nitro-

gen peroxide reservoir L and the gas chamber through con-

strictions E and M. The side tube N opened into a glass
bulb P containing cocoanut charcoalwhichwas in communica-

tion with an air pump and a McLeodgauge.
The nitrogen peroxide was prepared from pulverized

lead nitrate dried for an hour at about !zo° C. This was

mixed with dry sand to prevent caking, and was decomposed
in a combustion tube through which passed a strong current

of dry oxygen. The nitrogen peroxide was condensed in the

reservoir L, of about 15 ce capacity, containing phosphorus

pentoxide. The reservoir was then sealed off until ready for

use. The nitrogen peroxide remained in contact with the

phosphorus pentoxide for one week before it was used in the

experiment.
The preparatory operations were as foltows: The ap-

paratus from D to K was enclosed in a heating oven. The

nitrogen peroxidereservoir was immersedin liquidair, opened,
and sealed to the apparatus at M. (The blowingwas done

through a phosphorus pentoxide tube to prevent access of

moisture.) When the air-pump was started, the nitrogen
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peroxidewas heated to its melting point and then re-frozen

stow!yto prevent the lodgingof air bubbles in the interstices

of the frozen mass. The bulb was then kept immersed in

liquidair.

The apparatus from D to R was heated to 1950 C to

removethe adsorbed water fromthe powderand fromthe walls

of the vessel. As previous experiments had shown that at

this temperature the water in the capiUaryetched and cracked

the glassthe part RM washeatedonly to 150° C. The bulb P

was also heated to 200° C. When, after about three hours,
the system had been exhausted to a pressure of 0.02 mm,
the gauge and pump were sealed off at S. The bulb P

was then immersed in liquid air to produce as complete a

vacuum as possible. After six hours the bulb wassealed off

at V and the reservoir L was removed from the liquid air.

After allowing the apparatus to reach room temperature,
about 20° C, and making certain that no nitrogen peroxide
had condensed in the gas chamber, the reservoir I, was sealed

off at M.

In the adjustment of the apparatus to form stationary
sound waves, the sounding tube, clamped at D, was rubbed

between C and D with ether-moistened cotton wool. The

lengthof the gas column in the inner tube BG wasthen altered

by gentle tapping until well-definedheaps were formed.

After this preliminary adjustment the gas cylinder was

placed in a thermostat at 22° C. For easy removal of the

apparatus this consisted ofa water tank, kept at 22° C~=0.05,

through which a cylinder about 8 cm in diameter ran longi-

tudinally. When the apparatus had been supported by brass

clips in this cylinder the openings were ctosed with loosely

packed cotton wool. The temperature of the air-bath so

formed reached that of the water tank about an hour after

the apparatushad been inserted,and remained at 22° C ± 0.r

throughout an experiment.
To secure the necessary rigidity the clamp for damping

the sounding tube at the point C was imbedded in a heavy
concrete block. A layer of cork fastened to the glass with
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adhesive tape and fish gtue prevented the tube from slipping
through the clamp.

When the temperature of the air-bath had become33" C
the-sounding tube was damped at C and set into vibration
as before. Then the apparatus wasremovedfromthe thermo-
stat and the dust-heaps were measured to 0.5 mm. The

readings were averaged by the method proposedby Kundt.'

Repetitions of this procedure gave a series of readings as
checkson the measurement.

The wave length in air, X;,wasobtainedat the same time

by inserting the end A of the soundingtube into a glass tube
about 3 cm diameter and 50 cm long,containingprecipitated
silica. The temperature of the air was determined by two
thermometers at either end of the tube and the dust heaps
weremeasured as in the gas cylinder.

When a sufficientnumber of readingshad been made, the

capillary containing the water was broken. To insure dis-
tribution of the moisture throughout the nitrogen peroxide
the gas cylinder was heated and cooledseveral times and the
inner tube BG moved backwards and forwards. The gas
cylinderwas then left in the thermostat for twenty-fqurhours.
With the nitrogen peroxide now definitely' knownto contain
watervapor another wave-lengthmeasurementwasmade.

To determine the weight of nitrogen peroxidein the gas
cylinder, the bulb K was immersedin liquid air until no color
couldbe distinguished by lookinglongitudinallythrough RD.
After the bulb was sealed off at E and dried, it was placed in
a desiccator for half an hour and was then weighed. Both
the bulb and a standardized solutionof potassiumpermangan-
ate werecooled in ice and then the top of the bulb wasbroken
and heldunder the solution. In this way all the nitrogenper-
oxide was absorbed by the potassium permanganate. (No
odor of the gas was distinguishableabove the solution.) The

permanganate reduced by the nitrous acid was determined by
titrating with freshly standardized ferrous sulphate solution.

Pogg.Ann.,197,497(t866).
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Thé weight of nitrogen peroxide in the bulb was thus deter-
mined.

The weight was also determined directly by weighing
the dried bulb and broken tip. A satisfactory checkbetween
the two methods served to establish the purity of the nitrogen
peroxide.

Finally the volume of the gas cylinder was determined

by weighingit empty and filledwith water.

The complete results of the experiments are given below.

Length of waves innttrogenperoxideat22°C Lengthof wavesinairat !9.o°C

Expt.
Dry or moist In ems.

~P- In cms.No. No.

~4 Dry .~o Et 2.659
L9 Dry .~o Ë3 2.660
Bio Dry 1.436 ––

Ei2 Dry .455 Average,2.66~
EJ3 Dry 1.442
Et55 Dry .~6

6 Moist
Avera.ge.i.~t

Ë[6 Moist 1.~2'

Weight of Nitrogen Peroxide MtBulb.

(a) By titration:

No. ce pot. permang. (0.287~) = 202.75ce.

No, cc ferrous sulphate (o. tG86N)= 137.6000.
Net pot. permang. = 122.01cc.

Weightnit. peroxide = t.ôtzogm.

(b) By direct weighing:
Wt. of bulb + nit. peroxide + o.oon gm. water = 7.4318gm.
Wt. of openedbulb + pieces (empty) = 5.7976gm.
Wt. of water = o.oot2 gm.
Wt. of nit. peroxide = t .6330gm.

Thé average value 1.623 grams was used in the calculation.

Thésoundingtube was accidentallybrokenwhiteanother"moist"
measurementwas in progress.As thé dust heapsin EI6werewc)tdefinedit
wasthoughtunncccssaryto makefurtherexperiments.
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Volumeof (7s~Chamber.

Wt. of tube + bulbempty = 480.5gm.
Wt. of tube + bulbfullofwaterat t9.~° C==!036.ogm.
Volume= ss~5 ec.

The values
(~) ~)

and
(~) exp.

were cal-
dp dp a ~~exp.

culated as alreadyexplained.
.=.

i ¡.c_ /<<p\ x)o'i /~p\
x m' x)o'

d
~/An ~B B U~~p.

J.o_ -1 (
A

zz.o°C 6~9.9mm 4.ooz 3.87322.0"C 2.722 679.9 mm 4.002 3.629 3.873

It is seen that the experimental value agrees with
(.~)Lt~7

within 3 percent. This is probably within the limits of the

experimental errors. On the other hand, it differs by more

than 6 percent from the value
(-~)

This is in accord
dp B

with the results calculated from Natanson's measurements.

It can be concluded,therefore, that the rate of reaction even

in the dry gas does not correspondto AssumptionB.

Summary of Conclusions

i. Thé rate of reaction between nitrogen tetroxide and

nitrogen dioxide is so great that there is no appreciable lag
in the reaction during the rapid changes of pressure caused

by stationary sound waves in nitrogen peroxide.
2. Conclusioni holdsboth fornitrogenperoxidedriedover

phosphoruspentoxideand for the gas containing 0.32 volume

percent of water vapor.

3. It is impracticable to use measurements of sound ve-

locity for determining for nitrogen peroxide.
c,

This research was carriedout at the suggestionand under

the direction of Dr. F. B. Kenrick. The experimental work

was completed at the University of CaHfornia.

!/H<Myjt'~ o~ Toronto

{~MtMrt<<y<~CoM/onMs
/att«ary,Jp!~
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PhyMkfdMthe Chemie der homogett und heterogenen GasfMMonen,

B~ Karl Jellinek. 7~ X 24 cm; pp. v + ~4. ~.ft~Mg:S. //t~, /~j. Pn'ff:

ja.j!o marks.-The main subdivisions are: statics of gas reactions; kinetics of

gas reactions; eieetrochemistryof gas reactions; photochemistryof gasreactions.

Under statics, or thermodynamies, of gas reactions the theoretical portion in-

cludes chapters on: the two laws of thermodynamies; statics of gas reactions

treated by meansof reversible cycles; statics of gas reactions treated by means

of entropy and thededuced functionsof freeenergyand thermodynamicpotential;

theory of heat radiation; relation betwcen the quantum theoryof heat radiation,
thé specifieheats, the heats of reaction, and the Nernst heat theorem. The

experimental part of the same subdivision inehtdes:experimentaldata on heat

radiation; déterminationof molecularoscittationsby meansofradiation;measurc-

ments of temperature; measurements of specifieheats and heats of reaction;
determination of gas equilibria. This first divisionis nearly ninety percent of

the whole book, kinetics of gas reactions rceeiving thirty-nve pages, electro-

chemistry of f;asréactions forty-six pages and photochemistryof gas reactions

twenty-two pages.
Thé author's general attitude is perhaps best shown by the fact that he

catis Nemst's heat theorem the third law of thermodynamics. No reference

is made to Johnston's criticism and the casuat reader–assuming that sueh a

man would read this book-would get the impressionthat everythingwas plain

sailing and that there was no juggling with data. In spite ofthe hero worship,
the author has written a very good book. He has given perhaps the clearest

statement of Ncrnst's theorem; he has given an admirablesketchof the quantum

theory in sofar as it bears on the subject in hand, and evcrybodywillbe gratefut
to him for the data and literature référenceson gas equilibria.

For personalreasons the reviewer was interested in the followingparagraph,
p. 363: "We can divide substances into continuous radiators (highly heated

solids and liquids, as well as gases whieh are not too dilute, ai) three actingas

température radiators) and selective radiators, such as electrically excited

dilute gasesor vapors in Geisslertubes or arcs, chemieallyexciteddilute gases in

ftames (luminescence),or heated dilute gases (thermal radiation). We pieture
a selective radiator (a dilute, luminescent gas) as a large massof moleculesin

each of which there are one or more tocatizedoscillators (vibratingetectronsor

ions) having one or more oscillationnumbers. The vibratingclectronsor ions

can bc excited only to vibrations of a definite period by collisionwith other

electrons, ions, or molecules; and eonsequently emit electromagneticwaves of

definitelength discontinuously." WilderD. Bancroft

Die Atome. By Jean Perrin. 7')'<!M/<t~by A. Lc/to~r. r6 X 22

(w; p~. v + 7!)<).~«~tï: Theodor ~(etttto~, jo~4. Pn«!; ma~–Thé
French edition has already been reviewed (t?, 563). We nowhave a German

translation in a more convenient size. A quotation from the conclusionsmay
not be amiss. After showing that the value, N, for thc number of molecules
in a gram molecular weight-the Avogadro number–fatts between60 X 10*~
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and 75 X to' when detcrminedin thirteen different ways, the author goeson

to say, p. 189: "We are filledwlth amaxement at thé close agreement among
thé numbersdeduced fromastudyof suchdifferent phenomena. The probability
of thé actual existenceof.motecutesbecomesalmost a certainty in viewofthe fact

that the same method yields the same value no matter how the conditions of

the experiment ure vuried, and in viewof the fact that there is so tittte variation

among the values obtained by so many methods. Jn spite of our firin belief

in the existenceof molecules,wemust nevertheless bc preparcd to obtain an ex-

pression for the visible existencewithout having recourse to invisible etements.

This can be doncwithout trouble. Wemay etiminate N from the thirteen equa-
tions, whieh otherwise contain only directly measurable values, and obtain

fundamental relations betwcen basic phénomène which have hitherto seemed

absolutely independent: the viscosityofgases,the Brownianmovements,the b)ue

of the sky, the radiation of the black body, and radioactivity.
"If we eliminate the Avogadronumber from the équation for the radiation

of a black body and from the equation for diffusion as due to the Brownian

movements, for instance, weget a relation at once whichenables us to predict
the rate of diffusionin water at ordinary temperature of a sphere 0.001 mm. in

diameter if we have mcasuredthé intensity of yellowlight emitted by a furnace

filied with molten iron. It is thus possiblefor a physicist who has studied the

iron furnace to detect an error in the microscopicaideterminations of another

man who was studying entuisions. This is possiblewithout makingany mention

of molecules.

"We are not going to carry a mania for rigorous treatment so far as to make

us avoid the use of molecular values in the mathematical expression of laws

whichwc deduced by means of them. That wou)dnot bc like removingthe sup-

porting stake when the plant had outgrown the need of it; but would he like

cutting off the roots whichnourishthe plant and cause it to grow."
t~'M~ D. Fanf~

Qualitative Anatyse vom Standponkt der ïonentehre. By M~tn

~c~f)-. /)M f<<!<tOK.77 X cm; fM + J!.M'p! Willrelm.EMge/-

WHMn,/()J~. Price: /20 marks,paper; ~jo marks, tc«M<f.–Thésecondedition

was reviewedfiveyears ago (tg, 177). The newedition differsfrom the previous
onc chieny in that a sectionon microchemicatmethods has been added and that

thé portions dealing with reductionand oxidation have been rewritten. In thé

preface the author answers the eriticismthat thé book is not suitable for an in-

troductory course in qualitative analysis. He eontends that it is better for

the beginner to tearn to findwhathe needsin a book whichwill also be hetpfu)
to him loter rather than to use a little manual which contains just what he

wants at the time but whichwillbe worthlesseverafter. By this adroit move

the author has certainty carried thé war into Africa; but it is something of a

question whether hc can hold the ground whichhe has gained.
The rewritten chapter on oxidation and reduction shows how difficult it is

to formulate anything rigorouslycven whenone knows exactly how to deal with

each special case. The author starts off,as everybody does, with the statement

that reduction consists in the taking up of hydrogen or thé loss of oxygen,oxida-

tion being just the reverse of this. This goesto pieces in the reduction of mer-
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curie chloride by copper or by stannous chloride,reactions not involving either

hydrogen or oxy~en Ostwald tried to get round the ditRcutty by saying that
we have reduction when we have a decreasein thé number or valence of some
cation and oxidation whenthere is an mcreasein the number or valence of some

anion; but that would not meet a case of the type

H~SO,+ HCtO H,SO, + HCI.

To meet this the author defines reduction as a decrease in the positive valence
or an increase in the negative valence. This is perfectly correct provided one
knows that the author means the valence of someelement and not the valence
of the ion. We have a precisety similar case in the Theorem of Le Chatelier
which nobody has ever formulated rigorously, and yet which anybody will
understand. It seems to the reviewer that it might often be well to dispense
with definitionsand to rely entirely on the illustrations, which one has to give
anyway. Wilder D. Bancroft

Les propdMs optiques des solutions. By C. C~M~faK. 77 X ~6 cm;
pp. t' +2~0. Paris: Gauthier-Villars, rgr3. Price: io francs.This book is

rcatty a new and enlarged edition of the author's doctor thesis. The subject
is treated under the followingheadings: the theoretical laws of the refraction of
solutions and of dissolved substances; the theoretical laws of the dispersion of
solutions and of dissolved substances; deductions from the experimental study
of aqueous solutions of inorganic substances; study of the refraction of solu-
tions not entirely aqueous; experimental study of the dispersionof solutions of

inorganic substances; experimental study of the refraction and dispersion of
dissolved organie compounds; methods, apparatus and data. It is an ambitious
programme; but there are practically no generalresults. Thé book is essentially
a study of experimental facts. At the endof the bookthe author gives ten pages
of literature références, for whieh everyhody interested in this line of work will
bc gratefut to him. Wilder D. Bancroft

Zur Kfise der Uchtathw-Hypothese. By P. B)t~n/M<. X M cm;
pp. M. Berlin: /«MKï Springer, ~p7j. Price: 6 marks.-This is an address
deliveredby theauthor when inauguratcd as professorat the Universityof Leyden.
Newton's emission theory of light was succeededby the ether theory. Fresnel

postulated a stationary ether and Stokes an ether which moved with moving
substances. Thé development of Frcsnet's views by Lorentz showed that the
aberration of light from the stars, the velocityof light in running water. and the

magnetic action of a rapidly rotating electrifiedbody could be accounted for

quantitatively on the basis of Fresnet's theory. On the other hand, the Michel-

son-Morleyexperiment seemed to favor Stokes' view. This difficulty was over-
come whenLorentz showedin 1904.that the Michelson-Morleyexperimcnt gave
a negative result, not because the result was really negative; but because the

changes in the measuring instruments wereequal to the result to be measured.
While the Fresnel-Lorentz theory of a stationary ether seemsto have triumphed
ovcr the theory of a moving ether, it has now to contend with the two different
theories of Ritz and of Einstein, each of these theories postulating that there is
no ether at atl. The reviewcr is not competent to say whether thé author has
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or has not been strictly impartial in his presentation; but the address is certainly
a model one fromthe point of viewof the audience. Wilder D. Bancroft

The Textile Ribers. By J. Af<~t'«Malthews. Third edition. sj X Mt;
t« + 63o. Netv York:7oA)tt~7ey Sons, ~Jj. Priee, ~.oo M/.–The

subject is treated under the headings: classificationof thé textile fibers; woo!
and hair fibers; the chemical nature and properties of wool and hair fibers;
shoddy and wool substitutes; minor hair fibers; origin and cultivation of silk;
physical properties of silk; ehemicat nature and properties of silk; the vegetable
fibers; cotton; the physicatstructure and properties of cotton; chemical proper-
ties of cotton cellulose;mercerized cotton; the minor seed-hairs; artificial silks;
linen; jute, ramie, hemp, and minor vegetable fibers; analysis of the textile
(ibers; analysis of textile fabrics and yams; bibliography of the textile fibers.

In the preface the author says: "Unfortunately, the subject of the textile
fibres has been lamentably neglected by chemists, although there is abundant
indication that a fertile field of research is open to chemists in this direction.
and such work wouldhave not ouly a scientiScvalue, but would atso be ofgreat
industrial worth. There is, as yet, relatively little known eoncemint; the chem.
ical constituents of the fibres, and thé manner in whieh the varying chemical
conditions of bleaching and dyeing and other chemical treatments affect thé

composition and properties of thèse constituents. The action of various chem-
ical agents on the fibreas an individualhas been veryimperfectly stttdicd. More
work has been done in the microscopicalfield concemint; the properties of the
fibres, but even here the knowledge is very incomptetc and disjointed, and

especial attention is drawh to the fact that there is yet a large amount of work
to be donc in the microehemistryof the subject.

"The author has endeavored to emphasize throughout this volume the

importance of the study of thé fibre as an individual, for in many cases it is
misleading to assume that the behavior of the individual fibre is identicalwith
that of a large mass of fibres in the form of yam or ctoth. In the latter case,
the différencein physicalcondition and the action of mechanical forceshave an

important influence. By going back to the study of the individual fibreas a
basis, many explanationscan he givenwhichcouldnot otherwise be discovered."

The author covers quite a range of topics. On p. 69 he points out that if
fabries of chlorinated and untreated woot be rubbed together, a considerable
electric charge will be formed. This property of chlorinated wool formed the
basis of a patented "electrie" belt. With this possibilitybefore one it is rather

distressing to learn, from the next sentence, that garments of chlorinated wool
do not wear well and are deteriorated rapidly by laundering. On p. 126we
read that "another property of silk, and one which is peculiar to this fibre, is
what is termed its scroop; this refers to the crackling sound emitted when the
fibre is squeezed or pressed. To this property is due the well-known rustle of
silken fabries. The seroopof silk does not appear to bean inherent property of
thé fibre itsetf, but is acquired when the silk is worked in a bath of dilute acid

(acetic or tartan:) and dried without washing. A satisfactory expianation
to account for the scroophas not yet been given; it is probably due to the acid

hardening the surfaceof the fibre. Mercerizedcotton can also be given a some-
what similar seroopby such a treatment with dilute acetie acid. Wool, under
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certain conditions of treatment, can aiso be given this silk-likescroop in some

degree, as, for instance, when it is treated with chloride of limesolution or with

strong caustlc alkalies."

Under mercerMation, p. 3:8, weread that "Boucart gives the following
reasons why only long-stapledcotton,and that only in particular counts, gives

good results on mercerization: A simple thread consists o! a sort or twisted

wick composed of nearty parallelfibres. The twist depends, as regards the an-

gles it makes with the length of the thread, both upon the kind of cotton and

upon the count of the yarn. Of the two sorts of simple yams, warp-yarns have

more cohesion rmong their elementsthan tensile strength, whilethé reverse is

the case with the weft-yarns. The result is that under gfaduaUyincreasing
tension weft-fibres slide past one another without breaking, but warp-nbres

break before any such occurrencetakes place. The degree oftwist alsode[)ends
on the mean stapie, and the anglebetweenthe thread and the axis at any point
is proportional to the length of the thread. The degree of twist whieh is rc-

quired to make thé cohesionexceedthe tensile strength depends naturally on

the strength of the fibre. Hence the greater the angle thé thread makes with

that axis, the lessis thé effectof the tension,and if any portionof the fibre is at

right angles to thc axis it is not affectedby thé tension at ail. Hence a simple

warp-thread can only receive a mediumamount of gloss from mercerization,

this is less as the twist is greater. Slightly twisted threads shouldgive thé best

lustre, but if the cohesionof the fibresis less than thé contractile force exerted

hy the mercerizing, the fibres slip past each other and no lustre is produced.
But if the weft-threads are fixed,as in piece goods, they take a better lustre

than the warp, although the latter is usually made of better cotton. Short-

stapied cotton acquires a less degreeof lustre because it must bc more tightty
twisted. The best lustre of all is obtained with two-fold twist, in whieh the

outer fibres lie parallel to the axis,and the yarn should he wettsinged to remove

projecting fibres.

"The quality of beingmercerizedis not an inherent propertyof any speciat

variety of cotton, as was formerlysupposedto be the case; anyvariety of cotton

is capable of mercerization,the essentialbeing that the fibreshattbe maintained

in a state of tension. în order that this conditionbe realizedwith short-stapled

fibres, thé yarn operated upon mustbe tightly twisted in order to present suffi-

cient cohesion among thé individualfibresto allowof the hightension reqnired;

this, on the other hand, preventsanevenand thorough pénétration of the caus-

tic alkali into the substance of the fibre, so that, on the whole, the resutts ob-

tained with short-stapled fibresare not at ail comparable with those of the long-

stapled varieties."

While the preceding paragraphsare clear and to thé point, the following

one, p. 275, seems to mean nothingat all: "Regarded fromthe point of view

of the ionie theory, celtutoseis consideredas a motecularaggregateconsisting of

a mixture of ions of varying dimensions. Hence, cellulose as a typical colloid

bas no definite reactive unit as a body whieh takes the crystalline fonn, nor

a fixed motecuiar constitution whieh may be represented in the limits of

a constitutional formula; for the cellulosemoleculecannot be regarded as a

statie unit, but rather as a dynamicequilibrium;its rcacting unit at any time
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beinga funetionof the conditionssurrounding it. This viewofthe constitution
of cellulosehas been advancedby C. F. Cross."

It is a pleasureto passfromthis bit of esoteric fluencyto a morecharacter-
isticpassage,p. 405. "The ehief ehemicaldifferencebetweenjute and the pure
cellulosefibresis in the abilityof the formerto combinedirectlywith basic dye.stuffs. !n fact it acts in this respect similarto cotton whichhasbeenmordanted
with tanmcacid. Jute isalsomore sensitiveto the actionofchemieatsingeneralthan cotton or linen. On this account it cannot be bleachedwith mueh suc-
cess,as treatment with alkaliesand bleachingpowderweakensand disintegratesthe fibreto a considerableextent. The jute fibre is relatively weakwhencom-
paredwith other bast fibres,and the chiefreasons for its prominenceamongthe
textile fibresare its fineness,silk-likelustre, and adaptability for spinning. The
plant is alsoeasy to cultivate and returns a large yield of fibre. Thé chiefde-
fect ofjute is its lackof durability;whenexposedto dampnessit rapidly deterior-
ates and even under ordinary conditionsof wear, the fibre gradually becomes
brittle and loses muchof its strength. Thé bleachedfibre is especiallyliable to
such deterioration; it graduallylosesits whitcness,and, evidently due to oxida-
tion, becomesstringy and yettowishbrown in color." "It must be borne in
mind that the jute fibre is a tigno.ee)tu!osecomposedof celluloseunits about
'/8 meh in length cemented together by lignone components. In bleaching
processeswhere a full white is obtained, these lignonesubstancesare. removed
and this leadsto the structural disintegration of the fibre."

There is a paragraph on the adsorption theory of dyeing, p. 304; but the
author belongsto the schoolwhichyearns for compoundsin dyeingand in mer-
cerization. Barring this shortcoming,the book is an interesting and valuable
one.

WilderD. Bancroft

The E!eeMc Furnace. By ~/f~ NoM~M. &< edition. 17 X 2!w'; ?. w + 4~. New York: McGraw-HillBook Company,j~. F~
~.oo M<.–The first edition appeared in f907 and contained zn pages. The
secondedition has been so enlarged and rewritten as to he practicallyanother
book, thoughthe admirabiearrangement of the first editionis retained.

The chapter in the first edition on productionof ironand stee)in the electric
furnacehas expandedto tbree: oneon productionof pig iron, oneon productionofsteel frommetallicingrédients,and oneon direct productionof steelfromiron
ore. That on "other uses of the electric fumace" is now divided into five:
ferro.atioysand silicon, graphite and carbides, etectrie smelting of zinc and
other metals,etectrolysisand electrolytic processes,and misceUaneoususes. A
chapteron laboratoryfurnacesand one on opérationoffurnaceshâvebeen added.

The book aims at completeness,and cornes pretty near the mark. Yet
there areomissions. We mightfairly expeet to find mentionof thé HoskitMand
the Helbergerfurnaces, and the treatment of laboratory fumaces might well
have beenmorefull. Snyder's designsforzinc furnacesget severalpages,white
his direct arc furnacein usefor melting steel is not mentioned. In a goodmanyother casesfurnaces that never got heyond the paper stage get a good deal of
attention, and it is hard to teit from the text whether a processor furnace is a
commercialsuccessor not. Onewould gather that Acker cells,Pauling nitro-
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gen furnaces and furnaees for the production of sitoxicoti itself and not merely
as a by-productof carborundum,are in opération at present.

It is worth while to inctudein such a hook furnaees that did not survive,

and even scliemesthat werenever tried, for historical and theoretical complete-

ness, or beeause of thé promiseof future development. Yet it ought to he

made clear whena furnace is mentionedfor oneof thèse reasons.

Promise of future developmentis doubtless the reason for the space given
to xine furnacesand to productionofsteel direct fromore, but it would seemthat

eiectric furnaces for heat treatment of steel, for brass melting and for melting

glass also deserve mention on that score.

The description of mechanicaldetails of furnace construction is useful.

Sometimes one might wish for more information on a furnace or a process, but

in most cases this is not the author's fault. He would doubtless have been glad

to give usa fulldescriptionof the aluminum furnacesat Niagara, but that would

require powersof divination.

Carborundum fire-sand is said (pp. 6;, 297) to be amorphous silicon ear-

bide, and not identical with siloxicon. This is quite certainly incorrect.

Thermoehemicatdata from J. W. Richards and electrode data from Cad

Hering are given in quantity.
The book is primarily a text-book for collegestudents, and is written as a

professorwould naturally write. It is quite a contrast to thé essentially com-

mercial atmosphere of the other récent electric-fumacebook-von Baur's trans-

lation of Rodenhauser and Schoenawa's "Etectric Furnaees in thé Iron and

Steel Industry." Yet those commerciallyinterested in electric furnaces will

find much in it worth their while.

The first edition was far andaway the best book in its line when published.

Much more has been written on the e!eetrie furnace since then, so that the sec-

ond edition doesnot stand ont aspreeminentlyas did thé first, but is stilla worthyy
successorto it. H. W. G<7~f«

The Applicationof Physico-chemicalTheory to Technical Processes and

Manufacturing Methods. By R. Kremann. 7'raM~o~ by ~farcM E. Polis.

IS X 22 «M;pp. xv + 2~2. New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., ~~j. ~tce,

~j.oo.–In the preface the author says: "Physieai Chemistry used to be con-

sidered a somewhattheoreticnlbranch of study, but it has recently developed in

such a way as to explainmany of the empirical observations of technology and

to prove extremety suggestiveofmany new methods. Such a tendency may be

considered one of the highestaimsof scientific research. The young chemist

frequently fcels that in bis firstfewtermsand1have found that ofaUthe problems

of physical chemistry the beginnershowsmost interest in those whichhâve some

bearing on teehnical questions."
Thé subject is treated under the headings: the two fundamental laws of

the mechanical theory of heat, reaction velocity and catalytes; other special

applications of the law of massaction-the influenceof temperature on thc equi-
librium constant; dissociationpressure–thé phase rutc; the application of the

phase rule to solid-liquid systems; transformation phenomena in hydraulic

binding agents; other applicationsof the phase rule-the distribution )aw–ad-

sorption compounds–reciprocaipairs of salts.
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Amongthe s))ecia!topics taken up are: the Deacon process;the contact
processfor~phunc acid; the chamber process for sutphuric acid; the ~u.acture ofn.tr.c acid. ofether. and of soap; the eaustincationof sodiumcarbonate;limebummg; Nordhaiisensulphuric aeM; roasting lead; the reactionsin the Mast
furnace; the Pattinson process; the formation of iron and steel; the productionof nickelmatte; thé drying of linseedoil; the conversionof oteieacidinto stcaric
ae.d;v.tn6cation and devitrification; plaster of Paris; the setting and hardeningof Portlandcement; the weatheringof the theory ofdyeing; the vulcaniza-tion of rubber; the Parkes process; the ammonia-soda process;the formationof saltpetre from Chili saltpetre and ,Totash; the ideal enieiencyof thé steam
engtnc; the gas enKinc;producer gas; water gas.

Thé author bas covered a great deal of ground and has coveredit well inmost cas.~ fhere is some confusionon p. 30 i,i regard to reductionwith car-
bon. and the author h.s treated iron and carbon, p. on the erroncousassump-tion that cementitc is never a stable phase; but these are excusableerrors. As a
typical caseof good work. 1 quctc front the admirable discussion,p. 74,ofdevit-
rifirttion.

"Lct us now consider the relation between spontaneous crystallization
power, thé velacity of crystaUization, and the viscosity. The viscosityof the
liquidincreaseswith the supercoolingand frequently in a small rangeof tempera-ture passesthrough all values from those of a syrupy liquid to thoscof a solidmass whiehis not deformed by the action of small forces. Whenthe tempera-ture .s further lowered the mass becomes hard and brittle; this solidificationoc-curs about 90 below the melting point. After rapidly cooling past the
température range in whic), numerous crystallization centres are formed, the
viscosityis veryhigh. No crystallization centres are then formedin the brittlevitreoiismass. If thèse have formedduring the supercoolingthey willstill not
Krowin this temperature range, owing to the extraordinarily slowvelocityof
~tathzat.on. Thus within this temperature range thé substance is hightystable. If the viscosity is very high even at the metting point, as is the casein many silicatesrieh in alumina, thé maximum values of the spontaneouscrys-tailization power and thé crystallization velocity are small. The shapeof the
viscositycurve and its relative position to the spontaneouscrystallizationpowercurve determineswhether a substance can be drawn out into thin threads orblown into vessels in the same wayas gtass. For a substance to beworkedlikeit is a necessary condition that the number of crystallizationcentresmustbe very small,n the temperature range in which the viscosity possessesthe value

workingthe viscousliquid. It is important that the viscositycurve shouldnot rise too steeply sinceotherwise the temperature range,in which
the liquid bas the most suitable viscosity, is too small, whichnaturally renders
work~very<hNcmt For many purposes it i. important to be able to controlthe numberof crystaU.zat.oncentres forming in a supercooledmelt. If this canbe doncwecanobtain anysubstance as a crystal conglomerateor in thé amor-

wh?chXn"~
B~antimony is theonty.ne.fthen.et.b

whichhas beenobtained in this state. A n,agnetic or etectric field or radium
radiation has no influencehere, but a great is produced substancesdis-solved in the melt. Some of these added substances depress the number of
crystallizationcentres to zero even in the temperature range of the maximum.
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Others hitdtiy increasethe number without changingthe température ofthé max-

imum. FioaUy someexert practically no action in small quantities. Indiner-

ent, i. < insoluble,substancesmay exert no action or an increasingor diminish-

ing action; ptatinttmncartvatwaysincreases the action."

Wilder D. Bancroft

Quantitative Analys1sby Electrolysis. jSy /t~MM~ C/a~M. 7ranstated

from the fifth German<«Mt by Willwm 7'. Hall. 23 X 16 cm; pp. v + 308.

New York: Yo/MM~y & Sons, igr3. ~o M~.–In thc preface the

author says: "Successivecditionscontained the innovations and improvements

that were made in the years )882 to 1897until, in the fourth edition, a section

was introduced whicheontained theoretical considerations based upon the theu

new theory of solutions. During thé last decade, however, the development

of electrochemicalmethods not only on the practical side but also as a result

of the developmentof physicalchemistry, especiallyeiectrochemistry. bas placed

electro-analysis upon a scientifie foundation. The advances in both practical

and theoretical directionshâve beenso marked that it bas been necessary to re-

vise the book thoroughly,and thé present edition may be regarded as practically

a new book."

There are a great many statements in the introductory ehapter which

might better hâve been wordeddifîerentty. The author says, p. 5, that when a

sodium chloride solution is eteetrotyzed, "sodium ions are changed into the ele-

ment sodium, which in accordancewith its chemicat nature, decomposeswater'

and sets free hydrogen." That conceptionwas overthrown by ï.eB)ane twcnty

yearsago. Onp. isastatementthat"asbothetectrotnotive force and poten-

tial are mpasured in volts, and both have the same ntttncricat value, the three

terms potential, etectromotiveforceand voltagearc used synonymously." That

is a painfully sloppyway of doing things and the translator might at least have

used the right terms. We should then have been spared the statement, p. 3'.t,

that "the resistanceof thé voltmeter is so great that nearty all of thc current

continues to pass through the cell with a praetically unchanged electromotive

force." tn spite of the faet that 92 pages arc devoted to the theoretical intro-

duction, it is évident, p. 19!, that thé author is not clear at all as to thé theory

of the electrolyticseparationof two metals. He bas mastered the theory of con-

stant voltage séparations,but the theory ofconstant eurrent separations is over-

looked entirely. Perhaps it is on this account that the author says, p. 57, that

"much remains to be explained in the theory of rapid electrolysis." On p.

t~t there is no justificationfor the statement that the "deposition of antimony

upon the cathode is really the result of a secondaryreaction, which is the action

of the discharged sodium ions upon the sodium thioantimoniate." It is true

that the author qualifiesthis statement by the words "aceording to Ost and

Ktapproth," but, practically, Classen adopts it.

The subject matter of the book is good,of course,and the book isa valuable

one. The presentation is not so good becauseof Ctasscn's too obvious desire to

ntakc people believe that most of the important improvements have originated

with him. As a typical instance, takc what is said, p.97, about the introduction

of rapid electrolyticmethods. In a sensé it is all truc; but it conveys an abso-

lutely false impressionof the facts. On p. 57 it is stated that "after the experi-
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ments uerformcd in the author's laboratory and etsewhere had removed ail
doubtconceming thé value of the new method of working, the authorities at
Auchen consented to provide means for fitting up the first large laboratory
with the necessary apparatus for carrying out Mpid eteetrotysis." A statemeut
of this sort is quite inexcusablebecausethe author must have heurd of the Penn-
sylvania laboratory. When a man bas done as much good work as Classen
bas donc, it is a pity that he should reach out for laurels whiehdo not Mong to
him. Wilder D. ~t,t

Lebrbuçh der Thermodyaamik. By J. D.t~ der Waalsand P. ~AM~ww.
t~. X CM;p~ < Johann ~w&MWMBa~ jpfz. Pn'cf:
?4 marks.-The volume deals with heterogeneous equilibria for the most part
and consequently the first chapter isdevoted to the phase rule. It is delightfi4l
to note the calm way in whiehvan derWaals straightens out the squabbles about
the phase ntte which have corne up so unneccssarily in recent years. The most
striking characteristie of the book is its calm sanity. On p. 97 the authors
say that "one is in no wisejustified in assuming that the state of a dissolvedsub-
stance is at aUlike an ideat gas. It is clear that when we compressa solu-
tion, thé pressure which resists the compresssionis not duc mercly to the mole-
cules of the solute but also to those ot the soi vent;in fact, chiefly to them be-
cause they are present in much greater numbers. One is atso not justified in
attributing the osmotic pressure to the molecules of the solute. In the case of
equitibrium with a membranethe pressure upon the membrane and on the walls
ofthe ce))is due chieflyto the moleculesof the solvent. This point of viewetim-
inates the much-discussedquestion whya thin beaker doesnot burst when con-
taining a solution which may exert an osmotic pressure ot many atmosphères.
The solution actually exerts a pressure of one atmospherc on the glass watt.
That its osmotie pressure is fifty atmospheres, for instance, mercly means that
onemust exert this pressureon it to keep it in equilibriumwith a semipermeable
membrane, on the other side of whichis pure solventat atmospheric pressure."

When discussing the Soret phenomenon, p. to~, the authors point out that
a stationary state is reachedbut not a state of equilibrium; consequently the
thermodynamic potential is not necessarily the same in the two portions of the
tube. The reviewer regrets that they did not go one step farther and at least
indicate the criteria for thé stationary state when one takes into account the
practical imeomprcssibilityof liquids.

In the tast part of the book, the authors discusssystems in whieh the effect
of externat forces and of chemieat forcesare not ignored. They do not discuss
capillarity but they take up the efïect of gravity and of electromotive force;
they aiso consider the case of electrolytic dissociation.

Wilder D. B«M<e~



EXPERIMENTS ON WHITE LEAD

BY R. 8TUART OWENS

This work was undertaken to determine, if possible,
what way and to what extent the character of predpita~
white lead varied with the conditions of precipitation.
Dutch process for making white lead seems still to be
standard one although it is slow and consequently ties up 'f

large amount of capital. Holley' cites the Carter process,the

Rowleyprocess,and the Matheson process as rapid processes
which are on a commercial basis. No electrolytic process
seemsto be a commercialsuccessas yet, though the rapidity
and control of corrosion is a strong argument in favor of an

electrolytieprocess. The difficultyis that the electrolyticwhite
lead is probably coarser in grain and consequentlylacks cover-
ing power. It alsorequires a large amount of oil. This latter

difficultyis said to be overcomeby a process patented in 1907,
by Mr. E. A. Sperry, the substance of which is as follows:

"For the electrolytic production of a lead pigment a
previous electrolytic treatment of the lead is stated to be

highly advantageous, whereby the lead is used as anode and
deposited on the cathode, the cathode product being then
used for making the pigment. For example, white lead pro-
duced electrolytically absorbs as high as 20 drops of oil per
gram to bring it to a standard paste, whereas, by using the
cathode product of the first electrolysis as anode in the sec-
ond, the particles may be rendered harder, thus forming
crystals which work smoother under the brush, as well as
possessingother qualitieswhichmake it more desirable. Prob-
ably the most distinguishing feature is that the white lead
so formed is said to bring down the oil absorption to between
3 or 4 drops per gram, a reduction of something over 75 per-
cent in the amount of oil required."

"ThéLeadandZincPigments,"74.8~,tôt (~909).
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Itisdimcuitto see how the precipitation of an electro-

lytically formed lead sait can depend on the physicalcharac-

teristics of the lead anode, though the efficiencyof corrosion

might be affected. Unless the first electrolysis caused a re-

fining of the lead, it is extremely improbable that the results

are due to the allegedcause.

White lead is known to be a definitecompound,'

(PbCOa)zPb02H2,

and the commercialwhite leads do not vary much from this

composition. Experiments were therefore made on the pre-

cipitation of lead carbonate, lead hydroxide, ahd basic lead

carbonate, from solutions of varying concentrations and at

varying temperatures. Solutions of sodium hydroxide, so-

dium carbonate, and lead acetate were made up of concentra-

tions varying from normal to sixty-fourth normal-the word

normal being used in the sense of equivalent concentration

and not of molecularconcentration. For this work a normal

solution of sodium carbonate or caustie soda contains twenty-
three grams of sodium to the liter and a normal solution of

lead acetate contains 103. grams of lead to the liter. Strictly

speaking,only the normal solutionswere made up accurately,
the others being prepared by adding 500 ce. water to 500 ce

of the preceding solution. The error due to contraction or

expansion is presumably negtigiblefor work of this type and

has been so considered.

It seemed desirable to find out what variations in crystal
size might be expected. Since moderately high concentra-

tions of the precipitating agents and moderately low tempera-
tures are favorable in general to the production of small crys-
tals, precipitations were first made from normal solutions at

room temperature and from ~V/i6 solutions at higher tem-

peratures. The precipitated crystals were examined in the

mother liquor under the microscope,using an eyepiece with

a micrometer scale. The data are given in Table I:

Hawley:Jour.Phys.Chem.,M,654(!9o6).
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ÏABUtI1

Preeipitate Solution Température Diameter
tnm

Lead carbonate N/t 20' o.ooic
Lead carbonate N/i6 80" ooos-t
Lead hydroxide ~/t .0'' o;ooio
Lead hydroxide A~6 80" 0.037$

The lead carbonate precipitates vary in a ratio of
about one to two and the lead hydroxide precipitates in a
ration of nearly one to forty. A seriesof runs was therefore
made. Thé solutions were all precipitated by pouring50ce lead acetate solution into a beaker in a conntant tempera-
ture water bath and adding an equal volume of the corre-
spondinghydroxideor carbonate solution to it. The tempera-
ture givenis that of the water bath and not necessarilyof the
solutions. During precipitation the solutions werestirredbyan electricaUydriven stirrer. The importance of this hasbeen
emphasizedby Free.1 Thé data for lead carbonate are given
in Table II:

TABLEII
LeadCarbonate

Solution Température DiameterSolutIon emperature
'nmm/tooo

X/' ~° i.o, 1~,77"
20°

tdtzL
~4 .0'Ni4 20°

1.8,1.8 $

N/8 20'° 2.0
W8 60.°

N/16 20° 20
74" 2:o

~6 80" 2-!
~/32 20°

0 2~g
X~ °

q..
70°

°
2.55

70° Milky solution

Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, !:8 (.909).
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The particles from thé N/2 solutionssettled more rapide
than those from the A//ï solutions. Thé particles from the

A~/<{.solutions settled rapidly and appearedas roundedmasses.
From the AT/8 solutions rounded egg-shaped masses were
obtained. With A7i6 solutionsa very uniform fieldof round-

shaped particles was obtained at 20" while at 70" and 80°
the particles were slightly transparent. With A~z solutions
at 20° and 45° a milky liquid was obtained, which required
over twenty-four hours to clear, rounded globular shaped
partides settling. When precipitated at 70° the solution
cleared in about twelve hours, rounded globular shaped
particles separating. With A~/6~solutions no precipitates
were obtained from the slightly milkysolutions when allowed
to stand for three days at room temperature, regardless of
the temperature of precipitation.

Thèse rcsults are in harmony with those obtained by
Free~ in his work on lead chromate. Free found that "in
the very dilute solutions lead chromate remains in colloidal
solution for several days," and that the largest crystals are
obtained in hot and dilute solutions. The mean size of the

partides is of course given by the amount of lead carbonate,
in excessof that required to saturate, divided by the number
of particles. If the number of particles decreased propor-
tionally to the supersaturation, the sizeofthe.particles would
remain constant. If the number of particles falls off
more rapidly than the supersaturation,the size of the parti-
cles will increase with increasing dilution of the reacting
solutions; the size of the particles willdecrease if the number
falls offless rapidly than the supersaturation. In concentrated
solutions the precipitation takes placeso rapidly that the crys-
tals do not have time to grow, whichis another way of saying
that the number of nuclei is relativelyhigh. With more dilute
solutions we usually say that the crystals have time to grow;
but we could eqcaHy well say that there are relativély fewer
nuclei formed. With very dilute solutions the crystals are

'Jour.Phys.Chem.,13,tjo (i909).
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not large because there is nothmg left in thé solution after
the nuclei are formed. In. other words, the number bf thé
nucleidoes not decreaseanything like sorapidly as the super-
saturation. This is not inconsistent with the fact that the
mineralogists obtain crystals of insoluble substances by al-
lowingdilute solutionsto diffuse together slowly. A colloidal
solution may perfectly well give rise to relatively large crys-
tals in the course ofsufficienttime, becausethe veryfineparti-
cles are more solublethan the relatively large crystals. On
the other hand, it is not yet clear how one could predict
that the relative number of particles will first decrease and
then increase with decreasing supersaturation. It is not at
ail what one would expect frotn Tammann's experiments on
the behavior of supercooledliquids.

The data for leadhydroxide are given in Table III:

TABLEIII
Lead Hydroxide

Solution Temfjerature Diameter

_ou

in mm/iooo

N/i__
'1'

200 '1~1~

-U.h-

20° t.0,1.0~o" 15.'S
N/4 j 7.5(i.5wide)
N/4 48°

0
~.5

N/4 70° n.o
AV8 20° 2so
~/88 66° .y.5 (crosses)

~/8
66° 12.5 (cubes)
~1 50-7.5

~/S 33'
°

30 (white)
~/8

16
28° 3o(white)
20° 37.5(needtes)

N/16 J' -60° 375(noneedtes)
"32 20° Whitishprecipitate

With ~V/z solutions rounded masses of lead hydroxide
were obtained. With ~V/4 solutions a mixture of needles
and skeletons were obtained at 200; at 48° a uniform fieldof
crosseswas obtained; and at 70° a less uniformfield.composed
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chieny of crosses with pointed ends. With A~/8 solutions
there were only crosses at 20° but they were filled out better

than with the more concentratedsolutions. At 66" there was
a slightly yellow precipitate and the crosses were nearly
filled out, so that there was a graduai gradation from crosses

to lop-sided cubes. At 470 thé yeUowishprecipitate was

lighter than at 66°. The crystals were crosses of varying
sizes; but only a few were nearly filled out. At 33 there

were hardly any well-formedcrystals, mostly all being skele-

tons. At 280 there were no cubes. Both at 28° and 33°
there was no yeUow precipitate. With N/i6 solutions at
20° the crystals were all long yellowish needles of different
sizes. At 60° there was a distinct yellowcolor but no crystal
needles. With A~/32solutions at 20° a whitish precipitate
was obtained but no distinct crystals were noted.

The general conclusionsfrom the experiments given in

Tables II and III are as follows:

i. The size of the precipitate varies with the conditions

under which it is formed.

2. As with other substances, larger particles of lead

carbonate and of lead hydroxideare obtained from hot, dilute

solutions than from cold, concentratedones.

3. The lead carbonate could not be obtained as definite

crystals, the prevailing form being rather that of an egg.
The globules of the lead carbonate, thus produced, appeared
translucent under the microscope.

4.. The lead hydroxide was obtained in definite crystal-
line form, varying from needles to what appeared to be lop-
sided cubes. The size of the particles could be varied much

more than in the case of the lead carbonate.

Some years ago it was pointed out that one could start

with a coarse and a nne lead hydroxideand a coarse and a nne

lead carbonate and could combine these in four different

ways, thereby getting the possibility of four different white

leads. This experiment was tried, starting with lead hydrox-

'Bancroft:Trans.Am.EÏeetfochem.Soc.,!4, !!<)(tçoS).
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ide and lead carbonate precipitated at 20" from N/i, 7V/8
and A~/i6 solutions. The moist precipitates were mixed in
the proper proportions, covered with ditute sodium acetate

solution, stirred occasionally, and left at room temperature,
until equilibrium was reached. Tests were made from time
to time to see whether any particles of the original substances

remained. Equilibrium was always reached inside of twenty-
four hours. AU possible combinations were tested.

The resulting particles of white lead did not seem to pos-
sess a definite crystalline form and were all of the same size,

shape, etc., irrespective of the size of the original reacting
particles. The average size of the particles was 0.0015 mm;
whilemost of them wererounded, a goodmany wereelliptical
and all appeared translucent. The most probable explana-
tion for this result is that the solid lead carbonate and lead

hydroxide did not react directly to any appreciable extent
and that the white lead was formed by the interaction of lead
carbonate and lead hydroxide dissolved in the dilute sodium
acetate solution. Experiments were also made with 5~,
N/ï, ~V/5,and ~V/~osodium acetate solutions at 20°; with

practically the same results. At higher temperatures equi-
librium was reached more rapidly; while there seemed to be
a slight différence in the size of the particles, the amount of

change could not be estimated. This is probably due to
the fact that the higher temperature and the more rapid
reaction counterbalance each other.

It was next decided to mix the sodiumhydroxideand the

sodium carbonate solutions in the ratio of one to two, and then
to pour this mixed solution into an équivalent lead acetate

solution, varying the concentrations and the temperature.
The data are given in Table IV.

Experiments were made only at the two extremetempera-
tures because it was thought that sufficientdata would be
obtained thereby for present purposes. It is not clear why
the particles should be smaller at the higher temperature
than at the lower. It is possible that the agglomeration
at the higher temperature has given rise to a denser form.
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The time at my disposai did not permit of a further study
of this unexpected phenomenon. The data show that thé

average size of the particles of white lead ean be varied frotn
0.0008 mm to 0.0020 mm without having recourse to solu-

tions more dilute than ~V/i6. White this change in size is

not very large, it shows the possibility of making a number

of white leads, having different physical properties, though
identical in chemicalcomposition.

TABU!IV

White Lead

Leadacetate
Diameterin mm/tooo

~App~raace.
I~ad acétate t~

solution Appearancesolution
M" ) 98°

A~/tr t. 25 0.88 Roundedand translucent
~/2 1.55 t.o Roundedsndtranstucent
A~/4 2.0 i.j5 RoundedandtransJueent
~V/S 2.0 1.66 Roundedandtranslueent
~V/i6 1.8 t. 6 Roundedandtranstucent
A~/32 o. z t. 6 Roundedand translucent
A~/6~ o.2z 0.2z Roundedandtranstueent

The next step was to determine which size of particle
was best for commercialpurposes; but owingto lack of time,
this point was not worked out thoroughly. Coveringpower,
durability, oil absorption, and the ease with which the pig-
ment may be workedunder the brush should be considered.
The oil absorption was first tested on the laboratory scale;

working under the brush was then tested, and a few pieces
of woodwere painted so as to obtain someidea of the cover-

ing power, but nothing whatever was done in the way of

testing durability.

Correspondenceas to the best method of determining oil

absorption brought out very little except advice to consult a

practical painter. Anybody who has had any experience
with a so-calledpractical painter knows that it would have
bcen an absolute waste of time to followthis advice. Conse-

quently, a method of determining oil absorption was worked
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out which had the merit of giving very interesting results
and which probably possesseda fair relative accuracy. Of
course no metbod ean be called accurate which depends in
such a way on the sense of touch. The method employed
was to use a convenient receptacle into which any known

weight of the dried white lead was placed. The linseed oil
was allowedto run in from a burette until a certain consistency
was reached. In this work a three-inch agate mortar and

pestle was used. Five or ten grams of white lead were placed
in the mortar and the oil wasallowedto drop into the pigment
with whieh it was carefully mixed. The process was con-
tinued through the granular state until the mixture finally
became pasty and sticky. When the mass became so sticky
that the mortar could be lifted by the pestle adhering to the

paint, the cubic centimeters of added oil were noted, as this
seemed to be a fairly accurate reproducible end-point.
This end-point differs very much from that selected by the

painter; but each end-point could be expressed in terms of
the other by anybody who knew what the painter's end-

point was.

The data are given in Table V:

TABmV
Oitabsorptionwithprecipitatedwhitelead

Sizeofcrystats used in gramsiamm/tooo
ccottused Pigment m Krams

2.22 ,.t

2.0 1.0 5
'6 0.9 5
'-4 0.8$ 5
o8 0.55 5

Thèse results show that the amount of oil needed does
not increase proportionately to the size of the particles; but
it also shows conclusivelythat there is a marked differencein
the amount of oil needed to produce the given end-point.

The following qualitative observations were made on
the covering power as affected by size of particles. Paints
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made frotn the largerparticles and from the smaller oneswere

applied to pieces of wood previously painted with a black

of unknown composition. A given weight of dry white lead

was mixed with a given number of eubie centimeters of oil

and a11of the same was applied with a clean brush to a

board of standard size. After drying for twenty-four hours,
the pieces of woodwereexamined and it was found that the

paint made fromthe smaUerparticles was far superior to that

made from the largerones. A secondcoat of paint wasgiven
to the pieceof woodwhichhad been painted with paint made

of the larger particles;but after drying the coating was thought
still to be inferiorto that on the other sample. It was there-

fofe decided that one coat of paint made from the smaller

particleswas certainlysuperior to two coats of the paint made

from the larger particles. Thé reason for this difference is

perhaps to be foundin the fact that the pigment precipitated
fromthe leadacetate solutionconsistedof translucent rounded

particles whichseemedto possess no definite crystalline form.

In a particle like this, the covering power is due chieflyto the

rim of the globule and eonsequently the covering power
will be less the greater the relative proportion of translucent

center. Bedson' says that "white lead is a white, earthy,.

heavy powder,which,fromits behavior to polarized light, un-

doubtedly possessesa crystalline structure. Examined under

the microscope,it appears to consist of rounded, circular, or

ovalgrains. The grainsare transparent; they vary in diameter

from 0.0025to 0.0009mm."

As for the property of working under the brush, it can

only be stated that the smaller particles seemed to work

better. A definite statement could be made only after ex-

periments by an expert with much larger amounts of pig-
ment.

Since the small particles make the best pigment so far

as these tests are concerned,it seemed desirable to make a

few observations on commercial white leads. On examina-

"Thorpe'sDietionaryofAppliedChemistry,"zndFd.,3, xS?(ï9!ï).
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tion of somepigmentsmadeby processessimilar to the Dutch

process, it was found that the product varied considerably in

the size of the particles contained; but that the average run
was probably about 0.0014 mm. It should be noticed that
it is not necessarilydesirableto have the particles of uniform
size. Approximatelycircularparticles will pack more closely
and consequentlywill have greater covering power when of
two or more sizes than when uniform.

Products obtained from outside sources may be given as
follows:

Eagle WhiteLead Company: Average size 0.0022 mm;
composed of rounded and fragmentai pieces.

Acme White Lead Company: Ëven product averaging
about 0.0024 mm.

Matheson White Lead Company: Average size 0.0022

mm; mostly well-roundedmasses.

Carter White Lead Company: Average size 0.0018 to
0.0020 mm; rounded particles uniformly smaller than other
varieties examined.

National White Lead Company: Average size 0.0020

mm; a very scaly product of irregular shapes.
It was very interesting to note that when equal volumes

were placed in the sample bottles, the bottles containing the
smaller and the larger partieles could be diSerentiated by
weight alone.

The last experimentwas to make some white lead elec-

trolytically on the laboratory scale. The Woltereck and

Luckow methods were taken as fairly typical. Data for the

experiments wereobtained as far as possible from the United

States patents:
i. WoltereckPatent, No. 589,8oi

Electrolyte contains 10-15 percent of a mixture of 80

parts CHaCO~Naand 20 parts NaHCO,.
Carbon dioxideintroduced at bottom of vessel; solution

stirred.

Lead electrodes; current density of one ampere per
square decimeter.
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Results: Much oxide of lead thrown down with the white
lead; anode badly pitted.

Size of crystals = 0.002 mm.
2. LuckowPatent, No. 627,662.

Electrolyte contains 0.3-3.0 percent of a mixture of
80 parts NaCIO)and 20 parts Na~CO~.

Sodium carbonate added from time to time; solution
stirred.

Lead electrodes; current density of one-half ampere per
square decimeter.

Results: Anodes in fairly good condition.
Size of crystals

= 0.0022 mm.

From these two tests it willbe seen that the sizesof the

particles are what one would expect from slowprecipitation.
Thé fact that the particles are'much the same sizeas those ob-
tained by the rapid processesdoesnot prove that the electro-

lytie white lead is as good as the other because no tests were
madeon the density, the oil absorption,etc. These experiments
do prove that these two electrolytic methods are not run
under conditions which give the best precipitate of white
lead.

The general results of this paper are:
x. Lead hydroxide can be precipitated with a definite

crystalline form and the size of the crystals can be varied
between rather wide limits.

2. Lead carbonate was not precipitated in any definite

crystalline form. It is probable that the particles consist
of aggregates of very small crystals. The size of the parti-
cles can be varied between narrow limits.

3. When a mixture of particles of lead carbonate and lead

hydroxide are allowed to stand together under a sodium
acetate solution, the particles ofwhite lead have the same size,
no matter what the sizeof the particles of the reacting salts.

4..Whena suitablemixture ofsodiumhydroxideandsodium
carbonate is added to a solution of lead acetate, white lead
is precipitated -and the size of the particles can be varied be-
tween rather narrow limits.
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5. White lead thus prepared does not show any definite

crystalline form; it seems to consist of rounded translucent

particles.
6. Rapid precipitation gives smaller particles and slow

precipitation gives larger particles.

7. Thé commercialsamples and those produced in the

laboratory by electrolytiemeans had partides corresponding
in size to those obtainedby slowprecipitation.

8. Thé oil absorption,as tested, is much less with small

particles of white lead than with the larger particles.
9. The paint made from a pigment consistingof smaller

particles was superiorto that produced from a pigment con-

sisting of larger partides.
io. Uniformityin size of particles is not necessarily an

advantage in a paint.
The experimentalwork was done in the spring of 1909

but publication bas been delayed. The work was suggested
by Professor Bancroft and was carried out under his super-
vision.

Corne!!!7HtWfM<y



THE QUANTITY 0F RESIDUAL VALENCE POSSESSED

BYVARIOUS MOLECULES

BY A. P. MATHËWS

AU,or nearly all, moleculespossess some power of com-

bining with molecules of the same or different kinds. This

combining power is called the residual valence, or affinity,
of the molecule. Thus ammonia, NH}, will unite with water

or acids, a molecule of hemoglobin with oxygen, glucoseand

probably all salts with water when they dissolve in it, and

other examples of this power of molecular union might be

given.
The importance of residual valence to the molecule is

generally recognized. It is probable that, with the possible

exception of ionic reactions, these molecular unions precede,
and are a necessary condition for, most chemicalinteractions

between molecules; for moleculesdo not seem to affect each

other by simple contact, but only when they are united into

a newmoleculeby chemical bonds. It would seemthat it is

only when they are thus united that the atoms of two mole-

cules are able to interchange and undergo those rearrange-
ments resulting in the birth of new molecular species.

The importance of residual valence makes it desirable to

knowhow much of it is possessedby each speciesof molecule.

Since it is possible that this amount may not always be the

same even for the same speciesof molecule, a method must

be used in determining the averageamount whichwillexamine

the molecular system without disturbing it. For example
not all the moleculesof carbon dioxide may be in a condition

to unite with water at the sameinstant. Many facts indicate

that of ail the moleculesof oxygenin the air onlya few, at any
instant of tirne, are in a condition to unite with oxidizable

substances. The number possessingresidual valence is small.

This changing molecular condition seems analogous to, and

is very possibly essentially identical with, the varying condi-

tion of atoms of radium which only occasionally become
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radioactive and decompose. It is not impossible, on the
electronic theory of valence, to ascribe the acquiring of addi-
tional or residual valence by the atoms of molecules to internai

rearrangements of the electrons within the atoms, similar
to that rearrangement which, in radioactive substances, leads
to an explosionof the atom.

The method 1 have used to determine the quantity of
residual valence is a physical one, based on the cohesion of
molecules. While the method is not very accurate at present,
owingto several doubtful points in the calculations, it probably
places the molecules in the order in which they occur when

arranged according to the amount of average residual valence

they possess; and it will become more precise as the critical
data are more accurately known and the cohesion or internai

pressure more accurately determined. Thé method is as
follows: Thé internai or cohesivepressure of a fluid is rep-
resented by the value a/V2 of van der Waals' equation.
In this expressionV2represents how the cohesional attraction
varies with the distance; and "o" is the "mass" factor of the
attraction. Now "a" includes the factor N2, N being the
number of molecules in the volume V, and if "a" is divided

by N2then the quotient represents the "mass" factor of the
cohesionalattraction of two moleculesand it may be written
M2K to correspond with the mass factor of the gravitational
attraction, w~, in which "1n" is the gravitational mass and

the gravitational constant. The relationship was found'1

that M~K is proportional to the two-thirds power of the

product of the molecular weight by the number of valences
in the molecule, or M2K = C(Wt. X Val.)' How accu-

rately this relationship holds is shown in Table 1 in which the
value of "a" whieh is of course proportional to M~K, and
is the mean value computed from various formulas, is com-

pared with the value of "a" computed from the molecular

weight and the number of valences. The method of com-

puting "a" was given in another paper.
2

1Mathews:Jour.Phys.Chem.,17,i8t (t~t.;).
Mathews: Ibid., ty, 603 (t9t.;).
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ÏABM!lI

Companson of "a computed from the critical data, etc.,
with "a" computed from the molecular weight and valence. The

figures represent dynes for gram mol amouats, muItipMedby 10'"

a ~° a ==C(Wt.XVat.)' DifférenceDifférenceSubstance
ja!~ ,J.) p~~

-n:nOf~259~1~1'
Actua~.ipercent.

H! o 3ï! 0.317 –o.oo6 –t.8~
N! 1.836 i.842(Vat.=2) --o.oo6–0.3:
Oz 1.984 2.o!4(Vat.=2) –0.030–1.5
M-Pentane 22.07 21.96 +o.n +0.55
t-Pentane 21.~t 21.96 --055 –2.2
M-Hexane 28.10 27.7! +0.39 +1.38

Heptane ~34.82 33.80 j+i.oz +3.06
Octane 41.94 40.17 (T'-77 +4.4
Diisobutyl 40.01 40.17 –o.!6 -0.4
Ether !9.94 20.46 –0.72 –0.32
Benzene ~i-95 22.19 –0.24 –o.n
Chtor-benzene 23.26 22.94 +0.32 +0.14
Toluene 28.12 27.97 +0.15 +0.50

Metaxylene 34.08 34.06 –0.02 +0.06

Methyl formate 12.04 12.25 –0.21 –1.7

Methyl acetate 17.12 17.42 –0.30 –t.i I

Methytpropionate ~22.49 22.96 –0.47 –2.0

Ethy! acétate 22.84 22.96 –0.12 –0.5
Propyl formate ~23.13 22.96 +o.t7 +0.72
Methyl butyrate '29.53 28.84 +0.69 +2.4
Methyl iso-butyrate 28.27 28.84 –0.60 –2.11

Propyl acetate 28.95 28.84 +o.o8 +0.3
Ethylpropionate 28.92 28.84 +0.05 +0.2

SnCt4 32.58 32.58 (Val. 16) *o.oo *o.oo

From the equation a = C(Wt. X Val.)' if M'K, or

"a," can be determined, and if C and the molecularweight
are known, the total number of valencesin the moleculecan be

calculated. If from this total number of valencesthere be

subtracted the number whieh is known to existin the mole-

cule on the basis that hydrogen is univalent, oxygenbivalent,

carbon quadrivalent and so on, the remaindermay be sup-

posed to constitute the averageamount, or number, of extra

or residual valenceswhich the moleculepossesses. It is this

number which bas been determined in this paper.
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Granting that this number really represents the residual
valence, the accuracy with whieh it can be determined will

depend on thé accuracy with which M~K, C, the molecular

weight and the number of valences reaching between the
atoms can be determined. The molecular weight may be
assumed to be normal for non-associating substances at the
critical temperature; and we have to assume that the number
of valences between the atoms are those which chemists

usually assign to these elements. The determination of the
constant C, however, is more difficult. It could be deter-
mined empiricaUy if M'K was known accurately for any
substanceof whichthe valenceis fixedand certain. Hydrogen
is the only element with an unchanging valence, but un-

fortunately the critical pressure of hydrogen is uncertain.

Moreover,it cannot be assumedthat the valenceof hydrogen
is exactly unity. There are several indications that a mole-
cule of hydrogen has some residual valence although it is

certainly small in amount. One such indication is thé solu-

bility of hydrogen in water. At the same pressure and tem-

perature more moleculesofhydrogen dissolvein water than of

helium, and hydrogen is half as soluble as nitrogen whichal-
most certainly has residual valence. If solubility involves
residual valence, as it may, this means that hydrogen would
have some residual valence, Its solubility in platinum may
be interpreted in the same sense. The catalytic reducing
action of platinum, nickelor other metals or metallic oxides
in a hydrogenatmosphere is interpreted by Sabatier' to mean
that a chemical union of the reacting substances occurs.

Armstrong,~too, has expressed the opinion that hydrogen
has a small amount of residual valence. For these reasons
we cannot accurately determine C from hydrogen. Never-
theless 1 have calculated M~Kand C for hydrogen to show
what the value of C would be if hydrogen were univalent.

Sabatier:NobelPrizeAddress,p. 9, <-<seq.;LesPrixNobelen t9t2;
LaMéthoded'HydrogénationdirecteparCatalyse.

(t9!t).

Armstrong: "Valency," Encydopaedia Britanniea. t ith Ed., 27, 8~8
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Using the critical data of T. = 32.3 and P< r3 atmospheres
as found by Oiszewski; and as 0.033 as determined by
Dewar, the critical coefficientS, where S= RT./P.V., is

equal to 2.860. This value of S is, however,much lower than
that of any other substance. Thus for O2,S is 3.5; for N2,
3.6; for N20, 3.4 and even for heliumit is 3.13 according to
Onnes. It is probable then that 2.86is too low. The critical

temperature and pressure have recently been determined by
Buiter' who nnds T. = 31.95; P. = Il. With these values

and = 0.033S computes 3.903,which is higher even than
such complexsubstances as octane and is clearly too high.
If S is calculated by my formulawhich gives a result within
1-2 percent in most cases, namely, S~ = R(~ –

o!,)Ty'
(T<–T)~MP,, using Buller's values for P, and T, and

taking di as that of hydrogenat the melting point [–258.9°
(Travers) as 0.086 (Dewar) and disregardingthe value of <
at that temperature then S is computedas 3.517. If P~were

11.5 atmospheres, and the uncertainty is at least half an

atmosphere, S would be 3.365. 1 believeS of hydrogen may
be taken as approximately that of oxygen or as 3. If S
is assumed to be 3.4 then with P. n and d. 0.033,
s = (S~ S + 2)/(S 2) P.V~= 0.301 X io~. Dividing
this by N2whereN = 6.062X io~, M~Kfor hydrogen would
be 8.191 X io'~ from which C.is found to be 3.23X io-

If, however,S = 3.4 and P, 13,then "o" wouldbe 0.317X io"
M'K, 8.626 X 10-~ and C would be 3.4SX 10- Since
from Buller's results it is probablethat Pcshouldbe lower than

13 atmospheres, the value for M2Kis probably not far from
correct so that C should be very nearly 3.23 X ïo-

Another simple substance from which a calculation of
C might be made is methane, since the amount of its residual
valence is certainly small and the total number of valences

per molecule is very nearly 8. Unfortunately the critical

density of methane is unknown and T<and Pc have not been

recently determined. However,if T<:is 191.2and Pc is 54.9

Butter:Phys.Zeit.,14,Mo-2(~tg).
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(Olszewski)and if S be calculated by the formula already
given using the value of the density of the liquid at –164°
as o.466 and disregarding the vapor density, S computes to
be 3.318which is probably not far wrong. From this "a" is
found by the formula given above to be 3.025 X io~, M~Kis

8.232X 10~" and C is found to be 3.24 X io~' whichis al-
most the same value as that computed from hydrogen.

Thé critical data of oxygenare known, but the calculation
showsclearly that oxygenis monovalent in the elementalform,
there being but two valences in the molecule. This un-

expectedconclusionmakes it impossible to use oxygenfor the
determination of C until it can be shown from independent
sources that oxygen in the elemental form is really mono-
valent. There is some residual valence also. But if the
residual valence be disregarded and two valences only be

postulated in the molecule,the value of C would be 3.43X
10-

The mean value of C determined from all the substances
m Table VIII in my former paper was 3.45 X 10- if Milli-
kan's value of the numberof moleculesin a gram mol.,namely
6.062 X to~, is used in the computation. Since in this
calculation of C the molecules were not supposed to have
residual valence, it is clear that an allowance for the presence
of this valence would have the effect of lowering C, so that
its true value must be somewhat less than 3.40 X 10'

A way in which C can be independently determinedwas

suggested by the relation between cohesion and gravitation.'
1

In the formula M~K = C(Wt. X Val.)~' it is evident that
M~K is proportional to the V~dspower of the gravitational
mass of a molecule and when weightand valence are unity
M2K = C. It occurred to me that under these circumstances
C might very possibly be nothing else than the factor

(Mt~)' of a molecule of unity molecular weight. In this
case "m" is the gravitational mass of such a moleculeand

the gravitational constant. A computation of (w~)'
using Millikan's recent determination of the number of mole-

Mathews:Jour.chim.phys.,1914.
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cules in a gram mol, gave the result (M~)' ==3.20 X ïo'"

which is very close to the figures already obtained from

methane and hydrogen, and somewhatless, as it oughtto be,
than the mean value of 3.45X 10'~ whichwas obtainedwhen

residual valence was disregarded. In view of these facts 1

believe we may assume that 3.201 X io'~ is the real value

of C, although the theoretical basis of this relationship is still

lacking, and proceed wi~ ~e calculationof the total valence

of a moleculeon that assumption.
The value of M~Kis lesssatisfactory. It is here that the

main uncertainty of the calculation lies. As 1 have already
discussed the methods of calculating this value in my paper
on the intenta! pressures of liquids 1 will not go into the

question at this time further than to point out two or three

considerations bearing on the probable accuracy of those

figures. In all the formulas for "a" which have so far been

proposed certain assumptions have been made. The one

ordinarily made in van der Waa!s' method of computing "a"

is that = Vt/3. In the various methods 1 have proposed
for the computation quite different assumptions have been

made in the different formulas, but neverthelessthese formulas

have aU given results which are not widely different if the

uncertainty of some of the experimentaldata are considered.

Nevertheless,the formulas do not alwaysgive exactly the same

values as they should if all the assumptions and data were

rigorouslycorrect. The computation of the cohesionfrom the

latent heat of vaporization should give a correct result since

the assumptions made here are less radical than in any of the

other methods. Now this method generallygives a value for

"o" lower, in some cases 5 percent lower, than that com-

puted from the critieal data. But 1 have not been able to

attach more importance to this deviation for the reason that

the computation must be made close to the critical tempera-
ture, within a fraction of a degreeof it, and a very slight error

in the differenceof the vapor and liquid densities would make

a very large error in "a." That the formulas proposed for

"a" are possibly not entirely accurate may be shown also
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by the following circumstance: From the formula
a = ((S' – S + 2)/(S 2))P,V~ and the formula
a = M((S~ S + 2)/(S 2))RT~'(T, T)'(~ d.) we
have V~ = MR(T, T)'~ry'/(~ d,)P<. If now we com-
pute a!,of oxygen by this formula from the densities of liquid
and vapor oxygen found by Mathias and Onnes, we find
indeed a constant value for d~.but a density nearly 3 percent
higher than that computed by the rectilinear diameter law,
as follows:

Computationof the crittealdensityof oxygenfromthe densities
at differenttemperatures,<p

computed by Mathias and Onnesby the rectilineardiameter
lawwas 0.299.

The deviation with pentane was in the oppositedirection.
dt was found by S. Young to te 0.2323. If it is calculated
by the foregoingmethod from.Young's densityfigureswehave

In this case the result was about 3 percent too low.
With octane the computed and found values agree very

well, as follows, using Young's density figures at various

temperatures.

TABLEII

< (~

0° 0.23:9
60 0.2324

!20 0.2336
i6o 0.2348
190 0.2352
230 0.2372

<

0° 0.2235
t6o 0.2263

<

–118.8" o.44t3
–izo.4 0.4428

–140.2 0.4437
–IS45Ï o 4427

~t-f~~ ~t~ t< j'«
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The foregoingfiguresshowthat the formula used for the
calculation of which was derivedfrom two of the formulas
used in the calculation of "a," gives results which agree
generaUywithin i percent of the values of the critical density
determined by experiment,but in somecases there is a devia-
tion of about 3 percent. We.may, 1 think estimate the un-

certainty in the value of "a" and henceof M~K, as not more
than 2-3 percent.

The formula which 1 have chosen for the calculation of
the value of "a" is that whichisbased on the assumption that
the value of 6<is 2V./S. This formulais: a = ((S~ –S + 2)/-
(S 2))PcV~. This equation involvesonly the critical data
and may be applied to the largestnumber or substances.

While the calculationof the total valenceof the molecules
is thus subject to these uncertainties, it is probable that the
substances are arranged in their proper order of the amount of
residual valence and that the error in the total valence of the
molecule is not more than 5 percent at the outside. Thé re-
sults are given in Table III. The values of "a" are taken
from column 4 of Table VIII of my paper' on the internai

pressures of Iiquids.

Mathews: ~oe. ct< p. 62:.

Thé density values show a tendency to advaace. The meaa
value of about 0.2330 is very close to that determined by
Youngof 0.2327.

The critical density calculated for various other sub-
stances from the liquid and vapor densities resulted as follows
when compared with the foundvalues:

Substance Températureanddensityfrom de Jeouostance
whiehcalculationmade Calculated Found

-I

Benzene o~dt = 0.90006; (~ = 0.00012 0.3019 0.3045
Fl-beazene o° d, = 1.04653 0.3495 0.3541
Br-benzene o°~ = 1.52182 0.4804 0.4853
CO! o" dl = 0.914; d. = 0.096 0.4749 0.46

0~~=1.63255 0.5569 0.5576
Ethyl ether o di== 0.7362; o,= 0.000827 0.2605 0.2625

6o"Jt = 0.66580;~ = 0.0067711 0.2622
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"a" computedfromthe surfacetension.

These figures speak for themselves, but a word of com-
ment may be made on some of them. It seems probable
from the greater solubility in water of oxygen and nitrogen
than hydrogen,that the average residualvalenceof a molecule

1c = 3.20X !o-" XN*.

TABLEIII

Amount of residual valence

ni v
1 II Theoreticat TotalNo.of

JRe~.
Substance Formula No.ofval. renées b

ences formula
Y uai

.-e'~X~at.)'

Hydrogen Hz 2z 2.195 0.195
Oxygen 02 2 2.195 t 0.195
Nitrogen Na 2 2.! 97 0.19~
Nitrous oxide NzO 4(?) 6.765 2.765
Ethytene C!iH4 12z 12.904. 0.904
n-Pentane CtHn! 32z 36.59 4.59
i-Pentane GeH,! 32 35.95 3.95
n-Hexane C.Hu 38 ~3.42 5.42
Diisopropyl C,Ht4 8 42.41 4.41
Heptane C?HM 44 50.89 6.89
n-Octane CgHtt 50 59.08 ().o8
Diisobuty! C<H,e 50 56.30 6.30
Ether C4HloO 28 30.45 245
Carbontetfa-cMonde CC!< 16 (Cl 3) 20.28 4.28
Benzene CoHs 30 33.70 3.yo
Chlor-benzene CoHeCI 32 36.40 440
Methyl formate C~Ot 16 i8.i2 2.12
Ethyl formate C~O: 22 24.39 2.39
Methyl acetate CtH.0~ 22 23.52 ï.52
Methyl propionate C~HtO~ 28 29.38 1.38
Ethyl acetate CJloOt 28 29.20 ï.20
Propyl formate C4H8Û! 28 3!. t6 3.16
Methyl butyrate OtHMO:!34 36.1!x :.n r

Methyl iso-butyrate CtHteOii 4 35.30 ï.30
Propyl acetate CtUteO: 4 36.05 2.05
Ethylpropionate C~HtoOi:34 35 80 ï.8o
StanoiecMoride SnCl4 i6(C!=3) 17.68 1.68
Carbonbisu!nde CS: 16 (S =6) 15.94*

–

Methane CH4 88 8.15 o.iS
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of hydrogen gas is somewhatlower than the figures indicate.
In the series methane, ethylene, pentane, hexane, heptane and
octane the residual valenceis, respectively, 0.15,0.9,4..6, 542,
6.89, 9.05. In other words, the residual valence inereases
with the number of carbon atoms as Armstrong has already
inferred it should do. If 0.15 be considered as the average
amount of residual valence of a carbon atom when united
with hydrogen and if the amount of residual valence increases
proportional to the squareof the number of carbon atoms, we
should have R. Val. = 0.15, being the number of carbon
atoms. By this formula the number of residual valences
in the series mentionedshouldbe, respectively,0.6forethylene,
3.75 for pentane, 5.40 for hexane, 7.35for heptane, and 9.60
for octane. These values are not very different from those
actually found. This relationship does not hold for the
esters.

Another fact may be noticed, namely,that the differences
between the total numberof valencesin the various groups of
esters is very nearly the theoretical number. Thus between
methyl formate and methylacetate a differenceof six valences
is required. 5.40 was the differencefound. If we take the
average of the total number of valences found in the two
esters of the formula C~O, it is 23.95. This is 5.75 valences
more than methyl formate has and is almost exactly six
less than the next higherhomologuesof the formula C<H~,
of which the average number of valences found was 29.91.
This in its turn is again 5.79 (required 6) valences less than
the average of the next higher group of the formula CtH~O;
Theoretically, there should be a differenceof 32 valences be-
tween the moleculeof hydrogenand a moleculeof the formula
C),Hu)0:,whereas the method actually shows a difference of
33.62. It is certainly reasonable to suppose that this differ-
encefrom the theoreticalis to be ascribedto the larger amount
of residual valence possessedon the average by a molecule
of the ester as comparedwith hydrogen.

In the case of the chlorine compounds 1 have assumed
that the valence of chlorine is three. The reason for this is
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that 1 have not been able to find any chlorine compounds
which show chlorine to have a lowervalence than this. It

might be assumed that these three valences were composed
of one chief and two residual valences. In that case one

should, of course, make the residual valenceof chlor-benzene

6.~0instead of the value 4.4owhich1have indicated. Another
reason why 1 have not counted thèse two' valencesof chlorine

as residual valences is that these chlorinecompoundsare non-

associating compounds, or at any rate they associate very
little. Hence the valences, sixteen in number, found in

carbon tetra-chloride are probably not free residual valences,
in the sense that they are valencesin an active form but not
satuiated in the molecule,but they must be saturated in the

molecule. On the other hand, the excess of 4.28 valences

found above the calculated amount may or may not be in

part saturated within the molecule.

It is evident then that the determination of the residual
valence by this method of subtracting the theoretical number
from the total number found is open to these serious sources

of uncertainty. AUthat can be claimed for the method at
this time is that it gives a method of calculating the total

valencesand thus estimating the residualvalence,and that so
far as indications go in the hydrocarbonsand the esters the

compounds are at least arranged in the order in which they
would be placed, judging from their reactions, if arranged

according to the amount of residual valence they possess.
1 hope that methods willbe foundto differentiatemore clearly
between the valences extending between the atoms and those

additional valencesextendingoutward fromthe atoms making
the residual valence proper.

It is still too early to attempt to correlate the amount

of residual valence with the solubility of compounds. It
is at least possible that in solubility other factors than the

number of valences come into play. The attraction between
the moleculesof solvent and solute may involve the factors

which have been shownto influencecohesion,namely, molec-

ular weight and number of valences,as wellas the amount of
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residual valence; it may also involve, of course, the amount
of dissociationof the aggregatesformedby cohesionor residual
valence. It is probable, since the atomicunions are as a ruie
far more stable than the cohesive,the chemical attraction
between the atoms being of an electro-static kind, that the
union betweensolvent and solute due to the residual valence
is of far more importance than that of a cohesional nature,
just as the cohesionalattraction is ofvastly greater importance
than the gravitational attraction; and there are not lacking
indications that residual valence plays a very important part
in solubility. I may mention in this connection the series
hélium to xenon already discussedelsewhere; the great dis-
solving powerof associatedas contrasted with non-associated
liquids, shownby the solvent powersof water; the less asso-
ciation of associating substances when dissolved in associa-
ting solvents as compared with their state in non-associating
solvents; the greater solubility of such gases as hydrogen
sulphide, ammonia, sulphur dioxide which have greater
residual valence than nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen, and
the fact that they are knownto combinewith water, and soon.

The residualvalence is hardiy ever found to be a whole
number. The probableexplanationof this is that the number
found representsonly the averageamount of residual valence
possessedby the molécules. It is probable that the residual
valences open up in pairs, one positive and one negative,
but that at any instant of time onlya fewmoleculeshave them
open, so that the average amount possessed by each mole-
cule may appear to be a fraction.

Summary

The amount of residual valence of a number of non-
associating liquids and gases has been computed by sub-
tracting from the total number of valences which the mole-
cule possesses,as~shown by its cohesion,the number which
there is reason to believe extend between the atoms of the
molecule. The difference is considered to be the residual
valence.
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Thé computation of the total number of valences in a

molecule from the cohesion is made from van der Waals'

factor "a" by thé formula:a = C(MoI.Wt. X Val. number)'
s was computed by the formula already given, namely
a = ((S" S + 2)/(S 2))P.V~ in which S is the critical

coefficientand Pc and Vc the critical pressure and volume.

The constant C for a singlepair of molecules was assumed to

be equal to (w~)' in whichm is the gravitational mass of a

molecule of unity molecular weight and k the gravitational
constant. From Millikan'srecentdetermination of the number,

N, of moleculesin a gram mol, the value of this constant was

3.2015X ïo"~ expressed in dynes. For a gram mol C is

1.177X ï0".

Owing to various uncertainties and assumptions in the

calculations, this method of determination can be regarded

only as of the nature of an approximationto the actual amount

of residual valence of molecules.



ËLECTROLYTIC DEPOSITION OF BRASS ON A ROTA-
TING CATHODE

BYC. W. BENNETTANDA. W. DAVISON

In a previous paper' a study was made of the relation
betweentensile strength of electrolytic copper and speed of
rotation of the cathode. The results obtained were highly
satisfactory, and pointed to possibilities of wider application
of the process, in enhancing the physical properties, and in-
creasingthe tensile strength of brass and other electrolytically
depositedalloys, the unsatisfactory nature of which has long
been deplored.2 In the paper referred to above, some work
was reported on the copper-zinc and the copper-tin alloys,
but the time at hand was inadequate for an exhaustivestudy
of the question, and this paper is the result of further work
alongthese unes.

It was decided at first to diseard the cyanide solution,
because of the entirely unsatisfactory results which are ob-
tained from it, and to search for some other solution or com-
bination of solutions which might give a less brittle and more
coherentdeposit.

In order to secure the simultaneous precipitation of
two metals from the same solution, the single potentials of
those metals in that solution must be very close together,
or' eJse marked impoverishment must take place. Single
potential measurements on solutions of the double cyanides
clearly show that the curves are not necessarily coincident,
but they are almost parallel and are reasonably closetogether.
Their distance apart will depend to a certain extent on the
amountof freepotassiumcyanide present. A brass is probably
deposited from a solution of the mixed cyanides by reason
of impoverishment. Reasoning from conditions in this solu-
tion, where a brass is known to deposit, to those which must

Bennett:Jour.Phys.Chem.,16,29~(t~).
'Fieid:TheElectrician,63,63?(1909).
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obtain in any other solution from which a brasswould deposit,
it is seen that the curves representing single potentials at
various current densities must first of all be nearly parallel,
and must also be nearly equal in magnitude. In order to
determine what salts might be expected to give brass, such
curves were highly desirable.

The electrochemical literature is filled with measure.
ments of single potentials for thé various metals in solutions
of their salts, referred to the standard calomel electrode,
but these values are ail taken against stationary electrodes.
With the rotating cathode, in the case of one of the metals
under consideration,it has been shown' that marked concen-
tration changes, accompanied by increase in potential, take

place, and it was deemeddesirable to measure the singlepoten-
tials under conditionsas near as possible to those under which

precipitation wouldtake place,in other words,with the cathode

rotating at its normal speed, and with full current flowing.
Under such conditions,of course, a brass cathode could not
be realized in the measurements. Bancroft2 has pointed
out that an alloy should show the potential of its less noble

phase, and Spitzer has shownthat electrolytic brass deviates
from this but slightly. Since the measurements for the

purpose at hand would be but relative, the form rather than
the absolute value of the curve being desired, the fact that
a brass cathode could not be maintained during the measure-
ments is unimportant.

As previously stated, the calomel electrode is used in the

majority of single potential measurements. In this instance,
however, it was found difficult to keep the calomel electrode
at constant distance from the cathode, for the.la.tter was belt-

driven, and its position in the cell would vary from one run
to another. Fastening the calomel electrode to the cathode
..tramein order to securea constantseparation from the cathode

BennettandBrown:Jour.Phys.Chem.,17,373(t9t3); Am.Eteetro-
ohem.Soc.. 383()9<3).

Bancroft: Am. Etectrochem. Soc., 3, 297 (t9<x)).

Spitzer:Zeit.Ete~troohemie,!i, 345(t909).
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was impossible for mechanieal reasons, hence a platinum
electrode, whichcould be fastened to the frame of the appara.
tus, was substituted. This consisted of a pièce of platinum
wire one millimeter m diameter and twenty-five centimeters
long, held firmly at a fixed distance of one centimeter from
the cathode, by means of a fiber strip.

The actual measurement is therefore the voltagedrop be-
tween a platinum anode and a copper or zinccathode,respec-
tively, in the solutions used. The anodevoltagewill be prac-
tically constant no matter whether the solution be one of
copper or of zinc salt; for the platinum adsorbs practically
a constant amount of oxygen. It was necessary to have
the conditions such that the platinum was anode for some
time before the measurement was made, so that sufficient
time was allowedfor the adsorption of the maximumamount
of oxygen. So that, while the results are probably not so
accurate as if a calomel electrode had been used, they repre-
sent values which do not differ from the true onesby a large
amount. It may be considered, therefore, that the poten-
tial of the platinum anode is practically constant in all the
measurements,and that the change in voltage is due to other
conditions, such as cathode voltage, concentrationdifferences,
and the resistance of the solution.

As in the previous work, an aluminum cathode was used,.
since it embodies tightness with ease of stripping off the de-
posit, when physical tests were to be made. In design it is.
similar to the one previously described,' although sincemuch
smaller current densities were here used, the parts are pro-
portionally smaller, and the water-cooled bearing was dis-

pensed with. Thé cathodes proper were constructed from
aluminum pipe 2.7 centimeters outside diameter, and 1~.2z
centimeters long. Several of these were made, to facilitate
the work. At the top they were tapped to take a tapering
brass plug, which securely fastens them to the remainder of'
the rotating parts, consisting of the threaded plug, a steel

Bennett:Jour.Phys.Chem.,!<,987(t?!:).
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spindle i centimeter in diameter and 15 centimeters long,
an aluminumbelt wheel,and a brass commutator ring. The

bearings, two in number, were brass, 1.5 centimeters long,
being lubricated by vaseline, supplied from ordinary grease
cups. Current was taken off the commutator ring by means
of two graphite brushes i. centimeters in diameter, held in
fiberby meansof coiledsprings. The device wasdriven from
a one-eighthhorsepower induction motor, at the rate of

4.500revolutionsper minute, although, if desired, other speeds
could be obtained by meansof different sized pulleys.

Sincealuminumis readily attacked by many of the solu-
tions used, it was found necessary to protect the cathode
by meansof a coating of copper. This was readily applied in
an acid copper sulphate bath, with a eurrent density of 25
amperes per square decimeter, the cathode being rotated.
When it was desired to remove a deposit from the cathode
this layerof copperwas stripped off with the brass, and after-
wardremovedfrom the brass by filingor scraping.

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. i.
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The current for electrolysis, obtained from either a
28 volt 100ampere hour lead battery, or from the ï!o volt
mains, was led in through one sideof the double-fhrowswiteh

directly to the anode, and from the cathode through thé
other side of the double-throw switch to the ammeter and
then to the adjustable resistance. The cathode was also.
connectedto the negative end of a bridgewire, and the plati-
num electrodewas connected through a milliammeter to the
movable contact on thé bridge. This bridge was in the cir-
cuit of a 6 volt Edison set, so that the singlepotentials were
balanced against the drop across the bridge, and this drop
measuredby throwing the movable contact into circuit with
a highresistancevoltmeter by meansofa double-throwswiteh.
Since only relative values that would be consistent among
themselves were required, the objection that the voltmeter
does not measure the actual drop at the instant of balancing
is overcome. The milliammeter was used in place of a gal-
vanometer because commutation troubles at the cathode
with high current densities would cause the galvanometer
to go off the scale. Some difficultywas encountered at the
commutator due to thermo currents, and consequent elec-
tromotive forces, but by allowing the cathode to run until
the maximum temperature was reached at the commutator
each time before measurementsweremade, that was elimina-
ted.

The cell consisted of a 1. 5 liter glazed porcelain bat-

tery jar, and the anodes were of uniform size, 12.5 X 5 X
o. t cm~ The runs weremade at 25degreescentigrade.

The potentials for copper solutionsare givenin Table I.
The potentials of zinc solutionsare given in Table II.
With current flowing, the potentials represent severaI

factors: the potential of the cell oxygen-solution-copperor

oxygen-solution-zinc,the drop across the commutator, and
the drop across the solution. The last named could have
been eliminated only by placing the platinum wire at an
infinitesimal distance from the cathode, where the strong
agitation would have immediately bent it away.
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Cupric ammonium chloride cannot be used in plating
baths because of the formation of a heavy flocculent pre-
cipitate, which is doubtless cuprous chloride. Single poten-
tials of this salt were measured, however, and the curve
wasplotted, in order to give someidea of the potential. Thé

Pig.2z

deposit in the case of zinc ammonium chloride was worthless,
and the same is true of the one obtained from neutral copper
formate.

With copper benzène sulphonate the deposit was of a
doubtful value, and potential measurements were impossi-
ble because the platinum wire at once became covered with
a black layer of copper when it was placed in the solution.
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In ait the other cases recorded, good deposits of the métal
were obtained, and it was assumed that they were capable
of further exploitation.

In plotting these curves representing single potential
against current density, for the sake of simpHeity, the zinc
salts were plotted on one sheet and the copper ones upon a

separate one, Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig.33

A consideration of the curves shows that the pairs of
similar form, and of comparable magnitude, are the following:

i. Copper sulphate and zinc sulphate.
2. Copper fluosilicateand zinc benzene sulphonate.
3. Copper benzene sulphonate and zinc sulphate.
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4. Copper fluosilicateand zinc fluosilicate.
5. Copper fluoride and zinc fluoride.
6. Copper fluoride and zinc sulphate.
7. Copper ammonium sulphate and zinc ammonium sul-

phate.
Thé results of the individual runs are as fottows:
It was certainly not to be expected that a brass could be

deposited from a solution of the mixed sùtphates, since it is
the one employed in the quantitative separation of these
metals in the determination of copper. A good deposit can-
not be obtained from neutral solution; acidification intro-
ducesan ion whosepotential isbetweenthoseof the twometals,
and hence simultaneous deposition of the metals is impossi-
ble.

Above a eurrent density of i ampere per square decimeter
the eurves for copper fluosilicateand zinc benzènesulphonate
come the nearest of ait to coincidenee,the potentials beingbut a small fraction of a volt apart. But whenone considers
that a solution of the two salts will contain moleculesof the
four compounds, copper fluosilicate, copper benzene sul-
phonate, zinc fluosilicate,and zinc benzene sulphonate, it is
quite apparent that the metal which will be precipitated
will be the one having the salt of the lowest single potential;
in this case, copper from benzene sulphonate. Experiment
showed that under aUconditionsof eurrent density and con-
centration, except where the copper concentration was slight
and the zinc deposit bad, copper was deposited or else was
accompaniedby a worthlessdeposit of zinc.

Copper benzenesulphonate and zinc sulphate can be dis-
missedwith very little comment,for coppersulphatc is formed
in the bath, and since it possessesa much lower potential
than any of the other salts present, copper alone is deposited.

With copper and zinc fluosilicatesthé potential of zinc
is uniformly higher than that of copper, atthough the di(Ter
ence is not so great as in many other instances. It was

Fietd:TheBtectrieian,63,632(!C)09).
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thought that by starting with a zinc solution, and running
the cell with a copper anode, a point would finally be reached

where the concentration of both salts would be right for the

deposition of brass. Shouldsuch a point be reached, a brass

anode of the desired compositioncould be substituted and,

barring difficultiesof corrosion,the brass should continue to

deposit. Accordingly,a solution containing 8 percent zinc

fluosilicate was prèpared, and electrolyzed with an anode

and cathode current density of 5 amperes per square deci-

'meter with a copper anode until the copper content was

high enough to give copper at the cathode. This deposit
was worthless, due it was thought to too high a eurrent den-

sity. A zinc anode was then substituted, and the cell run
with a current density of one ampere per square decimeter

until zinc began to deposit again. This procedure was car-

ried out repeatedly, with current densities of from 0.1i to
10 amperes per square decimeter,but in no case was a brass

observed. The deposit, too, was worthless, tending to grow
out in flakey masses, and to fall off. The zinc would be a

dirty black, and the copper a sickly looking red. Addition

of 12 percent free fluosilicicacid did not improve the de-

posit.

Just at the point where the cell seemed to change from

depositing zinc to copper, a brass anode was put in, and

electrolysis continued with a current density of i ampere

per square decimeter for three hours in order to determine

under what conditions the metals were being deposited at

that concentration of solution. A black incoherent deposit
was found on the lower half of the cathode, and a bad copper

deposit above this where the air was stirred down by the
cathode. After the run was stopped, a mass of finely divided

zinc settled to the bottom of the cell. This peculiar segre-

gation of the deposit was undoubtedly due to the fact that

bad zinc and copper were being deposited together over the

cathode, but that the colorof zincwas predominant. At the

top, where surging of air bubbles took place, the zinc was

partly oxidized, and knocked off, leaving the copper on the
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cathode. The actual amount of copper in the solution when
that metal would deposit was always small, because rapid
agitation prevented excessiveimpoverishment.

A few experiments made on this same solution with sta-

tionary electrodes failed to showany deposit of brass. Much
smaller current densitieswere used, ranging from o. i to 1.0

ampere per square decimeter. T he conditions of deposition
were very much the same as with the rotating cathode, ex-

cept that a great deal more copper was required in the solu-
tion before that metal would precipitate in any large per-
cent. This was no doubt occasionedby impoverishment of

copper at the cathode, whi.chpermitted slimy zinc to deposit.
In this case the metals are too far apart in potential,

for when the compositionof the bath is right for their pre-
cipitation in the ratio required for brass, none results.

The curves for the mixed fluoridescertainly do not indi-
cate that a brass can be deposited from these solutions, and
tests similar to those of the preceding instances failed to

give any at ail.

Copper fluoride and zinc sulphate seem to give curves
that are quite similar in form, and a number of experiments
were made on these solutions. A brass couldnot be deposited
at any current density, under any conditions of concentra-
tion. This case is entirely analogous to thé one of copper
fluosilicate and zinc benzene sulphonate, in that double de-

composition results in the formation of copper sulphate,
copper fluoride, zinc sulphate, and zinc fluoride, and when
these salts arc present in the bath together, copper alone is

deposited from the sulphate.
The curves for the double ammonium sulphates are so

far apart that results could not be obtained from them.
In addition to those salts for which single potentials

were measured, a fewruns weremade on molecular solutions
of the mixed chlorides, using 5 percent sodium chloride to
insure quantitative solution at the anode. Starting with a
zinc solution, and using a copper anode, the latter metal
would dissolve in the zinc chloride as cuprous chloride.
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Variousconcentrationsof copper,up to the point wherecuprous
chloride would slimeat the anode, were tried, but no brass

was obtained, although it was possible to get thé zinc and

copper precipitatingat the same time under conditions which

were not noted, because the copper would not stick to thé

cathode, but was thrown around in the solution, settling out

after the run was stopped.

Hydrolysis of the zinc, with precipitation of white zinc

hydroxide, bothered to à great extent in this solution also.

Thé generalnature of the deposit indicated that perhaps
the solution was too concentrated, and another run was

made, using a normal solution, 2 percent sodium chloride,
and 5 percent hydrochloric acid added to drive back hy-

drolysis of the zinc. Careful variation of current density
and metal ratio failed to show any brass deposit, the charac-

ter of the deposit being much the same as for the more con-

centrated solution.

A general survey of the more common salts, and those,

cyanides excepted, which give good and indifferent deposits
from singlesolutionstherefore results in failure to find a satis-

factory solution for depositing brass. Brasses obtained from

the cyanide solutions are known to be unsatisfactory, from

the physical standpoint.' It was therefore deemed advisable

to investigate the causes of this undesirableproperty, and to

remedy it if possible. A number of runs was therefore made

with cyanidesolutions,the results of whichfollow.

In preparing the solutions, copper or zinc sulphate in

solution was treated with an amount of potassium cyanide

equivalent for the formation of the simple single cyanide,
and the precipitate filtered out and washed free from sul-

phates. It was then dissolved hot by treatment with sum-

cient potassium cyanide solution to give the double cyanide

plus one moleculeof free potassium cyanide, that amount

being necessary in order to secure quantitative solution of

the anode. There is, however, the disadvantage that strong

Bennett:Jour.Phys.Chem.,t6,29~()9'z). Pietd:Htec~fican,toc.cit
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hydrogen évolution takes place with increasing cyanide con-

centration.'1

By preparing solutionsof both potassium cuproeyanide
and potassium zinc cyanidein this manner, and mixing them,
it was possible to vary the metai content vcry casily. Thé

method of "working one metal into the bath," much used by

practical platers, wasquite frequcntly resorted to also. Whcn

a solution was depositinga brass satisfactority, analyses were
made for copper, zinc,and free potassium cyanide. The cop-
per was determined by the usual electrolytic method of con-

vcrting to sulphate by "fuming down" 25 cubic centimeters

of sample with 10cubiccentimetersof concentrated suiphuric
aeid, diluting to 500cubie centimeters, neutrati~ingwith am-

monia, then adding 10 cubie centimeters of sulphuric acid

and electrolyzing with platinum flag anodes and rotating

copper cathodes. Zinc was then determined from this same

solution, by the pyrophosphate method, as modified by
Findlay and Cummeley.~ The nickel method of Lunde!)/'
which gives free alkali cyanides in the presenceof copper and

zinc, was employed in determining free potassium cyanide.
The brasses were analyzed by the same scheme, after

having been dissolvedin nitric aeid.

For carbon and hydrogen in the brass, an ordinary elec-

tric combustion oven, heated to 900 degrees, was emptoyed;

using for the oxidizingagent air previously bubbled through
2 i potassium hydroxide, and concentrated sulphuric acid.

Water from oxidationof hydrogen wascollected in coneentra-

ted sulphuric acid, and carbon dioxide in 2 i potassium

hydroxide followedby concentrated sulphuric acid.

The samples were also polished, etched with i 3 am-

monia, and photomicrographs were takcn, to get at their

structure and generalappearance.
The procedurein the first run was to start with a molecu-

lar solution of copper double cyanide, containing onc molc-

Metd:toc.cit. Spitzer:loc.cit.
Jour. Chem. Soc., 103, no~ ()<)t3).

Am.Etectrochem.Soc.,25(t9t4).
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cule free potassium cyanide, and to run with a zinc anode
until brass appeared at the cathode. The current density
was 3 amperes per square decimeter. When the cathode
was first examined,the deposit seemed to be nearly a!l zinc,
showing that the concentration of zinc necessary to give a
brass had been exceeded,hence a copper anode was substi-
tuted and the depositwatched more closelyuntil the brass re-

appeared. Then a brass anode, copper 70 percent, zinc 30
percent, was put in and the cell run until a deposit one milli-
meter in thickness had formed on the cathode. This brass
was very brittle, non-homogeneous, and extremely hard,
hence no analysesweremade of it, or of the solution.

The second run, 25 hours with a current density of 3
amperes per square decimeter, was discontinued because the
brass proved to be extremely brittle.

The cyanide content in the third run was quite high,
probably about 50 grams per liter, so that appreciable solu-
tion of the cathode took place, and holes developed in the

copper coating of the cathode which permitted the solution
to attack the aluminum.

The fourth run was made with a current density of 3
amperes per squaredecimeter for 58 hours. 95 grams of brass
were depositèd with an efficiency of 53 percent. The métal
contaitied 71.5 percent of copper and 27.7 percent zinc;
0.07 percent carbon, and 36 volumes of hydrogen. The
carbon may cornefrom colloidal carbon precipitated with the

metal, from occluded cyanogen, or from potassium cyanide
mechanically enclosed in the particles. The last possibility
is doubtless the case, because the odor of hydrocyanic acid
was vcry pronounced when the samp)e was dissotved. If
thé carbon be ca!cutated in terms of potassium cyanide, it

gives a value of 0.28 percent, and the analysis totals up
99.65 percent. The composition of the bath was:

Grum'.pprHter

Copper ~0.88
Zinc y.i1
Free potassium cyanide 30.0
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The- metal was extremely hard and very brittle. It re-

semhted in appearance and color ordinary cast brass of thé
same composition. The photomicrograph, Pig. shows a

Fig.4

very peculiar construction, definite crystal form evidently

being entirely lacking. The structure was wartlike with

small canals running in every direction throughout the mass.

These may be attributed to the impurities in the metal.

A sarnple, Fig. 5, was boiled for two hours in tenth nor-

mal potassium hydroxide' for thé purpose of removing hydro-

gen. This was much more homogeneous, the canals were

almost entirely removed, and the crystals were much smaller.

The tensile strength was increased somewhat by this treat-

ment, but not enough to warrant physical tests. Annealing
at this point would have undoubtedly increased the tensile

strengths immensety, but that procedure is outside the pro-
vince of this paper.

In order to eut down thé amount of hydrogen present in

thc deposit, a higher temperature was desirable; hence the

next run was carried on at 80 degrees, the cell heing heated

'Johoson: Proe.Roy.Soc.,23, t74 (tSys).
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by means of an clectric hot plate. Water was added from time
to time in order to keep the volume of the solution constant.
Thé preceding solution was used, after having had its metal
content adjusted by alternately running with zinc, then with

copper electrodes, until the brass was of the desired composi-
tion. The eurrent density could be raised to ~7 amperes
at this température, and the deposit was obtained with higher

efficiency. Thé resulting brass was extremely hard and very
))ritt)e, but less brittle than the preceding samples. The

photomicrograph, Fig. 6. shows that the deposit is more

compact, but it was not satisfactory. The hydrogen in the

sample ran 10. volumes, and thé carbon 0.08 percent. Thus

heating thé bath lowers the amount of hydrogen, but does not
tend to change the amount of carbon to any marked degree.
'l'he metal content of thé deposit was, copper, 70.4., and

zinc, 28.7 percent. A photomicrograph, Fig. 7, taken on a

plane perpendicular to thé axis of the cathode showed marked
striations throughout thé deposit, caused by variations in the

composition of the bath due to evaporation and subsequent
reptacement of water. ~Température variations of plus or
minus 5 degrees also took place, and that would change the
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métal ratio of the..deposit. Removat of the cathode for in-

spection may also have caused faults in thé deposit.

This is what one would prcdict in a cell where rapid cir-
culation of the electrolyte is being maintained, since incrcas-

ing the amount of free cyanide increases the potential of

copper more than that of zinc, and as the potentials becomc
farther and farther apart, the concentration of the more
noble metal must decrease faster than that of the les:, noble
one. The presence of carbon and cyanogen in the samples,
leads to the supposition that these impurities corne from thé
free potassium cyanide in the solution. The presence of this
substance serves two purposes: first, it insures quantitative
solution of the anode; and second, it brings the decomposition
potentials of copper and zinc nearer together. These two

..Ouon

Thompson:toc.cit. Spitzcr:toc.cit.

Grumspcr litcr
-uO-u''O.u- h..n.

Copper 25.8
Zinc
Freepotassiumcyanide 36.0

F'g.<'6 Fig.77

In order to ascertain to some extent the eilects of concen-
tration in the next run, thc concentration of the componcnts
of the bath was reduced, and after thé usual thickness of
brass was deposited, analysis showed the following comp(Mi-
tion of the bath
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results can be accomplishedin a slightly différentway, and it
was decided to eliminate thé free cyanide to see if some of
the bâd effects could not be eliminated. Thé solutionof the
anode can be forced hy the addition of a small amount of a
solublechloride or a sulphate, for instance, sodium chloride
or sodiumsulphate. Consequently, the decompositionpoten-
tials of the two metals may be more or less taken care of by
concentration differences; that is, the concentration of the
one salt can be made very low, while the concentration of
the other one is relatively high. It was therefore decided
to make an experiment with practically no freecyanidein thé
solution in which sodium chloride was added to ensure the
solution of the anode.

With the free potassium cyanide content reduced to a
minimum,and with t per cent sodium chloride in the solu-
tion, a bath, whose metal composition was not determined,
gives a brass at current densities as high as $ amperes per
square decimeter, when run at 25 degrees, but the deposit is

just as brittle as before. If the temperature be raised to
80 degrees,cuprous chloride gradually forms, and the deposit
consistslargely of slimy zinc.

When i percent sodium sulphate is added to a solution
of the double cyanides containing no free cyanide, the anode
dissolvessatisfactorily, but the deposit is quite analogousto
those obtained in the previous instances. Analysisof a bath
whichhad been depositingbrass for some timeshowedapprox-
imately 30 grams of copper and 20 grams of zinc per liter.
After this cell had been running for some hours, the deposit
at the top of the cathode became high in zinc, while that
lower down was normal. This was caused by oxidation,
for whenthe cell was run with illuminating gasabove the solu-
tion, brass was deposited throughout the entire immersed
area.

The usual brass plate that is applied to objects in a sta-

tionary bath, or by the "barrel method," conforms to the
trade requirements of hardness and beauty, so that it is an
admirable protecting agent. It is possible to give it a very
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high potish,but its hardness must not be confused with true
tensile strength. If one allows a stationary deposit to build

up until a thickness of several millimeters bc attained, and
then strips it off the cathode, it is found that it can be broken
with very little exertion, and it seems that the physicalstruc-
ture and properties of such a deposit are very analogousto
those of the brassesdescribed in this paper, and that the very
low tensile strengths are due to the same occluded impuri-
ties. Someruns in stationary baths show that a goodbrass

may be deposited from a solution containing 130 grams
potassiumcopper cyanide, 44 grams potassium zinccyanidc,
and 65 gramsof free potassium cyanide per liter. Thiscorre-

sponds to an approximate metal content of copper 53 and
zinc 12 grams per liter. It is interesting to note the differ-
ence in the métal ratio in a bath which will give a goodbrass
in a stationary solution, and that in a bath whose cathode
is rotating at the rate of ~oo revolutions per minute. The
free cyanidecontent is practically the same in both cases.

Gramsperliter

Stationary Rotating

Copper 53.0 50.8Co er g3.o 50.8
Zinc 11.5 y.:
Ratio: copperto zinc 1:0.22 i:o.i~

This is accounted for by the fact that in the presence
of free cyanide thé electromotive force of copper is greater
than that of zinc' and therefore zinc tends to deposit first.

In the stationary cell, impoverishment of zinc at the cathode

brings that metal content down to a value at which copper
and zinc can be deposited simultaneously in the proportion

required. The zinc content at the cathode is lower than

that out in the body of the solution. With the rotating

electrode, where itnpoverishment is prevented by rapid stir-

ring, the concentration at the cathode is practically the samc

Thompson:Proc.Roy.Soc..42,387(1887).
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Thus the speed 2000 gives to the solution sufficient
agitation practically to nullify impoverishment of zinc for
this particular current density, i ampere per square deci-
meter, and the purity of the zinc deposit becomes nearer and
nearer to 100 percent as the speed of rotation is increased
uhovc that point.

lu conclusion, therefore, it may be said that
Mcasurements have been made of the voltages re-

quircd to deposit copper and zinc from a number of solu-
tions, with rotating cathodes, the voltages being mcasured
against an oxygen electrode.

2. Those solutions giving similar curves have been
studied with a view to obtaining a good deposit of brass.

3. A brass was not obtained in any case, except from
the cyanide solution.

4. The deposition of hrass from cyanide solution is proba-
bty due to two factors: first, the tetidency for the potentials
uf copper and zinc to become the same in the cyanide solu-

as thatthroughout thc whole solution. Consequentty, the
ratio of zinc to copper is necessarity lower than in the former
case.

If this be true, there must bc sotnc limiting speed of thc
cathode ahove which brass will not deposit from a solution
that will give it, in an unstirred bath. To test this, the solu-
tion just described for use in an unstirred bath was used,
and a current density of i ampère per square decimeter main-
tained, white the speed of the cathode was varied.

The results are as follows:

Speedof cathode Charaetcrofdeposit

o The usual stationary brass
.5"o No apparent change

'~o*~ Still no apparent change
50~ The brass still is excellent

2000 Yellow brass depositing
~500 Deposit extremely high in zinc
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tion, and second, thé increase in thc putentiat of thé mure

noble metat, by impoverishment.

5. The latter factor is practically eliminated by using
the rapidly rotating cathode.

6. A ïQ<M/«c<o?'.)'brass has not been deposited from the

cyanide solution on the rotating cathode.

7. The brittleness of the alloy is probably due to occluded

impurities. Hydrogen was removed from the alloy by heat-

ing in alkali.

8. The disturbing factor probably arises from the cyanide
itself, which it seems impossibleto eliminate.

9. The effect of impoverishment has been shown, by

showingthat a brass may be obtained up to a limitingspeed
ofrotation of the cathode, beyondwhichzincaloneisdeposited.

10. The metal ratio of copper to zinc in solutionsfor the

deposition of a brass varies, not only with variations of free

cyanide, but also with the rate of rotation of the cathode.

B/f(~o(/M'yKtC(f<Laboralory
Co)' University



THE ELECTROMOTIVE BEHAVIOR OF SOI,UBLE

SULFIDES

BY ROGER C. WELLS'

One of the most characteristic properties of soluble

sulfides, aside from their ability to forminsoluble précipitâtes
with many metals, is their reducingpower. This is shown in
the familiar reactions with ferrie salts, chromates, ferri-

cyanides, the halogens, nitro groups, nitric acid, and even
sulfuric acid. If we consider this property to be essentially
a property of sulfide ions the reduction of a ferrie salt, for

example, may be indicated by the equation

2pe+++ + S-- = 2Fe+++ S

According to this equation the sulfide ions give up their

negative charges while an equal number of positive charges
are neutralized; free sulfur remains;no other ions appear to be

directly concerned with the reducing action. The tendency
of sulfide ions to give up their charges may also be shown

by the production of an electric current when any unat-
tackable conductor, such as platinum, is immersed in a soluble
sulfide and properly connected to some other half cell such as
the calomel electrode, yielding a cell combining two single
potentials of this sort.

Hg HgC! A'/t KCt Solubtesulfide Pt

The single potentials created by soluble sulfidesunder these
circumstances may be designated sulfide potentials and the

experiments to be described consistedin measurements of such

potentials.
The single values were obtained by assigning the value

0.56 to the calomelelectrode andneglectingdiffusion potentials.
Some of these values are shownin Table I, the positive sign
indicating that the platinum waspositive to the solution.

PuMishedbypermissionoftheDirectoroftheUnitedStatesGeological
Survey.
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Previous Work

In his measurements on oxidation cells Bancroft, in 1890,
made a determination of the potential of a fifth molal solu-

tion of Na~S, whieh by reference to a normal calomel electrode

would yield the single potential –0.09!
1 This value does

not fit in very well with my measurements. While studying
the behavior of polysulfides Küster2 obtained the value

–0.239 for a normal solution of Na~S with which my measure-

ments agree to a few centivolts. Only a few other data, and

these largely of an. incidental character, have corne to my
attention." In addition to the important contributions of

Küster, however, there is one other suggestive paper by I.

Bernfeld' in which it is shown that under certain conditions

the sulfide potential observed can be calculatcd from the

partial pressure of hydrogen sulfide in equilibrium with the

solution used in the half-cell.

Chemistry of the Sulfide Electrode

It will be observed from Table 1 that when the sulfide

electrode is coupled with the calomel electrode the potential
of which is 0.56 volt, the current in every case tends to flow

in a direction to make the platinum an anode, and hence to

Bancroft:UcherOxydationsketten,Zcit. phys.Ch<*))].,10,387f)89:);
cf.Neumann:Uehcrdast'otcntia)des Wassc-rstoffsundeinigcrMctattc.Ibid.,
14,!28(<894).

Zcit. annrK. Chcm., 44, 44.~ (t'jo~).

Hittorf:Zcit. phys.Chem..to, 6t2 f~8ç~).Twoobservationsyietded
–o.to and–0.04 for2.77A'KSH.

<Bcrnfetd:"StudientiberSchwefe)mcta)tetektrodcn,"Zcit.phys.Chem..
25, 46(1897).

ÏAB[,RlI

rotentia)sofso)ub)esu)fides

Suhttio))t!)h!))fcd) Sulfidepotential

fmoteHCipertitersa~tttratcdwithHiiS +0.40
t mole acetic acid saturated with H:S +0.29
KCIsaturated with H2S +0.20
t mole NaSH –o.
tmoteNa~S –0.27
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reduce mercurous ions to mercury. In other words the.
sulfide ions give up their negativechanges,leaving free sulfur.
This appears to be the primaryaction. When a feebleeurrent
(0.1 milliampere) was passed into a solution of hydrogen
sulfide through a platinumanode a whjttecloud of sulfur was
observed forming on the platinumand in the solution near the

platinum; when sodium hydrosulfideor sodium sulfide was

employed, however, sulfurwas not a visible product nor was
any gas evolved but after a time the solution turned yettow,
indicating the formationof a polysulfide. The formation of a
polysulfide may be considereda secondary effect due to the
solution of sulfur freedby the current in the sodium hydroxide
present, or it may be that polysulfideions are an oxidation
product of sulfide ions. Since polysulfidesare not stable in
acid solution we may postponea considerationof them while
we consider certain relations in acid solutions.

Let us consider the reversibilityof the sulfide electrode.
The spontaneous processsets sulfur free. The reverse process
therefore appears to demandthat sulfurshould ionize. Several

experiments were made to see if free sulfur under any circum-
stances in contact with platinum could be made to ionize.
A platinum electrode coatedwith sulfur was allowed to stand
in normal potassium chloridein a closedhalf-cell for a long
period. The effectwasin the directionexpected but it would
have required severalweeksto reach a correct sulfidepotential
in that way, if it ever couldbe reached. A similar electrode
in caustic soda gave lowvaluesin the course of two days but
as it is well known that sulfur dissolvesin alkali hydroxides
at an appreciable speed the production of a low potential
in this way may be regardedwhollyas a "chemical" action
and the electromotive effect secondary. The experiments
were therefore inconclusiveas to whether the platinum assisted
the ionization of the sulfurat a!

Effectof Hydrogen

On the other hand,if a current is passed in a direction to
make the platinum a cathode hydrogen is probably set free
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under ordinary circumstances. Even if it is not visibly
evolved it is probably dissolved somewhatby the platinum
or it may combine with sulfur to form hydrogen sulfide. No

difficultywas ever experienced,using a Lippmanelectrometer,
in approaching the point of balance from either direction

although 1 preferred to approach it fromthe side to set sulfur
free. The object of this procedure was to have the solution

saturated with sulfur.

TABt<E II

I~ffectofhydrogenin platinizedelectrodesusedinsulphidesotutions

Hteetrode Time Ptatinum Remarks

A freshly platinized 1.23 o.n z +044
electrode,soakedan
hour in hot water

thentouehing~V/t t. 32 o.t~ +0~3 An oxygenvalue
NaOH iii bottte

Hiiturnednn t. 37 t.oô –o.so hydro-..40 1.07 -o.~ Ccrrecthydro-I.,¢o I.o7 -o.SI t
gelt value

3.07 ..07 ~.5t
Senvaiue

Hiectrodenow 4.00 0.96 –o.o
touched to colorless ~.02 o.~o –0.36 A variable inter-

A~/tNa:S 4.07 0.88 –0.32 médiate value
5.00 o.86 –0.30

next day,
900 0.88 –0.32

Smoothetectrode to.oo 0.80 –0.24 Correct sulfide

10.30 0.79 –o 23 potential
H.OO 0.80 –0.2~

Ordinary hydrogen sulfide made from commercial ferrous

sulfide contains considerable hydrogen. A number of experi-
ments were therefore made to find out if hydrogen could cause

an crror in the determination of sulfide potentials. It was

found that hydrogen might easily cause an error in acid

solutions where the concentration of sulfide ion is small but

that it was of doubtful influence in alkaline solutions con-

taining a high concentration of sulfide. In fact it seemed of

assistance in the alkaline solutions in preventing oxidation.

It is generally assumed that smooth electrodes are best for
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measuring most oxidation potentials but that platinized
electrodes are désirable for hydrogen, iodine. bromine and

chlorine electrodes. 1 was therefore somewhat surprised to
find that hydrogen showed its elTect rather quickly even with
smooth electrodes in acid solution, whereas in the alkaline
sulfide solutions 1 found it impossible to obtain correct hy-
drogen potentials even with wcll-platinized efectrodes. The

variability of a platinized electrode in sodium sulfide is shown
in Table II.

When an error from hydrogen was feared pure hydrogen
sulfide was employed instead, prepared from alkali sulfide and

hydrochloric acid and washed with sodium hydrosulfide.

Relation between Concentration and Potential

In seeking for a mathematical elucidation of sttlfide

potentials we may assume the process at thé electrode, at
least in one direction, to be

S-- = S + 20 (t)

which would yield as the most general expression possible
for the potential

E.s.-°-
M

in which the bracketed symbols stand for concentrations.

We are uncertain about the number of atoms in a mole-
cule of sulfur but it is obvious' that the proper équation would

yield the same value of Eo whatever the complexity of the
sulfur molecule. Further, we know that the concentration
of free sulfur soluble in water is exceedingly small, so small
that a very small current must suffice to liberate enough to
form a saturated solution. If we take the concentration of
free sulfur in a saturated solution to be constant and part
of Eo the only remaining variable is the concentration of
sulfide ions. Let us calculate values of Eo therefore from
sulfide ion concentrations so far as they are known.

Fortunately the sulfide ion concentrations of the salts
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mean –o. 26

There is fair approach to constancy in the values of Eo.

Equation (2) is therefore significant in view of the enormous

range of the sulfide ion concentration and appears to be ap-

plicable to the determination of sulfide ion concentrations

under some conditions. Of the values in Table III, those for

NaSH and Na~S are thé least certain and the behavior of these

two salts must therefore be considered further.

Préparation of Sodium Hydrosulfide

Küster and Heberlein2 recommend metallic sodium as

thé best substance with which to start if for any reason sodium

hydroxide will not suffice. If it is desired to avoid ait oxidized

products it is advisable to pass a current of hydrogen through

J. Knox:"A Studyof theSulfurAnionandofComplexSt)!furAn!ons
TraM.FaradaySoe.,4, ~7(t(;o8).

Küsterand Hebertein:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,3, ss (1905).

concerned hâve already been deduced by Knox.' The
essential equation is

[S-t- f,t
[H+P"

~)

an expression giving the sulfide ion concentration for any
solution whose hydrogenion concentration is known. Table
III gives the sulfide ion molality of the solutions investi-

gated, the potential observed,the value of Eo catcutated by
equation (2) taking the concentration of free sulfur as unity
and also the value o{ calculated from the mean value of

Ep.
TABLEIII

Sotution Sutphideion R. n Rc.)[e.ut n concentrationcatcutatedobservedfromH.,

tmoleHO+HijS t.iXio-~ –0.27 +0.40 +u~t
imoteaceticaeid+H~ 0.6 X io'" –0.24 +o.2~ +0.27
[moteKCI+H.iS tt.zXio'" –0.23 +o.20 +0.17
i moleNaSH 3.6X Jo-~ –0.27 –0.14 –0.13
t moïeNasS 0.09 –0.30 –0.27 –0.23
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thé sodium hydroxide before introducing hydrogen sulfide,
at the same time having a piece of platinum in the bottle to
make the hydrogenmore effectivethrough eleetrolytic action.
The saturation of sodiumhydroxidewith H.8 yields a solution
containing a considerableexcessof H-~S. Part of this excess
may be removedfroma solutionas concentrated as normal by
bubbling a stream of hydrogen through it for some hours.
Since both Na.jS and NaSH yield an alkaline reaction the
neutral point is passed while there is still a slight excessof
H2S. The changesin the solution from the first introduction
of H2Sto saturation and expulsionof excess may be followed
with advantageby potentialmeasurements. The results ofone
experiment in whichthe excesscf~S innormal NaSH wasneu-
tralized by adding NaOH from a burette are shown in Mg. i.

[-'if; 1

It is evidently impossible to decide from the figure just
what is the proper potential for NaSH. Thé value –0.14
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was chosen before the relations described above were worked

out, but was omitted in deriving thé average for Eo. The

potential calcuiated for NaSH by equation (2) is –o.!3.

Behavior of Sodium Sulfide

It is rather difficult to obtain potentials corresponding
to pure Na~S solutions. Equation (2) suggests that this

variability may be due to an uncertain concentration of free

sulfur. In action an electrode bathed by Na~S may generate

polysulfide and there is not the same limitation set by the

saturation with sulfur as appears to obtain in acid solutions.

Moreover, it has been found that polysulfides are reduced

by the reverse current instead of hydrogen being set free.

Solutions containing polysulfides therefore give very definite

potentials and their behavior is somewhat like that of ferro-

fcrricyanide mixtures. It was found, however, that thé

potential varies considerably with the dilution, depending
on thé amount of polysulfide présent. These results are shown

graphically in Fig. 2.
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A little calculation showsthat the behavior of the satu-
rated polysulfides, Na,S.. on dilution is rnore in harmonywith equation (2) than that of thé other solutions. Many
attempts were made to express thc behavior of thé other
solutionsby an equation involvingonly two molecularspecies.like ferro-ferricyanidemixtures, but without completesuccess.
Douhtiessthere are fnore than two molecularspeciespossible.It appears, however, that there is some basis for neglectingthé species Na~S-,and Na. and consideringsuch solutions
to be chiefly mixtures of Na~Sand Na~. Thé grounds for
this will be somewhat evident from a considerationof Fig. 3'n whichare shownthe changesin potential as the compositionof the solution is varied from Na~S to Na.

Starting with pure Na,S we may assume that the first
ox.dation pro<tuct is disuXide aceordin~ to thc reaction

2S- -(%)- +20 (~
We shoutd then have a relation for the oxidation~re-

duction potcntiai like

>r 0..0.59
1

S--]2
x

~"=.-?~i~ (5)
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A test of this equation was made by resolving solutions
of compositions between Na:S and \a.~ into the proper
mixtures of the two species and assuming the ionic concentra-
tions to bc proportional to the molal. SufHee it to say that
thé equation did not yield a constant value of Eo. In fact
the shape of the potential curve suggests that the second

species must be more complex than NajS~. Apparently an
excess of sulfur forms at once a higher polysulfide than Na~
The nearest approach to a uniform slope in thé curve falls
between Na~ and Na-Sa indicating that if Na~ is one member
the other is nearly as cornplex as \a.S4. Thé electrical
oxidation would then be

48 = (S<)- +69 (6)

giving for the potential the expression

0.05~ [S )~
(7)

-6" [(S<)-] -]
(7)

An evaluation of Eo by this equation is shown in Table
IV.

TAB[.KlV

I')rn)a)cm)ccntrations()f
CompostHo)). Potentia) t'ca)cu)ated
.~tnNa<St

K:t:S Xt~S)
ohscrvpd ~v~7)

Nites Nllz,;4
ved I)v(7)

'5" 0.8~ 0. –0.220 –0.2t5
'75 "75 025 –0.2t2 –0.2H
2.00 0.67 0~3 –0.206 –0.208
2 2.S 0.~8 0.~2 –0.20f –0.207
25<* <)5<) 0.50 –o'97 –0.206
275 "4~ 05~ -o.;()2 –0205
3.oo 0.33 0.67 –o.[88 –0.20~

25 025 0.75 --o.;83 --0.205
350 o'7 0.83 -O.I7.S –0.20A

It will he seen on referring to the table that equation
(7) gives a fairly constant value of Eo from Na.A to Na~.

No equation as complicated as this has to my knowledge been

applied to potential measurements before, although Freden-
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hagen suggested such équations.'
1 An equation correspond-

ing to thé intermediate possibility, namely,

3S'=(!Sa)--+4<)

was found lesssatisfaetory than equation (7).
Theconclusionsfrom the preceding discussionare then as

follows: The electromotive behavior of the polysulfides
resembles that of other oxidation-reduction potentials in a

general way. Although it is impossible to account for thé

behavior without assuming that several species are present
in a rather complicated equilibrium it appears unnecessary
to consider Nas& one of them or possibly even Na~S:).The

potentials may be calculated as if they depended on the

relative concentrations of the two specics Na~S and Na~

for the range from NajS: to Na~Sa. On reaching a com-

positionnear Na~S~a rapid shift to a much higher sulfide is

suggested. The excess sulfur is of course presumed to form

complexanions.

Onthe other hand, in solutions whicharc easilysaturated

withsulfur the simple equation

E = –0.26 ––0.02()log[S' ]

appears to express the electromotive hehaviorof soluble sul-

fidesvery well.

H~j/<Mg/<'M,D. c'.

/t~)'t7,7p~

C. Fretienhageu: "Zur Théorie der Oxydations- und Xpductians-ketten"

Zeit.. anorg. Chen)., 29, (1902).



THE PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF HY-

DROGEN PEROXIDE. II

J. HOWARD MATHHWS AND HARRY A. CURTIS

Introduction

The decompositionof hydrogen peroxideby light is a

reactionwhich is extraordinarily sensitive to thé influenceof

catalysts, both positive and negative. Our first paper on thé

photolysisof hydrogen peroxide' discussed thc inhibition of

the photo-reactionby sulphuricacid, sodiumchloride,acetani-

lide, calcium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide and barium hy-

droxide. It was pointed out that the same catalysts act

differently toward the thermal and the light decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide. For example, sodium hydroxide,
which greatly inereases the rate of decompositionat 80°,

actsas a preservativein the photo-reaction;calciumhydroxide,

which has no effect on the thermal decomposition,inhibits

the photolysis. On the other hand, sulphuricacid and acet-

anilideinhibitboth the thermal and the photo-decompositions.
We have extended the investigation of the catalysis of

the photo-reaction to a number of other catalysts with the

results indicatedbelow.

Expérimental Methods and Data

The apparatus used to study the catalysis of the photo-

reactionwas the samc as described in our firstpaper,' and wc

alsoused the samemethods of preparing the peroxidesolution

and of followingthe courseof the reaction.

In the graphs shown below, eurves marked 1 represent,
in every case, the course of the reaction before adding the

catalyst, and eurves marked II, the course of the reaction

after adding the catalyst. The sudden break betweeneurves

1 and II represents thc dilution effect of adding the catalyst,

as wehavepreviouslyshown.

Jour. Phys. Chcm.. 18, )66 (t9<4).
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Effect of Urea

Urea is without appreciable effecton thé reaction. 'l'able
1 and Fig. t show thé course of thé reaction. The amount
of urea added was such as to makc the wholesolution 0.05
percent.

TABLE 1

Time in minutes PercentH,0: Timein minutes~PercentHO,

7.03 t~i 6.38
33 <').()o t67 6.29
62 6.8i f~ 6.20
93 6.M 2f, 6.n

~57 235 6.05Addfdurea.atat
'34

Fig.t i

Effeot of Acetic Ac!d

Acetic acid acts as a mild preservative. Table II and
Fig. 2 refer to acetieacid.
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TABLEIII

Timeinminutes PercentH~ Timein minutes PercentH)0:

0 ~.6l 120 4.~4
3~ 45' 146 4.16
7' 443 '8? 4.06
97 4.36 221 ~.()7

Added thé boric acid at
to6

ÏAB[.H II

'fimcinminutes PercentH.Os Timein minutes PercentH:0:

o ?c~ iiy 6.47
6.88 1~2 6.44

70 6.77 169 6.39
~'63 203 6.30

Addedacetic acid at 250 6 24
ft0

Fig.z:z

Effect of Borio Acid
Borieacid has no effecton the reaction, as Table III and

Fig. 3 show. The amount of boric acid added wassuch as to
make the wholesolution 0.04.4.percent.
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TABLEIV

Time in minutes Percent H~O: Time in minutes Percent H,0,

o 453 tzo <t..z6
3° 4.43 163 ~.225

4.35 t99 4.~0
106

4.2?
Addedtartaricaddat

f[2

Mg.33

Effect of Tartaric Acid
Tartaric acid is a mild preservative. In this experiment

the acid was added in the solid form, and thc dilution effect
is therefore absent in Fig. 4. The amount of acid added was
such as to make the wholesolution 0.096percent.
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TABLE VI

Time in minutes Percent Ht0< Timc in minutes Percent H<0t

0 3.32 156 3.04

29 3.27 187 3.01

69 3.20 2:7 302
109 3-'4 247 301
'3! 309

Added benzoic acid at

146

TABLE V

Time in minutes Percent HtO; Tinte in minutes Percent H:0.

0 4.425 8o 4.21

29 4.34. no 4.i6

M 4.26 139 4.13

Addedphosphoricacidat 171 4 to

69

Effect of Benzotc Acid

This acid is an excellent preservative. Table VI and

Fig. 6 show the effect of benzoic acid on the photolysis.

Eifeot of Phosphorto Acid

The effect of phosphorie..acid is similar to thai of acetic
acidand of tartarie acid, inhibiting the reaction. The amount
of acid added was such as to make the whole solution o.? z

percent.
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Effect of Barium Nitrate

Barium nitrate increases the rate of decomposition.
This is a striking fact in viewof the strong preserving action

Effect of Barium Chloride

The addition of this salt has no effect on the rate of the

photolysis, as Table VII and Fig. 7 show. The amount of
barium chloride added wassuchas to make the wholesolution
0.037 percent.

VII

Timein minutes PercentH,0i Timein minutes PercentH<0,

0 3.8g to8 3.61
43 3.78 156 3.52

Added

88

at
3.70 K)6 3.4:

AddedBaCtj.at
102
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ÏABt.ElX

Time in minutes Percent HtO: Timein minutes Percent H;0j

0 3.68 ne) 3.0
38 3.Go 154 3.32
78 3.52 '89 3.24

AddedKCtat 227 3.18

92 245 3.!5

TABI.EVHI

Time in minutes ferceot H<0: Time in minutes Percent HtO:

o 3.77 '09 3.49

4' 369 147 3.38
80 3.62 190 3.26

Added Ba(NOJ: at

9'

of barium hydroxide and the zero effect of barium chloride.
Table VIII and Fig. 8 present the results for barium nitrate.
The amount of salt added was such as to make the whole
solution 0.037percent.

TAtuc VTîï

Fig. 8

EfTeotof Potassium Chloride

Potassium chloride, like sodium chloride, very slightly
decreases the rate of photolysis. It will be seen in Table IX

and Fig. 9 that for some time after the catalyst was added

the rate of decompositionremainedunchangedand then began
to fall off very slowly. The amount of thé salt added was

such as to make the whotesolution0.023percent.
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i-tg.99
Effeot of Sodium Chloride

We have previously shown that sodium chloride slightly
decreases the rate of photolysis of peroxide. After noting
the lag in the inhibiting effect of potassium chloride, we

repeated the experimentwith sodium chloride, using a 0.0: i

percent solution instead of the 0.05 percent solution used be-

fore, and aiso cutting down the light intensity to that used
in the potassium chloride experiment. Under these condi-
tions we found the same lag in the inhibiting effect of sodium
chloride. Table X and Fig. 10 present the results of this

experiment.
TABLE X

Time in minutes Percent H.O. Time in minutes Percent H~O,

o 3.57 94 3.27

39 347 '30 3.17

74 3375 '59 3.!3
Added NaCI at

3 37S

[89 3.07

83 2t8 3.02
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Effeot of Aoetamide

As acetanilide has such a strong inhibiting action, acet-

amide naturally suggested itself as another possible catalyst.
This substance has, however,practically no effect on the rate

of photolysis, as Table XI and Fig. n show. Thé amount

of acetamide added was such as to make the whole solution

0.037percent.

TABLHXI

Effect of Potassium Nitrate

Potassium nitrate has at first no effect on the réaction,

but after it has been present for some time begins to inhibit

the photolysis slightly, resembling in this behavior the action

of sodium and potassium chlorides. In Table XII and Fig.

12 are given the results for potassium nitrate. The amount

of nitrate added was such as to make the whole solution

0.031 percent.

iAMt<t< Ai

'rimein minutes PercentH'O: Timeh) minutesPercentHt0<

o 3.39 t04 3.09
35 3.31 :39 300
72 3.22 t72 2.94

Added acetamide at 206 2.86
8o
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Thp concentrations of thc acid nscd were exactty of these ratios but
the volume of the pcroxide solution at. thé time of adding thc acid was not the
same' in each case.

i')g.[2

Relation between the Amount of the Catalyst Added and
the Magnitude of Effeot Produced

The effect produced by a catalyst on the photolysis of
hydrogen peroxideis not directly proportional to the amount
of the catalysts used. We have tried sulphuric acid of four
concentrations approximating very closely the ratios
f to too 200.'¡ Table XIII and Pig. 13 show the effect
of sulphuricacid 0.000175A~;Table XIV and Fig. 14 of sul-
phuric acid 0.00176.V; Table XV and Fig. 15 of sulphuricf –– M.*t~At~. t~ ~mt~iim

TAm.EXIII

Timeinmitmtc-. Percent H:(), Time in minutes Percent ![,0.

°
~9° "7 452

35 48' f43 450
'7' 4.45

4~ 20S 1 M
Acidaddedat~S
Conc. 0.000175 ~V

ÏARLE XII l

Ti.wi.t.nintttL". t~-rcentH.~ Timcin.nintttesPercuntH~O,
u-_u

3.34 tt4 j;.oo
3~5 149 2.91

"J 3.18 f8~ 2.877
Add~~at

Added KNOa at
227 2,81

'05
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TABLEXIV

Time in minutes PercentHtO:Time inminutes PercentH~O,
-– f'

o 5.2t 85 4.90
22 5.13 jo6 ~.86
42 5.07 !3o 4.86

.63 5.00 t53 4.83
Aodaddedat t~ô 480

7ï 199 478
Conc.o.oot76A' 224 4.77

Fig.!3

acid 0.0176 N; and Table XVI and Fig. 16 of sulphuric add

0.03~9 N.
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ÏABMXVI

Time in minutes PercentH~O, Timein minutes PercentH,0<

o 5~9 152 ~.74
3~ 5.io i8i ~.725
7' 4-99 222 ~.69

A~i 2g7 4.68
Added acid at

'28

Conc.o.o.j49~

ÏABLBXV

Titneinminutes PcrccntHtO: Timcintninutcs PprcentH,0,

0 5.31 176 4.81
~8 5.23 197 4..8o
55 5-!3 226 ~.y8
~5 5-o<' 255 ~~6

124 4.9't
Added acid at

132

Conc.o.ot76A~
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The ratio of the slopeof Curve II to that of Curve 1 will,

in each case, give us a measure of the effect of the acid, since

for concentrations of peroxide such as used in these experi-

ments the rate of the decomposition is practically linear.

These ratios are as follows: for 0.000175 N acid, 0.76,

i. c., the rate after adding the acid was about 76 percent of

the rate beforeadding the acid; for 0.00176A~acid, 0.30; for

0.0176N acid, 0.20;for 0.034.9N acid, 0.22.

It will be seen that the two higher concentrations of acid

have practically thé same effect; the effect is a little less for

the 0.0176A~acid, and very much less for the most dilute

of the four. Judging from these results, which are, perhaps,

not extensiveenough to be conclusive, it appears that while

the magnitude of the catalytic effect varies in the same direc-

tion as the concentration, thé two are by no means directly

proportional. And further, that above a certain concentra-

tion, the catalytic effectbecomesnearly constant.

We have noted the same behavior in the case of the

catalysis by means of sodium chloride. After changing the

rate of the photolysisby adding 0.006gram of salt, the further

additionof0.5 gram had noeffecton the rate of decomposition.

The Absorption of Light by Hydrogen Peroxlde Solutions

Wc have attempted to find a relationship between the

changeof light absorptionin thé peroxidesolutionupon adding
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the catalyst and the effect produced. The change is too
small to be measured with any certainty by the Rubens'linear

thermopile.. The photographie method used by Henri' was
also tried. The results showed qualitatively that the ab-

sorption is very slightly increased hy adding the catalyst,
but threw no light upon the specifienature of eatatytic effect.

Henri and Wurmser have noted2 that the addition of
an alkali to a peroxidesolution increasesits absorption in the

ultraviolet, but found no connection between the absorption
and the nature of the catalyst. It might be expected that
such an increasein absorption would inerease the rate of de-

composition,rather than decrease it as is actually the case.

The Surface Tension of Hydrogen Peroxide Solutions

W. Spring~has shown that the surface tension of pure
hydrogenperoxideis only about ~5percent that of pure water
at !0°, and that it increases very rapidly as water is added.
Our own measurementsindicate that the surface tension of a

5 percent solution of peroxide is slightly less than that of

pure water. The change in surface tension of a hydrogen
peroxide solution on adding a snjal! amount of acid or of
alkali is exceedinglysmall. We at first attempted to detect
a differenceusing a stalagmometer. White this instrument
wouldshowthe differencebetween the surface tensionof pure
water and peroxide solution it would not detect any change
when a smallamount of acid was added to the peroxide.4

On applying the capillary tube method, and reading the

heightsofthecolumninthe capillarywithanexcellentcathetom-

eter, we found that a trace of sulphuric acid would lower
the surface tension slightly. A. trace of alkali had but little

effect, while a larger amount would very slightly increase
the surfacetension.

'Phys.Zeit.4,5'3('9'3)-

Comptes rendus, igy, 284 (tofj).
Zeit. anorg. Chem.. 8, 424 (1895).
The stalagmometers at hand have a capacity of only about 42 drops

for water, and the accuracy dn small changes of surface tension would naturally
not be great.
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W. Spring' compared the surface tension of an acid solu-

tion of peroxidewith that of an alkaline solution of the same

dcnsity, finding the surface tension of the alkaline solution
to be a fewpercent higher than that of the acid solution.

Sinceboth sulphuric acid and sodium hydroxide decrease

the rate of photolysisof hydrogen peroxide, it does not seem

that an cxplanationof catalytie effect is to be found in the

slight changes of surface tension. Moreover, the change in

the rate of photolysisof hydrogen peroxideon adding a trace

of a catalyst is altogether out of proportion to the change
in surfacetensionof the solutionas a result of adding a catalyst.
The Chemical Nature of the Catalysts and their Specifie

Catatytic Effect

We tabulate below the various catalysts we have tried

(inetudingthose for which thé data weregiven in our previous

paper) and their influenceon the rate of photolysisof hydrogen

peroxide.
ÏABI.EXV11

~L.

Substance Amountused
HffectonphototysistI Sancc Percent ect onpolo YSI'

Acetanilide 0.04 Strong inhibition
Acetamidc 0.037 Practicatlynoen'ect
Urea 0.05 PracttcaUynociïect
Acetic acid Mitd inhibition
Benzoieacid Strong inhibition

Borieacid 0.044. Noefïect

Tartaric acid o.o<)6 Mitd inhibition

Phosphoricacid O!.5z Mitd inhibition

Sulphuricacid 0.000875 Slight inhibition

Sulphuricacid 0.008624 Mitd inhibition

Sntphurieacid 0.08624 Mifd inhibition

Sulphuricacid o.f~tot Mitd inhibition

Calcium hydroxide 0.002 Strong inhibition

Sodium hydroxide o.053 Strong inhibition

Barium hydroxide 0.007 Strong inhibition
Bariumchloride 0.037 Xoen'pct
Barium nitrate oo37 Increases rate

Potassium nitrate o. 03)t ~'cry smattinhibition

Potassiumchtoride 0.023 \'crysmatttnhibition
Sodium chloride o.o~tc Vcrysniattinhibition
Sodium chloride 0.05 Mitd inhibition

Zeit. anorg. Chem., 10, 161 ('89$).
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The table clearly emphasizes the specinccatalytic action
of the substances used. Aside from this, there are but few

regularities to be found in the table. It will be noted that
ail the alkalies tried inhibit the reaction; of the acids, benzoic
is an excellent preservative, sulphuric, acetic, tartaric, phos-
phorie are mild preservatives, while boric aeid is without

effect; of the neutral salts, barium nitrate hastens the pho-
tolysis,barium chlorideis without effect,whilepotassiumchlor-

ide, sodium chloride and potassium nitrate have a very small

inhibiting effect after they have been present in the solution
for sometime. Acetanilideis an excellentpreservative,while
urea and acetamide are without effect.

The influence of foreign substances on the thertnalde-

composition of hydrogen peroxide has been the subject of a
considerable amount of investigation and a great deal of

speculation. The reason for the effects has not yet been dis-
covered. The problem is, of course, a special case of the
broader phenomenon of catalysis in general, which phe-
nomenon yët remains to be explained by any theory to which

experimentaldata can be applied.
When more is known about catalysis in general, it may

be possible to explain why sulphuric acid strongly inhibits
the thermal decompositionof hydrogen peroxide,whilesodium

hydroxideis a strong positive catalyst for the thermalreaction.
It will then remain to show why both of these substancesin-
hibit the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide.

Summary

i. The influence of a number of inorganic and organic
compounds on the rate of photolysis of hydrogen peroxide
has beenmeasured quantitatively.

2. Thé same catalysts donot effect the thermaldecomposi-
tion and the photochemical decomposition of hydrogen per-
oxidein the same way.

3. There is no general relationship between the chemical
nature of a compound and its catalytie effecton the photolysis
ofhydrogen peroxide.
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<t. Whitethe magnitude of the catalytie effect and the
concentrationof the catalyst vary in the same direction, there
is not a direct proportionality between these two quantities.

5. Neither the change in the light absorption nor the

change in surface tension of a hydrogen peroxide solution

brought about by the additionof a smaUamount of a catalyst
seems adequate to explain the marked catalytic effect pro-
duced.

LaboraloryC/f/t)'!M(t/C~Mt~y
UniversitycfWisconsin

~~fS,7{)7~
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Chemistry and Its Bordertand. By t//r<-</ ;)'. ~/nt'af<. X 20 rw;

M<+j/ ~o)t~fM)~(;r<'fK&'C'o.a// ~ff.-S/UMt'tn thé preface
the author suys: "At thé present time thé sciences and their applications are

ptayittg a prepoufterant part in onr daily existence; and yet. so invotved ure their
rannucations that very few people the etoseuess of contact between science
and modem Ufe. An iii thé prugress o{ scicntinc investigation is he-

coming more tnurk(;(t, howcvcr, and a dfmand is springinK Uj) for infurmatiot)

Mponrecetttadvancesintttcscientifictietd

"T)ns demand is easy to suppty in certain branches of science; for some

lines of scientific thought tend themseh'es more easity to exposition in non-
technical language. H is co[nparative)y easy for a Itiologist or a physicist to

give an acconnt of thc root principtcs of his suhjcct such as can rcudiiy be under-

stoud by thé gênera) reader, thongh thc latter may remain ignorant of the min-

ntiae of the evittenee upon whieh the principtes are foundcd. Chemistry, on

the other hand. does not lend itself so weU to popniar tfeattnent; for this science

has evolved a sytnbojica) method of expression of its own which, while to the ex-

pert it is more lucid than words, is a stumMing Mock to thé ordinary man who

has not been traine<) to grasp it. Ueprived of its aid, thé chemist feels hampered
in exposition; and, as a con<-c()ncttee, chemical works designed for thé gênera)

publie are apt to err eithcr in beinj; too elementary in treatment or in taking
too much knowledge for granted on thé part of the reader.

"In the present volume, it is hoped that thèse errors have heen avoidcd.

No chemical synthots have been ctnptoyed, and purety elementary (gestions
have not beendca)twit))att(:ngt!);so that the non-techuical reader will find

in the foUmving pages an aecount of sonte reeeot devetopments in chemistry
couched in language whieh need not present any impediment."

The chapters are cntitted: (he ramification of chemistry; thé allies of chemis

try among thé sciences; thé relations bctwccn chemistry an<) indnstry; immuno-

chemistry and some kindred problems; cuttoids and thé uttru microscope; the

work of the spectroscope; chemistry in space; thé inert guses and their place

among thé etemcnts; radium; nitou; transmutation; thc nature of the eiements:

chemical problems of thé present and future; thé tnethods of chemical researeh;
thé organization of chemiea) research. Kspeciatty interesting paragraphs are

to be found on pp. 76, 133, 20, 206, 264.

"It is found that if a rahhit he injected with thé btood of a dog thé rabhit
serum winformaprecipitatcwith thé sérum ofadog'sbjood; but, further, it will

precipitate also the serum of a fox. whieh is e)ose)y a))ied to thé dog in thé bio-

logical scale, Again, a rabbit immunixed with horse's b)ood will give a precipi-
tate with thé sera of donkeys and tapirs, both of which are c)ose)y retated to

horses. It is evident that this reaction has put into the hand of thé biologist
a weapon hy means of which he can (tiscover thé ctoscness of relationship bc-

tween various animals; those which are nearly re)ate<) giving thc same response
to the test, while those whieh arc in no way connected hiotogicatiy will give
différent restdts. The most interesting result hithcrto obtained has been thé
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establishment of the faet that human btood and the btood of the anthropoid
apes give a similar reaction, while thc btood of some monkcys shows no amnity
with thé htood of man."

Io keys sholys 0 frjllity

"Cotton, when examining the absorption of dextrocircularly poiarized ligh t
by copper ammonium tartratc, found that the right- and left-handed tartrates
did not possess identical powers of absorption. Now, if light is absorbed by any
tno)ecu)e. some extremely deticate rearrangement of thé nto)ecu)e's internat
structure must take place. for it cannot be supposed that a vibration can be
stopped without some expenditurc of energy. Therefore, in the case of the right-
and teft-handed forms of copper ammonium tartrate. more energy is being used
np by the one form than by the other when tiK'tt is absorbed, and hence the
intra-moiee~ar readjustmcnt is greater in thc once case than in the other. In
other words, dextrocireularly potarixed light is an agent which favors one form
of tartaric acid more than anotlrer. Now, Byk has pointed out that light is

cireularly potari/.ed by the surface of the sea, and that one variety of cireularty
potarixed light predominates upon the earth's surface. lu this predominance
we may nnd the asymrnetric agent foreshadowed hy Pasteur, and this agent,
so far as the earth is concerned, is practically ubiquitous. It, therefore. seems
not improbable that some sueh cause, acting under favorable conditions, may
give rise to a prépondérance of a right-handed or left-handed form at one par-
ticttiar period in geological history."

Instances are actually known, and have been studied spectroscopieany
within récent ycars, in which two invisible dark stars cullided and nashed into
vapor on their impact. Sueh phenomena put our first assumption ont of court;
we cannot assume that there is a dilTerence in composition between stars and
the nebulae arising from them. What, then. can account for the différence in
composition of the stars and thé nehutac? Clearly we must conctnde that when
thé elements of the colder stars are raised to thé extrêmes of temperature whieh
exist in the nebulae, thé cotnplex ctements, sueh as iron and carbon. disappear
as sueh, and become disintcgrated into the simpler substances hejiun), hydrogen,
and other light elements.

"Taking this as a working hypothesis. we shatt (ind that there is a steady
increase in the complexity of stellar composition as thé stars cool down. Begin-
ning with the early nebulae. we find present ouly hydrogen and an unknown
gas; with thé cooling of thé nebular mass, as condensation of the gas takes place,
helium is formed from thc simpler elements; by thc time thé gaseous material
has become eonsolidated into the fonn of a hot star, oxygen and nitrogen have
corne into existence in large quantifies; and we can trace the further progress
of this synthcsis of the clements untif at thé cooler end of thé scafc ive come to
thc production of large quantities of carbon in thé otdest stars. This hypothesis
of stellar evolution is largely due to Sir Norman f.ockyer, and it will be seen
that it factures thé chemical atoms growing during the cooting of thc primat
ultra-atomie vapors. just as a visible drop of rain grows by thé condensation
of invisible particles of water-vapor.

"The evidence from astrophysics, then, tends to makc it appear probable
that some elements can actually be transmuted into others. Let us next corne
to thé carth's surface and see if we eau tind any analogous process at work there.

"Rantsay and Canteron's experiments wcre repeated by Mme. Curie and
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Mlle. Oeditsçh, who used platittum vessels mstead of gtass and siliea ones;
but these investigators found no tithinm produced. under thèse conditions.
The tiegativc évidence in such a case can hardty outwcigh the positive, tt is

very hard tb get over thé fact that when thé same solution of copper salt was
divided into two portions, une portion which ha<t becn treated with niton gave
lithium, white the other portion, untreated, showed no trace of thé présence of
this élément. thé more so since, us has been mentioncd, thé gtass of thé huU)s
docs not give any trace of tithinm when su!~ectcd to thé action of niton under
thé same conditions as hefure."

From thé nature of chemistry, thé conuborative method is thé favorite

une, espeeiaUy in Germuny. There it is usual to f!n() a man who has come into
the front rank of science supported by a mnnhcr of tesserinvestigatorswhuafc
ready to place their brains and maniptdative dexterity at his disposa) in thé
furtheranee of sone extensive pièce of research. In t-'rance, on thé other hand.
singte-handed investigation'; are more common; while in our own country thé
two types are not seldom found side by side.

"It is never safe to dogmatize in snch matters, but from a practical point
of view it appears probable that thé coordinated system of research will yield.
un thé average, a better result with the materia) which our technical -ichoots
and universities are producinK. It must be borne in tnind that we cannot ar-

range our conditions entirely with a view to the attainment of thé best results
if a scientific genius happens to corne upon the scène at any montent; such a

person only appears at rare intervals in thé history of a science, and to ptan our
research organization sotety with thé idea of utitixint; him to thé best advantage
when he docs cotne, would be to mititate againstthcsnccessof men who. though
they are not tieniuses, may yet hc far above thé ordinary inteUectuai )eve) of their
fellows. A man of thé type of Pasteur, when ))e cornes into science, is nol harn-

pered by any system which may be in existence; hc is capable of utiliring it to
the utmost, aad of supcradding any details which may bc ncccssary for thé
furtherance of his work.

"The career of a succcssfu) investigator tnay, generatty speakin);, be divided
into four sections. First we find him in his student days acquiring thé outlines
of the science as a whote and storing up a mass of information which may, at a
later date, help himtoatrne perspective of the field in which ))e decides to work.
Then there springs up in him thé desire to advaticc his snbject, to do something
which is not already recorded in thé titerature, and to find out for himself ))ow
far the statements which he has read are of universal application. At this point
he is generally taken in hand by one of his seniors, and thé second stage in his
career begins. He is not usually lit at tirst to undertake an unaided investiga-
tion but he is capable o[ assisting a more advanced worker; and during this tenn
of apprenticeship he !earns the différence between book-knowkdge and actua)
practice. He finds that what on paper seems to be a simple operation really
involves immense labor; and he begins to realize how far it is safe to posh an in-
ference without running the risk of overshooting thé truth. When he has passed
through this min, he has acquired sunicicnt grip of his subject to admit of his

taking up a line of his own, and so he cnters thé third stage as an investigator.
He has now behind him enough .ork to attow him to fcet that hc can stand

alone; he has gained an expérience of methods; and hc has acquired a sensé of
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perspeet.ve which witt prevent him from confusing details with the main prin-
optes of the question which he attacks. This period of his .seientiBc )ife may be
long or short, according to his natura) ahility; if he has little o)iginality, he may
never advance beyond this sphère; but if he is a perso:) of exceptionat insight
he will turn his attention sooner or later to probtfms of greater and greater
importance, untit at last in thc f.nu) phase of his career he may be reckoncf)
:ftnu))){ those w))o.it. investigations have revotutionixett our views in certain
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TraiM de Physique, By 0. C/<!M./MM. f)Mt.n~<-traduit !t(r ~MMï
~<M<-W «//M)NM~ ~.r 0«M«.t. ~c,, ~M f< <'OMttt/fnf6/M~M<Ut<KWM~<-
~f /t«<ff~, suivie t/f A'o~~ sur /<; ~Ay~Kf. ~.f~Kc ~)f c«M~; <-<F. Cos-
!<-M/. 7'OM«.tfOt~Kf. f)-Ot~Mt<-/(~<;)t:t</e. j6 + <“; ,), + ~p

/w«~ et 7~ Price: paper, p/~MM.–),) this volume the author deals
with thc )<ropertiesofsaturate(t vapors. inctudingh~rometry; with unsaturated
vapors, thé critical state. and con-esponding states; tvith heterogetfeous equilib-
rimn. including thc phase rutc and thé theory of sotutions. In other words, it i'i
physica) chemistry from thé point of view of the physieist.

On ;). 783 thé author quotes thé work of SchiUer as to the inerease of thé par-
tia) pressure of ehloroform or ether when in presence of a gas under more than
«ne hundred atmosphères pressure. He rather intpties. however, that this in-
crcase in partia) pressure is due sofety to the pressure of thc indifferent gas on
thé surface o.f thé nquid, whercas that would ot))y aecount for a portion of thé in-
crease. It is pretty certain that wc are deating atso with a specific sotvent action
of the eompressed gas. It is a little nufortunate, also. to ascribe the theory
of dilute solutions to Danck, pp. ut!, 03 [.

On p. 91~ thc author says: "The wide <!co))eof thé phase ru)e and thé di-
versity of cases to whieh it is appjicabtt: give it aquiteexceptiona) position among
physica) and chemica) taws." After referring to thé discussions as to the strict
definition of components. thé anthor says, p. 9)8. "Fortnnatety the exact
définition of thé conception of a component bas mure of a thcwetica) than a
practical importance hecause it is a very simpte matter. in most cases, to tell
thé numbcr of independently varia hie substances or compotents.

HtMer B<;M<:fo/<

Traité de Physique. By 0. U. C.<MM. Ouvrage <fH<«<sur les ~tt,
<-«M<-f/ <f//fM)<),f~~f Ë. /A; ~M ~M /MM{aM<-fM~)M<M/ ~M</M<-
<'<contK/frftMctMM;<))f~M,fM~~f /M~«r, at.fe des «<<<<««))):et des ,,o;<< E.
Cosseral <-< Cosseral. 7'oM;<-/)f<-tM/ ~r<M«<-rM/Mmejo X aH; ~ww +

l'aris: ~t. 7/trmuKMet Fils. 7p7, Price: ~~f. /7/nfM<-j.–In thé preface
to this new édition thc translator says: "M. Chwotson began thé publication
of his Treatise on Physics in 1897. A German translation by Professer Wiede-
mann appeared from too2 to ioo8. The French translation, for which M.
Amagat wrote an admirable préface, was hegun in f9o6. In Russia there have
been numerous éditions: the third cdition of the first volume goes haek to ~09;
that of thé second volume to t9tt; while a third edition of the third volume
will bc rcady in .9~. Thc numerous and important additions, tnade simu)ta-
neously in thé French and Russian éditions, have enabted the workof M. Chwol-
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sou to kccp its character as a vivid prespntatinn of our actual knowledge. We
tntve now reaehcd a stage, however, both experhnentauy aud theoreticatty
where so many prohkms ni aH branches of physics arc taking ou so ncw an Mj~ct
that it has become necessary to make M fresh start. M. Chwotson has taken
great pains with this detieate task and thé reader will see. from thé Heueru) intro-
duction to this second edition, with what skill the author defines the new point
of view fron) whieh he i'. ~uing to write his treatise."

t)i thé gcneral introduction, the anthor says, p. 9: ":n recent years the ideas
<)f the physicists hâve underKone a rcmarkahjp change. The otd fundamcntais
almost forgotten, havp rpappearcd under new (urms. We are aetttally now < )9n j
in a period of transition; our previous conceptions «t phenomena are more or
less obliterated, white the new ones are not yet shar))ty defined. We are takinK
part in a desperate strnggte hetween very (jinprcnt and ahsotutcty contradic-
tory views and science hesitates between «;<<-MM</~rf,. /Mn</<fM)fn/«/t. !r onc
mctudes ordinary matter. one can even say that many scit-ntinc men beUeve
in four fnndatnentats. white others hope that a single one will st)n)ce.

"This immense change is the resntt of thé study of the cathode rays. the
Roentgen rays. and ahove a)) of thé radioactive phenomena, with whieh thé
nantcs of M. and Mme. Curie will ahvays he identified. Wc shall discuss thèse
phenontena in detail in thé fourth vohnne. The study of thé cathode rays has
!ed to thé ncw doctrine of electrons. We have eeased to seek the cause of ctec-
trica) phcnomena solely in the mechanicat states of thé ether and we have re-
tnrned to thé otd views according to whieh electricity is a definite substance.
At first it was merely a question of w~n- electricity to whieh it was soon
found necessary to attribnte an atomic constitution. According to the ideas
whieh prevail to.day (t<)~), négative electricity consists of elementary ()uanti-
ties of substance. of atoms of electricity, whieh wc caH ~t~eHj. Au ctectric
eurrent occurs when there is an actuat transference of electrons in a commctor.
Opinions are divided as to the spccial profterties of the etectron aud as to whether
it can or cannot change in shape; hence it wond he prématuré to lay stress on
this point.

"What was previousty called positive electricity is also tookcd upon by some
scientific men as a definite substance; but there is less agrecment as to the struc-
ture and properties of positive electricity than in thé case of nc~tivc eketricity.

"As third fundnmental we now hâve thé f/Aff which fills space and supports
and transmits radiant energy (Vol. !I). If we add ordinary matter, we have
four differeiit primordial suhstances eut of whieh the nniverse was constructed
and by means of which we mnst aceount for the infinite variety of physical andd
chemical phenomena whieh we (-ncountcr. Along with thé dpvetopmcnt of these
new conceptions, we have other radical changes in our fundamenta) physico.
chemical hypothèses. The atom of matter was formerly considered as a very
small amonnt of a AoM<o~t«.nn!substance whieh could not bc divided into smaller
particles in any physical or chemica) way. Now wc attribnte to thé atom of
matter an extremely complex stntcturc in whieh electrons accontpany ordinary
tnntter. thé whole forming a system composed of numerous etementary parts
which arc characteriMd hy dinercnt. very rapid, aud very eomptex motions.
L'nder certain conditions the «/oM<A-Mm~MM and the electrons arc seattered.
often carrying with them fragments of matter.
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home sc.ent.nc mon hâve gonc mnch farther and hâve a)<o attributed an
'«~c .;n, to r<,</«,< < t),ey hâve considered thé possibitity of atoms
of hxht (dementary quantities of e.Krgy), spécial- in Miction with thé studyof thé Roentgen rays.

"Thé fttrther deve)op,n<it of the theory of e)ectro.,s has ),ad a revolutionaryeneet atong other Unes. In order to explain a séries of phcnomena. to which
only référence can be made hère. entirety new and very dari..); views have h~n
)~t forward in regard to und f, (H. A. Lor.nt. t.:inst~n. Min)<owshi)
th~ are known as thé ~y ~M,y. Tf these ideas sh..u)d prenait a..d Ire-
come perhaps a ))art af common knowtcdgc. thé change in our fundamenta) con-
ceptions would be -.<,grcat as to have no equal in history; it wonid surpass in in).
f'or(ancc thé Coperiticait rcvoftttion.

"We have seen that most people actually rcco);ni7e f.,ur fundamcntats'
ordinary matter, neëative electricity, positive Occtricity. an<t ether Afany
scientific men, howevcr, do not regard positive ck-ctricity as a separatc entity;
thcy consider that an atom, whieh appears to us posit.vcty ~trined. bas mcretyylost negative electrons. Othcrs hetievc that we can dispense with ordinary mat.
ter and can consider that an atom is merely a system of electrons or a nucleus
or positive electricity around which thc negative c)pctrons move.

Recc.ttty it bas heen proposed to take another great step (Catnpbet) Wittc
etc.); the MM, ~o.«/<WMc~ the A)t thé experiments made to show
directly phcnomena in thé ether, at least in a certain way, have hitherto )~(.) nn
succcssfu). This has given rise to the thought that Science might he developedw.thont thé conception of thé ether; in other words, there is no ether This
po,nt of view leads to thé conception of radiant energy (visihle light. for inMance)
as betng transm.tte<) in an independent .nanner through an <«/Wy empty
space. perhaps hy means of atoms of tight. From aH this it is etear how uncer-
tain thé fandamentat hehefs of natural phitosophy hâve now (.9~ bccomein the near future they may perhaps acquire more simpticity and denniteness'
In this work w<-~M<- of the < occasionally bat o/~y. ,~<.
rvord as f~rt~ space which is ,<y,;M ?;< and spacehUed with a definite substance."

'l'he second part of this vo)umc deals M'ith mccha.ties and thé titles of )he
chapters arc: motion; force; work and energy; vibratory harmonie motion;
transnt.s.i.on of vibrations by radiation; universa) gravitation; etemcnts cf t),c
theory of the Newtonian potential; weight; dimensions of thé physical units.
The third part is devoted to a'considération of instruments and methods of
measuremcnt.

,y,

Handbuch der Mineratchetnie. By C. M~. )~. Parts 7-77
X <-m;pp. /6o (Md. ~r<). ~r<K; 7-M<i.f ~f, ,0~

6.~0 M, (<-<,< part).These two .nnnbers deal chieny with titanium zir-
con.um, and thorium; but there are a fcw paragraphs on tin and lead. and thé
last ha)f of thé second part is devoted to cotumbates. nitrates and phosphates
There is not mueh of gênera) interest in these two numbers as they are taken
up very largely with methods and results of anatysis. There seems to Ire an in.
tcrcsttng probtem. p, 26. in conncction with thé genesis of rutile. Thé synthetic
methods .nvotve high température; but rutile occurs often in nature under con-
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citions which seem to presuppose low température and high pressures as criteria
for the formation. The question of the cotoring of thé zircons, p. ,47 is also
ouethatiswenmorthstudying.

8 ~o

There is a rather curious suggestion, p. 244, that the <i.,at decomposition
product of uranium is not lead but an unknown element having an atomic wei~htof M~ H waseutirety new to thé revicwer to nnd, p. 273. that .orne people
thought that the Cltili sattpeter beds were due to thé ration of nitrogen bytneans of silent etectrie diseharges. n~~

Physical Chemistry and Scientific Thought. By t~ C. 7. x
pp. iii + ~o. Liverpool: /~t ~e.~ Price:

tM6.–~h.s is an inaugural lecture deUvered at thé U.tiversity of Liverpool bythe Brunner Professor of Physieat Chemistry. A few quotatious will give some
ideu of this admirable address:

It is a characteristic of the truly scientiCc mittd that it is capabte of dis-
t.ngu.sht.tg, at least in many cases, a rea) approximate verification, that is a satis-
factory venncat.on-aud, remember, there are varying degrces of approxima-
tion--from false or apparent vérification, be it ever so close. Thé distinction
is not infrequently a subtte and, therefore. a difficult one. One has often to
weigh many apparentty trifiing considérations, chance observations, unexpectedstde effects. One can learn mueh by experience, but ut the same time the experi.
'nentattst of the first rank is to a very large measure born, not made.

"I hâve said that our so-called 'exptanations' of chemical and physical
phenomena consist in the application of mechantea) concepts. It is obvions
therefore, that such exptanations are after ail partial; but it is not improbable
that this is so far as our mental limitations will permit us to go. Although. for
example, m that system of logic to which we give thé name 'Thermodynamics-
un attempt. and a successful one, too, is made to get beyond what might be
called thé more erude mechauical notions involved in the application of the
kinetic theory to the problems of the constitution and behavior of matter thé
fact that thermodynamical reasoning simpty in virtue of its abstractness bas
presented great-~ometimes very great-barriers to the avcrage intelligenceas regards the compréhension of truths even when thèse have already been putinto explicit terms by greater minds-the fact that this difficulty exists is veryclear evidence. 1 think. that our minds arc naturally more ntted to adjust them-
setves to mechanical concepts."

Research in chemistry and physics may. broadty speaking, be divided into
three classes: First. researches in which theoretical considerations and specula-tions play the entire or at any rate the most important role, such as we find,for example, in investigations in mathematica) physics and theories of electricity,
optics, heat, and capiHarity; secondty. researches in which an idea inspired by
previous theoretical or expérimenta! results is developed in such a way as to be
put more or less eonvenientty to expérimenta) test. Thé whole field of physical
chemistry may ))e cited as an illustration of this class. Thirdly, there are re-
searches in which the aim and objeet is essentially experimental, the interest
lying not so much in thé theoretical significance of the results themsetves as in
their usefulness from thé standpoint of accumulation of sound experimental data
such as one finds for example in determination of atomic weights and stoichio-
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metric work.in general. Ait thèse are esscntial to scientific progress, though 1
imagine the second is likely to prove the most generally attractive. For the
third class, indeed, relatively few arc cither fitted or willing, as success depends
so largely upon innate skilt and unwcaryin~ patience in view of the somewhat
unexciting nature of the work. One must not dogmatise. of course, as to how
any investigation is going to turn out-it was. after ait, the observation of a slight
anomaly in the density of a gas observcd by Lord Rayleigh which led in the
hands of Ramsay to thé discovcry of argon and thé other members of thc rare
gas group. Naturally, such divisions as hâve mentioned arc in actual practice
by no means sharply defined. Research in physical chemistry, indeed, progresses
along ail three, though alrnost entirely through the medium of the second."

Wilder D. B<tKC)-0/<

Die radioaktive Strahlung ats GegMstaad wahrMheitdichkeitstheoretisch.er
Untersuchungen. By L. 0. Bo~)«M< X 76 CM; pp. Berlin: yK/
.Springer. /p~. ~t< MO~–NumeroHs expcriments tiave )x-en conducted
to determine the law of distribution of the time intcrvais of thc émission of
particles from a radio-active substance. To compare the various numericai re-
sutts. it is désirable to analyze them hy the methods of the calculus of probabili-
ties. Two methods arc possible: eithcr to compare the length of tinie bctwcen
two successive scintillations at different stages of the experiment. or to count thé
number of scintillations in a fixed intervai of time. tn this volume. no new rc-
sults are attempted; it is eoncerned rather with an analysis of the methods of
approach, and is simply a mathernatical exposition of thé principles employed,
and the fitting of numercial results of these principles. Both of thc above alter-
natives are considered. Gauss's law of chance isdeveloped. and the result deter-
mined by a number of experiments are represented on the same figure with thé
expectancy curve. A large number of combinations are considered: arithmetic
mean, geometric mean. normal dispersion, supernormal dispersion, and sub-
normal dispersion as weU as the possibility of a large number of émissions too
feeble to be measured.

The variations of the probahitity intégrai made by these assumptions are
such that the intégrations can not always bc performed. In such cases thé
author not only used Simpson's and Cotes's rule, but carefuity shows how aige-
braie approximations can be employed to still further simplify the processes.
The steps are clearly stated, possibly even too much algebraic detail furnished,
and each result is set ont sharply as such. Apart from a modcst list of correc-
tions supplied. the volume is remarkaMy free from typographical errors.

Virgil Snyder

La Théorie du Rayonnement et les Quanta. E~M hy P. ~.(t)~ft.)Mand M.
de Broglie. l5 X 77 <-Mt;pp. ~<). fttrM; CaM«f«r-r)7/o~ 7~. Price:

/MMM.–This volume contains thc papcrs read m November, )0t at a privatc
congress called at Brussels by Mr. Ernest Solvay. The following papers were
presented: The Application to Radiation of the Theorem of the Hquat Dis-
tribution of Hncrgy. by H. A. f.oretx; ThéKinctic Theory of the Spccinc Hpat
according to Maxwell and BOtitmanu. hy J. H. Jeans; The expérimenta) Véri-
fication of Ptanck's I-'ormuta for the Radiation from a Biack Body, by H. War-
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hurg; Thé Y'criucation of Ptanck's Radiation !~orn)u)a for Rays of Longer Wavc.

length, by Il. Rubens; [,aw of Blaek Body Radiation and thé Hypothesis of

Ulementary Quanta, by M. Phnck; Kinetic Theory and expérimentât Proper.
tiesof l'erfeet Cases, by M. Knudsen; l'roofs of thé Reatity of Motecutes, by J.
Perrin; Application of thé Theory of Quanta to Various Physico chemicat Prob-

lems, by W. Nernst. Htcctricat Résistances, by Kamertingh Onnes; Application
of the Theory of Quanta to Aperiodic Mo[ecu)ar Phcnomena. by A. Sommerfeld;
The Kinetie Theory of Magnetism and the Magot-tons, hy P. Langevin: The

Actuat State of the Probtem of Spécifie Heats hy A. Hinstein.

Wc are much indchted to Soh'ay for this collection of papers; but nue cannot

hft)' being a little disappointed in thé discussions. They are cxtrt-mety pcrfttnc~

tory and it is a gréât pity that the feeling of heinR on dresi, parade should appar-

cntly have been prédominant. Wilder D. Bancroft

Die Theorie der Strahlung und der Quanten. ~tMty/t.EM~fM. f~x

cm, Ktt + ~o~. //a//f.' H'<<f/M) ~Ma~, ~«-f; ~.<!o ?<))-&–

Thc Hunseo Society has pubtished a (ierman edition of the papcrs rcad at the

Sotvay congress in Brussets (precefting rcview). The volume also contains an

apppn<)i.\ by t':ucken on the deveiopment of thé quantum thcory from the time

of thc congress to the autumn of <9)3. Thé rpceot <teve)opmcnt is treated under

the hc-ads: foundations of thé quantum theory; experimental tests of Ptanek's

formnta by radiation measurements; energy content and hcat conductance of

solids; energy of rotating gas moleculcs; energy of translation; experimental
data bearing on the structure of hcat vibration. Wilder D. Bancroft

Lecons de Thermodynamique. By Af. P/«Kc~. 7'MK~a<< from the f/ft~,

revised ~fnMM edilion by R. C~tt'OMM~. 2_! X 77 cm; pp. ~o~. fort:: A. //er-

tMaMttf; Fils, tp/j. fnff; 7~ /f<!ttey.–In the préface the author says: "!n

this new edition the previous plan and arrangement have been retained. Never-

theless, all the numcrica) data have been revised and there are also many addi-

tions aud changes of more or less importance which have been suggestcd to me

by foreign scientific men. catt attention eslmeially to the passages on thc law

nf corresponding states, the definition of mo)ecu)ar weight, thc establishment

of thé second latv, characteristic thermodynamic function, the thcory of the

Joutc-Thomson effect, the vaporization of mixed tifjtuds. [ shall always rcceivc

future criticisms with special gratitude.

"This edition iiieltides thé heat theorem estabtished in tooo by W. Nernst.

If this thcnrcm, as now seems possible. is to he verified in at) directions, thermo-

dynamics will find itsetf enriched by a theorem, whose scope woutd exceed ail

that we now expect of it both along practical lines and in thé field of molecular

theory. In order to present this theorem in its etcmcnts and in a form best

suited to experimental vérification, it seems to me necessary to ignore temporarity
its significance for atomic theory. since this side of it has never been formutated

clearly. This point of view atso corresponds with that adopted in thé other portions
of this hook. [ hâve also thought it ()esirah)e to );ivc thc theorem as broad a form

as possiNe so that the applications woutd ))e both simple and general. In doing

t)ti': hâve exccedcd to sorne extent in form and in breadth, the limits imposed
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by Nernst hhnsen. t mention this fact because the cartier conception of Nernst

may still hold even if it provcs that the more general fornt is not correct."

Thé chapter on Ncrnst's theorem and on thc thcory of qxanta is a transhftion
of a lecture given beforc the German Chemical Society in Berlin <!6, ~7).

Wilder D. ~(tnfrof<

Les Idées modernes sur ta Constitution de la Matière. Pnblished ty <Ac

.S'oe«!nfM(Htyf</<<y)«/)t< X /7fM;7o. ~<f~Cn«~)«'r-t')7/Mr!.

/p~. /'r;f<" /M))M.–This is a collection of memoirs written for the Frcnch

l'hysical Socicty. The single papers are: Proofs of the Reality of Motccutes,

by J. Perrin; Grains of R)eetrieity and H)('ctromagnctic Dynamics. hy P. Lang-
evin; Htctnentary Quantities of );nprgy and Action, t'y )' Bauer; Electronic

Theory of Mctak, ))y f!. Bloch; fonixation hy Shock and the Mectric Spark. by
A. Blanc; Uttra-rareRed Cases, hy 1,. Dunoyer; Radiation of Radioactive Suh-

stances, by Mme. Curie; Radioactive Transformations hy A. Dpbiernc; Ma~netic
Moments of thé Atoms, and the Magneton, by P. Weiss; The Relation of Matter
and Rther, by H. Poincaré.

The following paragraph, p. t~o. from Bloch's paper on the electronic thcory
of metats, is interestiug. "We have followed the etectron theory of metals to

thc point where it begins to connict with thc cxpcriments on htack body radia-

tion. This difncutty is inhcrt'nt in any theory of electrons as well as in the spccial
electronic theory of metals. It will probabty compel us to adjust our ideas so

that we may reach a satisfactory compromise; but that is thé work of the future.

It will not he necessary, however, to throw over the conclusions which we owe
to the elcctronic conception nor the considerabte total of phenomena which wc

have been able to arrange systematicatty and to account for hy means of this con-

ception. In spite of some dinicutties of detail. to which we have called special
attention, the electron theory brings together in one vast synthesis not onty thé

electrical and therma) conductances and their interrelations, but also the whole

of the thermo-ctectric effeets inetuding thé iaws of electromagnetism and of in-

duction. It also throws some light on thé galvano-magnetic phenomena and

the nrechanism of the radiation of metals. Whatever the future may have in

store for it. thé theory ha-i hrought out relations between certain phenomena
which will last. It has shown that it is searcety necessary to insist on a single
tnechanism in order to account for thc electrical and thermal conftuctanccs of

condnctors. It has proved to lie an instrument of great power for investigation
and discovery. It will certainty )cave a decp mark on all our ideas as to the cor-

puscular constitution of matter." M~Mff D. ~HK<vof<

Die photographischen Retouche. By G. ~<v<-a<or 7'At)-<<f~/toM. 7, x

cm; pp. 74. ~7n//f; H't'/Ac/Mt~HM~/<,/pt~. Price: ~o H)o~–tn the pré-
face the author says: "ln spite of all attacks. thc technique of retouching is

cssential to the professionat photogiapher. Sincc it has long been highty de-

veloped so far as hand work is conccrncf), there are no special huprovcmcnts or

important changes to note. The old and tried methods are as important as ever

and con'.cquenUy it has secmed dcsiraMe to make thc new édition conform as

far as possible to thc prcceding oncs. Since opinions differ very tnuch as to thc
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amount of retouching whieh is desirabtc, it has semned ttndesira)))e to give ittus-

trations showing thé limits of permissib)e retom'hiug."

One of thé most interesting things in thc book is thé su-caUed opticat re.

touching, p. t3, whcrcby a photograph of a building made with a titted camera

is corrected by rcphotographing from a tilted trausparency or from a tilted

paper negative. Spcciat directions art abo given for retouching aU kinds of

prints and for coloring photographs. Whik the book is primarily intended for

thé professiona). there are a number of passages which are of distinct interest to

the amateur. Wilder D. Bancroft

Die Misserfolge in der Photographie. By //Kx" Mt<«e~. ~<Mff<A~'ft'on.

fj XMcm.t~. ~o~c.-tt"t;/M/m~))o~9~. Pncf.tOt~.–Theauthor

considers errors due to apparatus, dark room, ex[)osnrc, dGveiopment, washing,

fixing, drying, intensifying, redncing, varnishing, and retouching, as well as er-

rors tiahtc to oceur with films, with instantaneous exposnres, withnashtights, and

with cotor-sensitive films or plates. Therc is atso a chapter on the different

developers. The hook is clear and concise; une cun easily sec why four éditions

have been necessary.. Wilder P. BoK<;)'o/<

KapiUMchemie und Physiologie. By Il. /)-fnf;~c/t..S'KOMd f~t'eM.

/J X 22 fMf; 5 + /))-fy<<<-K:Theodor ~<-M;~0~, /~t'<;e;f .~0marks.

-The first edition of this pamphlet appcarcd in 1907, considerably before the

author's hook cntiUcd ~«~7/arf:/«-m<f. Instead of rewriting the pamphlet, the

author has seen fit to pnhtish it in thc original fornt, apparently on the ground
that it is a document. In order to make it of more vatuc, copious notes and cont-

mcnts arc introdneed in an appendix. The reviewer venturcs to think that this

is a mistake. It would have ))cen more merciful to thc rcadcr to have given
him a continuons narrative. !n spite of the faulty plan of présentation, thc

pamphtct is an interesting one. One may not agree with thc author in all points
but at teast he is definite in his statements and one knows where he stands.

Wilder D. Bancroft

Optique physique. By R. t~. )~oc(/. 7'~tM~nM &y Il. t'~M)-) and Il.

/.at)'t)K~. ~o/f7X~<-M< Pltris; Gall/hier- Vil/llrs, 1914. Price:

tX/mn<–Thé second Kngtish édition was reviewed (tg, 707) nearty three years

ago. Thc first volume of the French traiislatioii appearcd last ycar (18, 8~)
and the sceonft (and final) volume is now ready. This volume contains special

paragraphs, not in the Hngtish édition, on: transmission of radiations of great

wave-lengths through thin sheets of silver; cxperitnents of Dunoyer on thc

fluorescence of sodium vapor: resonance spectra of iodine; polarization of light
in the rcsonance spectra of thc vapor of indine; application of fluorescence as

transformer of light. In an appendix the author discusses thé radiation of reso-

nance as H'e)) as the absorption and diffusion in the vapors of mercury and of

sodium. Wilder D. BaMf:~



THE THEORY OF COLLOID CHEMISTRY'

BYWILDERD. BANCROFT

Wehave droppedGraham's viewthat a colloidalsubstance
must be amorphous, and we now call a phase colloidalwhen
it is sufficientlysubdivided,not committingourselvesdefinitely
as to what degree of subdivision. Colloid chemistry is,
therefore, the chemistry of bubbles, drops, grains, films,
and filaments. Consequently the differences between col-
loid chemistry and the chemistry of relatively large masses
must be differencesarising from the subdivision of a phase
or phases. 1 shall try to make clear that this line of attack
leads us to a fairlyconsistent theory of colloids,a thing which
we have not had before.

We begin, as Freundlich has done, with the properties
of surfaces. A solid or a liquid surface has the power of

adsorbing solids, liquids or gases. The familiar instance
of this is the formationof an air film or water film on the
surface of glass. We now postulate that surfaces show se-
lective adsorption. This enables us to account qualitatively
for all the phenomenaof adsorption from solutions including
the decomposition. If a substance adsorbs a given base
much more readily than a given acid, there will be a tendency
for the salt of that baseand acid to hydrolyze and for the base
to be taken up, leavingthe solution acid. The quantitative
side of the adsorption is given approximately in simple cases

by someform of an exponential formula, the so-calledadsorp-
tion isotherm. Sincewe have to have a qualitative theory
before we can 'get a quantitative one, the chief use of the ad-

sorption isotherm for the present is to enable us to tell that
a definite compound is not formed. Adsorption is always
reversible theoretically, though this is often apparently not
true experimentally. If charcoal takes a dye out of solution

A paper read at thé symposium on colloid chemistry during the Montrea)

[neeting of the American Chemical Society.
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to such an extent as to decolorizethe water practically com-
pletely, no amount of washing with pure water will give a
colored solution.'1 In such a case the adsorption is strictly
reversibleand the difficulty was in the interprétation of the
results. If the adsorbing substance changes either through
agglomeration,crystallization, etc., its specifieadsorbingpower
will change and the adsorbed substance will be held either
more firmly or less firmly as the case may be. Either way
we get an apparent irreversibility. Both cases are known.'
The adsorbedsubstance may also change on standing or on
heating, in which case we shall have an apparent irreversi-
bility though we are really dealing, as before, with a new,
reversibleequilibrium. This case occurs very frequently in
dyeing.

It is perfectly familiar to all of us that small drops of a
liquid willcoalesceto a single large one whenbrought in con-
tact. It is not familiar to us that solidsalso coalescewhen
brought in contact, because solids, as we know them, usually
have a filmof air on the surface and wedo not bring them in
contact at all. In fact Cushman and Coggesha! report that
in their work a powder which would pass through a 200mesh
sieve surged like a liquid. The film of air was so large rela-
tively to the mass of the particle that they werereally dealing
with Iitt!e elastic balls having a hard core. If it were not
for the air film, a broken plate could be mended at once by
pressing the fragments together.4 Heating drives out the
air film and also tends to make the solid more malleable, so
that pressurebrings more points in actual contact. We can
join two piecesof glass while they are still very viscous and
we join two piecesof platinum in the laboratory at tempera-
tures far belowthe melting point of platinum. The import-

PreundtichandNeumann:Zeit.phys.Chem.,67,$38(1909).
CameronandPatten:Jour.Phys.Chem.,n, j8t (.907);Lottermoser-

Zeit.phys.Chem..6a,377(t~og);FreundtichandSchucht:Ibid.,85, 66o
('9'3).

Jour. PraukUn Inst., 174, 672 (1912).
<Cf.Brewer:KitteundKtobstofTe,24(f~).
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anceof clean surfaceswhen solderingis wellknown. We can

electroplate copper on copper without difficultybecause we

can keep a clean surface. To plate an adherent deposit of

nickelon nickel requires specialprecautions; and it is a much

more difficultmatter to get an adherent deposit of gold or

silver upon aluminum.

We, therefore, conclude that solid grains or liquid drops
will agglomerate if actually brought into contact and that

to keep them from doing so we must have a surface film of

somesort. Sineethis agglomerationtakes placespontaneously,
work must be done on the liquid or solid to disintegrate it.

It is easy to see also that a film might keep drops separatcd
and yet not break up a large drop into a lot of smaller ones.

Dirty mercury will remain as a single liquid mass indefinitely
so far as we know. If we disintegrate the mass by shaking,
a film will form over each drop and will keep the drops from

coalescing. It is alsoeasy to seethat less workwillbe necessary
to disintegrate the mercury in case we add somethingwhich

lowers the surface tension of the mercury. In some cases

we get disintegration very easily. Water will disintegrate

gelatine at about 30°; but celluloseonly at very much higher

temperatures. The disintegrating action of water on metals

is negligibleexcept under special conditions.'1 Except with

such substances as gelatine we have to use special methods

of disintegration,and the presence of a suitable surface film

of somesort is necessary to prevent the liquid drops or solid

particles from coalescingagain.

If we drop a stone into water, it sinks very rapidly;
if we grind the stone into coarse particles these sink less

rapidly; if we grind the stone into fine particles, these sink

slowly;if we grind thé stone into very fine particleswe should

expect them to sink very slowly, the rate being a function

of the diameterof the particles. This is not thé case,howcvcr.

Very fine particlesdo not followStokes' equation and do not

'Mcngarini and S~)~: Zcit. KoUoidehctuie, 6, 6s, ~40 (<s)to); 10, tt~

('9').
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settle at all, because of the Brownian movements which are

negligible for coarse particles. We, therefore, conclude that

any substance can be brought into a state of colloidalsolution

provided we make the particles of that phase so small that

the Brownian movements will keep the particles suspended,
and provided we prevent agglomeration of the particles by
a suitable surface film. Coalescencemay be prevented by a

non-electrical film, by an electrical film (electrical charge)
or by any combination of the two. Non-electricalsuspensions
are due to marked adsorption of substances in true solution

together with a suitable change of surface tension-to be dis-

cussed under peptonization-or to the adsorption of a colloid

which is readily peptonized by water, a protecting colloid

so-called. It is not proper to assume, as Freundtich* does,

that all adsorption is accompanied by a loweringof the surface

tension. Freundlich bases his conclusions on the Gibbs'

formula which applies to a homogeneoussolution and not to

the case of adsorption at ail. An electrical suspension is due

to the preferential adsorption of some ion. So long as- the

particles are all charged positively or all negatively they will

repel each other and will not coalesce. Neutralization of

the charge causes precipitation through agglomeration.
On this statement of facts there is no apparent reason

why one should not make a colloidalsolutionof any substance

of almost any desired concentration. Practically, we cannot

do this, though we can vary the concentration within limits

by changing the protecting colloid. Also,weknowthat people
determined the solubility of tannin in water whenthey thought
that it really dissolved. We know now that tannin only

appears to dissolve in water; but a change in our theoretical

views cannot change the facts, though it may change our. in-

terpretation of them. I, therefore, conclude that there is

a limiting concentration beyond which the peptonizing action

of the liquid and the protective action of the surface film

cease to be effectiveand that weconsequentlyget an apparently

Kapittarchemie, S2 (t909).
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definite solubility which,of course, varies with the size of the

particles. In fact, I suspect that a number of solubility de-

terminations on such things as the so-called calcium sucrates

willturn out to have been really a study of colloidalsolutions.

In viewof what weknow in regard to the behavior of the cellu-

losenitrates with mixed solvents, I doubt whether Oudemanns'

determined the true solubility of cinchoninc in alcoholic

chloroform.

If westart with two liquids, either can be dispersed in the

other and the question of which constitutes the internai phase

depends entirely on the nature of the protecting film. For

an emulsionto be possible the third substance must pass into

the surfaceseparating the liquids~and must possessthe power
of forminga coherent film in presenceof the two liquids. Let

A be one liquid, .B the other, and C the protecting film. If

the surfacetension of C' is loweron the side towards B, liquid
B will tend to form the internai phase, while liquid A will

tend to form the internai phase if the reverse be true.3 This

has beenrealizedexperimentally in a number of cases.t With

a sodium soap, oil becomes the internai phase and water the

external one, while the reverse is true with a calcium or mag-
nesium soap. Rosin enables one to emulsify large amounts

of water in linseed oil.

The study of emulsions throws light on the more difficult

question of peptonization. Doyie~ found that iodine was

adsorbed readily by charcoal or graphite and yet had very
little effectin preventing sedimentation, whileother substances

wereadsorbedstrongly and had a marked effect in preventing
sedimentation. Consequently adsorption of two different

substances may act in fundamentally different ways. This

is true irrespectiveof whether any or all of the three substances

are or are not electrolytes. As yet there are no experimental

Zeit. anal. Chem., n, 287 (tS?:).

Hofmann: Zeit. phys. Chem., 83, 385 (;9t3).
Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., t?, 515 (t9t3).

Newman: Ibid., 18,34 (<9!4).

Jour. Phys. Chem., 17, 390 (t9'3).
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data on this point; but it seemsprobable that a relatively low

surface tension on thé water side of the adsorbed film and a

relatively high surface tension on the side towards the solid

will make the film curl so as to tend to peptonize the solid

as internai phase. If the reverse is thé case the solid will

tend to become the external phase. Neither tendency will

prevail if thé two surface tensions are practically -equal. 1

hope to test this beforelongwithpyroxylinand mixedsolvents.

AU methods for preparing colloidal solutions can be

classified either as condensation or as dispersion methods.

Condensation methods involve precipitation as finelydivided

particles and suitable strong adsorption (including protecting
colloids) or precipitating agents kept low either by suitable

choiceof reagents or by dilution. Dispersionmethods involve

the washingout of precipitating agents (effectiveonly so long
as particles are finelydivided), the addition of a peptonizing

agent (suitable strong adsorption), or disintegration by ctee-

trical, mechanical,or other means in the absence of a precipi-

tating agent or in the presenceof a protecting agent.

The properties of colloidswith water as external phase
follow readily front the theory outlined. If the suspended

particles are practically insoluble,there will be no change of

surface tension, no osmotic pressure and no diffusionexcept
what is due to the Brownian movements. If the particles
are slightly soluble, there will be a slight change of surface

tension, some osmotic pressure, and some diffusion other

than that due to the Brownianmovements. In so far as the

colloids are electrical suspensions, they will move to the

cathode or anode, dependingon whether they adsorb a cation

or anion preferentially. Sinceweare dealing throughout with

selective adsorption, we see that at best it can only be a first

approximation to group all univalent cations together and all

bivalent cations, etc. As a matter of fact, the data cited by
Freundiich' to show the desirability of such a grouping con-

stitute a still stronger argument against it. The data of

Kapillarchemie,35;,352,367(tgo~).
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Pappadà' showthat one must discriminatebetween the differ-

ent alkali metals. Wehave alwaysput hydrogenand hydroxyl

ions in a separate class becauseit wasquite impossibleto group

them with the other univalent ions. Potassium and nitrate

ions do not peptonize silver bromide perceptibly; but silver

and bromine ions do. The moment we consider the matter

as one of selective adsorption, wc sec that one cannot ignore

the nature of the anions in solution whenwe are dealingwith

a negatively charged partide. We have been misled by an

injudicioussélectionof salts. As I pointed out at the Cincin-

nati meeting, the theory of selective adsorption enables us

to predict the reversai of the effectsof the anions on the sta-

bility of albumin when one changes froma slightly alkalineto

a slightly acid solution.

Positive and negative colloids will, of course, precipitate

each other when in proper relative proportions,and provided

adsorption takes place. These précipitâtesmay be peptonized

as such under suitable conditions and may then easilybe mis-

taken for compounds. The lakes are one instance of this and

I imagine that aluminum silicate is another, when precipi-

tated in the wet way.

Since any substance may be converted into a colloidal

suspensionby being subdivided sumciently.HtfoMowsthat we

may have any number of different colloidalsolutions of the

same thing if we start, for instance, with ferrie oxide or alu-

minumoxidehavingdifferentamountsofwater in the particles.

As a matter of fact we have recognizedfor years at least two

different colloidal iron oxides and colloidal aluminas. No-

body knows what we have in thé caseof the cellulosenitrates.

If a precipitated suspension agglomerateson standing, it will

not peptonize with the same readiness as before or with the

same concentration of peptonizing agent. If the agglomera-

tion is accompanied, as it often is, by a change in water con-

tent, we have two variables each of whichmay have a marked

Xcit.Kolloidchemie.4, 2t4(t909);6,83(t9'o);9. ('9").
Cf.Wcgdh):Zeit.Kottoidchcfnic,14,S (t9'4).
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effect on the peptonization or apparent solubility. Many
instances of this are known especially with sulphides and

hydroxides so-caUed(includingsilicicacid).
No distinction has been made thus far between colloidal

suspensions and colloidalsolutions'because I believe that this
distinction is an unsoundonethough1recognizedthe usefulness
of it at the time it was made. While we are reasonably sure
that colloidal gold is a solidand that colloidal oil is a liquid,
the two hehave exactly alike when both are suspended elec-

tricaHy. There is no apparent reason why we should put
hydrous ferrie oxideon onesideof the line and hydrous stannic
oxide on the other. 1 fail to see any fundamental difference
between a chromicoxidejellyand a silicicoxide jelly. Conse-

quently, 1 believethat weshoulddrop the terms of suspension
colloids and emulsioncolloids,whichare now a hindrance and
not a help. On the other hand, there is a differencebetween
a colloidal solution in which the more mobile phase (usually
water) is external phase and one in which the water is internai

phase.
I have already pointed out the properties of colloidal

solutions with water as externalphase and 1 willnow take up
the case where the more mobilephase is interna!. We must
have a honeycomb structure and we may, therefore, get a
distinct change in surface tensionand in viscosity, In so far
as the less mobilephase is practicallyinsoluble in the other we
shall get no appreciable osmotic pressure. We get these

phenomena to a marked degreewith gelatine and 1 conclude
that gelatine is usuallythe externalphase in a so-calledaqueous
solution of gélatine.~ Thèse two types, which correspond to
a certain extent to the suspension colloids and emùlsion

colloids, are not to be consideredas hard and fast things. We
can change from an emulsionof oil in water to one of water
in oil by changing the nature of the third component. Under

Noyes: Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,27,85(tgo~).
EHis:Zeit.phys.Chem.,80,597(f9)2).

3 ThiswasfirstsuggestedtomebyMr.T. R.Briggsthrceorfouryears
ago.
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peptonization we saw that one adsorbed substance tends to

peptonize the solid as external phase and another as internai

phase. It might be verydifncultto finda substancethat would

peptonizegold as external phase in water; but there should be
no difficultyin changingfrom one type to the other if we took
less extreme cases. Concentrated sodium sulp'hate solution
flocculatesgelatine instead of making it set to a jelly and we
can get hydrous ferrie oxide coming dowrieither as unques-
tionably interna! phase or as a jelly in which it probably is
external phase. Since some of the colloidswhich form the
external phase are readily dispersedby water (gelatine for in-

stance), the solutions are fairly stable. AU gradations are

known, however.

JeUies may have a honeycomb structure, in which case
the water is interna! phase and the gelatinous matter consti-
tutes the external one; or it may have a sponge structure.
It is usually assumed that in this latter case the water is the
external phase, apparently because a spongecan be immersed

completelyin water. A moment's thoughtwillshow,however,
that there is neither external nor internai phase. Bach phase
is continuous and neither is dispersedin the other. This will
be seen a little more clearly perhaps if we consider a roll of
wire fence standing out-doors. The fenceis continuous and,
therefore, is not the dispersedphase; but exactly the same is
true about the air. The generalopinionseemsto be that most

jelliesare of the spongetype and are formedby the coagulation
and partial coalescenceof a dispersed phase.'

1 1 doubt the

accuracy of the conclusion. In the benzene-water and oil-
water jellies, we know that we have a honeycomb structure.
Wétsand wouldbe a spongestructure if thegrainsof sand could
be made to unite at the edges. Actually it is a case of wateras
the external phase. A brick is a solid-and-vaporjelly of the

sponge type.

It is quite evident that a solution having a -honeycomb

'Zsigmondy:Zeit.anorg.Chen)..71,356(t9n);Bachmann:Ibid.,73,
i~ (1912);Flade:Zeit.phys.Chern. t73(i9t3).
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structure can changereadily into a jelly; but 1 do not see how

a solution with gelatinousparticles suspendedin it can become

a jelly without leavinga liquid layer. It seemsto me possible

to have a liquid layer formed when we have a honeycomb

jelly; but that wemust have a honeycomb jellywheneverthere

is no liquid layer formed. If a honeycomb jelly rctains its

flexibility of walls whiledrying, it will dry to a varnish. If

the partially dried jelly takes up water again, it will swell.

1 can see how a honeycombjelly can swell in water without

being disintegrated, becausethe collapsed cellsfillwith water;'

but 1do not believethat a sponge jelly can do this to any ap-

preciableextent.

In the foregoingoutline of a working theory of colloid

chemistry only fourpostulates have been made, and the first

three of these will be accepted by everyhody without any

hesitation.

i. Colloidchemistrydiffersfrom ordinary chemistry only

through the variations resulting from the increasingdispersity

of one or more phases.
2. Selectiveadsorption takes place at surfaces.

3. Sufficiently finely divided particles, which are pre-

vented from coalescing,will be kept suspended in a medium

by the Brownianmovements.

4. Under fixedconditionsof peptonization we get an ap-

proximately definite limiting concentration corresponding

to a saturated solutionin the case of a true solution.

CornellUniversily

Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,16,39:(f9'2).



ON THE EXISTENCE 0F COMPOUNDS IN BINARY

UOUID MIXTURES

BYJ. HOWARDMATHEWSANDRAYMONDD. COOKR

In recent years much workhas appeared concerningthe

question of the interprétation of viscosity maxima in binary
mixtures as indicative of the presenceof chemical combina-

tions of the two liquids. As earlyas 18~.7Poiseuille~~noticed

that the viscosity of mixtures of ethyl alcoholand water was

much greater than that calculated by the rule of mixtures.

Instead of being a straight line the eurve exhibited a decided

maximum which occurred at a concentration corresponding
to the equimolecular quantities of the alcohol and water.

In 1861 Graham~ observed the same phenomenon and re-

ported several similar cases among which were minera! and

organic acids and aliphatic alcohols in water. Wijkander""
in 1878 found that acetic acid and water had a maximum

viscosity at a composition corresponding to equimoleeular

quantities but that this maximum was shifted at different

temperatures, and as the temperature was raised the curve

became more flat. In recent years Varenne and Godeffroy~
studied the irregularities in the curve for alcohol and water

and claimed to dctect no less than fivehydrates; and in a mix-

ture of alcoholand acetone as many compoundsof these two.

In 1912 Denison' pointed out that thé actual maximum in

a curve is not of any significancebut that the point to be

considered is the point which lies farthest from the straight
line. At this point the effectofmixingthe liquids is the great-
est. He also showed that while thé points of maximum

viscosity shift with the temperature, this point of greatest
deviation does not. The present status of the theory that

deviations in viscosity are due to the presenceof a compound
is as follows: In case a third substance is present in the mix-

ture, and if this substance has a viscosity widely different

from that of either of the components,the greatest deviation

from thé straight line willbe experieneedwhen there is a max-
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imuni amount of the third substance present. It will be seen

that this maximum amount will be present when the total

composition of the mixture is the same as that of the com-

pound, for if an excessof either were present it would change
the equilibrium and dilute the compound leaving a smaller

relative amount. There are indeed other forces which will

affect the viscosityof a mixture so that the point of maximum

distance from the straight line does not always represent a

simple empirical formula, but in general it is assumed that

where there is a decided maximum in the curve a compound,
either simpleor cqmplex,is present. It is the purpose of this

paper to present an entirely new Uneof evidence which leads

to the sameconclusion.

A recent paper by Batschinskii~ shows some interesting

relationshipsconcerning the change of velocity of pure liquids
with the temperature. Without going greatly into détail

in his work we may say that he gives several formulae which

have been proposedfrom time to titne to connect the viscosity
of liquids with the temperature, and shows that they have

not been entirely successful. Instead of using the tempera-
ture as one of the independent variables he uses the specifie
volume of the liquid, reasoning from the assumption that

viscosity is due to friction between the moleculesand there-

fore varies as the distance between the molecules. 'l~he

equation would then stand:
Const

Viscosity=
v

where v is the specifie volume. Here, however, when the

viscosity is infinite, a physically realizable condition, the

volume would have to be zero, which is impossible. By in-

troducing a correction for the volume of the molecule similar

to that in the gas law this objection is avoided. If instead

of the specifie volume we use the difference between the

specifievolumeand a constant oo we obtain:

Viscosity17ViscosityM = –––
– c~
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where c is another constant. By a simple transposition we get

t) = 00 +-
t

Here the specifie volume is a linear function of the fluidity

or and the equation lends itself readily to graphie proof.
'7

If a liquid followsthis rule, plotting the fluidity against the

specifie volume should resuit in a straight line. The constant

oo is obtained graphically and is the intercept of the line

with the volume axis. Physically it is the specifievolume at

infinite viscosity and is equal to the average of the volumes

of the solid and liquid substances at the freezing point. The

constant c is the tangent of the angle made by the line and

the fluidity axis and is nearly the same for all liquids, ranging

from 0.000331to 0.00064.7.
Batschinskii applied this formula to eighty-seven liquids,

the data for which were obtained from the workof Thorpe and

Rodger.~ In all cases of non-associated liquids the equation

applied. The lines obtained were perfectly straight and the

values for viscosity obtained experimentally and those caleu-

lated from the equation agreed in all cases within one per-

cent. With associated liquids, however, mainly the organic

acids and aliphatie alcohols,the curves were distinctly concave

toward the fluidity axis and the equation did not apply.

Ail the pure associatedliquids which have been studied give

curved lines, and since this has been demonstrated for a large

number of substances it may be taken as a fair criterion of

association. We haveconductedexperiments to see if the same

is true in such liquid mixturesas are generally assumed to be

associated, and we find this to be the case as the followingex-

periments show.

For the purpose of this work twenty-four pairs of liquids

were chosen, the viscosity isotherms for each pair of which

had beenworked out by the previous investigators, as indicated

below. These isotherms fall into two distinct classes, first

those which exhibit a decided maximum, into which class
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nine of the pairs fall; and those in whieh the intermediate-

values fall between those of the pure components, to which

the other fifteenbelong. In the former class the ratio chosen

forexperimentwas that compositionwhich shows the greatest

deviationfrom the straight line,that is the proportion in which

the effectof mixinghas been to produce the greatest difference

between the observed values and those calculated from the

admixturerule. To this classbelong:

Aceticaeid-anitine~ 56-44percent
Methylatcohot-water~ 36-64percent
Propylalcobot-watcr" 50-50percent
Water-acetieac;d~ 22-78percent
Water-pyridine~ 33-67percent
Aceticacid-pyridine~ 77-23percent
Ethylatcohot-water~ 45-55percent
Ch)ora)-water~ 88-12percent
Chloral-ethylalcotto)~ 74.3-25 7 percent

In the secondclass the mixtures were made uniformty50per-

cent of each component and comprised the followingpairs:

Totuot-benzot~
Carbontetrachloride-chloroform'8
~itrobenzene-etttytacétate~
Aceticacid-acetone~
Aniline-acetone16
Chtoroform-benxot~
Carbontetrachioride-benzol"~
Nitrobenzene-benzoP8
Acetone-ethylakoho)~"

Ethylacetate-benzof
Ethylatcohot-benzo)'"

Pyridine-anitine~
Pyridine-ethylacetate

Ethylalcohol-ethylacetate

Ethylalcohol-methylacetate

The shapes of the viscosity isotherms for all of these pairs,

copiedfrom the curves or plotted from the data in the litera-

ture, are shownin Figs. I and II.

Purificationof liquids;
Benzol was purified by freezing a considerable amount

severaltimes,drawingoff the liquid portion after eachfreezing.
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Toluol was prepared by distillation frotn phosphorus

pentoxide,b. p. 109.5°at 740mm.

Fig.r

Methyl, ethyl, and propyl alcohols and acetone were

dried for severaldays over anhydrouscopper sulfate and dis-

tilled.

Methyl alcohol,boilingpoint 65°-65.5°0 at 7~5mm.

Ethyl alcohol,boilingpoint, 78°-78.2° at 745mm.

Propyl alcohol,boilingpoint, 97° at 745mm.

Acetone,boilingpoint, 56°-56.5° at 750mm.

Aceticacid was frozenseveral times in the same way as

benzol.

In Figs. and I! thé curves arc not drawn to the samc scalc. Thcy arc

rcproduced berc tucrcty tu show the general [ortn vf such curvcs.
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Chloroform was distilled from phosphorus pentoxide.
Boilingpoint, 6o.5°-6i° at 730 mm.

Fig.Il
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.Pyridinewasdried several days over solid KOH, digested
with potassiumpermanganateand finallydistilledfrom barium

oxide, boilingpoint, 1140at 7~8mm.

The samplesof ethyl and methyl acetates at hand were

found to contain considerableamounts of alcohol. They were

shaken several times with saturated calciumchloride solution

to remove the alcohol,dried over anhydrous calcium chloride

and finally distilledtwice from phosphoruspentoxide.

Ethyl acetate, boilingpoint, 75°-y6° at 735 mm.

Methyl acetate,boilingpoint, 55 °-s6°at 7~0mm.

Nitrobenzene was distilled and the greater part, boiling

205.8°-2o6.i° at 74.0mm., was collected.

Carbon tetrachloride was dried for several days over an-

hydrous calcium chloride and distilled from freshly ignited
calciumchloride,boiling point 76 "-77° at 735 mm.

Anilinewasredistilled. Boitingpointi83°-i8<).°at75omm.
Thé water usedwas distilled from a large copper still and

approximatelythe middle third of the distillate was collected

for use.

The mixtures were all made up by weight in small glass

stoppered bottles holding about 125 ce, and were kept care-

fully stoppered except when samples were being taken. The

measurementsat zerodegrees were made in a large battery jar

nlledwith cracked ice and water and surroundedwith asbestos.

No change in temperature could be observedwith a thermom-

eter capable of beingread to 0.01°.

At the higher temperatures, namely 25°, 40°, 55°, and

70°, a glass thermostat was used. It washeated by means of

a Simplex electric heating coil immersed in it, the heating

élément being controlled by a toluene regulator and relay.
It waskept thoroughlystirred at all timeswhen measurements

were being made and at the higher temperatures the jar was

surrounded with asbestos to prevent excessive radiation.

Thermometcrsstandardized hy the U. S. Bureau of Standards

and reading to one twentieth of a degree wcre used and thé

maximum deviation in the température was ncvcr greater
than one-tenth ofa degree.
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The viscosimeterused was a modifiedform of the Ostwald

type, being provided with means for admitting only dry air
and not being opened to the air during the time the measure-
ments were being made. This was necessary on account of
the fact that many of the liquids were quite hygroseopic.
Five ce of the liquid were admitted to the cleanedand dried
viscosimeter from a pipette and whensufficienttime had been
allowed for the liquid to attain the temperature of the bath
five to ten determinations of the time required for the liquid
to flow out of the bulb were made and the average of these
used in the calculations. After each measurement the instru-
ment was rinsed out with alcohol and redistilled ether, and
dried by drawing a slowcun-ent of air through it. Thé densi-
ties were measured with an Ostwald-Sprengelpycnometer of

13cc capacity.
With the exception of the pairs, Chloral-Water, Chloral-

Alcohol,and Pyridine-Anilinethe data given belowweregot-
ten by us. The data onthe first twoare taken fromKurnakow
and Efremow' and the last from Faust~.

The following tables give the observed fluiditiesand spe-
cifievolumesof the mixturesnamed, and in those of the second
class the values are given for the fluidities calculated from
Batschinskii's equation, and the differences.

AcETtC ACID-ANILINB 56-~). PERCENT

Temp. n f

25 0.92398 5.49
40 o.938t6 12.78
55 0.95243 '23.87
70 0.96772 38.39

_METHYLA~COHOL-WATSR36-64 PERCENT

Temp. p f

o 1.0490 27.31
25 t.o65! 63.12
40 t.0757 96.!3
55 t.o882 t3i.8
70 t.t0t5 i73-o
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PROPYL ALCOHOL'WATKR 50-50 PERCENT

Temp. v

o t.0824 '323

25 t.t04o 3720

40 t.tt8o 6t.48

55 1.1326 88.t8

70 i.i493 "97

WATER-ACËTtC ActD 22-78 PERCENT

Temp. f

o o.9t848 1975
25 0.93967 4287
40 0.95295 63.73
55 0.96660 85.05
70 0.98:48 topo

WATER-PYRIDINE 33-67 PERCENT

Temp. f

o 0.97772 17.55

25 0.999~6 4385

40 t0!3! 68.03
55 1.0274 95.02
70 t 0~29 26 2

ACET!C AciD-PYRtDtNE 77-23 PERCENT

Temp. c

o o.9o6f8 7.79

25 0.927)8 20.55

40 0.94392 33.68
55 0.95878 48 25
70 o.975'5 65.50

ETHYL ALCOHOL-WATER 45-55 PERCENT

Temp. v

o '0539 14-42

25 1.0742 42.37

40 f.o894 7056

55 t.1028 '03.2

70 t.ti8t '450 <)
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CH'.QKAL-WATER88-12 i'ERCHNT

Temp. f

50 0.61863 3.~
60 0.62777 n.t3
7o 0.63837 19.95
85 0.65364 37-69
90 o.66o8o 48.61

_CHLORAL-ETHYI. ALCOHOL74.3"25.7 PERCENT

Temp. f

40 0.73910 21.02

45 0.74367 25.95
50 0.74973 3124
6o 0.75706 43.20
70 0.76668 58.65
85 0.78082 84.32
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Tot.UO[<-B!;NZOt.C = 0.000602 <? = ).0475

Tcmp. c f obs. /eatc. Diff.

0 .:222 '244 124.2 -0.2

25 1.1545 '79.5 '778 –o.y 7

40 .'748 2)6.6 2H.9 –4.7

55 '958 249.3 2470 –2.3

70 .2184 284.3 2843 0.0

CARBONTftTRACHt.ORIDR-CHLOROPORMC = 0.000520 M = 0.5750

Temp. v /obs. /ea)e. Uifr.

o 0.63640 ii6.8 n8.2 t.4

25 0.65660 153.8 156.9 3-!

40 0.66907 183.5 '81.0 –2.5

55 0.68245 206.6 206.6 o.o

NtTROBENZENR-ETHYLACETATEC = 0.000643 co = o.SQ'o

Temp. v f obs. f cale. Diff.

0 0.94528 84.02 84.4 0.38

25 0.97060 t22.6 t23.8 1.2

40 0.98672 153.8 f49 –48

55 t.0030 '79.3 174.3 –50

yo 1.02t3 202.9 202.5 -0.4

AcETtC ACID-ACRTONRC = 0.000651 oo = 0.9985

Temp. /obs. I /ca)e. Diff,

o .o68! '04.! i '05.2 i

25 .io)t t5o.i t55.2 5.'
40 .t2;5 '87.6 i86.3 –1.3
55 '430 2197 2)8.8 --09
w .t662 250.8 2537 2. C)

Thé curves obtained by plotting the above tabulated

values as done by Batschinskii are shown in Fig. III. It will

be seen that they are all distinctly concave to the fluidity axis

as were those obtained from data on associated pure liquids.

In the secondclass are the following:
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ANMJNa-ACBTPNt~e ==0.00064~ GO= !.026

Temp. v /obs. /ca)c. Diff.

o .0722 70.3 7t.4 t.t
25 .too2 "34 tt4.6 1.2
40 .t22t '467 '483 3 t6
55 .t4oo ;76.5 t76.o –0.5
70 .'590 205.2 205.2 o.o

CHLOROFORM-BENZOLC = 0.00054? = 0.8170

Temp. v /obs. /ea)c. Diff.

o 0.88626 :27.2 t26.7 –0.5

25 0.91242 176.2 ;745 –'7

40 0.93068 2to.5 207.8 –2.7

55 0.94940 241.8 242.3 0.5

70 o.c)67t8 275.9 274.9 0.0

CARBONTBTRACH[.OR!DE-BNNZOt<C = 0.000518 00 = 0.8:25

Temp. f /obs. /ca)c. DM.

o 0.8626~ 97 t2 06.7 –0.4

25 0.88930 '442 148.3 4-'

40 0.90634 '8t.8 !8t.t –0.7

55 0.92370 212.8 2t4.8 2.0

NiTROBENZENE-BENZOLC = 0.000620 oo = 0.0155

Temp. v /obs. /ca!c. Diff.

o 0.96267 7~9' 76. t -0.8 8
25 0.98766 "43 "6.3 2.0
40 t.0027 1~2.8 !40.6 –2.2
55 'o<75 '66.3 t64.5 –'8
70 '.0344 1920 t<)i.8 -0.2

ACETONE-ËTHYLAMOHO~ C = 0.000617 oo = 1.1360

Temp. v /obi!. /ca)< Diff.

o !.2t6o 129.9 '309 'o
25 '~554 189.0 '928 3.8
40 1.2827 2379 ~37 9 oo
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ETHYL ACETATE-BENZOLC = 0.000568 oo s= 1.0)40

Temp. /obs. /catc. DMf.

2~ I.o984 I49.3 I48.S -I.2o 1.0984 1493 '48.5 –

25 t.'333 206.6 2to.o

l

3.4

40 ''556 25! 2 2496 '6

55 1.1783 2895 289.5 oo

EïHYt< At.COHOL-BENZO).C = 0.0006o8 <? = 1.1130

-amp. I -v.= i fobs.-_I__ Ïcalc. -i. piff,Temp. /°bs.
/eate~ D'~

o !.t558 70.7' 70.3 –4

25 !.t899 f2t.9 '26.4 4.5

~o t.2ti7 161.3 '62.0 0.7

55 1.2356 20t.5 201.5 oo

PYRtD!NR-AN!!JNR

Temp. v /ca)e. _iT.
_0- i-¡-i-- -1-o 0.9756 27.7 –

19 0.9930 488
58.6 1.027 '05.0

– –

100 i.o68 200.0
– –

PYRIDINE-ETHYLAct!TATE C = 0.000713 00 = 0.9570

Temp. /M~ Ditf.

--Temp~ -11_1- i-

o t.0446 !22.o 122.9 0.9

25 t.0744 '70.0 '64.8 –52

40 1.0932 !94.o '9'.o -3.0

55 t.n3i 219.2 2)8.8 –0.4

ËTHYt. ALCOHOL-ETHYt.ACETATEC = 0.000633 co
= '.0930

Temp. ) /obs.
/ca)c. DM.

o !.t6oo '04.3 '05.9 t.6

25 i.'845 144. 0 '446
o.6

40 1.2097 '853 '843 "'o

55 '.2367 226.0 227.0 !0
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The above tabulated values are shown graphically in
Fig. IV.

It will beseen that in all caseswhere the viscosity compo-
sition curve shows a maximum the fluidity volume eurve is
concave to the fluidity axis, and where the former is straight
or nearly so the latter is also straight. Oneexception will be
noticed, namelypyridine-aniline. Here the viscosityisotherm
is nearly straight and the fluidity volume curve is decidedly
curved. This may possiblybe due to the fact that there is a

compound formedbut if so its viscosity is nearly the same as
that calculated for the mixture fromthe mixturerule and there-
foredoes not causea maximum.

We consider these facts to be additional evidence of the
existence of compoundsin certain liquid mixtures and to sup-
port the theory that viscosity maxima are indicative of the
presence of compounds. Thé converse, that the absence of
a maximum indicates the absenceof a compound,is not neces-

sarily true.

We wish to expressour gratitude to Miss E. McDanie!
for valuable assistance in determining the viscosity isotherms
for the mixtures, pyridine-ethyl acetate, ethyl alcohol-ethyl
acetate, and ethyl alcohol-methylacetate, whichhad not pre-
viously been worked out, and for determining the viscosities
of the same mixturesat the different temperatures given.

The appended bibliography does not purport to be a

complete list of the work on the subjects covered, but it in-
c!udes the most important matter on viscosityof pure liquids
as far as it applies to chemical and molecular constitution,
and work on the physicalproperties of mixturesof completely

HTHYt< At.CpHM.-MRTHYL ACETATE =
o.ooo6t~ M =c f.o66o

Temp. /obs. /calc. UiS.

o '343 "'2 2 m.3 3 u.t 1

f-.fôyG [63.2 fôg.z 2.0

40 t.!<)t2 202.t1 203.8 t.77
55 f.2t40 ~~4 240.() –0.3
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miscible liquids which had been published up to January i,

t9t4.

LITERATUREON VISCOSITYOF PURE LIQUIDS AND ALLPROPERTIES
OF LIQUID MIXTURES

R.U.CooKft

Viscosity of pure tiquids. 1 to 28

Viscosityoftiquidmixtnres. 291070
Surface tensionof mixtures. ?! to 8t

Opticatpropertiesofmixtures. 82 to 94
Thermal properties of mixtures. 95 to to8

Densitiesofmixtures. tootottg
Miscellaneousproperties. 120to 148
Theory of mixtures. t~ototû~

Boiling point and vapor pressure 1701022!
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THE COPPER I.AKES 0F EOSIN

BY HARVEY NICHOLAS GILBERT

In viewof the colloidalnature of the lakes formed by the

metallie bases with the dye eosin, and the peculiar behavior
of these lakes under certain conditions, the study of a typical
eosin lake was undertaken in order to determine whether the
lake wasa definitecompoundor merely an adsorption complex,
consistingof the metalliebase with the eosin adsorbed in ap-

proximatelyequivalentamount.

The eosin lakes were first described by Baeyer in his

researchon the eompoundsof phthalic acid with the phenols.
1

With the exception of a brief reference to several of these

lakes by Meyer," no further work has been done with these

compoundsand the colloidalproperties of the lakeshave never
been investigated. The lakes are composed of the base, or

metallie hydroxide,and the acid eosin, both of which are col-

loidal. The bases carry positive charges when suspended in
water and move to the cathode under the influenceof the elec-

tric current. The acid, eosin,which is insoluble in water and

usually isobtained asa gelatinoussolid,carries negativecharges
and moves to the anode under the influence of the current.

In viewof the knowncasesof precipitation of a colloidcarry-
ing a positive charge, by a negatively charged colloid in more
or lessdefiniteproportions,it seemedpossible that these lakes,
which were always produced by adding equivalent amounts
of the metallie salts to the alkali salts of eosin, might be col-

loidal complexesof this nature.

The lakes of silver, lead, copper, zinc, aluminum, cobalt,

iron, both ferrie and ferrous, manganese and bismuth, were

obtained as amorphoussubstances which gave analyses corre-

sponding in general to the normal salt of the dibasic acid,
eosin. In other cases, the amorphous lake thus produced,

Liebig'sAnn.,183,43(t876).
Ber. ehem. Ges~ Berlin, 29, 262$ (t896).
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changed over into definitecrystallinecompoundsupon stand-

ingfor various lengthsof time,andthese crystallinecompounds

gaveanalysescorrespondingto the normalsalts of eosin. There

could be no doubt concemingthe compositionand nature of

these crystalline salts of calcium,barium, cadmium, nickel,

and mercury (divalent).

The copper lake was selectedas typical of the class of

colloidal substances. Baeyer obtained it by precipitating

a copper sulphate or copperacetate solution, by means of so-

dium eosinate, and he describedit as an amorphous,red-brown

precipitate. The formula for the normal salt, CuC~HeBr~Ot,

was assigned to it. In some preliminary experiments with

this lake whentreated with ether, it wasfoundthat someeosin

was removed from the lake by the ether. Other experiments

on the effect of the additionof alcoholor acetone to the lake,

gave a light yellow solution and a subsequent separation of

a light blue solid, presumably copper hydroxide. It was

with a view to the explanationof these phenomena, together

with a study of the compositionand properties of the lake

that this work wasundertaken.

Material and Methodsof Analysis

The eosin used was obtained from Merck as "eosin yel-

lowish," described as the alkali salt of tetra-brom fluorescein.

Analysisshowedit to be the sodiumsalt of this acid. However,

all analysesweremade on the basisof the (acid)eosin content,

and all statements of concentrationsare referred to this value.

It must be borne in mindthat the freeacid, eosin,is practically

insoluble in water but solublein ether, while the alkali salts

of eosinare soluble in waterbut insolublein ether.

In order to facilitate the work of analysis, a colorimetric

method was devised. This was possiblebecause of the high

coloringpower of the eosinradicalwhich thus permits the use

of very dilute solutions. A sourceof error to be avoided was

the change of color when reflectedlight strikes a solution of

eosin, due to the fluorescenceproduced. This was rendered

negligibleby using the Wolffcolorimeter,in which the column
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of solution is protected from the source of light. It was

impossibleto useelectriclight, from either the carbon or tung-
sten lamps, as the color of the solutions under these lights
became a yellowish tint, very dimeult to distinguish. The

questionof end-pointwasvery important becauseof the marked

change in colorof the solution upon dilution. Sodiumeosinate
in concentrated solution is a dark blood-red color whieh on

dilution goes through various shades of yellowish red which
are veryhard to followor to differentiate. However,when the
solution becomesvery dilute, this color change with increased
dilution is very marked and was found to be most delicate
when the concentration of eosin (acid) is 0.00125 gram per
liter. At this concentration, the solution is a fine light pink
whiehis rapidly shadedinto an old rose with stronger solutions,
and an equally rapid fading of color is observed on dilution.
A solutionof this strength was, therefore, chosenas -thestand-

ard, and all determinations were made by diluting the un-

knownsolution to this strength, in the usual manner.
In order to avoid the fading of color due to the action

of light-whieh is one of the greatest failingsof the dye eosin
-a solutionof Co(N03)swas employed in place of this stand-

ard solution, as it was found that a solution containing 17.84
grams of Co(NÛ3)2per liter, had exactly the same color as
the standard, and was permanent to light. Accordingly,
100ceof this standard wereplaced in the one cylinder and the

unknown solution was diluted until the color just matched
that of the standard. In order to standardize the cobalt

nitrate solution, a weighed amount of free eosin acid was
treated with ammoniumhydroxide and diluted until the color

was that of the standard cobalt nitrate solution, and from this,
the amount of eosinproducing the color of the standard solu-

tion was determined. The standard eosin (acid) may be

obtained from an aqueous solution of the alkali salt by add-

ing a slight excessof any strong acid and shaking with ether
in a separatory funnel. The ether removes the eosincompletely.
This ether solution is then evaporated and dried at 100°
in a tared flask. 'l'he residue consists of free eosin and is
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weighed as such, Sulphuric acid was used throughout this

investigation to bring about the décomposition of the eosin

compounds. An exampleof this is given

Softitt))) cosinatc snhttinn Wright of eosin Hosin per ce.

Ce Gram Grotn

9.88 0.0~08 o.oo~t~

t~.<)~ 0.0627 0.00~.20

In another experiment ro ce of sodium eosinate solution

were found to contain 0.0103 gram per ce when determined

by this gravimetric method, while 10 ec of the same solution

when analyzed by the colorimetric method, gave o.oio4 gram

per ce. This shows a good agreement between the two methods.

An alcoholic solution of sodium eosinate when diluted directly

with water, was found to contain, in duplicate determina-

tion, concentrations of 0.004.965 and 0.004060 gram of eosin

per cc.

In the experimental work which follows, the errors due

to other conditions of thé experiments were usually much

larger than the limits of accuracy of the method of analysis.

Checks were made from time to time throughout the work and

the agreement betweert the gravimétrie and colorimetrie

method was entirely satisfactory. The color is in the eosin

acid radical and it makes no difference whether the solution

whieh is to be diluted contains thé eosin as the sodium or the

ammonium salt, although thé latter was usually employed

for convenience.

The determination of eosin in any of its compounds with

the metals may be made by decomposing the aqueous solution

by means of an excess of acid, sulphuric or nitric, in thé prés-

ence of ether. The eosin goes into thé ether layer and may

be then determined colorimetrically as just described. The

other salts used in this work were c. p. and were obtained from

Merck. The ether was obtained from Kahlbaum and con-

tained no traces of acid.
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Study of the Behaviopof Eosin ln Ether Solution toward

Copper Hydroxide

It is diSjcutt to obtain copper hydroxide free from water
when it is prepared by precipitation from aqueous solutions.
In order to avoid this difficulty the precipitation was made
from alcoholicsolutionsof coppernitrate and sodium hydrox-
ide. The copper hydroxide was washed by decantation,
first with alcohol, to remove the NaNO, which was formed

by the reaction, and afterwards with ether, which is readily
misciblewith alcohol. This Cu(OH)2suspension in ether was
then treated with ether solutions of eosin (acid), in which
the amount of eosinin constant volumeof solution was varied.
In each case,the amount of Cu(OH)~was equivalent to 0.0278
gram of copper and the ether solution of eosin of known

strength was added to this suspension,contained in a 250cc

glass-stopperedErlenmeyer flask. The mixture was diluted
to i5o ce and shaken from time to time. Aftcr two days
the supernatant liquidwas foundto contain no traces ofcopper,
and the solutions were analyzed colorimetrically for eosin.-
The solid remaining in the flasksvaried in color from a light
pink to a scarlet as the concentration of the eosin increased.
Theresults are shownin Table I.

TABLE1

Standardeosinsolutioncontained0.0056gramper ce
Theoreticalweightof eosinforCu(OH))!= 0.2786gram

cc or
,-c. _-c.=.=-=.c. '='=-'==-1=".='c."==-

c.=.CC..c"===cc=

eosin solution
~°~* in Total cosin in super- Hosin taken up

ditutedto i original solution natant ether s6lution by solid

f5oec
Grams Grams Grams

t
-I-

t 0.0056 None 0.0056
5 0.0279 0.0057 0.0222

Io 0.0557 0.0342 0.0215
15 0.0835 0.0558 0.0277
20 0.1114 0.0840 0.0274
25 o.t393 0.1062 0.0331
50 0.2786 0.2502 0.0284

Thus it is seen that although equivalent amounts of
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Cu(OH))! and eosin were brought together, approximately

'/io of the theoretical amount was taken up by the Cu(OH))!.

To showthe influenceof increase of temperature on this

equilihrium, equivalent amounts of Cu(OH)~and eosin as

above, in 150ce were heated on a water bath for four hours,

the cther being retained by using a reflux condenser. The

ether solutionwas then analyzed for eosin.

Hosininoriginat Hosininresutting Hosinin'soHd Increase
MMtton solution G~ Gram
Gram Grain

0.2786 0.2502 0.0284

0.2786 0.2~29 0.0358 0.007~

From this it is seen that there is very little increase on boil-

ing the Cu(OH)2with ether solution containing an equivalent

amount of eosin, and that the maximum amount taken up
in these operations is less than one-fifth of the theoretical.

The curve (Fig. i) plotted from the values given in Table I,

gives the typical form for adsorption, although the experi-

mental error is large. Hence there is no goodevidence of the

formation of a definite compound, copper eosinate, under

these conditions,although the first portion of the curve might

indicate the formation of a compound, whichcovered the sur-

face of the Cu(OH)2and was insoluble in ether.

In order to ascertain whether the eosin removed from

the solution by the Cu(OH)z was adsorbed on the surface,

as the curve seemedto indicate, or whether it was chemically

combined to form a coating of compound over the surface,

which then prevented further action, experimentswere made

on the reversibilityof this adsorption. The lake is insoluble

in ether as is shown in these experiments by the absence of

copper in the resulting solution. A portion of the lake was

then prepared as described, by treating the Cu(OH)j with

eosin in ether solution. The amount of eosin taken up was

a definite amount and gave a point on thé upper portion of

the curve.
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Eosiitm origina)sohttion Hosinin resuttittKsotution Hosintaken up
Gram Gram Gram

0.2280 0.1960 0.0320

The supernatant ether solution was then removed by de-

cantation and the amount remaining in the mother liquor
was estimated to be 0.0196gram since the originalvolume

was 150ce and 135 ce were decanted. Thé suspensionwas

then diluted with 135ce pureether and after shaking,allowed

to settle. On analysis, the supernatant liquid was found to

contain 0.0210 gram eosin, showing that o.ooi<t.gram eosin

had been removed from the lake. This should theoretically
havegivena point whichwason the curve.

When these values are plotted, however, the point is

found to be above the curve obtained for the adsorption,

showingthat the lake does not give up as much eosin as is

requiredfor the reversai of the curve. However,it is probable
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that the Cu(OH)2had undergone a change in its physical
condition on standing over this length of time, and an ag-

glomerationof the lake would account for this retention of

the eosin.

An analogous case was studied using magnesium oxide

and eosinin ether solution. In these experiments, 0.07gram

MgO was weighedout and placed in a 250 ce glass-stoppered

Erlenmeyerflask and to this was added the solution of eosin

in ether. The volumeof the solution was 200 ce in each case

and the eosin content was varied. The flasks were shaken

from time to time and allowedto stand several days at room

temperature. Thé supernatant liquid was then decanted and

analyzedfor eosinby the colorimetric method. It was found

that the ether solution contained no Mg, so that the change
in concentration represented the amount of eosin taken up

by the MgO. The results are shown in Table II.

ÏABLEII

Theoreticalweightofeosinfor compound= t.i~grams

Eosininoriginatsotution Eosintakenupbysolid
Gram

solution GramGram
!m

Gram

-1-
0.00~6 0.0029 0.0017
0.0230 0.0066 o.ot6~
0.0460 o.otSo 0.0280

o.n~o 0.0~8 0.0702
0.2300 O.H80 O.H20

0.3450 o.I85o o.!6oo

0.4600 0.2370 0.2230

0.9200 0.6080 o 3120

When the values foreosinin the resultingsolution are plotted
as abscissasand the amount of eosin taken up by the solid,

as ordinates,the followingcurve, Fig. 2, is obtained. This is

the usual form for adsorption and showsthat the MgO takes

up a continuouslyvarying amount of eosin depending on the

originalconcentration, and on that of the eosin in the MgO.
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Fig. z

Composition of Lake

When an aqueous solution of CuSO<is mixed with an

aqueous solution of sodium eosinate, ordinarily, a. red-brown

gelatinous precipitate is formed. This precipitate produced

by adding equivalent amounts of CuSO~and sodiumeosinate

had previously been analyzed and was foundto contain copper
and eosin in equivalent proportions. The formulafor copper
eosinate, CuC~oHoBr~Oi,was, therefore, assigned to it. In-

asmuch as the precipitate so produced, had beenobtained by

mixing equivalent amounts of the two constituents, it was

decided to vary these proportions and to study the precipitate
formed when the concentrations were varied.

Thé followingseries of experiments weremadeby adding
to 50 ce of a standard solution of CuS04, a constant volume

of sodium eosinate solution in which the concentrationof the

sodium eosinate was varied over wide limits. After allowing
to stand for twenty-four hours, the solutions were decanted

and this decanted liquid was run through a small filter, the

first 50 ce of the filtrate being rejected in each case. Thé

filtrate was then analyzed for eosin colorimetricallyand for

copper by the eleetrolytic method. A summary of these

results is found in Table III.
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ÏAM.SHI

Origina)solution eontained 0.0842gram copper in each experiment

Ifosin in original Eosin in resulting1LeQsin in precipitatesolution ~t'i~
Grams Gram

0.0520 0.0022 0.0498
2 0.0954 0.002: 0.0933

3 o.tQOt o.oot9 0.1882

4 0.2778 o.oon 0.2767

5 0.3730 0.0033 0.3697
6 0.5200 0.0024 0.~176
7 0.6930 o.oojfS 0.6912
8 0.8670 0.0029 0.864)

9 3500~ Thé so)utionswerejeHy-tikcandwou)d
10 1. 8000J notsetUe

Copper in resutting Copper in pre- Theoretieat Cu for

solution cipitate eosin in precipitate

u

-1

Gram Gram Gram

0.0532 0.03t0 0.0049
2 0.0042 0.0800 0.0092
3 0.0630 0.02J2 0.0185
4 0.0462 0.0380 0.0272
5 – 0.0362
6 – – 0.05086 o.ogo8
7 0.0266 0.0576 0.0678
8 0.0126 0.0716 0.0820

These results are only approximate, and have a large

experimentalerror, due to the colloidalnature of the take which

is formed. However, they show that the copper and eosin

tend to be precipitated in equivalent amount, as was found

by Baeyer. The excessof the copper in the precipitatewhich

is formedwhen a large excessof copper salt was present, is

to be noted, and will be explainedby results obtained in ex-

perimentsdescribedlater.

Properties of the Lake

This lake has many remarkable properties which mark

it as colloidal. Depending upon the conditions under which

it is prcpared, it may romain in suspension and not precipi-
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tate at all, or .it may form as a gelatinous precipitate. Itt

is even possible to obtain it as a jelly. Thus, when the lake

is formed from CuSO, and sodium eosinate by adding 50 ce

CuS04 solution, containing 0.0820 gram copper, to 25o ce.

of a sodium eosinate solution containing 0.8670 gram eosin

(equivalent amount), a precipitatc is obtained, and the super-

natant solution contains an amount of the lake corresponding

to 0.0029gram eosinin 300ce, or 0.0000097gram perce. When

approximately 1.5 or 2 equivalents of sodium eosinate are

added under similar conditions, the precipitate remains per-

manently suspended and cannot be cleared even by means of

a centrifuge.
If to 25 ce sodium eosinate, containing0.2008gram eosin,

are added an equivalent amount of copper sulphate solution,

a precipitate is obtained, and this suspension, when diluted

with 175cc of water, gives a clear red solution. This solution

contains 0.00103gram eosin per ce.

When 10ce of sodium eosinatesolution,containing 0.0428

gram eosin, were added to 1.31 ce of copper sulphate solution

containing an equivalent amount of copper, a precipitate is

formed. This suspension when diluted with 50 ce of water

gives a hazy, brownish red solution containing no visible

solid matter. This material passed throughthe filter although

the filtrate was still hazy. On the further addition of 40 ce

of water, a fine, clear red solution resulted, and this con-

tained the equivalent of 0.00428gram eosinper ce.

When 25 ce sodium eosinate solution eontaining 0.1540

gram eosin, are mixed Wt!-h4.71 ce CuSO~solution containing

an equivalent amount of copper, a precipitate is formed which

requires dilution to approximately 250ce before a clear solu-

tion is obtained. This solution remains fairly clear for one

week, and contains 0.000616gram eosinper ce.

Hence this lake has a variable apparent solubility which

is difficult to determine accurately because of the colloidal

nature of thc substance and hecauseof the method of forma-

tion. The apparent soltibility ranges from about 0.00001

gram of eosin per ce for thé solution in contact with the solid,
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to 0.0005gram eosinwhen the lake is dilutedby addingwater.

This lake may also be obtained in the formof a jelly.
Thus when io ce of a solution of sodium eosinate,containing

0.02748 gram eosin per ce are treated with the equivalent
amount (0.956 ce) of a 0.4432 A' CuSO~solution,a red-brown

precipitate is formed which is suspended in the water and is

not unusually viscous. After standing 30 seconds, the sus-

pension begins to darken. In 60 seconds the mass is very
viscous and in two minutes a jelly-like structure is formed

which remains in an inverted beaker. Likewise,a jelly is

formed almost immediately when 2.32 ce CUS04(0.4432 N)
is added to 10 ce of a solution of sodium eosinatecontaining
0.0666gram eosin per ce.

The lake does not diffuse through parchment although
when suspensionsof equivalent amounts of CuS04and sodium

eosinate are placed in the 7/M~M parchment thimbles and

dialyzed for several days with water, a slight pink color is

found in the water. This never amounts to more than

0.00000125gram eosin per ce and is probablydue to a small

amount of Na eosinate which is present, as will be explained
later. The concentration of this amount whichdiffusedthrough

was so small that no tests could be made for copper, but it

is most probably sodium eosinate. Similar tests with sodium

eosinate, which is a definite crystalline compound, gave a

rapid diffusion throughthe parchment.
The solution of the lake in water is not much affected by

salt solutions. NaCl and NaNOs have little effect on it.

A solution of Na:S04tends to produce a precipitateof copper

hydroxide on long standing. Solutions of Cu(NO.)).!and

CuS04 produce a precipitate from thé aqueous suspensions
of the lake and this precipitate is found to be a mixture of

Cu(OH): and eosin (acid). This may be shown by shaking

the suspension with ether. The greater part of the precipi-
tate is dissolved in the ether, thus showing that a large por-
tion of the precipitate consisted of eosin. The remainder

of the original precipitate was colored light Hue and remained

suspended in thé water layer. Howcver, this behavior with
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salts and the aqueous solution of the lakeis not easy to study
because of the low concentrations,and it will be taken up in
another form under a differentmethodof treatment.

SynthesIsoftheLakw

It was then attempted to synthesize the lake directly
from the constituents in water suspension,that is, from eosin

(acid) and Cu(OH)!. Copper hydroxide is prepared from

copper salts by the addition of NaOH, and this precipitate
is washed by decantation several times. Thus prepared,
it is an amorphous, colloidalprecipitate, insoluble in water.

Eosin was prepared from sodium eosinate by adding a

strong acid, decanting the supernatant liquid and washing
the precipitate by decantation. As thus prepared, it is an

amorphous colloidal precipitate,givinga colloidal suspension
in pure distilled water. Eosinis completelyinsoluble in water

containing slight traces of acid.

The following experiments were performed by mixing
suspensionsof these two constituents in varying proportions
as specified, and observing the properties of the resulting
solutions. The standard suspensionof eosinwas obtained by
adding an excessof H~SO~to 308ce of sodium eosinate, con-

taining 0.01056 gram eosin per cc. The eosin (acid) thus

precipitated, was washed by decantation and diluted to 700
ce. The suspension of Cu(OH)i!was prepared by adding a

slight excess of NaOH to 20 cc CuS04 solution containing
0.0399gram copper per ce. This precipitate was also washed

by decantation and the suspensionwasdiluted to 700ce.
These suspensions were of such concentration that equal

volumes contained equivalent amounts of copper and eosin.

No. 1
50ce eosinsuspension.
50ce Cu(OH)2suspension+ 200ceH20
Equivalentto i moleculeof eosinand i moleculeCu(OH)!.
A thick suspensionwasformedandno changewasobservedin

twodays. On the third day crystalsformedon the bottomof the
beakerand the solutionhad becomeclear but red-brown. Thé
residueutider thé microscopewasuniformiycrystalline,consisting
ofneedlecrystals.
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No. 2

50 ce eosinsuspension.
too ce Cu(OH)i!+ 150ce H~O.

Equivalent to i molecule eosin and 2 moléculesof Cu(OH)~.
A thick suspension resulted, and after three days a fewcrystals

had formed in places on the sides of the beaker; after thirteen days
more erystals had formed. Under the microscopethe residue was
found to consist of much amorphous matter mixed with a few

crystals.
No. 3

50 ce eosinsuspension.
25 cc Cu(OH): +225 HzO.

Equivalent to 2 molecules of eosin and molécule of Cu(OHh.
No crystals formed in twenty days. There resulted an orange

coloredsuspension,while a red amorphous mass settled in thé bottom
of the beaker. This residue showed no crystals under the micro-

scope.

To show the effect of dilution on the rate of transformation:

No. 4
25 ce eosinsuspension.
25 ce Cu(OH)!)+ 400 cc HijO.
The suspension was almost clear and no residue settled to thc

bottom. No crystals were formed until 21 days, when fine long
needle crystals were obtained.

No. 5
25 ce eosin suspension.
50 ce Cu(OH)asuspension + 400 ce H20.
This gave some amorphous sediment in 24 hours. No change

from this was apparent until about 2t days when some crystals
were found by examination of thé residue from thé bottom of thc

beaker; under the microscope this was found to be mixedwith much

amorphous matter.

In order to determine the solubility of thc Iak'' prepared

by adding equivalent amounts of Cu(OH): and eosin, 308

ce sodium eosinate (0.0324 N) were converted into eosin

(acid) by adding an excess of H~SO~and washing by decan-

tation. The Cu(OH)2 was prepared by precipitation from

20 cc of CuS04 solution (0.500 N) by means of KOH, with

subsequent washing by means of decantation. These sus-

pensions were each diluted to 1500 ce and mixed. A red-

brown cloudy suspension was obtained which did not change

in 48 hours. This suspension passed through the filter paper.

When 200 ce of thé cloudy suspension were diluted to 500
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cea clear solutionwasobtainedwhichcontainedthe equivalent
of 0.000213 gram eosin per ce. Hence the solubility is of
the same order as that of the Iake prepared by double de-

composition.
When the above amounts of sodium eosinateand CuSO<

(equivalents) are each diluted to 500 ce and the solutions
are mixed, there results an amorphous precipitate resembling
the synthesized material and this suspension on standing
fifteendays depositedcrystalsof the same needleform, which
were identical with the crystals formed by direct synthesis.

Ait these synthetic lakes, upon dialysis with parchment
paper, gave only a small amount of colored material to the
water outside of the parchment cup, and this smalt amount
was probably due to sodium eosinate which was formed, as
will be explained later: It may have been due, however, to
the crystalline copper eosinate, since the amount was not

greater than the solubilityof crystalline copper eosinate in
water.

When the lake is freshly prepared by adding the sus-

pensions of eosin and Cu(OH)2in varying proportions, and

immediately diluting with water, hazy solutionsare obtained
whichmay be passed throughthe filter paper without leaving
anyresidue. These resultswereobtained by usingthe Cu(OH)x
and eosin suspensionsjust described, in the amounts stated
in Experiments t, 2, and 3. Nos. i and 2 werediluted with

400 ce of water, whiteNo.3 requireddilution to 600ce.
All of these suspensionscontaining varying amounts

of copper hydroxide and eosinmight be called definite com-

pounds with as much justification as the lake produced by
copper sulphate and sodium eosinate because, disregarding
the effect of adsorption, the latter must necessarilycontain
eosinand Cu(OH)2in equivalentproportions, no matter what
concentration of CuSO~or sodium eosinate was employed.
This is better understood when it is considered that when
CuSÛ4and sodium eosinateare mixed, if the precipitate con-
tains other than équivalent amounts of copper on eosin
the resulting solution must becomc either acid or alkaline,
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ând either of these conditions would destroy the lake. Thus,

if an excess of sodium eosinatewere used, and more than an

equivalent amount of eosin were taken up by the lake, NaOH

would be set free. Iikewise, if an excessof CuSO~wereused,

and more than an equivalent amount of Cu were taken up

by the lake, an excess of H2S04 would result. The lake of

course is instable in the presence of either of these, since

copper hydroxide is a much weaker base than sodium hy-
droxide and sulphuric acid is much stronger than eosin acid.

In the case of these synthetic lakes, therefore, the same be-

havior is observedas in the case of the lake containingequiva-
lent amounts of the constituents, and the compositionof these

lakes may be made to vary at will.

The rate of transformation from the amorphous to the

crystalline is hastened by the presenceof somecoppereosinate

crystals ("seeded in") Thus no ceeosin suspension and

110 ce Cu(OH)~suspension, on the addition of a few crystals,

gave crystals in two days and a large amount had deposited
in three days. Thé clear, red-brown, supernatant liquid
was decanted and allowed to stand 13 days, at which time

many crystals had deposited from it.

Some crystals were prepared by adding 100 ce eosin

suspension to 100 ce Cu(OH).2suspension and allowing the

mixture to stand 23 days. The residue eonsisted of a uni-

form mass of crystals. These crystals were dried, analyzed,
and found to contain eosin and copper in the proportion of

i atom of copper to i moleculeof eosin, and, therefore, con-

sist of the normal salt of the acid eosin,the formula for which

is CuCMHcBr~.

The transformation of the colloidalcopper lake into the

crystalline form was thus observed for the first time. Simi-

lar phenomena had been observed by Baeyer' in the case

of the cadmiumlake, which changed over into the crystalline
form in abouteight hours, and in the casesofthe nickel,barium,

calcium, and mercuric compounds.

Liebig's Ann., t8j, 43 (t8y6).
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Colloidal sulphur on standing goes over to the crystal-
line form.t

Recently,a similarphenomenonwasobserved in the change
of mercuric sulphidefromthe colloidalto the crystalline form.2

Properties of the Crystalline Copper Eosinate

Crystalline copper eosinate is practically insoluble in

water, acetone or alcohol. In no case does the solubility
amount to more than o.ooooo~.gram eosin per ce. However,
for some unknown reason, it is more soluble in a mixture of

equal parts of acetone and water, and in a mixture of equal
parts of alcohol and water than in the pure solvents. Rela-

tively large excessof Cu salts or of other salts have no effect

on the crystallinecoppereosinate. It is difficult to decompose
with acids. When placed in water and shaken with ether,
it goes entirely into the surface between the two layers, giving
a film which resemblesthe purple skin of a grape, by reason

of the steelbluecolorof the crystal product itself. The crystals
are monoclinic,

The crystalline material, when ground in a mortar under

water does not show any increase in solubility, as would be

expected if the lake is composed of an amorphous copper
eosinate, since these conditions are more nearly approached

by grinding the crystallinematerial.

Behaviorof the Lake with Ether

When the copper-eosin'lake is prepared by bringing to-

gether equivalent amounts of sodium eosinate and copper
salts in aqueous solution-and this suspension of the lake is

shaken with ether, considerable.amounts of eosin are found

to be taken up by the ether. Thus, ~.oce sodium eosinate

solution containing 0.1668gram eosin were added to 19.87
ce Cu(NO3)2solution, containing 0.0167 gram Cu, and the

lake was diluted with 15 ce water. 100ce ether were added
and the mixture wasshakenfor one houron a shaking machine.
The ether solutionwasfound to contain o.o/).28gram of eosin.

Rafto:Zeit.KoUoidchemie,a, 358(1908).
2FreundlichandSchucht:Zeit.phys.Chem.,85,660(1913).
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A duplicate experiment in which the mixture was shaken for

five hours, removed 0.04284gram eosin. When this experi-

ment was repeated, using the same amountsof sodiumeosinate

and an excessof copper nitrate côrrespondingto 15ce of A~/55

Cu(NO3)2,the ether was found to remove 0.0585 gram of

eosin.

Similar results were obtained by treating the lake pre-

pared from CuSO<solution with ether. Thus, when 4.71

ce CuSO<solution (0.0505 N) are added dropwise to 95 ce

of a sodium eosinate solution containing 25 ce (0.0095 AQ

sodium eosinate and the suspension is shaken with 100 ce.

of ether, 0.0200gram of eosin is removed by the ether. It

was also observed that when this experiment wasrepeated,

by adding the same amount (equivalent) of CuSO<,diluted

to 50 ce, to the sodium eosinate solutiondiluted to 50 cc, less

eosin was removedby the ether. In this case the ether con-

tained o.ot8o gram eosin. From these preliminary experi-

ments it was found that eosincould be removed fromthe lake

in aqueous suspensionby shaking with ether. This amount

depends upon the conditionsunder whichthe lake is prepared,

and upon the nature of the original copper salt employed.

It is also seen that equilibrium is obtained comparatively

rapidly.
An experiment was then performedto ascertain whether

more eosin was removed by fresh ether after this first equi-

librium had been obtained. Equivalent amounts of CuSO~

and sodium eosinateas describedin the precedingexperiment,

were.diluted to 50 ce and mixed. The lake was shaken with

ether and as in the preceding experiment, it was found that

0.0185 gram eosin was removed. This ether solution was

removed by pipetting off as mueh as possibleand the volume

was noted. A volume of fresh ether equal to the volume

removed was then added to the lake and the suspensionwas

again shaken. The eosin in the ether layer was estimated

and it was found to be practically the same as the amount

left in the solution which could not be pipetted off. A slight

increase of o.ooos gram eosin may have been due to experi-
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mental error. It is quite evident, therefore, that we are not
dealingwith a reversai of the adsorption of eosinby the lake,
for if such were the case, the amount removed by the fresh
ether would probably have been appreciable, although less
than that obtainedby the first washing.

It was thcn decided to investigate this removal of eosin
by means of ether, more thoroughly. In the followingex-
periments, the lake was prepared by precipitation under the
conditions specified in each case. The precipitation was
carriedon in 250ce glass-stopperedErlenmeyer flasksand these
were placed, two at a time, in an ordinary milk-shakingma-
chine and shaken for the specified time. It was found that
equilibrium was ordinarily reached before one-half hour
had elapsed. It was found necessary to work with small
concentrations because when stronger concentrations were
employed,the ether and water formed an emulsionwhiehwas
very difficult to break down. After shaking, the flaskswere
removed'and allowedto stand several hours, in order to allow
the lake to settle. It is interesting to note, although it does
not lie within the province of this research, that in a great
many cases, the lake was found to have gone almost com-
pletely into the ether layer, leaving a slightly colored,clear
solution in the water layer. After the lake had settled,
a portion of the ether layer was pipetted off and this solution
was analyzed for eosin by the colorimetrie method. This
removal of the eosin by the ether was at first thought to be
due to acid in the ether, although redistilled ether, which
gave no tests foracid with litmus or methyl orangewhentested
in the prescribédway, was also found to cause the removalof
the eosin. Experiments were then made, using other liquids
which dissolve the acid, eosin, and whieh give a two liquid
layer system with water. 25 ce of sodium eosinate (0.0095N)were diluted to 5o ce and mixed with 4.71 cc of 0.0505N
CuSO. solution diluted to 50 ce. Thé resulting suspension
of the lake was shaken for an hour with too ce of chloro-
form. A dark red emulsion resulted and this did not break
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down for several hours. The chloroformlayer then contained
0.0123gram of eosin.

When this same amount of the lake was shaken with
too ce of benzène,an old-rosecoloredemulsion was obtained,
which broke down partially after standing one day. 'l'he
benzène layer was found to contain 0.0089gram of eosin.

When this experiment was repeated, using too cc of
CS~ as the second liquid layer, a light pink emulsion was
formed. This emulsion was rather viscous and it did not
break down appreciablyuntil it had stood for two days. The
CS.2was found to have removedo.oo48gram of eosin from the
lake. This differencein the total amount of eosin removed
by the solvent may have been due to the different degrees of
contact of the lake with the solvent. However, it shows that
the removal of eosin from the lake can be accomplished by
the use of solventsother than ether.

The sodium eosinate solution was then mixed with the
ether to see if any eosin was removed. Ten ce of sodium
eosinate (0.0095N) were diluted to too ce and shaken with
100ce of ether. The ether layer was found to contain o.oo3i
gram of eosin. When to ce. of the sodium eosinate solution
were diluted to !oo ce using freshly boiled distilled water,
and shaken with 100 ce of ether, only 0.0016gram of eosin
was removed b.ythe ether. This slight amount removed with
pure distilled water was probably due to impurities in the
original material--it is negligible in this work as it is below,
the experimental error.

From the preliminaryexperiments it was seen that an
exeess of copper salt increased the amount of decomposi-
tion of the lake, and the followingexperiments wereperîormed
to study further tlie effectof copper salt on this decomposi-
tion.

The followingresultswereobtained by varying the amount
of CuSOt. In each experiment the CuSO.,and the sodium
eosinate were eachdiluted to Soce and too ce ether wasshaken
with the mixture.
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Molecular
ratio

F'°~n ~osiu from
Total eosinCe of CUS04

olecular ratio
removed Table IV

Total eosin
Gram

4-71 O.OtZS 0.0190 i 0.0769
6 oo t.2~ 0.0~6 0.02~0* 0.0769
7.~0 t.5 0.0625 0.0294 0.0769
S ~5 '75 0.0765 0.0380* 0.0769

Ce of CuSO. Motecutarratio Eosinremovett ''°~Cc.of CuSO
,0 ccuar ,TU.10 ,WSIl1rcmovcI 1) t'°'
Co))per:Hosin Cfam 't Il

Gram

47' t o.oït)o 0.0769
707 t.~ o.o2~ 0.0769
942 z o.o<t.8o 0.0769to.6o 2.25 0.0657 0.0769

"-78 2.5 0.0735 0.0769
14~3 3 0.0760 0.0769

TABLEIV

Sodium eosinatesolution 0.0095 .V
CuSO~solution 0.0505N
Volumeof aqueous suspension = 100 ce
25ce eosin in each experiment

From thèse results, it is seen that almost complete de-

compositionis obtained at this dilution by an excessof t.3
moleculesCuSOt.

But, at different concentrations of thé lake, different
amounts of decompositionare observed. The followingex-

periments were performed by adding thé CuSO~solution

directly to the sodium eosinate solution and shaking with
100ce of ether. The CuSO<solution was 0.0505N, and the
sodium eosinate solution 0.0095 N. Thus the amount of
the lakewas the sameas in the precedingexperiments,although
the volumeof the suspensionwas only 30 ce in these experi-
ments. The results are shownin Table V.

TABLEV

Sodiumeosinatesolution0.0095N
CuSO~solution 0.0505
25ceeosinineachexperiment
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The results given in the fourth column arc from Table

IV and the values marked by the asterisk werc obtained by

interpolation. Thèse results show that the amount of de-

composition increases with inereasing concentration of the

copper salts and that the total amount of copper salt neces-

sary to produce the same amount of decomposition,depends
on the concentrationof the lake in the aqueous suspension.
The sameamount of lake was used in the experiments shown

in Tables IV and V, the dilution of the lake being the only
factor whieh was varied. In the more concentrated suspen-
sions, an excessof three-fourths of a moleculeof CuSO<pro-
duccd complete decompositionof the lake, while an excess

of one and one-halfmoleculesof CuSO~was necessary to de-

composethe suspensionwhen it was more dilute.

The followingexperimentsshown in Table VI, weremade

to study the effectof an excessof copper nitrate. The lake

contained 0.0770gram of eosinin each experiment, whichwas

thé amount used in the precedingexperiments.

TABLEVI

X~ ~? RemarksorCu(NO,¡,ether Remarks
pertoocc.~ GramLtram _u"

o.u223 0.0240 Btank,containingéquivalentcopperand
and eosin+ 2 mots.NaNO}

0.0~46 0.0298 t mot.Cu(NOt)!inexcess
0.0669 0.0290 2mot.Cu(N03)2inexcess
o.o8<)2 0.0284 3mot.Cu(N09):inexcess

Thus the decompositionincrcases with an increase in

the concentration of the copper salt, as with the CuSO4,

although in this case, a maximum in the decomposition is

reached beforeall the lake is decomposed.
In all these experiments, it was difficult to understand

the decompositionproducedwhen exactly equivalent amounts

of the copper salt and sodium were used, unless this decom-

position was causedby the presence of the sodium salt of the

acid, which was formed by the reaction. The followingex-
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In the last two experiments, the water layer was colored
a deep red, probably due to sodium eosinate. The copper
hydroxide was not colored and Hoated on the surface between
the ether and the water layer. This decomposition therefore
explains the eosin set free when equivalent amounts of sodium
eosinate and Cu~SO~are mixed.

f
The following experiments were made to study the action

of H2SO4on the lake, and to détermine whether the SO, ion
in H,b0, had the same effect as in the case of Na,SO< Two
preliminary experiments were made with sodium eosinate
and H2SO~.

No. i

ce
io cc sodiumeosinate solution N), werediluted to 100

f~ N) was added. Upon shaking with 100ce of ether and analyzing the ether layer for eosin,it was found thato_on9 gram eosin had been set free from thé sodiumeosinate Sy the
~thof''H~ eosin corresponding to thisstrength of H~04 is o-oi 2ogram.

No.2
io ce of the sodium eosinate solution was treated as in the

precedmg expenment with 2 ce of H~0< (0.0372N).The amount of eosin set free was 0.0250gram, and this corre-
sponds exactly to the strength of H~0< used.

These experiments check the strength of the H,SO, solu-
tion, and show that it decomposes thé sodium eosinate solu-
tion

quantitatively.

Totatgratn'iJHosinremuved
o[SO<ions byether Rcm-trk~présent Gram KcnNr)<s

oon 0.0250 B:ank,iequiv.SO<
045 o. 0440 Equivalent to 3 mo)s.SO<excess

0.079 0.0520 Equt\-a)entto6mots.SO<o. t48 o .0520 Equivalent to 13mots.SO,excess

T~ tt.~ <

periments shown in Table VII were performed to study the
effect of N~SO< on the lake:

ÏABLRVII

ini~ofcoppL.rin cooce 1120
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Experimentswere then made with the copper Iake and

H2SO4in varyingamounts. The lake was prepared in each

case by diluting 4.71 ce. CUS04(0.0505~) to 45 ce and

adding 25 ce of sodium eosinate solution (0.0095~) which

had been diluted to 50ce. The amount of H~SC~(0.0372 AQ,

specified in each case, was then added, and after adding

H20 to make the total volume of the suspension equal to

100 ce, the suspensionwas shaken with too ce of ether and

the eosin estimatedas before. Inasmuch as a small amount

of eosin had heenshownto be removed from sodiumeosinate

by ether (due to impurities) and since sodium eosinatewas in

excess, this amount was deducted from the results obtaincd,

and the valuesgiven in Table VIII are the values thus cor-

rected.
ÏAB~EVIII

Cc HtSO, I?osin removed Fosiu equivalent
CcH,SO< Hosinremoved ~t~

1.00 0.0123 0.0t20
2.00 0.0232 0.02~.0
3.oo 0.0353 0.0360

S.oo 0.0520 o.o6oo

These results showthat the lake is decomposedquanti-

tatively by the H2SÛ4,as is the case with sodium eosinate.

Thé amount of decomposition,and the behavior in general,

is different from the effect of the same amount of S0< ion

since the decompositionin this case is proportional to thé

amount of S0< ions present. This quantitative decomposi-

tion does not necessarilyargue for the existence of a definite

compound of copperand eosin, since the lake would be ex-

pected to behave in this manner if it were an adsorption

complex consisting of Cu(OH)2 and eosin in equivalent

amounts. Thus, in the latter case, H~SO~would act upon

the Cu(OH)!, formingCuSO~,and the eosin whichhad been

adsorbed in equivalentamount would then be set free in thé

same proportion. The possibilities of the decomposition

being due to hydrolysisof thé excess sait, suggcstcd itsctf,
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since the salts ofweak bases with strongacids give an acid re-
action, due to a difference in dissociation. However, one of
the products of this hydrolysis of the copper sait would be
Lu(OH),, and after the first portion of the copper hydroxidehad been produced, in order that the decomposition of the
lake should proceed to completion,it is necessary to postulatethat the acid would decomposethe copper lake in preferenceto reaching an equilibrium with Cu(OH),. This seems im-
probable. Another objection is found in the fact that this
decomposition decreases with increasing dilution, that is,the decompositionis less when there is lesscopper sait present,while hydrolysis increases with increasing dilution. A third
objection to this is found in the fact that an excessof Na~SO<causes complete decomposition of the lake. This is impossi-ble on the assumption of hydrolysis, for it may be shown bythe followingexperiment that Na,SO, is .slightly hydrolyzedto give an alkaline reaction. If a Na,SO,solution is treated
with solid eosin (acid) which is practically insoluble in water,a marked increase in color is noted, showingthat considerable
eosin has gone into the water. This increase is due to the
formation of sodium eosinate from NaOH and eosin. When
the same experiment is performed with the normal solutions
of NaCl, NaNO~ and sodium acetate, practically no changeis noted in the NaCl solution. The NaNO. is colored less
than the Na.,SO, and the sodium acetate is colored a dark
red. A far more simple and completeexplanation for this
phenomenonisofferedon the basis of the assumption that the
lake consists of eosin absorbed by Cu(OH)2. When salts
are present, the Cu(OH), adsorbs the different ions in differ-
ent amounts, depending on the nature of the anion, and when
the attraction for the anion is greater than that between
the Cu(OH)~and the eosin, the eosin is accordingly set free.
In order to check this, experiments were made to determine
whether the adsorption of other substances by Cu(OH)~would displace part of the eosin in proportion to the amount
which thèse substances werc adsorbed by Cu(OH)2. It bas
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been shown' that colloidal (Cu(OH)2when precipitated in 10

percent NaCl, upon standing, gave an alkaline solution con-

taining 0.2772 percent NaOH, and that this was caused by
the adsorption of the CI ion by the Cu(OHh; leaving the

Na ions in the solution. Similar results may be obtained

with NatS04, etc. Analogous results were obtained, using
KCI and other solutions of salts. In a seriesof experiments
madeby Tommasi2on the stability of Cu(OH): with tempera-

ture, it was found that the blue copper hydroxidebecameblack

with slight increase of temperature, but that the addition of

differentsalts caused a marked increase of stability of the blue

hydroxide and the temperature at which blackening just be-

gins was determined for a number of salts, among which the

followingare of interest:

ÏABt<EIX

If this effect is considered as a measure of thé adsorption
of the anion or of the molecule, one could conclude that Br

is adsorbed more than Cl ion, and the adsorption of MnS04

and sugar ought to be very marked. The followingexperi-
ments were then made to determine the effect of these sub-

stances upon the stability of the lake in the presence of

ether:

Comptes rendus, c:, 4~3 (t88[).

BuU.Soc.chint.Paris,(2)37,t97('882).

¡=c~~c-=c,,c"
Temperattire of

S~ce Concentration blackeningSubstunce Percent
(dehydration)

H,0 77°
N~04 10 79°°
KCI 10 7'°

°

KBr 10 85°
MnSO< 10~Q dehydration even at too"
Sugar loj
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TABLEX

Suspension of lake = 0.077gram eosin and cquiv. Cu

Substance Conc.ofsubstanceadded Remarks

CuCI. o.o8s6gCtpertooce 00290 Blank (no excess
CuCk)

CuC)! 0.1968 g C)per toocc 0.0313 2 mois. CuC!: ex-
cess

CuBr: o.!88ogC)pertooec 0.0359 Blank (no excess
CuBfs)

CuBr~ 0.3640 g Br per toocc 0.0625 2 mois. CuBrz'ex-
cess

Sugar ~gpertoocc 0.0250 this amount same

as blank

MnSO< o.n~ g S0<per 100ce 0.0250 this amount same
io.H4gSO<fromCusatt asbiank

NaNOa.o.8832gNO]pertoocc 0.0240 5 mols. NaNO~
excess

From these experimentsit is seen that a marked effect
on the stability of the lake is producedby relatively weakcon-
centrations of the above salts. Copper bromide thus pro-.
duces more decompositionthan copper chloride, as was pre-
dicted. Furthermore, in the experiment with equivalent
amounts of these salts, wherethe sodium bromide and chlor-
ide were formed by thé reaction, and the decompositionwas
due to them, the same order was noted. NaNOa produced
less decomposition than either of these salts. Sugar and
MnSOt did not produce any décomposition. These results
are made clear by considering the work of Spring and
I<ucion/ on the decompositionof salts by means of copper
hydroxide. Thèse workersfound that the presenceeven of
small amounts of KC1caused a decomposition with a ten-
dency to form compoundsvarying in composition but con-
taining Cl and copper. l'hey found that KBr was more de-

Xcit.anorg.ChCtn.,2,tgs(tS~~).
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composedand they described a basic compound, Cu~Br~CuO

as produced by this action, in which a réduction of some of

the Cu has taken place. Van Bemmelenand Fremy' found

that a similar decompositionof salts by means of manganese

hydroxide was obtained. Thèse workers found that more

decompositionwas obtained as the concentrationof the orig-

inal solution was inereased. The same workers found that

the samephenomenawere obtained by treating meta-stannic

acid with the potassium salts of HNO~and HtSO~;and that

for the same concentration of KNOs and KzSO<,approxi-

mately twice as much decompositionwasobservedin the case

of the sulphate. Thus the behavior of the lake with salts

is found to be identical with the behaviorof copperhydroxide

and other colloidal bases, and indicates that the copper hy-

droxide is present as such in the copper lake. The decom-

position of the lake as measured by the eosin set free, may

be explainedbest on the assumption that the copperhydroxide

adsorbs the S04 more readily than the eosin radical and thc

latter is therefore set free. A like explanation is offered in

the case of the N03 ion, and the known preferencefor the

S04 ion over the NOs is shown here also.

The Cu(OH)!; produced by decomposition of the lake

by shaking with ether and an excessof copper salt, gave the

followingresults on analysis

The lake contained i moleculeof copper sulphate in ex-

cess, which was obtained by adding the equivalent of o. 1470

gram copper to 0.7~97 grain eosin in a total volumeof 15 ce.

This was shaken for several hours in ether, and thé ether was

replaced by fresh ether as the solution became concentrated.

A gray-white solid remained in the water layer and this was

filtered and washed and analyzed for copper. It was found

to contain 53.6 percent copper. Considerable amounts of

sulphate were found ta be present in the resulting solution,

although no estimation was attempted. A similar experi-

ment was tried using 3 molecules excessCuSC~and the re-

Jour.prakt.C)tf))t.,23,343('88)).
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sulting gray-white solid was found to contain 53.4. percent
copper. Sulphateswerealso found to be présent.

Behaviorof the Lake with Acétone

When the copper lake is prepared by precipitation from
acetone solutionsof Cu(N09)2and sodium eosinate, a brick-
red amorphous precipitate is obtained, which is only very
slightly soluble in the supernatant liquid. Further dilu-
tion of this suspensionwith acetone gives a red-brown solu-
tion whieh is perfectlystable and which is probably colloidal,
in view of the insolubility of crystalline copper eosinate in
acetone. The acetone solution is unaSected by an excess
of copper salt. When the suspension of .the lake in acetone
is mixed with approximatelyan equal volume of water, the
suspensionclearsand a light blue residue is obtained on stand-
ing. This precipitate was found to contain 49.0 percent
Cu and could not be entirely freed from S0< by washing-
it was probably a basic sulphate of copper, or Cu(OH)2with
S04 adsorbed. Likewise, the suspension of the precipitate
of the lake in water when diluted with an equal volume of
acetone gave a light coloredsolution and Cu(OH)2deposited.
It was found that when an excess of copper salt was used in
preparing the lake, more Cu(OH)~was produced. Identical
results were obtained by using copper eosinate prepared from
Cu(NOa)dissolvedin alcohôl,when this suspensionwas diluted
with approximately an equal volume of water. If the sus-
pension of the lake in water were mixed with an equal volume
of alcohol, a precipitate of Cu(OH)2 was again obtained.
However, there was less precipitate formed in alcohol than in
the correspondingcases with acetone. The copper lake pre-
cipitated from alcoholsolutions, when diluted with alcohol,
gave a clear, stable solution, probably eolloidal, in view of
the insolubility of the crystalline copper eosinate in alcohol.
An analysis of the Cu(OH)2precipitate showed 49.4. percent
copper (theoretical for Cu(OH)2 =65.6); this was probably
due to considerable sulphate being retained by the precipi-
tate.
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Thèseresults with the lake and acetonemay he explained

as in the case of the ether. The lake is composedof copper

hydroxide with eosin adsorbed. Changes in the dilution

with the pure liquid cause no change, because the salt is not

ionized. When water is added, however, ipnization takes

place and the lake adsorbs the anion. This sets free the eosin

whichis in intimate contact with a goodsolventanddecomposi-

tion proceeds. T he same explanation is offeredfor the be-

havior of the lake with alcohol,and these results arguestrongly

for the existenceof Cu(OH)t in the lake.

From the results it is seen that the lake produced by the

action of an ether solution of eosin upon copper hydroxide

behaves as a typical adsorption complex. The amount of

eosin thus taken up is very much less than the amount held

by the copper in aqueous suspension, probably due to the

different physical condition of the copper hydroxide, which

has probably undergone agglomeration. The lake when syn-

thesized from copper hydroxide and eosin may be made to

contain proportions of copper and eosin, varying from two

moleculesof copper and one of eosin,to onemoleculeof copper

and two of eosin. Thèse synthetic lakes behave like the

ordinary lake produced by supposed double decomposition

of copper sulphate and sodium eosinate. The synthetic

lakes, especially those containing approximately equivalent

proportions of copper and eosin go over, on standing, to the

crystalline copper eosinate. The lake produced from copper

salt and sodiumeosinate also goesover to the crystalline cop-

per eosinate, upon standing. Crystalline copper eosinate

is a definitechemical compound, and has none of the proper-

ties of the amorphous lake. It is not soluble to any appre-

ciable extent in the solvents which peptonize the lake. It is

not affected by an excess of copper or other salts, which do

decomposethe amorphous lake. The lake produced by add-

ing copper sulphate to sodium eosinate tends to contain cop-

per and eosin in equivalent proportions, although in those

experimentswhere'an excess of copper sulphate is used, an

excess of copper is found in the lake. This fact may best
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be explainedby adsorptionof S0<by the Cu(OH). of the takewith a correspondingprecipitation of Cu(OH). from the cop-per originallycombinedwith the S0<. The results obtainedare best explained on this basis. Thus, when a substanceis addedwhieh Cu(OH). adsorbs more readily than it doesthe eosin,the latter is set free. The lake thus behavesin everyway as an adsorptioncomplexof copper hydroxideand eosinA case whichis analogousin practically every respect is found'in the hydrogelof copper oxide itself. Copper hydroxidehas been studied by van Benunelen.' As usually prepared
by precipitation from copper salts by means of an alkali,it consistsof copper oxide with varying amounts of water,the quantity of the latter constituent has been found to vary
continuouslyin amounts decreasing down to CuO.H20, with-out any abrupt change in the vapor pressure of the com-
pound, thus proving that the so-called copper hydroxide
reaUyconsistsof CuOwith varying amounts of H20 adsorbed.
Furthermore,a crystallinehydrate was obtained by van Bern~melen having the compositionCu(OH)2, and this had manydifferent properties from the hydrogel. In view of thesefacts it seems evident that the amorphous lake formed bycoppersalts and sodiumeosinate is not a definite compound,but rather an adsorption complex eonsisting of copper hy-droxidewitheosinadsorbed.

The resultsof this paper may be summed up as followsi. A colorimetriemethod of analysis was devised for the
analysisof eosincompounds.

2. Whenmagnesiumoxide is treated with other solutions
containingvarying amounts of eosin, the typical form of ad-
sorption curve is obtained.

3. Whencopperhydroxide is treated with ether solutions
of eosin in varying amounts, the typical adsorption curve is
obtained and there is no indication of a chemicalcompound,the total amountof eosintaken up being but one-tenth of the
amount necessaryto formcopper eosinate.

Zeit.anorg.Chem.,s,466(tf!~).
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4. Thé compositionof the copper lake produced by cop-

per sulphaté and sodium eosinate was studied under condi-

tions in which the concentrationof the coppersalts was varied

over wide limits. The precipitate contained an excess of

copper in the cases where an excessof copper salt was em-

ployed.

g. It was possible to synthesize lakes from copper hy-

droxideand eosin, whichbehavedlike the originalone. These

lakes could be carried into colloidalsolution, and all hehaved

similarly, although the ratio of copper to eosin was varied

from two molecules of copper to one of eosin, to two mole-

cules of eosin and one of copper.
6. The transformation of the amorphous lake into crys-

talline copper eosinate was accomptishedfor the first time.

The crystalline coppereosinatewas formedfrom the lake pro-

duced from copper sulphate and sodium eosinate, as well

as from the direct synthesis.

7. The properties of the colloidallake were studied and

comparedwith the entirely differentbehavior of the crystal-

lineeosinate.

8. A study of the apparent decompositionof the lake in

aqueoussuspension by means of ether, showedthat the eosin

was set free from the lake by the greater attraction of the

Cu(OH)i!for the anions of certain salts. These anions are

adsorbed by the Cu(OH); setting free the less weakly ad-

sorbed eosin. Thé order of the decomposition,due to these

adsorhed anions, is the same as is found for other cases of

adsorption
SO/>Br'>Ct'>NO/.

9. The decomposition of the lake by aqueous alcohol

and by aqueous acetone was studied and may be best ex-

plainedon the basis of preferential adsorption of the anions,

similarto the case of the ether.

10. The results obtained indicate that the lake produced

by adding an aqueous solution of sodium eosinate to a solu-

tion of copper sulphate, does not consist of copper eosinate,

although the copper and eosin are present in equivalent
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amounts. This lake consists of Cu(OH)2, whieh from the
methodof formation, contains an equivalent amount of eosin
adsorbed.

This work was suggested by Professor Bancroft and has
heen carried out under his direction. The author takes this
opportunity of cxpressing appreciation of his many sugges-tions and kind advice in the work.

ConM/<C/M<MM<<y



COOI, FIAMES WITH ETHER

BY ALAN LUIGHTON

Over thirty years ago, W. H. Perkin' published a paper
entitled "Some Observations on the Luminous Incomplete

Combustion of Ether and other Organic Bodies."

.1 "When evaporatingether in a shallow vesselon a some-

what strongly heated sand-bath, it is always observed that

vapors, irritating to the eyes, are formed. Some time since,

when conducting an operation of this kind, in the evening

when it was nearly dark, a pale blue flame was seen floating

about on the surfaceof the sand, and yet not igniting the ether

which was being evaporated. The experiment was repeated

several times, and always with the same result. This phe-

nomenon, which appears to have been almost lost sight of,

has been previously observed. It was first noticed by Sir

Humphrey Davy/ whofound that, when a hot spirally wound

platinum wire was introduced into a mixture of ether vapor

and air, it becamered-hot, and in a dark room a pale phos-

phorescent light wasobservedabove the wire, especiallywhen

it ceased to glow. Doebereinernoticed the same thing, but

states that the blue lambent flame ceased when the platinum

became red-hot. He alsoremarks that when ether is dropped

into a retort heated on the sand-bath to 100° and upwards,

or into a platinumcapsuleexposedto the vapor ofboilingwater,

Leidenfrost's phenomenon (the spheroidal state) is pro-

duced, accompaniedby a blue flame, visible only in the dark,

and not capable of setting fire to other bodies, tear-exciting

vapors of lampic acid being formed. As will be seen further

on, the temperature of 100°, mentioned by Doebereiner, is

insumeient to produce the blue flame. Boutigny, in t837,

observed that this phenomenontook place equally in a metal

or porcelain dish, heated to a temperature a little below that

Jour.Chem.Soc.,41,36.;(t882).
"Cmctin's Handhock of Chcmistry," 8, )7<)-t8o.
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of fusing'lead,or about 260°, lampic acid being formedat the
sametime. Miller also mentions that the gtowing extremity
of a glass rodor piece of porcelain held over ether, exhibitsa
smallblue flameand formsa large quantity of acid.

"Althoughthe foregoingfacts are known, it was thought
that it wouldbe interesting to make a few more experiments
on this remarkable kind of combustion, and to see if other
bodiesbesidesether werecapable of producing the sameeffect.

"The temperature at which ether begins to burn with
this blue flameis about 260°, and any temperature between
that and a dull red heat may be used. The higher the tem-
perature, however, the more likely is ordinary combustion
to set in.

"There are several ways by which this phenomenonmay
be producedon a sumcientty large scale to exhibit at lectures.
The most simpleway is to project ether from a wash-hottle
onto a thick iron plate heated nearly to dull redness; but it
is better to usea thick irondish heated over a Bunsen burner,
and after the gas has been turned off, or the lamp so screened
that no lightescapes into the room, to make the jet of ether
play on variousparts of the surface; in this way a considerable
mass of Mueflame may be obtained. The best way of show-
ing this flame,however, is to take a copper or iron bâti, about
2 or 3 inchesin diameter, provided with an eye, so that it may
be suspendedfrom a wire,heat it to dull redness, and as soon
as it has cooled,so as to benearly invisiblein the dark, placeit
over a dish about 4 inches in diameter, containing several

filter-paperswelldrenched with ether. As thé baUapproaches
the ether, a beautiful blue flame will form, passing over its
heated surfaceupwards for several inches. The bail may be
let right downinto the ether without causing ordinary com-
bustion.

"This peculiar combustion of ether may also be shown
in a glasstube. A large tube is taken, about 4 cm in diameter,
60 or 70 cm long, bent at right angles about 15 cm from the
end, this isfixedwith the benddownwards, in a clamp, and some
ether pouredinto it, but not sufficient to prevent a freecur-
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rent of air from passing through the. tube. On heating thé

longer arm of the tube with a Bunsen burner, a draught is

instituted, and when the walls of the tube are sufficiently

heated, a blue light will be seen on putting out the lamp.
If the tube be now shaken to increase the volatilization of

the ether, a blue flamewill fill the arm of the tube and issue

out into the air. It then often enters into ordinary combus-

tion at the opening,and the peculiar effectof thé combustion

of ether in two manners may be seen at the same time; the

Mueflame inside the tube is, however, much masked by thé

luminosity of that outside. The experiment soon afterwards

comes to an end by the ordinary flame passing down to the

ether, when it is necessary to closethe tube to extinguishit.

"This blue flame from ether has a comparatively low

temperature. The fingersmay be placed in it with impunity.
It willnot char paper or ignite carbon disulphide,and a lucifer

match held in it at first becomes only phosphorescent,and is

some time before it is ignited. Ether vapor burning with

this blue flame, when in large quantities, or more especially
when in a confinedspace, rapidly increases in temperature
and quicklyenters into ordinary combustion."

Perkin gives no explanation for the phenomenonand it

has evidently been misunderstood because Trautz' says that

the ether must be heated to 260° in order to give this flame.
This cannot be the whole truth becausepreheating the ether

wouldgive a hotter flameif all other conditionswerethe same.

What Perkin did was to drop liquid ether on a hot surface.

The rapid evaporationgave a relatively large amount of ether

mixed with relativelylittle air, which was heated to or above

the ignition point. Since the combustion was slow, the rise

of temperature was not great. On this basis it should be

possible to duplicate Perkin's results without the presence
of a hot surface, merely keeping the amount of oxygenrela-

tively lowand lightingthe vapors with a match. This can be

done by mixing the ether with a non-inflammablebut fairly

Zeit.phys.Chem.,53,69(1905).
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volatile liquid such as carbon tetrachloride, or by mixing it

with a non-inflammable gas such as carbon dioxide. The

form of the experiment differs slightly in the two cases. A

blue flame can be obtained by putting some carbon tetra-

chloridein a crystallizingdish, adding a little ether, and light-

ing the latter. The hand can be held in this flamewith im-

punity and the flame does not light or char paper. If too

muchether is added, the flame will be yellowishat first and it

is safer not to put one's fingers in it until the yellowhas dis-

appeared completely. If one puts ether in a narrow glass

cylinder, and bubbles in carbon dioxideone gets a mixture of

ether and carbon dioxide which behaves much like the mix-

ture of ether and carbon tetrachloride. In certain respects
this is a prettier experiment than the other becauseone can

make the flame burn in any part of the cylinder that one

pleases, by regulating the now of carbon dioxide. If the

flame burns at the mouth of the cylinder, it secms some-

what hotter than the flame due to ether and carbon tetra-

chloride.

For experimental purposes, carbon bisulphide can profit-

ably besubstituted for ether since it givesa muchcoolerflame.

Of course a thermometer held in such a flamedoesnot show

the true temperature of the flame; but the readings may be

of interest. With carbon bisulphide and carbon tetrachloride

in a watch-glass, a thermometer registered 90" if touching
the liquid and 14.0°out in the flame. A reading of 220°

instead of 140° was obtained in time when the mixedliquids
were poured into a crystallizing dish. With carbon bisul-

phide and C02 in a narrow cylinder a reading of 245°was ob-

tained, while a mixture of ether and carbon dioxide gave a

readingof 300° under the same conditions.

Since the temperature of the liquid carbon tetrachloride

cannot rise above the boiling-point of the mixed liquids, one

gets a striking and harmless experiment by pouring a suita-

ble mixture of carbon bisulphide and carbon tetrachloride

into the palm of the hand and then lighting the vapors.
These experiments weresuggested by ProfessorBancroft.

Cont<«University
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Photochemistry. By S. ~7M~ar<<. X /p fw; pp. ftt + ~6j. ~ew

ro~ Longmans, Cw~ Co., ~.J~ n<–Itt thé preface the

author says:

"lu the following pages I have endeavored to present a conneeted, and,

in a measure, continuous account of the subject of photoehemistry in its modern

development. Unification of the scattered eternents of this subject is no easy

task, in view of the almost inevitable contingency of actino-chemical changes

with other thereby recognized and eharacterized atterations of material systems.

"There has resulted a delay, not without danger, in the attainment of inde-

pendent status by photo-chemistry, having been for so long ancillary to her

etder sisters, thermo- and etectro-chemistry, so that only by a masquerade,

momentous both for theory and praeticc, as the science of radio-activity has

this CindereUa of the sciences been accorded its due recognition.

"There cxists, and is likely to continue, some difference of opinion as to thé

dcsirabitity of ineorpomtmg a discussion of photo-physical and radiation phenom-

ena and laws in a work on photo-chemistry. But neglect of this aspect of the

question and too narrow a eircurnseription of its domain can only lead to further

dehy in thé discrimination of a definite body of laws for this science. For this

reason thé ptan has bcen followed in thé present work of discussing at some length

certain intensive studies on cardinal points in photochemical change rather than

that of enumerating and recording every example of photo-chemica) reaction

or light-sensitive substance. The aim has been to aid students with examples

of working hypothescs hetpfut in thé completer investigation of the economy of

any given photo-ehemicat reaction.

"As such a working hypothesis, the conception that in photo-chemical

change singular intermediate complex ions, or, specifically speaking, veritable

latent light-irnages, are formed, appears the most promising. The yin~M/uff/y

involves concordance of the reaction order or kinetics of their growth and decay

with thé optical conditions of absorption and emission, the M/<'rMM/)a<:yor

metastability of their constitution intplies itnperfcct coincidence of photo-chem-

ical equilibrium with the thermo-dynamicatty stable equitibria possible to the

indcpendcnt chemical eomponents present.

"Hvery photo-chemical change is in conscqucnce virtually photographie,

the equilibrium to which it tends implies, so to say, a radiation proto-type of

a colloid, a charactcristic organization radiating from a centre, as the H;K<effcct

possible. So long as the action is in agreement with the principle of virtual

vetocitics, the change is réversible, the partial chemical transformations tauto-

meric in type. But any acceteration of the temps of the change involves a

tooscning of residua) affinities in the group which may readily lead to an irre-

versible transfer of an clectron to a depolarizer and consequently to a per M/<MW

mutation of thé total energy such as thc quantum theory of Planck demands.

Hence thé maximum work developable is as much contingent on thc accommoda-

tion in spacc and time of a mutable depojarizer as on the nature of thé systcm

insolated, a point emphasized by Grotthuss and recently reiterated by Ilrof.
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Bancroft. On this view the primary or direct photo-chemical change may
well bc termed càtastrophie, and it is only by its coupting with a depolarizer

and development as an indirect action that thc discontinuous nature of the change

is masked by a slow evohttionary process."

The headings of thé chapters are: historical; the measurement of light quanti-

ti''s; the encrgetics of radiation; economic and energetie relations of actuat

tight-sources; thé absorption of light; staties and kinetics of photo-chonica)

change, dynamies ot photo-chemica) change; special photo-chennstry; radiant

matter and photo chenticat change; the gencsis of tight in chenncn) change;

organic photosynthesis.

The book is a disappoijttment to the reviewer perhaps because he had ex-

pected too much of it. There seems to be no distinct point of view and the

author has the unfortunate habit of writing page after page in an involved style

without saying anything definite. Typica) instances of this will he found on

pp. t55-t57, 227-230, 2~-2:2, 262-263, 266-267, 3)9-323, 350-352. 39t-392.

As an illustration of this, 1 quote a rather mild passage, p. 39!, from the

chapter on the genesis of light in chemical change.

"The extensive technique of thé culture and control of flames in detail

lies outside the purview of this work. But thé word 'culture' is used detiberatety

to signify that this technique of thé study of f)amcs must be ncccssarily of thc

santé order as that of bacteriotogicu) and enzyme chemistry. Flames are not

simple chemicat specics, but physicochemical cntities of almost biological stand-

ing in the characteristic indétermination of their nature. 'l'hat is to say, they

are very sensitive mobile equitibria of eontinuousty intcracting chemical species,

in whieh the act of metathesis is not subordinate to attainment of a static equi-

librium, is not monotropic (in essence, exception bcing made of extrinsie factors

which condition practical boundaries or limitations), but is the central and perma-

nent setf-reversing condition of their existence. Physically considered, flames

are analogous, as singularly constituted transition or intermediate stationary

motions of matter between two different states, apparently heterogencons with

each other, but really continuous in the duration of thc critical intermediate

medium, to 'gels,' which présent intermediate, variably permanent transitions

of matter between thé solid and liquid end-states, and 'vapours,' whieh present

similar permanent becomings or transitions hetween the liquid and gaseous end-

states of matter. !n flames, the enduring triiisitioii of dominant photo-chemicat

intercst is that representable by thé schcme

gas etectrion or radiant state.

And so weit does the ensemble counterfeit immobitity that we are likely to

misapprehend the fact that the mobility of the transition schematized, is the es-

sence of the fact. If we term the pulsation, the to-and-fro movement of an ele-

ment of matter between two alternative, dynamicatty incompatible phases (such

as gascous state ~J~. liquid state), a 'physis' or growing, we bave in 'gels,'

'vapours,' and 'flames' virtually finite groups of such physes which may be

termed 'symphyses,' expressing the fact of a multiplicity of such items growing

together syntonicaJty. And as we speak of the maturation of a gel, the .~M~/t'Mt

of a vapeur, so we might speak of the Mn<Kfa<<ottof fiâmes."
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Through a curious s!ip the author considers the color adaptation of the

chameleon, p. 335, as a case of Wiener's color adaptation, though the lutter

appiics to substances which tend to assume the color of the incident light, whereas
the chameleon assumes thé color of the ground which he is on.

Wilder Basc~

Chemlstry in America. By ~ftr /'a/<ï ~f!/A. X 21 <w; pp. M! + j~6.
A'etf York: D. /}~<-<CM&* Co., 1914. fn<-f: $z.5o M~.–The first chapter opens
as follows:

"A review of the contributions of Amcricans to the Science of Chemistry
would be incomplete without a consideration of the publications made in the
carliest days in whieh scientinc matters began to interest the people of our coun-

try. Before the United States became a republic, interest in such matters was

manifcsted. The mcmbers of the venerable American Philosophical Society
were niost anxious to foster investigations along all lines of scientinc endeavor.
This is evidenced in a preface to the first volume of the Transactions of that

Society, published in 1789, in which the aims of the Society were set forth-to
seck the best methods of promoting the fertility of land and of protecting trees
and plants from worms and insects, to improve usefut animais, to preserve timber,
and to ascertain the virtues and use of many plants; and, further, the Society

expressly states that it will not confine its efforts wholly to thèse things, nor will
it exclude other usefu) subjects such as Physics and Chemistry."

Papers by de Normandie, J. Madison, and M'Causlin are cited as illustrating
the earliest contributions of Americans to chemistry. After this corne two chap-
ters on the Chemical Society of Philadelphia, followed by chapters on Wood-

house, Priestley, Cooper, Maclean, and Robert Hare. A chapter is devoted to
the Columbian Chemical Society founded in t8[t. Thé tenth chapter deals
with leading chemists as mineratogists, while the eteventh is taken up with sketches
of James C. Booth, T. Sterry Hunt, J. Lawrence Smith, and F. A. Genth. The
last chapter comes down to the present time with sketches of Wolcott Gibbs,

Prescott, Johnson, Mallet, Carey Lea, Cooke, and Willard Gibbs.

The book closes with the following paragraphs:
"The preceding pages contain the most significant efforts of American

chemists, extending over a )M-riodof a little more than one hundred years. The
results compare favorahly with those of a like period in thé eariy history of our

science in any other country. The carliest contributions represented ))cgi)ntings.
They were carried out when the reptiblie was young. Years of I)reparation and

adjustment foHowed for the ncw nation, and then years of internai strife; it is

exceedingly gratifying and encouraging to observe that the scientists of the coun-

try, inciuding the noble guild of chemists, contributed mueh to bring thé national
resources into prominence and usefulness, as well as to guide the educational

deveiopment of the States.

"To the /oKrMo/ o/tfMCf, founded by Sittiman, were added The .'fM~ftcaK

C/MMft!<(1870-, by Charles F. Chandier), the /tM<e<<'aMC/~M<M/ 7oMrno/ (t879-,
by Ira Remsen), the yoKrM<t/of ~)m/~t'c< <;M<~/t~M/ C'/fMff' ~887. by
JMward Hart), thé ~oMrMa/q/i'fn/ C/Mw~fy (1896, by Wilder D. Bancroft),
the CAf'Httca//i);M<w (<oo~, by K. K. Meade), t)K-Transactions "f thé Amoican

Hiectro-Chctnicat Society. thé Transactions of thé lustitutc of Cttemicut Knginccrs
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and the most patent factor in chemical aftairs–ttte American Chemicat Society,
with its admirable journals. A)[ thèse have fostered thé growth and devetopment
of chemistry in this country.

"The maintenance of well cquippcd taboratories in thé colleges, us wett

as the very palatial structures connected with some of the older universities

and with the larger state universities, arc further évidence of our devetopment

along chemical lines.

It is not the writer's purpose to discuss the investigations which have corne

from the many working centers of thé United States during récent years, that

story awaits another narrator; but, if only a désire, on the part of Americans to

tearn more coneerning the place which Ameriean chemists occupy in the world's

history of chemistry, is-awaketied. this compilation of facts will not only have

been a pleasure but it will hâve served a worthy purpose."

This is an interesting and valuable hook, written in the delightful spirit so

characteristic of the author. Wilder D. Bancroft

IntermetaUtC Compouods. By C. Il. P~eA. X 22 cw; pp. v + /f6.

New York: Longmans, Cfeett & Co., /p/4. Price: oo cents net.-In the introduc-

tion the author says: In thé following sections the occurrence of intermetallie

compounds as indicated on the equilibrium diagram and determined by thé ntcthod
of thermal analysis is first discussed. This is followed by a short note on the

microscopical control of the thermal indications. An account is givcn of the

methods which have been adoptcd with the objeet of isolating intcrmctallic

compounds in a pure condition, and of their assumed occurrence as native min-

erais. So little success has been met with in this direction, however, that our

knowtedge of the properties of such compounds is mainly derivcd from a study
of the alloys in which they occur. The succeeding sections are therefore devoted

to a consideration of the influence which the présence of intermetallic com-

pounds exerts on some of the more important physical properties of alloys.
It is a)so shown that the systematic investigation of certain properties, especially
the etectrical conductivity and the thermo-eteetric power, affords the most deli-

cate means in a large number of cases of determining whether chemical combi-

nation takes place in a given scries or not. An account is then given of the scanty
data which we possess as to the crystallographic chardeters of intermetattic com-

pounds, and of the évidence for the existence of compounds in liquid alloys,
and the coneltiding section reviews the theoretical aspect of the subject."

The book is an interesting one and the only serious criticism to be made is

on the paragraph, in which the author assumes definite compounds as occurring
in a series of solid solutions. The author says, p. 17, that "the two opposing
views refer only to the molecular condition of the solid solutions concerned. On

the one view the metals are present at least ifi a large part in thé form of compound
molecules, on the other, they are free." This is quite wrong. The reviewer has

never stated that the six series of solid solutions in the copper-zinc alloys are

due to coppcr and zinc alone. He has taken the ground that we have no générât

way of tctting what are the constituents of any given series of solutions and

that it is more profitable ta admit our ignorance than to postulate the existence

of arbitrarily sclected compounds. Wilder P. Bancroft
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The Theory of HMt Radiation. By ~ox Planck. r~M/aM Morton

AfaMM~. X cm; pp. v + 225. Philadelpllia: P. Bs/hs~t's Sors & Co.,
7p~. P~'<;e; $?.oo net.-This is a translation of the second German édition.
In the préface the authbr says:

"The main fault of the original treatment was that it began with the etassica!

etectrodynamical laws of emission and absorption whereas later on it becamc
evident that, in order to meet the demand of experimental measurements, thé

assnmption of finite energy elements must i~e introduced, an assumption whieh
is in direct contradiction to the fundamentat. idea of classical clectrodynamics.
lt is true that this inconsistency is greatly reduced by the fact that, in reality,
only mean values of energy are taken from classical electrodynamics, while, for
the statistical cateutation, the real values are used; nevertheless thé treatment
must, on the whole, have left the reader with the unsatisfactory feeling that it
was not ciearty to be seen, which of the assumptions made in thé beginning could,
and which could not, be finally retained.

"In contrast thereto, 1 have now attempted to treat the subject from thé

very outset in such a way that none of the laws stated need, later on, be restricted
or modified. This presents thé advantage that thé theory, so far as it is treated

here, shows no contradiction in itself, though certainly 1 do not mean that it
does not seem to call for improvements in many respects, as regards both its
internai structure and its external form. To treat of the numerous applications,
many of them very important, which the hypothesis of quanta has already found
in other parts of physies, 1 have not regarded as part of my task, still less to dis-
euss all difTering opinions."

The five sections of the little volume are entitled: fundamental facts and

definitions; deduetions from etectrodynamics and thermodynamics; entropy and

probabiiity; a system of oseillators in a stationary field of radiation; irreversible
radiation processes. Wilder D. Bancroft

The Viscosity of Liquids. By /1. E. Dunstan o~ F. B. Thole. X 2?

cm; pp. v + 89. Lotigmans, Green & Co., t~ Price: oo cents net.-The sub-

ject is treated under the headings: the development of a working formula; thé
measurement of viscosity; the measurement of thé viscosity of pure liquids
prior to <89s; the measurement of the viscosity of pure liquids subséquent to

'895; the viscosity of liquid mixtures; viscosity of clcctrolytic solutions; the vis-

cosity of colloids; the relation between viscosity and chemieai constitution; some

applications of viscosity.

One reason for making a distinction between measurements of viscosity
before and after [895 is that thé later experiments wcre subsequent to those of

Thorpe and Rodger. The chapter on the viscosity of colloids is interesting both
for what it does and does not contain. There is no discussion ai all of what would

happen if thé more viscous phase werc the external one and yet this is a very
important mattcr in the case of true emulsions. On thé other hand, thc chapter
does contain a discussion of the work of Wolfgang Ostwald and of Hatschek.
as well as paragraphs on thé propertics of colloidal solutions of soap, nitrocellti-

lose, and rubber.

!n the ehapter entitled "Some Applications of Viscosity," thé authors say:
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"Thé value of a physical property in thé eyes of thé average chemist depends
on its apptieabitity to probiems which arise in thé various branches of chemistry
and which sometimes cannot be definitely solved by purely chemical ntethods.
Mention need only be made of thé application of refraetivity and absorption

spectra to the classical controversies concerning thé constitutions of ethyl aeeto-
acetate and of isatin and of thé work of Patterson, Lowry, and others on thé con-

nection between rotatory power and vetocity of chemiea) reaction. Since vis-

cosity is so highly a constitutive property, it may and bas been applied to a

number of problems arising in physical, inorganic, and organie chemistry, and
has proved particularly usefu) in certain cases such as determining the constitu-
tion of the acetatdehyde phenylhydrazones whcre chemical évidence is not

available." Wilder P. Bancroft

The Sugars and Their Simple Derivatives. By /ftAK E. Afae~MMe. 76 X 23
cm; pP. t'K + 2~?. fA<7af/<«t; J. /.<~wtoM Cf., /p~. Pn'cf: net.

–In thé préface the author says:

"The carbohydrates are among the most important of all chemical com-

pounds, from several points of view. They form'the main portion of the diet of

most animats. They are the raw material for many industries. Yet compara-

tively little is known concerning the more complicated carbohydrates, though
much study bas been devoted to them. On the other hand, the simple carbo-

hydrates, the sugars, have been investigated to such effect that the chemical

connKuration of the majority of thcm has been eiucidated.

"The following pages are based on a course of lectures first given at Birk-

beck College, London, in t903, and subsequeutty at the University of Edinburgh.
tn addition to students of pure chemistry, others interested in medicine, brewing
and distilling, sugar manufacture, etc., attended thèse lectures. On this account

more attention bas been devoted to such subjects as metabotism, fermentation,
and thé manufacture of sugars than would have been thé case othenvise. It is

hoped that the book may serve as a companion to works on physiological chemistry
and to technological works on brewing, distilling, sugar manufacture and sugar

analysis."

Thé author discusses the preparation and propertics ot sucrosc, mattose,
lactose, ghtcosc. and g)ueosan)ine. He thcn takes up the dioses, trioses, tetroses,

pentoses, methylpentoses, aldohexoses, and ketohexnses; after which come twenty

pages devoted to disaccharides, trisaccharides, tctrasaccharidcs, and glucosides.
The last two chapters are entitled fermentation and metabotism.

The book seems to he a carefu) compilation of data, with relativcly few

crrors. On p. 27 the author says that "the heat of solution of sugar in water is

positive for all concentrations at temperatures between 15° and 2g but becomes

negative above 50°. As early as f68o, Boyle observed that a freezing mixture

could he made by mixing sugar and snow." There is no necessary relation he-

tween these two sentences and it is a pity that a false impression should he con-

veyed. It is atso unfortunatc not to distinguish between heat of solution and

heat of ditution. The work of Fischer and of Nef is given in considerable detail

and Hudsou's work "n milk sugar bas not been overlooked.

Wilder D. B<tH(.Ycf<



ADSORPTION AND STABILIZATION'

BYJ. C. Bt<UCHRRAN[)B. F. FARNAU

A question which for decades has off and on occupied
the attention of chemists, industrial and academic, is the
nature of the process of dyeing. For almost every other
kind of physico-chemical phenomenon we have.formulated

laws, or invcnted satisfactory theories and hypotheses. Thé.
nearest approach yet made to a satisfactory working hypothcsis
concerning dyeing is the adsorption theory-one which seem-

ingly throws into the limbo of uselessness the previous théories
of mechanical entanglement, chemical combination, and s&Iid
solution. \<,

Objections to earlier theories of dyeing are numcrous~
and valid.

(t) The mechanical theory assumes that thé particles
of dye are simply entangled in the dyed fibre. ~fObviousIy
this cannot explain why a substance is taken up from true

solution; moreover, the theory takes no cognizance of the re-

versibility of the equilibrium. This is undoubtedly the weak-
est theory of dyeing yet proposed.

(2) When we dea! with the theory of chemical combination
of the dye with the fibre we are met by a greater obstacle.
For in many cases the color of the dyed fibre is in agreement
with thé color of chemical compounds of thé dye. But it
is absurd to think, for instance, that charcoal can cxhihit
both acidic and basic properties when it takes up, in onc case

basic, and in another case acid dycs. Also, for reversible

cquilibrium this theory requires the présence of thé components,
fibre, dyestuff and solvent in four phases--undyed fibre,

dyed fibre (that is, compound of fibre and dyestuff), solution,
and vapor--a three-component hody in a four-phase state,

having onc degree of freedom, let us say tcn)peraturc. Then

A paperrcadheforet)~ Uivisiu!)ofPhysica)un()ItMr);:tt)icO~tnistry
at the Cincionat)t))Mtit)Hof t)K'Au'cncanChcuiic.1)Society,Apri).tt)<
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at constant temperature there should bc but one concentration
of dyestuff in the liquidfor which the equilibrium would hold.
This is easily disprovedby experiment.

(3) But by far the most formidable rival with which the
modern adsorption theory has had to contend is that of solid
solution. This theory was introduced by Witt' in 890-9!.
To support his theory, Witt cited the fact that dyes which
have a different color in solutionfrom that which they possess
in the solid state, impart to the dyed substance not the color
of the solidbut that of thesolution. Also,fluorescentsolutions
made from non-fluorescent solids give fluorescent dyeing.
Substantive (or direct) colorswere assumed to be shared be-
tween the fibre and the solution in much the same way as re-
sorcinol is shared betweenwater and ether, all of which was
very fine, but dyes donotseemto obey the lawsof distribution
of substances between two immiscible solvents--laws which
are shown by the workof Nernst to be quite accurate for di-
lute solutions. Walker and Appleyard2were largely instru-
mental, by their work on the adsorption of picric acid from
water and alcohol solutionsby silk, in disproving the theory
of solid solution; and a short review of their work wouldnot
be out of place.

When the molecularcomplexityof the dissolvedsubstance
is the same in both solvents,there is forsimplecases, a constant
ratio of concentrations whenequilibriumis reached, the ratio
being entirely independent of the amounts of the substance
and solvents originallytaken, provided the solutions be dilute.
Thus, succinic acid distributes itself between water and ether"
in the concentration-ratio of 5.2 to t. When, however, the
molecular complexity of the dissolved substance is not the
same in the two solvents, there is no constant distribution
ratio, the latter dependingupon the originalquantities present.
But there is a more complexrelationship which obtains. If
the molecular weight of the substance in the first solvent is

0.H.Witt:Mrtx-r/.eitMti;.iSgo-~i.
\Va)keran<[ Apptcyard: Jour. Chou. Suc.. 69, t33~ (<8<)6~.
BMthdot and Jun~fisch: Ann. chim. phys., [.t) 26, 3<)6(tii?~.
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n times as great as its molecular weight in the second solvent,
then, when equilibrium is attained, thé xth power of the con-
centration in the first solvent will bear a constant ratio to the
concentration in the second solvent, i. e., c~ = K.

According to the solid solution theory these laws should
hold good for dycing. And the formula, r}' = should
hold if the dye possesses different molecular complexity in the
fibre and in the water, where ci is the concentration of the dye
in the fibre, c, the concentration of the dye remaining in the
dye-bath, and H the ratio of the molecular weight of the sub-
stance in thé water to its molecular weight in the fibre. Gcor-
gtevics' and Schmidt,~ the former from observations on dyeing
silk with indigo carmine, the latter from observations on the

adsorption of picric acid hy cellulose and of eosin and malachite
green by silk, applied the above ratio to the case of dyeing.
Walker and Appleyard found thé relation = 35.5, to
hold for picric acid and silk. This entails the consequence
that thé molecule of picric acid in aqueous solution is on the

average 2.7 times as great as the molecule of picric acid dis-
solved in silk. This, however, cannot be the case, for a con-
sidération of thc freezing point and thé electric conductivity
of picric acid solutions indicates that thé molecule is not only
not greater than is represented by its molecular formula but
less than this, owing to thé electrolytic dissociation. The
solid solution theory can receive no support from these experi-
ments. But formulae of tlie kind mentioned do apply in

practically all cases of adsorption.

(~) There remains, then, the fourth theory–nam'ely,
that of adsorption.

Numerous investigators have found that thé concentra-
tions of the dye in the fibre and in the bath vary continuously.
Pelet-Jolivet3 finds such to be the case in the adsorption of
NaOH and H~SO~and tannin by wool; Walker and Apple-

GcorgievicsMonatsheftftir Chcmie,tS,707(t8o~~
~Sc))mi(tt:Zcit.phys.Chctn.,15,()<j(<8~).

l'ck't-JoHvct:"DieThéoriedc<.)'tr))cproMssM"~njto).
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yard' in the adsorption of picric tteidby silk; Sanin2in the ad-

sorption of tannin by wool; Georgievics3in the dyeing of silk
with indigo carmine, and cellulose with methyleue blue;
and Petet-JoHvet~gives considerable data on the dyeing of
wool, silk, and cotton with various dycs. Also, the process
of dyeing is reversible, although sometimes this is not readily
apparent. No dyed substance willwithstand unlimited wash-

ing.

Althoughsueh experiments show the non-validity of thé
solid solutiontheory from thé standpoint of distribution ratio,
no explanation was offered to account for the facts advanced

by Witt, relating to the colors of the dyestuffs taken up by
the fibre. Jaequemin~ demonstrated the dyeing of wool
and silk by rosaniline base from a colorlessammoniacal solu-
tion Sisley' also reports that silk is dyed red from colorless
solutionsof magenta in water or toluene, an experimenteasily
verified.. And, in gênera!, only the freebase or free acid of thé

dyestuff is taken up by thé fibre, whichneverthcless takes on
the cotor of the salt of the dyestuff.

In order to account for these apparent anomalies, Ban-
croft~has advanced a stabilization theory of dyeing, in sup-
port of whichhe cites the facts that, although hydrous copper
oxide is transformed at 100° into black copper oxide, the for-
mer whenadsorbedon wooPis stable in boiling water, and that

hydrous copper oxide in the presence of small amounts of

manganoussalts9is likewisestable at !oo°.
It is the purpose of the present paper to cite further ex-

Wa)t(erandApptcyard:Lot-,cit.
Sanin: Zeit. KoUoidchcmiG, 10, 82 (i()t2).

Georgievies: Akad. Wiss. Wien., 103, IIb, 58~ (t8Q4): t04, IIA.o~
('895).

<
Petct-JoHvet: Loc. cit.

Jacquemiu: Comptes rendus, 82, 26f (1876).

Sisley:Bull.Soc.chim.Paris,[3)23,865(tçoo).
Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem.. 18, n8 (;9t4).

Knceht,RawsonandLocwcntha):"AManualofDyeinK."2ndEd.,t,
M(")to).

"Tommasi:Bull. S"c. chim Paris, N37, '97 (1882); Comptes rendus,
99, 37 ('M~).
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amples of the same type, substantiating the theory that in

many cases adsorption may appreciably stabilize a substance.
In a paper read beforethe Cincinnati Sectionof the Amer-

ican ChemicalSociety in 190~,Benedict' unconsciouslyutilized
the phenomenon of stabilization in a very delicate test for

nickel. He found that "if NaOH be added in excess to a

cobalt solution, a dark blueprecipitate is at first formed, which

is usually regarded as a basic salt. If nickel be entirely ab-

sent, this salt changes almost instantaneously to a bright

pink compound, viz., the normal cobaltous hydroxide. If,
however, nickel is present, this change of color is retarded,
the length of time increasingwith the amount of nickelpresent.
This test is extremely rapid, yet its rapidity is fully equalled

by its delicacy. Mere traces of nickel can be detected."

Benedict's assumption of the formation of an intensely blue

compound, the so-callednickelcobaltite, is not borne out by

experiment. A larger proportion of nickel does not increase

the intensity of the blue color,but merely retards the rate of

its change to pink. Accordingto the present theory, the

hydrous nickel cxidestabilizestlieblue modificationof hydrous
cobalt oxide.

The chemicalcompositionof the blue precipitate obtained

on adding insufficient caustic alkali to cobalt sulphate was

established by Hantzsch." After washing with cold water

until the filtrate was free from sulphates the precipitate was

found to contain 15percent of S04; but four treatments with

boiling water decreased this without change of color to 4

percent, corresponding to the formula Co(OH)2.j)CoS04.
It need scarcely be stated that this is a case of adsorption,
similar to that observed under like conditions with nickel,

copper, and magnesium sulphates. In terms of the present

theory, the adsorbed cobalt sulphate has stabilized the blue

modification of hydrous cobalt oxide. It is interesting to

note that Hantzsch assigns to the blue and red modifications

the structural formulae,CoO--H20 and Co(OH)2,respectivcly.

Benedict:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,26,6').5(t'~t).
Hantx'.ch: Xcit. anor); On'm.. 73, 304 (t9)2).
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Bayliss' found that hydrous aluminium oxide could be

dyed red from a blue colloidal solution of the free acid of
Congo red. Hydrochloric acid was added to Congo red to

precipitate the free acid, which when diluted formed a blue
colloidalsolution. Freshiy prepared hydrous aluminiumoxide
was added. In the cold the colloidal oxide was dyed blue,
but upon heating the colorchanged to red. Baylissaccounts
for the colorchange on the ground that the blue free acid is
transformed into the red aluminium salt;-and thus reverts
to the chemical theory of dyeing. According to the present
theory, the red Congo acid, although instable in aqueous
suspension, is stabilized by the hydrous aluminium oxide.
Experimentsare now under way in which attempts are being
made to prepare the instable free acids of the acid dyestuffs.
If these dye the hydrous aluminium oxide the same color as
the free acids,any objection to the present explanationwillbe
removed.

Tommasi~investigated the effect of salts upon the de-
compositiontemperatures of blue hydrous copperoxide.

Upon repeating Tommasi's experiments with hydrous
copperoxideand manganoussulphate, we wereled to question
whetherthe stabilization wasa property peculiarto manganous
sulphatc, or whether other salts produced the same effect.

Accordinglythe sulphates of Mn, Zn, Ni, AI, Cr and the chlor-
ides of Co, Mg, and Hg wereemployed. In all cases,except
with mercuricchloride, positiveand very strikingresults were
obtained.

The method of expérimentationwas as follows: Normal
solutions of all the various reagents were used. One ce
amounts of the copper sulphate solution were measured into
test tubes from a burette and diluted with 8-10 volumes of
distilled water. Then to each test tube was added exactly
i ce of the sodiumhydroxidesolution from a burette, and the
solution well shaken. A blue, gelatinous hydrous copper

BayHss:froc.Roy.Soc..8~,8X)(xju).
'Tomtnasi: Luc. cit.
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oxide was thus obtained. Then the different amounts of
"stabi!izcrs" wereadded in dropsfrom a pipette, and the test
tubes again shaken. The test tubes were then placed in a
beaker of boiling water and the results shown in the tables
were obtained. In each series of experiments a blank test,
without stabilizer, was made. In every case this showed

blackening insideof half a minute,thus making the stabilizing
action of the salts used morestrikingby contrast.

SERU;s1 (5 M)NUTEs)–MnSO<
i ce CuSO~+ t ceNaOH

MnSO, Results

o drops blackened in 1/2minute
f drop very slight darkening
2 drops no change
3 drops no change
4 drops no change
5 drops no change

SHRiEs 11 (10 MINUTES)–MnSO<

t ce CuSO<+ i cc NaOH

MnSO< Resutts

o drops blackened in minute
i drop blackened appreciably
2 drops trace of blackening
3 drops no change
4 drops no change
5 drops no change
6 drops very slight brown tinge

SERIHS111(5 MtNUTES)–MnSO<
) ce CuSO<+ ce NaOH

MnSO, Results

o drops deep black in one minute
3 drops no change
o drops deep black in one minute
3 drops no change
o drops deep black in one minute

3 drops no change
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SERIESIV (<o Mtwn!s)–Z!iS04
'ccCuSO<+ tce NaOH

,C'
~"SO. R~

odrops Mackin'minute
tdrop Mackintomin.
1 drop 1 black in 10min. l2drops Nackintomin.
3drops stighttybtackintomin.
4 drops s)ight)yb!ackiniomin. t "ochangein~min.
5drops grayintomin.

J6drops grayitttomin. J
SHKiKSV (5 MtNLTES)–ZnSO<

'fc Cu~O,+ ce NaOH

~"SO. R.

odrops b)ackm'in):n.
3 drops nochange
odrops Mackin'min.
3 drops nochange
odrops btaekin'/smin.
3 drops nochange

SERIESVI (.0 MlNt;TES)-N:SO~
r n_ ~< + ceNaOH

~'SO~ Resutts

o drops b!ackin min.
1drop appreciable darkeningin 2 min.
2 drops nochange
3drops noehange
4 drops nochange
5 drops no change
6 drops nochange

SERIESVII (5 M!Nt;TBs)–NiSO<
1~CuS04 + ce NaOH

~'SO. Resutts

odrops Mackin'/ijmin.
3drops nochange
o drops Mackin'min.
3drops noehange
odrops Mackin'/smin.
3drops nochange
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S)!KfHSVIII (to MEUTES)–CoC~
tccCuS(~+)ecNaOH

CoC): Rpstttts

o drops )))aekin'/2)nin.
t drop 'b)ackin)omin.
2 drops nochange
3 drops no change
4 drops no change
5 drops no change
6drops no change

SERIES IX (5 MtNUTES)–CoC):

f ce CuSO) + t ce NaOH

CoC)3 Resutts

o drops Mack in'/2 min.

2drops no change
odrops b)ackin'/i;min.
z drops no change
o drops black in min.
2 drops no change

SKRmsX (to MEUTES)–Al2(SO,):

~cc CuSO<+ t ce NaOH

A):(SO<), Rcsutts

o drops btaek in min.

t drop b)ackin«)n)in. ]
2drops nochange
3 drops nochange in color
4 drops no change PP~ ''<

odrops no change
6drops nochange J

SERIESXI (5 MtNt;TES)–A)i.(SOj):t

cc~nSO~+ [ ccNaOH

A):(SO<), Results

o drops black in '/s min.
2 drops no change
o drops black in min.

2drops j nochange
o drops t~tackin min.

2drops tto change
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SRKfRS XH (to M[NUTt!S)-Cr~S(~),

'ccCttSO~+tccNaOH

Kesuhs

udrops b)apkin'min.
'drop btackinfomin.
2drops nochange
3 drops nochange
.tdrops no change
5 drops no change
6 drops no change

S);KiEsXIII (5 MtNUTKs)–Cri(SO<);,
ce CuSO<+ ce NaOH

Resutts

w_

o drops blackin'/smin.
zdrops no change
o (trops btack in min.
2 drops noehangc
o djops black in '/s min.
2 drops no change

SHRIRS XIV (5 M)NUTEs)-MgC).

'ce CuSO~+ ce NaOH

Resutt..

o drops ~b)ackin'min.
3 drops no change

S!!RU.:SXV–HgC)~
ce CuSO~ + f ce NaOH

"sC'< Rcsutt..

o drops )))ackin min.
2 drops btack in < min.
3 drops b)ackin2min.
4 drops black in 2 min.

5 drops btack in 2 min.
6 drops black in 2 min.
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SEKtESXVI

t ce CuS().t+ t ce NaOlI

NaOH Resutts
.I -i

odrop', Maekin'Amin.
+3 drops MnSO<3 drops brown in 'A min.'
+3drops 3 drops brownin'/smin.'
+3drops 3 drops blackin'/tmin.'
+2 drops 2 drops hlaek in min.
+2drops 2 drops Muckintmin.
+ drops 2 drops Mackinimin.

CuS04 3 drops black in 3 min.
CuSO<2 drops Mackin 2 min.
HC12 drops black in min.
ZnSOt 2 drops no change
NaOI-I3 drops Maek in min.

Quite recently, Finch" has investigated the coagulation
of cupric oxide jellies, and finds that sulphates, but not man-

ganous salts, increase their permanence. It would seem likely,
therefore, that if coagulation of these jellies is a case of de-

hydration, the dehydration of coagulated hydrous cupric
oxide with formation of black cupric oxide must be considered
a matter altogether different.

Walker and Appleyard made the anomalous observation
that although silk is not dyed from a benzene or carbon tetra-

chloride solution of picric acid, silk previously dyed from a

water or alcohol solution and dried, is not faded by benzene

or carbon tetrachloride. As a tentative explanation Bancroft

suggests that this is because the silk is not wetted by benzene.
Our own results on the action of common solvents on fibres
of silk, observed under the microscope, indicate that silk is

wetted by these solvents, or by their solutions of picric acid.

Furthermore, preliminary results on dyeing of silk by picric
acid from mixtures of organic solvents would seem to indicate
that it is merely a matter of rate of attainment of equilibrium.
Silk is quite markedly dyed from solutions of picric acid in

Rctnaincd);rt:L'uishbruwn
I''ineh:Jour.Mtys.Chon., 18,16(t~t~).
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carbon tetrachloride containingonly one percent by volume
of absolute alcohol.

The followingfairly consistenthypothesis might be sug-
gested to account for this result. Picric acid, like most other
dyes, exists in two forms;in this casethe one colored, the other
colorless. In water or alcoholicsolution the two forms are
in equilibrium, and soreversibleequilibriumbetween the liquid
and silk exists. But a carbon tetrachloride solution of picric
acid, at least at ordinary temperatures and at 60°, contains
so little of the colored modificationthat reversible equilibrium
is reached with difficulty. The case of the benzene solution
iscomplicatedby presenceofthe benzene-picricacid compound,
but this probably has no dyeing properties. One could also
prophesythe same resultswithligroinorchloroformsolutions,-
in fact with any colorlesssolutionof picric acid. Thé effect
of solvent on tautomeric change is exemplified in the cases
of nitroso-benzene and the pseudo-nitrols, which as solids
are colorless,but yield coloredsolutions.

Whatever may be the ultimate explanationofthis phenom-
enon, its formai classificationas a case of stabilization will
still be valid.

Summary
i. The stabilization theory of Bancroft is confirmedby

further examples.
2. These include the stabilizationof blue hydrous cobalt

oxideby nickel oxideand by cobalt sulphate, of the red acidof
Congo red by hydrous aluminiumoxide, and of blue hydrous
copper oxideby a numberof metallichydroxides.

3. Commonorganicsolventsand their picricacid solutions
wet silk.

4. The apparent irreversibilityin dyeingof silk from ben-
zenesolutionof picricacidis probablya question of tautomer-
ism as wellas of slownessof attainment of equilibrium.

NewYorkt/«)M~)<y
AA~eA, /(;



THB PHOTOLYStS 01~ POTASSIUM IODATH

BY J. HOWARUMATHKWSANDHAKKYA. CURTIS

Introduction

Recently it was noted in this laboratory that potassium
bromate apparently decomposes quite rapidly in light of short
wave lengths. A quartz vessel containing a solution of

potassium bromate and a little starch potassium iodide as
an indicator became blue on a few seconds' exposure to thé

light from a quartz-mercury vapor lamp. Potassium chlorate
and potassium iodate gave the same results. These reactions
seemed so promising that it was decided to investigate them

quantitatively if possible. The investigation has led to thé

consideration of several problems in photochemistry, and in
onc direction to a problem quite out of the field of photochem-

istry, as will be indicated below.

A few preliminary tests soon made it clear that potassium
bromate alone does not decompose rapidly in solution, and

that the observed result was due to the oxidatiou of the po-
tassium iodide by the oxyhalogen salt under the influence
of light of short wave length. If potassium bromate solution
were exposed for a few seconds and then removed from the

light, it would give no blue color upon the addition of thé

potassium iodide-starch indicator. Nor would the starch-

potassium iodide solution become blue on short exposure,
although a longer exposure (a few minutes usually) would,
of course, give btuc, due to the well-known photo-oxidation
of potassium iodide in thé presence of air. The mixture of
the two salts was far more sensitive tu the light than either
of them alonc. The same was found to he true in the case

of the iodate and chlorate.

It has been founcl that this reaction is an excellent one

for lecture demoistration purposcs, especially bccausp of the

fact that it is not very sensitive to t!)e tight of such wave

lengths as ordinary glass will transmit. The details of this

démonstration expcrimcnt arc given bctow.
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In the present paper only the photolysis of potassium
iodate and its reaction with potassium iodide will be considered.
Similar investigations with potassium chlorate and potassium
bromate are under way in this laboratory and thé results
will appear !atcr.

Leoture Demonstration Experlment in Photoohemistry
Dissolve about one-tenth of a gram of potassium iodate

in five hundred ce of distilled water. Add to this two ce of
a one percent iodide solution and two ce of a one percent starch
solution. Pour one-half of this mixture into a three hundred
ce quartz flask and the other half into a similar flask of ordinary
glass. Expose the two solutions at eclual distances on either
side of a quartz-mercury vapor lamp. In a few seconds
thc solution in the quartz flask will become a deep blue, while
the solution in the glass flask remains quite colorless.

The amounts of reagents may be varied within vcry wide
limits, the only eiïeet being to change the time required for
the appearance of the blue color. For example, the iodate
used has been varied from 0.001 gram to one gram, and the
iodide from o.or gram to one gram without changing the re-
suit except as to time. The variations in time required give
no trouble practically, since thé extrême change in the above
limits was less than a minute using a i io-vo!t" lamp.

The efïect of carbon dioxide on the reaction is large, as
will be shown below, but with ordinary distilled water no
trouble front this source has been experienced.

The Photolysis of Potassium Iodate

On long exposure to light of short wave lengths, potas-
sium iodate in solution slowly decomposes, liherating iodine.
The reaction may be followed by titrating the liberated iodine
with standard sodium thiosulphate solution.

In the experiments descrihed below, Merck's potassium
iodate was used. This was rccrystaltized three times from
distilled water, discarding each time the first portion of crystals
to separate and thé mother liquor. The purined iodate was
tcsted for chlorate by couverting to thé iodide and then ap-
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plying the chromyl chloride test for chienne. Négative

results wcre ohtained on duplicate tests.

In determining the amount of iodine liberated, a 0.001 A'

solution of thiosulphate was used, this solution being aiways

protected from carbon dioxide by a soda-lime tube. It was

found best to add a slight excess of the standard thiosulphate

in titrating, and then at once titrate back to a faint blue

end point with standard iodine solution. In calculating the

amount of thiosulphate required, a correction was always

made for the amount of iodine required to give a faint blue

end point in the volume of solution used. It would bc de-

sirable to determine also the amount of iodate actually de-

composed by a direct determination of the potassium iodate

content of the solution before and after illumination. A

simple calculation shows, however, that the amount of iodate

corresponding to the iodine liberated is not much larger than

the unavoidable error which enters in the determination of

the iodate. It was necessary, therefore, to dépend entirely

upon the iodine liberated as a measure of the progress of thé

reaction.

In each of thé experiments described below, two hundred

ce of tenth normal potassium iodate solution were used. Be-

cause of the small amount of iodine liberated it was necessary

to titrate the whole solution after each period of illumination.

This rendered the investigation rather a long and tedious one.

Apparatus Used

The following arrangement of apparatus shown, in part,

in Fig. i, has proved very satisfactory in studying photochem-

ical réactions in solution.

Thé quartz-mercury vapor lamp A, is mounted over a

water thermostat, B, provided with thermometer, clectric

temperature regulator, etc. The quartz flask C, containing

thé reaction mixture, is mounted as near the lamp as desired,

and kept at constant temperature by allowing water from the

perforated ring D, to flow down ovcr it. This water is taken

from the thermostat and dclivered to thé perforated ring by
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n small centrifugal pump, E, driven by an electric motor.
Thé reaction mixture in C is agitated by the stirrer F, whieh
is driven by the pulley G, the latter being carried on an ex-
tension of the shaftoperatingthe large stirrer in the thermostat.

Pig.ti

When the flaskC is to be left open to the air, an ordinary
glass stirrer may be used. It is often desirable, however,
to keep the solution in the flask C out of contact with air,
or saturated with some particular gas. In the latter case
the excellent device proposed by Plotnikow may be substi-
tuted for the simplestirrer. This device is shown in Fig. z,
where the quartz reactionflask C is drawn on a larger scatc~

Thé apparatus is setup without the mercury in the seal L,
and the gas to he used is delivered through the tube M until
all the air in C has been replaced. Mercury is then pourcd
in to make the seal, and the thrce-way cock N is turned so
as to bring the gas burette 0, filled also with the gas to be
used, in connectionwith the flaskC. By meansof the leveling
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tube the pressure in the f!ask Cmay be kept constant at any
pressure near that of the atmosphere. If the stirrer be ro-
tated at a high speed, gas willbedrawn in through the hole P,
and throwu out into thc liquid, keepittg the latter always
sstturated with thé Kas.

Fig.2z

Rate of Photolysis of Potassium Iodate Solution in the
Presence of Air

In Table I, and in Fig. 3, are given the data for the pho-
tolysis of tenth normal potassium iodate solution, the flask
C being left open to the air. Two hundred ce of tenth normal
iodate solution werc used each time, and the temperature
held at 30°. In titrating with the thiosulphate solution as
dilute as o.oot Ar it is not to he expected that duplicate dé-
terminations will yicld exactly thé same titer, nor that a
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very smooth curvc will result when these numbers are plotted
on as large a scaleas has been used in Fig. 3.

ÏABLHi I

Tinn'inmmutcs ccNa.SjO) Timemmmutcs ccN.:hS~t)j

S. ;8o j(;.y
S.22 240 2y.66

'53 2S.
'80 n).~ 36o -;<j.~

The Influence of Oxygen on the Phototysis of Potassium
Iodate Solution

In attempting to foltow the reaction between a mixture
of potassium iodate and potassium iodide under the influence
of light, it was not possible at first to get concordant results.
It was finally noticed that the rate of thé reaction could be

greatly increased hy shaking the reaction mixture with air
before insolating it. This fact seemed to indicate that the

oxygcn of thé air was disturbing the reaction, and suggested
at once ttie possibility that the photolysis of the iodate alone
was also influenced by air. To decide this point regarding
the iodate, a solution of potassium iodate was prepared in
water which had been boiled for an hour and then cooled in
an atmosphere of pure nitrogen. The reaction flask was
fitted with a stirrer carrying a mercury seal and was filled
with pure nitrogen. Thé iodate solution was then forecd
into the flask and the excess of nitrogen allowed to escape
through the mercury seal, so that thé reaction flask finally
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contained an air-free solution of potassium iodate under an

atmosphere of mtrogcn. (The rather elaborate apparatus
for accomplishing the above result is not deseribed, for reasons

which appear below.) The iodate solution was now insolated
for t68 minutes, and it was found that it required n ce of
thc standard thiosulphate solution to titrate the liberated

iodinc, whereas the amount interpolated from Fig. 3 for

168 minutes is about 19 ce. This result apparently indicated
that air influences the reaction, but .it seemed strangc that
the effect was not grcater than was actually found. Many

attempts were now made to prepare an iodate solution so free

from air that no décomposition of the iodate would occur on

insolation. long-continued boiling of the solution under
reduced pressure before illumination would always greatly
reduce thé rate of photolysis, and on two occasions no iodinc
was obtained, although several similar experiments gave

positive results, thé amount of iodine being always very small,
however. The fact that the décomposition could be reduced
so nearly to zero seemed to indicate that no decomposition
would occur if thc last trace of air could be removed from thé

solution, but it seemed impossible to do this. As will appear
later, our efforts were directed toward the removal of a sub-

stance which takes no part in the reaction.

Finding it impossible to obtain checking results hy this

plan, it was decided to kecp the concentration of the oxygen
constant by kceping thé solution always saturated with oxygen.
The Plotnikow saturation déviée was, therefore, substituted
for thé ordinary stirrer and pure oxygen uscd. It was now

found that no décomposition occurred. Thé next step was

obvious; substitution of carbon dioxidc for oxygen gave

positive results at once.

The Effect of Carbon Dioxide on the Photolysis of Potas-
sium Iodate Solution

Carbon dioxide greatly increases the rate of photolysis
of potassium iodate in solution. Table II and thé solid-line

curvb of Fig. present thc data for thé decomposition of po-
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tassium iodate in a solution kept saturatecl witli carbon di-
oxide. Thé broken-tine curve of Fig. represents the rate
of photolysis of thc potassium iodate when thé solution was

cxposc'd to thc air. thé curvc being hcrp ptottcd on tlie same
scale as used for thc so)id-)inc eurve.

TABU;II

't'itncintninutcs cethiosutph~te Time in minutes ccthiosutphatc

30 i8.j, 180 :,().8
30 18.4. t8o 63.2

28.7 2~3 8i.[
62 2S.2 ––

'20 4~.3 –

'22 44.5

Order of the Reaction when Carbon Dioxide is Present

Inspection of Fig. 4 shows that the amount of io(Hnc
liberated is a linear function of the titne of insolation, i. c.,
the reaction apparently does not follow thc mass law.' While
it is true that the decomposition hère is practically linear
with respect to time of insolation, it is not permissible to
draw conclusions regarding the order of thc reaction from such
data as are available in Table II, a point which the following
consideration will make clear: For the two hundred ce of

Thiscaseis sometimesloosclyexpressedby sayinKthat thc réaction
iscf thczerof)r()er,t. thcrat''orn actionis i)Kt('pc-n()o)tofthc concottrntion.
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tenth normal iodate solution it would require twenty liters
of the standard thiosu)phate~so!utio)) to titrate the iodine if
it were ail liberated. Since the maximum amount of thio-

sutphatc solution aetually required for any titration was tess
than one hundred ce, it is évident that less thatt one two-

hundredth of thé total amount of iodate was décomposât)
during thc longcst period of inso)ation, t. 6' for the purposes
of the mass law calculations, the iodate concentration of thé

iodate woutd he considered as constant, and this makes thc
rate constant, regardless of the order of thé reaction. The
fact that it is not possible to judge correctly the order of a
reaction when the amount transposed is cry small as compared
with the total amount present must be especially noted in

photochemical research where, on account of thé small effect
of light on most reactions, the amount of material transformed
in thé photochemical reaction is apt to be but a small fraction
of the total amount present. It was pointed out in our paper
on the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide' that the decomposi-
tion of the peroxide is a linear function of thé time of insola-
tion when the concentration of the peroxide is higher than
about 1.5 percent, although thc reaction is clearly of the first
order when the concentration is small.

Knowing the effect of carbon dioxide on the photolysis
of the iodate, it is now possible to explain thé decomposition
curve obtained when the flask was left open to the air (Fig. 3).
Thé iodate solution would absorb carbon dioxide from thc
air but slowly, while the amount in the solution would grow
less, since the carhon dioxide is certainly used in the reaction.
'l'he rate of photolysis would, therefore, decrease, a fact which
was very puzzling when the data for Fig. 3 wcre first obtained.

By keeping the solution always saturated with carbon dioxide,
this factor became constant and the decomposition eurve
then hecame a straight line, as was to bc cxpected from the

relatively small amount of decomposition.

'Jour. t'hys.CJK'm.,18,tM (f~).
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The Réaction between Potassium Iodate. Potassium Iodide

and Carbon Dioxide ln the Absence of Light
From a solution eontaining both potassium iodate and

potassium iodide, carbon dioxide at once liberated iodinc.

This fact is not often mentioned in the literature, and has

heen entirely neglected in certain investigations of the re-

action between thèse salts in thc presence of other acids.

For example, Dushman,' in his study of the reaction hetween

these salts in the presence of acetie acid, kept all his solutions

under an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and must, therefore,
have had the effect of carbonic acid superposed upon that

of acetic acid. In fact, with carbon dioxide in thé solution

thé acetic acid may bc omitted entirely and the reaction will

still proceed rapidly. We have studied the reaction be-

tween potassium iodate, potassium iodide and carbon dioxide
thé results of this investigation will appear later, since they
do not fat! under thé head of photochemical research with

which the present paper deals. The investigation is men-

tioned here because of its bearing on the problem of thé pho-

tolysis of potassium iodate, since a knowtedge of the reaction

hetween potassium iodate and potassium iodide in the présence
of carbon dioxide makes it possible to formulate what appears
to be a logical explanation of the photolysis of potassium
iodate and the influence of carbon dioxide upon this reaction.

Theory of the Photolysis of Potassium Iodate ln a Solu-
tion Containtng Carbon Dioxide

Potassium iodate decomposes under the influence of

light, yiclding oxygen and potassium iodide. Thc iodide

formed is at once oxidized by the potassium iodate in thé

presence of the carbon dioxide. In a solution saturated

with carbon dioxide, the speed of the second reaction is far

higher than that of the first, so that the reaction velocity
measured will be that of the photolysis of potassium iodate.

The equations might be written:

KIOa = KI + ~0
SKI +_KtO, + 6CO, + 3H,0 = 6KHCO. + M

Jour.Phys.Chern..8, 453()')"4).
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If this theory bc thé correct onc, oxygen shoutd he liber-

ated, and even though thé amount of potassium iodate de-

composed be small, there should bc an appreciable volume

of oxygen liberated. To test this point experimentally, 1

a solution of potassium iodate was insotatcd in a quartz ftask

so arranged as to eollect any gas which might bc liherated.

When this was donc, there was a slow but steady accumula-

tion of gas which on testing was found to be insoluble in so-

dium hydroxide solution but readily soluble in alkaline pyro-

gallol.

Conoerning the Influence of Light on the Reaction between

Potassium Iodate and Potassium lodide in the

Presence of Carbon Dioxide

Light inereases the speed of this reaction, but it has not

been possible so far to make any progress toward a quanti-
tative examination of thé reaction. Thé number of variabie

factors is so large as to make the problem extremety comptcx.
Potassium iodide alone is decomposed by light, the reaction

being affected by oxygen and possibly also by carbon di-

oxide potassium iodate is decomposed by light, the reaction

being affected by carbon dioxide; potassium iodate and po-

tassium iodide react if carbon dioxide be present, the re-

action being conditioned by at least three concentrations.

Combine all these variables in one reaction, and then add

the effect of light on the whole mixture, and the problem
becomes so complex that progress toward a quantitative

study of the photochpmiea! reaction invotvcd seems ahnost

hopeless. The reaction, however, is an cxcct)ent one for dem-

onstrating thé rote of wave lcngth in photochcmieal reactions,

as has heen pointed out.

Summary

i. An apparatus suitable for the study of photochemical
reactions in solution has been describcd.

2. A lecture demonstration cxperiment suital)le for show-.

ing the role of wave length of the light used in photochc'micat
reactions has heen describcd.
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3. The photolysis of potassium iodate in solution 1ms

been studied quantitatively, with thé results enumerated

underNos.5,6,7,below.

When the photolysis of potassium iodate is carried

out with thé solution exposed to air, the rate of photolysis

slowly decreases.

5. lodine is not liberated when thé insolated solution

is kept saturated with oxygen.
6. Carbon dioxide greatly increases the rate of photolysis

of potassium iodate in solution.

7. The rate of photolysis of potassium iodate in a solution

kept saturated with carhon dioxide is linear when the amount

of iodine liberated is small compared with the total amount

present in thé iodate. Under such circumstances it is not

possible to determine correctly the order of the reaction in-

volved.

8. A theory of the way in which the photolysis of potas-
sium iodate occurs has been suggested.

9. Light accelerates the reaction between potassium
iodate, potassium iodide and carbon dioxide, but the reaction

is very complex in the presence of light and has not been

investigated quantitatively.

NoTE.–Since preparing the above article for publica-

tion, the paper by Oertet' on the photolysis of chlorates,

bromates and iodates has corne to our attention through thé

pages of Chemical Abstracts, the original article having escaped
our notice. Oertel has pursued the investigation along quite
different lines from those followed in the present paper, but

we take this opportunity to give référence to his paper.

~)hf"'o(<t)'ye~Phystcu~Cfx'mufry
University H'!MOM!tK

A/Hy./pt~

Bi'x.-ht'm.Xcit.,60,480(tt)).t); C))MnAhMr.,8, )~()()'~)4).



THE TERNARY SYSTEMS, POTASSIUM PHOS-
PHORIC ACID-WATER AND AMMONIA–

PHOSPHORIC ACID-WATER
––––- (~<

BY H. G. PARKKR'
1

A question of considerable importance in fertilizer chem-
istry today is whether or no a concentrated fertilizer, that is,
a fertilizer containing a high percent of the so-called plant
foods,can be economically produced and used.

A concentrated fertilizer can obviously be made by mixing
in the desiredproportions the various ingredients, whichprocess
would require the production of each ingrédient separately
and a final mixing. The object of this work was to aseertain
whether stable chemical compounds containing the three
most important of fertilizer constituents, potash, phosphoric
acid, and ammonia, exist at ordinary temperatures. Although
the subject has at present been anything but exhaustively
investigated, and further work is at present being carried on
with the hope of either a positive or a négative finalconclusion,
many valuable observations were made which makes de-
sirable the publication of the present report of progress.

The work was carried on in conjunction with other fertil-
izer investigations in this laboratory under the direction of
Dr. Frank K. Cameron.

The two three-component systems, namely, K~O–Pi-O:,–
H~Oand NHs–P:.0;,–H.~0, were first investigatcd, and iso-
therms obtained for each system. The température chosen
was 25° Centigrade, and was kept constant in a thermostat
to an accuracy of one-tenth of one degree throughout the ex-
periment. Thèse systems have already been explorcd, in
part, by D'Ans and Schreiner.2

Potassium–Phosphortc Acid–Wator
Bottles containing various amounts of orthophosphoric

acid and potassium hydroxide in solution and in contact

Scicntist,Soi)L.tt'uratorytuvt;sU);atiu))sUurc;mufS<)!)s.
J. U'Aos and 0. S(.-hrcinLT: Zcit. phys. Chc<n., 75, 95 (t-
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with a solid phase were placed in a thermostat and attowed

to rotatc uutit cquiUbrium was cstnbtish(.'d. Portions of the

liquid and solid phases at equilibrium were removed and ex-

amined.

TABLH 1–CUMPOSiTtOK OF Sot.ID AND LtSU!U PHASES

L,iqmdphase Sotidphim.

créent Percent
).r,ntt).. Optieat

K l'O, t'ortnm. ,,ro))t;rty

Mo)s))er I~[otsper
tooo gr. t<j<x)gr.

ofsotutionofsotution

1.40 8.s6 t6.t3 82.00 KHJ'O~.H~PO, –

).47 6.74 t6.75 80.55 KH~PO~.H,PO,
–

2.i t .5.00 25.62 67.23 KHtPO~ Uniaxial(-)

t.8t) 3.20 28.05 69.) 8 KHJ'0< Uniaxial(-)

).78 2.60 28.20 69.oo KH.;PO< Uniaxial(-)

).5) t i.8[ r KH:PO., Uniaxial(-)

t 46 1.46 27.90 67.5o KH~POj Uniaxial(-)

3.3) [.84 27.8o 68.70 KHJ'0< Uniaxial(-)
2.6; t t. 99 KH,PO< Uniaxial(-)

3.06 2.:5 28.00 67.50 KH~PO.) Uniaxial(-)

3.20 2.28 28.40 68. fo KHxPO~ Uniaxial(-)

3.98 2.67 28.40 67.50 KHtPOt Uniaxial(-)

5.22 3.24 28. !o 65.90 KHiPOt Uniaxial(-)

.S 33 333 KHiPO< Uniaxial(-)

5.67 3 <tt 28.30 66.oo KH!?04 Uniaxial(-)

6.38 3 69 28.8o 64. to KH:P04 Uniaxial(-)
6.80 3.92 28.50 62.90 KH}PO< Umaxiat(–)

7.~3 3 73
– –

K,P04 Biaxiat(+)

7.79 3.66 – – K;,PO< Biaxiat(+)

8.56 3.42 – ~K~0< B!axiat(+)
8.8) 2.92 – – K9P04.3H;!0 Biaxiat(-)

7. [4 2.07
– –

K,PO<.3H:0 ;Biaxiat(–)

7.18 2.09
– –

K3PO,.3H:0 ,Biaxial(–)
9.19 0.48 43.90 34. to K}POt.3HtO Biaxial(-)

9.23 0.46 43.60 33.7o K.~PO<.3H20 Biaxial(-)

9.4; t 0.38 – K3PO<.3l!i!0 B;axia!(–)

07~ "23 43 85 34 3" K.tP()4.3H!!0 Biaxial(-)

9.80 0.24
–

K~PO~HtO Biaxiat(-)

9.48 0.32
–

K.,)'0,.3H,0

9.76 0-24 42 6o t. 37 KOH~H~O

976 022 42.60 u.7o K.OH.2HtO –

9.77 o.)2 – – ~KUH.zHiO –
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Phosphoric acid was determined accordingto the method
of B. Sehmitz.' Potassium was determined by précipitation
as potassium chlorplatinate. Some of the solid phases were

primarily examined by chemical analysis, but on collecting
sufficientdata on their optical properties, somewere identified
microscopicatlyby Mr. William H. Fry of this Bureau. 'l'lie
results of the examination of the various liquid and solid
phases are given in the preceding table.

From these results isotherms were plotted with mots of
K per 1000 grams of solution as ordinates and mois of PO,
per !ooo grams of solutionas abseissae (seeFig. i).

Fig.t –ConcKMtratiot)isothermsforthethree-contjjunentSystemK:0–t ',U;,–H.O
at2s°C

Prom Table 1 and Fig. i it appears that the stable
solid phases in contact with solutions contamina potassium
and orthophosphoric acid at 25 C are,

KH~.H.PO,
KH~I'O,
K~PO,
K,(),.3H,(~

.-– KOH.2H./)

't'aëc
43~ of 't'rmdwfH:)m) HaH's"Anutytica)OK'nustrv"Vu~ Il

('9'3~.
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The brunch of the curvc representing KH.PO., has, at
a concentration of about t.~6 mois of K and 1.46mots of PO,
per tooo grams of solution,an apparent sharp break, and the
addition of cither potassium or phosphoric acid at this point
increases the solubility of the monopotassium phosphate.
It was thought possible that the monopotassium phosphate
might exist in more than one modification,a transition taking
place at about 25° C. Investigation by means of the dila-
tornctric method showedthis~not to be the case (see Fig. 2).

t-'iK2–Curveshowingthéchangein volumcofKH~PO,withincrcasing
température

So that no doubt might exist that the solid phases stable
on both sides of this apparent sharp point were chemically
the same, they were all analyzed and plotted on a triangular
diagram. The composition of the solid phases always
corresponds to the formula KH~PO~. (Point S--see Fig. 3.)

The existence of an actual break or an intersection in
thé curve would be a contradiction of the phase rule. The
probability is tliat instead of a sharp break in the solubility
curve for the phosphate with the formula KH2PO. it goes
through an undetectable minimum at this point as suggested
hy J. D'Ans and 0. Schreiner.' The significance of the
fact that thé ratio of potassium to phosphoric acid is i i
at this minimum is not apparent.

J. IJ')ts ..od0. Schreiner.X(;it.phyx.Chem.,75,M (i~.uj.
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*–('r:')'))!ca!rc))rc'ip))tat!o!t forthcdéterminationofthcct)U!«siti<))i
ofasutidphasf

Ammonta–Phosphoric Acid-Water

Bottles containing various amounts of ammonia and

orthophosphoric acid in solution and in contact with a solid

phase, were allowed to rotatc in a thermostat until cquHibnum
was c'stahlished. Portions of thé solid and liquid phases
at equilibrium wcre removed and examined.

Ammonia was determined according to a standard method.'

Somc of the solid phases were identified by means of thé

tnicroscope.
The results of the cxamination of the various liquid and

solid phases arc given in Table II.

From thèse resutts isotherms were ptotted with mots of

NU, per 1000 grmns of solution as ordinate and mots uf I~li

per I000 grains of solution as abxcissae (see Fi~t.).

FrutnFiK.~andTabteIIitappearsthatthestabh'solid

phases itt contact with sotutions containinn annnonia and

orthopiiospttoric acid at 25" C are

(N!)!t..PO,
(NH,)..m'Ot
(Xn,h)'().t.,o

Ont))L' bram't~o)' thecurverepresentinn (\H,)H<f~(~

't'M(;c.s~uf'trctK)w.t!.t)n!HMtt'n.))ytk.dCtK'mi'*tr\u).i)(t'~)~;
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we nnd that the same sharp break is present as in the case
of the KH.jPO,. The break in this case is not quite as sharp,
indicating that the explanation offered for the case of the
monopotassium phosphate to be correct. Along thé eurve
for (NH,)~P0~.3H,0from the point C to thé left ammonia
is given off from thé liquid, hence thé curve as it stands in

'K 4–CuHCL.ntrationisothcrmsforthcthree-componentsystemNH<–P~–)f.O
at25°C

the figure is not theoretically correct, as pressure was considered
constant throughout the experiment. It may, however, be
assttmed to hc practically so.

Thcse two isothcrms may now he considered to be in
pianos at right angles to cach other, and from thèse an iso-
therm for thc four component system K.,0–NH,- P.O.–H~O
may he continued and be reprcscntcd itt space,
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ÏABLR tt– CoM['f)StTH)~()!' M'))) ANU!.)OUtDt'HASHS

Ln)uidpimsc Sutidphase

NII, PO, f''ortuu)a Optic.djfroj'frty

Motspcrtooo ~totsper fouo
Kramsof K~msof

sotutiott sohttinn

2.77 6.09 (NH,)ILPO. L'))iaxia)(–~
2.75 5.44 (XM,)H,Pa, L'niaxia)(–)
2.50 4..6f (~Ht)H;!POt t'niaxia)(-~
2.4" .2 (\H~H.~(~ Unmxmt(-)
2.45 2.64 (NH,)I!:P(), Uniaxia)(–)
2.5S 2.57 (NH.,)H2PO. Uniaxia)(–)
2.58 2.67 <'N!I~H,P()., L't)iaxi:t)(-
404 3.30 (~H,)H.:PO, Uniaxia)(-)
5 23 3.77 (NH~)H<PO, Uniaxia)(–~
7.2t 4.75 (NH~H~PO~ Uniaxia[(–~
7.30 4.76– (NH,),HP(~ Biaxial
70: 4.38 (~Hj~HPO,
6.90 3 95 (~I~HPO~

<

6.27 3 4t– (XH~9PO.3H.O Hiaxia((–)
428 2.57 (NH,)3PO.3H.O Biaxia)(-)
4.'9 t 83 (NH<)3PO<.3H:0 Biaxial(-)
6.59 1.33 (NH<),P0~.3H20 Biaxial(-)
8.75 0.87 (NH4)3PO<.3H:0 Biaxial(-)

".48 0.43 (NH4)3PO<.3H:0 Biaxial(-)
14.08 o.4t (NH,),PO<H.!0 Biaxial(-)

Bottles containing varying amounts of potassium hy-
droxide, ammonia, and orthophosphorie acid in solution and

in contact with a solid phase were placed in a thermostat and

allowed to rotate until equitibrium was established. Por-

tions of liquid phases werc then analyzcd, with thé rcsults

of thé analyses given in Table III.

From these results a curve was plotted with mois K

per 1000 grams of solution as abscissae and mots of NH~

per tooo grams of solution as ordinates ('see Fig. 5) which

curvc would lie a projection of an isotherm in space, on a

ptane at right angles to thé two ptanes on which thé isothcrms

for thé threc-component systems K:.() P.j(),. H/) and NH~-

1~0;, -H.2() were ptotted.
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K NH< po,

~~o~s))cr tuoo)tr:tt)ts Motsjjcr «xx; xrimts Mo)'!per «x~ Krams
of'.okttion (tf solution of'iotnti'm

uo 2.87 3.[6
'9 2.97 3.3t
3' 2.88 3.3.
4~ 2.89 3.36
So 2.93 3.
'76 2.65 3.35
'94 2.62 326
si~ 2.34 3.33
2.50 2.08 2.23
2~2 2.03 3.21
2.86 .8$ 3.21
4.54 .53 3.59
4.87 .20 3.84
490 56 3.96
4.96 .43 4.04
56o .32 4.00
5.44 .2: 3.92
5.88 i.t2 4.02

In order that the point of lowest vapor pressure of the

system might be determined a solution containing orthophos-
phorie acid, ammonia, and potassium was allowed to stand
ovcr sulphuric acid in a closed space at 25° C until

both the sulphuric acid and'thc solution h ad corne to a constant

weiKht, and a solid in exarninabic amounts had scparatcd
from thé solution. The solution was then analyzcd and found

to have a concentration of t.8t mois of NH4, ~05 mois of K,
and 3.c;6 mots of PO, per 1000 grams of solution. This con-

centration corresponds to a break in the curve shown in I*'ig.'5,
Point A. The solid in contact with this solution, which pre-
sumably should contain some of each of four different solid

phases, was cxamined under the microscope. One or more
of these solid phases was undouhtedty instable in the

air as annnonia was rapidly given off. Solids having thé same

uptical property as KH;PO, and K;,P(J., were ideutiHed under
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thé microscope. It is possible that other substances might
have approximately thé same optica! proherties as KH..PO,
and KJ~, but it is more probable that this point of mini-
mum vapor pressure is at an invariant point to bc represented
in spaee, at which there are four solid phases in~contact with
the solution of the above concentration, which are K.al~().
KH.~P(~, two douhle salts, one or both of which is instable
in the air, or a double salt, which is instable, and a solid
solution. It is ohvious, however, that if a compound of

potassium, ammonia and phosphoric acid stable at ordinarv

MK5–)'rf).it'<-tio)tofson)coftht'cn~cuntmtio))i-!f)H)"r)usff)tht'f')ur-t-')m-
poilentSystemK..()–NHy–r;0,H;0 al 2.s°CC

temperatures is to be obtaincd, it is necessary to work with
solutions more acid than those reprcscnted by t)ic isotherm,
the projection of whieh is ~iven in ~ig. 5.

Thc economic production of a stah)c compound of this

kind, if possible, would, under present commercia) conditions.

require thé use of potassium chtonde, and work nu thc' condi-
tions required for the separation of such a compound, cmptov-
ing potassium chloridc, eithcr from an aclucous solution or
an. alcoholic solution as suggested by Mr. P. J. Pcx' o) this

laboratory, is now contemplated.

'r.J.(jx.



THH RADIOACTIVITY OF SOMU COLORADO

SPRINGS

BY HKRMANSCHLUNnT

Thé déterminations rccordcd in tabular form hetow were

obtained during thé summer of 1913. Thé measurements

were condueted in the field at thé springs. The mcasuring

instrument emptoyed was a Machc-Meyer fontaetometer.'

Its ionization chamber had a volume of nearly 15 liters. 'l'he

electrostatic capacity of the electrode system was to.~2 ems.

Thé voltages corresponding to the scale readings of the chargcd

leaves of the electroscope were furnished by the maker. Thé

instrument was also catibrated in this lahoratory by Mr.

I<.A. Bett. His value of thé e!ectrostatic capacity was 10.45,
and the curve he obtained by plotting volts against scale

readings coincidcd with thé graph of the maker's values.

The instrument was also standardixed with known quantities
of radium emanation separated, (i) from uraninite, and (2)

from standard solutions of radium bromide kindty furnished

by Professor Boltwood. As a result of a considerable number

of determinations by Mr. L. A. Be!l.~ who employed different

methods of separating thé emanation, and several by thé author

we found that a fall of potential of one volt pcr minute repre-
sents the emanation in equilibrium with 2.95 X 10' grams

of radium, when readings wcrc taken from two to three minutes

aftcr the introduction of the gas. Readings taken three

hours later, when the activity has reached a maximum value,

gave a value of 1.80 X io''° grams of radium per volt fall

per minute.

Thé readings in the field were generally made from two

to three minutes after the introduction of thé water or gas

sample. Hence thé values recorded in the last column of

Phys.leit., 10,860(t909).
1nissfr(at!")tforthc fk~e ofMn'~cruf Arts,L'niv.Missouri(ff))<().
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the tables were obtained by using the catibration factor
2.95 X io' grains radium per volt per minute. This factor

depends to some exteut upon the density of the air in thé ioniza-
tion chamber when observations are made. The value used
was obtained for a barometric pressure of 740 mm of mercury
and room temperature, but at the altitude of thé springs
the barometric pressure averaged 610 mm. At thc higher
altitude a fall of one volt per minute would represent a slightly
greater quantity of emanation.

The activities are also expressed in Mâche units. Thèse
values represent the ionization currents per liter of water,
or gas, expressed in clectrostatic units muttiphed by 1000.

They were calculated by use of thé formula:

= –'LXj__
300 X t X v

where q is the potential fall in volts during the interval of time

expressed in seconds, c, thé electrostatie capacity of t!u'

electrometer, to. and v, the volume in liters of thé water
or gas sample used for the determination. The recorded
activities in Mache units have been corrected (i) for thé ema-
nation remaining in solution in thé water sample in thé ioniza-
tion vessel;' (2) for the ionization produced by thé active de-

posit resulting from the decay of the emanation during the
time it remains in thé ionization chamber; and (3) for the
normal air leak of the instrument.

The activities of thé gas samples refer to volumes which
have been rcdueed to standard température and pressure.
For details concerning the collection and transfer of gases in
the field see Schlundt and Moore, Bulletin No. 395, U. S.

Geological Survey. For the sake of comparison the activi-
ties of several well known springs have been added.

The activities represent radium emanation. What pro-
portion of thé emanation represents dissolved radium salts
in the spring waters was not determined, but prcsumabty

Hofmann:Phys.Zpit.,6, 337(t'jos).
Schmidt:Hji<).,6,~6t (<905).
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but a very small fraction of the emanation present in any of

thé springs can be attributed to radium salts carried in solution.

This conclusion is based upon some tests of stored samples
of "Manitou" water. Its activity was not more than three

percent that of the fresh water. No tests were conducted
on the water residues or the spring deposits. At Steamboat

Springs the escaping gases from three of the springs were

tested for thorium emanation, but the results were negative.
The activity of the water from Gtenwood Springs was deter-

mined on a sample collected by the owner and shipped to Co-

lumbia. The value given represents the initial activity.
In 1905, Headden' described a very interesting group

of radioactive springs in Delta County, Colorado, known as

t!te Doughty Springs. The sinter deposited close to the springs
is unique in that it consists largely of barium sulfate. Headden
found the sinter to bc quite radioactive. At the time, Pro-

fessor Headden had the kindness to furnish us with a sample
of the sinter. The air dry sample contained approximately
87 percent of barium sulphate. Its radium content was

determined by a modification of the fusion method of Joty
and was found to be !8 X 10" grams of radium pcr gram
of material, which corresponds to nearly 0.5 percent of uranium

in a natural minéral.~

C'A«MfKt/Laboralory
C'M<m'f)<~A/tMOH)'

l'roc.Col.Sci.Soc.,8,) ('9"5~.
Cf. Schtundt:"Ra<)iutnin SomeTuf!)at Hot Sprint;s,Arhtnsas,"

'rran'i. An)H!cetr'jchctn.S'<c.,12,2~7(t0"7~.



EQUILIBRIUM IN THE SYSTEM: MERCURIC lODÎDE

ANDANIU~E

nV J. N. PRARCHANUR. J. f.'KY

Those who have worked with aniline have no doubt

observed its extruordinary high solvent power upon many
of thé inorganie salts. Like ammonia it also bas thé powcr
of combining with the salts to form stable crystalline com-

pounds containing from onc to as high as six inolecules of
aniline of crystallization.

Among the large number of these crystatline compounds
which have been prepared are CoCI~~C.HyN, NiC~.zCr.H?!

CuiC~.xCeHvN, Cu~Bri.sCnHpN,. Cui.I~.pCf.H?~~ Tombcck'

prepared thé eorrcsponding compounds of thé chlorides, bro-

mides, iodides and nitrates of zinc and cadmium and of mag-
nesium nitrate. He also prepared similar compounds of zinc,
cadmium, magnesium, nickel, cobalt and copper sutphatcs, all
of whieh combine with two molecules of aniline exccpt nickel

sulphate whieh crystallizes with six moleculcs and cobalt sul-

phate which crystallizes with four molécules of aniline.

Grossman and Hunter' prepared the compounds of the thio-

cyanates of cadmium, cobalt, nickel, iron, manganese and zinc,
each combining with two molécules of the hase. The dichro-
mates of cobalt, nickel, copper, cadmium, zinc and manganèse,
each with four molécules of aniline were made by Parravausand
Pasta." Françoise'' contrihuted the eompounds with the

mereuric halides, each with two molecules of aniline of crys-
tallization.

The usual method of preparing these compounds has bcen

to treat alcoholic solutions of thé sait witli aniline, or M'n-
TC~O.

LippmannandVnrtn)a<u):Ber.ehcm.CM.ncr)in,12,7~(t8Sç).
Sagticr:Comptesrcndlls.!o6, ~2.
Ibid.,i2<t,<;6t !26,t)67.
Xcit.anorg.Chem.,46,361(tço~).
Caxx.ehim.ttat., 37 252(fjo?).
Jour.;)h:u'm.Chon.,6, 2t (K)~).
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On!y one system containing aniline and an inorganic
salt. has hcen studied quantitativety. This was donc by
Menschutkin' for the system: magnésium bromide and ani-
line. Thèse' two substances react with the libération of mucit
heat and produce three compounds. The temperature-

solubility equiiibrium curve consis's of three parts,
MgHr~.6C,;HTN in equilibrium with its saturated solution at
ail températures up to 103°; that of MgBr.i.CeHyN between

to.3° and 237°; and probahly the compound MgBr~.2C.:H!N
or MgBrj.CcHyN at still high"r temperatures. Owing to
the decomposition of the aniline the investigation could not
he carried higher than 250°.

Owing to the relatively high solubility of mercurie iodidc
in aniline at ordinary temperatures, thé dimorphic nature of
the solid iodide and the power of the two to form stable crys-
taUine compounds, it was thought worth while to make a
careful study of this system over thé maximum possible range
of temperature. For this purpose the ordinary solubility
method has heen used.

Kahlhaum's aniline "I" was allowed to stand over fused

potassium hydroxide for two weeks, then dccanted and carc-

fully distilled. Oniy that fraction passing over at 180 "-182°
°

was collected for the work, the first and last portions being
rcjected.

The mercuric iodide was precipitated from a saturated
solution of chemically pure mercuric chloridc by means of an

équivalent weight of pure potassium iodide. The precipitate
was allowed to settle and then washed by decantation, using
large volumes of distilled water, until ail traces of ehlorinc
were removed. It was then transferred to a large Büchner

funnel, washed with distilled water, sucked dry and finally
spread upon porous plates and thoroughly dried.

The solubility mcasurements were made in an apparatus
similar to the one used by Pearce and Moore.~

Cnzx.ehim. Ital..~7,I. 252(K~<7).
Am.Chem.Jour..50,220(«xj).
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For ail temperatures between o" and <).2.9"an clectrically
Iteated and electrically controlled water thermostat was used.
a cooling coil for running water was added for températures
below that of the room. In this way temperatures constant

to within ~0.02° could be maintained for any desired period
of time. For temperatures above 42.9° the saturation tube

was immersed in the vapor of a boiling liquid whose boiling

point was approximately equal to the temperature desired.

The tube containing the motor-driven spiral was inserted

through a tightly fitting cork into a larger boiling vessel to

the side tubule of whieh was fitted a long vertical condenser

to prevent the loss of the boiling liquid by evaporation. The

liquid was maintained at the boiling temperature by means

of an electrically heated platinum spiral. In order to prevent
variation in temperature due to radiation, which inereases

with the temperature, the whole apparatus, excepting the con-

denser, was inclosed in an asbestos case fitted with a glass
door through whieh the temperature readings could be takcn.

In order to still further prevent the loss of heat by radiation,
the inside of the case was heated by means of incandescent

lights. By this means even the highest temperatures could
be kept constant to within ±0.05°, any variation being due
to changes in barometric pressure onty.

For temperatures below o° the saturation tube and stirrer
were transferred to a larger tube which was surrounded by a

freezing mixture of ice and salt. AU temperatures were read

on a certified thermometer passing through the cork and kept
at thé same level as thé material in the saturation tube. The

thermometers were graduated in 0.10° which easily permitted
estimations accurateto =±0.05°.

Repeated tests showed that saturation was complete in
about one and one-half hours. In most cases, however, the

time allowed for saturation was much longer, except at thé

three highest températures wher~, owing to décomposition.
thé tinte had to be limited.

After saturation was complète thé stirrer was stoppcd.
the solid phase allowed to settle and a sample of the liquid
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phase was removcdby meansof a small tube covered at one
end by a double thicknessof thin muslin. In order to prevent
solidificationwithinthe tube the latter washeated to a tempera-
ture slightly higher than that of thé saturated solution. A!!

samples were run at once into dry glass-stoppered weighing
bottles and kept in dry desiceatorsuntil analyzed.

The difficultiesin the analysis of either phase .of the

system are readilyappreciatedwhenone considersthe volatile
nature of the iodide and its inertness toward ordinary re-

agents. The complicationsare still further increased by the

difficulty in eliminating the easily oxidized aniline and its
oxidation products.

Obviously the simplest method would be to remove thé
aniline by means of organic solvents and weigh the iodide

directly, but this is impossibleon account of the appreciable
solubility of thé mercuric iodide in these solvents. An at-

tempt was made to dissolveout the aniline with dilute hydro-
chloric acid, but here also the iodidewas found to be appreci-
ably soluble in the aniline hydrochloride formed. L,ikewise
the electrolytic method was found to be unsatisfactory be-
cause of the formation of anilineblack at the anode. This
was deposited upon the surfaceof the mercury and the ex-

posed platinum and could not beremoved.
The method finally adopted was to dissolve the sample

in a solution of acetic acid containingan excessof potassium
iodideand to precipitate the mercuryas the sulphideby passing
in hydrogen sulphide to completeprecipitation. Tins method

proved to be very satisfactory and was used in ail determina-
tions.

Samples taken at the three highest temperatures seemed
to he more difficultly soluble and complete transformation
to the sulphide was accomplishedby placing the solid mass
in the acetie acid-potassiumiodidesolution and passing hy-
drogen sulphide for two or thrcc hours until portions of the
filtratc gave no test for mercuryon further treatment with

hydrogen sulphide. Thé precipitate was then transfcrred to
a weighed Gooch crueible, washedwith water and absolute
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alcohol and thcn gently dried. The free sulphur was re-
moved by carbon bisulphide in an electrically !teatcd extrac-
tion apparatus of the form recommendedby Treadwell and
Ha! 1

The quantities of acetie acid or potassium iodide added
did not seem to affect the speedof transformationof the iodide
to the sulphide, but the physical nature of the precipitate
was considerably improved, if the systemwas heated slightly
before filtration.

The sulphur-free precipitate was then placed in an air
hath and heated to no°, the temperature recommended hy
Treadwell and Hall. The weights obtained after successive

heatings were found to decreaseconstantly with the time of

heating. Believing that this inconstancy is due to the vola-
tilization of the sulphide, experimentswere made to 'test the
effect of température upon the extent of volatilization of thé

sulphide. Weighed Gooch crucibles containing the pure
dry sulphides were heated for intervals of one to three hours
at 70°, 80° and !io°. The results are recorded in Table I.

TABL,E1

Gr~ns Onehouratno° Twohoursatno°

1.4352 1.4202 !.2784

––7~ _~3~ 2.0375

TwohoursHtiio'' Thrcfhoursatito"

o.54'2 0.5378 0.5300

~?6879 q~~ __0.~685

Onchourat7o° Threchoursatyo"

043'! 0.4.3!! 0.43Y!

0.443~ 0.4432 0.443;

a-2054 0.2054 0.2054
0.[802 O.tSo) O.lSoi

'"Ana)yLi(;a)Chctnistry,u).H,thir<)<;d)tiut).)).t()9.
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AU thc data ht the fottowing were ohiahu'd by h~'Mt-

mK UK.'pt-ccipitutt-s h) constant weight at 70". Hy obs~rvinn
these précautions results wcrp obtained which teavc little to
he dcsircd as to thé accuracy of thé method. Analyses made
on knuwn weights of mt'rcuric iodide in aniline gave the follow-

ing results:

ÎABLEU

Gramsmk~u Gramsfound

04325 0.432.3
0.2936 0.2930
05~2 0.5872

The results of thé solubility déterminations made in this
work are given in Table III and they are graphically repre-
sented by the Curve, Fig. i.

F'K.'1

Thé frc-t-xiuKpoint of aniline, purinedaccordin~tothe

HK-thodofHantxsch.wasfoundt~yoncof us'totx- 8"C,

'Pc~rct:
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T.\m.t.:m I

S"ttttio)t Gr.H); Iï
Tcn);). p))Hsu )~S Ugl:. ))<rt<x;Kr. \)f:m

Gr:ttns <)f!);)i)itK.

–6.5" 4.o)fo o.39;o 0.7636 23.52)
–5 37'ï8 0.3667 0.7162 23.to~ t 23.35
–6.5 3.8273 o.37t9 0.7264 23.~zj
+0.4 t.3666 0.2054 o.40t2 28.72!~

0.4 2.8)67 0.3214 0.6277 28.68~( 28.69
o.~ 15798 o.;8o2 0.35~ 28.66Ji

17.8 2.8032 o.~3ff 0.8420 42.94;
)7.8 2.8818 0.4432 0.8670 42.8o~ 'r 42.8.,
t7.8 2.8667 o.43<)6 0.8586 42.8t,! 1!
2; .10 3oo()5 0.4937 0.9867 4743'
2f.i 2.7408 0.4543 0.8848 47.67 f
26.9 3.7408 0.6842 ~3365 5.558~
26.9 2.7353 0.4987 0.9707 55.3.5Jf
30.1t 3.5303 0.6927 ..3530 62.t4! 62 °30.1t 3.3077 0.6478 .2650 61.96 I.36.2 2.4979 o.55t2 .0770 75.76~
36.2 2.9044 0.6456 .26to 76.03- 75.8o
36.2 3.'347 0.6879 .3435 75.72Ji
42.9 3.2802 0.8204 .6025 96.60'
42.9 3 4225 0.8604 .6805 96 47.~ 96.49
42.9 3-5057 o.8812 .7210 96.40)
48.8 3.6347 i 0447 2.0480 128.4 1
48.8 3.6440 .1.0509 2.0530 :28.o i 128.1
48.8 3.8001 [.0901 2.1290 !27.9 )
63.6 2.4242 0.7680 1.5000 :62.9
63.6 2.ot)t2z 0.6652 1.2990 164.0 163.8
63.6 2.1322 0.6833 13350 163.6
70.82 7 4980 2.4870 4.8580 t84.o 870.82 7.4982 2.4890 4.8600 184.2 i
76.2 43407 '.49'o 2.9120 202.5 “
76.2 3.6806 1.2586 2.4590 201.2
95.9 '.5092 0.5500 1.074 246.8
959 '5092 0.5497 t.o72 246.5 f 4

"57 2.2309 0.8456 1.6520 281.8
"5.7 '3955 0.5274 t.o3oo 281.8 f

2 I.

'37 2 0.6997 0.2648 0.5172 284.9 28 2
t37.2 o.<893 0.0720 o.t49o 286.5 0
f8f.< 0.982o 0.3763 0.7350 2976 Zc)7.c)1)t8i.) t 2.46t2 0.9823 f.9'8o 298.3 f
'99'' 2.t435 0.9797 '.9'40 862.5 i
)99~J 07405 0.3384 o.6644 864.0 J

Notplottcd.
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a value identical with that found by Lucius. 1 That part
of the curve between and n.48°rcpresents the freczing
point eurve for the solution in cquiHbrium with solid aniline.

At --11.48° solid aniline and the compound HgI~.sCcHyN
separate out together in thé form of a eutectic mixture. This

point was determined three times hy plotting the cooling eurve
of thé saturated solution. In a freezing point tube fitted with
a thermometer and stirrer and surrounded by an air jacket
was placed t!te saturated solution. The whole was placed
in a freezing mixture of ice and salt (–t6°) and gently stirred
until a slight undercooling was obtained. The tcmperature
then quickly rose to the eutectic point where it remaincd con-
stant until thé entire mass had solidified and then feti slowly
to the température of the bath. The points obtained were

–n.5°, –11.55° and –11.4°, the mean being --11.483°.

Beginning with the euteetie point the solubility of the
mercuric iodide increases gradually up to about 10° and then
at a more rapidly increasing rate up to 46.8°. Thé white

crystalline solid in equilibrium with the saturated solution has
the composition HgI~.zCeHvN. Its melting point is 58.6°.
These crystals have parallel cleavage and parallel extinction;
they belong to the third or fourth system, but it was impossible
to determine exactly which.

At 46.8° we have a quadruple point representing an equi-
librium between thé two solids, Hgl:, HgL.zC.HyN, the sat-
urated solution and aniline vapor.

From this point on the soluhility eurve rises rapidly and

linearly with hse in temperature up to 108°, the solid phase
in equilibrium being thé red mercuric iodide. At 108° we
have a second quadruple point, the solids being the red and

yellow mercuric iodides in equilibrium with the saturated
solution and vapor. The transition point between the red
and the yellow iodides is apparently lowered by the influence
of the solvent from 126° to 108°. This is in accord with the

!~r.chem.C~. Martin.5, '54 (ti!?2).
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work donc by Kastlc' in which he finds that tlie transition

point of thc iodide is anected by tlie solvent used.

An insoluble greenish yettow sond begins to appear at
about this temperature and the solution assumes a violet

permanganate color.

Above to8° t!)e solubility of the yellow iodide increases
but slightly up to approximately 200°. Beyond this point
the highly viscous liquid phase seemed to bc in equilibriuiii
with the solid yellow mercuric iodide. The entire mass solidi-
fied to a pasty solid on cooling which on standing gradually
passcd over into the crystalline form. On account of the rapid
decomposition of the components at these high tempera-
tures furthcr measuremcnts were entirely out of question.

The insoluble solid coming in at 108° and above was
isolated, thoroughly washed with acidulated water and alcohol.
It is a greenish yellow, flaky, miea-uke soHd belonging to the
fifth or sixth system. It is insoluble in watcr, alcohol, hot
aniline, or the ordinary acids, but dissolves with decomposi-
tion in potassium cyanidc, Hberating free mercury. Its anal-

ysis was dinieu)t. Small weighed samples of the clean solid
wcre placcd in a weighed platinum dish and the mercury de-
termined elcctrolytically. Weighed quantities of the solid
were aiso added to strongly acidified solutions of silver nitrate,
the suspension was heated and then allowed to stand until
transformation was complete. From the weights of the silver
iodide precipitated the approximate percent of iodine was
calculated. The percentages of mercury and iodine found

correspond approximately with the values calculated for thé
undescribed compound, CcHyN.Hg.jL, c. g.,

'A)n.Chu)n.Jour.,22,~73('S<)9~

I''ound Cutcutatfd
Pprccnt Percent

.53.77

.57 7 3402
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Summary

Thé systemofmercurieiodide and anilinehas beenstudied
for temperatures between –n.48° and 181° and the curve

representing the conditions of equilibrium has been plotted.
The region of stability of the three solids, Hg~.zC~HyN,

red Hgl; and yellow Hgl;, in the presence of anilinehas been
established.

A new compound corresponding to thé formulaCOH7N.-
HgJ.2has been identifiedand described.

A method for thé determination of mereurie iodide in
the presence of an easily oxidized organic solvent has been
tested and applied.

P/!y!<ca/ (,'Acmt)<ry/,u~«~
The ~<a<ct.'wt'cr~/y of /oK~



THE THERMAL EXPANSION 0F SOLUTIONS 0F

G~ATINR IN WATER

BY ARTHURA. SCOTT

Colloid chemistry, that comparatively new branch of
chemical science, has to deal in general with two types of
colloidal solutions; hydrosols, whieh c!ose!y resembtc ordinary
liquid solutions, and hydrogels, which possess a gelatinous

constituency. Into the latter eltssification fall those solu-
tions of gelatine in water, commonty known as jellies. Their
chemical behavior bas been extensively studied in all branches
of the science, but comparatively little is known concerning
tbeir physical properties.' Rubber, as a typical colloid,
however, is known to have a negative coefficient of thermal

expansion. It is possiMe by observing the thermal expansion
of jellies to learn how the expansion changes with thé concen-

tration, from pure water to pure gelatine. The présent paper
gives an account of thé study of the expansion of 2 percent,
6 percent and to percent solutions of gelatine in water, hetween
o° and 10° C.

The apparatus with which the experiments were carried
out is shown in Fig. i. A helix of glass tubing of constant

Pin. f–Thermostat for mensuring the thermal expansion of latine sotutioos

Compare P. von Bjcrkcn: Wicd. Ann.. 43, 8)7 ()8n)).
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cross-section, t~o en) long, drawn down at onc end to capillary
size, contained the solution under cxamination. A small
amount of bichloride of mercury was first dissolved in the
water of solution to destroy any bacteria which would otherwise
melt thé jetly. Cctatinc was thcn dissolved in the water when
hcated. The tube was filled to a certain mark with thé hot
solution, and the capillary end sealed in a name. It was

impossible to employ the mcniscus of thé jdty as a criterion of

expansion, as it adhered to the glass at thé edge and also de-

veloped cracks. One centimeter of kerosene oil was placed
above it and the oil meniscus was observed. This proved
satisfactory, for, since oil wets glass, its meniseus preserves
a constant shape, and alsu its evaporation is small. To pré-
vent it from erecping over tite cdgc of the tube and flowing
down thé outsidc', a small picce of rubber tubing was ptaecd
on the open end.

The glass tube was held in a Mxedposition in a jacketcd
water bath. By introducing ice, the temperature could be
maintained at any point between room temperature and zero,
and could be read by a thcrmometer to one-tenth of a degree.
The water was kept constante stirred by a paddle, so that

any change in temperature atmost immediately afîectcd the
entire bath. The oil meniscus was observed through a micro-

scope which read to 0.008 cm. tenths of which could be esti-
mated.

Thé true expansion of each solution was ohtained in thé
manner descrihed in Preston's "Theory of Heat." The tube
was filled with water and the apparent expansion of the water
observed. Thé difference hetween the true expansion, which
is known, and the apparent expansion was plotted on a tem-

perature base. The slope of a straight line through thé points
represented the coefficient of cubical expansion of thé glass.
In this experiment it was 0.000025. The apparent expansion
of each solution was then plotted against the temperature.
From the origin, a straight line was drawn with a négative
slope equal to that of thé first line. The vertical distance
between the curve and the line at any point on the tempera-
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turc axis measured thé truc expansion at that température.
Thèse differences, expressed as miitionths of the volume at

zero, are tabuiated below and are shown graphically in rig. 2.

I~iK 2-Thermal expansion of gelatilie solutions
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TAHt.R0F THRKMAt,EXPANSION0F GRATIN:;Sof.UTK)NS

Expansion (X to'')

Tfn.p.. Waterd-ru~ 2pt-rc(;nt apercent to~r~-nt

"0 o o o
'"57 ï –60 M ,o2 --98 -85 45 6u

3 –t20 -f~o yo
4 -9 –8o foo t25
5 –[H) –60 ~o ~o

"99 -25 .70 .90
7 –02 25 200 225

"'5 So 2~ 255
47 '45 270 290'°

2,5 3.5 330

It is hoped to continue the observations for solutions of
higher concentration as soon as time will permit.

A~~OM<t/A~/<;6~M)M;M~
~<'C'<7/t/HtW~<~y

7t<xf~6./{~4



THE DISTRIBUTION 01'' COLLOÏDAL ARSRMOUS

SULPHIDE BETWHUN THH TWO LIOUID

PHASKS IN THE SYSTEM WATKR,

HTHHR, ALCOHOL

BY HARRYIl. CORUSS

The present paper gives the results of some quantitative
measurements of the distribution of colloidal arsenic trisul-

phide between thé two liquid phases formed whcn ether,

water and alcohol arc mixed in proper proportions; that equi-
librium involving the distribution of colloids may be rcalizcd

cxperimentally was established in 1908 by Lash Miller and

McP!)crson,' who made also a preliminary study of the condi-

tions atîecting thé distribution ratio.

The binodal eurve and the tic lines at o° C for the system

Hther–water–a!eoho! were determincd by Bonner," who em-

ployed a method designed rather to permit measurentent

with very small quantities than to furnish extremely accuratc

results. As a preliminary, therefore, it was necessary to re-

determine the curve and lines; accurate specifie gravity

measurements also were made of solutions of known composi-
tion on the binodal curve, and a graph was constructed so

that the composition of any onc of a pair of solutions in cqui-
librium could bc found simply by determining its density.

Satisfactory methods of preparing the colloidal solutions

and of determining their content of arsenic werc then worked

ont, and a method of allowing for thc effect of the colloid on

the specifie gravity of the solutions was checked experimen-

tally. Finally, some twenty measurements of the distribu-

tion ratio were made and their results collated.

Jour. l'hys. Chcm.. 12, 7<)<)([908); sec tt)soRcind<;rs:Xcit.Ko))oid-

Chemic,t3,235(t<)t3).

~Jonr. Phys. Chem., t~, 738 (t<)fo); a very complete study of the system

a[cnhu)-watcr-cther at 25° C has been made hy Shinkichi Horiha. sce ~~c~noirs

of thc Collegc of Science amt !tt)K'"<*<'rint;,Kyoto !n][)c'riat L'!nvcr<;ity, Vol. 3,

No.3.)).().;(<9tt).
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Binodal Curve. Tte-Hnes, Specifte GravtUes

lu determining the points of thé binoda! cun'e, and in all
other experiments of this paper, Kahlhaum's ether "uber
Natrium destilliert," and Kahtbaum's "cthyl alcohol 99.8
percent" were used; account was taken of thé water added with
thé aicohol thé total weight of the liquids used in each deter-
mination of a point on the binodal curve was about 25 grams.

The liquids were weighed into the mixing tube frorn pyc-
nometers of the Ostwatd-Sprenget type, provided with a long
fine exit-tube, suitably bertt. The tube in which the liquids
were mixed was about 10 cm long and 2.5 cm in diameter.
Into the mouth was fitted tightly a cork through which passed
a short glass tube of about i cm diameter, and over the end
of this tube two overlapping pieces of thin shcet rubber wcre
drawn and tied. This allowed the end of a pycnometer to
he inserted with the least loss of vapor; and while containing
the liquids and immersed in ice water, no stnell of alcohol or
ether could be detected, showing that the sheet ruhber was an
effective means of closing the tube.

A point on the binodal curve was detertnined by btowing
over from the pycnometers into the tube the desired amounts
of ether and water; then adding alcohol in quantity ncarly
but not quite enough to make all homogeneous, the tube
being all the time immersed in ice water to keep the vapor
tension as low as possible. The tube was then removed to
an iee bath provided with a stirrer run by a small motor,
and allowed to cool for about fifteen minutes more, being fre-

quently stirred by giving thé liquid in thé tube a rotating
motion. Then a little more alcohol was added from thé

pycnometer, mixed well by rotating and gently shaking,
and placed again in the ice bath to sec if it would separate
into layers. The final addition of alcohol was made easy,
however, without waiting long for separation to occur, by the
fact that even when a long time would be required for separa-
tion to take place, a silky appearance of the liquid, whcn shaken,
was seen; and then the alcohol was addcd, drop by drop,
until thc last drop just caused this silky appearancb to dis-
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appear. That this method of judging the final addition of

atcohot was accurate, was tested many times; whenever a

silky appearance was noted, separation always occurred on

standing in the bath, and no separation occurred after just

enough alcohol had bec-n addcd to dissipate this silky appfar-
ance on shaking. Of course, whcn points on the binodat

curve where thé two layers were of widety different specifie

gravities were being found, separation took place more rapidly
than near the top of the eurve, so that actual separation was

obtained quickly; in such cases the diminishing amounts of

either upper or lower phase served to indicate how much more

alcohol should be added to make homogencous. After thc

liquid was made homogeneous the specifie gravity was taken.

Such an experiment gave thé composition and specifie gravity
for one point in thé binodal curve.

The results of these measurements are givcn in Table I

and Fig. I, in which the weights of ether and water taken

'i'ABt.RI–Hxpt;R[AfRNTALD~TA).'ORBtXOOALC[.'K\'H

Température o° C Speciiie Cravity of Water Mto° C f .ocoo

'Ptuit)'oi))t()))):HtK'd))ynr:t)<hic!ntt.-r)'<')!ttinnfr<~t)(k''ti)K'nra)'han(l

hinodatcurve.

ttthcr Watcr Ak'otto) Spécifiegravity

0.128 0.872 0.237 0.96)9

o.f99 o.8of 0.338 ~9397

<'29' 0.709 ~3~5 ~9'7.S

o.z()~ 0.705 03~9 ot)'o

0345 0.655 0.375 0.9044

0.390 o.Oo o 0.37~ 0.8939

0.446 0.554 0.388 0.8822

0.506 0.404 0.383 08698

o.549 0.4.5' 0.385 o.86oo

0.597 "403 0.377 o.8.oo

0(~9 03.S' 0.36! 0.8383

0.724 0.276 0.343 0.8227

0.817 o.)83 0.30) o.8ot7

0.873 0.127 0.278 0.7878

o.9!5 0.085 0.207 0.7734

0.058 0.042 o'35 "7575

0.488' 0.5Ï2 0.385 "8738
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FiK.1–Uinodntcurvcandtic-fines

together amount to one gram; the weight of alcohol given is

therefore the amount necded to make one gram of the ether-

water mixture homogeneous. The data of Table II were

obtaincd by graphie interpolation from Table I; thé last two

TABLEII–I\TERPOf.ATEDVALUESFORBiNOHALCURVE

1-'ther ~4'atcr Alcohol
1

1V
LoKHthcr tu Il ? I~,

<'

0.980 0.020 0.035 '.757 1.447
0.975 0.025 0.060 1.620 1.211
o.95" 0.050 0.145 ~.53~ o.816
0.900 o.ioc 0.240 .620 0.574
0.850 0.150 0.290 1.714 0.~67
o.Soo 0.200 0.315 _~3 0.~05
075~ 0.250 0.335 _~73 0.35"
0.700 o.3<J<) 0.35' .932 0.300
0.650 0.350 0.365 .982 o.25t
o.6oo 0.400 0.376 0.027 0.203
0.550 0.450 0.384 0.069 0.~6
0.500 0.500 0.385 o.4 0.~4 ¢
0.450 0.550 0.384 o.t56 0.069
0.400 o.6oo 0.382 o.t<)6 0.020
0.350 o.65o 0.377 0.237 ~.968
0.300 0.700 0.371 0.276 .908
0.250 0.750 0.360 o.3t9 i .842
0.200 o.8oo 0.339 0.373 1.771
o.!5o 0.850 o.zSt 0.48! .727
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columns give the logarithmic coôrdinates" of Bancroft's

formula,' plotted in Fig. II.

Fig. II-Binodal curvc OoKarithmiecoordinutcs)

.Spco/tc GYat'~t'M.–For the purpose of taking specifie
gravities the left-hand pan-rest was removed from a Sar-

torius analytical balancewhich had pan-reststhat rose through
a hole in the base. To the bottom of the pan a hook was
cemented and from it hung a platinum wireextending through
the base and shelf on which the balance sat. Belowthe bal-

ance shelfa cork of the size to fit the mixing tube was rigidly
clamped, and through it a small glass tube was fitted. From
the platinum wire a human hair extended through the glass
tube in the cork to a distance belowsufficientto have the bulb,
whose loss-in weight was measured, hang immersed in the

liquid when the tube was placed on the stopper. The bulb
was made of glass of about 4 ce volume, partially filled with

mercury, and was suspendedby a small platinumhookfastened
to the end of thé hair. The hair suspension proved very

satisfactory; fine tungsten wire was also tried. In making a

specifiegravity determination, the tube containing the liquid
was removed from the ice bath and placed quickly on the

stopper below the balance; the ice bath was then raised, so
that the liquid would be kept at o° C in the new position.
After a few minutes,2to allow the liquid to cool completely
again, the weight of the bulb, immersed in the liquid, was

taken. From the lossin weight in the liquid and thé loss in

SfcBonner:Jour.l'hys.Ch<))).,t~,738()t);o).
'l'he mixing tube and its coutcnts tcft in thé ict: hath. with frcqucnt

stirring, fet) from f8° C to o.
°

C in fivc minutes.
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water, thc specifie gravity was ealeutatcd; thé results of the
measurements are given in Table 1 and Fig. I.

7'<t'<K('–For the determination of the tie-Unes, ether
water and alcohol were mixed in the proportion to give a tie-
line at the approximate position desired, about 100 grams in
att being takcn for each experiment. This mixture was al-
!owed to cool and separate into layers in the ice bath; a por-
tion of each layer was siphoned off by a glass tube and its

specifie gravity taken; and, from the specifie gravity and bino-
dal eurves. the composition of the phases at the end of the
tic-line was determined. Since the loss of weight in water
was about four grams for the specifie gravity bulb used, and
this loss could be determined within 0.2 mg, the specifie
gravities could easily be determined to four decimal places;
the composition of the solutions of thé binodal curve, of course,
are not known with any such accuracy. The results are

given in Table III and in Fig. III. The composition of the
solution at the plait point was ascertained by prolonging
the curve of Fig. III, and choosing the point on the extra-

polated curve whose ordinate was equal to its abscissa; the
result is in good agreement with that obtained by interpola-
tion in Fig. I.

TABLE 111–EXPERIMENTAI~ DATA FOR TlË-HNES

(Specinc gravities at o° C referred to water at o° C as t.oooo)

'Fiait point.

L'j)))cr)ayer Lowcrtaycr

(!) 0.7400 0.9826
2) 0.7787 0.9505
3) 0.7880 0.9452
(4) 0.7939 0.9412
(5) o.8ooQ o.<).;7t
(6) o.8o8f 0.9322
7) o.8[02 0.9296
(~) 0.8)49 0.9262
9) 08273 0.9~2
('") "8385 o.9')57
(") 0.8574 0.886

('2) 0.8738' 0.8738
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Fig. Ut–Tie-tincptot

The CoUotd&! Solutions

A solution of arsenious acid was prepared by boiling

water to remove air, adding about one grani arsenious oxide

per hundred grams of water and boiling slowly until all was

dissolved. The solution was then cooled, an equal volume of

alcohol was added, and hydrogen sulphide was passed in to

exccss. The whole was then allowed to stand some hours,

usually over night, and then hydrogen was bubbled through

until paper inoistened with silver nitrate and hctd over the

mouth of the tube was no longer blackened. Both gases

were washed by passing through two wash bottles of water.

The colloidal arsenious sulphide prepared in solutions

containing alcohol or ether or hoth was much clearer than when

water alone was used; if ether was present, however, the solu-

tion on standing underwent some change, thé effect of which

was that, on coagulating with acid and filtering, the filtrate

contained considerable amounts of arsenic. If oniy watcr

and alcohol were présent, the amount of arsenic present in

the filtrate after coagulation was small, and was constant

for a given preparation. The change in the ether solutions

was probably due to oxidation induced by the ether.2

/<'ctMc:'o/o/ A/y~M~et! .SM/nc/c h)' L<~ ("oW~Mo~.–If a

colloidal so!ution of arsenious sutphidc containing atcoho)

l'icLm:Jour.Clictn.5uc..6t, i37 OByzj.'I'iet<))):Jour.C)K'tn.Soc..6[,t.!7(~92).
ill.Argo:Truns.Koy.Soc.Canada,t9!3, Sec.111.
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and excess hydrogen sulphide be cooled in ice water, shaken

with lead carbonate, and quickly filtered, using a funne!

jacketed with ice, thc excess of hydrogen sulphide is removed,

and after coagulation but a smati amount of arsenic is found

in the nitrate. Quick work is necessary, however, as on pro-

longed shaking with lead carbonate thé liquid is completely

decolorized and thé filtrate after coagulation contains arsenic;

if a solution containing no free hydrogen sulphide is used,

the lead sait is colored salmon to brown, if hydrogen sulphide

be present, black.

<<tgt</u~H.–Thé sulphide is not so easily coagulated

in solutions containing ether and alcohol as in pure aqueous

solutions. Hydrogen sulphide in excess was passed into a

solution made up from 35 ce one-percent arsenious oxide,

25 ce alcohol, and 20 ce ether. To 3 ce of this were addcd

5 ce alcohol and 5 ce water, and then a measured amount of

sait solution; the mixture was let stand 5 minutes and was

compared in reflected light with a sample to which no sait

had heen added. If no turbidity was observable, the experi-

ment was repeated, using more of thé sait solution, and so

on until a slight turbidity was noticed. The following results

were obtained:

Turbidity produced by
0.08 ce alum solution, containing 0.01 gram-mols' per titer

o.4oce barium chloridc solution, o.ot gram-mols per liter

0.50ce hydrochlorieacid, o.o; gram-mols per liter

Alum is thus the best coagulant of thé three, and hydro-

chloric acid thé worst, the same as in aqueous solutions; but

there is not nearly as much difference as in the latter case,

thé ratios being 5 6.3, while Linder and Piéton" found

the ratios t 32 i~ço for aqueous solutions.

/Â'tcfHMMa<,[uMo/ /tr.f?)n'c.–Thé arsenic was estimated in

solutions containing sulphide, ether, alcohol and water, by

evaporating to dryness in a beaker on a water bath, after co-

KAt(SO,h~t~O
'Jour. ChcmSfx-67,6;)()895).
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agulating with a drop of sulphuric acid. About 15 ce of

coneentrated sulphuric acid was then added and the whole

heated on a gauze for some time after dense white fumes be-

gan to corne off, or until thé solution became quite clear and

all free sulphur had disappeared; the sulphur dioxide formed

keeps the arsenic reduced as arsenious acid. It was then

cooled, diluted, nearly neutralized with ammonia, and then

made alkaline with a saturated solution of ammonium or

sodium bicarbonate, using about io ce in excess of that neces-

sary for neutralization. The solution was then cooled in

ice water and titrated with tenth or hundredth normal iodine

according to thé amount of arsenic present. The volume of

final solution titrated was usually about 300 ce; starch was

uscd as indicator and a small crystal of potassium iodide

was added.

Dc~M<!MQ~t /V3~~0! .S'M~A~c.– In connection with

this work a convenient mcthod of determining the strength

of an aqueous solution of hydrogen sulphide was worked out.

A known volume of the 'solution was run into a measured

excess of volumetric silver nitrate; a little precipitated cal-

cium carbonate free from chlorides was then added, and the

whole boiled and nitered. The excess of silver in the solu-

tion was then determined volumetrically by sodium chloride

with potassium chromate as indicator. This method was

found to be more reliable than oxidation with iodine.

E~cc< o/ /1~S'3 OM<c ~M!~<t<C'Mri'c.–It seemed very im-

probable that the presence of thé colloidal sulphide could

affect the composition of thc solutions of the binodal curve;

but, to make sure, a direct determination was made, as de-

scribed on page 682, using in place of watcr an aqueous solu-

tion containing i g arsenious sulphide per liter, and sub-

tracting thc weight of colloid to obtain the weight of water

used. The result (expressed as in Table I) was:

Hther 0.~94 Water o.o6 Alcofto) 0.385 Sp. ~r. 0.8748

giving a point that fits right on thé curve obtained in absence

of arsenic.
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~c< of /t~ on ~c ~tc 6't-Q~;y.–One eubic centi-
meter of the solution of the prcceding paragraph thus weighs
0.8748 gram and contains

0.8748 X o.o; 17 x o.5o6/ ).t;8.s 0.0037g. A~

The specifie gravity of amorphous arsenious sutphide is 2.76;'
assuming that of the suspendcd sulphide to be the same, thé
volume of the 0.0037 gram wou!d he 0.0014 ce, and the re-

maining 0.8748-- 0.0047 = 0.87:1 gram of liquid would

oceupy 1.0000–0.0014=0.9866 cc, corresponding to a

specifie gravity of 0.8723 which agrees well with the in-

terpolated specifie gravity 0.8724 of the arsenic free solution
of the binodal curve.

As a further check, a "tie-line determination was made,
the arsenic content and the specifie gravity of upper and lower

layers being determined. The gravities were then corrected
for thé arsenious sulphide présent, and the corrected" values
were found to lie on the Une in Fig. III. The numbers found
were

Upper layer 0.0007g As~ per ce, Sp.gr.o.86i2curr.u.86o8
Lowerlayer 0.0074 As-S~per cc, Sp. gr. 0.8904 corr. 0.8855

Distribution Experiments

Measured amounts of the aqueous-alcoholic colloidal
solution of arsenious trisulphide were brought into a cylin-
drical glass stoppered 200 cc bottie, about 13 cm taU; enough
alcohol, water and ether were then added to nearly n!l the
bottle with a two phase liquid system of the desired composi-
tion. The whole was kept in thé ice bath, and when the
lower layer had settled a little, leaving the upper layer trans-

parent, the amount of sulphide in the latter could be roughly
estimated by the color. Very small amounts of the reagents,
sometimes but one or two drops, were then addcd, until
after shaking and letting stand the upper layer showed the
color desired.

After compk'te separation of thé phases had taken place,
about 25 ce of the upper laycr was siphoned off and its specifie

Hausmaun:Lichig'sAnt).,74, i~ (iS~h).
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gravity taken. Two other portions of the upper and lower

layers, usually 25 ce of upper and 10 ce of lower layer, were

withdrawn for estimation of total arsenic; and still another

portion of cach laver was eoagulatcd with a drop of sulphuric

acid, filtered, and thc arsenic in thé filtrate determined. The

difference between "total arsenic" and "arsenic in filtrate"

gives arsenic as arsenious sulphide.

The first determinations (Colloids 1 and II) were made

from small amounts of freshly prcpared colloidal solutions;

but as they showed that different colloidal solutions may

give different ratios of distribution for the same composi-

tion of the phases (as regards ether, water and alcohol) a stock

of colloidal solution (Colloid III) was prepared from 4.00 ce

of i percent aqueous solution of arsenious oxide and an equal

volume of alcohol as describcd on page 687, and was used in

experiments (5) to (13); colloids IV and V werc likewise made

up in quantity.
The results of thé mcasurements are given in Table IV;

thé composition of thé upper layer is recorded by thc method

of Table I; in expt. (i), for instance, for every 0.552 gram

ether in the upper layer there was o. ~8 gram water and enough

alcohol to make up a solution of the binodal curve. Under

As~Ot is given thé result of the arsenic determination in the

filtrate after coagulation, calculated as arsenic anhydride;

and ùnder AsiSa the difference hetween total arsenic and arsenic

as As~Oi, calculated as As~.

Thé data of Table IV are plotted in Fig. IV; thc points

joined by a curvc werc ail madc with one colloidal solution

(Colloid III) and were made with thé fewest number of addi-

tions of reagents to gct distribution, and hence with least

amount of shaking and in the shortest time; the average time

in the ice bath being about threc hours. Points 12 and 13

were made with Colloid III, which had stood in the presence

of ether and alcoho) for several days. When thc layers

scparated quickly, iudicating considerable différence in specifie

gravity, sometimes a little colloid would be seen in thé upper

laycr; in such cases the upper layer had a milky appearance
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ÏABU! IV–DtSTRIBUTMK DATA

Cof.LO!UlI

Uppertaycr Lowerfaycr Ratio

Hther As.& As:(~ A%S, Ctns. As,S,
per per per As~~ inl,.l..

''f'' liter
j'~ jGms7As,S,Ornnt (;r!)m Crams inU.L.

(t) 0.552 o.t77 ".035
–

5.6t – 31.6
(2):o.559 0.293 0.030

–
~62 o.,o~! 53.4

COLLOIDII

(3) 0.536 0.875 0.04.6 –
4.86 o.o~6 5.56

~4)_o.54.7 o.yG4 0.030 – 732 0.058 9.58

CoLLOiD 111

(5)~0.554. 0.600
:o.oz3j – 7.95 0.028 13.2

(6); 0.555 0.556 ~0.023~
–

775 0.046 13.9
( 7) 0.592 o.o86t 0.021 – 9.55

– in.o
(8)! 0.571 0.0492'o.o2t' – g.26; 0.046 j[07.o
(9)! 0.537 0.6:3 0.046~ – j ~.15! –

g~j

(10)~0.566 0.5:6 ~0.025 – .J5."8
–

29.4
(!l)! 0.562: 0.226 0.028 –

480'
– 2t.2

(i2).i 0.541 0.0674 0.023 – 2.19
–

32.5

(i3)_o._54~P5S8~_o~p30_ 1.78 – 30.3
Con,o!DlV

(14)'0.551 0.669 o.ot3
–

~!o.o 0.030 r49
(15)! 0.544 z.t8 0.018 – ij6.t 0.069, 7.38
('6) 0.545 0.976 0.0:4 –

~11.3 0.023 n.6

('7)~0.535 0.97l .o.ou ( – 6.62 o.o2t 6.81
~8) 0.544 0.212 0.046 –– 544 0.122

25.6
Cou.otD V

~Timeinin
'icebath

(19)
~0.562~ 0.283 ~o.o25j 3hrs. 6.86 0.064! 24.2

(20)~0.566; i.n 0.014! 5 hrs. 20.6 0.104 18.5
(2t) 0.567! 0.223 'o.ot2i4hrs. to.42 0.110. 46.7
(22~ 0.566 0.0258~0.025' 7 hrs. 5.29 o.f22~ 205.0

and wasnot clear as in the case of true distribution. Point 7
illustrates this condition.
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In thé experiments with Colloid IV it was planned to have

the upper layer mueh more concentrated with respect to the

colloid than in~ former determinations. The points do not

lie on a smooth'curve.

Fig.IV–Distributionplot: Q colloid3; + colloid.t

In Experiment 18, also with Colloid IV, the solutions

were made up at the close of a day's work, and-to judge by

the eye–the concentration of the colloid in thé lower layer

was about ten times as great as in the upper. The whole

was then allowed to stand at room temperature over night,

with the glass stopper firmly tied in to prevent loss of vapor.

Next day, after cooling and shaking, it was at once apparent

that the amount of colloid in the upper layer had greatly di-

minished and on making the usual density determinations

and analyses, a ratio was obtained which is much greater than

fits in with the other experitnents with thé same colloid.

The measurements with Colloid V (19-22) werc made

with the object of ohtaining phases of the same composition

as regards ether, water and alcohol, but widcly different in

the concentration of the colloid. Thé method was to get

the layers as nearly as possible of the right composition, and

then to take the spécifie gravity of a portion of the upper

layer, and, guessing at the correction for arsenious sulphide,

obfain its composition from Fig. III. This portion was then

rcplaccd, a small amount of the proper liquid added in order

to approach more nearly the desired density, and thé whole

was shaken and allowed to separate again. Thèse opera-

tions wcre repeatcd until an upper layer of the desired density
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was obtained. Pair success was had in getting closely thé
santé composition of phases as regards thé organic liquids
and water; but as seen in Table IV, the arsenic concentration
ratios varied greatly.

Conclusions and Summary

13ata have been obtained for thé binodal curve and tie-
lines in thc system Atcohot water ether at o° C the densitics
of the phases ateqnihbrium have been determined; and a method
of allowing for the efTect of colloidally dissolved arsenious sul-

phide on these densities has been checked experimentally.
As regards alcohol, water and ether, the compositions of the

phases at equilibrium are not affected by the presence of cot-
loidal arsenious sulphide.

Colloidal solutions of arsenious sulphide containing alco-
hol and ether are more transparent and are less readily coagu-
tated by salts than aqueous solutions, and there is not so
much difference between the amounts of different salts needed
to coagulate them.

Solutions containing alcohol, water, ether, and arsenious

sulphide undergo change on standing; thé amount of arsenic
found in the filtrate after coagulation with acid increases,
and the proportion of colloid going into the upper (more
ethereal) layer on distribution decreases.

Quantitative measurements of the distribution of the
arsenious sutphide between the two phases have been made;
they show that when one and the same colloid préparation is

used, and the measurements are carricd out under thc satnc
conditions as to agitation, time of standing, etc., the ratio of
distribution varies continuously with the composition of thé

phases; and that, other things heing equal, the fraction of the
arsenious sulphide going into the upper layer decreases with
inerease in the concentration of thc sulphide.

My thanks are due to Prof. W. Lash Miller, undcr whose
direction these experiments were carried out in the Univer-

sity of Toronto, during thé winter of ign-i~ts.
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The Chemistry of the Radio-Elements, II. /<y /<-<<e~<<t .S«<dy.

(~)fogM~/<ï M /Ht<~aH«: OH(/ ~'AyMM/ C'AfM;t!~)'j X 22 cm;

v A'<W )'0~/ /,CKg)MM< (~ffM G' (-0., /~f(f.' $0.60 Hf<.–

This is essentiatty :t continuation of thc first monograph (16,34~. buttherapid

devetopment of thé subject makes this book much thé more interesting one.

tt is dilrictilt to avoid (tuoting too much. In thé introductory chapter thé

author says: "Thé chemical )[on-St;)Mrabi)ity and identity of different radio-

clernents, first dcfu'itcty (trawn attention to in the caM' of radium and n)<;so

thorium 1. and ))ow shown to ))c thc g~n'-ra) cttariictcristk'of t)n; radio 'tctnents,

hM-omMsnmething more than the expression of expérimentât faihnestoseparate

and disti)if;"i''h But now wc may go to eonsider thé reasous under-

tying thèse facts, which make it appear that chentiea) non separabitity and

identity may Ire sctaethin); more than merety thé présent timitations of thé art

of ehemiMd antuyi.is. tt is neccs'iary to rcnect that, apart from radioactive

the existence of more than onc élément in, for example, uranium or

thorium con)d not have been suspectcd, to reatixe that ehetnicat analysis, in

iienera), is reatty not an analysis of matter into honogeneous etements at ail,

!)Ut rather into a nuntber of types, homogeneous merety in their chemica! be-

havior. Huch type is recoKnixabty difTcrent from other types by chemicat

methods, but may or may not be homogeneons as regards, for example, other

properties, snch as atomic tnass and stahitity. Thé periodic law expresses a

per M/;f')H rather titan a ~adna) change of chennca) properties. There are a

limited oumber only of possible chennca) types rcpresented by thé separate

p)aces in thé periodic tabte. Hnt these types in thc only cases, those of thé radio-

etements. wherc wc have an cntirety indcpendent method of anatysis. prove

Metto be homo~eneous.

"It will be a grcat convenience if some new word is employcd tu express

this ))ew!y revea)ed (-omp)exity of ntatter. Thé words 'isotope' and 'isotnpic'

suggest themsetves. Henceforward :t group of two or more clements oecupying

thé same place in thc periodic table, and being in conséquence chemicaOy non-

separable and identica). will he referred to as a group of isotopes, and, within

thé group, thé separate members will be referred to as isotopic. Thus ioniun),

thorium, and radio-thorium are isotopes, and mesothorinnt f isotopic with

radium.

"Whcn an «-particte is cxpe)!ed it carries with it two atonnc charges of

positive clectricity, and thé expulsion of these two positive charges from thé

atom affects thé vatency of thé product, as Fajans bas pointcd out, exactly ast

in ordinary eteetro ehemicat changes of valency. If thé atom were initially in

Group IV, for exampte, its ion is tetravatent. and carries four atomic charges of

positive electricity. Two such charges having been expeHcd with thc cr partick

thé product is in thc divalent group U non-separabtc from radium. The mass

in this case is four units less. So with thé ~-ray change. The particte is a

négative electron and thé loss of this single atomic charge of negative clectricity

increases thé positive vatcncy of thé product by one. Radium B, for example,
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isotopic with tcad.expds a ~-partictc and becomes radium C, isotopiewith
bismuth.

Bntthemassmthisca'ici'ipraeticaUynnchiOtgeft. Whenone« a-

und two ~-partictcs arc tnccessivcty expcHed in any order thé mass is rcduccd

by four units, but thc e!ectrica) content. as defined by thé rotative nmnhcr of

positive and nc);ativc charges in thé atom, is unchanKcd. Hcnce thc ptacc
occupied by thc atum is thé samc as initia))y, and two atouts of différent mass
corne tohavcidcnticidchcnncatcharacter. that is, are isotopic. fiutisotojes
are not contu)edtothcn)etn))crsoft)nc(nsintc)iration séries. )t't'~<wrt\voor
more radio-ctctnents fa)) into the same p)t)cc' in t)n' periculic t:)btf thcn, in-

d';))und(;nt)y of :d[ cunsiuuraUons as tu th(' atomicmass, thcnaU'reof tht'j ar~'tU
etcmott, and thc sequence of ehauxes in whieh they restttt. thé etont-nts in

question are chen)ieat)ynMt-se))ar!t)))ean()ide)!tic:tt. Aswi)))aterappear.
this identity pn~habty extenfts also to more of the physicat proj.c-rties. snch as

volatility and speetrmn reactions.

"'i'he ptacc occnpied hy thc atom in thé l'eriudic Tabje is thus primaritv
ttot a function of its mass. as has hitherto heen supposet), but of its etcctrica)
content, as dc'fincd. and o)))y to a secondary extent of its tuass. In consé-

quence a chc-micat clement isnot neeessarity humoKeneous. attditsatomiewcinht
may be. and possibty, in Kenera), is, a tnean vatne rather than u n:ttnrat constant.

In the vcrtica) rows. un thé other hand, where thé <nass varies by large steps as
betwccn thc varions tnonbers of thé same f:nni)y of etentcnts. thé tnembcrs arc

ana)oKous but not identica) in chetttiea) properties. Thus thé Periodic I.aw

represents thé chemical character of matter as thé function of two varhbtes
rather than of onc. Of thèse two varia)))cs thc ejcctricnf content is thé essential
variabtc in thé horizontal columns, and thc mass in thé vertical cotumns. As

betwcen thc successive member.s of the horizontal rows, thc ntass, whik'tvithout
direct influence on thé chemical properties, is indirectly of paramount importance
uccausc of its efTect on thc staoifity of thé atoms. If we cxetude thé radio-
ekmcnts att<[ connne oursch-es only to thé stahte or common etements, for
which thé Pcriodic Table was originatty construeted, it is c)ear that. whether
a given clement is honto~eneous or not, is, in thc end, a question whether in that

place in the PeriodicTahtc more than onc isotope isstabk--that is.whcther
atoms of difTcrent mass can permanentty exist as staMc Systems wheniu associa-
tion with the particutar charge tu give thé chemical churactcr of thé

particular e)pmcnt in question, If on)y onc isotope is stahk' thectemcnt mnst.
with tapseof tinte, becomc homogcncous, nnjess, as in radioactive chanKCs, thé
unstahte isotope is heing continuousty maiutained. But it may not cwn be thc

general ru)c that only onc isotope is stahle. Considérations of this Mm) tnay
cxptain thé 'exceptions,' snch as argon and tcHnrium. to thc Periodic I.aw.
and thc absence of mathematical retationiihips hctwcen the atomic weights."

The section on thé nature of thé cnd-prodnets in radio-activc change, p.
28, contains two vcry intercsting paragraphs.

"The question thus arises whcther common )ead is a homogeneous etement
of atomic weight .-07. as expressed in thé International I.ist, or a mixture
of thc end products of thé three séries in various proportions. Thcrc has long
been an unexplained discrcpancy betwccn thc atomic weight of lead and that
calculated for thé end prodoct of thé radium séries. For thc atomie weight of
radium is now known with an accnracy at least as great as that of lead, owing
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to thé sptcndid work of Honixschmid with over t Kram of pure radium chtoride.

Frem this ngure, 225.0~, it is ctear th:tt thé atomie weight mi.ybctakenwithout
serions error as 226, so that thé atonnewei~htofth''end product.aftcr thc

ex;)tdsion of s of-jartictes of mass four, would be 206, or <.< units betow the

vahtefortead. Hutthecatcutatedvatueforboththeendproductsofthe
thorium séries is 232.4 minus 24. or 208.4. Thé end productsofaetinhnn wouid

on);' be présent in retativety sma)) proportion, and may he nf);)tt'tc-d. If actininn)

has thc s:ttnL- atomie wcij;ht as raftimn. hoth cn() products won)d hav< thc utomic

wcig))t2fo.whic))isthesam(.'asthat<)fth'cndprt;<h!ct<)ftm')nin'<rb):mch
of thé ra<tit)n) series, fortned in a)toj{L'thcr ne)i)i);ibk' proportif.n. Hcnef it is
cfcar th:tt, wttMtcver ))e thé actua) case, thp atmnic M'citiht of lead aKrccs M'ith

tvhat is to be fx~ected for a mixture of the end products ..f the uranimn und

thorium series in simitnr proportion.

"It isofintcrcst to note how ncar)y science has apprcachcdtothcsohttion

of the prubtetn of the alchemist. If thallium coukt ))pmade to cxpe) an «-partictc.
or mercury one a- and one partie~ the product wou)d be isotopjc with gotd.

't'h'onKh, of course, this is not yet possible, tht'rc can he httk- (toubt that succ~ss

woutd fonow thc application of snnicientiy grcat electric pott-ntia)s. of the ordcr

of som~- mittions of volts. So far as can he secn a)) insn!ath)K )m()ia. cvcn a

pcrfcct vacunm. fait at potcntiats far s))ort of this, cnnM'!v:th)y hy such dis

int~ttration of thc matcria) of thé etcctrndcs."

On p.o wc find a discussion of thé engin of acthnntn

"Atthoush thc long outstanding prohk-m of thé oriKin of actininm has nut

yet beo) c)earp(t up, thc numtx'r of possibitities to ht' considcn-d is nc.tv Kr~'tty
reduced. and it is to bc cxpet-tfd that the answcr to this question will s<;on he

fortheominf;. Thcrcishttk-donbt that actiniumis a re)ati\'e)y short tivcd

radio etcment, and that its period cannot hf grcatfr thao a ~'entury at ntost
Mme. Curie, from direct observation, estimatcd thc period provisionaUy as t;n)v
thirty years. ~rom thé fact atso that intensety active préparations of it hâve

hccn prepared, it scarccty can he a primary eternent. and the fjrst question
to be considered is its parent. On this point thé rutes give an afternative.

Hitherittnustherorniedfromraffiutn.oroncofitsi'.otopesinKroupfI.A.iua a

~-ray change, or from'Hka-tuntatum.'KroupV.A. in an ttray change. At

nrst, beforc the discovery of uraninm X:. thé writer suggested that thé nn
known product of uranimn X, in group V.A. miKht disinteRrate dua)ty. jike

theC')nc)nbcrsi)));roupV.B.);ivi"K uranium tlina~ray. and actiniutn in a

a-ray change. Thiscouidonty hâve remainedunknown if thc period ofthis

unknown tnember were very long. In this case Hka-tantahm) wou)d constitnte
a ncw ra<:)io-<-)cment,obtainabte from minerats in quantifies snnteient forchemicai

examination. Th. discovery of uranium X; in this place, and its short Hfc an<)

absence of ar-ra()iation, disproved this view.

"At) expérimenta) examination of a préparation of radium bromide, con-

taining <3.2 mg of radium (c)emcut). whieh was tcn years otd.andhadnothc'en

subjected to any interférence durinK that (in)e, disproved in turn thé second

alternative. No trace of actinium was found to be présent in thc préparation.

atthongh radio-thorium in distinct amount was obtained. Thé ori);in of (bis

radio-thorium, prestnnabty, is the minute amount of thorium whicb is known
tobe présent in Joachimst ha) pitchb)ende,fromwhich thé radium wasextracted.
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Mesothorium I, isotopic with radium, would thus be présent, and wontd produce

radio-thorium. Since radio-actinium is isotopic with radio-thorium, thc ah

senceofany indication of actinium. thoughradi"-thorh)nt was detcctcd.is.t a

~uarantee that nu appreciabtc amount of aetinimu can have heen fornted. Th<;

conctusion was reached that actinium cannot be jfrodueed from radium untesx

it has a period of at least )5 u)i))ion years, which is practicaUy intpossibte, as

this wontd mean that there must !)e about tyo gtinns of itpcrtonof uranium i)t

mincrab, and that the ft-activity of pure actiniunt in equilibrium with its prod-

nets coujd never be grcater th:tn <6so tinK's that of uranium.

It has hccn supposcd that uranium Xt. rather thun uranium X<. might

undergo the dual disintegration, in hoth modes, with fxnnision of rays. pro-

ducing two isotopes, therefore. in group \A. une of which wmdd be uranium

X;,and thé ottu'r thc'missint! parent ofactinium. Once, huwev<r. thc possi-

hiHty of a duat change is a<huitK'tt, ~iviag thc samc kind of rays iu hoth modes of

disinteKration,oth<;ra)tcn)ativcscan))(.'fratnc(). nsecmscxtrctnctytihcty

that somc such change ducs occur.

At present thé most probabte thcory is connected with thé existence of

uranium Y, whiehAntonofïchimcdto have discovered in tott. 'i'heetïect

on which he based this conclusion was that thé soft ~-radiation of uranium X

decays, in certain cases, abnormally rapidly for the first few days after separation

front uranium This effect has heen ca))cd in question, but repeated and re-

aliirmed by Antonoft, and has recentty been indepenclently connrmed by thé

author so far as the main resutt is concerned. But if it is due to thé existence

of a separate produet, uranium Y, this prodnet appears now to bc isotopic with

uranium X), and to be formed dircctty front uranium, either f or tf, presumab)y

in a branch a-ray change. Antono)) statcs that thé pr<)))ortion of ~-radiation

contributed by uranium Y is of thé right order ta bc e'[peete<t if it is thé first

mentber of thé actinium hranch series, and this view also is independentiy sup-

ported. If uranium Y exists and is thé parent of actinium, one a- and one

ff particte must be cxpched in the passive from group IV.A (uranium Y) tu

uroup ![[.A (actinium). So far therc is, however. no évidence «f thc a-ray

chanso."

On page 3~ the author first outlines Sir Joseph Thomson's method for

determining thc masses of thé positive ions in uttra-rareficd gasunder thc action

of thé electric diseharge.

"Severa) ions were so recognized, corresponding with no previousty known

partic)e. Some o( these, notably 'X; which is now rcgardc() as Hs, the hyurogen

anatoKne of ozone, arc probabty new moteentar species. highly interestint; in

themsetves, but not directty conncetc<) with thé present subjcct.

"In thé case of thc element néon, in addition to thé known atom of mass

a))ont 20 a second was discovered of mass. a).)out 22 whieh could not be ascribcd

to any known clement. fn conséquence, an investigation of atmospheric néon

was made lIy F. W. Aston, and a prehminary communication of thé resutts was

made at thé H)t3 British Association meeting at Birmingham. A probngcd

series of fractionations hy thé use of cold charcoal did not atïcct thé density

of the ncon, or the relative amount of the heavier constituent, as shown hy thé

positive ray method of analysis. Then a series of fractional diffusions, conpted

with ttensity déterminations, was carried mtt, which resuhcd in a partial sepa-
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ration of thé ttvo eonstitnents, as attcsted !)y a change of density. Thf ekn'Otts

appear to bc identicat in att their properties cxcept atomieweight, and no change

in thé spectnnn corresponding with thé change "f <)ensity bas bcen o!)served.

The continuation of thèse experimettts, whieh, natnraUy, tue tong and taborious

should thus fnrnish va)uab)e évidence nn thé questions discussed in this mono-

graph, and particularly us to whether isotopes have thc satne physical properties

apart from those dcpending directly upon tnoteeutar ntass."

An interesting discussion of the argon gases is to hc found on p. 43.

"Thé chemical incrtncss of the inprt gases and thc zero numhfr o[ thé

famity in the jx-riodic i;ot't'i"ë cannot ttK-refore mean that these ch'm<nts ha\'t;

no d<;tachabte clectrons, but rathbr that the fk'ctrons are not (letached by cht-micat

agencies.

"A suggestion was n)a()c by Armstrong, as long ago as )8o5, that tiie inole-

cules of the argon gases are matie nj) of more than one atom with such inH'nst-

aftinity for onc anothcr that they arc dMtitutf of extt'rniu combining poM't-r,

and that in conséquence wc do not )<noweither their atomic weight or ))osition

in the Pcriodic TaMe. On the other hand, to day thé monatomicity of thc

argon gases is acccpted for an immense variety of rcasons, in addition tu those

originally avaitahte. Indecd, it is directly proved by radio-active évidence of

the [nost varied description, hoth in connection with the votumeoccupicdhythc

émanation and thé helium prodnced in a known titnc from radium, for whieh

thé number of atoms disintcgrating has been counted; by thé density of the

cnlanation, as shown by direct and indirect diffusion methods; by thc faet that

thé stopping nower of helium is in accord with Bragg's atomic square-mot )atv,

und is nearly thé san)f as that of hydrogen, though its density is tu'icf-'as);reat

and lastly, by thé pcriodic law gencratixation here deatt with, whichconnrms thc

zero j)osition assigned to thé inert gases. But Artnstrong's suggestion contains

thé germ of an idea which serves to explain the chcnnca) inertness of the argon

gases. Instead of supposing that the atoms of thé argon gascs hâve an intense

ufiinity for one another, it may be mpposed that this intense and overwhdming

afiinity exists hetwcen thé single argon atom and its (tetaehab)c etectrons. Jnst

as chennsts now explain ntany of thc properties of nitrogen and its cf mpounds

as being due to a préférence of thé nitrogen atoms for uucanathcrinthMreom-

binations rather than for any other atom, so we may regard thé chemical inert-

ness of argon as conditioned hy its préférence for electricity rat))er than for

matter. It will not part with its détachable etectrons to chlorine, toformcom

puands of thé type AC[:, hccause its annuty for thé nnattaehed elcctron is greater

than that for thc etectron attached to a ehtorinc atom, that is, for chtorion

"Consid~erations of this character makc it clear that thé Hgurcs attached

to thc varions families of thé Periodic Tab)e are rcjative rather than absohttc.

They rcprcsent not so much thé absotnte nnntber of t)ctachab)e électrons in thé

onter atomic ring as thé nmnber which one atom will sncceed in()etaehin);fron)

another, thc ahsolutc mnnber present in the ring being unknown."

tf'tMff D. /~M<Vf/;

Rays of Positive Etectricity and their Application to Chemical Analysis.

~y Sir J. J. 7'Af)MSOM.76 X ~2 < pp. t' + /J~. New t'ar~: /.oM~nfU))!,C<)ffH

& Co., fp/j. /~<f< g/o Mf-y.–In thc préface thé anthor says: "I have de-
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scribed at some length thc apptieation of Positive Rays to chcmiea) analysis;

one of thc main reasons for writing this book was thc hopu thatitmight induce

others and especiaUy chemists, to try this tnethod of anatysis. I fc~'t sure that

there are many prohtems in Chemistry which coutd be solved with far greater

case by this than ))y any other method. The method is surprisingly sensitivc

more so than that of Spectrum Analysis, requires an innnitesima) amount of

materia), aud ducs uot requin; this to hc s))eeiaUy puriticd thc t(;chnn)Uf is unt.

diftteutt if a))))ttanc<;s for producing high vacua are avai)aMc."

The )«mk is un cxtrawdinurity intercsting <? und 1 hopc that thé quotH

tions, pp. 37, 49, 53, 65, 6y, 8~, ~6. t)o, will givc somc idea of t))e scopp.

"Th<; qMcstioi) arises whfth~'r thc corpuscles which profiucc th'- secondarif!'

by neutr'.dixing a positively eharged partiele or ionixin~ it ncutra) (itic arc free,

ur arc thosc bonnd up in thé tpotceutes of thc gas through which thc positive rays

arc traveting. There are several rcasons for thinking that thctatterhypothfsis s

is thé more probaMe onc.

t''or if the corpuscles which neutralize thé positive particles are free they

should bc removed by a strong etectrie field which ought ttiercfore tu ditniuish

thé brightness of the seconclaries. t have, however, never ))een able to detect

an effect ôf this kind.

"Again if free corpusdcswerc those which neutratixcd thç positivety charged

particles, the distance such a particte wou)d travel before it got neutratixed wontd

dépend only upon the density of thc free corpuscles. Now this density dépends

upon the amount of ionization produced by the positive rays after they have

passed through tttc cathod' this will vary with thé nMttthcr of these raysasweU

as with thé pressure and nature of the gas through which they travel. Conse-

quently thé distance n positive particle bas to travel btfore it gets ncutratii'ed

will dépend upon other thin~s besides thc pressure and character of the gas,

and will not therefore have a very close connection with thc free path of a mote-

cu)e of Un') gas. Wien, who has madc a vcry complete study of thé distance a

charged partic)e travels belore it gets neutra!ixed, fmds that it is of the saine

order of magnitude as this free path and does not dépend upon thé number of

free corpusdes. This is in favor of the view that thé corpu.sck's whieh neutratixe

thé positive partietes are not free, thé process of netttrahxation seems to be that

thc positive particles move through thé motecnjes of thé gas and ptuek out of

them the corpuscles requircf) for neutralization.

"Again, we conciticie for similar reasons that thé eorpusctcs whieh ionize

a neutral partictc are not free but bound np in the molecules of thegasthrough

whie)) thé positive rays pass. These rays, like thé or-partictes, seen) to be aille

to pass right through thc inolectiles, and Kônigsberger and Kutschewski have

shown that when moving through a gas they snffer Htt)c diminution in velocity

until they arc nearty at the end of their path. If thé corpuscles whieh tieutrati7.t

thc positive particles arc not free but are in the niolecules of the gas through which

these particte'i are passing, wc can understand why there is a lower as weti as

upper limit to the velocity of the particles whieh give rise to thc secondaries

due to partictes whieh have heen neutrahxcd while passing through thc etcetrie

and magnetic fields. For on this view the partictc beforc it can be neutralized

has to detach a corpuscte [rnm an atom or n)o)ccu)e. To do this rcquires thc

expenditurc of a definite an)"t)t)t of work whieh has to Ire donc on the corpnsck'
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by thé pnrtiete. The encrgy communicated to thc corpuscte dépends on thé

velocity of the particfe and untess this vetocity rcaches a detinitc value thé

corpusete will not get cnough energy to escape from the moteeute and will thus

be unable to neutralize the particte.

Thé question now arises as to how thc mercury atom acquires these very

various charges. Can an atom of mcreury when ionized lose any numher of

corpusetes from one to eight, or docs it always lose a definite number? Take

for example a mercury atMn with five positive ehargt" has it got into this con-

dition by tosing five charges whcn it was ionized, or did it originally lose thé

maximum numbcr eight and regain three subsequentty? The photogmphs

SHf~cst. t think, that the second supposition is thé correct one, and that in the

diseharge tube there are two and only two kinds of ionization. By one of these

kinds thc mercury atom )oses one corpuscle, by thé othcr eight.

"The maximum number of charges carried by a multiply charged atom

docs not seem to be retated to any chemical property of the atom such as its

vatency, but to dépend mainly on thé atomie weight; thus ntereury, thé most

massive atom on whieh observations have been made, canhaveas many as eight

charges, crypton atomie weight (82) four or five, argon atomje weight (40)

three, néon atomie weight (20) two, nitrogen atomic weight (14), and oxygen

(t6), two, perhaps in rare cases thrce, helium also occurs with two charges; thé

multiple charge has been found on thé atoms of all the ctements tested with the

very suggestive exception of hydrogen: no hydrogen atom with more than onc

charge has ever bccn obscrved, though as thé hydrogen fines occur practically

on every plate more observations have been made on thé hydrogen lines than on

those of any other etement.

"When there are on the plates tines corresponding to atcms of the same

clement with one, two, or three charges, then thé larger thé number of charges

the fainter the )ine. Judging from the intensity of the tines \vc should conctude

that thé number of multiply charged atoms is only a small fraction of the number

with one charge. The ratio of thc number of atoms which have only one charge

to that of those which have two or more charges is very variable and depends on

conditions which are not yet fully understood. For exampic, in the case of thé

carhon atom this ratio seems to dépend to a very great extent on the type of

gaseous earbon compound in thé discharge tube. With some hydrocarhons

thé doubly eharged earbon atoms are relatively much hrighter than with others.

Again, in thé case of oxygen 1 have found that thc purer thc oxygcu the fainter

the une due to the doubly charged oxygen atom in comparison with that due

to the atom with only one charge. It would seem that atoms torn fromchcm-

ical compounds wcrc more likely to have a double charge than those obtaincd

from a molecule of the ctement. Chemical combination can not, however, he

the only means hy which thé atoms acquire multiple charges, for the atoms of

thé inert monatontic gases. néon, argon and crypton, arc rcmarkaMe for thé

case with which thcy acquire mu)tip)e charges.

"t hâve not heen ab)c to find any case in whieh a motecttte of either an

eternentary or compound gas canies a ()oub)e charge. The )ine eorresj;onding

to thé mo)ecu)e of nitrogen appearson some phues to hâve a prolongation tuwards

the vcrtical axis; this wotdd i)np)y a double charge on thé nitrogen n)o)ecu)e.

am inctincd to think that this prolongation is not really due to the nitrogen
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[notecute, but to thé atom of awminium, as n)/f for this atom is 27.5, and for

thc nitrogcn tno)ecu)e 28, thf lines woutd be so close togethcr that it woufd be

dinicuittodifTerentiatethem.

"Chemical action, unless accompanied hy high temperature, bas not bcen

shown to givc conductivity. The very vigorous combination of hydrogen and

chlorine under suntight seons to have absolutely no effect on the eonductivity

of thé mixture, and this is a strong reason for supposing that thé atoms in the

nMtecute are )t eharged.

tt is truc that chenuca) actions vigorous enough to raise the gases to a very

high temperature, such as, for example, the combination of hydrogen and oxygen
in the oxy-hydrogen name. the oxidation in a Bttnsen <!ame. the burning of CO

and so on, make thc reacting gases good conductors of electricity. Thiseonduc-

tivity sceins, however, from the result of recent experiments, to be due to the

high températures produced by the chemical action rather than to the action

itsctf. Thé conductivity cannot be due to the tnotecute being dissociated into

pnsitivety and negatively electrified atoms, for the determinations of the mo-

bitity of the riegatively ctectrined particles in uames and gases at a very high

tcntperatnre show that it is much larger than would be possible if these particles

)<a()masses comparable with that of even thé lightest atom. Thèse negativcty
e)ectrHicd partictes are corpuscles, not atoms, and thc etcetrica) eonductivity of

gases at high temperatures is due to thc dissociation of the tnotccutes and atoms

into positivety charged mo)ccu)es and atoms and negativety-ctectrificd corpusetcs,

and not to a dissociation such as occurs in solution when thé e)ectri(ied bodies

arc positivety and negatively etectriHed atoms. The conductivity of hot gascs

seems to bc an example of thé emission of corpuscles from hot bodies, rather than

to be directly connected with chetnical combination. We know that when we

raise solids such as metals, or still ))etter, certain oxides to a high temperature

they give out copious streams of corpuscles, and the conductivity of flames is

better explained by supposing that gases possess this property to some extent

than by attributing it to chemieal action atone.

Weare led by these results to regard thé etcctrica) forces which kccp the

atoms in a moteeule together as due not to one atom being eharged positivcty and

the other ncgativety, but to thé displacement of thé positive and négative etec-

tricity in cach atom. Thus cach atom acts like an ejcctricat doublet and ab-

stracts anothcr atom in much thé same way that two magnets attruct each

othcr.

"Wc sec that in some gases we have hoth atoms and mo)ccu)es, in others

"n)y atoms. We can infcr from the study of thé eurves produced by the posi-

tive rays that helium, for example, is a monatomic gas, hydrogen and oxygen

di-atomic.

"Thé rays show too that thé atoms and mojeentes of the gases can he charged

with ( )cctricity :d) of thcn), as far as we know, with positive efcctricity, some of

thé atoms with négative as we)). The circumstances are very unfavorabte for

particlcs in the positive rays to get a négative charge, and we must not conctude

that bceanse an atom or motecutc bas not been obscrved to acquire a negative

charge wheu in thé positive rays it isincapabteof doing so under more favorable

circmnstanccs.
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"We have scen too that thé atoms of ail thé éléments except hydrogen can

acquire more than onc unit of positive charge. The maximum numbcr of sueh

units seems to depend on the atomic weight of the atum, for mercury, thé heaviest

atom yet inwxtiKated, it h as large as eight, forkry;'ton four or five, foroxygen

two, and so on. No undonbtcd case of a double charge on a molecule, whether

of an clement or a eomponnd. has yet been observfd. tn addition to thé atoms

and molecules of recognired ck'ments thèse rays revend the existence of radicles

and other combinations whieh are not known to cxist permanently in the free

state. Thus thé positive rays from marsh gas CH< show, in addition to the atom

amd motecute of hydrogen an<) thé atom of carbon, the systems CH,, CH:, CH),

CUt. The radicle OH with a negative charge has also been found when water

vapor was in the tube. We can detect by this method systems whieh have a

vcry transitory existence, for thcy need only last long enough to travel from the

discharge tube to the photographie plate, a journey which takes less than thé

ntitlionth of a second.

"Again thé rays show that with those compoundsof earbon, which contain

two or more earbon atoms united by bonds, two earbon atoms connected to-

gether are found in thé positive rays, and since they are found with a négative

as well as with a positive charge thé two carbon atoms united in this way

cannot he saturuted.

"Thé positivety charged particles, which wc have hithertu considere<).

originate in the neighborhood of thé cathode. Gehrckc and Keiehcnhcint have

discovered rays of positivety eharged partictcs which start from thé anode. Their

attention was eatted to these rays by noticing that a pencil of yenow light streamed

from a point on thc anode of a tube with which they were working. It was

found that there had been a spcek of sodium chloride at the points on the anode

from which the pencil started. They got these rays dcvetoped to a much greatcr

extent when they used for thé anode a piece of ptatinum foil with a littlc pocket

in which varions salts coutd bc placed. The foil was in circuit with a battery

insulated from thé one uscd to send thé currcnt through thc disehargc tube;

this battery was for thé purpose of raising thé anode to a red hcat, as thèse rays

are not developed nn)ess this ctcctrodc is at a high temperature. 'l'he current

through the tube was produced by a battery giving a potential différence of about

joo volts which, as a Wehnelt cathode was used. was sufncicnt to send a very

considerable current through thé tube; thc pressure in thc tube was very )ow.

The rays were well deve)opcd in this tube when KaC), LiC), KO and thechto-

rides of Cu, Sr, Ba, In. were placed in the pocket. The color of the rays corre-

sponded with thé color given to names by thc sa)t. They did not get any efTect

when thc oxides of calcium or harium were put in thc pocket; these oxides arc

known when hot to give out large streams of ncgativety electrified corpuscles

and for this reason arc use() for Wchnett cathodes. Thèse rays are apparentty

only givcn out by thé satts of thé n)cta)s and not by thc metats thonsetves; they

arc called Anode rays.

"Stark's expcrin)ents hâve shown that the source of the séries fines is «ne

of thc constituents of thc positive rays: thc question is, which constituent Wc

have secn that in hydrogcn, for exampte. wc hâve positivety nm) negativch

charged atoms, as well as ncutra) oocs: we have a)so j)ositivc!y chargcd and ucn

tral tnotectdcs. There is considérable différence of opinion as to which of ti.ese
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is responsiMe for thé series Unes in thé hydrogenspeetrum. Ali théories concur

:n regarding thé atom and not thc mo)eeute :ts thé source of tftese fines. bot ae-

conting to Wien's theory thé atom ra(Hates when in thé nentra) state, whi)e Star);

maintains that thé radiation is emitted when thé atom has a positive charge:

according to his vicw thé fines emitted hy thé neutral atom are far away in thé

ultra-violet.

Thé spectroseopy of the positive rays suggest some very interesting ques-
tions, as, for exampte, what kind of light do the motecutcs emit? In thé positive

rays in hydrogen thé molecules frequently outnumber the atoms, but no radia-

tion that can be attributed to the rrtolecules has yet been detected. The second

spectrum of hydrogen is there, but as it does not show the Duppter effect it cannot

!je due to thé motecutcs. It woutd seem as if the molecules must either give
rise to a eotttinuous spectrum or else to one in thé infra-red.

"As the second speetrum of hydrogen is present when thc positive rays

pass through a gas, but docs not show any disptacement. it must arise from some

process in which thé moving particles do not take part, such for example as a

combination of a positive atom with a negative one (not with a corpusete) to

fonn a neutral motccute.

"Stark has detected by thé increased Doppter effect fines due to the doubly
and trip)y charged atoms of tnereury and to thé doubly charged atom of hctium.

lIe tinds that thé fines given out by thé muttipty eharged atoms betong to

different series in Paschen and RunKe's classification from those given out by
at<jms with only one charge."

tWM~ D. ~aK<:rc/<

Handbuch der Mineratchentie. By C. Oo~ff. ~o<. Il, Part V. 7~ X

<;m;/)/<. /3f<K.' r/<M~ .')7<-fM~<)~,7<?f~. Price, So.fo Ma~t.–This

numher completes the second volume and contains the titte-page together with

name index and subject inde' Nephrite and jadeite are included in this number,

thus finishing thé discussion of the amphiboles. There is a chapter on man-

ganese and ferrous orthosilicates, followed by one on the orthosilicates of beryt-
)imn. tn.tngauese. a!id iron whieh contain sutphur, in other words hc)vin and

danahth. Thirty pages are clevoted to thc metasilicates of manganese and iron

after which corne shorter sections on thé silicates of nickel, copper, xine, and lead.

H~'Mf-)'D. BaKC~

Metattographie. B~ C<'<:<7 /K:/<. 7rftM!/a<«< &y Caspari. (V/aKa'-
/'K< der aK~~MK~M /ty!t~f</<ït-A<'MC/M'Mt/e. /}aM<<~) 77 X cm;
t' + 265. ~ft/~t'g: yo/tHMM/tM</VC!t'<~/!a~</f, /p/ Price: paper, marks;
/")«)«/. M«ff~–This is a translation of thé t;ttg)ish e()ition (t<t, 792)with sone

changes to takc account of thc recent work. There are many more literature

refercncM in the Ccrman édition. In the case 'of the iron-carbon diagram, the

author bas taken a distinct step backward. He now gives four lines to L'pton's
work where he gave four pages heforc. Thé section on thé theory of potishing, p.
~)9, has heen an)j)tif1ed thongh not mueh ehanged. Heithy's theory of thé amor-

j)hou-; states is accepted as true and there is a complete disregarrl of thé experi-
ments on dectn'iytic deposition of metals. fn spite of these defeets the hook

is a valuahle one and a wefcome addition tu the series. M~/a'cf D. BaM<:fo/;



THE ELECTROLYTIC DETERMINATION OF NICKEL

BY W. JUDSON MARSH

Among the methods proposed for the electrolytic de-

termination of nickel, that of A. Classen, who uses a solution

containingan excessof ammonium oxalate, is quite generally
recommended by the standard text books on quantitative

analysis. The method is also mentioned favorably in some

of the books on electro-analysis. Work in this laboratory
had already shown that this method was not especially ac-

curate or easy to carry out and so it was decided to repeat
certain workalready carried out and to test out certain other

suggestionsmade by ProfessorBancroft, of this laboratory.
Much work has already been done on the electrolytic

détermination of nickel and its congener cobalt, but a com-

plete bibliography of such research is not required in the

present article.'

In 1902Akerberg2made a study of the rapidity of the

electrolytic decompositionof oxalic acid in the presence of

sulphuric acid, in which he came to the following conclu-

sions

i. In H2SÛ4solution oxalic acid is but little decomposed

by the electriccurrent.

2. Platinized platinum anodes cause the decomposition
of oxalicacid, i. e., it is oxidized at the anode.

3. Reaction is monomolecular, i. e.,

H~O, + 0 –~ H:0 = zCOi

In 1909G. Lambris3reported a further research on "The

Taking-up of Carbon by Metals in the Case of Hiectrolysis
from Aqueous Solution, with especial Reference to Nickel."

In this article the author reviews previous work on the elec-

trolytic deposition of carbon and describes his own experi-
ments minutely. It had been found that certain carbona-

Zeit.anat.Chern.,19,3t4(1880).
Zeit. anorg. Chem., 31, t6t (1902).

Zeit. Ktektrochemie, 15, 973 (tço?).
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eeous material was deposited along with nickel in the method

suggested by Classen and the author attacked the problem
of explaining and preventing this. He came to the following
conclusions:

i. The absorption of carbon by the nickel is entirely
due to a gas reaction.

2. Thé gases which introduce the carbon are CO, CO. and

C.2H<. Such gases as are reduced beyond C.fH~do not intro-
duce an y carbon.

3. Oxalic acid is partly réduced to C~H~upon platinum
and nickel, but not when Cu, Fe, or Sn cathodes are used.
Therefore C-jH.~is only a carrier of carbon to metals (cathodes)
in electrolysis.

4. The carbon in electrolytic Ni is present in the form
of carbide.

5. A porous porcelain cup placed about the cathode

prevents the deposition of carbon with the nickel.

6. The introduction of (NH<).;C03, 0~, CO2 and CO
into the cathode compartment causes the separation of car-
bon along with nickel.

7. When CtHx is used, the carbon content is very nearly
the same as in case of the oxalate electrolysis.

Lambris also did much other work on the nature of this
carbonaceous matter deposited, and came to the conclusion
that it existed as a carbide, which, when separated out for

analysis, invariably yielded heavy hydroearbons, light hydro-
carbons, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen on treatment with

dilute HCI. He also concluded that certain small amounts
of ammonium salts were held (adsorbed) by the carbon itself,
which séparâtes on dissolving the metal deposit. He was
able to obtain results from 2 to 2.5 percent in excess of the

weight of nickel known to be present (e. g., 8.6 mg carbon
in a deposit of 0.03 gram nickel).

Classen's method is described in his book, "Quantita-
tive Analysis by Electrolysis" (1903 edit., p. t6o) "Metat

present as sulphate.
Substance added 6 to 8 grams ammonium oxalate.
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Total volume of solution: 120 CC.

Temperature: 60° to 70°.
Current density at cathode: N. D. = 1.0 ampere,
Potential difference: 3 to 4 volts,
Time required: about 3 hours."

Classen adviscs the use of ammonium sulphide to test the

solution for the last traces of nickel. His book gives short

descriptions of the methods of Fresenius and Bergmann

{(NH<)2SO<+ free NH~OH in solution), Cette! (chloride solu-

tions), Smith (cyanide solution). Fernberger and Smith

(phosphate solution), Campbell and Andrews (phosphate
and excess NH40H solution) and Gooch and Medway

{(NH~SO~ + NH<OH with rapid rotation}. He gives no

further data as to the conditions or results of his method
for nickel; but under his oxalate method for tin, which is

quite similar, he claims that thé method is sufficiently ac-

curate to yield results suitable for thé atomie weight deter-

mination of tin (page 212).

Attempts have been made in this laboratory to use this
oxalate method for the determination of nickel, cobalt, and

tin, but only in the last-mentioned case (tin) has it proved
at ail suitable for accurate eleetroanalysis. Briefly, some of

the disadvantages or inconveniences of the method are: the

use of special and expensive apparatus, the necessity of plating
the platinum dish cathode with copper on silver, the long and
uncertain time required for a determination (3 to 7 hours);
extra trouble of heating the solution to a constant tempera-
ture, evaporation of the electrolyte and the consequent ten-

dency of salts to "crawl" out on the stem of the anode and

upper edges of the dish, the separation of the nickel as per-
oxide on the anode toward the end of the run, the necessity
of siphoning out the solution and adding distilled water at

the end of thé run and the uncertainty as to results obtained,
these usually running high due to the codeposition of car-

bonaceous material.

In the description of the method no mention is made of

this last and most troublesome tendency, and, of course, no
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suggestion as to any means of obviating it. With this in

mind the present research was begun with the followingob-

jects in view

i. Repetition of certain parts of the work of Akerberg
and Iambris.

2. To find the conditions which give the worst results,
i. e., the highest percent of depositedcarbon, etc.

3. To find the conditions whieh give the best results

by this method.

4. If possible to modify the method so as to render it

more accurate and rapid.

5. To test out the effectof certain addition substances.
6. If not possible to improve the method sufficiently,

to work out and give in detail some simpler, more rapid, and

more accurate method.

Very little need be said as to the repetitions of work by
Akerberg. From the statement of the former to the effect
that oxalic acid was but little decomposed by the current

when sulphurie acid was present, it was thought that possi-
bly the presenceof the sulphate ionmightprevent the break-up
and consequent oxidation of the oxalate ion and consequently
do away with the deposition of carbon at the cathode, the

theory being that the oxalicacid is oxidizedat the anode to

2COzand H20, and that the COzthen diffuses,in part, to the

cathode where it is reduced and some acetylene is formed

which then may react with the freshly deposited -nickel to

form a carbide of nickel. The use of H~SO~in this case is

not permissible and so (NH4):SO<was tried, without the de-

sired result. A solution, the Ni content of which had been

previously determined by the excellent dimethylglyoxime
method of Brunck,' was found to contain 0.1698 gram Ni

per 50 ce solution. Using the apparatus and conditions

recommendedby Classen with additionsof 3, 5, and io grams
(NH~SO~, deposits were obtained weighing 0.1730 gram,

0.174.8 gram, 0.1719 gram. In every case 50 ce samples

Zeit.angew.Chemie.MU,t8~ (1907).
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were taken carefully from a réservoir-burette bottle (at or

veryoear2o°C).
An attempt was next made to repeat thé workin which

Lambris obtained the highest amounts of carbon alongwith
the nickel deposit-the amount being judged by the differ-
ence in weight of the deposit and the weight of nickelin the
solution used (i. e., 0.1698 gram Ni per 50 ce solution). Un-
successfulattempts weremade to cause the nickel of the de-

posit to dissolve in KCl.CuClz.zHi-Osolution as used in the
determination of total carbon in iron or steel. It was found
that hydrochloric acid of a concentration sufficient to dis-
solve the deposit left little or no solid residue of carbonaceous

material, which is in accord with the findings of Lambris.
It was found possible, however, to obtain some of this car-
bonaceousmaterial by adding distilled water and then nitrie
acid drop-wiseuntil the deposit began to dissolvevery slowly
as shownby the evolution of small gas bubbles from the sur-
face of the deposit. The reaction, however, tended to speed
up as heat was evolved and more distilled water was added.
With care it was found possible to obtain from to Va of
the weightin excessof the true weight of nickel. The amount
of this solid residue, however, was necessarily small (a few

milligrams) and, when analyzed by the oxygen combustion

method, the results were not very satisfactory, indicating
that the product was from 77.5 percent to 91.2 percent
carbon. This was not considered surprising, however, as
the material seemed to vary considerably in color, size of

particles, and physical form. Usually it was nearly black,
but on two occasionsit appeared distinctiy brownish. Usually
it was finely divided and granular in appearance, but some-
times it was flocculent and filmy. It seemed to cling tena-

ciously to small amounts of ammonium salts. Lambris re-

ported that he was unable to notice any carbon whenCu, Fe,
or Sn cathodes were used. In this laboratory very consider-
able amounts of carbon have been found when a solution of

copper carbonate is dissolved in a slight excessof acetic acid
and the solution electrolyzed, using a potential difference
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Thé results in the second series were higher than those

in Series I, because they were run from 15minutesto one-half

hour longer than those in Series I. Conditions used were 4.

grams (N~)~ 8 grams HiC~O~at i ampere per 100 sq.
cm and 3 volts, using a rotating copper gauze cathode (see

below). In spite of Classen's note to the contrary, thismethod
does not seem well suited to the determination of the atomic

weight of tin. If the electrolysiswas allowed to run for one

hour, the results were fairly good,but they seemedto gomuch
too high when allowed to run longer.

In the introductory part of his book Classenrecognized
several phenomena of a nature apparently similar to the

above cases in which the oxalate radical seems to furnish a

source of thé carbon deposited with metals. For example

(on page 39 of his book), he noted that carbon dioxide was

formed by the oxidation of the acetic acid radical, which then

might also yield ethane and even ethylene. Octane, iso-

butylene, ethylene, carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, formic

acid, etc., he said were also formedon the break-up of various

organie acids.

Thé attempt to find conditions which yield the highest
amounts of deposited carbon gave no new results. The per-

centages of carbon deposited, as indicated by excessweight
of the deposit, were of much the same magnitude as those ob-

tained by Lambris, i. e., about 2.5 percent.

of 2.5 to 3 volts and a current density of N. D.~e = t to z

amperes in a total volume of 150 ce. Atso in Classen's
oxalate method for tin, numerous high results have been
obtained. A tin solution made from Kahlbaum's C. P. tin
so that 50 ce were exactly equal to o.~ooogram Sn gave
the followingresults

Scriest I SeriesII

0.3008 03036

0.30t0 0.3040

0.3007 0.30~1
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Next, numerous runs were made in an endeavor to im-
pt-Qve the method, but without much success. When the
température is kept close to 50' and water is added from time
to time to replace that tost by evaporation, the method gives
fair results if allowed to run 2.5 to 3 hours. These results
are usually a little low, however, as some nickel remains in
the solution. This amount is too small to be shown by the
(NH4);;Stest, but shows up readily on usingdimethylglyoxime
as a spot-test reagent. This indicator is now used in this

laboratory as an end test for both nickel and cobalt, giving a
reddish pink coloration with CO and a pink precipitate with
Ni (in presenceof NH~OHor NaAc). Variationof the amount
of (NHt~C~ had but little effect as long as the amount
present exceeded 5 grams per 120 ce of solution containing
ça. 0.17 gram Ni. Thé addition of 1-2 gram of urea had a
bénéficiai effect. The tendency for NiO~to separate at the
anode toward the end of the run was eliminated by addition
of a little NH~OHor "glycerol mixture" (E. F. Smith: Elec-
tro-Analysis) or by decreasing the current and voltage for a
few minutes near the end of the run.

Since none of the above changes improved the method

sufficiently to render it as rapid and accurate as a good elec-

trolytie method should be, it was decided to try the effect
of certain addition substances (known to electroplaters as

"dopes"). It was thought that some reducing agent might
be found which would react with the oxygen formed at the
anode and by so doing decrease the time required and the
amount of carbon dioxideformed and consequentlythe amount
of carbon deposited. Those tried were hydrazine sulphate,
hydroxylamine sulphate, sodium nitrite and sodium sul-

phite. Of the first three hydrazine sulphate was the only
one to produce a noticeable effect. When it was added to
the extent of 5 grams it produced a blackeningof thé deposit,
possibly due to the formation of nickel sulphide.

This last seems more probable in the light of the unex-

pected behavior of the last reducing agent, sodium sulphite.
Although this has not been sufficientlyinvestigated, it is cer-
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Il
tain that its effect is surprising and for this reason it is to be
studied more thoroughly. Briefly the phenomena noticed
were as follows: on addition of 5 grams of Na~SOs(Baker's
C. P.) and all other conditionsbeing those employed by Clas-
sen, a black flocculent precipitate begins to form almost as
soon as the circuit is closed. This precipitate increases
rapidly in amount and the odor of hydrogen sulphide is per-
ceived. Thinking that this phenomenon might be due to
some chemical reaction, a blank was made which showed this
not to be true. Other blanks were run, the first showing
no such behavior when the 6 to 8 grams (NH~C~O., was
electrolyzedwith 5 gramsNa.SOain 120cc of water at 50° C,
and the second also gave a negative result when the nickel
solution and 5 grams Na~SO:,were electrolyzed, all other con-
ditions being the same(exceptthat no(NU~C~ was present).

At first it was thought that this precipitate might be
some carbonaceous material such as that which deposited
with the nickel, but on filtering it off and washing it, the ma-
terial dissolvedquite easily in warm 6N HC1 with evolution
of H2S and the formation of the characteristic green solu-
tion of nickel chloride. It was evident that 120ce of a nickel

sulphate solution is quickly reduced to black NiS in the pres-
ence of 6 to 8 grams (~~C~ and 5 grams Na2SO3.

Then, on washing out the Classen dish in which this
run had been started, it was noticed that a firm deposit had
been formed on the copper with which the dish had been

previously plated. This deposit appeared much like thé

ordinary good nickel deposit, but was somewhat darker in
eolor. Previously certain very thin films of iridescent
metallic sheen had been noted floating off from the dish
cathode when the solution was rapidly stirred. These films
were very similar to those often noticed when HzS is passed
into solutions for the precipitation of metals in qualitative
analysis, especially in case of lead solutions. Although this
work has not yet been confirmed,it seems reasonably certain
that these films as well as the firm, even, metallic deposit
on the copper were both nickel sulphide. It may be possi-
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ble that in dissolving thé depositwith i i HNOasomeerror
of manipulation was made, but it is certain that after wash-

ing the deposit carefully, a considerableamount of hydro-
gen sulphide was given off when the nitric acid was diluted.
This might seem to indicate that a form of nickel sulphide
not unliké the minéral Millerite (sulphide of Ni) had been
formed. This minéral (according to Dana's Mineralogy,
pp. 70-71) is said to have a "grayish iridescent tarnish" and
it is claimed to have been preparedartifieially.'

Thé addition of small amounts of urea (i to 2 grams)
seemedto eut down the time requiredfor the completionof a

determination, but no effecton thecarbondepositionwasnoted.

Finally it seemed possiblethat a decrease in the sizeof
the anode might tend to lessen the oxidizing effect at that

electrode, as the oxygen wouldbe less liable to remain in the
solution. When, however, a ptatinum wire was used as

anode, it was found that the consequent increase in anode

density augmented the tendency of nickel to deposit as per-
oxideon the anode. For this reasonit was necessaryto aban-
don this idea.

At this point it was thought best to test out someother

method along with a simpler form of apparatus. It was

hoped to adopt and modify someof the successfulmethods

of the electroplating industry so as to work out a procedure

satisfactory to the analyst. Thinking that such a method

would be more liable to yield the desired results if the solu-

tion should be as nearly neutral andof as unchangingcomposi-
tion as possible, a number of plating methods were tried out

including a boric acid solution, the same with various addi-

tion substances, a solution containingan excess of borax, a

solution containing an excessof sodium pyro-phosphateand

ammonia, a solution containing a slight amount of formie

acid and an excess of sodiumformate, a solution containing
a small amount of free lactic acid and an excessof lactate

(NH4laetate), a solution containingfree phosphoricacid and

'Weinschenk:Zeit.Kryst.,17,500(t8ço);Baubigny:Syn.Min.,4,
t6S(t88t).
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NaHi:PO<, and finally the well known ammonium sulphate-
ammonia solution.~

Of aU the solutions above mentioned, the last was the
most satisfactory. Some would not run to completion,
some gave good deposits at first but unsuitable for analytical
purposes due to "burning," etc., at the end, most of them
were very slow, etc. After considerable work on this method
the following very satisfactory solution was found:

Nickel present (about 0.2000 gram) as (NH4)2SO4.NiSO4.-
6H.20.

Ammonium hydroxide 15-20 ce (Sp. Gr. 0.96).
Ammonium sulphate 5 grams.

Amperageo.8 0.1.

Potential difference 3.5 ± 0.2 volts.

Time required about 25 minutes. Room température.
Nitrie acid, nitrates, and chlorides must not be present.

Total volume of solution made up with H~O to 200 ce.

Electrolyze in a 350 ce beaker using a 10 gram platinum-
wire gauze flag anode (52 mesh and 6 X ~.5cm) and a rota-

ting (550-650 R. P. M.) pure Cu gauze (50 mesh and 5 cm

high X 3 cm diameter) cathode. This electrode combina-
tion is much less expensive than the Classen dish and disk of

platinum, requiring only one-fifth as much platinum as the
latter. The Cu wire gauze cathode can be made casily,
quickly, and cheaply. Stiff, twisted Cu wire is used for the
stems and small Cu tacks are used to rivet the gauze together.
One sueh cathode can be used for a great many determina-

tions, as a fresh surface for deposition may be obtained by
dipping a used cathode in i i HN03 for a few moments.
When.well made and properly handled the cathodes which
cost but a few cents and a few minutes work give results

exactly as good as any platinum cathode. This makes it

possible to run many more determinations than is usually
possible with more expensive forms of apparatus. These
cathodes have also been used successfully in thé laboratory
for the determination of copper, tin, cobalt, cadmium, bis-

E. F.Smith:Electro-Analysis,[22-<3<).
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muth, silver, and zinc. They have also been used in com-
bination with the platinum wire gauze anodes for the de-

termination of lead and manganese, both of which are de-

posited on the anode as peroxides.
The accompanying table of results obtained by eleven

different students using this method will give some idea as

to the value of the method to those not especially skilled in

quantitative manipulations.

ELECTROLYTIC DETERMINATION OF NICKEL

Solution= NiS04(NH4):S04.6H:0(ça. 21g. peftiter)
Weightofnickelin eachrun' = o.ï3;;6g. + 15ceNH~OH,sp.

g. 0:96;dilutedto 200cc
50cenickelsolution. Potentialdifference3.5 0.2volts

Curn-nt Time Weight
of

rror of method
Ampere Minutes

Gr~n Gram

Gram

0.7 M 0.1359 +0.0023
0.7 20 01337 +0.0001
0.7 20 O.I2Ç6 -0.0040
0.7 M 0.1340 +o.ooo4
0.7 20 O.t3!0 -0.0026
0.8 30 0.1348 +o.oo!2
0.8 30 o.!338 +0.0002
0.8 30 o.!3~6 +o.oo!o
0.8 25 o.t334 –0.0002
0.8 25 0.1334 –0.0002
0.8 25 0.1332 –o.ooo~
0.8 25 0.1338 +0.0002
0.7 25 o.:34.i +0.0005
0.7 25 o.!336 0.0000
0.7 25 o.!34.o +0.0004
0.7 25 0.1336 o.oooo
0.7 25 0.1332 –0.0004
0.7 25 01344 +o.ooo8
0.8 25 0.1339 +o.ooo3
0.8 25 0.1339 +o.ooo3
0.8 30 01344 +o.ooo8
0.8 30 o.!33t -0.0005

–––––
Av. 0.75 25 0.1336 +0.0002

1 The ittnount of nickel jjcr $0 cc of solution (o.;336) was detcrntined

by uvcra);")t; a series of fine determinations of Ni by thé dimethy)g)yoxim';

method.
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A THERMOSTATFOR LOW TEMPERATURES

BY JAMSS H. WALTON, JR., AND ROY C. JUDD

In order to carry out a seriesof experimentson the velocity
of crystallization of water, it was necessary to construet a

thermostat that could be held constant at temperatures from

o° to about –20°. Thé apparatus that was finally devised

for this purpose is describedbelow and a cross section shown

in Fig. i.

Fie.!r

The general p!atnconsistsof a primary bath A and a sec-

ondary bath B. The primary bath is filled with a mixture
of ice, salt and water, whieh is pumped.through a coil in the

secondary bath. When the temperature of the solution in

B becomes too low, a regulator closesa cock by means of the

wheel E and shuts off the flowof the cold brine. Similarly,
when B becomes too warm, the cock is opened and the flow

of brine lowers the temperature.

The essential details of the apparatus are as follows:

The primary bath A is eighteen inches square and fourteen

inches deep. It is constructed of heavy galvanized iron and

is placed in a box and insulatedwith a inch layer of sawdust.
The dimensions of the secondary bath are 25'~X 5V:" and

ô'/z" in depth. It is also constructed of galvanized iron and

is placed in a woodenbox, M. Between the bath and M is a

one inch layer of felt. M is provided with a tightly fitting
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cover and is covered on the outside with a layer of felt about
hatfanmchthick.

The brine from the primary bath is pumped by means
of the turbine C, through D, back into A again through a return

pipe that is not shown in the figure. The brine coming in
at the intake of the pump passes through fine copper gauze
which removesbits of straw, etc., that would elog the pump.
The axle of the pump extends through a packing box to the
outside of the bath. It is driven by means of the wheel I,
which is connected with a one-tenth H. P. motor.

The secondary bath is agitated by a screw-shapedstirrer,
F, which is driven from the outside of the bath. For a long
narrow bath of this kind, this has proven the most efficient

type of stirrer. A double window, J, makes it possible to
observe the growth of the crystals in the tubes that are im-
mersed in the bath. The panes of glass in this double window
are about three-fourths of an inch apart. This double win-
dow has the advantage that it fumishes an air space which
is an insulator and eliminates, to a considerableextent, the

heating of the bath. Moreover, water vapor does not con-
dense to ice on the outside of the glass and thus interfere with
the viewof the inside of the bath as is thé case when a single
windowis used. The inside of the bath is illuminatedby two

4.c. p. 6 volt incandescent bulbs, H, H, similar to those used
for automobile side lamps. Considerable diniculty was ex-

perienced in finding a suitable regulator. The ordinary form
of glass regulator filled with toluene is not satisfactory. The

liquid in the regulator conducts the heat so slowly that there
is a great lag in its operation with a consequent diminishing
of the constancy of the bath. This was in part avoided by
using a regulator, G, consisting of a steel tube filled with

mercury. To further reduce the lag, the mechanism shown
in the figure was used.' This consists of a slowly rotating
wheel,K, to which a platinum wire is attached to an excentric

'Gnuy:Jour.Ph;'s.,6,79 ~897);st;ea)soBan)t"i:Phi).Trans.,i()(),
149([902).
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so.that it moves up and down in the stem of thé regulator.
When the mercuryexpandsit makescontact with the platinum
wire, an electrical connection is made that rotates the wheel

Ë, thus opening the cock in a manner to be describedshortly.
This sends cold brine through the pipe D. The platinum
wire, however,is slowlywithdrawn from the mercury and -thé
contact broken before the mercury is through expanding,
thus compensatingfor the lag in the regulator. If the bath
has been cooled to the desired temperature by the openingof
the cock, the mercury will usually have commenced to con-
tract by the time the platinum wire begins to descendagain.
This device must be regulated to suit the individual bath,
the length of throw of the wire and the speed with which it
moves being the factors that must be controlled.

The successof thé thermostat depends upon the method of

automatically opening and closing the cock that admits the
cold brine. The details of the arrangement are shown in

Fig. 2. Thé pipe D is provided with a cock, Q, which is an

!)!:

ordinary water cock used on faucets. To the end of thé rod

Y, operating this cock, a wooden whec), E, about six'inches in

diameter, is secured by a nut, Z. Two rubber stoppers,
S, S, are secured to E. When the wheel is turned these stop-
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pers cornein contact with thé "bumpers" T, T and so make. it

impossible for E to make a complete révolution. A nine

point rockingswitch, L, is connectedto Hby meansof a string
X. To bring the bath to the right temperature the nut Z,

fasteningE to the cock,is loosenedand the cockopenedenough
to allowthe bath to corne to a temperature a few tenths of a

degree above that desired. E is then turned as far as possi-
ble to the right and the nut tightened. Turning the wheel

to the left will now open the cockand permit a largerstream

of the cold brine to flow through the secondarybath. When

the temperature of the bath becomestoo high the regulator,

by means of the relay R, throws the motor P, into a no v.

A. C. circuit. This starts the motor (shownin Figs. i and 2)
and rotates E to the left, opening the cock. The rotation of

E pulls the rocker of the switch to the left and breaks the 110

v. circuit. The connections through the switeh are made in

such a way that as soon as the points of the rocker leave the

mercury cups on the right the 10 volt circuit is broken. As

soon as contact is made with the mercury cups on the left of

the switch the fields of the motor are reversed.'1 The cold

brine nowruns through the secondary'bath until the mercury
in the regulator begins to contract. The current through the

relay is then broken. This starts the motor P, once more,

but the direction in which it turns has been reversedconse-

quently E is rotated to the right, the cock is closedoncemore

and the no volt current again shut off. For as soon as the

points of the rocker leave the mercurycupsat the left the no

volt current is broken, and the fields of the motor are re-

versed when contact is made with the cups at the right. The

making and breaking of the current by means of the regula-
tor thus intermittently opens and closesthecock. The motor

that does this is in motion only whilethe cockis beingopened
or closedand at no other time.

The binding posts or wires in Fig. 2 that are numbered

The motor used for opening and closing the cock was tnade by the

General E)cetrie Co. It is described as follows: Induction motor. 60 cycles.

novott. TypeDss. 'H.P. SpeedtSoo. Cat. 66931.
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the same are connected directly. Thus 6 on the relay has a
direct connection with 6 on the rocker switch.

The solution used.in the secondary bath was made by
mixing two parts of water with one part of glycerineand one

part of ethyl alcohol.

In a test carried out to ascertain the constancy of this

thermostat it was found that at a temperature of –12° during
a run of six hours the temperature varied ±0.03°. By using
a mixture of calcium chloride and ice in the primary bath
it is possible to keep the secondary bath at a temperature of

–25°to–30°.
The automatic cock described above may be used at

temperatures above zero. For example, ice water could be

substituted for the brine solution, and at higher temperatures
the primary bath couldbe entirely replaced by a boilergenera-
ting superheated steam.

Pe~a~t)ten< of Chemistry

!/Mt'MfH'<yofWisconsin



Because of spontaneous crystallization, Turmiirz was

unable to make measurements below –4.. 6°. In the light of

the interesting and important work of Tammann," Marc,~

Sitzungsber. Wiencr Akad., 103 lIa, 226 (t89~.
Kristatiisicren und Sc))mc)xo), p. 131 ff~

'Xcit. phys. Chem., 61, 3~ (t~oS~; 67, ~o; 68, to~ (t909~; 73, 6~
('9"). 75) 7'" ('9'i).

THE VELOCITY 0F THE CRYSTALLIZATION OF
UNDERCOOLED WATER

BY JAMRS H. WAt,TON, JR., AND ROY C. JUDD

Although the velocity of crystallizationof many under-
cooled liquids has been measured, comparatively little work
has been donc on the speed with which undercooled water
changes to the solid phase.

TurmHrz' measured the velocity with which this sub-
stance crystallizes, using thin-walledtubes of 18 mm interna!
diameter. These tubes wcre filledwithwater and placed in a
bath whichwas then cooledby exposurein a coldroom. When
a crystal of ice was brought in contactwith the undercooled
liquid, crystallization took place. The velocity could easily
be determined by measuring the time necessary for the ad-
vancing surface of the solid phase to travel a given distance.
Turmlirz's results are given in Table I, in which t is the num-
ber of degreesof undercooling,and V is the velocity of linear
crystallization expressed in mm per second

TABLE1

< Y' < V

-074 0.37 -2.7! 5.77
-2 f.44 –2.f)o 7.06
"'40 2.20 –3.20 7.47
–'54 2.76 –349 1023–i62 2.92 –3.64 n.28
–2.00 ~~2 –414 '6.9~
–~ 40 4.49 –4.20 f8.i5
–~54 5~4 –4.~0 22.07
–2.67 5.58 –
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Freundiich,' and others, on this subject it seemed desirable

to determine the speedof crystallization of water with special
referenceto factors affecting it, particularly the influence of

dissolvedsubstances.

Experimental

The usual method for measuring the speedof crystalliza-
tion is to undercool the substance in a tube, and at a definite

temperature to cause crystallization by introducing a frag-
ment of the solid phase. The time necessaryfor the crystals
to fill a certain length of thé tube gives the linear velocity
of crystallization. To undercool water more than two or

three degrees,specialprecautions must be taken. The water

must be pure, free from dust and air, and coveredwith a layer
of oil. Paraffine oil may be used for this purpose, although

Turmlirzused turpentine in his experiments. The volume of

water used should be as small as possible. Tammann' has

shown that spontaneous crystallization is accompanied by
the formation of crystalline nuclei throughout the solution.

The greater the volumeof liquid used the greater is the chance

of these nucleibeingformed. The experimentsof the authors

show that with the same volume of water, undercooling is

more easily carried out in a flask than in a tube; the water

can be cooled to a lower temperature, and there seems to be

less danger of spontaneous crystallization.
In determining the velocity of crystallization of under-

cooledwater, the following method was used: A soft-glass

tube, similar to that shown in Fig. i, wasfilled to the level A

Pig.:t

w~th freshiy boiled conductivity water. Paraffine oil that

had been carefully washed was then placed in each arm of thé

Ze<<.~/(M.C/MML,75,2~5(f)to).
Knst.altisicrcuutMtSchm'kcn,p. f~S(tf)o.
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tube so that there was a layer about an inch deep on the sur-

face of the water. The tube was then placed through an

opening in the cover of the thermostat described in the paper

preceding this, and allowedto corneto the temperature of the

bath. This took at least three minutes. At thé end of this

time crystallization was started in the tube by scratching
the side of the tube just below the layer of oil by means of a

piece of wire. The time necessary for the crystalline surface

to travel from B to C.(i meter in distance) was measured with

a stop watch. Several measurements were made with the

same tube full of water, and it was found that this gave just
the same results as were obtained by filling the tubes each

time. an experiment was carried out. Results obtained by

using tubes in whieh the water had been standing for several

weeks, however, diverged greatly from those obtained with

freshly filled tubes. This was doubtless due to the glass dis-

solved by the water on standing.
An unsuccessfulattempt wasmade to measure the velocity

of crystallization in tubes with very thin walls. Spontaneous

crystallization occurredmuch more frequently than with thick-

walled tubes that permitted the water to cool slowly. The

tubes used in the first experimentshad a bore of 7 mmand an

outside diameter of 12 mm. The velocity of crystallization
was measured to –9°. Below this temperature the results

were uncertain, owing to spontaneous crystallization taking

place before the tube was cooled to the température of the

bath. The results obtained are given in Table II and shown

graphically in Fig. 2, Curve I, in wMchthe velocity is expressed
as centimeters per minute. Experiments with tubes of differ-

ent bores and different thickness of walls were carried out for

the purpose of showing the influenceof these factors on the

speed of crystallization of water. Tables III and IV give the

diameter of the tube and the results obtained. These results

are also shown graphically in Fig. 2, Curves II and III.

Tammann has shown that for undercooled liquids the

velocity of crystallization increaseswith the degree of under-

cooling until a maximum is reached below which temperature
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Temp. °~ Average crystallization
imeter Average

ctntterminute

-2.00 1940 1900 3~
t86.o ·

–3.61 i244

–4.67 85.0

-g 86

85.2
I

84.2 71.4

–5.86 56.1

–6.i8 5311

–7.M
22.0

–7-50 190-7-50
I9,g I9.45 308.019.9 19.45 3o8.o

–8.19 146

–8.38 i2.o

–9-07 8.8

TABLEII (CURVEI)

Velocity of crystallization of water

Outside diameter of tube 12mm

Inside diameter of tube 7 mm

iVetocHyottinear
Timefor 4 Veloeityut linear

124.77
123.2
122.1

127.0

t27.2
122.0 12~0 484

86.3

83.0

85.1
82.6

82.5

54.0
53.9
56.8
57.0
57.0
57-0 56.0 M7-I

51.4 52.3 !i4-7

23.0

22.5 22.5 266.7

14.3 '4-45 415.2

10.3
ii-5

12.7
12.0 !i.7 SI3.0

8.8

8.7 8.77 684.0
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there is, at least for several degrees, no relation between the

speed of crystallization and the temperature of the bath.
Continued coolingof the bath results in decreasing the speed
of crystallization. This phenomenon is explained as follows:
At temperatures in the neighborhood of the freezing point
of the solution, the velocity of crystallization is retarded by
the heat of crystallization, which heats the layer of Uquid
that is in contact with the growing crystalline surface. Thé

velocity with which this layer is cooled by the outside bath
is one of the factors in determining the speed of crystalliza-

F'g.2:1

tion. The greater the number of degrees the liquid is under-

cooled, the more quickly will this layer take on the tempera-
ture of the outside bath, consequently the less will the effect
of the heat of crystallization be felt. This will result in the

speed of crystallization increasing with the undercooling, up
to a point at which the above effect will just neutralize the

heat of crystallization. The layer will then have thé tem-

perature of the melting point of the substance, and this point
will be the maximum velocity of crystallization.

From the ahove consideration it is evident that thc size
of the bore and the thickness of the walls of the crystattizing
tubes are important factors in the velocity of crystallization,
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.i,ime for
VpjocitvoUinear

Tmm
Timc-for Avcragc crystallizationnmp. tmeter cmperminutc

–6.10 41.6

–6.6o 39.5

–7.58 3'o

–8.58 2599

T'mc for
Average erystaUi~tion

ttncter emperminute

–6.17 24.7

–7.65 164

–9.92 9.~5

Vetocity of crystallizationof water

Outside diameter of tube 14mm

Inside diameter of tube 11mm

Velocity of crystallization of water
Outsidc diameter of tube 10 mm

Inside diameter of tube 3.5 mm

T'
V(:)ocityof)inear

42.1
4~4
4~0
4'.5 4~7 '44.0

4~7
39.i
38.1 39.6 '5i5

3!0
30.8

193.531' 3~° '93.5

26.0

25.0 25.6 234.4

26.7
25.5
25-i
25.3 25.5 235.3

t6.o

15.35

1570 ~5.9 377.8

12.50
1090
10.50 '0.94 54" 4

ÏABI.)! III (CURVEII)

TABLE IV (CURVE III)
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inasmuchas they determine the rate of the coolingof the crys-

tallizing liquid, The results obtained in these experiments,

using tubes of different diameters, is thus explained. This

does not, however, explain the fact that at –6" thé under-

cooled water represented by Curve III crystallizes faster

than that in tube I, while at –8° the reverse is true.

An inspectionof Curve 1 showsthat the point of maxi-

mum crystallizationliesbelowthe temperatures at whichthese

experimentswerecarried out. Many attempts were made to

détermine the velocity of crystallization at –15", but the

liquid alwayscrystallized spontaneouslybefore the tube was

cooled to the temperature of the bath. Crystallizing tubes

were prepared by filling with pure boilingwater, evacuating,
and then sealing,but they could not be undercooledany lower

than those prepared in the manner already described.

Thèse experiments are being continued, the particular
line of investigation being the effectof dissolved substances

upon the velocityof crystallization of water.

Summary

i. The linear velocity of crystallization of undercooled

water has beendetermined to –9".
z. The thickness of the wall of the tube used in these

determinations is an important factor in determining the

speed of crystallization.

3. Becauseof spontaneous crystallizationit was impossi-
ble to determine the temperature of the maximum velocity
of crystallizationof water.

D<~w<m<:n<of CA<MMM<ry

</Mtce~<ycf Wisconsin



ELECTROMOTIVEFORCESAN DELECTRODE POTEN.
TIALS IN MIXED SOLVENTS

BY J. N. PEARCE AND W. H. FARR

The subject of electromotive forces in non-aqueous sol-
vents was first studied by Jones.'

1 He measured the electro-
motive force of a numberof cellsof the type:

Ag–AgNOij.aq.–AgNOit.ate.~Ag,

using the same concentrationof silver nitrate in the two sol-
vents. His original idea was to determine by this method
the degree of dissociationof the silver nitrate in the second

solvent, assumingthat the solution tension of silver in alcohol
is the same as it is in water. He soon found that the solu-
tion tension of a metalis not the same for all solvents,but has
a distinct characteristic value for every solvent. Using the
values for the dissociationof silver nitrate in alcohol found

by Vollmer,~he found the ratio between the solution tension
of silver in water and in ethyl alcohol to be between 0.021i
and o.o2<{.,which would indicate that the solution tension
of silver in the alcoholis approximately~o times smaller than
the value obtained in water. Owingto the uncertainty as to
the degree of dissociationof silver nitrate in methyl alcohol,
he was unable to compute the value of the solution tension
of silver in that solvent. In all of the above measurements
the alcoholic solutionswerepositivewith respect to the water
solutions.

Jones and Smith3measured the electromotive force of the

cell,

Zn–Zndt.aq –ZnCk.atc.–Zn,

and, using the values for the dissociation of zinc chloride
in ethyl alcoholicsolutionsfoundby the boiling-pointmethod,
calculated the solution tensionof zinc in ethyl alcohol to be

Zeit.phys.Chon..14,346(1894).
Dissertation. HaHe, tS~

Atn. Chem. Jour., 23, 379 (!90o).
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between t. 9 X lo'" and 2.7 X !o' a value approximately
10" times smaller than the value in pure water.

Campetti' determined thé electromotive forces produced
betweenalcoholicand aqueoussolutions of the chloridesof am-

monium,lithium, calcium, copper, zinc and cadmium and the

iodidesofzincand cadmium. He also found that the alcoholic

solutions are positive with respect to the aqueous solutions,

but made no attempt to calculate the solution tensions.

Kahlenberg2 measured the electrode potentials of a large
number of metals in various organic sol vents, using o.ioA'

solutions of their salts whenever possible, and found that the

solution tension of a metal varies widely with the nature

of the solvent. He expresseshis conclusions in the following
words: "If the electrolytic solution tension theory be held

at all, there seems to be no escape from the conclusionthat

the solution tension varies for different solvents and mixtures

of solvents. If the solution tension changes not only with

the solvent, but also with the nature of the dissolvedsub-

stance present, it is questionable, to say the least, whether

the hypothesis of an electrolytic solution tension is helpful
at all." He also tested and found that Faraday's lawshold

for non-aqueous solutions.

The first measurements of the electromotive forces of

concentration cellsin alcoholiesolutions weremade by Wilson.33

His cells contained silver nitrate dissolved in methyl and

ethyl alcoholand the measurements were made at o° and 25°.
From the agreement betweenhis results and the values cal-

culated from the conductivities of the solutions he draws

the conclusion that the Nernst equation can also be applied
to non-aqueous solutions, yet admitting at the same time

that the Nernst formula can Hardiy be recognized as giving
more than approximate values.

Cetman' and Getman and Gibbons" have attempted to

AttiAccad.Torino,29,6t,228(1893).
Jour. Phys. Chcm., 3, 379 ('8f)9).

Am. Chem. Jour.. 35, 78 (t0o6).

tbid.. 46, tf? (tf)t !,).

tbid., 48, t24 (f9'2~.
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measure the solution tensions of cadmium and zinc in alco-

holie solutions of their chlorides. Since it is impossible to

determine the degrec of dissociation of these salts in these

alcohols, they were unable to calculate the solution tensions

of these metals, In working with the zinc electrode they
state that their results were neither uniform nor capable of

duplication.
Neustadt and Abegg'investigated a number of cells con-

taining Pb(CI03)2,CuCIi-,CdCIi:,ZnCt~,Hg(NOa).;and AgNO,,
with the corresponding metals as electrodes, the solvents

used being water, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, acetone and

pyridine. They found, as have' other investigators, that the

electromotive forces vary with the nature of the solvent.

They also made a study of the liquid potentials between

solutions in the different solvents. Some of the cells used

were in the form of chains containing as high as three differ-

ent intermediate solvents. The total electromotive force is

the algebraic sum of all the liquid potentials and the elec-

trode potentials in. thé chain. This difference in potential
at the contact of the twosolutionscan be reduced to a negligi-

ble quantity in the caseof similarend solutions, by interposing
between them a solution of an indifferent electrolyte in a

second solvent. Obviously the total electromotive force

at the junction of the solutions becomes zero when the two

opposing liquid potentials are equal.
Thus far very little work has been done on the effect of

mixed solvents on electromotive forces. Starting with a

given alcoholic solution of silver nitrate, Jones~ determined

the effect of successivereplacement of the alcohol by water

upon the electromotive force, keeping the concentration of

the silver nitrate constant throughout. The greatest change

was obtained with first additions of water, the effect becom-

ing less and less as the percentageof water increases. Similar

results wereobtained by Kahlenberg2for mixtures of pyridine

and water.

Zcit. phys. Chcrn.. 69, 486 (t9<o).

!.oc. cit.
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It has been frequently observed that the properties of

mixtures of ethyl and methyl alcohol and their solutions

obey closely the law of mixtures. On the other hand, binary

mixtures of water and ethyl or methyl alcohol show for the

most part either a pronounced maximum or minimum with

respect to the properties considered, indicating changes in

the properties of the solvent due to the mutual effect of the

two solvents upon each other. Somewhat similar relations,

as we shall see, have been found for the electromotiveforces

and electrode potentials in these solvents and their mixtures.

With the hope that further light might be thrown on the

electrochemistry of solutions the present investigation was

undertaken, the object being to study the effectof the nature

of the solvent, the concentration and the temperature on the

electrode potentials and electromotive forcesof cells in water,

ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol and in the binary mixtures of

these solvents.

Materials and Solutions

Water.-The conductivity water used was prepared

according to the method of Jones and Mackay.' It had a

specifieconductance of approximately 1.5 X 10""mhos.

E~ Alcohol.-Ordinary 95% alcohol which had been

allowedto stand over fresh quicklime, or refluxedwith quick-

lime for ten or twelve hours, was Srst distilled, the distillate

allowed to stand over anhydrous copper sulphate for three

weeks and then rédistilled. The middle portion of this dis-

tillate was then refluxed with metallic calcium for several

hours and again distilled. Finally, it was refluxedfor a short

time with a little pure silver nitrate and then distilledinto dry

glass-stoppered bottles which were kept in a dark cool place.

In each distillation only that portion passing over at 78.3° =*=

o. was collected. The treatment with silver nitrate was

found to be absolutely necessary, since otherwise the silver

nitrate solutions in ethyl alcohol undergo rapidréduction.

Am.Chem.Jour.,19,83(t897).
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Solutionsmade up with alcohol thus prepared keep indennitely
without any apparent trace of reduction.

M~y/Alcohol.-Kahlbaum's best grade of methyl alco-

hol was further purified in the same manner as the ethyl
alcoholexcept that the treatment with quicklime was omitted.

In each distillation only that portion was collected which

passed over at 60° =~o. i.

The binary mixtures of the three solvents were made up
on a percentage.basis by direct weighing and the weights
of each solvent are accurate to =~o.i gram per liter.

Silver N~fo~–ChemieaUy pure silver nitrate was re-

crystaUizedby the rapid cooling of a hot saturated solution

of the salt in conductivity water. The fine colorless crystals
were then transferred to a Buchner funnel, washed with ice-

cold conductivity water, sucked dry and subsequently heated

for several hours in a toluol bath at 109°. The pure dry salt

was preserved in dark bottles and handled with as little

exposure to light as possible.
PotassiumChloride.-Chemically pure potassium chloride

was further purified by reprecipitation from a saturated solu-

tion by means of pure hydrogen chloride gas. The precipi-
tate was then filtered on a Büchner funnel, washed with con-

ductivity water and finally heated to dryness in an air-bath.

Solutions.-All solutions were prepared by direct weigh-

ing, or by the dilution of a freshlyprepared solution of higher
concentration, the solution being made up to volume at 25°.

Specialcare was taken to avoid exposure of the solutions to

the light.
Apparatus

The battery, eonsisting of six half-cells and two calomel

electrodes,was especially designedfor this work. Each half-

cell wasprovided with a stop-cockin the side-tube which could

be kept closed except white readings were being made, thus

preventing unnecessary diffusion between the solutions.

As a further precaution a looseplugof filter paper was inserted

Kahthaum'sC.P.saltwasused.
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in the end of the tube after filling and this to a large extent

prevented diffusion even when the stop-cocks were open.
The intermediate vessel was a glass tube ten inches long and
one inch in diameter and was provided with eight upright
tubules into which the side-tubes of the ha.!f-ce!tswere in-
serted through tight-fitting, one-hole rubber stoppers. This

arrangement possessed the double advantage that the whole

formed a closed system and that the whole number of cel!s
could be set up and a complete series of readingsmade with-
out changing anything except the stop-cocksand contacts.
In order to eliminate the diffusionpotential betweenthe solu-
tions the intermediate trough was filledwith a normal solu-
tion of pure ammonium nitrate. It was assumedthat this.
solution entirely eliminated the diffusionpotential.'

The calomelcells weremade up accordingto the method
described by I<oomisand Acree.~2 Pure mercurous chloride
was repeatedly shaken with a o. 10N solution of potassium
chloride and a little pure mercury, allowedto settle, and the

supernatant liquid decanted. A fresh portion of the potas-
sium chloride solution was then shaken with the calomel

until thoroughly saturated. In the bottom of the electrode
vessel was first placed a small quantity of pure mercury
and over this a layer of the prepared calomelpaste and the
cell filled with the solution of potassium chloridewhich had
been saturated with mercurous chloride. The singlepotential
of the calomelelectrode was calculated from the value given

by Richards,' the values obtained being +0.5986 at o° and

+0.6186 at 2~°. The calomel electrodes were renewed

alternately every two weeksand were found to be reproduci-
ble to within ~0.30 millivolt.

The measurementsof the electromotive forcesweremade
with a Wolff potentiometer in connection with a Leeds-

Northrup "Type H" wall galvanometer. Differences of

potential as small as o.oi millivolt could easily be detected

Ostwaid-Luther:MMSttngcn.3rd.Kd.,p. 448.
An). Chem. Jour.. 46, 585 (f<)f )).).

Xe-it.phys. Chc-fn., 24, 39 (f8<)7).
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m aqueous solutions, but owing to the high résistance of most

of the alcoholic solutions it was not possible to read doser

than 0.1 millivolt. A certified Clark cell having an electro-

motive force of t. 42~5 volts was used as the standard; the

working battery was a single lead accumulator which had

been charged some time previously and consequently its volt-

age was very constant.

The constant temperature baths were designed especially
for this work and were of sufficient size to accommodate thé

whole battery of cells. Both consisted of a large metal box

within a larger wooden box, the intervening space being
filled with insulating material. The water in the 2~°-bath

was kept in rapid circulation, electrically heated and the

temperature kept at 25° 0.01 by means of an electrically

controlled regulator. The o°-bath consisted of clean, finely
crushed ice moistened with distilled water. Both baths

were provided with covers and arrangements made whereby

readings could be taken even while the baths were closed.

Only certified thermometers which permitted reading to 0.01°
°

were used.

Previous investigators have reported considerable dim-

culty in obtaining constant easily producible electrodes. A

large amount of work had to be done, therefore, before a satis-

factory method was found for preparing the silver electrodes.

For the first electrodes a short piece of pure silver wire to which

had been soldered a small copper wire was sealed into a nar-

row glass tube by means of fused silver chloride, leaving about

a half-inch of the silver wire exposed. To prevent amalgama-
tion of the silver by the mercury whieh was used for making
contact with the copper wire, the tube was filled well above

the junction with melted paraffin. Before using, ail thé elec-

trodes were plated in a solution of potassium silver cyanide.
To insure uniform plating they were connected in series and

a small current of 10 milliamperes passed for ten or tweh'e

hours. Pure silver wires were used as anodes. After plating
the electrodes were quickly removed, rinsed with distilled

water and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours in contact
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Before using, the electrodes were checked against each
other and five were chosen for each concentration series,

with a plate of pure silver immersed in a silver nitrate solu-
tion. Regardless of these precautions, the electrode poten-
tials varied widely and frequently by as much as *5 miûi-
volts. Also, for a given electrode, the potential gradually
changes with the time. The accompanyingdecrease is most

rapid at first, then more slowly,'and finallyattains a constant
value after fifteen or twenty minutes. Upon examination
of the electrodes it was found that the fused silver chloride
had become disintegrated and partially removed. This dim-

culty was overcome by sealing the silver wire directly into
the glass tube by means of soft sealingglass. That the nature
of the surfaceof the electrode has a considerableinfluencewas
shown by the fact that satisfactory agreement between the
different electrodes is obtained only when the electrode sur-
facesare smooth,

The following table will serve to illustrate how easily
thé electrode potentials can be duplicated. The two sets of

readings represent the electromotive force of silver in 0.05 N
silver nitrate in ethyl alcohol against the o.or N catome!elec-
trode at 25°. The readings were taken at different times,.
with different solutions and with differentelectrodes.

Time Etectrodes
Volts

Jan. :4,1914 A 0.4502
B 0.4502
C 0.4.505
D 0.4503

Mean, 0.4503

Mar.19,1914 G 0.4506

J 0.4503
0 0.4500
U 0.4505

·
Mean, 0.45035
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one reading being taken with each electrode in eachsolution.

After using, the electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with pure
alcohol and dried before being inserted into the next cell.

Each voltage given in the following tables is, therefore, the

mean of five different déterminations.

Theoretioat

The total electromotive force of a battery is the sum of

four potential differences,viz., at the junction of the connect-

ing wires with thé two electrodes, at the surfaces of contact

between the electrodes and their respective solutions,and at

the junction of the two solutions. Under ordinary condi-

tions the first potential difference in concentration cells is

absent.

According to the osmotic theory of the cell as established

by Nernst the differenceof potential between a metal and a

solution of one of its salts is given by the relation,

RT, P

.=~Iog~(~

where R represents the gas constant (2 cal.), T the absolute

temperature, n the valence of the cation, one Faraday

(96540coulombs), P the solution tension of the metal, and p

the osmoticpressure of the metallic ions in the solution. The

electromotive force at the junction of the two solutions is

givenby the relation,
M–!) RT ~2

–.+.i-M

where Mand v represent the speeds of the cation and anion,

respectively. When two electrodes of the same métal dip
into solutions of different concentrations of its ions the re-

sulting electromotive force is the algebraic sum of the elec-

trode potentials and the diffusionpotential, or

Ir ra
RT, l~2 M–!) RT, È2 or= (.)- =

lo~,
or

from which we obtain by rearrangement of terms,
2!/ RT~r

= u +RT
log~

p
(3)

'=<v~–
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The electromotive force is therefore proportional to the

logarithm of the ratio of the osmotiepressures of thé metallic
ions in the two solutions and is independent of their absolute

magnitudes. Since the osmotiepressure of the ions in a given
solution is proportional to the ionie concentration, which in
tum is dependent upon the degree of dissociation, and since
the degree of dissociation may be considered as being pro-
portional to the molecularconductivity, we may write,

& = =
aie, = W

where pi and p2represent the osmotiepressures of the cations,
o;tand a-2the degrees of dissociation,and \t and À!the equiva-
lent molecular conductivities of the two solutions whose
concentrations are Ci and c~,respectively. By substitution
in (3) we have

2P RT \:<-2

~5) U+Vnf XICL''

In this work the diffusionpotential is assumed to be com-

pletely eliminated by the interposition of the ammonium
nitrate solution. Hence by substituting (~) in

RT, Ê2
(6)TT =

(TT. –~)

=

!og< (6)

which represents the electromotiveforce of the cell due to the

potential differencesat the two electrodes, we have

RT ~C!.~=
~(7)

The value of P, the solutiontension of the metal, can be
calculated as follows. From Equation i we obtain the trans-
formation

nf
'og<P=~+!og~(8)

The osmotic pressure of the ions is given by the relation

T
=

22.4 e a..p
=

22.4
273~
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The term
–*

may be substituted for a, which gives as the
~M

complete expressionfor P,

~P-~+~(~c~~).(9)

The temperature coefHeientsof the electrode potentials
were calculated by means of the equation,

ehr Tro–~25

~0'25

Thé relation between the electrical and chemicalenergies
in a cell is given by the Helmholtz equation,

,(.

where Q is the heat of ionization of the metal in calories. By

transposition we obtain

~/(-T~).

which is the equation used for calculating the heats of ioniza-

tion.

Results

In Tables 1 to X are given the results obtained for solu-

tions in ethyl and methyl alcoholsand their binary mixtures.

TABLE1

Electrodepotentialsin ethylandmethylalcohol

25
0

~s' 7?~'°'" Votts Volts Volts '°'~

0.10 1.0752 io7M j 1.0836 t.o868 t.o<)6o
o.o~ t.0689 t.07~0 1.0778 t.o8o8 t.08~
0.025 i 0574 i.oôtz 1.0659 !.o68o 1.0708
O.Ot t.0~t2 1.0456 !.04<)t !05~3 !.o6t2
0.005 ) 1.0229 1.0273 !.o323 1.0374 1.0425
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TABUS II

0"

0: c-c-=-=Í=='.c-cc.c-=-c-c,===-=-("C"=:O-h

N le ethyl ~5ethyl 50 ethyl 25 ethyl
hl

-i. 50methyl ~~F
1

Volts Volts Volts Volts

o.to j 1.0745 !.o778 t.0794 t.0824 t.o868
0.05 !.o676 1.0719 ) t.0734 1.0778 t.oSto
0.025 t.0526. t.0579 1.0623 t.o662 1.0684o.ot t.0307 t.0338j 1.0393 t.o43S

t
1.0506

0.005 :.on8 !.oi6o 1.0256 t.03:5 1.0374

TABLEIII

Température coefficientsof electrode potentials of silver in ethyl
and methyl alcohol

N tooethyt 7~ethyJ
joethyJ ~ethy) ,–

j 2imethy) ~omethyl ysmethyt 'oomethyt

o.to
+0.000026 +0.000063 j+o.ooo<56 +0.000:56 +0.000341

0.05 o.oooo~S~ 0.000078 0.000166 0.000109 o.ooons
0.025 o.oootSz; 0.000126 0.000:36 0.000068 0.000090
o.ot 0.000420; 0.000458

0.000377 0.000403
0.000404

0.005 0.000448 0.000445' 0.000272z 0.000268 0.000198

The alcoholic solutionsare in all cases positive with re-
spect to the calomelelectrode. The singlepotentials in methyl
alcohol are higher than those in ethyl alcohol, which is in
harmony with the results obtained by Jones.' It is inter-
esting to note that the curve showing the effect of the mix-
tures of the alcoholson the electrode potentialsare practically
straight lines (Figs. 1and II). For all these solvents the elec-
trode potentials decreasewith increase in dilution, i. e., the
electrode becomes lessand less positive to thé solution (Figs.
III and IV).

Kahlenbergl found the single potentials of silver in a
o. 10 solution of silvernitrate in ethyl and methyl alcohol
to be 1.083 and 1.108 volts, respectively, while the values
here obtained for the correspondingsolutions are 1.0732 and

Loc.cit.
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The electrode potentials of the alcoholie solutions in-

crease slightly with rise in temperature between o° and 25°.
The amount of this increase is small and therefore the posi-

tive temperature coefHcientsare hardly more than approxi-
mate values. Except in the solutions in the pure methyl

1.0960 volts. The agreement may be considered satisfac-

tory since Kahlenberg did not take any special precautions
in preparing his electrodes nor does he claim that his results
are more than qualitative in nature.
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alcohol, the temperature coefficientsincrease with increasein
dilution, the increasebeing most marked on the ethyl alcohol
side.

A few measurementswere made on cells of the type

Ag–AgNOa(ethyD–AgNOa(methyl)-Ag,

both solutions having exactly the same concentration. In
these ceHsthe solutions in methyl alcoho!are alwayspositive
to those in ethyl alcohol, as was found by Jones, but thé elec-
tromotive forces of the cells are in all cases considerably
larger than those obtained by him. Thé results of these
measurementsat 25° are given in the following table:

TABLEIV

Concentrationcellsin twoalcohols

M B.M.F.
Volts

o'o
0.0215

0.0~ 0.0200

0025 0.0210
001 0.0210

0005 0.0210

It will be observed that using the two solvents the elee-
tromotive forcesin these cells are independent of the concen-
tration used. If, as has been assumed, the electromotive
force at the junction of the two solutions has been entirely
eliminated and since the electromotive force of a concentra-
tion cell at a given temperature is proportional to the logarithm
of the ratio of the ionicconcentrations in the two solutions,it
follows that the ratio between the ionic concentrations for

equivalent concentrations of the salt in the two alcoholsis
constant and independent of the dilution.

The electromotiveforces of all the possibleconcentration
cells for eachsolventhave been determined and they aregiven
in Tables V and VI:
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TABLS V

Coccentratton cells in ethyl and methyl alcohol

J~ ~&N,-Na Volts
Y

z3methyl 50 methyl 75 methyl Volts
y

'°'"
Volts Volts Volts

'°'~

1;
o.t -0.05 0.007 0.004 o.oo6 0.006 o.oi2

0.1 -0.02~ 0.025 o.ot9 0.023 o.oiS 0.024
o.t 1 -o.O! 0.034 0.035 0.038 0.039 0.040
o.i -0.005 0.054 0.052 0.054 0.051 0.058
0.1 -0.025 O.Ot! 0.052 0.0t2 O.OIg 0.0120.05 -U.UZ5 1 0.011 0.012 U.OI2 0.013 0.012

o.o5 -o.O! 0.039 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.031
0.05 -0.005 0.045 0.046 0.044 0.044 0.047
0.025-0.Ot 0.0t4 0.020 0.0t6 0.0!7 0.022

0.025-0.005 0.034 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.038
o.ot -0.005 o.ot9 o.0!5 0.015 0.012 0.016

TABLE VI

0°

75 ethyl 25 ethylN,-Na 100et I 25methyl So thy 5 methyl ,100 met y
Volts

Volts
1

Volts
1 volts

Volts'°'"
Voits Vo)ts Votts

o.t -0.05 o.oo/ o.oo8 0.009 ) o.ooS o.ou
o.t -0.025 0.022 0.024 0.022 o.ot8 0.019
0.1 -o.ot 0.044 0.044 0.041 0.037 0.0390.1 -0.01 0.044 0.044 1 0.041 0.037

1 0.039o.t -0.005 0.062 o.o6o 0.051 0.050 0.05!
0.05 -Q.025 o.ot5 0.0t4 o.oto j o.on 0.012
0.05 -o.oi 0.038 0.037 0.033 0.033 0.033
0.05 -0.005 j 0.055 0.047 0.046 0.044 0.043
0.025-0.0! 0.022 0.024 0.020 0.020 O.ot8
0.025-0.005 0.040 0.032 0.035 0.033 0.032
o.ot -0.005 i 0.017 j 0.0t6 0.0t4j 0.013 0.013

The values of the electromotive forces of these cells,
calculated by means of Equation 5 from the conductivity
values of the correspondingsilver nitrate solutions, are given
in Tables VII and VIII. For the benefit of other workers
in this field the conductivitydata are added in Tables IX and
X.
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TABLEVII

NI,NI 1 v~~sy 25methyl gomethyl 7gmethyl

II00V~h~y
Volts Volts Volts Volts

0.! -0.05 0.012 O.OtZ O.Otf 0.012 0.0t2O.t -0.025 0.024 0.024 0.025 0.026 0.024o.! -o.ot 0.047 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.046o.t -0.005 o.o6i 0.059 0.059 0.057 o.o6o
0.05-0.025 0.012 o.ot2 o.ot3 0.014 o.ott
0.05 -o.ot 0.035 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.033
0.05 -o.oo5 0.049 0.047 0.047 0.045 0.048
0.025-0.O! 0.022 0.020 0.0!9 0.0:7 0.022
0.025-0.005

0.038
0.034 0.034 o.o3t 0.037

o.ot-o.oo5 o.o!4 0.014 o.ot5 0.013 0.015
TABLEVIII

0'

zooethyl 75ethyl 5oethyl 25 ethyl ¡100methyl7~S '––~'°"
Volts Volts Volts V°'~

0.1 -0.05 0.0[2 0.011 O.OtI 0.012 O.OtX
0.1 -0.025 0.025 0.024 0.025 0.026 0.023o.! -o.oi 0.046 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.046o.i -0.005 o.o6i o.o6o 0.059 0.058

o.o6i
0.05-0.025 0.012 o.o!3 o.o!3 0.013 o.on
0.05 -0.01 0.034 0.033 0.032 0.033 0.034
0.05 -0.005 0.048 0.047 0.047 0.046 0.049
0.025-0.Ot

0.022

0.020 0.020 0.019 0.022
0.025-0.005 0.032 0.034 0.034 0.032 0.037
0.01-0.005 0.0:4 o.ot5 0.015 0.013 0.014

In ail the above concentration cellsthe most concentrated
solution is, as we should expect, positive with respect to the
moredilute. It shouldbe borne in mindthat the high resist-
ancesencountered in thèse solutions make the measurement
of the electromotiveforcesomewhat difficultand moreor less
subject to error. Nevertheless the agreement between the
calculatedand observed electromotive forcesmay be consid-
ered very satisfactory and shows without question that the
Nernst formula can be applied not only to non-aqueoussol-
vents, but also to binary mixtures of these solvents.
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The conductivity values of the o.o; N and o.obs N are taken from thee

work of Jones and Rouiller (Am. Chem. Jour., 36, 427 (too6)). The remaining
values were determined in this laboratory.

_25_

a e 75 water

50

watér 25 water
ioo ethyl

~?

Volts
Volts Volts Volts

Volts

0.10 1.0098 t.0136 j 1.0275 1.04~2 1.0758

o.o~ 0.997' 1.00~ i-ot~z 1.0340 1.0690

0.025 0.9809 -0.989! 1.0002 1.0198 1.0584

o.o!25 0.9704 0.9783 0.9892 t.0047 1.6498

0.00625 0.9557 0.9644 i 0.9746 0.9908 ) 1.0372

_0°_

M Tnnpthv) 75ethyt ) Soethyl xsethyt ,h)N tooethyl ~~thy) so methyl psmethyl '°°"yt

0.10 8.24.6 H.770 l6.!54 21.506 28.t22
0.05 !0.253 i4.82t 20.404 26.788 ( 35.142
0.02$ I2.6H 17905 24094 31580 45o6[
o.oi 13.610 29.780 29.040 j;8.0!o 46.730
0.005 15 6to 23.400 3~ '7 44940 52.490

25

N iooethyl 75ethyt Soethyl a5ethyl iqomethyi
~N~

0.10 13215 [S.ozt 23.670 3o.2t4 38.575
0.05 16.380 22.6o~ 29.952 37.548 47 919
0.025 2o.t8o 27.479 35 548 43-314 61.361
o.oi 2!.050 31.890 42.390 54.090 64.800
o.oo5 42.520 36.4.10 47.290 64.400 72.810

TABLEX

TABLEIX
Molecutarconductivitiesof silver nitrate*

~e.°

.1

In Tables XI and XII are given the results obtained for
solutions in water and ethyl alcoholand in their binary mix-

.tures.

TABi<EXI
Electrodepotentialsof si!verin waterand ethyl alcohol
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TABLBXII

.====-=..––––°°--

tv toowater 75 water go water 25 water 1N
Volts 75

ethyl 50 water y5 water Voltsy
N

'~y ~ethy) soethyt 75 ethyl '°°~Volts
Volts Volts Votts ~°"~

-I~I-108
1~¿211.0222 I.o33G I.o74z

O.tO t.0108 I.OIÔ2 !.0222 1.0336 1.074.2
o.og 0.9995 i.ooôi i.ot~z 1.0238 t.0676
0.025 0.9866 0.9940 1.0022 i.ot30 1.0525
0.0:25 0.9780 0.9838 0.9933 t.oozo 1.0379
o.oo625 0.9651 0.9716 0.9822 0.9920 t.02~2

TABU!XIII

Température coefficients of électrode potenttaïs of silver in water
and ethyl alcohol

1

N icowater sowater ~water ,th.25ethyt so ethyt ~sethy)
'°° ~y'

0.10 –0.000039 –0.000103 +0.000208+0.0004:5 +0.000048
0.05 –o.oootoo –0.000088 ~+o.oootoo +0.000400 +0.000053
o.o25 –0.00023 –0.000:98 –0.000080+0.000269 +0.000244
0.0125 –o.ooo3n;–0.000225 –o.oooi65!+o.ooo!o8 +0.000458
0.00625 –0.000390 –0.000297–0.0003 to –0.000047 +0.000507

Thé electrode potentials of silver are somewhat smaller
in the aqueous solutions than they are in the ethyl alcohol.
The effect of change of solvent on the electrodepotentials is
shown in Figs. V and VI. Starting with an alcoholic solu-
tion, the decrease in potential is most rapid for thé Srst addi-
tions of water, the decrease becoming less and less for each
subsequent addition. As we should expect, the electrode
potential of silver in water solutions decreaseswith increas-
ing dilution and the rate of this decrease is approximately
the same as was found in the alcoholic solutions (see Figs.
VII and VIII).

Contrary to the behavior observed in the alcoholic solu-
tions, the electrode potential decreases with rise in tempera-
ture between o° and 25°. Negative temperature coefficients
are found not only in the pure water and the 75percent water
mixture, but also in the more dilute solutions of the remain-
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ing binary solvents. It is to be observed that the influence

due to the water in these mixtures is displaced towardhigher
dilutions as the percentage of the alcohol increases. Except
in the pure ethyl alcohol, the temperature coefficientsof the

electrode potentials decrease with increasing dilution.
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TABLEXIV

25'0

Concentration cells in water and ethyl alcohol

M M too water water !° water ~5 water
N.-N,

v~ 'Sethyt ~oethyt ~ethyt 't''ytVolts
Volts Volts Volts

-u-I -n. `.

o.i -0.05 o.ot5 o.ots o.ot5 0.015 oot2
0.1 -0.025 0.032 0.031 0.032 0.029 0.025o.! -O.OI25 0.045 0.044 0.049 0.046 0.035o.i -0.00625 o.o62 0.060 o.o6o 0.060 0.049
0.05 -0.025 0.016 o.o16 o.o16 0.0:4 o ot2
0.05 -0.0125 0.03! 0.032 0.032 0.03! 002S
0.05 -0.00625 0.048 0.049 0.046 1 0.045 0.040
0.025 -0.0125 0.016 o.ot6 0.015 0.014 o 0:2
0.025 -0.00625 0.033 0.034 0.032 0.032 0.026
O.OÏ25-0 00625 0.0:7 o.oi6 0.0:6 o.ot6 0.013

TAB!<ËXV

0°

-='=~f;o water 25 water
I~ eth 1M M 100 water ~° ""t' ~Swater

Volts ~ethyl ;oethy)I 75 ethyl '°°~hytVolts
Volts Volts Volts

1
'°'

0.1 -o.o5 o.o16 0.014 o.o!5 o.ott 0.010
o.r -0.025 0.033 0.030 0.031 0.028 0022
o.i -0.0125 0.049 0.046 0.042 0.041 0035o.i -0.00625 0.064 0.058 0.059 0.049 0049
0.05 -0.025 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.014
0.05 -0.0125 0.033 0.031 0.03: 0.028 0.030
0.05 -0.00625 0.049 0.044 0.045 0.044 0.04!
0.025 -0.0125 0.016 o.ot6 0.0:5 o.ot4 o 014
0.025 -0.00625 0.033 0.033 0.030 0.028 o 027
0.0125-0.00625 o.ot6 o.o16 o.o16 0.014 o 0!2

The electromotive forces of the concentration cells in
water andethyl alcoholand their mixturesare given in Tables
XIV and XV. The values of the electromotiveforces of these
cells as calculated from the conductivity data (Tables XVIII
and XIX) are given in Tables XVI and XVII. The agree-
ment between the calculated and observed values is very
satisfactory.

m.
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1These conductivity values are taken from the work of Jones and Bassett,

(Am. Chem. Jour., 3), 409 (1904)). Those marked were obtained by inter-

polation.

TABt.EXVI

Concentration ceils in water and ethyl alcohol. (Calculated)

_“5'J.

TABLEXVII
0°_

TABLEXVIII

Molecular conductivity of silver nitrate in water and ethyl alcohol'

25
0

N i ioowater
i y5

water So water zg

water

ioo ethyl
!h~ I So 75 ethyl

0.10 99.46 54 6o* 35-~5* 24.75* 13.21

0.05 105.72 56.50* 37-9~ 27.02 14.34

0.025 no.22 59.79 39.58 30.52 17.05

o.ot25 115.81 62.78 42.5! 33.72 20.23

0.00625 H9.86 63.85 45.20 36.03 23.95

i.nnwatpr 75water sowater zswater ~t 1
~~hyl soethyl psethyt1 '°°.

Voits- Volts Volts

0.! -0.05 '0.0[6 O.OIj; j o.o16 0.014 0.0!!

0.! -O.OZg 0.032 O.OgI 0.033 0.029 0.024
o.t -O.OJ25 ) 0.049 0.047 0.048 0.043 0.037
o.t -0.00625! 0.065 0.064. 0.064 0.059 0.051

o.og -0.025 0.0:5 0.015 o.ût6 0.016 o.o!2

0.05 -o.ot25 0.033 0.031 ) 0.032 0.028 0.026

0.05 -0.00625 0.049 0.048 0.048 0.045 o 040

0.025-0.0125 0.017 o.ot6 0.015 o.o!3 o.o[4

0.025 -0.00625

0.034 0.032 o.o3! 0.029 0.028

0.0125-0.00625 o.oi6 0.016 o.o[6 0.016 0.0740.0125-0.00625 0.016 0.016. 0.016 0.016 0.014

~f
Ni-Np Volts 25ethyl i50ethyl 75ethyl Volts

Votts Votts Votts ''°'~

o.t -0.05 o.oi8 0.016 ) o.ot6 0.015 o.0t2

`

0.1 -0.05 0.018 Q.OI6 0.016 0.015 0.012
o.t -0025 o.033 0.032 0.032 0.030 0.025
o.i -0.0125 j 0.049 0.050 0.049 0045 0.042
o.! -0.00625 o.o66 o.o6y 0.049 o.o6i 0.0420.1 -0.00625

'1 0.066

0.067 0.065 0.061 0.058
0.05 -0.025 o.o16 0.016 o.oj6 0.0:4 0.012
0.05 -0.0125 0.033 0.033 0.032 0.030 0.026

0.05 -0.00625J 0.050 0.050 0.049 0.046 0.040
0.025-0.0125 !o.0!6 0.016 o.ot6 0.015 0.0:3
0.025-0.00625) 0.033 0.034 0.032 o.03t 0.027
0.0125-0.00625! o.o!7 0.017 0.016 o.oi6 0.0:3
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ÏABMXIX

0~

N toowater 75water Sowater ~5water'°°"~
!:ethyt soethyt y~ethyt !'<Methyt

-1- i.
°~ S572 22.25* ~.75* tt. ~g~005 58.63 23.75* 15.26 ~7 0650.025 62. M 25.97 .5.82 14.37 !2:~0.0125 63.t6 26.76 ,7.09 16.88 137660.00625 65.38 27.65 17.98 17.48 15.63

The results obtained for solutionsof silver nitrate in
water and methyl alcohol and in their binary mixtures are
given in Table XX to XXVIII.

TAB[<EXX
Electrode potentials of silver in water and methyl alcohol

~S"

M too water ~owater j 2: water 1N roowater
SwaterYI So5methyl i 7525water I

VoltshylVotts ~methy) ~omethyt 75methy) i°° methytVolts! Volts Volts Votts
YI 's

1- '1-O.[0 1.0105 t.0248 1.0~12 1.0027 t00s80.05 0.9975 1,0128 1.0280 1.0520 108380.025 0.983: 0.9953 i.ot39 i.o~i 1 1.071.!o.ot25 0.9702 0.9791 1.0020 1.025~ to6-0.00625 0.9555 0.9647 i 0.9900 t.oi~ 1.0496

TABLE XX}

~o°

M Il water 75water 50 water 25 water
1

Votts
ter

~methy) 50 methylY1 75 methyl '°°"y'
Y

1
Votts Volts Votts ~~s

o.to 1.0108 t.0263j 1.0408 1.0608 1.0866
0.05 0.9995 :.0174 1.0314 1.0501 1.08140.025 0.9869j t.oo.34 1.0187 t.0390 1.0690
0.0125 0.9782 0.9953 1.0101 :.o284 10563
0.00625 j 0.9650 0.9834 0.9970 1.0:70 1.0428
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than those obtained for water and ethyl alcohol and their

mixtures, they still show the more rapid drop on the methyl
alcoholside of the curve. The effectof concentration on the

electrodepotentials in the water and methyl alcoholsolutions

TABLEXXII

TempératureeoefHcientsof electrodepotentialsof silverin water

andmethylatcoho!

N Tnnwntt'r 7Swfttcr 50water 25water methv)N 100
water ~~tby) 5ontethyt j ysmethy)'o°'°~hyt

o.io –0.000047)–o.oooojSJ–o.oooot~+0.000071 +0.000332
0.05 –O.OOOOSo~–0.000:83'–O.OOOI32!+0.000072+O.OOOJH
0.025 –o.ooot~!–0.000323;–0.000188 –o.oooo74+o.oooo86
0.0125 –0.000327)–0.000652~–0.000282–O.OOO!tt'+0.000256
0.00625–0.000394'–0.000760)–0.00037:~–0.000112+0.000268

The effectof change of solvent on the electrodepotential
is shownin Figs.IX and X. Whitethese curvesare straighter
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(Figs. XI and XII) is the sameas has been found for the other
solvents studied. The electrode potential of silver in pure
methyl alcohol solutions stands between those for silver in
aqueous and methyl alcohol solutions. This relation aiso
holds for the relative positionsof the solution tension of sil-
ver in the pure solvents. On the other hand, the values for
the molecularconductivity ot silver nitrate in methyl alcohol
lie between those in water and ethyl alcohol.

M w
Û//U~M

As was observed above, the temperature coefficientsin
water solutions are negativewhile those in methyl alcohol are
positive. Here again, the influence of the water manifests
itself in the more dilute solutions of those binary mixtures
which contain a high percent of methyl alcohol and this to a
much greater extent than in the water-ethyl alcohol mixtures.

The observed electromotive forces of the concentration
cells in water and methyl alcoholare recorded in Tables XXIII
and XXIV, the calculated values in Tables XXV and XXVI.
Here again the agreement is as close as could be desired.
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TABLEXXIII

Concentration cells in water and methyl alcohol

25°

.r~~hM- 75 water 50 water 25 water
.1..

Volts So methylVolts
Volts Volts Volts

Volts

0.! 1 -0.0$ 0.0:5 0.0! 0.01g 0.013 0.0!2

0.1 -0025 0.033 0.031 0.030 0.029 0.020
o.[ -o.ot25 o.o~g 0.0~7 o.o~S 0.047 0.039
o.i -0.00625 0.062 o.o61 0.051 0.056 0.056

0.05 -0.025 o.ot6 o.o16 0.0:6 0.016 o.ot2

0.05 -0.0125 0.031 0.030 0.032 0.032 0.026

0.05 -0.00625 0.0~8 0.04.7 0.0~6 0.049 0.041
0.025 -0.0125 0.016 0.0:6 0.015 0.0!6 0.0!3

0.025 -0.00625 0.033 0.034 0.032 0.034 0.028

0.0125-Q.oo625 0.0:7 0.0:5 0.0:5 0.0:5 0.0:4

TABLEXXIV

0"

Nt-Ni
coowate 75 water So

water 25 water
1 zoomethyl

So methyl 7~ Volts'°'" s
Volts Volts Volts "<

o.t -0.05 o.ots o.oij; 0.014. 0.0:5 0.009
o.i -0.025 0.033 0.029 0.030 0.030 0.025
o.t -0.0125 o.o~8 0.0~7 0.044~ 0.040 0.036
o.i i -0.00625 o.o64 0.061 0.058 0.055 0.049

0.05 -0.025 o.o<5 o.ot6 0.015 0.016 o.oti

0.05 -0.0125 0.033 0.032 0.033 0.030 0.027
0.05 -0.00625 0.048 0.047 0.045 0.043 0.042

0.025-0.0125 o.o16 o.o16 0.015 0.0:4 o.otg

0.025 -0.00625 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.031 0.028

0.0125-0.00625 j o.ot6 o.ot5 0.016 o.o!5 o.oi3
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ÏABLSXXV
ConcentrationceUsin waterand methy!alcohoi. (Catcutated)

25"

M M !tootvater water 50 water 25 water

~s ~SMcthyt 5omethyt 75methyt '°~
Votts Vpits Vohs L~fits

o.! -o.o5 o.oiS~ o.oj6 0.015 0.014 o.oizo.t -0.025 0.033! o.033 0.032 0.030 0.023o.t -O.OI25 i o.o49! 0.050 0.048 0.04.5 0030o.t [ -0.00625 0.066! o.o66 j 0.065 0.061 0.0540.05 -0.025 o.otû 0.016 o.oi6 0.0:5 o.on
0.05 -o.of25 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.031 0.0270.05 -0.00625 0.050 0.050 0.049 0.047 o 042
0.025 -0.0125 0.016 0.0:6 j 0.016 j 0.015 o 0130.025 -0.00625 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.03! 0.028
0.0:25-0.00625 o.o;7 0.016 o.ot6 0.016 o.ot5

TABLH XXVI
o°

-===~=~

M toowater SOwater :$ water

v~~25inethyt ~omethy) 75methyt 'oo"'cthyt
Votts Volts, ts

0.1[ -o.o5 ~o.oi6~ o.ot5 0.015 0.015 o.oiz
0.1 -0.025 ~0.032 o.o3: 0.032 0.030 0.025o.i

-o.0!25 j 0.049 0.047 0.048 0.046 0.038
o.i I -0.00625 o.o66 0.064 0.064 o.o6i o 053
0.05 -0.025 0.016; o.ot5 o.oi6 0.015 ooii
0.05 -0.0:25 i 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.030 0.027
0.05 -0.00625 0.050 0.048 0.049 0.047 o 041
0.025 -0.0125 o.o!7 o.ot6 0.016 0.016 o Ot4
0.025 -0.00625 0.034 0.033 0.032 0.031 o 028
O.OJ25-0.00625 0.017 i 0.016 j o.o!6 o.o!6 o 014
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TABLEXXVII
Motecutarconductivitiesof silver nitrate in water and methyi

alcohot'

z5o25~

N tno water 7S water so water 25 water ,t. lN !oo
water ~yt 50 methyl

1 75
methyl ~hy[

o.to c)9.6 65.50* 49.25* 4t.5o* 35.77
o.og 105.7? 68.75* 53.33 48.20 44.67
0.025 uo.22 72.68 56.80 52.33 5342
0.0125 ti5.8i 75.56 59.75 57.'7 62.95
0.00625 !:9.86 ) 79-34 63.22 61.31 70.30

TABLE XXVIII

0°

N ioo water i 75 water SOwater z$ water
ioo methyl

–1
x~. ~~& –~

o.!0
55.72 30.50* 25.25* 25.6o* 25.988

0.05 58.63 j 33.00* 27.27 27.98 32.63
0.025 63.10 35.63 28.63 30.03 j 39.71
0.0125 63.16 36.95 29.933 j 32.8: 45 28
0.00625 65.38 39-03 3! 47 35 23 50.09

Thé solution tension of silver in water, ethyl alcohol
and methyl alcohol were calculated by means of the equa-
tion

~~o.~+~(~)

For at 25° thé followingvalues were assumed: water =

128.54. ethyl alcohol<==35.6,2 methyl alcohol = 98.0.~
The correspondingvalues for silver nitrate in the mixed sol-

vents have not beendetermined.

The values of the solution tension of silver as calculated

on the basis of each of the five concentrations in the three

solvents are given for comparison.

Taken from the work of Joncs and Bassett (Am. Chem. Jour., 32, 409

(iço~)). Those marked were obtained by interpolation.

KoMrausch: Sitzungsber. Ber). Akad., 26,570 (1902).

Vôllmer: Loc. cit.
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TABLEXXIX

Solution tensions of silver

Water Ethylatcohot Methytateohot

2.49 X .0-" j 5.30 X !o- !.s~ X !0-
0.05 318 ~.()2 ,nj;
o~5 j 3.58 ~6.22 i8!
°°~ 4.50 !6.67 2.~
0.00625 5.79 5.59 2.50

Mean,3.9: X 10-" 5.94 X lo- 1.98 X 10-"

The solutiontension ofsilver in thé o. 10N aqueous solu-
tion almost identical with the value of 2.3 X io-" found
by Neumann.' The mean value, which is slightly higher,is also in goodagreement. Thé ratio between the solution
tension of silverin water and in ethyl alcohol as indicated bythe mean valueis not so large as that found by Jones, but is
of the order i 7 instead of i 4o. It will be observed also
that there is unmistakableevidence of an increase in solution
tension with inereasein dilution for all three solvents.

The heats of ionizationof silver calculated for the pure
solvents and the fifty percent mixtures are given in Table
XXX. Since it is impossible to obtain solutions containingone gram-equivalentweight of silver ions in all the solvents,
the heats of ionizationare calculated on the basis of the elec-
trode potentialsat the dilutions used. This gives us at least
a basis for comparison. In the following table each value is
the mean of ten different values, i. e., the mean of the values
obtained for the five different concentrations in each solvent
at the two temperatures:

TABLEXXX
Heatsof ionization

Methy) Water ~owater ~owater so ethyl
5oethyl so methyl jomethy)

+22727 +23126 +24063 +24293 +2454! +22973

Zeit. phys.Chem..1~, 193(t8~).
Loe.cit.
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The heat of ionizationthus determinedfor silver in water

is somewhat lower than that obtained by Ostwald' (26290

cals). It willbe observedthat the values for the water-alco-
hol mixtures are slightly higher than for thé component sol-

vents, while the heat of ionization in the fifty percent alco-

holic mixture is very nearly the meanof the values in the two

alcohols.

We shall extend this work as rapidly as possibleto other

pure solventsand their binary mixtures.

Summary

The electrode potentials of silver in solutions of silver
nitrate in water, ethyl acohol, methyl alcohol and in binary
mixtures of these solvents have been determined at o" and

25°.
Thé electrode potentials are greatest in methyl alcohol

and least in aqueoussolutions,those in ethyl alcoholoccupying
an intermediate position.

Thé values of the electrode potentials are highest in the

most concentrat'ed solutions. They decrease rapidly with
dilution at first and then afterward the decrease proceeds
almost linearly with further dilution.

Thé electrode potentials in the binary mixtures of the
two alcoholsobey the law of mixtures. In the binary mix-
tures of water and the two alcohols,the electrode potentials
increase slowlyat first with addition of alcoholfrom the value
in pure water up to mixtures containing about seventy-five
percent of the alcohol and then more rapidly with further

increase in the proportionof alcohol.

Thé temperature coefficientshave been calculated for

each concentrationin eachsolvent used. In both of the alco-

hols and in their binary mixtures the temperature coefficients
are positive. Those in ethyl alcohol, seventy-five percent
et.iyl and fifty percent ethyl alcohol increase with dilution,
~hile the temperature coefficientsin methyl alcohol and its

seventy-fivepercent mixture pass through a minimum value.

Zeit.phys.Chem.,35,397(1900).
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The temperature coefficients in the water and seventy-five
percent aqueous solutionsare negative and the value of these
negative coefficientsincreaseswith dilution. The influenceof
the water as manifested by the temperature coefficientsis
displaced toward higher dilutions as the proportion of the
alcohol in the mixture is inereased.

The electromotive forcesof all the possibleconcentration
cells in all the above solventshave been determinedand com-
pared with those calculated from the electrical conductivities
by means of the Nernst equation. From the agreementbe-
tween the observed and calculated electromotive forcesit can
be seen that the Nernst equation can be applied not only to
solutions in non-aqueous solvents, but also to solutions in
binary mixtures of these solvents.

The solution tensionof silver in each of the three solvents
has been calculated. Its value in ethyl alcohollies between
that in water and in methyl alcohol.

The heats of ionization were calculated for the pure sol-
vents and the fifty percent mixtures. The heat of ionization
in methyl alcohol stands between those in water and ethyl
alcohol. The values for the water-alcoholmixturesare slightly
higher than those of the component solvents, while the heat
of ionization in the fifty percentalcoholicmixture is verynearlythe mean of the values in the two alcohols.

Phyrica! Chemical LaboratoryPhysicalCAfmt'M~~Aofa<ofy
rAf~<e !/tf<M'~yo~/ot~



A CHEMICAI.LY RESISTANT GLASS LACQUER

BYPAULJ. FOX'

In the carrying out of exact solubility determinations

where the substances investigated are only very slightly solu-

ble, as well as in many physico-chemicalinvestigations, and

in analysis, the solubility of glass becomes a very disturbing
factor. For example, some bottles of common glass of 240
ce capacity, being filled with distilled water and placed
on the watcr-bath, yielded each enough soluble alkaline

material to the distilledwater to require about ~o cc tenth-

normal acid for neutralization. Though there are kinds of

glass now manufactured which are very insolubleto distilled

water and some mild reagents, they are not so in alkalies of

evenmoderatestrength. Besides,glassvesselsare often needed

in shapesand sizes not to be had in the insolublevarieties of

glass.
It seemed to the author worth while to experiment a

little to seewhether a chemically resistant lacquer might not

be preparedwhich wouldadhere wett to glass. For this pur-

pose it is obvious that such substances as shellac, mastic,

copal, etc., are not suited, as they are more or less soluble in

alkalies. The only substances that appeared to meet the

requirements were paraffin, ceresin, rubber, gutta percha,
balata and chic1e,the last two being related~to gutta percha.
Of these,gutta percha and balata are useless,as, likepyroxylin,

they peel offglass with extreme readiness-a property which,

however valuable in other directions, makes them useless

as a base for a glass lacquer. Pure rubber is somewhat bet-

ter in this respect, but cannot be used alone. Chicle is ex-

tremely adherent to glass-a property which might make

it valuable for someelectrical purposes-but the sample used

Scicntist in Soil Investigations, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept., Agricul-

ture, Washington, D. C.

A. Tschirch: Die Harze und die Harzbehâtter, Vol. t. p. 889ff. Leipzig,

1906. A complete discussion of these bodies will be found here.
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by the writer was somewhat attacked by alkali. As between
ceresin and hard paraffin, there appears not much difference,
but the ceresin. seems to give a slightly smoother surface.

Ofsolveots, carbon disulphide is the most satisfactory,
as it is the quickest to work with and generally gives the
smoothest coat, at least without practice. However, if it is
desired to avoid carbon disulphide on account of its poison-
ous and inflammable qualities, carbon tetrachloride or chloro-
form may be used, in which case the lacquer must be applied
hot, as ceresin is not sufficiently soluble in cold carbon tetra-
chloride or chloroform.

The manner of preparing and using is as follows: Pour
about ioo ce carbon disulphide over 15 grams pure unvul-
canized rubber (procure a rather firm rubber). Let stand a
few hours, or until the mixture becomes homogeneous. Add
30 grams white ceresin; eut in small piecesand add about 100
ce more of carbon disulphide. The consistencywill vary ac-

cording to the particular sample of rubber, but the addition
of the ceresin makes the rubber "solution" lessviscid, in which
fact the advantage of the lacquer lies. It should be thinner
than glycerin. The vessel to be treated is cleaned,rinsed with
absolute alcohol and drained. It is then one-third filled with
the lacquer, shaken gently around, and immediately drained.
With a little practice it is easy to make smooth, translucent
coatings. It is well to make the lacquer thinner and apply
two coats, allowing a drying interval of ~-5 hours. If car-
bon tetrachloride is used, make the lacquer thicker and apply
hot. As good coatings can be obtained with carbon tetra-
chloride as with carbon disulphide with a very little practice.

The coats will not endure long and violent shaking, but
stand moderate usage very well. If injured, they do not peel
away as a pure rubber or gutta percha coating does, but can
be "repaired" at the point of injury.

Two common glass bottles of capacity 240ce were treated
as above described, and filled with distilled water of conduc-
tivity 2.45 reciprocal megohms (reduced to 20°). They
were then placed in a thermostat and rotated for 70 hours,
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when they showeda conductivity (average) of 2.98 reciprocal
megohms(redueedto 20°). Three blank bottles of samemake
and lot showed a conductivity (average) of 58.0 reciprocal
megohms. In another test with similar bottles, a lacquered
bottle wasprotected from the action of hydrofluorie acid suffi-

ciently concentrated to dissolve i .345 grams of material
from a like but unprotected bottle, in the same time.



FI~AME REACTIONS. III

BY WïI<DBR D. BANCROFT AND HARRY B. WEISER

Bleotrolytio Flames

It bas been shown previously' that ait reactions tend to

emit light and that all reactions do emit light providing the

reaction velocity is sufficientlyhigh. It ought to be possible,
therefore, to bring about certain reactions electrolytically
under such conditions that the electrolytic reactions would be

accompaniedby a luminescence. An effect of this nature was

observed by Schluederberg.2

"Very dilute sulphuric acid was electrolyzed in a dark

room with lead wire electrodes and an altemating current–

3, 2, and i amperes. The solution fills up with a fine white

precipitate of lead sulphate whieh obscures the electrodesbut,

by diffusing the light, causes the whole solution to glow.
Thé appearance of the luminescence is coincident with the

passage of the eurrent and seems to depend on the intensity
of the current as three amperes give a better effect than one

ampere. Also, the greater the current density, the quicker
the solution fills up with the white precipitate. Thé lead

electrodes werereplaced with platinum wires but no lumines-

cence was observed. This aiso precludesthe possibilitydf the

luminescencehaving been caused by a.statie dischargebetween

the electrodes. With lead electrodesand a direct current the

luminescencewas not observed. The anode becomescovered

almost immediately with a layer of brown lead peroxide and

the solutiondoes not fill up with the white precipitate. Dur-

ing electrolysisof the dilute acid with aitemating current, the

lead electrodeswere dissolvedat a fairly rapid rate."

Wilkinson3followedup the observation of Schluederberg
and used the direct current with several metals other than

Bancroft:Jour.FranklinInst.,t7S)i~9(!9'3).
Schfuedcrberg: Jour. Phys. Chent., n, 623 (1908).

Witkin~on:Jour.Phys.Chem..13,69: (1909).
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had. He obtained flashes of light of varying intensity in a
number of cases.

This work was taken up with the end in viewof studying
in detail the reactions whiehproduce the luminescenceand of
finding out what reactions and what conditionsare necessary
for securinga bright, continuous, electrolyticname.

Eleotrolytfo Flames with a Mercury Anode

The most striking of the electrolytic flameswere those
emitted during the electrolysisof alkali halidesolutionsusing
a mercury anode.

Before discussing the luminescence brought about by
bringingmercury and the halogens in contact withoneanother
eleetrolyticallyit will be interesting to note the colorobtained
by burning mercury in the halogens. The followingmethod
was found to work admirably even as a lecture experiment:
A piece of glass tubing, fourteen inches long and one to one
and one-fourth inches in diameter was supportedhorizontally.
Oneend was supplied with a stopper containingan outlet tube
leading to a suction pump in the hood; the other end was
fitted with a tight stopper and a tube for conductingin the
halogen vapors. This tube was drawn out to a jet at one
end and the other end was attached to a chlorine cylinder;
if used for bromine or iodine, the tube was bent at right
angles and a small Erlenmeyer flask fastened to it. To carry
out the experiment, a porcelain boat about three inches long
was filled with mercury and placed in the large horizontal
tube, so that it was just beyond the jet of the intet tube for the
halogen. The whole tube was then warmed slowly and
carefullyat first to minimizethe danger of cracking. Finally,
the heat was concentrated on the boat until the mercury
began to vaporize. The halogen was then driven through
the jet and the mercury took fire, burning britliantly the full

length of the boat. The flame bums sufficientlybrightly so
that in a darkened roomone can see it distinctly at a distance
of several yards. The color of the flamewas as follows:
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We will now direct our attention to the mercury flames

produced electrolytically. Thé apparatus used wasas follows:
A layer of mercury was placed in a flat crystallizingor petrie
dish of a size varying froman inch to ten inches in diameter,
depending on the amount of luminescent surface desired.
A dish containing the mercuryanode was then set in another

crystallizing dish of slightly larger diameter. The solution
was poured into the outer dish until it came up above the
level of the inner dish. The layer of mercury was connected
with the circuit by meansof a wire insulated by sealingit into
a piece of small glass tubing. For the cathode, a sheet of
platinum about the size of the anode surface was used when-
ever practicable. For a lecture experiment where a very
large anode surface is more effective, a cathode of copper
wire gauze may be used instead of platinum. For ordinary
work, storage cells givingfrom two to thirty-two volts were
used as a sourceof eurrent. With a large anode surfaceit was
easier to get the necessarycurrent by using the no volt D. C.
with suitable resistance. As electrolytes20 percent solutions
of potassium btomide, potassiumiodide,sodium chloride,and
sodium sulphate, were employed. The brightest light was
obtained by electrolysisof the bromide. This will be taken
up in detail as a typical case.

On passing the eurrent through the bromide solution, the

mercury anode was quicklycoveredwith a film of mercurous
bromide and the whole surface glowed perfectly uniformly
and very brightly. If the temperature of the electrolyte was
about 180 or lower, the glowwas bright enough to be seen
in daylight and was conspicuouslybrilliant when viewed in
the dark. The luminescencewill last for a long time but the

_ÏABM 1

Metat Hatogen Cotorof Same

Mercury Bromine YeUowto bright orange
Mercury Iodine Reddish orange as viewed through

the iodine vapors
Mercury Chlorine Greenish yellow
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briUiancy gradually dies away, due to impoverishment and
to thé fact that the film becomesso thick that it cuts downthe
current and also masks the light. After the electrolysishas
run for several minutes and the luminescencehas become
faint, it makes a striking experiment to open the switch,
allow a little time for diffusion to take placeand then quickly
close the switch again. Under these conditionsone gets an
increase in the current passing through the solution and this
is accompanied by a momentary bright fiash that soon fades
away as the current falls off. In the above experiment the
brightest name was obtained with a current density of about
1.5 amp/dm2, the drop of potential being about 26 volts.
A brighter luminescence was obtained when the electrolyte
was at o° than when at room tamperature.

In striking similarity with the results obtained by direct
chemical combination the color of the luminescence was
found to be as follows:

TABU;II

Métal Anion Cotoroftuminescenee

Mercury Br Very bright orange
Mercury C! Yeitow to orange yeUow
Mercury j

1
Orange–notsobright as with Br

Mercury S0< YeUow(greenish)

· The question that naturally anses at this point is, what
reaction produces the light? From the experimentson direct
union we might infer that the luminescenceis produced by
the corrosion of massive mercury by the nascent halogenal-
together independent of any other factors. That this first
apparently obvious inference is inadequate to explain the
phenomenon is seen from the fact that there is no visible
luminescenceuntil a film is formed. During the electrolysis
the corrosionof the mercury by the nascent halogen is plainly
going on and if our first assumption is correct this shouldgive
light regardtess of the presence or absence of a film. That
no luminescenceis produced until the filmis formed may be
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seen very clearly by observing the electrolysis of potassiumiodide with a mercury anode at different current densities.
and temperatures. In this case the mercurous iodide formed
is fairly soluble in the electrolyte and the iodide win dissolve
until saturation is reached in the immediate region of the
anode, after which the film will form. The time of formation
of the film and hence of the flame depends on the current
density and the temperature. In this experiment an anode
of about one-quarter centimetersurface was used and accurate
measurements were made of the initial current and voltageand of the current and voltage just after the formation of the
film. Thé time necessary for the formation of the film and
the appearance of the light was noted, and also the tem-
perature. In the followingtable Ci, C,, V., V, denote the
initial and final currents and the initial and final voltage
respectively.

TABLSIII

C, C/ v. v/ Light
amps volts volts seconds j Temp.

0.160 0.075 3.5 40.060 o.o~o 2.~ to ~o –z°0.060 0.0~0 j 2.0 t! jSo 60°o.o6o 0.042 ,.5 75 g.0.160 0.030 2.s 6 15 ?8°0.060 o.oto 2,0 4 128 ,8°

Table III shows the importance of the film in producing
electroluminescence. The same effect observed in the elec-
trolysis of potassium iodidemay be noted in other cases to a
very much less marked degree. For example, in the elec-
trolysis of potassium bromidewith a mercury anode at high
temperatures there is a very short interval between the
closing of the switch and the appearance of the film and thé
flame.

Since it bas been found in all cases studied that the
presence of a film over the anode is necessary for the forma-
tion of the anode flame observed, the question cornes up.
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as to the function of the film. Since the formation of the
filmis accompaniedby an increasein voltage,the first assump-
tion is that the luminescenceis producedby an effect similar
to a silent discharge or sparking through the film. A number
of experiments have been carried out which show that this
is not the case.

Marked evidence against the glow being a sparking
effect is to be seen in the perfect uniformity of the lumines-
cence over the whole surface of the anode altogether irre-

spective of the size. This would probably not be the case
if it were a discharge through the film, for the film would

unquestionably break down at some place and produce a
distinct spark. No such effect was noted. Furthermore, the
film may be scratched or broken at somepoint and then the
circuit closed. Under these conditions, if the glow were a

sparking effect, we should certainly expect the ehergy of the
current to spark across this little gap rather than through the

difficultly conducting film. Although this experiment was
tried a number of times no flash of the nature of a spark was
ever observed.

Thé luminescence is not through the film but under-
wa~ it, in direct contact with the mercury surface. This

may be told from the fact that, after a little time, the film
becomes sufficiently thick that it looks black and the glow
is masked as the light from an incandescent bulb would be
if surrounded by a piece of thin black cloth. After the film
is so thick that but very little light can be seen on looking
down upon it, a thin region of luminescence may be ob-
served between the mercury and the filmby looking sidewise

parallel to the mercury surface. This indicates that the glow
is not in the film but only at the mercury surface. A further
test of this was made in the followingmanner: Electrolysis
of the bromide solution with a mercury anode was carried
out for a few minutes. The anodedish was carefully removed
from the solution without cracking the film. The latter was
then washed by allowing a gentle stream of water to flow
over it for a long time. After washing,the excess of water
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was taken up with filter paper and the film allowedto dry
thoroughly. A piece of platinum about one square centi-
meter in area was held against this film as firmly as possible
without breaking it. This piece of platinum was made
cathode and the mercury anode. On elosing the circuit
there was no arcing through the film even though the voltage
wasincreasedto 40 volts. Thefilm at the edgeof the platinum
cathode was then moistened with a very small drop of dilute
potassiumbromide solution. On closing the circuit a distinct
glowingwas seen not through but underneath the portion of
the filmthat was dampened.

A further proof that the anode flame is not caused by a
sparking through the film was obtained by electrolyzingtwo
solutions of potassium bromide in series--one hot and the
other cold-with a mercury anode. Under these conditions
it was found that the flame was much brighter and lasted
much longer in the cold than in the hot solution. However
the voltage drop across the hot solution was greater than
across the cold solution. This is diametrically opposite to
what weshouldexpect if it werea case of sparking throughthe
film. The following table shows this point clearly. The
temperature of the hot solution was 5~° and of the cold solu-
tion, –4°.

TABLEIV

Time Vottage Vott~e Time Voltage Voltageseconds cold hot seconds cold hot

5 12.00 9.00 55 9.42 12.3710 10.20 10.90 6o 939 12.~2
'5 998 ii.5o 75 933 12.4620 9.80 n.8i 90 9.30 !2.5o
25 965 !2.oo tos 9-25 12.55
30 960 12.10 120 924 12.57
35 955 i2.t5 '50 923 !2.6o
40 950 12.23 l8o 922 12.60
45 948 12.26 240 920 12.62
50 947 '2.28

If the electroluminescence were produced by a silent
discharge through a thin film of a mercury halide, glowing
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should result, if such a violentdischargewere passed through
a thin film artificially prepared. An experiment to test this

wascarried out.

Two test tubes were taken, oneabout three-fourths of an

inch internai diameter and the other about one-half inch

external diameter. The larger wascoated on the inside and

the smaller on the outside with a thin uniform filmof mercuric

chloride. To do this a saturated solutionof mercuric chloride

in ether was prepared and the surfaceto be coated was wetted

uniformly with this. The ether evaporated quickly leaving
a thin coating of the salt on the tube. This was repeated
until a film of the desired thicknesswas secured. The larger
test tube, which was coated on the inside, was surrounded

by another slightly larger and the intervening space filled

with dilute sulphuric acid. The smaller test tube which was

coated on the outside, was filledwith dilute sulphuric acid

and then placed inside the larger one and the two were held

apart concentrically by a cork. We thus had an apparàtus
on the plan of the Siemens-Halskeozonizer. By connecting
this with the terminais of an inductioncoil, a silent discharge
was passed through the thin filmand across the gap be ween

the test tubes. When this was done in a dark room only a

faint whitish glow was obtained, in no way resembling the

orange or yellow luminescenceobtained on electrolysis. The

experiment was repeated a number of times with varying
thickness of film but always with the same result.

It is evident from the aboveseriesof experiments that the

luminescence is not due to a sparkingthrough the film but is

due to the reaction taking place in the region possibly of

molecular dimensions,between the surfaceof massive mercury
and the film of salts. With the possibilityof a sparking effect

through the film removed from consideration, we can again
tum our attention to the conditionsand to the consequent
reaction whieh produces the luminescence.

Practically all of the resistanceand therefore the heating
effect of the current is producedby the film. Although the

current and the voltage for obtainingthe maximum lumines-
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~~Hf*f Ctt*~ f~C~tfat~ ~ttf t~.f. ~T <cence are relatively low, the heat generated is confined to a
very smallspace and, being in direct contact with the mercury
surface,is sufficientto vaporizeminute quantities of mercury,
which in the presenceof the nascent halogen, will react with
sufficientvelocity to emit the observed luminescence. Con-
siderable evidence points to the fact that the luminescence
of the mercury anode is due to the rapid union of the anion
with heated métal vapor to form the solid salt.

It was found necessary in the experiments on direct
union, discussedat the beginning of this paper, to heat the
mercuryuntil it began to vaporizebefore the reaction velocity
was sufficientlyhigh to produce luminescence. Some experi-
mentsweretried with mercuryin the cold. Adrop of bromine
was allowedto fall on a massive mercury surface in a dark
room. The reaction took place rapidly with the evolution
of much heat, but the reaction velocity was not sufficiently
high to cause glowing. A very fine stream of mercury was
sprayed into dense fumes of bromine. Here again the re-
action took place rapidly, but the velocity was not high
enough to produce light. If, however, the mercury were
heated, the velocityof the reaction wassuch that a very bright
light was produced. We have exactly this same thing in the
electrolytic process. No light is emitted until the film is
formed and then heat generated in direct contact with the
anode surface volatilizes small amounts of mercury, which
react rapidlywith the nascent anion to form the solidsalt.

A further argument in support of this viewis that by far
the brightest luminescenceon electrolysis is obtained with
mercury-a metal with a relatively low vaporization point--
whilewith a metal like copperor silver only a very faint glow
can be obtained even under the most favorablecircumstances.

One other point must be considered. Reference bas
repeatedly been made to the fact that the anode flame is
brighter and lasts longer in the cold solution than it does in
the hot. This is particularly noticeable in the electrolysis
of the bromidesolutionsand is much less marked in the case
of the chlorideand iodide. So marked is it in the bromide
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electrolysis that attention was called to the fact that for
démonstration purposes the cold solution should always be
used on account of its greater effectiveness. One explanation
of this effect of temperature on the luminescenceis, that other
conditions being the same, chemiluminescence may increase
with decreasing temperature. There is some évidence' in

support of this view but the temperature difference is so
small in the bromideelectrolysiscompared with the difference
in the luminescenceobserved, that this explanation seems
doubtful.

If we are not to assigna very large negative temperature
effect to the luminescenceof the mercury-bromine reaction,
we must find some other explanation for the marked change
in luminescence due to cooling the solution a few degrees.
If we consider--as weapparently have to-that the formation
of the solid salt isessentialto the luminescencein this particular
case, the effectof the temperature of the solution may be.due
to thé change in solubilityand degree of supersaturation with

change of temperature. Although the absolute solubility of
mercurous bromide is very small both at o° and at 50°, the
relative solubility is undoubtedly greater at the higher tem-

perature than at the lower. From what we know of other
solutions it is certain that the absolute amount of super-
saturation increases with rising temperature. At the lower

températures we shall therefore have the mercurous bromide

not only precipitating as fast as formed but practically at the

point where formed. The space within which the mercurous
bromide precipitates is therefore very small. At higher

temperatures the solubilityand supersaturation increase, and

consequently the mercurous bromide will have a chance to
diffuse to a certain unknown extent before precipitation

completely and the space throughout which the precipitation
takes place is relatively much larger. This involves intro-

ducing the further conception that the intensity of lumines-

Dewar:Chem.News,70,252(tSç~);BancroftandWeiser:Trans.Am.
Efectrochem.Soc.,,!S('~7('9'4)
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cence inereases with increasing volume concentration as well
as with increasingreaction velocity.

The luminescenceof the mercury-bromine reaction be-
cornes in part a erystatioluminescence,like the whitish light
obtained when sodium chloride crystallizes under suitable
conditions, when sodium burns slowly in chlorine, or when
cathode rays act oncrystals of sodium chloride. This follows
from the facts: that we get no luminescenceuntil the mer-
curous bromide precipitates; that the luminescencedoes not

necessarily vary directly with the fall of potential at the
anode; and that the luminescence varies more with the tem-

perature of the solution than can reasonablybe accounted for

solelyon the assumptionof a negative temperature coefficient.
From a study of the electrolytic mercury flameswe corne

to the followingconclusions:
i. A film must form over the anodebefore luminescence

is obtained.

2. Thé luminescence is not produced by the thermo-
luminescence of the highly heated film or by a sparking
through the film.

3. The effect of the film is to cause a rise of temperature
in a very limited region in direct contact with the mercury
sufficient to vaporize small quantities of the métal.

Luminescence is produced by the rapid reaction of
nascent halogen with the heated mercury and the formation
of the solid mercury salt.

The electroluminescenceobtained with a mercury anode
was by far the most spectacular and was obtained with the
least difficulty. Thé current density was always compara-
tively low and a continuous glowing for several minutes was
not hard to obtain. With the other metals studied the current

density had to be considerably higher. As noted in the ex-

periments on the mercury flames, no luminescencewas ob-
tained unless a film was formed. Furthermore, the film
formed had to be of a firm, coherent nature and poorly con-

ducting, so that a local heating in the region of the metal
would result. The presenceof such a film was found to be
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necessary in all cases for the production of electrolumines-

cence. The presence of this film often masked the light
emitted under it, so that a flash was all that was ordinarily
obtained, after which the film was too thick to allow the

faint glow to be seen through it. It occurred to us that if

some means were employed to remove the most of the film

as fast as formed,a continuous electroluminescenceought to

be obtained. This was found actually to be the case. The

method was simply to rotate the electrode rapidly and hold

a brush against it whieh scraped away the excess film that

masked the light. The apparatus used was simple in con-

struction A rotating electrode holder was held firmly in

place on a stationary stand. Thé holder was supplied with a

-seriesof pullies so that different rates of rotation could be

obtained. A 1/8 H. P. alternating current motor drove the

belt. The anodesused were rods of the métal from one-half

to i centimeter in diameter. The electrolyte was placed in a

crystallizing dish four inches in diameter and four inches

deep. This was only half filledso as to prevent the splashing
of the electrolyte by the rapidly rotating anode. A stiff-

bristled tooth brush servedfor brushing the electrode. In the

actual experimentation the electrode was first started, the

brush held firmly against it and the current was then passed

through the solution.

A detailed account will now be given of the separate

experiments with anodes of tin, copper, cadmium, silver,
and lead in 20percent solutionsof hydrochlorie acid or sodium

chloride, potassium bromide, potassium iodide, sodium sul-

phate, or sulphuricacid.

Electrolytic Flames with Ttn Anode

T~MAnode w 6'û~'MWChloride5'c/M/~M.–In this elec-

trolysis no coherent film was produced on the anode but in-

stead a slimy deposit was formed around it. This deposit
was due to the hydrolysis of the chloride formed and could
be prevented by acidifying. There was no luminescenceeven

at a very high current density. There was no sparking effect
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whatsoever until the solution became so hot that it boiled
around the electrode.

Tin Anode in Potassium Br<~K?~5'o/M~Mt.–Nocoherent
precipitate was formed on the anode and hence no lumines-
cence was obtained even at a very high current density and
voltage. There was no sparking until the solution became
boiling hot around the anode. On first closing thé switch
the electrode appeared dark, due to some bromine set free
at the high current density. Immediately thereafter a dense
white precipitate formed in the region of the anode, due to the
hydrolysis of the bromide formed on the electrolysis.

7~MAnode in Potassium Iodide ~o/M~M.–Onpassing the
eurrent through this solution a film of insoluble iodide was

immediately formed on the surface of the electrode. This
film was firm and coherent and a luminescencewas obtained
as one would expect from analogy with the experiments using
a mercury anode. By starting with a clean anode and a clear
solution a faint light can be detected at i amp/cm2 and 11i
volts. In order to see this, however, one's eyes must have
become very sensitive by remaining a long time in the dark.
Even then only a flash was observed that was greenish white
in color. The corrosion of the anode was not quantitative
and the liberated iodine soon colored the solution. By in-
creasing the current density to 1-1.5 amp/cn~ and a voltage
of 20, a much brighter luminescence was secured. If the
anode was rotated rapidly and brushed, the glow was con-
tinuous and was greenish white to greenish yellow in color.

Tin Anodein Sulphuric Acid Solution.-At o. amp/cm~
and 6 volts a faint greehish white light was obtained. At a
slightly increased current density and 10 volts, the lumines-
cence was continuous and was greenish yellowin color. By
increasing the eurrent density and so increasing the reaction
velocity still more, this greenish yellow flame was bright
enough that it could be seen distinctly across the room. A
very thin film formed over the anode. This may be verified
by polishing the electrode until it is hright before starting
the electrolysis. As soon as the switch was closed, the shiny
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surface became dulled hy the formation of the thin film.

Furthermore, the eurrent gradually became tess_ and less,
indicative of the film becoming thicker.

It is interesting to compare the luminescenceobtained on

electrolysis with the flame secured by direct union of the

metal with thé halogen, Table V. The method of obtaining
the results on direct union have been described in a former

paper.'
1

TABt,EV

Metal Anion Co)orofetectrotmnincsccnce Colorondirectunion

Tin CI No light Bluish violet to green
Tin Br No light Green

Tin j I Greenish white to yeiïow Light green (yellowish)
Tin SO) Greenish white to yellow

Eleotrolytio Flames with Copper Anode

Copper Anodew HydrochloricAcid.-In this electrolysis
the light effect was faint, even at a high current density, but
it wasclearlyseen to be greenish white in color. Thé lumines-

cence appeared as a flash on first closing the switch but

gradually grewfainter and fainter. By rotating the electrode

rapidly this faint glow may be obtained continuously. A

thin filmof cuprouschloride was formed on the surface of the

anode.

CopperAnodew Potassium ~row~ Solution.-The light
effect was very weak indeed, but if the eyes were allowed to

become sensitive, a glow could be seen around the electrode

at one to two amperes per square centimeter and twelve volts.
Thé solutionbecame colored by somebromine liberated at the

high current density and by the formation of a reddish brown

precipitate. On this account it was difficult to determine the

exact color of the whitish luminescence. With a rotating
electrode the glow lasted for some little time. No sparking
was obtained until the solution boiled around the electrodé
and the voltage increased to 35 to ~o volts. The sparks
were distinctly green flashes.

Bancroft and Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., 18, ~tg (t9:~).
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Copper Anode in Po~~ttfw Iodide Solution.-A very
faint glowwas obtained at 15volts and a highcurrent density,
1-2 amp/cm~ This was observed only after staying for
considerable time in the dark room before starting the elec-

trolysis. The light was reddish white tinged slightly with
green. No doubt the colorwas greenish white and the red-
dish appearance was due to looking through an intensely red
solution. The red color of the solution was due to iodine
set free at the high current density of the electrolysis. Ex-
amination of the anode afterelectrolysis showedthat a film of
cuprous iodide was formedon it. The luminescencecould be
observed for only a fewsecondseven with a rotating electrode
on account of the dark colorof the solutionentirely masking
the faint anode glow. That this was the casemay be verified
by observing the electrolysisin daylight. The electrode was
placed near the edge of the container in a clear solution of the
iodide. A moment after the switch was closed the electrode
was obscured by the liberated iodine coloring the solution a
dark red.

CopperAnode~t SulphuricAcid~M~'o~.–At a relatively
low current density and seven volts a flashof light was ob-
tained but it lasted only a moment. It wasgreenish in color.

By increasing the current density slightly and rotating the
electrode, this glow becamebrighter and was of a greenish
yellowcolor. A film, apparently of oxide, was formed on the
surface of the electrode. At a high current density no light
was obtained for no film was formed. Instëad, the dis-

integration of the anode wasso rapid that the surface seemed
to be torn off and the solution filledup with fine particles of

copper.

Summary.-In all of the above casesit wasfound that an
electroluminescencewasobtained, but the glowwas only very
faint and was difficult to get continuously. The quality of the
luminescencewas hard to recognize,owing to the faintness
of the glowand the fact that the solutionbecamecloudy after
the electrolysis. For the most part the light was greenish
white in color. From a knowledgeof the conditions necessary
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for obtaining a bright electroluminescencewe should expect
to get only a faint light with a copper anode. The metal
volatilizes at a very high temperature and the filmformed is
of a slimy amorphous character rather than of the firm,
coherent nature which we found to be necessaryfor obtaining
the mercury flames.

Eteotrolytic Flames with Cadmium Anode

Cadmium Anode in Chloride Solution.-During the elec-

trolysis in sodium chloride solution a white amorphous pre-
cipitate formedin the region of the anode. On accountof the
nature of the precipitate there wasof courseno luminescence.
In hydrochloric acid solution no precipitate whatsoever was
formed. By increasing the current density so high that the
solution boiled around the electrode, sparks were obtained.
Thèse sparks were of a greenish color.

Cadmium Anodein Potassium BromideSolution.-What
has been said regarding the chloride electrolysisapplies to the
bromide. No coherent film deposited on the electrode; in-
stead an amorphous precipitate was formed. There was no
luminescence.

Cadmium Anode in Potassium Iodide ~M<MK.–A faint
flash of light was obtained at 0.5 amp/cm" and ten volts.
At a slightly inereased current density and 20 volts a very
bright yellowluminescencewas obtained. The film of iodide
formedon the anode was so resistant that it quickly eut
down the current with a stationary anode. In order to
obtain the luminescence continuously it was found neces-

sary to rotate the electrode 3000 r. p. m. and to hold
a stiff-bristled brush firmly against it. Under these con-
ditions the film was removed sufficiently rapidly that
the yellow luminescence lasted for a considerable time.
When the observation was made at a relatively low
current density or in the hot solution,results were obtained
similar to those observed with a mercury anode in

potassium iodide solution. The iodide of cadmium dis-
solved appreciably in potassium iodide,particularly in the hot
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solution, so that the film did not form as soon as the switch
was closed. As in the case of the mercury flame in iodide
solution, there was an interval of time between the closing
of the switeh and the appearance of the flash. The length
of this time interval depended on the current density and the
temperature.

Cadmium Anode !M 5'M~~KWcAcid So/M~'OM.–Inthis
electrolysis the film did not appear imlnediately and so a
similar phenomenon to that above mentioned was observed.
Starting at a current density of about i amp/cm~ and eight
volts, the film formedin about two seconds. Simultaneously
with the appearance of the film. the voltage increased to
twenty-six volts and the current dropped off considerably.
Thé luminescencewas quite bright and was yellowin color
with a tendency toward a greenish tinge. Even with a
rotating electrode the glow would not last very long but
gradually faded away. Thé thin film of oxide was so hard
to remove that scrapingwith a fiber brush was insufficientto
keep the electrodeclean. By breaking the circuit and letting
it stand for a moment in the acid solution the film dissolved
off and the experimentcould then be repeated.

Summary.-A cadmium anode in chloride and bromide
solution gave no electroluminescencesinceno filmwas formed.
In iodide and sulphate solutiona film wasformed and a bright
electroluminescence of a yellow color was obtained. The
color of these electrolyticflameswas the sameas that observed
when volatilized cadmium was bumed in an atmosphere of
oxygen or chlorine.

Electrolytîc Flames with a Silver Anode

Silver Anodew HydrochloricAcid.-At a current density
of 0.2 amp/cm" and 10 volts a flash was obtained that was
rather faint and was yellowishwhite in color. By increasing
the current density a brighter flash obtained but the film of
chloride quickly shut off the light. This film was hard to
remove and the voltagewas high but there was no sparking.
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The voltagewaskept down by veryvigorousbrushingand the

glow couldbe maintained for a fewseconds.
Silver Anode in Potassium BromideSolution.-A faint

greenish yellow light was observed at a current density of

0.3 amp/cm" and 15 volts. The voltage rose graduaUy and
the current fell unless the electrodewas brushed very vigor-
ously. Under these conditions the faint glow was main-
tained continuously.

SilverAnodein Potassium IodideSolution.-A very faint

orange glowwas obtained at 11volts. At a current density of
i amp/cm2 and 18 volts the orange luminescencewas fairly
bright and lasted for several seconds if the electrode was
brushed.

SilverAnodein Sulphuric AcidSolution.-At 0.5amp/cm"
and 10volts a faint glow was observed. The color was white
with a slight yellowishtinge. At amp/em~ with a rotating
electrode a much brighter yellowishwhite luminescencewas
obtained.

Summary.-With a silver anode a coherent film was
formed and luminescencewas obtained in every electrolysis
studied. The glow was never bright but could be obtained

continuously by brushing the rotating cathode vigorously.

Electrolytic Flames with a Lead Anode

LeadAnodein Sodium ChlorideSolution.-At 2 amp/em2
and 20 volts a faint glow was observed. The voltage rose

rapidly and the current fell off even though the rotating
anode was brushed hard. The luminescencewas white.

LeadAnodein Potassium Bromide~o~M~'OK.–Oniya faint
white light was obtained even at high current density. The
film was not of a coherent nature and the solution filled up
quickly with a dense precipitate whieh rendered the solution
so cloudy that even with a rotating electrodethe light effect
could be seen for only a few seconds.

Lead Anode in Potassium Iodide Solution.-At 0.5
amp/cn~ and i volts a bright yellowlight with a greenish
tinge was obtained. Even a moderate amount of brushing
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served to keep the anode sufficientlydean that a continuous
luminescence was secured. At a slightly higher current

density and a voltage of 20 volts the flamewas visible at a
distance of severalyards. At the higher current density the
electrode had to be brushed pretty vigorouslyto maintain the

glow with undiminished intensity. Thé solution quickly
became cloudy and the luminescenceappearedmuch brighter
by looking down on the electrode from above instead of

through the turbid solution.

Lead Anode in Sulphuric Acid ~oh<OK.–At the be-

ginning of this paper attention was called to the work of

Schluederberg with lead electrodes in sulphuricacid, using an

alternating current. He was unable to obtain a glow with the
direct current on account of the formation of a film of lead

peroxide. Frotn analogy with the experiments above de-
scribed we shouldexpect to obtain a flasheven with a direct
current. As a matter of fact a fairly bright white glow was
obtained for an instant. Thé attempt was made to remove
the lead peroxidefilmby brushing and so obtain a continuous
white luminescencewith the direct current. It was found
that the glowcouldbe prolongedsomewhatbut the film stuck
so tightly that it could not be removed sufficientlyrapidly to
obtain a continuousluminescence.

Summary.-A faint luminescence was obtained with a
lead anode in chloride and bromide solution; in iodide solu-
tion the glowwasrelatively very bright and could be main-
tained for several minutes by rotating the electrode and

brushing. A bright flash was obtained in sulphuricacid solu-
tion even with a direct current. A continuous glow may be
secured using an alternating current thereby preventing the
film of lead oxide becomingso thick that it cuts down the
current until no luminescenceis visible.

Thé results of this paper may be summarizedas follows:
i. Reactions may be brought about electrolytically

under such conditionsthat they emit light.
2. A particular study has been made of the luminescence

and the conditions for obtaining luminescence in the elec-
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trolysis of chloride, bromide, iodide, and sulphate solutions
with a mercury anode. This study was extended.. using
anodesof tin, copper, cadmium, silver,and lead.

3. In aU cases in which luminescencewas obtained, a

firm,coherent film formed on the anode. In certain cases in
whichthe product of the anodic reaction was soluble in the

electrolyte, the film formation was delayed for a time. No
luminescenceappeared until after the filmformed.

<)..The luminescence was not due either to the thermo-
luminescenceof the film or to a sparking through the film.
It was underneath the film in the reaction zone.

5. A poorly conducting film is necessary. The heat

generatedby the resistance causesa local rise in temperature
at the surface of the metal. The reaction which emits the

lightis the reaction of the nascent anion with the heated (and

presumablyvolatilized) metal to formthe solid salt.
6. No luminescence was obtained unless the metal in

corroding formed the solid salt instead of dissolving or de-

composing. Ordinarily the solubilityis least and the stability
is greatest in cold solution. In consequenceof this we should

expect the luminescence to be greater in the cold than in the
hot solution. This was particularly noticeable in the elec-

trolysis of potassium bromide with a mercury anode.

7. In many instances the heatedmetal will burn brightly
in an atmosphere of oxygenor of the halogens. Under these
conditions the color of the flame is strikingly similar to that
obtained electrolytically.

8. With a stationary anode the luminescence is usually
onlya flash, since the film masks the luminescence and also
cuts down the current so that the reaction velocity is very
low.

9. In most cases the luminescence can be made con-
tinuous by rotating the anode rapidly and at the same time

brushing it with .a tooth-brush so that the film does not be-
-cometoo thick.

Cornell University
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La SUice et tes Silicates. By Henry Le Chatelier. ~7 X 2S cm; pp. ~7~

Paris: A. ~fma~tt <-<H~, /p7~. Price: /fMM.–Thé author points out,

p. t, that thé text-books on chemistry usually say relatively little about silica.

and less about the silicates. He says, p. 7, that silica "is a regular proteus

showing more numerous variations than any other known substance. The

forms ot crystallized anhydrous sitica fall into two groups distinguished by a

considerable difference of density: a mean density of ï .6 for the one and of 2 .3

for the other. Carbon and phosphorus are the only other substances which

show as large differences of density between the allotropie forms. Fach of the

groups contains two or three allotropie forms, distinct as regards their crystal-

line forms, and each of these forms undergoes reversible changes under the influ-

ence of heat, yielding a series of new forms stable only between certain tempéra-

ture limits. There are certainty a dozen allotropie forms of silica.

It is distinctly interesting to note the ease with which silica assumes the

amorphous state and eonfers the same on the mixture whieh it forms with other

silicates, thus giving rise to the ordinary glasses. No other substance in inor-

ganie chemistry has this property to such an extent. It is true that boric acid

oceurs in the amorphous state; but its change to the crystallized is unknown

and consequently it does not lend itself, as does silica, to a study of the change

from the solid amorphous state to the crystallized state.

"Hydrated sitica is not less interesting than crystallized anhydrous siMca.

It appears not to follow the laws of definite proportions and of constant dissocia-

tion pressures. Its water content varies indefinitely with varying external

conditions. One of its striking properties is the formation of colloidal solutions

with water. It is an open question whether these gelatinous masses are really

hydrated in the chemical sense of the word or whether they are not rather due

to very finely divided anhydrous silica forming a paste with water.

"The metallic silicates offer a field for study not less varied than that of

silica itself. While other acids seem enly M form a fairly limited number of

salts, whose composition is governed by dennitc and very simple rutes, the nmn-

ber of silicates seems almost to be unlimited and the formulas are sometimes

so complicated that the law of simple proportions between the oxygen of the acid

and that of the base becomes hard to confirm. An entire science, mineralogy,

is devoted to the study of natural minerais and at least three-quarters of these

are silicates. While it has been difficult to reproduee synthetically some of the

natural silicates, there hâve been prepared in the laboratory a targe number of

silicates not found in nature. The study of these compounds will certainty

give rise some day to a branch of chemistry comparable in importance with that

of the carbon compounds."

The subject is treated under the general headings: chemical properties of

the oxygen compounds of silicon; so-called hydrated silica; amorphous silica;

crystallization of 'quartz; physical properties of quartz; rotary polarization;

double refraction; chatcedony; silica having a low density; transformations

of silica; general properties of glasses; ehemical properties of glasses; physical

properties of glasses; expansion of glasses; optical properties of glasses; metattic
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silicates; ctassMcittion of metallic silicates; alkali and barium silicates; calcium

silicates; magnesium silicates; aluminum silicates; ccramics; rocks and slags.

Thé author considers, p. 23, that the leucones are hydrates of silicon mon-

oxide, SiO.HtO and SiaOt.H:0, for instance. He bases this conclusion chiefly

on the faet that caustic potash reacts with SiO.H:0, causing the evolution of

hydrogen. Another interesting conclusion, p. 76, is that a siticic acid jelly is

merely a paste of anhydrous silica and water. "Thé presence in the silicie acid

jellies of a substance as hard as anhydrous sitica ought to be made evident if

we use the paste to polish hard substances such as metals. Thé prediction has

been confirmed experimentally. It proved easy to polish bronze by means

of gelatinous silica, obtained by the décomposition of silicon fluoride by water.

It was washed with distilled water and was not allowed to dry because this would

have given rise to harder lumps through agglomeration." This is a very strik-

ing experiment but it scems open to the criticism that the anhydrous silica may

have been formed during the polishing as a result of pressure.

Thé author inclines, p. 367, to the view of Tschermak that the feldspars

form a continuous series between 6SiO:AitO:.Na~O and ~SiOjAkOt.CaO. On

pp. 476 et <f the author discusses the theory of plasticity in considerable detail.

He is strongly of the opinion that a lamellar structure is essential. The reviewer

is not willing to go this length. It is clear that one can have more slipping

with a lamellar than with a spherical structure; but it is putting the cart before

the horse to make the lamellar structure the cause of plasticity. Thc essential

for a plastic mass is that there shall be a film which shall be coherent and self-

healing. In the case of putty the film is oil; in the case of wet sand it is water.

If we are going to stipulate, as is usually donc, that the plastic mass shall dry

or bake to a solid mass, the film cannot be a liquid atone but must be a more or

less gelatinous mass.

On p. 5) the author mentions a very intcresting fact in regard to Etruscan

pottery. This has to be burned at a temperature of 1000" and melts at 1070'

Consequently there must hâve'been an extremely careful température'régula-

tion.

Under petrined wood, p. 206, the reviewer would have welcomed a discussion

of the probable method of formation. Even if tins had amounted chiefly to a

confession of ignorance, it would have been worth while as calling attention to

the gaps in our knowledge. A more extended discussion of colloidal silica would

also have been a good thing, pp. 29, 6s. One can get so much out of this book

that one is tcmptcd to ask for cven more. Wilder D. Bancroft

Lehrbuch der Metallographie. Chemie MM<<Physik der Metalle «t;~ ihrer

~gMrMtt~ett. By Grtstav 7'an;Ktann. 7~7 X 25 cm; pp. iii + 390. Leipsig:

J~o~oM Voss, jp~. fnce.' paper, fp marks; &eKKd,20 marks.-More work on

alloys has been donc in Tammann's laboratory than anywhere else, and conse-

quently a text-book by hitn is wetcome. The book aims to be a great deal more

than a compilation of diagrams. For instance, t36 pages are given to one-com-

ponent systems under thc subhcads: the process of crystaXization; changes in

properties with changes in statc; changes in the properties of metals on working.

Under two-component systems nearly fifty pages are devoted to the properties

of binary alloys. Thé author does not agrée with Beitby's vicws as to the forma-
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tion of an amorphous phase when inetals are polished or rolled, and for that we

are truly grateful. It bas always bcen a surprise to the reviewer that neither

Beilby nor any of his supporters bas ever made any attempt to confirm his

hypothesis by experiments on transparent crystals of some sort.

White the plan of the book is excellent and white it is a valuable work, thé

avowed intention of the author to couSne himself very largely to thé work of his

own laboratory makes the book more one-sided than was necessary or desirable.

There is practically nothing on the corrosion of alloys, though that is quite as

important as some of the other properties considered. Under electrolytic copper

the work of Bennett bas been overlooked. Too much stress bas of course been

laid on the method of thermal analysis, whieh is admittedly an easy and rapid

method; but, unfortunatety, also a crude one, especially when reactions between

solids are involved.

The author adopts the view, p. 245, that Fe~C is always an instable form

and he does not even refer to Upton's suggestion of the possible existence of Fe<C.

The reviewer is quite certain that this is wrong. It is quite true that some

graphite-free cast irons will set free graphite if anealed at 9oo°-tooo"; but it

does not follow from this that graphite is the stable phase at that temperature.

That would be true only in case the graphite were not taken up again. Since

it is possible to prepare alloys containing 3% carbon whieh do not set free

graphite when annealed, it is ctear that there bas been an error due to not

identifying the phases present before annealing.

In spite of these shortcomings, the book is by far the most interesting work

on the subject with which the reviewer is familiar. It is to be hoped that the

second edition will prove even better. Wilder D. BoKcrq/Ï

Elektrische Spektralanalyse chemlscher Atome. ByJ.Stark. y~X~cM;

<« + Leipzig: S. Hirul, /p7~. Price: paper, 5 marks; c/o~, 6 marks.-

When canal rays pass through a gas, we get rapidly moving particles, some of

which are positively charged ions, some negatively charged ions and sti)) others

neutral atoms or molecules. The rates of motion of these three sets of particles
will be affected differently by an electrical field. By studying the varying in-

tensities of the spectral lines under these circumstances, one can draw conclusions

as to the particles emitting certain spectral lines. The arc lines are believed,

for instance, to be due generally to particles which contain at teast one electron

more than those to which the spark lines are due.

The author discusses the methods of experimenting and then takes up the

theoretical side of the problem. Thé theoretical side would be more satisfactory
if the author had considered the probability of light being due to a reaction and

not necessarity to a particle. Wilder D. Bancroft

A Manual of Practical Physieat Chemistry. By Francis W. Gray. tg X

74 cm; ~)/ xvi + London: Jfa<'m</<aM«Ha Co., 1914. Price: 4s. M.–This

little manual contains a series of thirty-nine exercises so arranged that each can

be finished inside a normal laboratory period. The ground seems to be covered

fairly well. The most striking novelty in the book is the use of the word "dis-

solecule" to mean molecular weight, p. 43. Wilder D. Bancroft
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